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Foreword

The fast reactor safety community convened in Knoxville for the fifth in a series of
meetings that began over a decade ago in Beverly Hills, California. Since the preceding
meeting, in Lyon, France, in 1982, major changes have taken place and significant accom-
plishments have been realized in fast reactor programs worldwide. The Super-Phenix plant
at Creys-Malville is nearing completion. The path to completion of construction and licens-
ing of SNR-300 in Germany seems clear. EBR-II and Phenix completed, respectively, 20
years and 10 years of successful operation. JOYO and PFR completed additional years of
successful operation. Construction of the Monju reactor is proceeding without major diffi-
culties. A favorable licensing ruling was received by the CRBRP Project. Unfortunately,
that project was canceled after years of debate. In the wake of CRBRP cancellation, a
major reorientation of the U.S. fast reactor program has shifted attention to smaller reac-
tors with increased emphasis on inherent safety features in design. Thus, the Knoxville
meeting convened in an atmosphere of accomplishment and substantial change at the same
time.

Technically, the emphasis of this meeting was on the safety-related aspects of fast
reactor design, analysis, licensing, construction, and operation. Relative to past meetings,
there was less emphasis on the scientific and technological basis for accident assessment,
which will be the major focus of a companion meeting to be held in Guernsey, Channel
Islands, U.K., in May 1986. Because of its broad scope, the meeting attracted 217 atten-
dees from a wide cross section of the design, safety analysis, and safety technology commu-
nities. Eight countries and two international organizations were represented. A total of 126
papers were presented, with contributions from the United States, France, Japan, the
United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy.

Sessions on safety aspects of innovative designs and safety concepts, features, and cri-
teria were especially well attended. The presentations and discussions brought into focus
important agreements and contrasts between the redirected U.S. approach, with its empha-
sis on inherent safety and small reactors, and the more traditional approach emphasizing
large reactors, with reliance on engineered safety systems and strong containment. There is
broad agreement that the HCDA should not be a design basis accident; the two
approaches differ in the path to showing that such accidents are sufficiently improbable to
be excluded from the design basis. We anticipate much fruitful discussion of issues related
to the contrasting approaches as the concepts develop.

On behalf of the Technical Program Committee, we thank the authors for their out-
standing work in preparing their manuscripts, the speakers and poster participants for their
excellent presentations, and the chairmen for guiding the sessions and promoting frank and
open discussion. It is really these contributions that make the meeting a technical success.
We also thank the Organizing Committee, headed by General Chairman George Flanagan,
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for an outstanding job in providing foir all the arrangements that make an international top-

ical meeting much more than solely a technical forum. The keynote address by G. Ven-

dryes of the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique set the tone for the meeting. His presence

was very much appreciated.

We hope to see you at our next meeting, in Guernsey next year.

Technical Program Chairmen

L. W. Deitrich

D. R. Ferguson

J. F. Marchaterre

A. P. Schmitt

International Liaison

J. B. vanErp
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The lower part of the cover of these proceedings, with its stylized reactor containment
and cooling tower illuminated by a sunrise, represents what we hope is the dawn of a new
era in nuclear reactor technology. With the commissioning of France's Super Phenix, we
enter upon the beginning of commercialization of fast reactors. The flowers on the upper
part of the cover and on the divider pages are blossoms from dogwood trees, which lend
their name to the annual Dogwood Arts Festival, a spring celebration in Knoxville that
coincided with our conference.

We would like to recognize those people who have labored behind the scenes to pro-
duce these volumes. These proceedings would not have appeared without the dedicated
work of Vivian Jacobs and George Battle of the Conference Publications Office in the
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dedication, Regina Clark of that department ably assisted the Conference Publications
Office in preparing the program and abstracts booklets. We would also like to acknowledge
the assistance of other members of the Technical Publications Department, especially pho-
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Ridge National Laboratory.

We further express our appreciation to Carolyn Poore of Argonne National Labora-
tory for her efforts in maintaining close coordination with the Technical Program Chair-
men and for her assistance during the conference.

We are grateful to the Organizing Committee for their hard work toward making this
meeting a success.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to thank the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for its grant toward publication of these proceedings. In addition,
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tion, JBF Associates, Inc., Science Applications International Corporation, and Technology
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Alan E. Levin
Publications Chairman

George F. Flanagan
General Chairman
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IF THE ECONOMY SNEEZES, NUCLEAR POWER CATCHES A COLD; THEN BREEDER REACTORS GET PNEUMONIA

D. F. Bunch
U.S. Department cf Energy

Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTION

This is a gathering of over 200 knowledgeable
scientists. The topic, fast reactor safety, is
as old as I am. What's more, I am presently a
member of an organization that sponsors R&D
in areas that experts, such as you, believe are
important to solve. In a word, I should be
listening, not speaking.

In that vein I will begin on a somewhat
unconventional note by asking questions of you.
I have five questions which I will pose. After
each one I ask that you raise one hand if your
answer is yes. If your answer is no, be patient
and wait for a better question.

First, do you think that nuclear power is a
vital source of energy?

Second, do you believe that nuclear reactors
are as safe as they should be?

Third, do you think that the majority of
people in your country support the use of nuclear
power?

Fourth, do you believe that breeder reactors
are viewed as being at least as safe as other
types of reactors?

Fifth, do you believe in the tooth fairy?
The point of all this is to introduce a very

serious subject, the real dilemma of a technology
that is ready for commercial application, but that
may never get beyond the prototype stagt. Now
let me reassure those that believe I am going to
deliver a serious talk, filled with pessimism
and gloom. Nothing of the kind, this is a non-
serious talk, but one that does focus on ways to
solve problems that have national and inter-
national implications.

The February issue of Nuclear Engineering
International notes that "... the apparently ever
expanding time frame for breeder commercialization
has helped to nurture (a) new pioneering approach
to the breeder in the United States." I will
talk about that approach in a few moments, but
what is significant is the comment about the
"...apparently ever expanding time frame for
breeder commercialization..."

In 1950, the first electricity ever generated
from a nuclear reactor was produced from the EBR-I
a fast reactor.

In 1956, an application was made to construct
the Fermi-I reactor; it was one of the very first
near-commercial reactors constructed under the
"Atoms for Peace" program. The permit was
granted in less than one year.

In 1962, the U.S. Government had swung its
support over tc light water reactors as the near-
term power source, relying on fast breeder
reactors as a long-term option. Back then "long-
term" meant the 1980s.

In 1971, over 200 light water reactors
either were operating or were on order in the
UNited States; U.S. Government officials
projected that energy demand would continue its
rapid growth and that as many as 100 breeder
reactors would be needed by the year 2000 to
assure that adequate supplies of reactor fuel
would be available. President Nixon announced
a 10-year push toward commercialization of the
breeder, with the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Demonstration Project as the centerpiece of the
program.

In 1973, the first "oil shock" occurred;
costs of energy started a dramatic rise; the
era of cheap power and low interest rates was
brought to an abrupt end.

In 1983, the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Project was cancelled; after some 14 years of
effort a permit to start construction still had
not been granted, and cost estimates for the
project were approaching $10,000 per kW.

Today, the United States is focusing its
attention on removing the barriers that might
otherwise preclude any new reactor order during
the next decade; the breeder commercialization
date may now be further away than it was in
1950.

Despite, or perhaps I should say because
of, the rapid introduction of LWRs in Japan
and Europe over the last decade, the breeder
situation is not really so different in other
countries. The pace of nuclear deployment has
slowed, so much so that concerns are widespread
that the carefully developed industrial infra-
structure in the United States, Europe, and
Japan may be difficult to sustain. Uranium
prices are down, not up as predicted a decade
ago, and plutoniura recycle in LWRs may permit
delays in breeder deployment for decades. Due
to a variety of circumstances, the time frame
for commercialization seems to stay at least 10
years in the future.

In fact, the situation is worse for breeder
advocates than it was in the 1950s. Other
technologies that could permit use of hydrogen
fuel or low-grade fossil deposit may be
economically competitive next century. Fusion
advocates are already developing concepts that
would replace the breeder. So it may be possible
to bypass the breeder altogether.

It was against this background that the
United States undertook a top-to-bottom re-
examination of our breeder program, including
the impact on foreign programs that might
result from our restructuring activities. We
have totally reoriented our programs to better
serve today's circumstances. The most visible
part of our restructured program is the new



emphasis on the exploration of innovative concepts
for application in the 1990s and beyond.

RESTRUCTURED U.S. PROGRAM

There is a ve.y good reason for the U.S.
interest in and emphasis on innovative concepts.
At heart it translates to a simple matter of
dollars. If the breeder reactor is not required
in this country for another 20 years, we must
answer a pretty basic question: Does it make
sense to maintain existing facilities and an
extensive R&D program that depends on continued
availability of those facilities?? To do so for
another 20 years will require a total expenditure
of at least $4 billion and may provide only a
marginal improvement over what is already a
basicalJ" sound technology. In short, we must
seek other ways to utilize the existing knowledge
about fast reactors so as to maintain the breeder
as a viable option over the next 20-year period.

Your work and that of other technologists is
bearing fruit. There is a renewed interest in
applying fast reactor technology. Fast reactors
may be the only practical way to supply large
power demands in space; small, modular fast
reactors might be the best solution to satisfy
needs for a stable, secure source of power in
times of emergency. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, fast reactors may be an attractive
alternative source for meeting electricity
generating needs of the 1990s and beyond.

However, the possibility that fast reactors
can play an important role in this society is no
reason to conclude that fast reactors will
actually be used. The United States has an
abundance of energy resources and an abundance of
options available to satisfy our future energy
needs. Nuclear power, at least some of the
versions offered in the 1950s and 1960s, has
not had a satisfactory history in this country.
The versions of power reactors offered in the
past have faced public opposition, difficulties in
answering legitimate regulatory concerns, and
inferior operating experience. The high capital
cost and complex construction techniques required
in such plants compound such problems; where time
translates into money, delays can have catastrophic
financial impacts.

Before fast reactors can have a reasonable
chance, we must convince the public and the
regulators that the next generation of plants will
be better.

I am very proud of the rapid progress that has
been made in this country toward creating designs
that are attractive economicalljf, attractive from
a public acceptance viewpoint, and attractive even
in a hostile regulatory environment. Our re-
examination of fast reactor technology shows that
if we are careful to exploit the best that the
technology has to offer, an innovative liquid
raetal converter reactor can be an attractive
energy option for the future. From the long-term
standpoint, commercialization of a liquid metal
converter reactor would have the added benefit of
offering a low-cost path for ultimate
commercialization of the breeder, if needed.

Current economic and regulatory conditions in
the United States seem to favor modest unit sizes

with enhanced safety margins to minimize investor
risk, shorten construction times, and reduce
risks of licensing problems - all of which
translate into better economics.

The push for good near-term economics is a
very healthy one, and the lack of such a push
was probably a deficiency of the previous program.
Let me emphasize at this point that we have not
abandoned the breeder. What we are describing
is a different process by which we attempt to
deal with near-term problems and still maintain
the option for the breeder if and when it is
needed.

In some respects, our approach creates a
very important need for linkage between the U.S.
program and the more traditional breeder
technology programs of other countries. We
believe that our work on advanced converter
designs may show opportunities for major cost
innovations and safety innovations for future
breeder designs. Similarly, the successes and
failures of work on breeder prototype plants in
Europe and Japan may well provide the basis for
determining how best to utilize liquid metal
technologies in this country.

FAST REACTOR SAFETY

I have alluded to utilizing safety
technology as a new vehicle to secure an
economical product. This is one are in which
international cooperation already has born fruit.

Tremendous amounts of money have been
expended here and abroad to understand various
kinds of accidents, to develop sophisticated
analytical models, and to devise design
solutions to avoid severe accidents. The dialog
among technologists and the sharing of data have
helped to create a sound framework for the next
generation of designs.

It is a curious phenomenon that safety
concerns can have tremendously costly near-term
impacts on a project under construction but have
a long-term result of allowing subsequent reactor
designs to be more economical. It is in this
area that properly directed technology programs-
can have their greatest payoff. Accidents that
could not be dismissed with a relatively
primitive technology,base can be unequivocally
resolved through technology, and the designers
now have a clear understanding of how they must
deal with that issue.

In my time, I have seen the technical
community move away from simplistic Beta-Tait
reactivity transients and a view that whole-core
accidents should be design-basis events. The
transition has not been smooth. By the early
1970s, a considerable segment of the technical
community was urging a more rational treatment
of the safety design bases for whole-core
accidents. However, as you may recall, there was
a tremendous debate over the use of new
information in design.

Fortunately, the tendency toward
confrontation and argument that seemed to surround
the discussions in the 1970s has now abated. I
gather at this meeting that a consensus is
finally developing on most if not all of the
safety issues that preoccupied the technical



community a decade ago; that those issues have
largely been resolved; and that, with reasonable
design solutions, fast reactors should have no
particular problem hurdling whatever regulatory
reviews the various countries might care to
impose.

Progress in the safety area has made possible
our reach for a safe and economical fast reactor
as a viable competitor to LWRs in the next
decade and beyond.

However, a final word of caution. There
still remains the very important problem of
execution, of making sure that technical solutions
take into account the very real and practical
problems that may arise in a very large and
complex project.

Recently the trade press commented on a
series of safety-valve operator failures at one
of the U.S. light water reactors. The
technologists said a valve was needed. The
designers agreed. The regulators agreed. The
owner agreed. It turns out that the manufacturer
of the safety valve operators designed them so
that they only worked if installed in one
direction. But he also designed them so that
they could be installed in both directions. To
make things worse, he made a number of different
models whose gears faced different directions.
And if that was not enough, the designs of the
valve systems did not lend themselves to ready
testing. Guess what happened? Many of the valves
were installed backwards, and tests failed to
disclose that some valves would not operate as
designed. Finally, after 5 years of this
experience, an overall action to solve the
problem was finally initiated.

After-the-fact fixes are expensive, they
result in plant shutdown, and they create an
impression about lack of safety in operating
power plants. The best technology in the world
will not convince the public that reactors are
safe if the technology can be defeated by the
run-of-the-mill actions of human beings.

It is certainly within our capabilities to
minimize the possibility of harmful error through
dasign. The question that always remains is the
one of "how much is enough?" The answer in a
developing technology should always be "More is
better." And, when that developing technology
is subjected to a hotile regulatory environment,
the answer may be "More makes good economic sense."

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I believe that our ill-fated Clinch River
Breeder Reactor could have been licensed and could
have operated successfully. However, the project
made a major mistake, in my view, in adopting
design approaches that were certain to be
sharply criticized by the regulators and by some
concerned members of the public. This approach
cost the project time and cost the program good
will and credibility.

It takes time to develop a solid technical
case that the intrinsic safety characteristics of
a liquid metal cooled reactor, or any other
concept for that matter, have been exploited and
not abused. But this can and must be done.

Our new program, emphasizing enhanced safety
margins, implemented and maintained through a

disciplined engineering analysis of construction,
operations, and maintenance, is not so different
from programs in Europe and Japan. What is
different is the suggestion that a transition
phase of economically attractive liquid metal
converter reactors may be the best way for the
United States to preserve the breeder option.
Such an approach may be particularly attractive
if it can facilitate a modification of the
highly adversarial regulatory process that
exists within the United States.

It should be no surprise that we have not
yet convinced the public or the U.S. Congress
that our liquid metal reactors, with their
inherently favorable heat transfer advantages,
will receive better regulatory treatment than
LWRs, although it is hard to believe that they
would fare worse than some LWRs.

On a pragmatic'level, the U.S. program may
be living on borrowed time. We have some time
to show the benefits of fast reactor
technologies, but support for any sort of U.S.
breeder program may be short lived if progress
is too slow.

I find a useful analogy in the old story
of a thief who was to be executed. As he was
taken away he made a bargain with the king; in
one yeai he would teach the king's favorite
horse to sing hymns. The other prisoners
watched the thief singing to the horse and
laughed. "You will not succeed," th y ^old
him. "No one can." To which the thief replied,
"I have a year, and who knows what might happen
in that time. The king might die. The horse
might die. I might die. And perhaps the
horse will learn to sing."

In closing, I want to advise you that while
I'm not a thief, I do feel the urge to conduct
singing lessons. I am well pleased that the
new U.S. fast reactor program will have another
year to make its case - who knows, perhaps the
horse will learn to sing. It is your continued
efforts that have made it possible.
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Impact of Safety and Licensing Considerations on Fast Reactor Design

Francis X. Gavigan
Director, Office of Breeder Demonstration Projects

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC

In the United States, as many of you
know, the breeder program is undergoing a
restructuring. This restructuring process
has as one of its primary goals the
development of an economically attractive
liquid metal converter reactor that can serve
as a transition to a breeder reactor in the
next century. This program radirection will
have a major impact on fast reactor design.
The major motivation is the belief that there
is potential in Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR)
systems for reducing costs and for
approaching safety in another manner. The
overall approach responds to the difficulties
the nuclear industry faces today in the
United States. The utilities are being
confronted with increasi .g plant costs and
increasing concerns abou. plant safety. We
are taking another look at how we have
designed reactors in the past and at how high
performance, high burnup, and high coolant
outlet temperatures made sense at the time
such requirements were initiated, but no
longer appear to have the same degree of
relevance. In the present reality, we
observe that such approaches spawned the need
for large and expensive research and
development programs and for complicated and
costly analytical methods and tended to
invite regulatory reviews and confirmatory
analyses of the small design margins that
were a necessary part of such an approach.

We believe that an approach that
produces reactors that are more forgiving and
more tolerant of errors is what is needed.
As a result, we are emphasizing the need for
looking at designs with increased design
margins and increased utilization of inherent
or passive safety features.

The regulatory process also is in need
of modification. The U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) reactor designs will incorporate
passive safety features and increased margins

that are seen as being advantageous from both
a safety and licensing viewpoint. We believe
that such features, if successfully
developed, would help establish public
confidence in the safety of reactors and make
the regulators' job easier. Both of these
would make the plant owners' job easier.
Moreover, the approach has direct benefit in
terms of improved operating simplicity and
reliability.

Our history of interaction with the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
involved six reactors in all (Experimental
Breeder Reactor I, Experimental Breeder
Reactor II, FERMI, SEFOR, Fast Flux Test
Facility, and Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant (CRBRP)). Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactors (LMFBRs) were plowing new ground as
they moved toward the regulatory interaction
process. Over that period of time, fast
reactors have experienced the effect of NRC
rules changes as well as being the focus for
discussion of a number of important issues.
Some important issues and lessons learned
were the extent of involvement of NRC in
Construction Permit as well as Operating
License actions, the lack of efficacy of an
adversarial process, the need to thoroughly
consider and respond to safety problems in
the design phase, and the benefits of early
involvement of the NRC. NRC used Light Water
Reactor rules and regulations as the baseline
from which to judge adequacy of designs. The
LMFBR designers made inroads in developing
certain ground rules that recognize the
different properties of LMFBRs. However, the
treatment of the Core Disruptive Accident
(CDA) remained a thorny point of discussion.
Though NRC staff agreed that CDAs need not be
included in the design basis for the plant,
nevertheless a number of leatures were added
to the plant, or existing features were
modified, to treat CDAs in terms of risk



reduction. Considerable time, manpower, and
dollars were spent on research and
development, on complex analyses with complex
codes, and on equipment additions and
modifications to meet the needs of CDA
accommodation. He have estimated that both
NRC and the DOE direct costs are slightly in
excess of $100 million. The indirect cost of
the safety approach was a contributing factor
leading to cancellation of the CRBRP project.

With the cancellation of CRBRP, DOE was
faced with the necessity of restructuring its
LMFBR program. A key element involved a
deployment scheme based on an IMR converter,
a design that approached some of the
institutional and regulatory issues in a
fundamentally different fashion than prior
designs. The impact of requirements not
related to breeding performance were becoming
increasingly apparent. Utilities required
smaller investment risks, improved public
perception of safety, lowtr capital costs,
lower operating costs, and assurances of
predictable licensability. Regulators wanted
designs that could tolerate design features
and operating failures. The public wanted
plants that demonstrably dealt with severe
accidents by protection. It became apparent
then that a number of approaches should be
utilized to meet these goals, namely,
simplicity, increased margins, inherent
safety, simplified construction and
fabrication operations, improved operability,
and increased reliability and availability.
DOE has recently initiated the funding of two
competitive contract efforts to develop
conceptual designs that would incorporate the
characteristics I just described. Licensing
considerations and safety considerations will
heavily influence both designs.

Why this emphasis on inherency? Let me
make it clear from the beginning that there
is nothing new about inherency. The Doppler
effect, temperature coefficients, and
structural feedbacks have been essential
elements of LMFBR safety. Reactor designers
in all system types have used the principles
of inherency to assure the safety of designs.
In 1975, DOE funded a number of studies aimed
specifically at identifying ways of improving
inherent safety in U.S. LMFBR designs. Other
countries have also looked very seriously at
inherency and have incorporated a number of
inherent safety features in their designs,
in fact, given the properties of sodium, it
is difficult not to have a degree of inherent
safety. What we are doing that is different
is pointing our contractor work efforts
toward achieving maximum contribution of
inherency to safety while at the same time
meeting reduced cost requirements. Based on
our studies to date, we find that these goals
are being met and that for a number of
approaches, inherent safety and reduced costs
go hand in hand. A case in point here is the
cost reduction that occurs in the
balance-of-plant design when it is designed
to a different safety classification than
previously. This is made possible when only
the reactor vessel and all of the safety

systems within the containment building are
relied upon to provide all of the safety
response necessary in the plant. When this
approach is successfully implemented, the
balance-of-plant need not be treated as a
primary safety system thereby allowing it to
be designed to different safety standards and
reducing its overall costs.

We believe that the proper application
of inherency will allow us to reduce costs in
other ways by reducing the number of complex
systems that perform safety functions in
addition to allowing us to simplify the
design of safety systems. Cost reduction
potential can be seen in these areas.
Operating and maintenance costs, too, appear
to be reducible with the proper application
of simple design approaches. If plants are
made more simple, operating and. maintenance
tests should be fewer and should be more
easily performed. This would be reflected in
less operating staff to perform fewer tasks
on shortened schedules.

What do we mean by inherency? Some
definitions are given below.

1. Given an upset condition, inherency
utilizes natural forces to move the
system into a safe state.

2. Inherency is reliance on passive
components and passive actuating devices,
lack of dependence on external power, and
lack of dependence on the human element
for information analyses, diagnosis of
emergency response, and initiation of
recovery actions.

These definitions show the common theme
running through our use and application of
inherency, namely, maximizing the utilization
of natural forces, without relying on moving
parts, to restore a reactor to a safe
condition making it essentially fault
tolerant or forgiving.

Obviously Mother Nature does not always
work with the designer. Crack growth in
pipes, oxidation of sodium to produce fires
or sodium frost are examples of natural
phenomena at work. One other essential
characteristic then of our approach to
inherency is that we must manage the use of
inherency so that maximum contribution to
safety is made from natural forces while
recognizing where inherency can work against
the design.

Increased margins, obtained primarily
through outlet temperature reduction, can
result in lower cost design and fabrication
practices, increased reliability by reducing
the frequency of incident initiation,
allowing the use of a wider range of
materials and thereby increased design
flexibility, a reduction in the cost of
analysis to support design decisions, and
providing the capability to tolerate an
increased number of faults.

We believe that inherency, large
margins, and passive safety features also can
have a beneficial effect in the licensing of



LMRs. Such reactor designs open up the
possibility for changing licensing
procedures, but not the basic licensing
process, to recognize the merits of such
designs, because passive features rely so
heavily on design approaches that provide
large margins and on natural processes and
forces, we believe the safety characteristics
of reactors can more easily be understood and
demonstrated and that the amount of analysis
effort associated with the licensing process
can be reduced. Also with the improvement in
reliability that is anticipated and the high
degree of fault tolerance built into the
design, a number of issues that have been
previously raised should no longer be major
hurdles. The spectrum of CDAs can now be
treated in a different manner. Some
initiators will be eliminated, some will be
prevented, some will be analyzed and the
consequences mitigated by emergency response,
some may have to be accommodated, and some
may only be included in a Probabilistic Risk
Assessment report. Some of our contractors
are also considering the possibility of
demonstrating the inherent safety capability
of their designs in a major safety test in
which a number of severe transients would be
run to demonstrate the self-restoring,
stabilizing system chara< teristics that can
be designed into some types of reactors.

As part of our philosopl ' of conducting
early discussions with NRC, we have had a
number of exploratory meetings with the NRC
staff and will soon be transmitting a plan to
them for interacting and to determine the
best way to handle LMRs. The reception from
NRC has been both open and responsive.

The NRC has also been actively
considering the matter of how to treat
advanced reactors from a licensing viewpoint.
In a recent issuance of a Draft Regulatory
Policy for Advanced Reactors, the following
general characteristics were called out as
desirable.

o Designs that require few supplemental
safety features to ensure safety and/or
designs that provide longer time
constants to allow for more diagnosis and
management prior to reaching safety
systems challenge.

o Simplified safety systems that require
the fewest operator actions, the least
equipment (especially equipment subjected
to severe environmental conditions), and
the minimum number of components needed
for maintaining safe shutdown conditions,
thereby facilitating operator
comprehension and reliable system
function. Such simplification can also
reduce the uncertainties associated with
deterministic engineering judgment and
probabilistic risk analyses.

o Designs that: (1) minimize the potential
for severe accidents and their
consequences by providing sufficient

inherent safety, reliability, redundancy,
diversity, and independence in safetj
systems; (2) provide reliable equipment,
in the rest of the plant, thereby
reducing the number of challenges to the
safety systems; (3) provide easily
maintainable equipment and components;
and (4) reduce potential radiation
exposures to plant personnel.

o Increased standardization and shop
fabrication to minimize the potential for
field construction errors without
creating new difficulties in
factory-to-field transport, installation,
and maintenance.

o Design features that can be proven by
citation of existing technology or which
can be satisfactorily established by
commitment to a suitable technology
development program.

Our advanced reactor designs are
consistent with the characteristics described
above.

A number of design features have been
and are being considered by our designers to
respond to the desire to provide safety
through increased margins, inherency, and
simplicity. Design approaches that are being
explored include enhanced radial core
expansion, differential control rod
expansion, longer flow coast-down times,
limiting step reactivity insertions,
provision of inherent decay heat removal
systems, changes in the core and primary
loops to increase natural circulation, lower
outlet temperatures, reliance on curie point
magnets, greater utilization of natural draft
heat exchangers, natural draft cooling of
redundant box beam deck structures, redundant
core support systems, radiation cooling to
the guard vessel, natural draft cooling of
the guard vessel, simpler plant control and
protection systems, seismic isolation
systems, and increasing component natural
frequency.

The utilization of inherency and large
margins also holds the promise of increasing
investment protection of the plant. In fact,
it may well be that we are learning the
lesson that a utility's interest in
protecting its investment in the plant is
totally compatible with developing a design
that is fault tolerant, so much so that the
requirements for public .safety may be more
easily met.

Lastly, we believe that the wise
application of these principles will allow
one to more easily communicate with the
public concerning the safety advantages of
LMRs. We believe that plant designs that
rely on large margins, natural phenomena, and
demonstrated safety capability will be more
easily understood by the public and that
therefore public acceptance should be more
easy to obtain.



In summary, we are In the process of
restructuring the LMFBR program to reduce
overall programs costs, to preserve the
breeder option, to address the needs of
utilities, and to work out new licensing
approaches. Heavy stress is being placed on
cost reduction and improved safety using
large design margins, inherent features, and
demonstration of safety capability. Both
research and development and design efforts
are being oriented to these needs; we are
encouraged with the progress we have made to
date.
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ABSTRACT

Safety considerations were given to the
design of the Japanese 280MWe "MONJU" prototype
fast breeder reactor plant on the basis of the
Nuclear Safety Commission's Safety Evaluation
Philosophy on LMFBRs, in which it was pointed
out that due considerations should be given to
the use of plutonium-uranium mixed oxide fuel
and Jiquid sodium coolant, ana that the experi-
mental fast reactor "JOYO"s experience should
be reflected. The Safety Evaluation Philosophy
on LMFBRs also dictated the evaluation of
beyond-design-basis events because of insuffi-
ciency in fast reactor experience.

INTRODUCTION

The development of fast breeder reactors in
Japan is being pushed forward as a national pro-
ject by a joint effort of the government and the
private sector, in which the Power Reactor and
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) is
taking a leading role.

"MONJU" is the Japanese prototype fast
breeder reactor subsequent to the experimental
reactor "JOYO".

The conceptual design of "MONJU" was started
in 1967 in accordance with the planning of re-
search and development works mainly at the O-arai
Engineering Center of the PNC.

Preliminary design, fundamental design and
accommodation studies have been continued to
establish the design of "MONJU" with the reflec-
tion of the experience of design, construction
and operation of "JOYO" and of the results of
many research and development activities.

The construction site of "MONJU" was selected
in the Tsuruga Peninsula in Fukui Prefecture,
approximately 400 km west of Tokyo, and the en-
vironmental evaluation was examined by the
government and the local government.

An application for the permit of reactor es-
tablishment of "MONJU" was submitted to the
Prime Minister by the PNC in December 1980. The
governmental regulatory authorities, the Nuclear
Safety Commission and the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion reviewed safety and various specific
aspects of "MONJU" and then the permission was
issued in May 1983.

1. PLANT DESIGN OF "MONJU"

In the design of "MONJU" particular atten-
tion has been given to safety and to achieving
reliable operation. The principle design and
performance data are shown in Table 1. "MONJU"
is a loop type power reactor with about 280MWe,
fueled with mixed oxides of plutonium and
uranium. The reactor inlet and outlet coolant
temperatures are approximately 400°C and 530°C,
respectively. The expected average fuel burn-up
and the breeding ratio are 80,000 MWD/t and 1.2,
respectively.

The heat transport system is schematically
shown in Figure 1. The primary coolant system
has such design features as guard vessels and
elevated pipe routing to prevent the level of
sodium from lowing below the minimum required
safe level.

Decay heat removal is normally accomplished
by means of three auxiliary cooling systems
(ACS), each of which is branched from secondary
loop, paralleled with the steam generator.
Small pony motor on the main circulating pump
can provide continued coolant circulation using
emergency power in the event of loss of the main
power supply.

Reactor System
The core consists of 198 core fuel subassem-

blies, 172 radial blanket fuel subassemblies and
316 neutron shielding subassemblies. The core
also contains 19 control rod guide tubes through



Table 1. Principal Design and Performance

Data of Monju

Reactor Type

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Fuel Material

Core Fuel Equivalent diameter

Height

Volume

Pu Enrichment

(Pu fissile %)

Initial core

Equilibrium core

Fuel Inventory Core (U + Pu metal)

Blanket lu metal)

Average Burn up

Cladding Material

Cladding Outside Diameter/Thickness

Permissible Cladding Temperature

(middle of thickness)

Power Density

Blanket thickness

Breeding Ratio

Reactor in/out Sodium Temperature

Secondary Sodium Temperature

(IHX outlet/IHX inlet)

Reactor Vessel

(height/diameter)

Number of Loops

Pump Position

(Primary and secondary loop)

Type of steam Generator

Steam Pressure {turbine inlet)

Steam Temperature (turbine inlet)

Refueling System

Refueling Interval

Sodium cooling loop type

714 HW

about 280 MW

PuO2-0O2
1,790 mm

930 mm

2,335 lit.

Inner core/Outer core

15/20

16/21

5.9 Ton

17.5 Ton

80,000 MWD/T

SUS316

6.5/0.47 mm

675°C

283 kw/lit.

Upper 300 mm

Lower 350 mm

Radial 300 nun

1.2

397/529°c

505/325°C

17.8/7.1 m

3

Cold leg

Helical coil, once-

through unit type

127 kg/cm2g

483°c

Single rotating plug

with fixed arm FHM

6 months

which 13 regulating and safety rods and 6 back
up safety rods are inserted for reactor power
control and shutdown. Regulating rods are sub-
divided into 3 fine rods and 10 shim rods.
Boron carbide is used as the absorber materials.
The assemblies are supported by a grid structure
consisting of two core support plates fixed to
the reactor vessel.

To flatten the power distribution, the core
has two radial zones of different plutonium
enrichment, which are 16% and 21% Pu-fissile/
(Pu+U) for the inner and outer zone for the
equilibrium cycle, respectively.

Each fuel subassembly has 169 fuel pin'is
with wirewrapped spacers. The fuel pin is a
long stainless steel tube containing plutonium-
uranium oxide fuel pellets bordered above and
below by a region of axial blanket pellets with
0.2 w/o U-235 oxide. In the region above r.he
upper blanket, there exists a fission gas
plenum. The whole length of the fuel pin is
about 2800mm and the outer diameter and the
thickness of the fuel, pin cladding are 6.5mm and
0.47mm, respectively. The fuel pins are arrang-
ed in a triangular array of about 7.9mm pitch.

As shown in Figure 2, thu reactor system
consists of the reactor vessel, the closure
head, the guard vessel and the reactor internal
structures.

The reactor vessel is made of 304 stainless
steel with dimensions of about 17800mm in
height, about 7800mm and 7100mm in diameter at
the upper and lower part, and about 50mm wall
thickness.

The closure head has a thickness of about
3700mm and is placed on the sole plate of the
reactor vessel. It consists of the stationary
plug and the rotating plug. The rotating plug

Primary System
Secondary System
Steam/Water System
Aux. Cooling System

Fig. 1 Schematic Flow Diagram of the Plant
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Fig. 2 Monju Reactor System

is placed 1080mm eccentric to the center of the
stationary plug. The fuel handling machine is
mounted on the rotating plug for refueling.

The guard vessel is provided surrounding the
reactor vessel to retain the leaked sodium for
assuring reactor core coolability.

The reactor internal structures consist of
the upper and the lower internal structures.
The upper internal structure comprises 19 con-
trol rod guide pipes and driving mechanisms,
thermocouples and flowmeters for Eeasurinj
temperature and sodium flow rate at the outlet
of the core. The lower internal structure con-
sists of the core barrel, the core support
plates, the flow distribution features and the
fuel transfer relaying rack. The core support
plates are arranged as to provide higher and
lower pressure plenum to support each subassem-
bly by a hydraulic hold-down force.

Primary sodium coolant enters the reactor
vessel through three inlet nozzles located 120°
apart respectively in the lower plenum of the
reactor vessel and flows out from the reactor
vessel through three outlet nozzles also located
120° apart in the upper plenum.

As for fuel subassemblies, coolant from the
reactor inlet nozzles is distributed to each
fuel subassembly by means of slots on each con-
necting rod inserted to the core support plates
and orifices on the entrance nozzle of each fuel
subassembly.

The sodium level in the reactor vessel dur-
ing normal reactor operation is position of
about 6000mm above the top of the fuel subassem-
blies. The free surface of the sodium is
covered by argon gas and the level is kept con-
stant by the over-flow system.

Heat Transport System
Heat from the reactor is transferred to the

Fig. 3 Schematic Flow Diagram of the Auxiliary Cooling System

turbine generator system by the main cooling
system via intermediate heat exchangers (IHX)
and steam generators (SG).

As shown in Figure 1, the main cooling
system consists of three primary and inter-
mediate loops, each of which has one main pump
which can be driven either by a main motor or
a pony motor.

IHX is a shell-and-tube type heat exchanger
with primary sodium flowing j.n the shell side
and intermediate sodium in the tube bundle.

SG system consists of an evaporator and a
superheater per loop, each of which has helical-
ly coiled heat transfer tubes. Intermediate
sodium, after receiving the heat at IHX, flows
through the superheater and the evaporator in
series and then returns to the main pump. On
the other hand, feed water is supplied to the
evaporator at the temperature of 240°C and steam
is fed to the superheater under the restricted
steam superheated condition. The temperature
and pressure of the outlet steam from the super-
heater are 487CC and 132 kg/cm2g, respectively.

A safety system for sodium-water-reaction is
provided to release pressure and reaction pro-
ducts. This relief system is designed on the
basis of double ended guillotine rupture of one
plus three tubes. A rupture disk is installed
in the cover gas region of each component to
relieve the pressure build-up through the
reaction products tank.

The three independent auxiliary cooling
systems (ACS) possess decay heat removal capa-
bility for such emergency conditions as loss of
power and component or piping failure of main
cooling system as well as maintenance and re-
fueling condition. The ACS is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 3.

Refueling and Auxiliary Systems
Fuel handling system consists of fuel handl-

ing facilities in the reactor building, the
charge-discharge machine which is movable
between the reactor building and auxiliary
building.

Fuel storage system consists of the nev fuel
storage rack, the ex-vessel fuel storage tank
and the spent fuel storage pool in the auxiliary
building.
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1 Sp«nt resin tank room
2 Concentrated miscellaneous waste
3 Monitor Unk room
4 Miscellaneons waste collector u n k
5 Components cleaning area
6 Fuel storage pool
7 Pool water cooling and purifying ro
B Fuel cleaning equipment room
9 Fuel inspection equipment room
10 Ventilator and conditioner room

I I EVST room
n 12 Cold trap room

13 FFDL room
14 Fuel handling facilities operation r
1} Mam Control room
16 Relay room
17 Low voltage switchgear room
18 Piping room
19 IHX
20 Primary sodium pump

(EU-t-26. Dm)

21 Primary Argon gas system
22 Reactor vessel
23 SG room
24 Maintenance coo!>"s; system room
25 Preheat power system room
26 Switchgear room
27 High voltage switchgear room

Fig- 4 Horizontal Cross Sscticn of Main Buildings

The spent fuels are withdrawn directly from
the reactor vessel and carried to the ex-vessel
fuel storage tank by the charge-discharge
machine in a sodium filled pot. When decay
heat has decreased, nonfailed fuels are cleaned,
canned, and stored in the spent fuel storage
pool, and then transferred to the reprocessing
plant.

Cover gas system, auxiliary cooling water
system, radioactive waste processing system and
other plant supporting systems are provided.

Reactor Containment and Building
Reactor containment consists of the contain-

ment vessel and the cylindrical shielding build-
ing to isolate radioactivities released at
accidents.

The containment vessel is made of steel and
is 49.5m in diameter and about 79.4m in height.

The primary cells in the containment vessel
are composed of a combination of reinforced
concrete and steel lining. Atmosphere of the
primary cells which are provided to protect
against sodium fire is nitrogen.

A horizontal cross section of main buildings
is shown in Figure 4.

2. LICENSING PROCEDURES IN JAPAN

Environmental Evaluation
After the location of plant site is decided,

environmental evaluation is examined by the
government and the local government to confirm
the suitability and stability for the plant site
from the various aspects such as geology, mete-
orology, botany and environment.

Reactor Establishment Permit

Outline of licensing procedures for "MONJU"

is shown in Figure 5.
An application for the permit of reactor es-

tablishment is submitted to the Prime Minister.
The Science and Technology Agency (STA), which

is the competent body responsible for safety
regulation, reviews the safety of the reactor
plant with the consultation by the Advisory
Committee on Nuclear Power Technology, and pre-
pares the draft of the safety examination
report. This procedure is called as the first
examination.

STA submits this report to the Nuclear
Safety Commission (NSC) to hear the opinion with
respect to reactor safety. Public Hearing is
held for the resident neighboring the site for
reference of the examination. The Committee on
Examination of Reactor Safety, which is a part
of the NSC for safety examination, studies
various aspects of the reactor plant. The
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) reviews the
peaceful utilization, planned performance and
economic base. These procedures are called as
the second examination. The procedures

BtE CHECK! I I— •rTL
J I COMMOTE ON EXAMINATIG

I PERMISSION FOR ESTABLISHMENT I

Of WAC1C H SAFtTt

APPROVAL FOR
DETAILED DESIGN
METHOD OF CONSTRUC-

l IN S* VERAL
' -rtc

_ _ 3

I jj

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

APPROVAL FOR INTERNAL

PERIODICAL INSPECTION

REPORT

INSPECTION ON NEEDS

I ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION

1

I
1 OPERATION START

^I
Fig. 5 Outline of Licensing Procedural
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presented above are called double check system.
After all the examination are concluded, the

permission for reactor establishment is issued
from the Prime Minister.

"MONJU" received this permission in May
1983.

Approval for Detailed Design and Method of
Construction

Approval for detailed design and method of
construction by STA are required mainly for as-
surance of reactor plant safety and approval for
plan of construction by MITI are concurrently
required for assurance of stable and safety
electric power supply before the start of actual
construction.

Usually it takes several years to accomplish
the construction of nuclear power plant, so that
the applications for these approvals are divided
into several stages in accordance with the
fabrication schedule of each component.

The first-stage application for approval for
"MONJU" were submitted to STA and MITI respec-
tively in December 1984.

Inspections and Tests etc.
During fabrication and construction, inspec-

tions and tests are required at many stages at
the venders' factories and the site. Welding
inspections are the most frequent activities in
view of the fabrication and erection schedule.

Approval for internal safety regulations are
also required as a part of the quality assur-
ance.

After the start of operation the periodical
inspections are required as the duty of the
plant owner and various reports are submitted
to the government authority.

3. SAFETY AND LICENSING CONSIDERATIONS

The fundamental philosophy on the safety de-
sign and safety analysis to assure safety of
LMFBRs is given in the "Safety Evaluation Philo-
sophy on LMFBRs" decided by the Nuclear Safety
Commission in November 1980. The safety design
and analysis of "MONJU" were made to meet the
philosophy and the requirements of the Safety
Evaluation Philosophy on LMFBRs.

The conclusions of the Safety Evaluation
Philosophy on LMFBRs can be summarized as
follows.

1) In the safety evaluation, various
features, which are different from the LWRs
must be taken into consideration to assure that
the site, structures, and equipments result in
no adverse safety implications.

2) The accumulated experimental data and
the analytical methods as well as the experience
of construction and operation of the Japanese
"JOYO" and overseas LMFBRs must be considered
and safety evaluations need to take these
factors into account and assess safety with
appropriate margins.

3) For the safety evaluation, the existing
nuclear safety review criteria and guidelines
are considered to apply as they are, or to use
as references with considerations justifiable
to the LMFSR.

In the Attachment of the Safety Evaluation
Philosophy on LMFBRs, the guidelines of the
safety design and evaluation of LMFBRs are
described.

In Chapter 1 of this Attachment, it states
that the safety design of LMFBRs should refer
to the Safety Design Review Criteria and the
Seismic Design Review Criteria for LWR Power
Stations, and should also consider the items
specific to LMFBRs, such as reactor core, fuels,
sodium, sodium void, reactor shutdown system,
reactor coolant boundary and cover gas boundary,
decay heat removal, containment, elevated tem-
perature design, seismic design, etc.

In another chapter of the Attachment, it
states that the LMFBR safety evaluation should
be made using the "Review Criteria for Safety
Evaluation of LWR Power Stations" as a reference
considering characteristics specific to the
LMFBR. And it shows fundamental principles for
Identifying events to be postulated and judge-
ment criteria to be used.

In Seccion 2 of this chapter, category of
events for safety evaluation and examples of
events for selecting representative cases as the
abnormal transients during reactor operation and
accidents in LMFBRs are shown.

In Section 4, the items specific to the
LMFBR are described in analyzing the transients
and the accidents.

In Section 5 of this Attachment, a remarka-
ble philosophy is stated as follows. "Since tbe
operational experience of LMFBRs is limited,
safety evaluation should be made for postulated
events with lower probability and higher conse-
quences than those described as accidents. In
this evaluation, assessment should be made, in
terms of the initiating events and measures
against their propagation, such that the release
of radioactive materials to the environment is
limited to a reasonably low level".

And finally in Section 6, safety evaluation
for Major Accidents and Hypothetical Accidents
should be made in accordance with the Reactor
Siting Criteria to determine the adequacy of the
site conditions for an LMFBR plant like LWRs.

Safety Design Considerations
The Guidelines of the Safety Design for

"MONJU" were established considering character-
istics specific to the LMFBR, such as the
inherent safety of the reactor itself, protec-
tion against diffusion of the redioactive
materials through the containment and confine-
ment, design consideration on the usage of
sodium, prevention of sodium leak and measures
for sodium leakage, decay heat removal capa-
bility after reactor shutdown, structural design
at elevated temperature, etc.

The guideline consists of 58 articles and
the conformation criteria to each article of the
design of systems and components were identi-
fied.

Seismic design is one of the most important
items for safety design and application of the
standards and the regulations used for the LWR,
was made for buildings, components and piping
systems of "MONJU".
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High temperature structural design is also
important for "MONJU" because of the higher
operation temperature of about 530°C. Elevated
Temperature Structural Design Guide for Class 1
Components and Material Strength Standards were
prepared through the results of component tests
and domestic material tests including the
effects of sodium environment and neutron ir-
radiation.

In the evaluation of primary coolant leakage
accident, it is postulated that sodium flows out
through a crack with a size of Dt/4 in primary
piping system or a maximum scale leakage opening
at a snail pipe of the connected drain system.
A large scale rupture of a primary heat trans-
port pipe including double-ended guillotine
rupture is categorized as a beyond-design-basis
accident. After leakage of sodium, core cooling
capability is ensured by keeping sufficient
sodium level. Various degree of sodium leakage
can be detected by the sodium leakage detectors
installed, and fire of leaked sodium can -be
depressed by nitrogen atmosphere of low oxygen
concentration and steel linings which prevent
direct sodium-concrete contact.

Secondary sodium leakage does not bring any
radiation hazards and degradation of decay heat
removal capability. However, as the auxiliary
building has air atmosphere, the spilled sodium
are led to the lower sections of the plant
through the guide pipes. The floor lining and
fire suppression plates are provided in the
sodium storage room for mitigation of severe
thermal effect to the building.

Sodium-water reaction in the steam generator
is an important event specific to the LMFBR.
The water-leakage detection system which moni-
tors hydrogen concentration in intermediate
sodium and in cover gas of steam generator is
installed for a small leak. For a large leak,
the rupture disks are provided for relieving the
pressure buildup caused by water-sodium reaction
and automatic isolation system of water-steam
line is installed.

Safety Licensing Consideration
Safety analysis for licensing considerations

on "MONJU" were conducted to satisfy the philo-
sophy and the requirements of the Safety Evalu-
ation Philosophy on LMFBRs.

Selection of events for the safety evalu-
ation was initiated starting from the classifi-
cation followed by identification of cause of
the events and follow-up of event sequences
after abnormal conditions happened. After the
typical events were identified from a viewpoint
of the event sequence, the umbrella events were
selected for safety evaluation considering the
effect of safety impact.

More than ten umbrella events were selected
for the abnormal transients during reactor
operation and the more for accidents on "MONJU"
and the safety evaluation analysis was performed.
Abnormal rod withdrawal in power operation,
primary flow decrease, small failure of steam
generator tubes are examples of the abnormal

transients, and leakage of primary sodium, break
of main steam line, leakage of primary argon
gas, break of steam generator tubes are examples

selected as the accidents.
According to Section 5 of the Attachment of

the Safety Evaluation Philosophy on LMFBRs men-
tioned before, safety evaluation for the postu-
lated events with lower probability and higher
consequences than accidents are required. To
accommodate these requirements, three postulated
events were selected and evaluated. The results
of the evaluation are summarized below.

The local flow blockage of the flow area of
fuel subassembly or the loading of a fuel pin
whose linear heat rate is higher than normal by
a factor of two for the length equivalent to
about ten pellets is postulated as the initiator
of local faults in the core. The result shows
that the 'fuel pin failure is restricted and no
release of radioactive materials to the environ-
ment occurs.

The double ended guillotine rupture of the
primary heat transport pipe at the inlet nozzle
of the reactor vessel under full power reactor
operating condition is postulated. The results
shows that a few percent of the fuel in the
whole core is failed. But it is possible to
cool the core without resulting in serious core
damage and any radiation hazard to the public.

The failure of reactor scram after loss of
flow or transient overpower is postulated to
occur during full power operation. The results
shows that retaining coolability of the debris
in the reactor vessel for post accident heat
removal are ensured.

Analyses of these postulated events were
performed basically on nominal basis to evaluate
the safety design features of the plaat.

In safety evaluations, emphasis was given to
scenarios of events especially assurance of core
coolability and sodium fire accommodation in the
event of primary coolant leakage and the identi-
fication of assumptions used in the accident
evaluations. Studies to support the scenario,
and probabilistic risk assessment to validate
the event selection have remained to be the
subject of continuing efforts.

During the safety review process, assign-
ments to confirm the validity of the design at
the detailed design stage were also identified.
Examples of these assignments are thermal strip-
ping accommodation of the upper internal struc-
ture, achievement of in-service inspection
system development, and confirmation of the tube
plugging endurance of the steam generator.

"MONJU" is expected to go critical in FY19i!Q
after approval for detailed design and method of
construction on a component basis, fabrication,
erection, and the functional testing.
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Within the past years, France has gained
further experience of fast breeder reactor
licensing with an almost complete set of
fast reactor sizes. Besides the fuel testing
reactor RAPSODIE, decommissionned in 1983,
the French fast breeder plants, generating
electricity with the grid, are all of the
pool type :

- The PHENIX plant : 590 MWth, 250 MWe
for which the preliminary safety report
of the nuclear system was analyzed around
19t5 during the start up of the RAPSODIE
reactor ;

- The CREYS MALVILLE plant, 3000 MWth,
1200 MWe first analyzed during the PHENIX
start up and power tests in 1974-1975 ;

- The "RAPIDE 1500" project plant,
3750 MWth, 1500 MWe now under detailed
study. Its safety criteria and options were
elaborated between 1977 and 1983 during the
construction of the CREYS MALVILLE plant.

This series of builded plants and project
not only shows the wellknown French interest
to the development of fast breeders but
also can highlight the basic approach followed
by the different French organizations involved
all together on the safety and licensing
considerations of such plants.

The first and trivial need to design, to
build and to operate a nuclear plant is
to have a full set of consistant safety
criteria and safety options a priori defined.
The real gain to the safety for a new plant
can only be evaluated based on the practical
solutions proposed or builded by the project
designers to meet these criteria compare
to the existing solutions applied to the
operating plants. This leads to an extensive
technical discussion between the safety
authorities with its technical supports
on the one hand and the utility and its
contractors in the other hand. For the
"RAPIDE 1500" project, these discussions

with many drafts and counter proposals
reached a consensus which has been detailed
in a letter issued by the French safety
authorities to the EDF utility.

The safety recommandations attached to
that letter illustrate the state of the art
in safety in France, including :

The experience gained during construction
and operation at the former plants ;

The results of the safety analysis
work performed and developed regarding the
components and the systems ;

The application of the defense in depth
concept ;

The results of research and development
programmes realized by the project and the
safety sides ;

The safety knowledge and approach coming
from the international technical exchanges.

For the "RAPIDE 1500" the discussion on
detailed arrangements is still underway now
as the utility and its contractors are
designing the main components.

The safety criteria are first based on :

1. A lot of prevention measures. Preven-
tion includes the choice and qualification
of materials and components, redundancy,
survey and quality insurance programmes for
each step of the manufacturing, having
a clear connection with investment protection.

2. The experience of fast reactor opera-
tion. Generally speaking, safety criteria
were not changed due to observed incidents
which usually are specific to the design
applied to a given reactor. For example,
increase of shutdown time for some neutron
absorbers in PHENIX was due to accumulation
of aerosols in the venting hole from where
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the argon is injected. The safety criteria
do not lead to change this design which
has been modified immediately. This incident
reinforced technically the demand to have a
diversity in the design of scram systems.

An ancther extended experience concerns
the sodium leak through cracks from thermal
stresses and fatigue obtained during the
PHENIX reactor operations. These incidents
lead the safety authorities to ask the
project to present a detailed analysis of
high temperature design based on qualification
of codes and standards including the necessary
R and D development.

3. The experience gained during the
construction of the plant. I would like to
indicate the incident of the main crane
in the CREYS MALVILLE plant which illustrates
the necessity to apply to what we usually
called the classical components the same
safety rule as those applied to the "nuclear
components", if their failure impede the
safety of the plant.

4. Safety analysis is a very useful
tool for improving safety criteria, when
applied to a real reactor. For example,
sodium leaks were seen early in PHENIX
experience as a possible common mode of fai-
lure for secondary sodium circuits as already
mentionned. For the reactors build after or
in project, an effective separation of

these circuits has been asked fr>r in safety
criteria.

For the CREYS MALVILLE plant, an hypothe-
tical accident of loss of flow without scram
was imposed by the safety authorities in
the early seventies as a condition which
gives an influence to the adverse characte-
ristic of the positive void reactivity
coefficient. The impact on the design was
important for that plant : internal core
catcher, reinforcement of the roof, primary
containment with a dome which imposes a
higher secondary containment building, etc...
Reliability studies perforned in parallel
to the construction of the CREYS MALVILLE
plant concerning the shutdown system, taking
into account redundancy, diversity in the
design including extensive full scale tests
and diversity from the detection stage
until the absorber introduction, show a
very positive result better than 10"° per
demand including consideration of common
mode failure. As a consequence, a first
evaluation concluded that for the "RAPIDE
1500", the failure to scram has not to be
considered in the design for slow developing
situations for which the diagnosis is simple
and can be clearly presented in the operating
procedures including the manual scram.

For a fast loss of flow corresponding
to the rupture of the pipe between one
primary pump and the digrid, or a spurious
absorber withdrawal, clarification is needed

for the fuel clad service limits, and for
the protection system performance. la that
respect, we are studying experiments in
CABRI and SCARABEE reactors to precise
the conditions to maintain clad integrity
with sufficient safety margin ani further
to check that there could not b'.; a fast
developing situation in case of erratic
clad failure before reactor shutdown, as
this can cause a fast developing situation.
We can note here that the knowledge of
the fuel damage rate in accidental plant
conditions is c difficult task requiring
numerous experiments, and could even be a
continuous work, as the fuel specifications
are often variing for a new type of reactor
in order to improve the fuel cycle economy.

5. For the safety analysis in case ofrare
events, a defense in depth analysis is
used and more recently, we made an applica-
tion of "lines of defense" approach compara-
ble to the "line of assurance" method first
mentionned in 1975 by Dr Jerry GRIFFITH.
For this, actions sgainst the risks involved
with fast breeder reactors are identified
and may lead to technical actions, checks
during construction and operation, adminis-
trative actions, technical regulations,
actions within the internal emergency
plans, etc... If the quality and number
of lines are juged satisfactory, the ultimate
consequences of these rare events are put in
the residual risk. A major line of defense,
as the safeguard system, has to be designed
and fabricated with the usual conservatism
and redundancy imposed try the safety:criteria.
The design of: the components is there based
on important technological studies. In this
respect, the lines of defense approach means
that we cannot rely on a single system or
component whatever could be the strength
and reliability of it, if the fast failure
of this unique element cannot be prevented
and gives important consequences.

As examples :

- After normal shutdown the decay
heat is removed through secondary sodium
circuits, with a good level of redundancy.
Nevertheless, the loss of all these circuits
and associated steam generators is imposed
by the safety criteria. Practical measure
consist in the addition of four additionnal
loops with external air cooling systems ;

- In case of failure of core supporting
structures, a fast transient over power can
be imagined whatever the scram delay would
be. This situation shows the importance of
high temperature design and the necessity
to fo.Mow the thermal stresses and strength
at some specific points of the structures.
In that area, safety authorities are still
asking detailed studies and in service
inspection or at least surveillance possibi-
lities ;
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The construction of the breeder prototype
SNE-300 in Kalkar, Germany, is nearly comple-
ted. Operation of systems with sodium has al-
ready started and next year the plant will ge-
nerate power. Construction has taken about 12
years, the total construction costs are a mul-
tiple of what was assessed at the beginning of
construction. Some of the expensive installa-
tions — as the ex-vessel floor cooling de-
vice - were identified in the risk evaluation
for Kalkar as being of minor importance.

The impact of safety and licensing on the
Kalkar plant can be summarized:

1. Additional basic requirements in a
late design phase or even during
construction, spoil the design and
the construction schedule and, there-
fore, the costs as well.

2. Protection against consequences of
hypothetical accidents on the prima-
ry and secondary containment level
interfere with the design for high
operational performance, increase
the costs and reduce the estimated
total risk only moderately.

3. Design of steel structures against
dynamic loads on the basis of prima-
ry stresses impede the design
against operational loads. Individu-
al proofs of the large number of
steel structures around pipe systems
are expensive.

SNR 2, which we consider as the next
European Breeder project and, which went
through a conceptional design phase during the
last years and will go into detailed design on
the basis of the pool-concept during this year,
will reflect the lessons learned from Kalkar:

1. Safety requirements must be defined
early. The safety concept was re-
cently discussed with and agreed
upon in its main features by an Ad-
visory Group of the German Minister
of the Interior. Construction will
not start before the complete con-
struction-license, i. e. the final
determination of detailed design
criteria has been issued.

2. The preventive lines of assurance
are strengthened in order to pre-
vent unlikely accidents like large
pipe ruptures or HCDA's from impe-
ding the design. Inherent poten-
tials of LMFBR-systems are used ex-
tensively to support self-stabili-
zation to extend grace-times for
active actions and minimize the de-
mand for emergency power.

3. Dynamic loads on steel support
structures from pressure waves,
earthquake or airplance crash will
be treated as far as possible as se-
condary loads and evaluated on the
basis of strain criteria. Standar-
dized design procedures and repre-
sentative analyses will replace in-
dividual analyses for each of the
numerous structures.

Let me give you a short outline of the
safety concept of the SNR 2, as it was agreed
upon by the Advisory Group, since it will be
the basis for the detailed plant design. The
main issues of this concept are presented in
several papers in more detail during this
meeting. We appreciate the opportunity to pre-
sent, for the first time, the mutually agreed
upon safety concept of SNR 2 to an internatio-
nal audience.
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A key issue for the preventive safety con-
cept is to guarantee the integrity of the so-
dium envelope and of components with high safe-
ty importance, like the core support structure.
The Advisory Group agreed to the exclusion of
the assumption of large failures of those
structures provided that specific requirements
on the qualification of the material, dssign
procedures, methods of stress calculation and
verification, leak detection and inservice in-
spection can be met.

All sodium systems inside the reactor
building are surrounded by a second envelope.
This concept is facilitated by the pool-con-
cept of the primary system. If these provisions
are granted, a sodium leak inside the reactor
building or the loss of th? integrity of im-
portant structures, as the core support, has
not been assumed as basis of the design.

Damage of sodium systems by loads, fal-
ling from the handling machines above the roof,
can be prevented through design and fabrica-
tion measures of the handling tools, because
of the very severe German rules for this type
of equipment.

The new tendencies in the structural de-
sign against dynamic loads will be discussed
in a separate paper during this meeting.

The reference for the steam geaer- tor
accident is a small leak of a water-steam-tube
propagating to larger leaks. The concept of
the secondary sodium system guarantees early
detection and termination of the accident, so
that a pressure increase, vhich could cause
depressurization by rupture discs, will be
prevented, nevertheless, a double-ended rup-
ture of a pipe will be regarded as an "envelo-
ping event" once during lifetime and will be
treated as an ASME D-event. Simultaneous rup-
ture of several tubes can be excluded, if ad-
equate protection against loads from outside
the steam generator is provided. The early
failure detection concept is treated in a spe-
cific paper during this meeting.

Operational decay heat removal will be
performed by the main heat transfer system.
Besides that, a safety graded system is provi-
ded, consisting of four coolers immersed in
the upper plenum with four secondary sodium
circuits and four sodium air-coolers installed
in four chimneys. If the main heat sink is un-
available, decay heat will be removed by for-
ced convection in the primary system and
natural convection in the secondary system as
well as in the chimneys. If station-service
power is unavailable, the primary system will
operate by natural convection as well. Opera-
tion with only two or even one of the four
loops, at least once in plant lifetime in
ASME D-category, is possible, e. g. if two
chimneys were crushed by an external attack.
If necessary, manual operation of the dampers
at the aircoolers half an hour after shutdown
would suffice. Therefore, decay heat removal
needs no supply of emergency power.

The Advisory Group has agreed to this con-
cept so far, but has put emphasis on the neces-
sity of verifying sufficient natural convec-
tion under all assumed conditions. The designer
feels challenged to demonstrate natural convec-

tion in such a complex system as the basis of
the design. The decay heat removal concept of
SHE 2 is presented in a separate paper.

Th? integrity of the reactor core is pro-
tected:

1. by the core support with quality
features sufficient to exclude its
failure,

2. by an early fuel-failure-detection-
system, consisting of a DHD-system
connected to the scram system and
by an individual subassembly tempe-
rature monitoring system and

3. by two independent shutdown systems
supplemented by a bundle of meas-
ures, which we call the "3rd shut-
down level" and which provides a
final shutdown, if the two regular
systems fail.

The Advisory Group has agreed to this
concept under the condition that the opera-
tional temperature monitoring without automa-
tic scram can be confirmed later on the basis
of further experience and investigations.

The "3rd shutdown-level" is subject of
a separate paper. It takes credit for inherent
characteristics of the system, due to reactiv-
ity decrease in the case of core heating-up
and thermal inertia. These reactivity effects
can only be verified at the plant. A reason-
able balance between the experimental resolu-
tion of reactivity effects and their degree
of dependency in demonstrating safe tran-
sients are important design tasks.

The Advisory Group considered all these
measures assuring core integrity as adequate
to exclude a major damage of the core with
large activity release and by this the core
disruptive accident from the category of those
accidents, for which the German legal limits
for accidental radiation exposure must be ob-
served. Considering the past, i. e. the
SHK-3O0 licensing, this is an imporant break-
through of the fast breeder licensing situa-
tion in Germany.

The final result of the preventive safe-
ty concept is a reactor building instead of
a "containment", consisting mainly of a cylin-
drical bunker, essentially determined by the
requirement to protect the nuclear plant
against aggreuaion from the outside. Sodium
fires can be excluded by. design. The release
of the reactor covergas is the dominant radio-
logical hazard. In such an event, the buil-
ding atmosphere will be operated at lower than
atmospheric pressure and will be exhausted
through filter and stack.

As defined by the Advisory Group as the
fundamental goal for the safety concept, the
safety level of SHR 2 must not be lower than
that of a German PWR. They expect that this
goal can be achieved by the measures provided.
This should be demonstrated by a risk study
to be performed independently from the project
licensing. Additional potentials
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Beyond accidents and procedures, we
can think of severely degraded core situations.
Present state of the studies shows that the
failure of scram can be rejected in the
residual risk, but ctnnot other situations
be imagined, resulting in fuel melting
like the failure of the core supporting
structures or the complex evolution of some
situations like the TMI core one ? If a
rather simple and not cumbersome device can
be introduced in the design phase, why not ?
In that respect, an internal core catcher
of the CREYS-MALVILLE type is recommanded
by safety authorities for the RAPIDE 1500
project. Even if we forget the redundancy
and diversification of the shutdown systems,
the results of R and D work on the whole
core accident, and the associated evaluations
lead to the conclusion of a low mechanical
energy production during the initial phase
of such accident, and there is no request
from the safety authorities to have a dome
in the RAPIDE 1500 project as for the CREYS
MALVILLE plant.

6. Despite fuel high power per unit
of volume in a fast breeder plant, the good
thermal properties of the sodium and the
detection system of a subassembly fault
reduce to a very low probability level
tl ,̂  possibility of important fuel melting
du-ing operation. Can we completely forget
today the possibility to introduce a new
subassembly element with a completely blocked
inlet or a fast failure of a highly irradiated
hexagonal can or some other possibilities ?...
Studies including in pile and out of pile
programmes are underways in that area.
Having in mind the lines of defense approachs,
with the prevention, the redundant detection,

the accomodation of the consequences, there
is an experimental programme at Cadarache.
The SCARABEE programme is going on with
the objective to prove that in a severe
case concerning the subassembly fault,
that is a totally and instantaneously
blocked subassembly, the consequences
will be limited to the said subassembly
and to the six surrounding ones, taking
into account of the detection systems
of the adjacent ones and the scram systems
in operation. This proof has been asked
by the French safety authorities.

As a conclusion, an interesting parallel
can be made between PWRs and fast breeders.
An hypothetical accident chosen inside
the adverse characteristics,primary fluid
pressure, imposed a strong containment
for light water reactors. The first important
accident, in TMI, showed a very slow
developing situation, but the containment,
used well under its specifications, was
very efficient for lowering consequences
in the environment. For fast breeders,
we have also to think to the containment
in terms of defense in depth, for a large
spectrum of accidents.
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and additional measures should be provided
only if necessary to meet the target. The de-
signer is confident that the risk can be equal-
ized without additional measures. This confi-
dence results from the experience with the
Kalkar Risk Study.

The Advisory Group recommended as addi-
tional measures for further consideration:

improved reliability of the decay heat
removal system

protection of the vessel support and the
roof installations from a sodium fire on
the roof

- molten fuel retention to limit the conse-
quences of local propagation

delayed release of actinides from the re-
actor building after an accident.

The safety concept of SHE 2, as it was
proposed by the utilities and the designer and
essentially confirmed by the Advisory Group,
takes credit for an improved understanding of
the behaviour of IMFBR-systems. The prototypi-
cal appendages of the Kalkar-plant were re-
moved. This serves the safety and reduces the
costs. We consider SHE 2 as an important step
towards economic and, nevertheless, safe
European Fast Breeder Power Plants.
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ABSTRACT

The strategic advantage of the Fast
Reactor in securing the world's forward energy
needs is without doubt, with several prototype
reactors operating satisfactorily and with the
next round of larger demonstration reactors
about to come on stream thus demonstrating
their feasibility. However costs for these
plants must be reduced without compromise to
their excellent safety characteristics. It is
the UK view, shared by all the major European
countries, that this "is best achieved by a joint
collaboration venture in Europe. It is early
days to draw conclusions on safety but
nevertheless there is already good if not
perfect agreement in the licensing requirements
in Europe on which to work. So far as the UK
is concerned a substantial Safety Report specific
to CDFR, but almost equally generic to Fast
Reactors, has been completed. The paper reviews
the present position on Fast Reactor safety in
the UK and lists outstanding issues.

INTRODUCTION

It is the generally held view that the LMFBR
will play its part in large scale electricity
generation in the early part of the next century
requiring the development of demonstration
plants in the next decade or so. This view is
shared by Governments and Utilities in Europe
including our Utility the Central Electricity
Generating Board (CEGB). It makes sense to
combine effort and share development costs in
Europe and therefore a Government to Government
Memorandum of Understanding was signed in early
1984. The process of this collaboration is now
underway.

POSITION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

PFR
It is very pleasing to announce that PFR

has achieved full power and that it is now
performing well in its role as a power station.
There is a detailed paper later to this
conference (1) but I would briefly point out
that the problems experienced at PFR have all
been associated with the boilers and convention-
al plant and that the reactor and fuel have both
performed well and that we now have high rated
fuel in excess of 10% and 12% burn-up for mean
and lead fuel pins respectively.

CDFR
The majority of UK design and R&D effort

will now be devoted to the next European design
(s) but the conceptual design of the 'Commercial
Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) is complete
and with particular reference to this
conference we have just completed a 'Design
Concept Safety Report' (DCSR) for this design.
The early conclusions from this report, and
in particular the conclusions which are of
generic interest, are summarised below. As
usual an enormous amount has been learned from
this exercise but I think that it is true to
say that our design concept has stood up very
well in the exercise.

Eventually, and before a commercial plant
is built in the UK, there will be a Public
Inquiry. In pursuance of this process it is
relevant f;o note that the Public Inquiry for the
PWR at Sizewell closed earlier this year and
that the Inspector is preparing his final report.
This is the first full scale Public Inquiry for
a UK nuclear power station and is clearly of
great importance to the LMFBR project in the
UK and has been of major influence in producing
the CDFR safety document.

21
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CDFR SAFETY REPORT

Design Safety Criteria
The UK Design Safety Criteria can be

summarised as requiring that the frequency and
consequence of all accidents be reduced as low
as is reasonably practicable (ALARP). Further
the frequency of individual accident sequences
giving rise to an uncontrolled activity release
must be less than 10~7 per reactor operating
year and that all accidents summated must have
a frequency of less than 10~6 per reactor
operating year. It is recognised that these
very low levels of reliability can only be
realised by adoption of redundancy, diversity
and segregation applied throughout the design.
Claims for diversity are also subject to
prescribed limits in order to guard against
common mode failure. These limits are variable
from 10-3 per demand or year to a lower limit
of 10~5 per demand or year depending on the
degree of difficulty/novelty and the amount of
service experience that can be claimed.

These criteria give the designer consid-
erable freedom in achieving an optimised design.

Design Safety Approach
The main approach to safety is to prevent

accidents. This is achieved by 'Engineered
Safeguards' by the adoption of an Automatic
Shut-Down System (ASDS) which is independent
of the operator and has at least two diverse

SYSTEM 'A'
Laddie Sub-system

• Reactor power above absolute level
linear neutronics)

O Core outlet temperature
1. Absolute
2. Rate

• Core flow rate

Primary pump underspeed

i Secondary pump underapeed

i Primary tank sodium low level

Neutron fki» to core flow ratio

I High power flux rate (power deviation
linear neulronka)

i Fuel movement monitoring (at shutdown only)

• Acoustic boKing noise (experimental)

Scram pushbutton 'A'

sensors for each fault for each independent and
diverse sub-system. This is shown in Figure 1.
The diversity is taken right through to the
absorbers themselves, the primary shut-down rods
(PSD) being of the well tried PFR type and the
second bottom actuated rods contained within the
height of the core. These latter alternative
shut-down rods (ASD) have the advantage of being
divorced from the above core structure, have
large radial clearances and can be held poised
and activated during refuelling. The second and
equally important engineered safeguard is the
decay heat removal system (DHRS) and again
diversity is provided by the steam system and
in-vessel NaK loops (DRACS). Both these systems
(Figure 2) have been previously described in
detail (2), (3) although the steam plant has been
greatly simplified. The importance of the steam
plant cannot be over emphasised particularly in
its ability to provide primary circuit natural
circulation (4).

The DCSR deals with the engineered safe-
guards in detail with the conclusion that the
decay heat removal systems meet the design
criteria (5) taking common mode failure into
account. The majority of the plant faults are
satisfactorily terminated by the automatic shut-
down system but the following are highlighted as
requiring further work,
(i) local core faults )single sub-assembly

accidents)
(ii) core support failure (6)

SYSTEM 'B'
Pulse Coded Logic Sub-system

I Reactor power above absolute level
(log Campbell) neutronics

> Core outlet temperature
1. Absolute
2. Rate

i Loss of electrical supplies for 0.2sec
reduction of suppHas for S.Osaci

i Inverse period (pulse Campbell neutronics)

Burst pki detection -absolute limit

Individual eub-essembly temperature
1. Absolut* '
2. flat*
3. Median

Low power flux beyond range (pulse
neutronics) (shutdown end start-up)

Intermediate llux beyond range
(pulae neulronlcs) (start-up)

IHX outlet tamperalur*
1. Absolute
2. Rate

Scram pushbutton 'B*

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM

A
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM

B'

FIGURE 1: CDFR AUTOMATIC SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
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FIGURE 2: HEAT REJECTION AND POWER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

(iii) reactivity faults whilst the reactor is
shut down for refuelling and absorber
replacement

(iv) core reactivity effects resulting from
an earthquake.

Satisfactory progress is being made on
these topics but noting that the frequency/
magnitude of earthquake presents a universal
problem even in notionally earthquake free
areas of the world such as the UK. It is also
worth noting that loss of secondary heat
transport system (LSHTS) as the single most
frequent trip initiator required extra sensor
provisions.

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

The LMFBR is typified by low activity
releases and operator doses during r^rmal
operation and CDFR is designed to incorporate
and extend these inherent characteristics.
Similarly design basis accidents, those
accidents having an individual frequency down
to 10~7 per year, have received very careful
consideration in determination of their con-
sequences or in relegating them into the
beyond design basis accident category as cover-
ed in the next section. Only fuel handling
accidents have been identified as requiring
further work towards an improvement in the
understanding of both fuel melt-down and fission
product behaviour. Fuel handling accidents are
not however considered as major contributors to
risk.

ACCIDENTS REQUIRING SPECIAL CONSIDERATION AND/OR
DESIGN PROVISIONS

Special consideration and/or extra design
provision has been found necessary for the
following:

_ ^ £ £u£l_hanflling_ - required both shut-
down recriticality monitoring and computer
control of fuel and particularly absorber rod
movement in order to relegate recriticality with
the reactor shut-down to beyond the design base.
Work on the computer system is incomplete.

Comp£nent^ handlinjg_over the £eactoir - high
integrity lifting equipment is necessary to
reduce the risk of dropped loads over the reactor
and/or the secondary sodium piping (7).

Lo£S__of coolant^ accideiits_ - two potential causes.
First that an IHX or Primary Pump could drop
during handling and penetrate both the primary
tank and leak jacket. We have shown (8) that
the IHX will not penetrate the primary tank and
we expect the same conclusions for the Primary
Pump. Secondly it was necessary to provide an
internal debris tray to protect against limited
fuel melt-down. This device is found to be
almost as effective against a whole core.
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£ingle_sub^asseinb_l^ accident - existing fuel
behaviour data is alone" insufficient to
relegate this accident to beyond the design base
and has required additional detection instrumen-
tation.

^ ^ ir£^liat£d_fuel_ £tore - a need for a
diverse method of decay heat removal is required
for our sodium store. Alternative and cheaper
methods of fuel storage are being investigated.

As£ij3mJLC_design - CDFR is designed for an SSE of
0.25 g with a similar spectrum to US NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.60. This has led to a
slightly thicker cylinder for the primary tank
and has consequences on the design of the above
core structure. We anticipate being asked to
address the effects of higher value earthquakes.

Str_u£tiir£l_Integri_ty- a considerable effort has
been devoted to this topic (6). Major benefit
results from a design change which puts the
transition weld between the austeuitic vessel
and ferratic roof into compression and from a
leak before break and redundancy policy combined
with in-service monitoring.

L_oj>s_of edectxics - in addition to the trip
system reported on earlier in the paper it is
necessary to preserve primary circuit flow. The
investment in fuel is protected by battery
backed pony motors fitted to the primary pumps
but a major piece of work (9.) completed
recently predicts considerable primary circuit
natural circulation as noted above.

BEYOND DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

The major emphasis is on showing that Che
individiual frequency of occurrence of beyond
design basis accidents is less than 10~? per
year, but we are asked to give assurance that
there is a reasonable chance that the consequ-
ences of beyond design basis accidents will be
mitigated by containment and that there is not
a 'cliff edge' to a large consequence situation.
We must show that all reasonably practival steps
have been taken in the design to achieve this
(ALARP principle).

The CDFR primary containment is designed
for normal operation and to normal design rules
for stress and/or deflection including the
0.25 g SSE, the only exception being that the
rotating shields and roof plugs are designed to
about the same strength of the roof itself.
There is minimal extra cost in this design
approach.

The main classes of BDBA's are loss of
DHR and HCDA's. Loss of DHR is of very low
frequency and the timescales are long. Risk of
total DHR failure is therefore^ argued on grounds
of low probability, long timescale and some
mitigation by containment and natural processes.
Considerable progress has been made on HCDA
containment over recent years and our best
estimates (1Q) are that the CDFR primary
containment can withstand a mechanical energy
yield in the range 0.5 GJ to 1.0 GJ compared
with accident energy yields for LOF and slow TOP

in the range of up to 100 MJ or 200 MJ. This
range of accidents must be extended but we are
hopeful that we can contain the initial
mechanical energy release effects of most if not
all HCDA's identified so far. We also expect
the later fuel coolant interaction effects of

HCDA's to be small and a programme of
theoretical and experimental work is aimed at
confirming this. Further uncommitted work is
identified to look at recriticality in the final
stages of these accidents.

We have found it difficult to quantify the
potential post HCDA leakage from the primary
containment but recent investigation into
rectangular low pressure secondary containment
buildings, possibly vented, and a better under-
standing of post HCDA primary containment
pressures is perhaps going to open the way. I
hope fo be able to say more about this on the
timescale of the Guernsey R&D Safety Conference
next year.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Emphasis should continue to be placed on the
prevention of accidents and the exploitation
of the considerable inherent safety features
of the LMFBR in all aspects of normal
operation.

2. The CDFR Design Concept Safety Report
indicates that a satisfactory safety case
should emerge pending more work in a few
but important areas. These areas are item-
ised in the paper.

3. Considerable attention has been paid to
design provision for design basis accidents
against the requirements of our utility.
These are itemised in the paper. It will
be important that these provisions are now
optimised in order to reduce costs. It is
the opinion of the designers that there is
scope to do this in our designs based on
further work and without compromise to
safety.

4. Whilst the major emphasis on beyond design
basis accidents should continue to be
placed on showing that they are of
demonstrably low frequency of occurrence,
considerable progress has been made in
showing a high degree of mitigation of these
accidents even in the unlikely event that
they occur. Treatment of these accidents
is clearly outside the design base but is
required in the UK for Probability Risk
Assessment (PRA).
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a study
of the effectiveness of intrinsic design features
to mitigate the consequences of unprotected acci-
dents in metallic and oxide-fueled LMFBRs. The
accidents analyzed belong to the class generally
considered to lead to core disruption; unprotec-
ted loss-of-flow (LOF) and transient overpower
(TOP). The results of the study demonstrate the
potential for design features to meliorate acci-
dent consequences, and in some cases to render
them benign. Emphasis is placed on the relative
performance of metallic and oxide-fueled core
des igns.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of inherent safety is a widely
accepted principle that has received emphasis in
the design, construction, and operation of EBR-II
(1_), Super Phenix (.2), and PFR (3), as well as
other liquid-metal cooled fast breeder reactors
(LMFBRs). Inherent safety is also a primary
tenet in the development of the Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR) concept (4_). In the IFR concept, a
pool-type primary system arrangement is combined
with an advanced metallic fuel design and an on-
site fuel cycle facility. The pool-type primary
system, together with the low-pressure, liquid-
metal coolant, provide intrinsic protection
against fuel overheating in both normal and off-
normal events. All of the primary system sodium
is contained within the reactor vessel, along
with the core, the primary pumps, and the inter-
mediate heat exchangers. Natural circulation
cooling of fuel is assured for both normal shut-
down decay heat removal and for abnormal events.
Intrinsic protection against pipe-rupture-caused
accidents is, therefore, provided by the pool-
type primary system. In addition, the high heat

capacity of the pool concept developed as a re-
sult of experience with design provides long time
margins for corrective action in the event of
heat sink loss.

The IFR metallic fuel design is an advanced
concept developed as a result of experience with
metallic fuels in EBR-II and other reactors (5).
In the IFR fuel design, the fuel is cast as a
uranium-plutonium-zirconium alloy. Some of the
properties of the IFR metallic fuel are compared
with a typical oxide fuel in Table I. As the
data in Table I show, metallic fuel is denser
than oxide, with a thermal conductivity higher
by an order of magnitude, and a lower specific
heat. The thermal expansion coefficient of me-
tallic fuel is higher than oxide, and the melting
point is much lower. To allow for fuel swelling
upon irradiation, the IFR metallic fuel design
features an as-fabricated smear density of 75%.

Table I. Oxide and Metallic Fuel Thermal
Performance Characteristics

Oxide

Nominal Com-
poa it ion

Density, g/cc
Thermal Conduc-
t iv i ty , w/cm-'C
Specific Heat,
J/g-°C
Thermal Expansion
Coefficient, "C"1

Melting Point, °C

Fuel Pin Thermal
Time Constant, sec.

Metal

U02-20Z PuO2

10.6

0.023

0.38

1.2xlO"3

2750

U-15% Pu-IOZ Zr

15.8

0.22

0.20

2.0x10

1160

~ 0.3

-5

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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Since the U-Pu-Zr alloy is chemically compatible
with sodium, the fuel rod is submerged in liquid
sodium inside the cladding. The bond-gap sodium,
together with the high thermal conductivity,
give the metallic fuel pin an order-of-magiiitude
faster thermal response time compared to the
lower conductivity, gas-bonded oxide fuel.

The high thermal conductance provided by the
bond-gap sodium lowers the fuel surface tempera-
ture of metallic fuel compared to oxide fuel, and
due to its higher thermal conductivity, metallic
fuel exhibits relatively small radial temperature
gradients. Metallic fuel therefore operates at
much lower temperatures than oxide fuel, and the
amount of stored heat at normal operating condi-
tions is reduced correspondingly.

REACTIVITY FEEDBACK MECHANISMS

The key to successful prevention of core
disruption in unprotected (i.e., without scram)
overpower and undercooling accidents is the
provision in the design for inherent, passive
mechanisms which respond to the upset condition
and act to restore the balance between reactor
power production and system cooling. In this
context, core disruption is taken to be any
failure or event which leads to an irreversible
re-arrangement of the reactor. Near-term, short-
time core disruption would be indicated by gross
fuel melting leading to pin failures, or by cool-
ant boiling. In the longer term, core disruption
could occur due to plastic yielding of an over-
heated core support structure.

To assure a self-limiting response to acci-
dent conditions, specific features must be in-
cluded in the system design. In the unprotected
loss-of-flow and overpower accidents, the upset
leads to an increase in the coolant temperature
rise through the core. Negative reactivity feed-
backs keyed to this coolant temperature increase
can be effective in limiting accident conse-
quences. Two such mechanisms can be provided by
radial core expansion driven by subassembly duct
and above-core load pad thermal expansion, and by
differential thermal expansion of control rod
drives and the core support structure to yield a
net insertion of the control rods.

For load pad thermal expansion to be effec-
tive, it is necessary that the radial core re-
straint system be configured to provide contact
at the load pad plane during normal operation.
In addition, provision must be made to allow for
thermal expansion during the transient. A low-
tension core rsstraint system allows for duct
expansion and load pad growth as the coolant
temperature rises, providing a negative reactiv-
ity feedback. To enhance differential control
rod expansion, core outlet coolant flow may be
ducted around rod drive-lines, and core-support
members can be located in aread that heat rela-
tively slowing during an accident. This assures
that the differential movement of control rods
esrly in the transient acts to insert control
material into the reactor.

Because of the time required for core outlet
sodium to travel to the control rod drive eleva-
tion and for heat to be transferred from the hot
sodium into the subassembly load pads, it may
be necessary to provide for elongation of the

natural primary pump flow coastdown to avoid
power-to-flow mismatches resulting in near-term
coolant boiling. Specific designs might employ
flywheels geared to the pump shaft or battery-fed
power supplies on the pump pony motor.

Radial core expansion and control rod drive
elongation provide the overall negative reactiv-
ity feedback to lower the reactor power during an
unprotected loss-of-flow event. As the accident
proceeds other reactivity effects that must be
considered are fuel Doppler feedback, coolant
density feedback, and fuel thermal expansion. As
the power decreases, the fuel temperatures will
drop, yielding a prompt positive reactivity ef-
fect. The heatup of the coolant causes a corre-
sponding coolant density decrease, adding a posi-
tive reactivity mechanism. Finally, the chilling
fuel will contract, and the fuel density increase
will add positive reactivity.

In a transient overpower event, fuel over-
heating will lead to a prompt negative Doppler
feedback reactivity. As the fuel expands, the
density decrease will also yield a negative reac-
tivity feedback. With continued heating, the
temperature fields in the fuel and cladding may
develop so that some of the fuel in the interior
of the pin reaches a temperature at which the
strength of the fuel matrix is reduced in com-
parison to the surrounding fuel and the cold
cladding. This is especially true for metallic
fuel which loses strength and melts at tempera-
tures lower than those for the stainless steel
cladding. For oxide fuel, which becomes brittle
with irradiation, the melting and strength—loss
temperatures are much higher than those for the
cladding, bu'c the temperature gradient in the
oxide pin is also much higher due to the low
thermal conductivity. If unreleased fission gas
bubbles trapped in the fuel matrix can pressurize
during the overpower transient, low strength or
molten fuel may be extruded (upwards, due to the
axial temperature profile) within the cladding,
producing a strongly negative reactivity feed-
back. Smith and co-workers (.6) have concluded
that for oxide fuel, significant prefailure in-
ternal pin fuel motion would occur in high ramp
rate (3 $/second and higher) overpower tran-
sients. For lower ramp rates, internal pin fuel
motion was found to be inhibited by freezing and
plugging of relocated fuel in the cold, above-
core region. This would not be the case for me-
tallic fuel, since the axial temperature profile
peaks at the top of the core, and relocating fuel
would encounter hot conditions. Therefore,
prefailure internal pin fuel motion would be ex-
pected in metallic fuel pins even at lower over-
power ramp rates. Both in-pile tests in TREAT
and out-of-pile tests in the DEH assembly are
currently underway to provide experimental veri-
fication of internal pin motion of metallic fuel.

ANALYSIS OF UNPROTECTED ACCIDENTS

In order to quantify the inherent safety
margins available in metallic and oxide-fueled
reactors, unprotected loss-of-flow and transient
overpower accidents in two representative US
reactor designs have been analyzed, using the
SASSYS LMFBR systems computer code (7_), in-
cluding consideration of the inherent reactivity
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mechanisms discussed above. One design was a
2740 MWt (1000 MWe) plant, and the second was a
900 MWt (365 MWe) plant. Both plants have a
pool-type primary system layout, and an oxide
core and a metallic-fueled core were designed for
each plant size. A heterogeneous (i.e., with
"internal blanket" breeder subassemblies arranged
within the core proper) core layout and an aver-
age fuel linear power rating of 8 kW/ft for the
oxide pins and 10 kW/ft for the metallic pins
were assumed as design constraints. Doppler
coefficients and coolant void reactivity worths
for the four cores are summarized in Table II.
As the table shows, the Doppler coefficients for
the metallic cores are less than half those for
the oxides cores, due to the harder neutron spec-
trum with metallic fuel. The spectral shift also
increases the coolant void reactivity worth for
the metallic cores.

Results from a transient overpower ramp
sensitivity study for the small reactor design
are given in Table III. In this study, the
reactivity feedback mechanisms considered were
Doppler, axial fuel expansion, coolant den-
sity reduction, control r >.! drive expansion, and

radial core thermal expansion. For the oxide
fuel, only axial fuel thermal expansion was in-
cluded, but for the metallic fuel, internal pin
fuel extrusion driven by trapped fission gas in
closed porosity was also estimated. Calculations
were terminated at the first indication of an
irreversible upset condition. For the metallic
cores, with a high fuel thermal conductivity, the
indicated failure was coolant boiling initia-
tion. For the oxide cores, the terminal upset
condition was pin failure in the highest power
subassembly. The results in Table III show that
for the oxide cores, Doppler feedback is the
dominant negative reactivity mechanism. For the
metallic core, axial thermal expansion and inter-
nal pin fuel thermal expansion and extrusion
combine to provide a tolerance for externally
imposed reactivity which is generally greater
than that offered by the oxide cores.

Results from a study of an unprotected
loss-of-flow accident in the large reactor design
are shown in Fig. 1. The reactivity feedbacks
considered in this analysis were the same as for
the transient overpower study, except that no in-
pin fuel extrusion was observed due to the fuel

Table II. Reactor Safety Performance Characteristics

IVoppler

Coefficient, T
dk

dt

Small Reactor

Oxide Metal

Large Reactor

Oxide Metal

Driver
Breeder

Coolant Void
Reactivity, ?

Driver
Breeder

Fuel
Fuel

Fuel
Fuel

-0
-0

2
1

.0032

.0037

.4

.6

-0.0013
-0.0014

3.9
2.4

-0.0061
-0.0055

2.6
1.3

-0.0025
-0.0022

3.9
2.0

Table

Time @

Termination, sec.
Reactivities @
Termination

Programmed

Doppler
Axial Expansion
Coolant
Control Rod
Radial Expansion
Net

Power @

Terminat ion

III. Results for

1 <t/sec

Oxide

233

2
-1
-0
0
-0
-0
0

2

Metal fuel results include

.2

.33

.20

.68

.09

.24

.27

.03

.2

Metal

361.6

3.62

-0.39
-2.36
0.17

-0.49
-0.53
0.03

3.3

in-pin fuel

Ramp

10

Oxide

22

2
-1
-0
0
-0
-0
0

2

.6

.26

.20

.68

.10

.06

.24

.18

.6

Sensitivity Study

f/sec

Metal

38

3
-0,
-2.
0.

-0.
-0.
0,

3.

extrusion.

.0

.80

.40

.72
,18
.19
.51
,16

.4

100

Oxide

2

2
-1
-0
0
-0
-0
0

7

.7

.75

.37

.81

.15

.01

.11

.60

.6

t/sec

Metal

4

4
-0
-3
0.

-0.
-0.
0.

5.

.6

.60

.50

.49

.26

.01

.39

.47

1
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Fig. 1. Reactor Power and Coolant Temperature Histories
for the Unprotected Loss-of-Flow Accident

chilling in all cases. As the accident develops,
the coolant temperature rises, causing radial
core expansion and control rod drive elongation.
The major positive reactivity feedback is pro-
vided by the Doppler effect in the cooling fuel.
Because the temperature drop is much more severe
in the low thermal conductivity oxide fuel, the
metallic core experiences a much milder reactiv-
ity and temperature transient, as the power and
coolant temperature histories in Fig. 1 show.
After 1000 seconds following loss of power to the
primary pumps, the power level in the metallic
core is approaching decay heat removal levels
and the coolant temperature has risen less than
100°C. On the other hand, in the oxide core,
the power remains significantly above decay heat
removal capabilities, and the peak coolant
temperature is approaching the boiling point.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this analysis demonstrate
that inclusion of specific features in LMFBR
designs can lead to successful attainment of
inherent safety goals. The design features
considered here depend only on basic passive
mechanisms, such as thermal expansion. Metal-
lic fuel designs have been shown to provide
greater inherent safety margins than oxide fuel
designs, due solely to their intrinsic thermal,

mechanical, and neutronic properties. The
adoption of design features such as a pool-type
primary system and metallic fuel offer the pos-
sibility of a more fault-tolerant overall design
that provides large time margins for response to
upset conditions, extending even to severe unpro-
tected accidents normally considered to lead to
core disruption.
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ABSTRACT

In response to the requirement of Japanese
nuclear industries that FBR capital costs should
be less than 1.5 times those of equivalent LWR
plants and that the safety of FBR should be
equivalent to that of LWR, Mitsubishi initiated
a conceptual design study of a 1000 MWe pool
type FBR. As a countermeasure if high seismic
conditions are imposed as the current practice
of Japan, it has been shown that the side sus-
pending system is outstandingly advantageous to
make reactor system compact and to reduce mate-
rial amounts of reactor components. Therefore,
we believe that this concept will be applicable
to countries which have severe seismic condi-
tions similar to Japan.

NOMENCLATURES

CI:
CR:

CRDM:
CSB:

F:
f:

FHM:
FRC:

g:
IHX:
ISI:
KN:
Kx:
K9:
L:
M:

MPa:
MV:
SV:

T:
t:

UCS:
Uz:
U9:
Z:

Core Internals
Control Rod
Control Rod Drive Mechanism
Core Support Barrel
Shear force
natural frequency
Fuel Handling Machine
Floor Response Curve
acceleration of gravity
Intermediate Heat Exchanger
In-service inspection
Kilo-Newton (kg-m/S2)
Horizontal spring constant
Rotational spring constant
MV length
Moment
Mega-Pascal (kg/m-S2)
Main Vessel
Safety Vessel
Temperature (°C)
thickness
Upper Core Structure
Displacement in Z direction
Displacement in 6 direction
Section modulus

Oyff/. Membrane stress in Z direction
(JM6: Membrane stress in 8 direction
ffBZ: Banding stress in Z direction
ag0: Bending stress in 9 direction

T: Shear stress

INTRODUCTION

As shown in Fig. 1, Japan is exposed to
severe seismic conditions, which are believed
to be one of major factors in the increase of
FBR capital costs.

cv!

h: damping factor for component

!! I
DFBR(S1
h=1*

ttttT
t PLBR(GE)(OBE)I

h=2*

4 6 8102
2 4 6 810° 2 4 6 81Q1

FREQUENCY (Hz J1""^
Main Vessel Support Level Example of the existing

reactor (Main vessel)

Fig. 1 Floor Response Curve in Japan

Certainly, if existing reactor system con-
cepts in foreign countries are introduced into
Japan, costs will increase for the following
reasons:

1. Long components (like main vessel, UCS, and
etc.) are influenced by horizontal earth-
quake. It will be inevitable to increase
the wall thickness.

2. Also, a large component like a roof deck
must be stiffened for vertical earthquake,
which will require additional material.
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Therefore, there are two ways to solve these
problems. One is to mitigate Japanese seismic
design criteria and the other is to adopt the
innovative reactor system.

In this paper, the innovative reactor system
will be studied with the assumption that the
mitigation of Japanese seismic design criteria
will be discussed in other studies.

FEATURES OF INNOVATIVE REACTOR SYSTEM

The concepts of the innovative reactor sys-
tem are shown in Fig. 2. The explanation of
each concept is described as follows.

Side Suspending System
As the survey result of several reactor sup-

port systems to be discussed later, the side
suspending system is outstandingly advantageous
because of suspending reactor system at the
center of gravity and reducing seismic exciting
level by lowering a reactor support point. It
can reduce the total thickness of the outer and
inner vessel to incorporate the stiffnesses of
both vessels by filling sodium between the main
(outer) and safety (inner) vessel. Then sodium
in the annulus is isolated from sodium within
the safety vessel. As shown in the upper right
figure of Fig. 2, at the periodical inspection
mode, the pump will be inserted in the sodium
suction device, and the sodium in the annulus

will be drained into the hot plenum. So it can
be easily judged whether the sodium within the
safety vessel leaks or not. The main vessel can
be inspected as usual from the outside of the
vessel.

Flask-Shaped Main Vessel
It is advantageous from viewpoint of the

stiffness improvement of the vessel's top por-
tion and from a viewpoint of the ease of the
seal between the main vessel and the roof struc-
ture to make the main vessel top portion nar-
rower. Furthermore, thermal insulations are
prepared on the shoulder of the vessel and be-
neath the pedestal, especially plug, IHX, and
pump penetrations as shown in Fig. 2 to prevent
the pedestal concrete from high temperature.
The dip seal is introduced as the seal between
the rotating plug and the main vessel, and bel-
lows are applied to IHXs and Pumps.

The IHX and Pump are suspended from the top
of the pedestal and supported in the reactor by
using the damper shown in Fig. 3 which utilizes
the hydraulic resistance force of the sodium
between the standpipe rising from core support
structure and the outer shell of IHX or Pump.
The thermal relative displacement between IHX
or Pump and main vessel is absorbed by the bel-
lows set on the top of the standpipe rising from
the main vessel shoulder.

FIGs. 2 REACTOR SYSTEM CONCEPT
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7

Seal Rin
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Fig. 3 Hydraulic damper for IHX

Concept of CSDM Guide Mounting
As the core diameter becomes large, the rel-

ative displacement between the control rod and
the control rod lower guide tube becomes large.
Furthermore, it will make the relative displace-
ment larger to separate the main vessel support
point from the plug support point because of the
side suspending system.

The core coupling system shown in Fig. 4 is
introduced as a countermeasure to the CR inser-
tability above-mentioned. Since CRDMs are set
on the core barrel by the spider arras during
normal operation and simply supported by the UCS
plug, no problem exists for the CR insertabil-
ity.

UCS Housing

Operati ng
Condition

Refueling
Condition

Fig.4 Concept of CRDM guide mounting
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Improvement of FHM
Generally, the height of the upper plenum is

determined by the condition of unexposing the
gripper mechanism of the FHM to the cover gas
during refueling period to prevent the stick of
this mechanism. Therefore, in order to minimize
the height of the upper plenum and shorten the
main vessel in this concept the cylinder is pre-
pared around the FHM, and the sodium level in
the cylinder can be raised during the refueling
period by controlling the gas pressure in this
cylinder separately.

FEASIBILITY STUDY ON SIDE SUSPENDING SYSTEM

The conceptual design studies on the side
support structure which is the key issue for
this concept are performed as follows:

Survey on Main Vessel Support System
A parameter survey is conducted to find the

optimum aseismic support system for the main

vessel by using the FRC shown in Fig. 1. Re-
sults of the parameter survey are summarized in
Table 1.

As a result, the seismic response and si tss
on the main vessel in case (1) don't satiaiy the
allowable limit. The seismic loads on the main
vessel are almost equal in case (2) and (3).
However, case (3) is not prefemble in compari-
son with case (2) because the natural frequency
of the core support barrel is as low as 4.7Hz
which will be hardly acceptable aseismatically,
and the core support barrel makes core internals
more complicated and results in additional mate-
rial . In comparing case (2) and (4), case (4)
is more preferable than case (2) aseismatically
and economically. Since the natural frequency
in case (2) is higher in spite of the thinner
thickness of the main vessel, the thermal stress
on the main vessel near sodium level can be de-
creased. However, in order to promote case (4)
which is most preferable, thermal stress of the
support structure must be discussed.

Table 1 Study result of Main Vessel Support System

Case

Concept

Analytical
model

© MV is suspended
from roof-deck.

© Core is side-
suspended from MV.

5 t IO"KN-m/r«d

Analytical
results

valuation

M(Momenl) X 10'KN-ro
F(Shear force) XIO'KN

L = IS.5n>. » I = 9 . I H I
rm=?7.5Mp»

t'Wall thickness)
= iOQm

not feasible

(T) Side support for
Iviv is added to
case I.

© Core is same as
left.

force) XIO'KN

3 2 1

IS.5m, f,=J3.SHz
rm=|27Mp«

not so good

(T) MV is separated
from roof-deck.

@ Core is suspended
from roof-dBCk.
and side support
for corn j$ added. I

(I) Both of MV and
core are side*
suspended.

Hydraulic
" Coupling

M(MomBnt) X JO'KN-m
F(Shear force) XIO'KN

!8.5m. f, =13.«Hi
rm=1I.SMp«
M/2«8.83Mp«

M(Moment)xlo'KN-m
r(Shear force) XIO'KN

; sot

L = IB.5m. f, =M.JHi
rm=u.7Mpa
M/Z-lo.t.Mpa
t(Wall thickness)

=25mm. 650mm

not so good feasible
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Concept of Support Structure
A scheme of support structure is shown in

Fig. 5. The support structure consists of
forging which connects the safety vessel with
the main vessel, the box ring structure with
radial webs, sole plates, anchor bolts, collars,
spherical seats, and many pads. Forging has
penetrations which connects the lower annulus
with the upper annulus. The box ring structure,
which is approximately 1000mm height in order
to get a sufficient support stiffness, is filled
up with the eutectic metal for the reason to be
discussed in the next subsection.

Application of the stud bolts requires the
consideration of radial/axial thermal expansion
of the support structure which is attained by
selecting collars with such materials as to pro-
vide low thermal expansion coefficients enough
to protect the bolts from tension or by provid-
ing the bolts with washers having spherical
seats to free the bolts from bending moment.

The initial tightening torque on the stud
bolts and the slope (6) of the pads should be
properly determined from the relationships be-
tween horizontal/vertical accelerations and a
friction coefficient between the pads and the
support structure. Namely, a large initial
tightening torque increases a tightening force
on the main vessel by restraining thermal expan-
sion, and a large slope will cause a large
tightening force due to sub-divided force on
the pad by the wedge principle. Meanwhile, an
excessively small slope and small initial tight-
ening torque cause the seismic horizontal force
to raise the reactor along the contact surface.

The thermal insulation is set up between
the box ring structure and the sole plate in
order to reduce the vertical temperature dif-
ference in the box support structure and in
order to reduce the cooling capacity. If nec-
essary, the number of insulation layers can be
increased.

Thermal Analysis
Thermal transient analyses of the support

structure are performed, replacing that with the
conical support in order to simplify the analy-
ses. The results of the conical support temper-
ature response during the normal start-up are
shown in Fig. 6.

conical support
(sus 304)

thermal insulation

eutectic metal
(natural covec-
tion)

300

7.8hr

4hr

400

300

200

too

/

0 DOint

0 4

2S°C/hr

transient
8 hr

7.Bhr

Ohr

°m 'm 2m
.-̂  Radial Distance (conical support)
®point

Fig. 6 Conical support temperaiure response

Fig.5 Concept of Support Structure
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As a result, large thermal gradients will
occur in radial directions only if the thermal
conduction of the conical support (SUS304) is
assumed. However, the temperature difference
in radial direction will be reduced to approx.
30°C bŷ J&fte eutectic metal natural convection.
Consequently a 30°C radial temperature differ-
ence as the premise for investigation of thermal
stress is assigned to the box ring structure
shown in Fig. 5.

The result of thermal stress analysis is
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in this figure, this
value is within the allowable limit and this
concept is proven to be feasible.

ciu,,»t: Meaorane stress In Heridional(Z) or
l u l e > clrcwferentlaWe) direction (HP.)

n.ii*.i: Bending stress In llertdlonaMZ) or
H(«) clrcu.fere.,t1.l(u) direction (HPa>
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, ,m .23.3
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"H7

"HO
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°B6

765t

"HZ

°BO

"HZ

°KO

°BZ
°Ba

.56.9
• 17.1

•3.63
• 13.5

94.8

28.4

B.53

5.49

2.6S

9.22

19.7

52.6

15.9

Fig. 7 Thermal stress from temperature distribution (4T-30"C)

Seismic Analysis

Supporting Stiffness of Vessel Support
Structure. By using the axi-symmetric shell
model shown in Fig. 7, K x and K9 are found from
the relationship between the support structure
deformation and unit load (shear force and over-
turning moment) imposed.

o Horizontal spring constant
K x = 5.31 x 10

11 KN/m
o Rotational spring constant

Ke = 1.02 x 1012 O-m/rad

These values are sufficiently stiff as a support
structure.

Seismic Response. Seismic response analyses
on the reactor system modelled in beam elements
have been performed by using the FEC shown in
Fig. 1. (Liquid force arising from the sodium
in the annulus between the main vessel and the
safety vessel was modelled by the "Fritz" meth-
od.) Fig. 8 shows the response spectrum analy-
sis results, using the plate thickness of the
main and safety vessel as parameter.
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Fig 8 Response spectrum analysis results

Shear force and over-turning moment may increase
and decrease with the ratio of the MV and the SV
thickness but no appreciable variation has been
revealed so far in such cases. Consequently,
the investigation is further performed in case 2
of Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of
shear force and over—turning moment on the main
and safety vessel in the case 2.

note: Case 2 in Fig. 8

Fig.9 Distribution of seismic response load
(S I earthquake)

Stress Analysis. By imposing seismic loads
shown in Fig. 9 on the axi-symmetric shell model
of the vessel support structure, a seismic
stress analysis is performed. The result is
shown in Fig. 10. As shown in this figure,
although the seismic stress at the juncture of
the outer vessel and the vessel support struc-
ture is comparatively high, this stress could
be reduced by the reinforcement of shear webs
in the box of the vessel support structure and
this concept is proven to be acceptable.
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Fig. 10 Stress due to over-turniig moment

By the way, the tightening stress due to
friction resistance force between the pads and
the vessel support structure is also investi-
gated, but this stress has been found to be
small.

CONCLUSION

This paper pointed out several innovative
concepts for cost reductions. Main concepts
introduced in this paper were:

(1) Reactor side suspending system for the re-
duction of seismic force to reactor system.

(2) Flask-shaped main vessel for the mitigation
of design requirements to a roof structure.

(3) CRDM Guide Mounting on the core for the
improvement of the CR insertability.

(4) Improvenent of FHM for shortening the
height of the main vessel.

Since it was judged that the side suspend-
ing system was the special key issue, the con-
ceptual design studies were conducted. As a
result, it was concluded that the structural
integrity of the support was confirmed and this
innovative reactor system was feasible.
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ABSTRACT

The Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor (SAFR)
plant is a result of a concerted effort to
meet the intermediate market needs. The SAFR
plant concept employing multiple 330-MWe,
shop—fabricated, barge—shippable Power Paks,
was chosen as optimum means for (1) maximizing
the inherent safety characteristics, (2) cap-
turing economies of scale, (3) limiting
investment risks, and (4) permitting close
matching of electrical capacity to demand.
The SAFR design was developed by Rockwell
International, in collaboration with Argonne
National Laboratory, and with significant sub-
contract support from the Bechtel group and
Combustion Engineering. This paper focuses on
the safety aspects of the SAFR design, partic-
ularly the Inherently safe characteristics,
which are directed at providing increased

safety, lower plant costs, and an improved
licensing posture.

SAFR PLANT DESIGN

Figure I is an artist's rendering of a
nominal 1320-MWe SAFR plant, and Figure 2
shows a plan view of this same plant. The
plant shown consists of four separate 330-MWe
SAFR Power Paks with the co-located fuel cycle
facility for the reprocessing of spent fuel
and the fabrication of new fuel and blanket
assemblies. The basic plant approach is also
compatible with offsite reprocessing. Each
Power Pak is coupled to Its own turbine-gener-
ator unit. Common plant facilities are the
reactor service building, maintenance build-
ing, control building, and plant services
building. Table 1 summarizes the basic char-
acteristics of this design.

FIG. 1. 1320-MWe SAFR PLANT
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ADDITIONAL
POWER PAKS

330 MWe
POWER PAKS

FIG. 2.

TABLE 1

SAFR PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

Single Power Pak capacity (MWe)

Multiple Power Paks (MWe)

Reactor exit temperature (°F)

Steam cycle/conditions (°F/psig)

Fuel type

Number of components per Power Pak

Puinps

iaxs
IHTS/SGs

Shutdown heat removal

ReacKor shutdown

BOP

Reactor assembly fabrication/shipping

Plant Design life (years)

330

660, 990, 1320, etc.

950

Benson, 855/2800

U-Zr metal, U-Pu-Zr metal, or U-Pu oxide

2

4

2

Passive RACS, passive DRACS

Diverse, redundant active systems, inherent self-shutdown
for extremely unlikely accidents.

Decoupled from reactor safety—conventional construction

Shop fabrication/barge shipment

60
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Each Power Pak consists of one reactor
assembly unit: and the associated heat transfer
and auxiliary equipment, buildings, and struc-
tures needed to produce superheated steam.
Figure 3 shows a cutaway isometric view of a
Power Pak unit, and Figure 4 provides an
elevation view.

FIG. 3. SODIUM ADVANCED FAST REACTOR (SAFR)

The compact reactor building design illus-
trates the efficient arrangement of the Power
Pak structures; an arrangement that enhances
safety and maintainability while nlnlBizing
construction schedule and costs. The hatches
in the reinforced concrete roof of the reactor
containment building (RCB) permit vertical
handling of equipment for maintenance by the
gantry crane and minimizes the height of the
RCB.

The reactor assembly is & standardized,
shop-fabricated unit that can be shipped by
barge to the plant site for installation. Shop
fabrication eliminates nuclear-grade (ASHE Sec-
tion III) field fabrication and reduces the
plant construction schedule.

Essentially all of the radioactive primary
sodium coolant is contained within the stain-
less steel reactor vessel. The guard vessel
surrounding the reactor vessel maintains a safe
sodium level above the core in case the very
unlikely event of a reactor vessel leak should
occur. The guard vessel provides the contain-
ment boundary below the head access area. This
allows the reactor air cooling decay heat
removal system (BACS) to operate outside of
containment.

The core can employ either oxide or metal
fuel. The use of an onsite fuel cycle facility
to reprocess spent fuel and fabricate new core
assemblies provides a highly desirable, prolif-
eration-resistant fuel cycle. It is not
expected that Pu would be shipped offsite
during the lifetime of the plant.

FUEL TRANSFER
SHIELDED CASK
TRANSPORTER

(RSB)
Na PURIFICATION AND GAS

PROCESSING SYSTEM BUILDING

SHIELDED PIPEWAY

A a CONTAINMENT
FUEL H BUILDING

RANSFER
CELL

r MOTOR
CONTROLLER

SWHPS/IHTS ,
DRAIN TANK AND
PURIFICATION
SYSTEM CELL

f )

FIG. 4 . POWER PAK EU3VATI0NS
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SAFR INHERENT SAFETY

A set of top level safety goals were
developed to guide the evolving SAFR plant
design. These goals, shown in Table 2, are
being satisfied in part by the inherent char-
acteristics of a sodium cooled modular pool
plant concept and in part by specific features
or enhancements added to the SAFR plant.

To help provide inherent safety responses
to all credible events, a self-actuated shut-

down system (SASS) has been incorporated into
the design. The current reference design is
shown in Figure 5. In this concept, an articu-
lated absorber is held out of the core by an
electromagnet. Incorporated into the magnetic
flux path Is a curie point material which is
bathed by the hot sodium existing in the sur-
rounding assemblies. When the curie point
material is heated to a predetermined tempera-
ture, it looses its magnetic flux permeability
and the abosrber falls into the core by gravity
shutting the reactor down.

TABLE 2

SAFR TOP-LEVEL SAFETY GOALS

Inherent safety responses to all credible

events

Inherent reactor shutdown

Inherent decay heat removal

Inherent guillotine pipe protection

Inherent vessel leak protection

Inherent spent fuel cooling

Passive sodium fire mitigation

Reactor deck and cavity natural circulation
cooling

Minimize potential for severe accidents

Accommodate ATWS events (LOFTWS, TOPWS, and
LOHSWS)

Long grace period for corrective action

Diversity In iiajor safety functions

Reactor shutdown

Decay heat removal

Minimize dependency on supporting safety
equipment

Minimize challenges to plant protective
system (PPS)

Minimize reactor trip signals

Assure insensitivity to BOP transients

Provide for inspection and testing

Redundant and diverse core support/other
structures

Minimize need for operator action

Minimize occupational radiation exposure

Provide exposures less than 5% of typical LWR

Meet ALARA requirements with substantial
margin

Provide a low risk plant

Defense in-depth with multiple barriers

Low leakage containment

Heterogeneous low void worth core

Meet NRC trial-use safety goals with sub-
stantial margin

CURIE POINT
MATERIAL

ARTICULATED
ABSORBER
(3 SEGMENTS)

ARTICULATING
JOINTS (2)

FIG. 5. SELF-ACTUATED SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS
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Inherent decay heat removal is provided by
two natural circulation systems shown schemat-
ically in Figure 6. The direct reactor auxil-
iary cooling system (DRACS), which removes heat
directly from the hot sodium pool and rejects
it by natural circulation to the air, is nor-
mally shutdown. It is initiated by opening air
louvers and allowing the primary Na to flow,
releasing the helium from the in-vessel heat
exchanger.

NATURAL
CONVECTION
DIRECT REACTOR
AUXILIARY
COOLING SYSTEM
(DRACS)

STRUCTURALLY
REDUNDANT,
PASSIVE
COOLED DECK

THERMAL INERTIA
ALLOWS LONG
PERIODS FOR
OPERATOR ACTION

REDUNDANT,
DIVERSE
REACTOR
SHUTDOWN

INHERENT,
SELF-ACTUATED
SHUTDOWN

NATURAL CONVECTION
REACTOR AIR COOL-
ING SYSTEM (RACS)

VESSEL CONTAINS
ALL RADIOACTIVE
SODIUM; PASSIVE
LEAK PROTECTION

FIG. 6. SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

The Reactor Air Cooling System (RACS) is
always operating under natural circulation. It
rejects about 1.5 MW during power operation and
about 5 MW under the maximum decay heat removal
loads. Figure 7 shows a plan view of a sector
of the RACS cooling system showing the finned
guard vessel and collector plate. The concrete
is protected by the insulation and a small air
bypass stream. The performance of these inher-
ent decay heat removal systems, under normal o-

NITHOGEN

SODIUM

REACTOR VESSEL

AIR

INSULATION

FINNED SHELL

FLOWING AIR

CONTAINMENT
VESSEL

10 20 30
TIME AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN (h)

FIG. 8. SAFR INHERENT RESPONSE PROVIDES
SUBSTANTIAL DECAY HEAT ACCOMMODATION

MARGINS

peration and with postulated delays in initi-
ating operation is given in Figure 8.

Many features and characteristics assist
in minimizing the potential for severe acci-
dents as noted in Table 2. As shown in Fig-
ure 8, the system heat capacity provides long
grace periods for corrective action. About
30 h is available before bulk sodium boiling
occurs. A major goal is to accommodate ATWS
events. Figures 9 through 11 show some of the
results of current nominal analyses for both
the reference oxide and metal fuel cores. From
these analyses, it is clear that there is sub-
stantial margin for uncertainty In the metal
fuel performance. However, the oxide core does
not reach the goal for the LOFWS evaluation
since even a nominal analysis shows it would
reach boiling in about 25 min. Current plans
are to modify the SAFR control rod drive line
design to enhance thermal expansion into the
core as well as improve core radial expansion
to provide a substantial negative reactivity
feedback and hence a significant safety margin
to LOFWS events.

o

T" T T

POWER
OXIDE

FIG. 7. RACS SCHEMATIC

FIG. 9. LOSS OF FLOW WITHOUT SCRAM SAFR
OXIDE AND METAL CORES
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Figure 12 shows the expected low occupa-
t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n exposure while Figure 13 shows
t h a t SAFR i s Indeed a low-risk p l a n t . Table 3
provides a d d i t i o n a l examples of some of the
SAFR safe ty f e a t u r e s .

EBR-II AVERAGE —
17.7 man-rem/yr PHENIX AVERAGE —

^ r 7 7.1 man-rem/yr -r
SAFR
PREDICTION •

74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

YEAR

FIG. 12. EXPECTED RESULTS OF MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

10-1 -•

_ 10-5 •

• = WASH-1400 RESULTS

O= OTHER LWR RISK
ASSESSMENT RESULTS

ESTIMATED SAFR RISK
ON AVERAGE LWR SITE
(OXIDE CORE)

* = 1-UNIT SAFR PLANT

& = 4-UNIT SAFR PLANT

-t-ATENT RISK GOAL
(2x10-6 PER YEAR)

PROMPT RISK GOAL
(5 x 10-7 PER YEAR)

10-11

10-11 10-10 10-9 10-8 io-7 10-6 10-5 1O~*

LATENT FATALITY RISK (PER YEAR. WITHIN 50 MILES)

FIG. 13. SAFETY GOALS SATISFIED WITH MARGIN
(ASSESSED RISKS COMPARABLE TO LWR ESTIMATES)



SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE SWEC HYBRID LMR
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes safety aspects of the
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC)
Hybrid Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR) concept. The
design features a modular vessel approach in
which a central small-diameter reactor vessel is
interconnected with small-diameter satellite
vessels that house the primary heat transport
system components. It is shown that in many
areas the hybrid incorporates key design features
from both the pool and loop concepts which
provide a beneficial approach from a safety/
licensing point of view. The safety aspects of
the SWEC Hybrid indicate that a solid advancement
is provided over contemporary LMR plant designs.

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides an overview of the
safety considerations which were utilized in the
design development of the SWEC LMR concept. The
design builds upon the strong base of U.S. LMR
technology, including EBR II, FFTF, and CRBRP as
well as the experience gained with overseas pool
plants. This blend of loop and pool technologies
results in a plant design termed the SWEC Hybrid
LMR.

The SWEC Hybrid LMR design captures the
major beneficial safety features of both the pool
and loop type LMRs and embodies its own distinc-
tive features. It was developed by SWEC in
response to the need of the U.S. program to
refocus its efforts to innovative, low cost,
reliable designs, which are flexible in plant
size, and which could form the basis of the next
generation of LMRs.

Hybrid LMR designs have been examined by the
international community in the past. To date,
development for commercial plant applications has
favored the more conventional loop and pool plant
designs. The SWEC Hybrid LMR design, however, is
unique in that the major emphasis has been to
provide a simple and reliable design which offers
fabrication and construction benefits relative to
either the loop or pool plant option and also
retains the key design and operational benefits
of both.

The safety aspects of the design are de-
scribed for the primary heat transport system,
transients, decay heat removal, and containment.
In addition, the design approach for seismic
events is provided. Results of a qualitative

safety comparison of the design with a loop and
ool plant are provided. In addition, passive
"walk-away-from" features are described which
remove decay heat without the need for prime
movers, electrical powpr, or the sodium side
decay heat removal systems.

HYBRID DESIGN FEATURES

The design for the SWEC Hybrid LMR features
a modular vessel approach. Figure 1 illustrates
this approach, in which a central, small-diameter
reactor vessel is interconnected with small-
diameter satellite vessels that house the primary
heat transport equipment. Each of these vessels
is sized to permit factory fabrication. The
piping connection between the vessels is closely
coupled without the use of piping expansion
loops. Each vessel is supported within a cavity
formed in a large monolithic reinforced concrete
support structure.

Figure 1. Satellite Vessel Approach.

The primary heat transport system design
differs from that of the loop plant in that the
primary pump and intermediate heat exchanger
(IflX) are housed within a sodium-tilled satellite
vessel. In its simplest form, termed the "basic
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hybrid," these components are of the same design
as in the pool plant and are hydraulically
interconnected with the reactor vessel in such a
manner that their operation is similar to a pool
plant. Figure 2 illustrates the flow path
between the central reactor vessel and one of the
satellite vessels. Each satellite vessel con-
tains a primary cold leg pump and two IHXs. Four
satellite vessels are used for a 3,500 MWt plant.
Smaller plant size applications would use fewer
vessels. Each satellite vessel has one inlet and
one discharge line. Hot sodium exiting the
reactor vessel is discharged into a plenum within
the satellite vessel. The IHXs are immersed
within this hot plenum. Primary coolant flows
through the tubes of the IHX and the cooled
sodium is discharged into a plenum at the bottom
of the vessel. The prinary pump takes suction
from this cold pool and discharges the sodium to
the core inlet plenum of the reactor vessel.

-PRIMARY PUMP

.-INTERMEDIATE HEAT
EXCHANGER

r .._) i — = ^ -
SATELLITE VESSEL REACTOR VESSEL

Figure 2. Primary Heat Transport System.

For SWEC studies to date, the core and
control rod drive system design were assumed to
be the same as that developed for the U.S. Large
Scale Prototype Breeder CtSPB) plant. The SWEC
Hybrid is capable of accommodating alternative
core and control rod drive system designs that
are developed to further enhance the safety
performance of the reactor system.

The core support structure consists of
cylinders welded to the bottom of the inlet
plenum and enclosed by a support shroud. The
support for the core and its lower internals is
provided by an annular support structure which is
located near the center of gravity of the core
assembly structures. An intermediate plenum is
located with the annular support structure. The
entire reactor assembly is supported by a conical
skirt which is attached to the fixed flange at
the reactor vessel roof. For the basic hybrid,
the design of the reactor vessel roof flange is

similar to the LSPB. A fixed annular deck is
used to support the rotating plug system and heat
loss from the sodium surface is limited by a
series of stacked reflective plates on the
underside of the closure. Reflective plates are
used to control the temperature distribution in
the upper portion of the reactor and satellite
vessel3.

A key feature of the design is the use of
hermetically-sealed guard vessels which serve as
the containment boundary for any possible sodium
leakage in either the reactor vessel, satellite
vessels, or interconnecting piping. Thus, as is
the case for a pool plant, large inerted cells
for housing piping and components of the loop
plant primary heat transport system (PHTS) are
eliminated. The design illustrated in Figure 2
has the guard vessel terminating at the vessel
head flange area. Other design options are
available for completely enveloping the vessel
head area with the guard vessel. Figure 3
illustrates such an approach. Above the vessels
a reinforced concrete structure is provided for
tornado protection. This enclosed area can also
serve as a confinement barrier to reduce acciden-
tal radioactive plant releases.

The reference approach for decay heat
removal is based upon the decay heat removal
method for a pool plant, such as that proposed
for the United Kingdom's (CDFR) plant. Natural
convection NaK loops which have a decay heat
removal coil above the primary sodium inlet to
each IHX are used. In addition, a backup last
resort, decay heat removal system is provided for
the SWEC hybrid design. This backup system uses
the normal air cooling system to the vessel
cavities. In an emergency, this cooling system
supplies direct cooling to the finned guard
vessel for each satellite vessel.

^ A R G O N

SHIELDING/MISSILE
PROTECTION

SHIELDING/SUPPORT

CONTAINMENT/ GUARD
VESSEL

PRIMARY COOLANT
BOUNDARY
AIR

Figure 3. Advanced Containment Approach.

An innovative and simple approach is provid-
ed for accommodating seismic events. This
approach uses a proprietary monolithic reinforced
concrete structure for supporting the major
vessels. The use of a monolithic reinforced
concrete support structure results in low seismic
accelerations to the major vessels and their
internals and eliminates the need for considering
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plant embedment, '/elow grade or the use of seismic
isolation devices.

SAFETY ASPECTS

Discussion of safety aspects of the SWEC
Hybrid M R design focus on the following issues:

• Primary heat transport system (PHTS)

• Transients

• Decay heat removal

• Containment

• Seismic

In 1983 and 1984, a series of design reviews
were held jointly with the staffs of SWEC, the
National Nuclear Corporation (NNC) (Risley,
England), and Westinghouse (Advanced Energy
Systems Division) to review, among other issues,
the safety aspects of the basic hybrid design.
This effort, sponsored by EPRI, was part of a
comparative review of the basic hybrid Vith the
U.S. loop plant and the U.K. pool plant*•-'.
Several key conclusions from these design reviews
are presented in the following sections.

PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Safety aspects of the PHTS center on vessel
integrity, piping integrity, and components.

The reactor and satellite vessels are
designated as ASME Section III, Class 1 vessels.
The reactor vessel is similar in configuration to
the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), Clinch River
Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), and Monju vessels
with the exception that, for the SWEC Hybrid LMR,
no portion of the vessel sees pressurized sodium.
High vessel integrity is assured by the standards
associated with ASME Section III, Class 1 vessels
and the provisions made in the design for
inservice inspection. Leakage of sodium from any
of the vessels is contained in the interconnected
guard vessel.

The reactor vessel design differs frc.n the
pool reactor in several areas. First, a small
diameter vessel, approximately 30 feet (9.1 m ) ,
for a 3500 MWt-size plant, is achieved in con-
trast with the approximately 65-foot (19.8-m)
diameter size associated with a pool vessel.
This smaller size has significant benefits in
design simplicity, cost, and fabricability. On
the other hand, the pool vessel design is free of
sodium pipe penetrations in the sidewall of the
vessel and the associated complexity involved for
assuring their integrity, particularly for the
hot leg sodium nozzle. In SWEC's view, this
issue is one of design complexity rather than
safety or feasibility. Several options are
available to the designer for mitigating tran-
sients in the nozzle area. The loop plant
concept developed in the U.S. and other nations
features such vessel designs, not only for the
reactor vessel but also for the nozzles of PHTS
components.

Safety aspects of a leak in the primary
vessel concern the capability of the decay heat
removal system to function due to a lowered
sodium level and the capability of the reactor
vessel to withstand high back pressures due to
pressurization of the argon atmosphere within the
guard vessel. Use of small diameter vessels for
the SWEC hybrid enables the designer to readily
accommodate such a back pressure without an undue
penalty in vessel wall thickness. Thus, reduc-
tion of sodium level below the decay heat removal
exchangers can be prevented in the hybrid design.
Also, even if credit is not taken for the back
pressure buildup in the guard vessel annulus, a
backup means of decay heat removal is provided by
means of the air cooling of the guard vessel
fins. In this case, with sodium in the guard
vessel annulus, the heat transfer is much more
efficient and lower peak system temperatures
result.

As noted above, the primary coolant pressure
boundary for the SWEC hybrid is not pressurized.
Thus, postulation of large pipe breaks commonly
assumed for loop plants are not applicable to the
hybrid. Piping leaks have the same result as
vessel leaks and have been addressed above. In
this respect, the hybrid design has the same
beneficial design features as the pool plant.

As is the case with the pool plant, the
piping from the primary pump discharge to the
core inlet plenum is a pressurized line. Suffi-
cient core flow must be assured if this line is
postulated to fail. The design approach for
resolving this issue was to devise the piping
system such that the hydraulics are the same as
in a pool vessel.

Figure 4 provides a simplified functional
flow schematic which illustrates the design
approach for a pool vessel and the hybrid design.
The hydraulic coupling was accomplished by
interconnecting the cold plenums of each of the
satellite vessels with the central cold sodium

CORE

POOL

CORE

IHX PLENUM
IHX

PHTS PUMP
PUMP PLENUM

IHX PLENUM
IHX

PHTS PUMP
PUMP PLENUM

HYBRID

Figure 4. Hydraulic Similarity Between
Pool and Hybrid LMRs.
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plenum of the reactor vessel. In this manner,
the pumps in each satellite vessel operate in
parallel, taking suction from a common plemu .
Thus, as is the case for the pool plant, if one
pump was disabled due to problems internal to the
component or, as is the case here, due to failure
of its discharge piping, the remaining pumps
would operate in unison to maintain core flow and
a common sodium level is established in the pump
housing of the satellite vessels. It is this
design feature in the hybrid that permits elimi-
nation of the fast acting check valve in the pump
discharge line.

The reference design for the hybrid uses
expansion bellows at the piping connections to
the satellite vessel to accommodate thermal
expansion forces. ASME Section III, Class 1
bellows designed for liquid metal service (code
case N-290) are specified. These units are
installed in nonpressurized plenum areas and, as
is the case with the remainder of the primary
coolant boundary, a leak of the unit can be
accommodated by the design without resulting in a
safety problem. For the case of the bellows
installation, even a leak is a highly remote
event because double-wall bellow units are
presently specified for ASME Section III, Class 1
applications. The space between each bellows is
monitored to assure continued integrity of both
walls during plant operations. The <xey issue
regarding use of a bellows in this application is
the downtime associated with replfcement of a
bellows rather than safety. SWEC has developed
alternate backup design approaches to address
this issue.

The primary system components of the basic
hybrid are the same as used for the pool plant.
Advanced hybrid designs also have been developed
which feature component designs that can take
advantage of the design flexibility associated
with a satellite vessel.

Several important safety attributes can be
noted with respect to the PHTS pump and IHX
design and installation. Mounting of these
components within a vessel separate from the
reactor vessel has several beneficial safety
aspects. The separation of these components from
the reactor vessel allows maintenance and re-
placement of the components to be accomplished
without concern for heavy load lifts above the
reactor vessel roof. Secondly, the structural
separation of these components results in a
design where interactive structural influences
between the core support and the component
supports are absent. Thus, the pump bearings can
be made simpler and more reliable because align-
ment requirements are significantly1reduced and
the concern with rotating pump vibration effects
on the reactor vessel internals is reduced.

The IHX installation for a loop plant, which
is designed for natural circulation in the PHTS,
provides a large driving head for natural circu-
lation due to the elevation of the IHX. This
feature assures natural circulation flow in the
first seconds and minutes following scram a-.i is
of prime benefit for postulated scenarios involv-

ing common failure of all primary pumps. SWEC
has investigates alternate means of providing a
similar assurance of natural circulation during
the early, critical stages of such a scram
condition. The option developed for this appli-
cation involves use of a mixing nozzle in the
pump discharge line. Under shutdown conditions
with an inoperative pump, tuch a device would
permit cooled sodium exiting the IHX to enter
directly the pump discharge line and return to
the core.

Transients

Key primary heat transport system design
features that influence the thermal behavior of
the hybrid are identified and discussed in
Table 1.

The issue of transients and their impact on
system and component designs was addressed as
part of an independent design review of the
hybrid design. The major conclusions drawn
from the comparative assessment of the hybrid
with the pool and loop concepts are:

• Because the hybrid concept has some of
the thermohydraulic characteristics of
the pool and some of the loop concept,
most hybrid thermal transients would be
similar to those in a pool or loop
plant. The hybrid concept does not
appear to have any thermohydraulic
characteristics that would produce
unique thermal transients that are more
severe than either the pool or loop
concepts.

• The differences in thermal transients
among the hybrid, pool, and loop
concepts are probably not significant
from a structural design point of view.

• It is likely that the major plant
components which were designed to
accommodate the specific duty cycle
transients associated with either a
pool or loop concept also could be used
in the hybrid concept with little or no
design change.

• Some studies have indicated that for
certain duty cycle events, the severity
of the transients imposed on some
components in a pool plant can be
reduced by allowing the pumps to
continue to operate for a period of
time or by reducing the pump speed more
gradually. With the solid-state pump
speej control systems presently avail-
able, a preprogrammed pump speed
reduction down to pony motor speed
could be used if necessary to mitigate
transients in either the pool, loop, or
the hybrid concept.
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TABLE 1. EXPECTED THERMAL TRANSIENT EFFECTS OF HYBRID DESIGN FEATURES

DESIGN FEATURE

The volume of sodium in the reactor
outlet plenum Is smaller than in the
loop or pool plant.

The total volume of hot leg sodium
in the reactor outlet plenum and the
satellite vessel upper plenums is
comparable to that in the pool plant.

• The lower plenums of the satellite
vessels are hydraullcally coupled via
the reactor vessel lower plenum. The
total volume of cold leg sodium in the
satellite vessel lower plenums and
reactor vessel lower plenum is almost
double that of the cold plenum in the
pool plant.

• The pair of IHXs in a satellite vessel
is not closely coupled hydraulically to
the primary pump in that tank.

The primary pumps take suction from
the lower plenums of the satellite
vessel and discharge through piping
directly into the core inlet plenum.
The core inlet plenum is designed to
produce thorough mixing of the four
inlet streams before entering the core.

EXPECTED TRANSIENT EFFECT

• The transients Imposed on the
components inside the plenum
would be faster than those in the
loop plant.

» The transients Issuing from the core
would be mitigated by mixing before
reaching the IHX inlets to about the
same extent as in the pool plant
outlet plenum.

• For transient events in which all PHTS
loops respond essentially identically
(I.e., symmetrical events such as the
normal scram, loss of electrical
power, etc), the transients Issuing
from the IHX primary outlets should
be mitigated by mixing before reach-
ing the core inlet plenum to a larger
extent than in the pool plant.

• The response of the primary sodium
flow through the IHXs in one satellite
vessel to changes in speed of the
primary pump in that vessel would be
comparable to the situation in a pool
plant. The temperature transients
Initiated within the IHX by pump
speed changes (i.e., duty cycle events
such as coastdown or sudden stop-
page of a pump) would be similar to
those in a pool plant.

• For symmetrical events, the tran-
sients issuing from the IHXs would be
mitigated by mixing in the lower
plenum of the satellite vessel before
entering the pump to a larger degree
than in the pool plant because the
total volume of the satellite tank
lower plenums is more than that of
the pool plant cold plenum. For
nonsymmetrical events, the trans-
ients would be mitigated by mixing
in the satellite vessel lower plenum
to a greater extent than in a loop
plant. In addition, mixing of the
flow at tha core inlet plenum will
serve to further mitigate the
transients
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Decay Heat Removal

For LMRs, the loss-of-heat-sink scenario is
a prime safety concern for both pool and loop-
type reactors. For the development of the
hybrid, it was desired that the system design
provide sufficient protection such that the
likelihood of such an event could be ruled out
even for risk asr nt purposes. The selected
system design will reject decay heat on the
sodium side without the need for electrical power
or prime movers and, as a last resort, also will
reject decay heat with an inexhaustible heat sink
without the need for prime movers, electrical
power, or the sodium side decay heat removal
systems.

The sodium side decay heat removal system is
similar to that of the CDFX. NaK coils are
located above the entrance to the IHXs and are
piped to a natural draft air-cooled heat exchang-
er. The arrangement is based upon natural
circulation of the NaK. On the primary side, the
location and elevation of the hot and cold leg
piping between the reactor and satellite vessels
is designed to provide a direct natural circula-
tion pathway for the sodium circulation between
these vessels. This results in a vessel penetra-
tion below the core, a design feature common to
loop plants which have been licensed in the U.S.
(FFTF, CRBRP) and Japan (Monju).

The diverse backup decay heat removal system
is provided by the air cooling system which
normally operates to cool the concrete cavity for
each vessel. Fins are attached to the exterior
of the guard vessels. Air is circulated past the
fins between the guard vessel and an insulation
blanket. A small air flow also circulates
outside the insulation blanket to maintain the
concrete surface of the cavity walls within its
limits. Normally, air would be circulated to
cool the cavity walls with a blower system.
However, even if all power was lost, the design
permits natural circulation of the air past the
fins. In such a case, sufficient outside air
flow is provided to assure an inexhaustible heat
sink for decay heat removal purposes.

An important aspect of the decay heat
removal system is the grace period allowed by the
thermal heat capacity of the sodium. The plenums
within the vessels provide significant mitigation
of thermal transients. The sodium volumes within
the cold plenums are nearly twice the volume of
cold sodium in a typical pool plant. The hot
sodium volumes of the basic hybrid and pool plant
types were found to be of a similar, magnitude.
Thus, as is the case for pool plants, a large
thermal margin is inherently provided by the
design.

Containment

The hybrid uses sealed guard vessels for the
primary containment function. The guard vessels
contain an argon atmosphere which is monitored
for leakage. Continual monitoring is thus
provided for the containment function and assur-
ance is provided that this passive containment

feature will be available, if needed, for poten-
tial off-normal events. Sodium piping failures
in the SWEC hybrid are not of concern as poten-
tial radioactive release events.

The basic design approach is to eliminate,
through passive means, the potential for major
radioactive sodium fires in the containment area
and the consequential risk to the public. The
entire primary system is contained so that
potential liquid sodium leaks would not result in
a sodium fire. In addition, a similar approach
is proposed for the intermediate heat transport
system of the advanced hybrid designs. Thus, the
safety and investment concerns associated with
consequences of a sodium spill within the plant
are greatly reduced.

As is the case for the pool plant, the
containment design is simple and reliable.
Elimination of primary piping loops and associat-
ed inerted cells results in a significant ALARA
benefit and also eliminates a source of sodium
fires and containment pressurization events.
Thus, the challenge to the containment is low.

For the advanced hybrid, design options are
available for extending the guard vessel above
the vessel heads thus providing a containment
barrier for both liquid and gaseous leaks. Such
an approach (see Figure 3) serves to simplify the
leakage barrier requirements for structures above
the head area of the vessels.

Seismic

The approach to designing the SWEC hybrid
for seismic effects is significantly different
from any LMR concept to date. In view of the
strong impact seismic loads have on LMR designs
and the need to examine larger seismic distur-
bances as part of risk assessments, this aspect
of the design received close attention during the
development phase of the basic SWEC hybrid. A
unique and innovative approach to resolving
seismic design issues was obtained with the
support structure for the major vessels (reactor
vessel, satellite vessels, and EVST vessel) (see
Figure 5 ) . The support structure is a reinforced
concrete monolith designed so that its natural
frequency is above the natural frequencies of the
supported vessels. In this manner, the amplifi-
cation of seismic loads at frequencies of concern
is minimal. Thus, tolerance for earthquakes
larger than the chosen safe shutdown earthquake
level is increased due to the low seismic ampli-
fication; siting flexibility is enhanced; vessels
with practical wall thicknesses can be used; and
seismic requirements for vessel internals,
including the fuel and control rod system, can be
reduced.

COMPARISON WITH POOL AND LOOP PLANTS

Throughout the discussions above, compari-
sons have been made with comparable design/safety
aspects of pool and loop plants. This section
provides a summary of key safety issues addressed
above. For the purposes of this paper, core
disruptive accident considerations have been
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excluded.

Table 2 provides a summary of those benefi-
cial safety design aspects of pool and loop
plants which also pertain to the hybrid design.
All of the key safety benefits of a pool plant
are shared by the hybrid design. Excluded from
the table are design related issues such as
complexities associated with the head design of a
large pool vessel or with the high temperature
effects of nozzle designs.

Key safety features associated with the loop
plant revolve upon the separation of PHTS compo-
nents from the reactor vessel and its internals.
This results in a shorter structural path between
the core support and the rotatable plugs that
support the control rod drive mechanisms. In
addition, the physical separation of the PHTS
pump from the reactor support system results in
removal of a potentially adverse source for
vibration of the control rod drive system. With
respect to natural circulation potential, the IHX
of a loop reactor is capable of being elevated
further above the core than in the pool plant,
thus producing a larger thermal center separation
than in the pool design. The loop plant design
is also capable of utilizing a small diameter
reacter vessel and thus decreasing seismic
sloshing loads and simplifying the core support
structure load path. In addition, the loop
design can provide a less congested head access
area, reducing the likelihood of damaging criti-
cal components above the reactor vessel head.

Figure 5. Monolithic Structure Approach.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that in many areas, the
SWEC hybrid has key design features from both the
pool and loop concepts that provide a beneficial
approach from a safety/licensing point of view.
The hybrid has the following beneficial features
of the loop: separation of critical components,
lower misalignment ootential for control rods,

TABLE 2. COMMONALITY OF BENEFICIAL SAFETY FEATURES WITH POOL
AND LOOP PLANTS

LOOP

• Good separation of
critical components

• Lower misalignment
potential for reactor
shutdown system

• Lower vibration effects
of pumps on reactor
shutdown system

• IHX can be elevated for
initiation of natural
circulation

• Small reactor vessel
approach can be utilized

• Less congested head
access area

HYBRID POOL

s • Simple and reliable sodium
decay heat removal system

*> • Good thermal center
separation under natural
circulation conditions

s • Elimination of PHTS
piping loop and cells

• Elimination of primary
s sodium fires

• Elimination of primary
system check valves

• Non-pressurized vessel

s • Low radiation exposures

• Large thermal capacity

• Low containment
challenge

HYBRID
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reduced vibration effects on the shutdown system
from pump operation, the capability of enhancing
initiation of natural circulation, use of a
small-diameter reactor vessel, and significantly
iess congested reactor head area. The beneficial
features of a pool plant include: large thermal
center separation for natural circulation, large
thermal capacity, more benign transients to
primary heat transport system components, elimi-
nation of primary loops and primary heat transfer
cells, elimination of primary Na/concrete reac-
tions, minimization of pressurized piping,
elimination of primary system check valves, lower
radiation exposure, and more benign challenge to
the containment.

Thus, the SWEC Hybrid offers an approach in

which the safety bersfits of both loop and pool
plants are available in a single integrated
design. In addition, the SWEC hybrid offers its
own unique beneficial safety features for accom-
modating seismic events and ensuring the removal
of decay heat.

In summary, the safety aspects of the SWEC
hybrid indicate that a solid advancement is
provided over contemporary loop acd pool LMR
plant design.
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ABSTRACT

Westinghouse, with Department of Energy
support, is developing technology to produce
an inherently-safe Liquid Metal Reactor.
Inherent safety is the capability of the
reactor system to preclude core disruptive
accidents without requiring action by the
engineered shutdown systems or operator
actions, employing only inherent nuclear,
thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical feedbacks
to keep the core in a safe condition.
Inherent safety is measured by maintaining
core coolable geometry (no coolant boiling),
allowing no fuel melting and keeping the
long-term primary system temperatures below
1200-F (649-C) to protect the plant
investment. The inherent safety capability
is measured by assessing the plant's
response to an unscrammed Loss of Flow,
Transient Overpower, and Loss of Normal Heat
Sink. Design innovations have been provided
such that this measure of inherent safety
capability can be demonstrated on a best
estimate basis with adequate margin.
Current efforts are directed toward
simplifying the design and evaluating
margins from the innerent safety capability
assessment.

THE WESTINGHOUSE INHERENT SAFETY APPROACH

Liquid Metal Cooled Reactors (LMRs)
have traditionally been designed with both
thermal and structural margins which are
predicted to be sufficient to accommodate
loadings from Hypothetical Core Disruptive
Accidents (HCDA). However, the complexity
of the analyses required to demonstrate
theso margins and the further difficulty
with demonstrating that conservative
uncertainty bounds are enveloped, makes it
difficult if not impossible for the public
to fully appreciate the true level of safety
in these designs. The sequence of
low-probability events which is required to
lead to a core disruptive accident in an LMR
includes not only an initiating loss of flow
or transient overpower event, but also the
simultaneous failure of two independent,
redundant and diverse shutdown control
systems. If any of these shutdown control

systems operate, in part or in whole, the
event ultimately results in a benign
shutdown condition. Thus, the probability
of a core disruptive accident is already
incredibly low in an LMR. However, it is
believed that the public may not perceive
the LMR to be safe enough. This perception
is viewed by some as a major impediment to
the implementation of LMR technology in this
country.

Westinghcuse, with Department of Energy
support, is actively involved in a program
to develop the concepts and to refine the
technology to produce an inherently-safe
Liquid Metal Reactor. Inherent safety
capability in this discussion is the
capability of the reactor system to preclude
the initiation of core disruptive accidents
(in contrast to evaluating their
consequences) and to accommodate major
accident initiators without requiring action
by any of the conventional engineered
shutdown systems (such as scramming of
control roCs) or other operator actions;
that is, employing only inherent nuclear,
thenrL.l-hydraulic, and mechanical feedbacks
to keep the core in a safe condition. These
inherent feedbacks rely strictly on the laws
of nature to prevent core disruptive
accidents.

Inherent safety capability is achieved
in the Westinghouse approach through
elimination and/or minimization of accident
initiating mechanipitis and accommodation of
hypothetical faulted conditions. Plant
damage due to the classical Transient
Overpower (TOP) accident can be eliminated
in the inherently safe design by assuring
that the reactor is not subjected to large,
positive reactivity insertions. In previous
accident scenarios, shim control rods were
assumed to be accidentally and
uncontrollably withdrawn from their
operating positions at hot full power,
causing a large, positive reactivity
insertion which leads to the classical
TOP-HCDA, ultimately resulting in core
disruption (assuming simultaneous failure of
the two shutdown systems). The control rod
withdrawal fault can be eliminated in an
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inherently safe design using one or more of
the following concepts. One concept
incorporates a temperature sensitive (Curie
point) electromagnetic latch to couple the
shim control rod absorbers to their
drivelines. During an uncontrolled rod
withdrawal fault, the control, rod absorbers
automatically uncouple froru their drivelines
in response to increasing coolant outlet
temperatures. This effectively limits the
magnitude of the positive TOP initiating
reactivity to levels where the transient can
tie easily accommodated.

Another concept replaces the inserted
shim control rods with a dissolved
reactivity shim (Indium is a preferred
candidate) in solution with the sodium
coolant, much like boric acid is used in
Pressurized Water Reactors. The dissolved
shim material is cold trapped out or the
primary coolant slowly to compensate for
fuel burnup. The large quantity of
dissolved shim material in the system
(several hundred thousand pounds) makes it
physically impossible to remove the material
rapidly. Therefore, a large reactivity
cannot be inserted in any reasonable
timescale, thereby eliminating the TOP
initiator.

The hypothetical unscrammed Loss of
Flow (LOF) fault can be accommodated in the
inherently safe LMR design by assuring that
peak coolant outlet temperatures remain
below the boiling temperature. The salient
design features include an extended primary
pump flow coastdown, enhanced inherent
reactivity feedbacks from control rod
driveline expansion and from core radial
thermal expansion, and an optimized Doppler
feedback tailored for both LOF and TOP
conditions. The primary system is designed
to enhance coolant natural circulation. Two
independent inherent decay heat removal
systems are incorporated in the plant
design. Both concepts remove decay heat
directly from the reactor utilizing natural
circulation flow and are inherently
activated during a loss of heat sink. The
combination of these inherent features helps
to maintain hot pool coolant temperatures
below the temperature at which permanent
component damage would occur.

The success of the inherent safety
mechanisms in precluding the Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accident, is conservatively
measured by 1) requiring that core coolable
geometry be maintained (this is done by
assuring no coolant boiling occurs in the
peak channel) and 2) allowing no fuel
melting in response to an unscrammed Loss of
Flow, Transient Overpower, and Loss of
Normal Heat Sink (LONHS). Furthermore, in
order to protect the financial investment in
the plant, even for this extremely low
probability event, the inherently safe
design has an objective to keep long-term
primary system temperatures below 1200*F
(649°C) so as to preclude permanent
structural component damage.

The inherently safe reactor approach is
a significant departure from the usual
measures of LMR safety insofar as any single
hypothetical initiator (TOP, LOF or LOSHS),
when combined with an assumed failure of
both the primary and secondary control rod
shutdown systems, led to a Core Llsruptive
-.cidMt in previous LHR designs. The
* ;asure of inherent safety in this new
approach, on the other hand, is the
capability to accommodate combinations of
these simultaneously. Combining the
stability and plant transient behavior
characteristics of the usual LHR with this
inherent safety capability will provide
confidence that the Liquid Metal Reactor can
be designed to be unsurpassed in its
response to accident presumptions.

DESIGN EVOLUTION

Liquid metal reactors have historically
been optimized for performance and plant
efficiency. These reactors have been
designed to take advantage of the high power
density and burnup capability of LHR fuel
assemblies. In recent years a change in
emphasis in LHR design philosophy was
evolved in which greater attention has been
given to inherent safety and cost
competitiveness. Enhancement of inherent
safety is seen as both a means of improving
public perception of LMR safety and
significantly simplifying the reactor plant
design leading ultimately to a reduction in
plant capital costs.

Inherent safety is not a new concept in
LHR design. Inherent reactivity feedbacks
and natural circulation are well known
inherent processes which have been widely
utilized in reactor design. However, these
capabilities have not been fully exploited.
A greater degree of reliance has been placed
on engineered safety systems which are
required to actively function in the event
of a major accident initiator in order to
maintain the reactor in a safe condition.
In the present approach, engineered safety
systems are utilized but are improved by the
addition of a totally passive capability.
The inherent reactivity feedback
capabilities are also enhanced by changes to
the core design which permit the reactor to
shut down in response to a major accident
initistor even under the incredibly low
probability condition of failure of both
shutdown systems to insert the control
rods. The shutdown heat removal systems are
also designed to be totally passive and are
located ir close proximity to the decay heat
source. This latter change has the
potential for significant cost reduction
since a large part of the main heat
transport system can be made non-safety
grade.

In designing plants with this safety
capability, Westinghouse utilized previous
LHR experience to the greatest possible
extent while introducing innovative concepts
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to both enhance safety and minimize overall
plant costs. The capability of design
innovations was assessed based on satisfying
the inherent safety criteria on a best
estimate basis for a combined unscrammed
TOP/LOF/LONHS.

However, recent work at Westinghouse
has indicated that it may be possible to
demonstrate adequate margins for assessments
of the combined unscrammed TOP/LOF/LOHHS
using conservative design analysis
procedures which include uncertainties at
the 2<J and 30 level.

To achieve this level of inherent
safety assurance, design changes are
incorporated so as to minimize potential
positive reactivity sources. Positive
Doppler feedback during an unscrammed LOF is
reduced to an insignificant level by fuel
linear power derating. This is accomplished
using FFTF/CRBR type fuel pins in a more
compact bundle. The overall core diameter
is only slightly larger, approximately 20*,
compared to a conventional LMR core design.
In addition positive reactivity due to
vessel axial expansion is totally eliminated
by using a bottom supported reactor vessel.
A 60/ step insertion design limit is
employed to envelope positive reactivity
inserted by an inherently terminated control
rod withdrawal or other extraneous
reactivity sources.

The minimization of positive reactivity
sources reduces the required level of
negative reactivity enhancement. It is
currently anticipated that sufficient
structural negative feedback can be obtained
without incorporating any special mechanical
features in the design.

THE WESTINGHOUSE INHERENTLY SAFE REACTOR
DESIGN FEATURES

The Westinghouse inherently safe
reactor design features are described for a
400 HWe plant. These features are listed in
Table 1. Additional features being
considered for backup use or in designs for
other reactor sizes are described in a later
section.

Self-Actuated Shutdown System
A Self-Actuated Shutdown System has

been under development by Westinghouse for
several years under the sponsorship of the
U.S. Department of Energy. The shutdown
system includes a conventional or an
articulated control rod absorber bundle
supported by an electromagnet. One of the
SASS concepts for a shim control rod is
shown schematically in Figure 1. Power for
the electromagnet is transmitted through a
temperature-sensitive transformer (TST)
which is attached to the. control rod
driveline above the core. Hot fuel assembly
outlet coolant is directed to flow through
and around this transformer. At normal
reactor operating temperatures, the Ni-Fe
alloy transformer core couples the primary
and secondary windings, and power is

TABLE 1
DEiJICV FEATURES OF AH IHHEREHTLY SAFE LMR

Minimization/Elimination of the TOP
o Self-actuated shutdown system

Enhanced Reactivity Feedback
o Reduced fuel linear power rating
o Enhanced control rod driveline

expansion
o Bottom supported reactor vessel
o Enhanced core radial expansion
o Self-contained negative feedback

assembly

Enhanced Core Cooling
o Extended flow coastdown
o Improved natural circulation

capability

Inherent Shutdown Heat Removal
o RACS
o DRACS

supplied to the electromagnet. During a
transient overpower event (such as an
uncontrolled rod withdrawal), the reactor
power and coolant outlet temperature rise.
When the TST temperature reaches a
predetermined level (the Curie Point), the
Ni-Fe core becomes paramagnetic, decoupling
the primary and secon-iary sides of the
transformer and interrupting power to the
electromagnet. When the electromagnet loses
power, the control rod absorber is released
from the driveline and the positive
reactivity insertion from the accidental
control rod withdrawal ceases. The design
goal is to limit the transient positive
reactivity addition to less than 60/.
Termination of the transient reactivity
insertion is achieved automatically by the
SASS without requiring either operator
intervention or the generation of external
scram signals; using the inherent thermal
response of the Hi-Fe alloy transformer
core. Even though the release of the
control rod absorber is fully expected tc
insert the control rod(s) into the core, one
does not have to rely on this in the
inherently safe design. Rather, the SASS
must only assure that the transient
reactivity insertion (control rod runout) is
terminated with less than 60/ inserted, and
the inherent feedback mechanisms will then
keep the core in a safe condition. Analysis
confirms that the design goal is met.

Reduced Fuel Linear Power Rating
Although Doppler reactivity is normally

regarded as an intrinsically negative
feedback, its contribution during an
unterminated LOF is positive. This is due
to the reduction in the fuel and blanket
temperatures from the initial operating
staf> (hot fulJ power) to the equilibrium
state following the flow coastdown. For a
conventional fuel pin design in an
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Figure 1. Self-Actuated Shutdown System

intermediate sized UUt (between 400 and 1000
MWe), a net positive Doppler contribution of
approximately $1.00 is expected.

The positive Doppler feedback is
minimized or essentially eliminated in the
design by a combination of fuel pin power
derating, reducing the fuel pin diameter and
a tightening of the fuel pin pitch. The
fuel pin has a 0.23 inch (5.84 mm) rod
diameter and a 1.15 pitch to diameter
ratio. The average fuel linear power rating
is 3 kW/ft (9.8 kW/m) but the core radius is
only 20% larger than that of a conventional
core. For this design, the positive Doppler
feedback in an unterminated LOF is
negligible.

The increase in cost associated with
derating (additional fuel and heavy metal
inventory) is offset by the cost reductions
associated with extended core life and
alternative choices in the overall fuel
cycle.

Enhanced Control Rod Driveline Expansion
Control rod driveline axial expansion

is an important mechanism for providing
inherent negative reactivity feedback. The
control ted driveline extends from the
control rod bundle Which it supports to the
drive mechanism located above the reactor
head. The driveline may be bathed in 20
feet or more of hot pool sodium located
above the core. Efforts to enhance control
rod driveline expansion have focused on
improving the driveline response time and
efficiency during the combined
TOP/LOF/LOHHS. Design changes to the upper
internals permit the driveline to sense the
rapidly changing core outlet temperatures
while minimizing the damping effect of the
hot pool sodium above the core. Driveline
heating efficiencies of up to 90% (compared
to the core outlet temperature rise) are
expected.

Designs are also being developed to
provide additional enhancement of the
control rod driveline should additional
margins be desired. Various arrangements
have been studied and a doubling of normal
driveline expansion capability is readily
achievable.

Bottom Supported Reactor Vessel
During the long term response following

a combined TOP/LOF/LONHS, the core outlet
coolant temperature rise propagates to the
reactor vessel although dampened by its
passage through the intervening fluid and
structure. Since the core is supported by
the reactor vessel, axial thermal expansion
of the vessel walls can have a benign or
deleterious effect on the reactivity balance
depending on the chosen vessel support
configuration.

A top end supported vessel is supported
by the reactor head as are the control rod
drivelines. A temperature rise at the core
outlet will heat the control rod drivelines
expanding and inserting them in the core
providing negative reactivity. When this
temperature rise propagates to the vessel,
axially expanding its walls, the core which
is supported by the vessel will slowly lower
away from the control rods adding positive
reactivity. At the very least, the
beneficial effects of control rod driveline
expansion are diminished by vessel
expansion. At worst, depending on the
design and the accident condition, the net
reactivity effect may even be positive.

To avoid this difficulty, a bottom
supported vessel is used with a flexible
member near the upper end of the vessel wall
to accommodate vessel expansion. This
design effectively decouples vessel
expansion from the reactivity balance. A
bottom supported reactor vessel design
concept is shown in Figure 2. Bottom
supported reactor vessels are also receiving
increasing attention^1'2' because of their
perceived superiority in resisting seismic
forces. This would also provide a
substantial safety benefit.
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without its use. This assembly contains a
neutron absorber which is capable of adding
the equivalent negative reactivity effect of
a full control rod insertion during the
overtemperature conditions following a
combined TOP/LOF/LOHHS.

Enhanced Core Cooling
Sodium boiling is precluded by

providing sufficient flow during and beyond
the pump coasttiown phase of the LOF. Design
changes are incorporated which both extend
the flew coastdown and enhance natural
circulation flow capability. The pump
coastdown is extended by increasing the pump
mechanical inertia. The proposed changes
result in a pump coastdown to 10% of full
flow in 120 seconds. In addition the pump
is designed to minimize pump shaft
frictional effects which could retard the
pump coastdown during an earthquake.

Major steps have also been taken to
enhance the primary system natural
circulation capability. Large pressure drop
reductions have been achieved by the
elimination of the primary check valve,
reducing pump pressure losses and reducing
orificing and lower internals pressure
drop. Reducing the fuel pin power rating
also significantly reduces the core pressure
drop by opening up additional flow area.

Figure 2. Concept for Decoupling Vessel
Expansion from Core-Control
Rod Motion

Enhanced Core Radial Expansion
Core radial expansion reactivity is

enhanced by limiting the core height and by
using high thermal expansion core structural
materials. For the chosen core height of
3 feet (0.91 m ) , the radial, expansion
coefficient is approximately 4 $/inch
(16 0/ncn). Although improved radial
expansion coefficients can be obtained for
shorter cores, the neutron economy is
detrimentally affected. Alternately, taller
cores have better neutron economy but poorer
radial expansion coefficients. Using an
austenitic core structural material, the
bulk radial expansion reactivity will be
approximately -0.2 i/'F (-6.38 */°C).
Two-thirds to three-quarters of the uniform
radial expansion reactivity is available in
the short term of a combined unscrammed
TOP/LOF/LONHS while the reactor inlet
temperature remains constant. Over the long
term, the core inlet temperature rises and
the remaining fraction of uniform radial
expansion is made available.

Additional Megatiye Reactivity Margin

A special self-contained negative
feedback assembly is being developed for
possible use in the core design to provide
additional margin although present
conservative design evaluations show that
the inherent safety criteria are satisfied

Inherent Decay Heat Removal
To enhance inherency of the decay heat

removal system the following design changes
have been adopted: the location of the
auxiliary cooling system in or adjacent to
an unobstructed fluid path passing through
the core; using natural circulation as the
cooling flow mode and designing the system
so that operator intervention is not
required. Two concepts which meet tha above
conditions are utilized: the Direct Reactor
Auxiliary Cooling System (DRACS) and the
Reactor Air Cooling System (RACS). Both
systems are shown schematically in Figure 3.

.. Natural Draft
Heat Exchangers

Natural Draft-' j ,
Chimney TNatural Circulation

Heat Transport System

In Vessel
Heat Exchanger

Figure 3. Schematic of the DRACS and RACS
Inherent Decay Heat Removal
Systems
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DRACS. The DRACS approach employs
sodium-potassium or sodium within a closed
loop to remove heat from the hot pool fluid
by means of an in-vessel heat exchanger and
transport it to an air dump heat exchanger
located outside containment. The in-vessel
heat exchanger is located at an elevation
sufficiently lower than the air dump heat
exchanger to permit adequate natural
circulation flow to be established in the
loop. The DRACS is designed so that the
in-vessel heat exchanger (DBHX) operates in
a gas environment to minimize heat losses
during normal operation. For decay heat
removal duty when flow is lost, the DRHX is
flooded by an inherent flow control switch
with sodium Which greatly enhances heat
rejection capacity. All systems operate in
a natural convection mode through elevated
piping/components to passively remove decay
heat.

RACS. In the EACS design, a small
amount of heat is continually removed during
normal operation. The reactor power losses
are minimized during normal operation by an
inherent flow control switch which minimizes
flow past the vessel, hence reducing heat
losses from the vessel. For decay heat
removal, coolant will flow past the vessel
where the heat will be removed directly
through the reactor vessel wall and
transmitted across the vessel-guard tank gap
by radiation conduction and convection. A
natural draft air flow is maintained on the
outer surface of the guard tank for the
removal of decay heat to the environment.
The air flow is enhanced by using chimneys
on the hot leg. Fins are used on the guard
vessel as a means of enhancing heat transfer
between the reactor vessel and guard vessel.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE INHERENT SAFETY APPROACH

The effectiveness of the Westinghouse
approach in achieving inherent safety
capability was demonstrated through
transient evaluations. Transient responses
were obtained for a combined untertninated
TOP/LOF/LORHS. Time phasing of the core and
reactor dynamics permitted the transient
response to be analyzed on a short and long
term basis. In these predictions, the TOP
initiator was a 60* step insertion which is
considered to envelope all credible
reactivity insertion events. As will be
demonstrated, the TOP minimization and
elimination features are designed to satisfy
this 60* limit.

Short Terra Transient Response
Core driving functions dominate during

the short term transient response.
Evaluations were performed for designs
ranging from 50 MWe to 1000 MWe. The
inherent reactivity feedback parameters for
this range of core designs are shown in
Table 2. As indicated the Doppler feedback
is more pronounced for larger cores while

the coolant and structural feedback become
less negative. Consequently, the large core
design (1000 MWe) transient response
envelopes the smaller sized cores.

Pertinent design parameters are shown
in Table 3 for a conventional core design
and the current reference design Which uses
low linear power rating fuel. Table 3
indicates the evolution from the original
conventional core design to the present
reference design. The response curves shown
in this paper are for a 1000 MWe plant
design which utilized a conventional LME
fuel pin. These evaluations were performed
using best estimate values of the core
design parameters. More recent evaluations
have been performed for the current
reference design (400 MWe) which utilizes a
small pin size and a reduced linear power
rating. These evaluations were performed
using conservative design analysis
procedures and uncertainties.

The feedback reactivity contributions
modeled were the Doppler effect, coolant
density and dimensional changes (including
core radial expansion and control rod axial
expansion). Fuel/cladding axial expansion
was judged to be negligible for this
assessment. A best estimate computer model
was constructed using the conventional fuel
pin core parameters in Table 3 and the
reactivity feedback coefficients in Table
2. The transient response was characterized
by the following input conditions:

o 60* step reactivity insertion at
time zero,

o Loss of pumps at time zero. Flow
decayed to 10% in 120 seconds and
3.6% at 300 seconds. The latter
flow level is readily achieved under
natural circulation,

c No primary or secondary scram and
o Constant inlet temperature.

Figure 4 shows the first 200 seconds of
the response. Power initially rises to 250%
of nominal in response to the 60* step
insertion. The fuel temperature increases
producing a negative Doppler effect,
however, the melting temperature in the peak
fuel rod is not exceeded. This criterion is
satisfied by limiting the fuel linear power
rating.

A few seconds into the event, the LOF
begins to dominate as coolant temperatures
rise in response to the power-flow
imbalance. Doppler feedback turns positive
as the fuel cools; the structural feedbacks
(control rod driveline expansion and core
radial expansion) become increasingly
negative and the sodium density feedback
becomes slightly positive. The core
achieves equilibrium at a power of flow
ratio of approximately 2.0 with average
channel coolant outlet temperatures that are
well below boiling [172O*F (938*C)].

To assess the peak coolant channel
temperatures, detailed COBRA-WC models were
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TABLE 2

INHERENT REACTIVITY FEEDBACK PARAMETERS

Doppler (T dk/dT)

Core Expansion (rf/*F)

Coolant Density «/"F)

Small Core
( 50 HWe)

.001 to -.006

.2 to -.3

.36 to -.54

.05 to -.1

0.9 to -1.8

Medium Core
(400 HWe)

-.0085

-.19

-.34

~0

Large Core
(1000 HWe)

-.010 to -.012

-.12

-.22

+.05

+.09

Differential Core/Control

Rod Expansion («?/"F) -.5

-.9

-.2

-.36

-.06

-.11

TABLE 3

CORE DESIGN PARAMETERS

ORIGINAL (Conventional Power Density)

Fuel Inner Blanket

Rod Diameter (inch)

(mm)

Average Linear Power (kw/ft)

(kW/m)

Inlet Temperature CF)

CO

Coolant AT (°F)

0.31

7.87

6.8

22.3

650

343

279

155

0.49

12.4S

4.8

15.7

650

343

252

140

Rod Diameter (inch)

(mm)

REFERENCE (Low Power Rating Fuel)

0.23

5.84

Average Linear Power (kW/ft)

(kW/m)

3.0

9.8

0.38

9.65

2.1

6.9
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constructed which accounted for flow
redistribution to higher temperature
portions of the core as flow decays to
natural circulation levels. Accounting for
this phenomenon, the maximum coolant
temperature for the 1000 MWe design was
1550«F (8«*C) for the conventional fuel pin
design, well below the sodium boiling
level. Results were also obtaineo for
smaller size LMR core designs, see Table 4.
As expected, the temperatures of the smaller
sized cores are enveloped by the 1000 Hue
design. For the derated fuel pin design,
the positive Doppler feedback is minimal.
Consequently, sodium temperatures are well
below sodium boiling even when analyzed
using conservative design procedures and
uncertainties.

The no fuel melting and no sodium
boiling in the peak channel criteria are
both challenged early in an unterminated
TOP/LOF/LONHS. However, by minimizing the
TOP, limiting the fuel linear power rating,
extending the flow coastdown and enhancing
core cooling both criteria are satisfied.
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Figure 5. Long Term Response to an
Unterminated TOP/LOF/LONHS

Long Term Transient Response
The long term assessment assumed a pool

type reactor incorporating the RACS design
through-the-vessel cooling features. The
transient responses are similar for both

Core Power/Flow Coastdown and
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Figure 4. Short Term Core Transient
Response

decay heat rr oval concepts although more
limiting for the vessel wall cooling concept.

The vessel wall cooling features were
sized for 1% (of nominal) heat removal
capability at a vessel wall temperature of
1200"F (649"C). Flow resistances in the
primary system were minimized to enhance
natural circulation flow capability and
minimize the required vessel size. During
normal operation there is a small heat loss
through the vessel wall of less than 0.3%.
Following the unterminated TOP/LOF/LONHS,
core and reacto- temperatures rise as
indicated in Figure 5. As hotter sodium
flows past the vessel wall, the heat removal
rate increases. The core inlet temperature
also rises expanding the core radially end
adding negative reactivity to furthsr reduce
the fission power level. The decay power
level also diminishes with time. This
process continues until eventually the
residual heat being generated in the core is
balanced by the heat removed from the
vessel. The long term hot pool sodium
temperature remains below 1200°F (649°C)
assuring that the plant investment is
protected.

An important consideration in assessing
the loss of normal heat sink event is the
axial expansion of the reactor vessel
walls. In top supported reactor vessels,
the core is supported by the vessel wall
while the control rods are supported from
the reactor head. A differential
temperature rise which is greater in the
vessel wall than the control rod driveline
can lower the core away from the control
rods adding positive reactivity. This
difficulty is avoided by using a bottom
supported reactor vessel design.



TABLE 4

UNSCRAMMED COMBINED TOP/LOF ACCIDENT

PEAK COOLANT TEMPERATURES AS A FUNCTION OF REACTOR SIZE

Reactor Size (HWe)

100 400

Conventional Power Density

Best Estimate Analysis (*F)

CO....

Conservative Analysis (°F)....

CO....

ALTERNATE DESIGN APPROACHES

Work is also in progress on alternate
approaches to minimization of the TOP and
the enhancement of negative reactivity
feedback. These concepts are being retained
as backups in the event that future
developments and need? alter the decision on
their use.

Dissolved Reactivity Shim
The dissolved reactivity shim concept

replaces the inserted shim control rods in
an LMR with a neutron absorbing material
which is dissolved in the primary reactor
coolant. This concept is analogous to the
dissolved boric acid shim in Pressurized
Water Reactors. As the core is burned, the
dissolved shim control material is cold
trapped (crystallized) slowly out of a
fraction of the circulation primary coolant
to compensate for the depletion reactivity
losses and to maintain criticality. The
large quantity of dissolved shim absorber
material in the primary system (several
hundred thousand pounds) and the inherently
slow removal process (cold trapping) make it
physically impossible to withdraw the shim
rapidly, and the TOP initiator is thereby
eliminated.

Indium is currently the prime candidate
for the dissolved reactivity shim. Indium
melts at 313'F (156°C) approximately 100°F
higher than sodium. The indium
concentration in the coolant can therefore
be controlled over a reasonable temperature
range by crystallization (cold trap) of
Na-In. The melting point of the Na-In
mixture stays below about 400°F (204°C) at
the proposed indium concentrations, so that
the coolant can be maintained in a liquid
form throughout the reactor primary system.

The indium neutron capture cross
section of -0.45 barns in an LMR spectrum
is approximately 20% that of boron-10. In
an intermediate size (400 HWe) plant the 6.5
atom percent indium in the primary sodium

1400

760
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785

Reduced

1498

814

Power Density

1550

843

1550

843

coolant is required to shim 10$ of excess
reactivity.

In order to demonstrate the fundamental
compatibility of a Na-6 a/o In liquid metal
alloy circulating in an austenitic stainless
steel environment, a simple thermal
convection loop was fabricated from type 304
stainless steel tubing. The loop <x tained
several weld joints to serve as key , reas
for preferential attack if the rate or
degree of indium-induced attack was
sensitive to microstructure. At this low
dilution, no severe attack was anticipated,
based on the reported experience with the
pure In metal, but it was important to
determine whether the In stayed in solution,
or whether it entered the containment
causing both corrosion damage and depletion
of the In circulating in the system. After
2000 hours of operation at temperatures up
to 1000°F (538°C), the type 304 stainless
steel convection loop tubing showed no
evidence of major damage or of indium
penetration into the loop wall. The basic
corrosion features observed in the hot zones
of the loop could be attributed to effects
anticipated by sodium alone. There was no
sign of preferential attack at welds, or in
weld heat affected zones. Some small
crystals of In/Ni/Hn were formed in the cold
regions of the loop. These were found
growing on the tube wall, indicating that
the only interaction with Ni in the system
occurs as precipitation from the coolant.
All observations indicate that the major
part of the indium addition remained in
solution throughout the 2000 hour exposure.

Enhanced Radial Expansion Feedback
A larger radial expansion reactivity

contribution can be achieved by utilizing
assembly bowing. During the flow coastdown
phase of an unprotected LOF, the core
coolant temperature rise is sizable and
predictable. By rearrangement of core
assembly and core peripheral structure
features, the core axial temperature rise
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can be utilized to enhance core assembly
bowing.

The basic features of a concept which
enhances assembly bowing are illustrated in
Figure 6 and include: a top load plane
(TLP) consisting of two axial levels; core
assemblies fabricated from a high expansion
(austenitic steel) material; peripheral
assemblies and the upper core former
fabricated from a low expansion (ferritic
steel) material. The upper core former is
designed to function as a continuous ring
and the TLP load plane gaps are sized so
that radial gaps are eliminated at hot full
power. The radial gaps close as a result of
differential thermal expansion between the
high expansion core assemblies and the low
expansion peripheral assemblies and former
ring. The two level load plane results in a
moment being exerted on the outer core
assemblies if the core experiences an
overtemperature condition causing them to
bow outward. Preliminary estimates show
that a radial expansion feedback on the
order of -100^ over the long term is
possible utilizing this concept depending on
the core size.

High Expansion Core (Austentttc SS)

Top Load Plane —|

UPPer Core Former
<F.mticM)

Lower Core Former

Fixed Radial Shield

Core SuDOort Plate

r—

incredibly low probability condition of both
safety shutdown systems failing to respond
to an accident initiator. The success of
the inherent safety capability is
conservatively measured by assuring that:
coolable geometry is maintained, there is no
fuel melting and the plant investment is
protected in response to a combined
uascrammed transient overpower, loss of
flow, and loss of normal heat sink.

The transient overpower is limited by
employing a self-actuated shutdown system
which unlatches the control rods before 601
can be inserted in the event of an
unprotected withdrawal of the control rods.
Fuel melting during the transient overpower
is precluded by limiting the fuel linear
power rating.

Sodium boiling is prevented in the peak
temperature coolant channel during an
unprotected loss of flow by extending the
pump coastdown and providing sufficient
negative structural feedback and natural
circulation capability. Design concepts for
enhancing control rod driveline expansion,
and core radial expansion are available for
assuming the desired margin to sodium
boiling.

Long term temperatures are maintained
below 1200°F (649*C) so as to preclude life
limiting damage to the permanent reactor
components during an unprotected loss of
heat sink. Reactor power is reduced to the
decay power level by enhancing negative
structural feedback mechanisms. Potential
long term positive reactivity insertion is
eliminated by using a bottom supported
reactor vessel. Two diverse, passive, and
inherent shutdown heat removal systems; the
DRACS and RACS, are provided.

Current Westinghouse efforts are
directed toward demonstrating inherent
safety for a combined unprotected TOP/LOF/
LONHS employing conservative analysis
procedures as opposed to i">minal
calculations. The goal is to achieve
demonstrable roargins of inherent safety
while maintaining a simple and reliable
reactor design. It is expected that this
approach will lead to an LMR designs that
are safe for widespread usage and are
perceived as safe enough by not only the
nuclear community but the public as well.

Figure 6. Enhanced Radial Expansion Concept

CONCLUSIONS

The Westinghouse inherently safe
reactor approach is a significant departure
from previous methods of assuring LHR
safety. In addition to engineered safety
systems to shut down the reactor and remove
decay heat, the Westinghouse approach
utilizes and enhances inherent capability of
the LHR to assure th;»t the plant remains in
a safe condition even under the remote and
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ABSTRACT

A modular reactor plant concept, PRISM
(Power Reactor - Inherently Safe Module), has
been developed with the objective to provide
a low cost, licensable reactor concept which
represents an acceptable investment risk for
future electrical power installation. The
objective is achieved by installation of a
series of small size, factory fabricated,
reliable reactor modules with optimized
inherent safety characteristics. Licensing
of the modules would be obtained by a
license-by-test approach using a full-scale
safety test.

In this paper, initial evaluations of
the safety characteristics of an individual
PRISM module are presented in terms of the
effectiveness of passive and inherent
mechanisms available for accommodation of
failures that impair the regular reactor
shutdown and shutdown heat removal function.
The reactor system responses are described
for several limiting situations. The
favorable safety characteristics along with
other attractive features of the concept are
expected to contribute in a significant way
towards achievement of US utility and
regulatory acceptance.

INTRODUCTION

The Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR) program
in the US has been restructured by the
Department of Energy consistent with the
evolution of LMR safety technology, the US
regulatory environment and energy market
demands. Design development programs have
been established with the goal to provide an
economically competitive LMR concept with
clearly demonstrable safety characteristics
and investment protection [1]. We expect
that the economic goals can be achieved with
a combination of factory fabrication and
assembly, short construction times, and a
simplified licensing approach.

Recent advances In safety technology
have indicated the feasibility and incentive
of including and emphasizing Inherent and
passive safety features in the design in
order to relegate event sequences associated
with loss of core coolability into the domain
of residual risk. Reactor experiments in
RAPSODIE [2], PHENIX f3], JOYO [2], and other
reactors have demonstrated the availability
of inherent reactivity feedback effects due
to temperature-induced changes in atomic
concentrations of core materials, the core

geometry, and neutron capture cross-sections.
These effects can be expected to contribute
to or achieve reactor shutdown in casa of
reactor shutdown system failure. The natural
circulation coolability of the reactor core
has been convincingly demonstrated in several
reactors, including RAPSODIE [2], JOYO [2],
PFR [4], EBR-II f5], and FFTF [6]. The
possibility for accommodation of unprotected
events, such as a loss of flow event with
scram, has become a real option for LMR's.

General Electric Company has developed a
reactor concept, PRISM, which has the
capability for inherent reactor shutdown as
well as inherent shutdown heat removal. The
relatively small (425 MWt) reactor system
with a free flowering reactor core and an air
natural circulation system which removes heat
directly from the reactor guard vessel, can
provide an acceptable end state for unpro-
tected transient events so that automated
plant responses or operator intervention
would not be required for more than 24 hours.
Further enhancement of the favorable safety
characteristics may be achievable by replace-
ment of the (Pu-U)O. core with a metallic
core [7].

In this paper, a discussion of the
safety and licensing aspects for the
innovative modular reactor concept is pro-
vided, along with a description of the key
safety features and transient response
characteristics. These transient character-
istics are given as a typical example only
and represent a rather qualitative account of
assessment studies.

Safety and Licensing
Small modular reactors offer unique

possibilities with regard to achievement of
high system design reliability and reliable
safety functions, the demonstration of safety
characteristics, and licensing of the
concept. These possibilities include:

- Design for walk-away safety features
Full-scale testing and demonstration
of safety characteristics
Licensing by test

The interrelation of these elements is
not well established; the inquiry into the
space of possibilities, however, established
by the combination of these elements, and
more significantly, the actual process of
implementation of the elements, could provide
a condition around which a restructured li-
censing process could evolve. The restruc-
turing of the process could come out of the

69
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interaction of key institutions such as NRC,
DOE, the reactor manufacturer (GE), util-
ities, national laboratories, including
possibly elected public representatives and
lead to the formulation of a participative
process which could potentially provide a
basis for efficient installation of power
generation capability at low risk to all
parties involved. To an important degree,
the success of implementing a restructured
approach will depend on the extent to which
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will accept
inherent safety features as reliability
assurance for public health and safety. In
theory, as Alvin Weinberg pointed out, a
perfectly safe reactor would require no
Tegulatory intervention [8}.

The LMR, in particular the small size
LMR (such as a PRISM module), with its self-
protecting features, Is well suited for
safety demonstration testing and licensing by
test. The proposed PRISM safety test program
would be similar to the safety tests in the
Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor
(SEFOR) Program. SEFOR was a cooperative
program between the USA and the Federal
Republic of Germany and US utilities led by
General Electric, initiated it. 1961. These
tests convincingly demonstrated that the
Doppler effect limits the potential for
transient overpower accidents in mixed oxide
LMR's. The experimental program with SEFOR
was an outstanding success and clearly
demonstrated the value of a small (20 MWt)
integral reactor test for cutting through to
the central safety issue. The SEFOR
experiment focused the effort, accelerated
development of the LMR, and was cost
effective. The prompt critical transients
run with SEFOR were a convincing
demonstration to NRC, the Advisory Committee
for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and to the
world-wide community that the Doppler effect
ioes In fact limit the potential of overpower
accidents in LMR's. Together with the
thorough supporting analyses, these tests
provided assurance that they key
characteristics of the physical phenomena
involved were adequately understood. General
Electric believes the PRISM nuclear safety
test will be equally convincing.

The PRISM design and program approach to
safety and licensing is extending the SEFOR
experience into the procedural licensing
process. By establishing a design and
licensing procedural process that uses a
full-scale safety test, we will have provided
a licensing alternative that has the
potential for reducing schedule uncertainty,
nlant cost, and the perceived uncertainty in
nu iar plant safety. The approach leads to
a certified power reactor design that could
be used by utilities the way airline
companies use commercial aircraft.

General Electric' £• initial efforts to
develop the PRISM design and licensing

approach under the US DOE LMFBR Advanced
Concepts Program have identified no major
obstacles to its ultimate success.

Key Safety Features
In general, a small LMR (425 MWt) would

include safety features considered in larger
reactor systems. It can be expected that
reactivity feedback effects in a small, high
leakage core are more significant than in
larger cores. However, in terms of fuel
cycle cost, there is a small economic penalty
for this potential gain in safety
performance.

The small core power level allows unique
alternatives for shutdown heat removal. For
PRISM, decay heat removal through the vessel
wall to an air natural circulation system is
sufficient to maintain the core and reactor
structures at acceptable temperature levels
for all servi.ra level conditions of interest.
Reactor shutdown is normally viewed as cessa-
tion of the neutron chain reaction, but for
inherent transient event accommodation, it
could be viewed as the continued successful
removal of heat generated by the system. The
heat generated may be fission heat or decay
heat depending on the specific event se-
quence. In the following sections, a de-
scription of the safety features and initial
evaluations of system responses to several
limiting transient events are described.

Reactivity Feedback Effects on Small Reactors
Depending on the nature of the transient

event, reactor shutdown may be accomplished
by reactivity feedback effects associated
with changes in the core' geometry and power
and temperature distribution. Reactivity
feedback coefficients for small power reac-
tors are derived, in the usual manner, from
the changes in reactivity which originate
within the reactor as a result of changes in
the power. Thus, partial feedback effects
are defined for changes in temperature and
density of the coolant, structure and fuel;
and for changes in the reactor core geometry
caused by thermal expansion of the reactor
components. Each of the partial reactivity
feedback coefficients is more or less sensi-
tive to the core size. However, the indivi-
dual reactivity effects are quantitatively
different between small and large LMFBR core
responses for specific event sequences. One
example is the Doppler feedback response.
Since the Doppler feedback is a "prompt"
reactivity effect, the response to a tran-
sient overpower (TOP) event is more severe in
the small core. In contrast, the smaller
Doppler leads to a more favorable response in
the loss-of-flow-without-scram (I WOS) event
because the fuel temperature in t<* Is accident
is reduced (i.e., the positive Doppler feed-
back is smalleT in the small core).

There are several design features of
small reactors which tend to enhance the
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negative reactivity feedback response to
accident events. In particular, the radial
expansion effects (e.g., fuel rod bowing) are
most pronounced in reactors with a small
radius, steep flux gradients and separately
supported (i.e., free flowering) fuel sub-
assemblies. It is this feature of the small
core which provides a potential base for
achievement of a passive and inherent reactor
shutdown capability. It is important to note
that the radial expansion term, by itself, is
not sufficient to provide an inherent safety
response for all classes of accidents, but it
substantially reduces the control margin
(active or passive) for meeting the small
core shutdown requirements.

The events following an LOFWOS event in
the PRISM reactor have been evaluated. The
reactivity feedback effects which are intro-
duced during the first 10 to 20 seconds after
the initiation of an LOFWOS event include the
radial bowing, expansion of the upper load
pad and expansion of the control drive lines.
This period is crucial to the inherent safety
;f the reactor system. Obviously, the larger
the magnitude of the feedback terms, the
sooner the reactor will be shut down to the
decay heat level, and the milder the LOFWOS
event will be. As the power level is re-
duced, the fuel temperatures decrease and the
positive Doppler feedback reactivity becomes
large. Consequently, the net negative re-
activity of the system is reduced. After
long periods (100-300 seconds) the system
equilibrates and the negative feedback
effects due to radial bowing and control
driveline expansion may disappear. This is
compensated, in part, by the introduction of
negative reactivity from the radial expansion
of the lower grid plate as the coolant Inlet
temperature begins to rise. The reactor re-
sponse at this point in time will depend, in
a large part, upon the relative magnitudes of
the positive Doppler and the negative radial
expansion effects. Transient response eval-
uations have been performed to characterize
the performance characteristics of the system
and to guide the design in the areas of core
and structures development. Figure 1 illus-
trates the time-history of reactivity feed-
back effects for a typical LOFWOS event.

System Analysis
Preliminary system analysis studies have

been completed using the Advanced Reactor
interactive Engineering ^Simulation for PRISM
(ARIES-P) to demonstrate the interaction of
the passive and inherent features of PRISM.
The simulation includes the main process
system (reactor, primary and intermediate
coolant loops and the steam generator
system), the RVACS decay heat removal system
and models of all the inherent reactivity
feedbacks in the reactor (core expansion,
core bowing, driveline expansion), in
addition to the normal reactivity feedbacks
used In standard point kinetics models for
fast reactors.

LOSS OF NORMAL HEAT SINK, PUMPING POWER
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FIGURE 1

The effectiveness of the inherent and
passive features incorporated in the current
conceptual design are illustrated by the
ARIES-P results from analysis of two limiting
situations described briefly below:

0. Loss of normal heat sink with
reactor scram

o Loss of coolant pumping power and
normal heat sink with failure to
scram.

In the first case, it was assumed that
the normal means of removing heat through the
Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS) was
lost. The reactor would scram, and shutdown
heat would be removed by the RVACS only. Fig-
ure 2 indicates that the average core coolant
outlet temperature would peak at about 600°C
in approximately 17 hours after the accident
is initiated, normally, the thermal inertia
of the secondary sodium and the water inven-
tory in the steam drum would tuitigate the
RVACS heat-up transient, however, the IHTS Is
non-safety grade so credit is not taken for
its availability for this postulated event.
During RVACS operation, air would enter the
bottom of the module assembly and leave the
top at an elevated temperature while hot so-
dium would be cooled along the vessel wall
and return to the core inlet. The use of
natural circulation provides a high level of
reliability and avoids the need for active
support systems, allowing most of the BOP to
be constructed to conventional power plant
standards. Because the RVACS works princi-
pally on radiative heat transfer, its effec-
tiveness increases substantially as the pri-
mary system temperature increases. Thus, the
heat-loss penalty paid for this system is
small, only about 0.7 MWt during normal
operation.

The second postulated transient case,
the loss of pumping power and normal heat
sink with failure • scram was analyzed to
assess the effectl- eness of the reactor self-
shutdown characteristics. This analysis was
based on the following assumptions:

o Reactor core is attached to the
bottom of the reactor vessel
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o Control rod driveline elongation Is
enhanced by operating the driveline
at core inlet temperature during
normal operation

o Free-flowering fuel assemblies are
used; grid plate expansion is
available

o Driveline expansion reactivity
effects are based on operation
wit-.h primary control rods 20%
inserted

o Primary pump coastdown time constant

is six seconds,
o There is no heat removal or heat

storage capability in the IHTS.

The results of this analysis in Figure 3
show that, following an initial increase in
average core outlet temperature, the plant
will stabilize. The outlet temperature of
the average fuel assembly would peak at 660°C
about 40 seconds following initiation of the
event, substantially (>25O°C) below the
boiling point of sodium. This favorable
temperature response is the result of the
substantial negative bowing reactivity effect
that occurs with increasing core AT in the
PRISM design during the flow coastdown which
makes the reactor subcritical. The reactor
remains subcritical as the core AT collapses
due to the control rod driveline expansion
moving the control poison into the core. As
the reactor vessel starts heating up (after
about six minutes) due to natural circulation
inside the reactor vessel, the negative ef-
fect from driveline expansion begins to dis-
appear and the reactor returns to critical
approximately 8-9 minutes after the start of
the event. However, at about ten minutes the
negative reactivity core grid plate expansion
would begin to dominate. Following the ini-
tial drop of the primary system temperature
to 480°C, the system temperatures would in-
crease slowly to a peak of about 630°C, at
which time the RVACS heat rejection rate and
the total reactor power have essentially
equilibrated. It is expected that these tem-
perature conditions would continue indefi-
nitely until additional operator action is
taken.

900
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FIGURE 3

Our conclusion trom these preliminary
analyses is that the passive and inherent
characteristics incorporated into the PRISH
design provide ample time for long term
operator actions. All evaluations described
relate to transient responses of a (Pu-U)
mixed oxide core. It is recognized that for
a small modular reactor, the transient
responses would be even more favorable for a
metallic core.

Passive Shutdown Heat Removal
High shutdown heat removal reliability

in PRISM has been accomplished by a combina-
tion of the normal heat removal path through
the Intermediate Heat Transport System and an
air natural circulation system. The normal
shutdown heat removal path is via the steam
generator system. In the event this path
should be unavailable, an alternative inher-
ent heat removal system is available, in
PRISM referred to as the RVACS (Radiant Ves-
sel Auxiliary Cooling System). The RVACS is
designed to provide shutdown heat removal for
all conditions associated with loss of heat
removal through the normal heat transport
system. The heat removal rates are suffi-
ciently large to assure adequate cooling of
the reactor core.

A typical RVACS configuration is given
in Figure 4. As shown in the elevation
schematic, the reactor vessel is located
concentrically in the containment or guard
vessel which is positioned within a cylindri-
cal structure referred to as the finned ves-
sel in Figure 4. Radial fins are attached to
this cylindrical structure. A strong posi-
tive natural draft is created by the heating
of air in the finned annular channel whereas
a slightly negative draft effect is generated
in the downward flow path due to some regen-
erative heating. The natural draft flow is
maintained at all operating conditions even
at normal operating power. At transient con-
ditions with higher sodium and vessel wall
temperatures, the heat removal rate increases
rapidly, approximately with the third power
of the vessel temperature.
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FIGURE 4. MODULAR REACTOR RVACS DESCRIPTION

Similarity analysis of the thermal and
flow processes in the RVACS indicated that
the flow can be characterized by the Reynolds
number and the Grashof number. Evaluation of
these non-dimensional groups indicates that
the flow is well into the turbulent region
and is governed mostly by momentum effects.
In comparison, the buoyancy effects are not
expected to be very significant during most
of the operating range except at the low
decay power levels existing at the very end
of a cooling transient.

Thermal performance evaluations for
RVACS after loss of the normal heat removal
path show that the heat rejection will be
equal to decqy heat generation about 17 hours
after reactor shutdown, with a corresponding
maximum sodium and steel temperature near the
top of the reactor of about 600°C (Figure 2).
The air temperature rise is 55°C at the maxi-
mum heat rejection rate.

Conclusions
The initial evaluations, some samples of

which have been discussed in this paper, in-
dicated favorable safety characteristics of
the PRISM system. Work is in progress to
further refine the reactivity feedback
effects, in particular the bowing feedback.
Shutdown heat removal capability is ade-
quately provided by the Radiant Vessel
Auxiliary Cooling System within the tempera-
ture limits (600"C for upset conditions)
established for the reactor core. The se-
lected core size and reactor vessel size
appear to represent a good combination of
design parameters for meeting coolability
requirements.

The continuation of experimental pro-
grams for evaluation of reactivity feedback
effects on reactors (such as FFTF) is recom-
mended. It appears feasible to separate the

Doppler coefficient from the other coef-
ficients because of the hyperbolic dependence
of the Doppler coefficient dk/dt = "^-(A/T).
The near-term results would provide a basis
for evaluation and calibration of predictive
models. Eventually, a safety test will es-
tablish the PRISM safety characteristics.
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ABSTRACT
The systems analysis code SASSYS was used to

explore the sensitivity o* the system response to
various inherent reactivity feedback mechanisms
and design features for a small, Hquid-metal-
cooitd reactor during the first 1000 s following
the initiation of an unprotected loss-of-flow
and/or Ioss-of-pr1mary-heat-removal transient.
The results show that to maximize the inherent
safety of small, "fiquid-metal-cooled reactors,
Inherent feedback mechanisms should be accounted
for in establishing design features such as the
flow coastdown time constant and the control rod
suspension system. The results also Indicate
1nsensft1v1ty of the system response to the
operation or non-operation of heat removal sys-
tems during the early part of an unprotected
loss-of-flow transient.

INTRODUCTION

The systems analysis code SASSYS (1,2,3) 1s
used to perform a scoping sensitivity analysis of
unprotected loss-of-flow and/or loss-of-primary-
Jieat-removal accidents for a preliminary concep-
tual design of a mixed-oxide fueled, 350 MWt,
modular, 11quid-metal-cooled, fast reactor. The
objective Is to provide guidance on the design
approaches which enhance inherent safety. The
reactor response is tracked for the first 1000 s
following a postulated upset In the primary heat
removal system. The calculations do not take
credit for the functioning of any decay heat
removal system. An important aspect of the pre-
sent analysis is the augmenting of the reactivity
feedbacks due to Doppler broadening, fuel axial
expansion, and coolant density changes with
models to estimate the feedbacks due to radial
expansion caused by the heat-up of structural

material within the core and changes in the rela-
tive position of the control rods and the core.
In the loss-of-flow cases, the temperature drop
across the intermediate heat exchanger is assumed
to remain constant throughout the transient. In
the combined loss-of-flow, loss-of-heat-sink
cases, the temperature drop across the Intermedi-
ate heat, exchanger is held constant for 30 s and
then decreases linearly to zero at 50 s. It
should be noted that none of the cases represent
a complete loss of coolant flow because of sig-
nificant flow augmentation by natural circula-
tion.

The results of the scoping analysis Illus-
trates the importance of understanding various
inherent reactivity feedback mechanisms In esta-
blishing design features si.ch as the flow coast-
down time constant and the control rod suspension
system. Also, comparison of loss-of-flow calcu-
lations with combined lor,s-of-flow, loss-of-heat-
sink cases indicates relative Insensitivity of
the system response to the rate of heat removal
from the primary system during the first several
minutes of a loss-of-'low transient.

MODELING

A few descriptive parameters for the reactor
core appear in Ta'jle 1. The core model contains
8 channels, 6 for the driver fuel and 2 for the
radial blanket.',. In addition, three separate
bypass channels represent respectively the pri-
mary control, secondary control, and removable
radial shield subassemb71es. The primary coolant
loop, schematized in Fig. 1, consists of an out-
let plenum with a closed cover gas, an inter-
mediate heat exchanger, a downcomer, a lower
plenum, a pump, an Inlet plenum, and a bypass
pipe in parallel with the core and the bypass

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Table 1
Reactor parameters.

Thermal Power
Coolant Inlet Temperature
Coolant Outlet Temperature
Peak Linear Power
Flowing Sod-fum Void Worth
Doppler Coefficient
Number of Subassemblies
Driver Fuel
Radial Blanket

Number of Pins per Subassembly
Driver Fuel
Radial Blanket

350 MW
594 K
724 K
23.3 kW/m
1.9 $
0.0111

48
66

271
127

channels. The downcomer pipe wall Includes much
of the mass of the fixed radial shield and the
vessel wall. The bypass pipe models the flow
through intersubassembly gaps and between the
removable radial shield subassemblies and the
core barrel. The operation of the pump is simul-
ated by specifying the pump head as a function of
time. In addition, rather than using a detailed
model for the secondary sodium loop, the primary
coolant temperature drop and the thermal center
of the intermediate heat exchanger are specified
as a function of time.

The correlation used to evaluate the radial
expansion feedback has the form

Ap rex = CrU7in + Xb(ATout - AT,,,)]

where Ap re ), i s the r e a c t i v i t y change due to
changes in the coolant i n l e t temperature T j n and
in the coolant temperature T0 ( J t a t the elevat ion
of the above-core load pads. This co r re la t ion ,
suggested by Huebotter (4) , can be Interpreted as
fo l lows : I f the reactor power-to-flow remains
constant while the coolant i n l e t temperature
increases, the core would be expected to undergo
an ax ia l l y uniform radia l expansion. The magni-
tude of th is expansion w i l l depend on the coef-
f i c i e n t of l inear expansion for the core s t ruc-
tu ra l materials and should be approximately pro-
port ional to the change in the coolant tempera-
tu re . Straightforward neutronics analysis can
provide an estimate of the reac t i v i t y change per
un i t cfiange In the core radius. Mul t ip ly ing the
reac t i v i t y change by the change in radius per
un i t change in temperature then provides a value
for the constant C . I f , In addit ion to the
change in the core i n l e t temperature, the power-
to- f low also Increases, an addit ional cont r ibu-
t ion to the reac t i v i t y change would be ex-
pected. This contr ibut ion Is represented by the
product of C , Xb, and the change in the coolant
temperature r i se through the core. One would
normally expect the constant X^ to be a number
less than un i t y . Huebotter suggests that the
value should be the ra t i o of the distance between
the core support p late and the core axial mid-
plane to the distance between the core support
plate and the above-core load pads. As imple-
mented here, ATo u t i s taken to be the average
change in the st ructure temperature at the ou t le t
of the dr iver fuel subassemblies.

COVER •
GAS

OUTLET -
SODIUM

13 m

CORE —
AND
BYPASS

-OUTLET PLENUM

INTERMEDIATE
HEAT EXCHANGER

-DOWNCOMER

- LOWER
PLENUM

-PUMP

Fig. 1. Schematic of the primary coolant flow
path.

The constant C_ was determined to have the
value -0.338 cents/K. The constant Xfa was deter-
mined by correlating radial expansion feedback as
calculated by the CORTAC code (5) to the mixed
mean coolant outlet temperature for the driver
fuel subassemblies and was found to have the
value 2. The CORTAC calculations used to deter-
mine Xb did r.-it model changes in the core inlet
temperature. Use of the structure temperature
rather than the coolant temperature leads to a
negligible error in the present analysis. A
value greater than unity for Xj, suggests that in
addition to radial expansion, bowing of the fuel
subassemblies is playing an important part in the
radial expansion feedback in the CORTAC calcula-
tions. The uncertainty in the reactivity effects
due to bowing should be kept in mind in interpre-
ting the results of the analyses to be described
later.

Reactivity feedback from the control rods In
the absence of operator action can occur in at
least two ways. First, as hot sodium enters the
outlet plenum, it washes the control rod drive
lines causing them to expand. This expansion can
lower the rods into the reactor core and lead to
a reduction in the net reactivity. Second, heat-
ing of sodium flowing next to the vessel wall can
cause the vessel to expand and, depending on the
system design, may increase the distance between
the control rod supports and the core support
plate. This can result in a withdrawal of the
cont^ rods and an increase in the net reac-
tivity.

The SASSYS control rod drive line expansion
model associates a specified sodium volume and
a sodium-washed length with the control rod
drive. The sodium temperature in the volume is
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determined by assuming that the sodium flowing
Into the volume Is exactly matched by sodfum
flowing out, that perfect mixing occurs with the
incoming sodium, and that heat transfer occurs
between the sodium and the control rod drive
•;ine. The Initial temperature of the drive line
and its associated sodium volume is set to the
steady state temperature of the outlet plenum,
and the temperature of the incoming sodium 1s
taken as the mixed mean temperature of sodium
leaving the subassemblies. Sodium leaves the
volume with a temperature equal to the liquid
temperature of the volume. The control rod drive
line heat capacity, the coefficient for heat
transfer between sodium and the controT rod
drive, and a coefficient of linear thermal expan-
sion must also be specified.

The contribution of vessel expansion to the
control rod feedback is estimated by assigning
the average pipe wall temerature in the downcomer
to the vessel wall. The change in this tempera-
ture is then rcultiplied by the wetted height of
the vessel and the linear thermal expansion coef-
ficient.

The change in reactivity due to relative
motion of the core and control rods is computed
as

APcont -K

where

= AZ(J - A Z v e s ,

Azd is the change in the control rod drive-line
length, and Az is the change in the vessel
wall length, botn due to thermal expansion. The
value K was set to 40 $/m based on the total

control rod worth assumed in the present
analysis.

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

Two cases with 3.6-s flow halving times are
considered as reference cases. The only reactiv-
ity feedback mechanisms considered are Ooppler,
fuel-axial expansion, coolant density change, and
core radial expansion. The first case has heat
removal through the intermediate heat exchanger
proportional to the primary coolant flow rate.
The second is a combined loss-of-flow, loss-of-
heat-sinfc transient. The thermal center and
the geometric center of the intermediate heat ex-
changer are held coincident.

The total reactor power for the first case
is shown a= a function of time in Fig. 2. The
power decreases monotonically with time, dropping
below 10% of nominal within 260 s and to about 62
of nominal at the end of 1000 s. The reactivity
feedbacks and the net reactivity for this case
are shown in Fig. 3. The feedback components are
easier to Interpret with reference to temperature
plots for a typical driver-fuel channel. Channel
1, which represents subassemblies near the center
of the reactor is suitable for this purpose.
Figure 4 shows the fuel-centerline, average, and
outer-surface temperatures near the axial mid-
plane as a function of time. While it is not
readily apparent from the plot, the average
temperature increases for a few seconds at the
beginning of the transient, but then decreases
for about 150 s. Thereafter, the fuel temperature
gradually rises. As a result, both axial expan-
sion and Doppler feedbacks are positive after

340 510 680

TIME, s
850 1020

I I I L _ l-1.6
340 5'0 680

TIME, »
850 1020

Fig. 2. Reactor power for loss-of-flow with no
control rod reactivity feedback.

Fig. 3. Net and feedback reactivities for loss-
of-flow with no control rod reactivity
feedback.
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F-fg. 4. Fuel temperatures for Toss-of-flow with
no control rod reactivity feedback.

about 10 s. The coolant density feedback is also
positive, but plays a relatively minor role.
These positive feedbacks are offset by negative
feedback due to core radial expansion and sub-
assembly bowing. Figure 5 shows the coolant and
structure temperatures calculated near the outlet
of channel 1. These temperatures rise from an
initial value somewhat less than 750 K to nearly
1000 K during the first 60 s. The temperature
increase leads to strong negative feedback such
that the net reactivity remains negative or
nearly zero throughout the transient. During the
first 60 s, the inlet temperature Increases only
about 20 K, and thus, contributes relatively
little to the radial expansion feedback.

The reactivity feedbacks attempt to adjust
the reactor power to match the rate of heat re-
moval from the primary system. Consequently, the
absence of heat removal after the first 50 s in
the combined loss-of-flow, loss-of-heat-sink case
causes the reactor power to decrease much more
rapidly. The power, shown in Fig. 6, is nearly a
factor of 3 lower at the end of 1000 s than in
the first case. As a result, the total energy
generation 1s only about 2/3 of that in the first
case. The fuel and coolant temperatures in chan-
nel 1 are slightly lower in the second case indi-
cating that the net energy deposition {difference
between the total energy generation and the heat
removal from the primary system) may also be
somewhat lower.

The first two cases show that with the ra-
dial expansion feedback as modeled, the reactor
can withstand a relatively rapid loss-of-coolant-
flow without serious over heating, whether or not
heat removal from the primary system occurs.
While the calculations cover the first 1000 s
after the primary system upset, indications are
that this time period could be substantially
lengthened. If feedback due to thermally Induced

Fig. 5. Coolant outlet temperature for loss-of-
flow with no control rod reactivity
feedback.

340 510 680
TIME, s

850 1020

Fig. 6. Reactor power for combined loss-of-flow,
loss-of-heat-sink with no control rod
reactivity feedback.
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Fig. 7. Coolant outlet temperature for loss-of-
flow Including control rod reactivity
feedback due to drive-line thermal
expansion.

relative motion between the control rods and the
core is introduced into the calculation, the
reactor response during the first 1000 s changes
in detail, but the thermal state of the reactor
remains rather similar to that observed in the
cases described above. The longer term pros-
pects, however, become sensitive to the design of
the control rod support systsai.

Inclusion of reactivity feedback due to
thermal expansion of tlie control rod drive lines
in the calculation for the first case causes a
more rapid decrease In the reactor power during
the early part of the transient; however, at the
end of 1000 s, the power is only 52 of nominal as
opposed to the 6% shown in F1g. 2. The fuel,
coolant, and structure temperatures are similar
to that observed in the first case, but the addi-
tional feedback mechanism results in lower
values. For example, In Channel 1 at the end of
1000 s, the average fuel temperature near the
axial midplane and the coolant and structure
temperatures near the subassembly outlet are more
than 60 K lower. Furthermore, the rate of tem-
perature increase near the end of the transient
is reduced. The coolant and structure tempera-
tures near the outlet are actually decreasing
slightly near the end of the transient as shown
1n Fig. 7.

For the reactor considered here, the ulti-
mate removal of decay heat 1s by radiative heat
transfer from the wall of the reactor vessel.
For this heat transfer mechanism to be effective,
the vessel wall temperature must increase perhaps
a few hundred K. The design of the control rod
suspension had not been determined, but to
illustrate the effects of a poor design, a fourth
case was calculated 1n which reactivity feedback
due to vessel wall expansion was added to the
feedbacks considered in the third case. The

800 1—

700
<ro

600

Fig. 8.

170 340 510 680
TIME, s

850 1020

Coolant outlet temperature for loss-of-
flow including control rod reactivity
feedback due to drive-line and vessel
thermal expansion.

heated length of the vessel wall was to be about
4 m longer than the heated length of the drive
lines. The thermal expansion coefficients for
the drive lines and the vessel were assumed to be
identical. Because hot sodium reaches the con-
trol rod drive lines earlier than It reaches the
vessel wall, the control rod feedback remains
negative for a little more than 340 s. However,
eventually the longer heated length of the vessel
dominatas and the control rod feedback becomes
positive, increasing to more than 40 cents. This
positive reactivity contribution must be compen-
sated by radial expansion feedback. As a result,
temperatures are higher at the end of the tran-
sient than in either the first or the third
cases. The coolant and structure temperatures at
the outlet of Channel 1 are shown in Fig. 8 and
are increasing more rapidly at the end of the
transient than in the earlier cases.

Because of the Importance of radial expan-
sion reactivity feedback, calculations were done
to investivate sensitivity to the parameter X^ in
the radial expansion correlation, Control rod
feedback was neglected in these calculations.
In the first such case, the parameter X-D was re-
duced to the value Xb = 1. The reactor power Is
plotted in Fig. 9. One sees that the power
decreases more slowly during the early part of
the transient than Fig. 2, but then catches up
and is lower at the end of the transient. Fuel
temperatures near the end of the transient are
almost 50 K higher than shown in Fig. 4. The
coolant and structure temperatures near the
outlet of Channel i, plotted 1n F1g. 10, have a
higher peak value during the first 170 s than
seen in Fig. 5, but remain more than 100 K below
the sodium boiling temperature. Following the
Initial Increase, these temperatures gradually
decrease during the remainder of the transient.
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Fig. 9. Reactor power for loss-of-flow with
radial expansion parameter X^ = 1.

was set equal to

Recently, this case was rerun with Xb = 0.5 (6),
with the result that the nonboiling margin durTng
the first 170 s vanished.

In a second calculation, \
4. The reactor power for this case exhibited
undamped oscillations with a period of almost 200
s. Increasing Xfc Increases the amplitude while
reducing the rate of heat removal lengthens the

1200

600
0 170 340 510 680 650 1020

TIME, »

Fiq. 10. Coolant outlet temperature for loss-of-
flow with radial expansion parameter

Fig. 11. Reactor power for loss-fo-flow with
radial expansion parameter Xb = 6.

period. Coolant boiling Initiates in several
channels after about 900 s. The cause of the
oscillations is, at best, only qualitatively
understood. As the flow coasts down, the power-
to-flow ratio increases causing a rapid increase
In the :oolant and structure temperatures near
the outl>t of the driver fuel subassemblies. The
temperature Increase leads to large radial ex-
pansion -eactivity feedback and hence a rapid
decrease In the power-to-tlow. This allows the
fuel temperature to decrease and results in
rapidly increasing, positive Doppler and axial
expansion feedbacks which coincide with a reduc-
tion In the coolant outlet temperature. The
combination of rapidly increasing Doppler and
axial expansion feedback with the decreasing
magnitude of the radial expansion feedback,
caused by the decreasing coolant outlet tem-
perature, results 1n an increase in the net
reactivity and brings the reactor to a super-
critical state. This causes the power-to-flow to
Increase again and leads to a repetition of the
cycle.

The instability described in the preceding
paragraph can be mitigated or eliminated by
Increasing the halving time of the flow coast-
down. The power for a calculation in which
X. = 6 and the flow halving time increased from
3.6 s to 36 s Is shown in F1g. 11. The undamped
oscillations are no longer observed. Extending
the flow coastdown has a second beneficial effect
as shown in Fig. 12. The peak in the outlet
coolant and structure temperature, observed
during the first 170 s In F1gs. 5, 7, 8, and 10
is not seen in Fiq. 12. This means that early
coolant boiling can be avoided with smaller
radial expansion reactivity feedback if longer
flow coastdowns are used.
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TABLE 3

EXAMPLES OF SAFR SAFETY FEATURES

Reactor shutdown

Spring-assisted primary control rod system

Self-actuated inherent shutdown system

Inherent ability to shut down after LOF
without scram

De-cay heat renoval

Air natural convection cooling of vessel

Na-Na-air natural convection DRACS

Spent fuel cooling

Na-Na-air natural convection, redundant DRACS

Structural coaling

Air natural convection cooling of deck

Air backup natural convection cooling of
cavity

Structural integrity

Redundant box beam deck structure assures
support of shutdown system, DRACS

Redundant, monitorable core support system

Simple vessel configuration/backup guard
vessel assure safe sodium level

General

Heterogeneous core has inherent low
energetics

No safety-related components/systems in
IHTS or BOP

Long grace period for operator action

Most of the base technology needed for the
SAFR design has already been developed and
tested. The starting point design incorporates
this technology in a favorable new configura-
tion.
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Fig . 12. Coolant ou t le t temperature for 36 s
flow halving time and radial expansion
parameter Xb = 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The scoping analysis shows that the Inherent
safety of smal l , l iquid-metal-cooled reactors can
be enhanced by accounting for Inherent reac t i v i t y
feedback mechanisms 1n the design process. For-
example, the analysis I l l u s t r a t e s the Importance
of understanding rac*1al expansion feedback in
set t ing the flow coastdown time constant. In
add i t i on , the resu l ts show that the designer
should consider thermal expansion of the control
rod drive l ines re la t i ve to the thermal expansion
i f the vessel wall in designing the control rod
suspension system.

F ina l l y , comparison of loss-of - f low cases
with combined loss -o f - f l ow, loss-of-heat-sink
cases Indicates that energy deposition 1n the
reactor during the f i r s t 15 to 20 minutes may be
less in the combined case than in the loss-of -
flow case. This resul ts from the fact that r e -
a c t i v i t y feedbacks attempt to match the reactor
power wi th the primary system heat removal
ra te . The calculat ions show that in e i ther case,
wi th an understanding of Inherent r eac t i v i t y
feedback mechanisms, l iquid-metal-cooled reactor
systems o f fer the design opportunity of avoiding
coolant bo i l ing fo r extended Intervals during
unprotected loss-of - f low events.
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A SELF-ACTUATED SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
FOR

LIQUID METAL REACTORS
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ABSTRACT

A Self-Actuated Shutdown System has been
under development by Westlnghouse Advanced
Energy Systems Division for several years
under the sponsorship of the U.S.
Department of Energy. The shutdown system
utilizes rod-type absorbers with boron
carbide pellets in either a conventional
single bundle configuration or in an
articulated configuration consisting of
several rod bundles connected with flexible
joints. Each absorber is supported by a
temperature sensitive electromagnet, with a
portion of the magnetic circuit exposed to
fuel coolant. Whenever this part of the
magnetic circuit exceeds the Curie point
temperature, the holding force supporting
the absorber is reduced below the weight of
the absorber allowing the absorber to drop
into the core. The electromagnet system
can be adapted into a combined system kith
either the primary or secondary shutdown
system by connecting the power supply to
the electromagnet through the circuit
breaker normally used by the Plant
Protection System.

INTRODUCTION

Development of a Self-Actuated Shutdown
System (SASS) was undertaken to increase
the reliability of a Liquid Metal Reactor
(LMR) control system. This was to be
accomplished by assuring shutdown of the
reactor even with assumption of common
cause faults, such as failure of the Plant
Protection System, rotation of the reactor
vessel head or distortion of the reactor
upper internals structure. A shutdown
reliability Increase of two orders of
magnitude, over the existing concept of a
primary and secondary shutdown system, was

initially sought. By incorporating a SASS
and a naturally convectlng dedicated
shutdown heat removal system in a plant
design, significant cost savings will be
realized in reactor containment building
requirements.(1)

SASS concepts were evaluated by
Westinghouse Electric, the Rocketdyne
Division of Rockwell International and
General Electric. (2.) Temperature sensitive
ferromagnetic devices used with
electromagnets evolved as the concept most
likely to meet the harsh demands of a
reactor environment and provide the high
availability required. Methods of
deployment were investigated in order to
minimize the impact on existing plant
designs and to minimize the amount of
development testing required. As a result
temperature sensitive electromagnets (TSEM)
were incorporated into the support latch of
a secondary control rod. Secondary TSEM
support latches were located either in the
control assembly which required fuel pin
colocated in the assembly, or above the
control assembly where the TSEM or a
temperature sensitive transformer could
respond to adjacent fuel assembly
temperatures.

As part of the "Westinghouse Approach to an
Inherently Safe Liquid Metal Reactor
Design,"(2) evaluation of SASS compatible
with a primary control rod system has
recently been undertaken. This additional
step will provide protection by limiting
the possible reactivity insertion from an
uncontrolled rod run out accident. Results
of this design effort will be reported in
the future.
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The SASS concept consisting of a TSEM
located within the secondary control
assembly is the current reference design
for the Westinghouse Low Cost Plant. This
choice was made because the successful
development tests and the advanced state of
the design made it the most likely
candidate tc be available for next
generation of LMRs.

The Uestinghouse Low Cost Plant SASS
consists of an articulated rod type neutron
absorber assembly supported by a
Temperature Sensitive Electromagnet (TSEM)
as illustrated in Figure 1. The magnetic
flux from a d-c coil mounted in the control
assemby driveline passes from tfcs top of
the lifting socket across the sodium gap to
the nickel-iron alloy located in the wall
of the handling socket of the control
assembly. The magnetic flux then crosses
the sodium gap to the bottom portion of the
2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo lifting socket, which is
attached to the top of the absorber. Upper
and lower portions of the lifting socket
are separated by a paramagnetic cylinder.
The magnetic flux return path to the coil
is through the handling socket and the
2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo mating cylinder that is an
integral part of the coil housing an
driveline. The magnetic force is generated
at the parting planes. The composition of
the nickel-iron alloy, was selected so that
a sharp decrease in magnetic saturation
properties occurs between 1020"F (822*K)
and 1050*F (839*K) ensuring that a
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Figure

sufficient reduction In magnetic force will
occur in this temperature range to release
the control assembly. The temperature
sensitive alloy is supplied with sodium
from fuel rods typical of the core.

Increased shutdown reliability and
additional protection are provided by the
following means:

• Failure of PPS - absorber is
released Inherently upon a rise in
core outlet temperature by the
temperature sensitive magnetic
circuit without electronic or
mechanical systems.

• Rotation of reactor head -
absorber is released at the top of
the absorber guide duct,
eliminating potential driveline
jamming from misalignment.

• Distortion of absorber guide duct
- articulation of the absorber
into three segments with
ball-and-socket joints increases
its tolerance for bowing of the
guide tube.

The development program supporting the
incorporation of the SASS into the plant
design was conducted over a five year
period. The development included
component tests of a temperature
sensitive electromagnet, prototype tests
including the absorber in a sodium loop,
accelerated life tests of the high
temperature electric coils, and an
irradiation test of a miniaturized coil
and magnetic circuit materials.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Temperature-Sensitive Electromagnet

The numerical solutions of the magnetic
fields, potentials, and flux densities
in the SASS release mechanism were
calculated using a two dimensional,
nonlinear, finite element, magnetic
field computer program. This program is
based on work by Silvester, et al.(4_)
Using the resulting magnetic flux
densities across the parting planes, one
can calculate the magnetic force across
each parting plane from:

F

where:

1. Temperature Sensitive
Electromagnet

F = Force (Hewtons)

B = Flux Density (Tesla)

A ~ Cross Sectional Area (m )

Vo = Permeability of air, 4*

x 10"7 H/m
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The cross sectional area of the upper
parting plane is 2.74 in2 (1.77 x 10~3

m") and the cross sectional area of the
lower parting plane is 238 in2 (1.53 x
1CT3 m 2 ) . The holding forces at the
upper and lower parting planes were
calculated by:

158,33 B u (pounds)

and

Fe= 136.86 (pounds)

where the flux densities, ^ (upper
parting plane) and Bj (lower parting
plane), are in units of Tesla. The total
TSEH holding force is the sum of the upper
and lower parting plane forces.

The test apparatus for the TSEM was the
SWEATER II test facility at Westinghouse
AESD. This sodium loop, which had
originally been constructed for measuring
friction characteristics of materials in
flowing sodium, was adapted for testing the
TSEM. A TSEM model, shown in Figure 2, was
immersed in sodium and attached to a CJH
actuated yoke. Cam rotation was used to
generate tensile and compressive loads at
the magnetic parting plane. By varying
temperature, currents, geometries, and
load, characterization data that supported
the analysis were generated. As shown on
Figure 3, the force available at 950°F
(783°K) for holding the absorber is more
than twice the weight of the assembly.

The buoyant weight of a typical absorber
for a large LMFBR is approximately 140

400 Q 600 AMPERE TURMS

A 839 AMPERE TURN!

O 1009 AMPERE TUHWB

O 1209 AMFERf- TUSKS

990° 1000° 1010° 1020° 1030° 10455° 1060° 1030°

Ni-Fo TEMPERATURE (°F)

Figure 3. Measured TSEM Holding Force
as a Function of Temperature

pounds (63.5 kg). Between 80°F (300°IO and
1000 F (811°K) the magnetic circuit remains
fairly insensitive to temperature, losing
only 50 pounds (22.7 kg) of its holding
capability. The normal operating
magnetomotive field for the system will be
apprcximat ely 900 Ampere-turns at
temperatures between 950°F (783°K) and
1000°F

Room temperature tests we>-e conducted on
the TSEM to evaluate other
characteristics. To measure magnetic flux
leakage through air, the Ni-Fe hexagonal
ring was removed from the circuit. As
shown on Figure 4, the holding force at 900
Ampere-turns is only 50 pounds (22.7 kg).
The capacity of the actual system at
1050°F, (839°K) is approximately 58 pounds
(26.3 kg), indicating that the Ni-Fe alloy
over its Curie point contributes very
little to the flux leakage. The maximum
strength of the magnet was evaluated by
"shorting out" the Ni-Fe by placing a
ferritic ring between the upper and lower
parts of the lifting socket. Holding
forces of over 500 pounds (227 kg) were
measured. The expected operating range was
established by minimizing and maximizing
the effects of the magnetic hysteresis. At
900 Ampere-turns the effect is less than
10% of the available holding force.

Figure 2. TSEM Test Model
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Breakaway measurements ware obtained by
recording the temperatura at which the TSEM
parted at constant load and current.
Breakaway temperatures for 100 (45.4 kg)
and 140 pound (63.5 kg) loads as a function
of current are shown in Figure 5. At
current levels over one Ampere, the
standard deviation for temperature
measurements was less than 2"F (1.1'K).
Depending or. the load end current,
breakaway temperatures variad between 1020°
(822-K) and 1050'F (839°K). The net weight
of an ?bstrber can vary 40 pounds (18.1 kg)
depending on absorber coolant flow rate and
pressure drop.
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Figure 5. Breakaway Temperature as a
Functional of Current

Control Rod Testing

More than three years of testing in flowing
sodium under conditions simulating reactor
operation were achieved with a control rod
test unit consisting of an articulated
absorber, TSEM, and driveline carrying the
high temperature electrical coil. Figure 6
is a photograph of the installation of the
absorber into the test loop at the Energy
Technology Engineering Center (ETEC).
Heated sodium from an auxiliary tank was
injected into the nickel-iron temperature
sensitive ring to simulate hot sodium from
the fuel rods during a reactor transient.
Forty inherent release tests were performed
by this method of injection of hot sodium.

A six month dwell test was performed to
demonstrate release of the absorber after
long periods simulating withdrawn control
rods. After this test, in which the sodium
temperature was maintained at 850°F
(728'K), 100'F (55.b°K> higher than the
design temperature, no measurable
self-welding or other restraint of the
absorber was observed.

The responses during sodium injections of
five thermocouples located in the Hi-Fe
ring were used to verify a computer model
of the thermal response of the
nickel-iron. This computer model is
necessary to predict the behavior of the

Installation of SASS - Proto-
type in Sodium Test Loop
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system during reactor transients.
Initially, the thermocouples located in the
flat region of the Hi-Fe responded faster
than those located in the corner region.
The flat region has a higher mass. As the
Ni-Fe approaches steady state, the corner
region thermocouples are hotter than the
flat region thermocouples. The heat loss
to the absorber sodium increases as the
Hi-Fe temperature rises. The corner region
has a smaller area exposed to the cooler
guide tube flow, and therefore loses less
heat to the guide tube coolant. Typical
Ni-Fe temperature response agree very
closely with the analytical predictions as
shown in Figure 7.

Electromagnet Coil Development

Magnetomotive force for the SASS is
generated by an electromagnetic coil
designed to operated in a high temperature,
fast neutron environment. Protection from
the sodium is provided by hermetically
sealing the coil in a canister with the
sheathed leads passing through the
driveline to the control rod drive
mechanism. The wire is insulated with a
glass bonded alumina insulation developed
by the Westinghouse Research and
Development Center that has a vitrification
temperature of 1073°K. A nickel-clad
copper wire is used to provide a high
quality glass to wire bond.
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Figure 7. Ni-Fe Temperature Response at
the Center of the Flat

Although glass-bonded alumina insulation
had been ueotf before, the application
proposed for SASS presented unique ;roblens
and resulted in earl/ failures. Hew
winding techniques, curing procedures, and
spool piece designs were developed. To
verify the integrity of the coil, a
reliability program, based on IEEE
standards, was established. The
reliability tests were performed on twisted
wire pairs and full-size prototype oils.
A small coil was irradiated in EBR II for
an exposure equivalent of ten years.

Twenty-six full-size prototypic coiis were
manufactured for the SASS temperature
sensitive electromagnetic reliability test
program. Six have been duty cycle tested
prior to continuous elevated temperature
testing. The duty cycle tests consisted of
47 refueling-to-operating temperature
cycles 400*-750*F (478'-672*K), and 235 hot
standby-to-operating temperature cycles
600*-750*F (589*-672*K), as anticipated in
LMFBR operation. Characteristics (coil
resistance, coil inductance, and
coil-to-ground resistance) were monitored
at intervals during the testing to
establish baseline characteristics and to
detect changes. No changes of
characteristics were detected. The results
of the duty cycle testing representing more
than 1000 hours of varying temperatures
from 400* (478"K) to 750°F (672°K)
confirmed the adequacy of the coils to
withstand the cyclic temperature excursions
during expected plant operations.

Three of the duty cycle tested coils along
with 15 others were tested at continuous
elevated temperature. Six coils were
tested at each of the three different
temperatures 1000°F (811*K), 1100'F (867'K)
and 1200*F (822*10. Two each of the coils
tested at 1100*F (867-K) and 1200°K (822°X)
exhibited a decrease of resistance and
inductance. Reprocessing of tl,t coils by
evacuation and replacement with clean, dry
air showed a temporary recovery of
characteristics but subsequent continued
deterioration occurred. Extrapolation of
the test data to the BOOT (700*K)
operating temperature for the coil using an
Arrhenius correlation indicates an expected
coil lifetime greater than ten years.

The effects of irradiation on the
temperature sensitive electromagnet
materials were investigated as part of the
system qualification program. A small high
temperature coil was enclosed in the
hardware of a fuel irradiation test
assembly inserted into the EBR II reactor
in June 1980. Figure 8 shows the sample
coil after irradiation to an estimated
exposure of 1.9 x 10 z 0 nvt. The total
neutron exposure to the coil over its ten
year life has been estimated to be 10 1 9

to 10 2 1 nvt.
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A
Figure 8. Irradiated Sample Cell

The sample coil was removed from the test
assembly and was shipped to the
Westinghouse Research and Development
Centei where it was evaluated to determine
the effects of irradiation. Testing
consisted of the following:

o Coinarison of electrical properties
of the irradiated coil with those
of an unirradiated identical coil.

o Microstructure examination of the
aluip. na-glass insulation and coil
potting compound.

o Corr' lation of results with
previous testing and analyses to
recommend a method of performance
predictability

The electrical properties compared very
closely with those of £-n unirradiated
control coil. Examination r Z the
microstructure showed good bonding at the
cladding to insulatici interface. There
was evidence of voids at the Ni to Cu bond
in the copper. A comparison of micrographs
of specimens from the unirradiated twisted
wire pair tejt showed the same voids for
wire held over 950°F. These voids were
caused by the Kirkendall effect (i.e., the
preferential transport of the metal having
the higher diffusion coefficient in contact
at high temperature) and is aot related to
th" neutron Irradiation.

Irradiation of Magnetic Alloy

Two Ki-Fe specimens were placed in EBR II
on June 21, 1980 for irradiation at about
1000°F. Previous irradiation tests(5) of
nickel-iron showed some change in Curie
point temperature; however these were at
lower temperatures where radiation damage
is not thermally annealed as it occurs.
Irradiation of the magnetic test specimens
in EBR-II subassembly X351 was completed
after Test Run Ho. 124 which terminated May
31, 1983. The test specimens were shipped
to Westinghouse Research and Development
Center for post-test magnetic
characterization of both the Hi-Fe
specimens. As shown in Figure 5, no
measurable change of properties could be
detected due to the irradiation exposure in
EBR II. An estimated test material
exposure of 2.9 x I? 2 0 nvt was
experienced, whereas the total neutron
exposure to the material over its three
year lifetime has been estimated to be
10 1 9 to 10 2 1. An additional iiradiation
test is planned for EBR II that determine
the effects of irradiation or the complete
latch assembly.

16
O BEFORE IRRADIATION
a AFTER IRRADIATION R.T.

20 40 60 80 100

MAGNETIZING FORCE (OERSTEDS)

Figure 9. DC Magnetization Curves of
Ni-Fe Before and After
Irradiation
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS

The SASS development program has
demonstrated that a reliable, predictable
shutdown system can be designed to enhance
the reliability of the LKFBR shutdown
system. A scram initiated by the plant
protection system releases the absorber
without the need for translating a signal
through a driveline by mechanical means.
Common cause control system failure due to
gross distortion between the head and core
is prevented by unlatching the control rod
at the top of the absorber assembly. If
for some reason the control system fails,
the absorber is released because of high
sodium temperatures. Specific features
that have been demonstrated include:

• An electromagnet that provides
adequate holding force at normal
temperatures and releases the
absorber inherently upon a
temperature rise can be operated in
an LHFBR environment.

• An electromagnet can provide an
adequate holding force within the
geometric constraints of an
absorber duct.

• Contamination of the parting plane
by foreign particles of up to 15
mils (0.38 mm) can ba
accommodated. Based on available
data this is well beyond the
particle sizes found in sodium
cooled reactors.

• The magnetic strength of the magnet
can be analytically predicted for
both normal and off-normal
operating conditions.

• The thermal response of the Ni-Fe
hexagonal ring can be accurately
predicted by analytical methods.

• Articulation allows the absorber
assembly to accommodate severe duct
bowing.

• Duty cycle and elevated temperature
tests have established damage
thresholds well beyond normal
operating temperatures.

Based on the results of the development
program, incorporation of a SASS in the
secondary control assemblies, with the TSEM
located inside of the control assembly is
the preferred method of SASS deployment at
this time. However, the on-going work may
show that a SASS concept could also be used
on the primary control assemblies.
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ABSTRACT

For the operation of Liquid Metal Cooled
Fast Breeder Reactors with cladding failures
the follovjing consequences have to be con-
sidered:
- more contamination by fission products and

fuel; and
- possible failure propagation to adjacent pins
due to fuel swelling.

To clarify some of these problems a KNK II
test program involving open fuel was defined;
the first experiments in this program were car-
ried out between October 1981 end May 1984.
After description of the test equipment and of
the test program results will be presented on
DN measurements, fission gas measurements and
post irradiation examinations. The report will
conclude with a discussion of the results.

INTRODUCTION

Cladding failures of fuel pins in Liquid
Metal Cooled Fast Breeder ReactorB (LMFBR) can-
not be excluded. Additionally, there is an in-
terest to continue reactor operation, even if a
measurable concentration of fission products is
present in the primary sodium. This produces
two consequences:

- increasing contamination by fission products
and fuel, especially Pu; and

- possible failure propagation to adjacent pins
due to fuel swelling or blockage formation as
a result of fuel particle release (̂ , 2, J ) .

Longterm irradiation experiments with failed
fuel pine in special sodium loops it) have
left open some questions regarding valuation
and transferability to real reactor conditions:
- The measurement and conditioning of the oxy-
gen concentration in sodium loops does not
conform to reactor specifications. This could

influence uranate-plutonate (Na3M04) forma-
tion as the cause of swelling of failed fuel
pins and the possibility of fuel loss.

- The time of sodium transition to the location
of the delayed neutron (DN) monitors is ex-
tremely short under the conditions prevailing
in a loop experiment and, as a result, dif-
ferent delayed neutron groups dominate.

- The fission product concentration responsible
for the sensitivity of failure detection in a
reactor is by orders of magnitude lower com-
pared with the loop.

- The background of the DN signal due to core
neutrons, surface contamination of the fuel
pins, and photoneutrons and the background of
the cover gas signals due to the high Ar-41
concentration are different in LMFBRs.

To clarify these problems a KNK II test program
involving open fuel was defined; the first
experiments of this program were carried out
between October 1981 and May 1984.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The following test objectives result from
the statements above:
- Evaluation and determination of correlations
between the size and type of fuel pin fail-
ure, the fission product release rates, and of
the measured signals.

- Comparison and correlation of the signals
from different monitors.

- Behavior of fission noble gas transition from
sodium into the cover gas.

- Improvement of the fission product release
models and verification of relevant conputer
codes.

- Study of the change in the defect due to
swelling during continued reactor operation.

- Predictions on the development of failure and
its inpacts on reactor operation (5).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST EQUIPMENT

Fuel Test Pins
In the first series of experiments the

fuel consists of enriched stoichiometric ura-
nium dioxide in the form of sintered pellets.
Uranium-235 entrichment amounts to 3 7 at. %,
the pellet diameter ae well as the pellet
height are 0.7 cm, and the density of the UO2
is 9.82 g/cm . The specification of the fuel
is the same as for the fuel pins of the KNK II
driver zone.

The pellets are stacked in cladding tubes
made of stainless steel No. 1.4981 with an
outer diameter of 0.82 cm and a wall thickness
of 0.05 cm. To provide an axial thermal insu-
lation, the fuel column is bounded at its ends
by one A1 2O 3 pellet. Each pin is closed with
end pieces which c»rve at the same time to fix
it in the fuel pin support. To keep as low as
possible the inventory of fissile material in
the initial experiments, the eleven upper pel-
lets in the *irst two test pins have been re-
placed by steel dummies.

To obtain a free fuel surface the cladding
tubes are provided with boreholes or with
slits in the fuel zone or in the fission gas
plenum. The test pins are inserted into the
reactor core with these free fuel surfaces as
area of contact with the primary sodium.

Experimental Plug
One fuel pin each was irradiated per test.

This test pin was held by a support serving, on
the one hand, to guide the sodium flow in the
pin zone and, on the other hand, to facilitate
mounting and dismounting of the pin. The pin
support in its turn was held in an experimental
plug placed on the KNK II reflector position
511. The pin power was 224 W in tests nos. 1
and 2 and 2.4 kw in tests nos. 3 to 5. The
ratio of the different pin powers is not exact-
ly 1:12 as the ratio of the numbers of pellets

is, because, due to the predominating thermal
neutron flux, there is a neutron flux depres-
sion in the inner regions of the pellets. As
the fuel pins were cooled directly by the pri-
mary sodium, the operational fission product
measuring equipment could be used: the two DN
monitors WEST and EAST beside the two main
sodium pipes, and the cover gas monitoring de-
vices such as Ge-gamma spectrometer and the KfK
precipitator (6). This precipitator has the
following characteristics:

- Its active volume is only about 1.5 liter; in
this way, it is easy to handle and can be
flanged directly into the cover gas pipe.

- It is equipped with a miniature GM-counter
and

- has no moving parts.

TEST PROGRAM

The first test serie comprising five
single-pin tests as indicated in Table I was
performed under normal KNK II conditions of
operation.

The program was orientated to simulating
those cladding failures which occur during
r.MFBR operation: a defect at the weldings of
the end plugs (tests nos. 4 and 5) and fissures
in the fuel zone (tests nos. 1 through 3).

Starting with a small defective area and
low fuel inventory and proceeding to a larger
damage and a greater fissile material invento-
ry, the objective was pursued to reduce the
operating and safety risks and to estimate
safely additional impacts in each individual
step.

In general, each test covered about four
weeks of operation, one week at 100 % nominal
power (NP), one week at 70 % NP and two weeks
at 40 % NP. In test No. 3 this cycle was re-
peated a second time (tests 3A and 3B). In this
way, the fission rate, the activity concen-
tration in the sodium, and the time of fission

TABLE I: Test Program

Test Defect Type of Defect Failure Number Duration of
No. Area Location of Fuel Irradiation

(cm ) Pellets (weeks)

1

2

3

4

5

.01

.1

. 1

.01

.001

Borehole

Two Slits
.lx.5cm each

Two Slits
.lx.5cm each

Borehole

Borehole

Fu . t

Fuel
Column

Fuel
Column

Gas 2

Plenum )

Gas
Plenum

1

1

12

12

12

4

6

7

7

11

) Fuel Column = at the level of the fuel column.
2
) Gas Plenum = at the upper gas plenum.
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product transition were varied.
In this paper only results of the full

power periods of the tests are presented.

RESULTS

DN Measurements
The time dependent signals of the DN

monitors WEST and EAST measured during parts of
tests nos. 1 to 3 are shown in Figs. 1 to 4.
The thermal reactor power is also given in
these figures.

During tests No. 1 and 2 with only one
pellet each, the sodium temperature in the re-
gion of the test pin was between 435 and 456 °C
at nominal reactor power. Due to the increased
number of pellets and, therefore, the higher
pin power in tests nos. 3 to 5 the maximum
temperatures increased to 550 C.

As a consequence of natural convection
effects superimposed, the sodium velocity in
the zone of the free fuel test area varied at
nominal reactor power between 4.5 and 8.1 cm/s.
Using these values the time of transition from
the defect area to the sensitive sodium volume
of the DN monitors was calculated to be between
32.6 and 41.2 s.

No measurable DN signals above, the back-
ground were generated during tests No. 4 and 5
in case of plenum failures.

At the beginning of the irradiation of
tests nos. 1 through 3 the DN signal EAST
showed great fluctuations, especially during
irradiation in test No. 3, Fig. 3. In test
No. 3 the fluctuations are also seen by DN
WEST.

After some days of irradiation the fluc-
tuations decreased. The cause of the burstwise
release of the DN precursors in the initial
phases which has also been observed in other
defective fuel pin tests, needs further experi-
mental and theoretical analyses.

The background is at DN EAST 98 cps in
equilibrium at nominal power (53 cps due to
gamma-n processes caused by Na-24) and 92 cps
at DN WEST, and the ratio of the net count
rates of DN EAST to those of DN WEST varied
between 2.5 and 3.5. The explanation for the
difference of the signal count rates EAST and
WEST is that the irradiation position 511 is
not symmetrical to the two sodium outlets of
the tank and, therefore, the majority of the
precursors of the DN emitters (DN precursors)

are transported to the primary sodium circuit
EAST and only a little fraction is carried to
the circuit WEST. On the other hand, it can be
clearly seen that a certain degree of sodium
mixing takes place in the upper plenum because
otherwise assuming that all DN precursors are
transferred at first to the circuit EAST, then
mixed with the circuit WEST in the common
sodium backflow pipe, and then carried to the
DN monitor WEST in the next turn, the ratio
cited above must exceed the value of 14.

After subtraction of the background sig-
nals and assuming fission product release
caused by recoil, the count rates of the
two DN monitors can be converted into an equi-
valent effective fuel surface, which would
cause the same DN signal (i.e. cm R) O K The
ratio of the effective to the geometrical sur-
face is often called the fissuring factor k.
The maximum values of the DN signal and of the
k factor measured during tests nos. 1 to 3 are
given in Table II. Also included in Table II
?re values, which are measured after stabiliza-
tion of the initial DN signal fluctuations. On
the assumption of random error conditions, the
overall accuracy of these values is about +3 7 %
which is caused by the uncertainty of the tran-
sition time of the precursors of the DN emit-
ters (+_17 % ) , by the inaccuracy of the sodium
volume seen by the DN monitors (+3 0 % ) , and by
the inaccuracy of the pin power at the fuel
surface (+12 % ) . The values given in Table II
differ from those published previously (8 and
9_), because the pin power and the time of tran-
sition of the DN precursors from the failed clad-
ding to the DN monitors had to be revised re-
cently.

To compare the results, it is necessary to
take into account the ratios of the pellet co-
lumn length to the defect size. From Table II
it can be seen that in case of great ratios of
fuel length to failure length high maximum
values of the k factor have been measured,
whilst the values of the k factor, after stabi-
lization, depend predominantly on the size of
geometrical failure: high values for little
failure sizes, low values for great failure
sizes.

Co-er Gas Measurements
The signals of the count rate of the KfK

precipitator and the integral count rate of the
Ge-gamma spectrometer system (H)) during parts

TABLE II: Measured DN Signals and corresponding Fissuring Factors k

Test
No.

Geometrical
Free Fuel
Surface
( cm )

Number
of Fuel
Pellets

Maximum DN
Signal at
100% NP
( cm R )

Maximum
k Factor
at
100% NP

DN Signal after
Stabilization
at 100% NP
( an R )

k Factor after
Stabilization
at 100% NP

1

2

3

. 0 1

. 1

. 1

1

1

12

1.18

0.64

12.7

I 18

6 . 4

127

. 4 0

. 5 4

.74

40

5 . 4

7 .4
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of tests nos. 3, 4 and 5 are given in Figs. 5
to 7. Additionally, Table III gives for all
tests some signal to background ratios of the
precipitator count rate, Ge-detector count
rate, Xe-13 5 activity concentration and, for
comparison, of the DN monitor count rate; sig-
nal means net signal olus background.

uuring test No. 5 the precipitator signal
showed some inconsistencies which renders dif-
ficult the quantitative evaluation. Therefore,
these signals have not been included in Fig. 7,
and the related numbers given in Table III have
to be taken as rather qualitative values.

From Figs. 5 to 7 and Table III the fol-
lowing can be derived: In general, the signals
were higher at the beginning of the irradiation
than at the end. Comparing tests No. 1 and 2,
no significant differences of the gas signals
can be seen. This means that the defect size
does not influence the signal amplitude in case
of a failure greater than 0.01 cm2 at the fuel
column. Test No. 3, however, showed much higher
signals than tests No. 1 and 2: the fuel inven-
tory influences the amplitude of the signal.
Comparison of tests No. 4 and 5 shows a higher
signal of the Ge-detector and of the Xe-135
activity concentration during test No. 4. In
tests No. 4 and 5 involving plenum failures
precipitator signals were only obtained in the
initial phase of No. 5. The signals seemed to
disappear completely after two reactor scrams.
In test No. 4 no net precipitator signals were
measured at all. A possible explanation is that
during preparation and starting test No. 4 so-
dium entered the pin immediately through the
hole of 0.01 cm whilst during test No. 5
sodium entered the oin after reduction of the
reactor power through the hole of 0.001 cm .

Thus, a fraction of the shorter living (in re-
lation to Xe-135) isotopes Kr-68 and Xe-138
whose daughters are precipitated is able to
escape from the pin through the upper plenum in
those cases where the void volumes in the pins
are not filled with sodium. Last but not least,
comparing tests No. 3 and 4, it can be seen
that all signals were higher during test No. 3.
This means that failure location in the fuel
region results in higher signals than failure
location in the region of the upper gas plenum.

Comparison of the gas signals and the DN
signals yields the remarkable finding that
during tests No. 1 and 3 the maximum values of
the DN signals appeared within some hours after
the full pin power was reached whilst it took
at least one day for the gas signals to reach
the maximum. As already mentioned, there were
no DN signals above the background during tests
No. 4 and 5 involving plenum failures.

The qua Istative observations made during
the tests are compiled in Table IV. The table
demonstrates that by correlation of the infor-
mation obtained from different detection sy-
stems failure classification is possible.

TABLE III: Signal to Background Ratios of Ge-Detector and Precipitator
Count Rates, Xe-135 Activity Concentration and DN Monitor Count Rate

Test

No.
Defect
Area.

Failure
Location

Number . Dace,
of Fuel Clock
Pellets Time

S/B Ratios of:

Ge- . Precipi- . Xe-135 . DN-
Detector tator Concen- Monitor

tration

1

2

3

4

5

.01

. 1

. 1

.01

.001

Fuel
column

Fuel
column

Fuel
column

Gas
plenum

Gas
plenum

1

1

12

12

12

10.29.81
20.42

1 1. 2.81
22. 15

1.21.82
11.58

3.31.82
21.55

4. 1.82
13.00

1.14.84
1 1.50

2.23.84
12.30

3.20.84
21.36

1.2

1.7

1.1

10.2

23.9

2.0

1.4

I. 1

1.

2.

3.

7.

1.

•w.

,6

9

k

4

0

8

0

18

12

192

584

42

15

13

1

1

1

6

3

1,

1.

1.

.3

.2

.3

.4

.0

.0

,0

0
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TABLE IV: Failure Classification by Means of
Signal Correlation

Failure
Location

DN Ge-Det. Precipi-
Signal Signal tor Signal

At the fuel column;
no contact of Na
and fuel = gas
leaker

At the fuel column;
with contact bet-
ween Na and fuel
= DN failure

At the gas plenum;
no Na inside the
pin

At the gas plenum;
Na inside the pin

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Normally the start of failure development
which, however, was not investigated under
this program

Post Irradiation Examinations (PIE)
The PIE consisted in mechanical measure-

ment) X ray radiography, ceramography, micro-
probe analysis, and burnup measurement.

Some representative results of the post
irradiation examinations are given in Figs. 8
to 11. Figure 8 shows the X ray radiographs of
test pins nos. 1 - 3 after irradiation. It can
be seen that no significant displacement of the
fuel and cladding had occurred. Figure 9 shows
a ceramography of test pin no. 1 at the posi-
tion of the defect and demonstrates that no
significant fuel loss occurred. Four microprobe
analyses were performed, two of a qualitative
manner in a two-dimensional system and two in a
quantitative manner in a one-dimensional
system. The regions analyzed are marked by rec-
tangles and by lines, respectively. The results
of the lower rectangle of Fig. 9 are given in
Figs. 10 and 11 which show the spatial, distri-
bution of uranium and sodium, respectively. By
comparison it can be seen that the layer in the
middle of the region analyzed and the border of
the fuel pellet contain some uranate.

Predominant Release Mechanism
To diagnoze the release mechanism of the

fission products it was tried to plot the re-
lease to birth ratios (RBR) versus the decay
constants of the appertaining nuclides (J)-
This was done successfully for the 6th day oi
irradiation in test No. 3A after stabilization
of the signals. The RBRs of the noble gases
were calculated by their activity concentra-
tions measured in the cover gas. The RBRs of
the iodines were calculated by the activity
concentrations measured in the sodium in case
of 1-131 , by the RBR of. Xe-135m in case of
1-135, and by the DN signal in case of 1-137.
The distribution of the RBRs of the iodines
under stable conditions points to a diffusion

controlled release mechanism of the iodine iso-
topes. The appropriate diffusion coefficient
was calculated to be 1.7 x 10 cm s .

DISCUSSION

The discussion of the results can be
divided in three parts:

Failure Detection
- Even very small failures of the cladding in

the fuel region generate DN signals.

- At the beginning of irradiation and in case
of great ratios of fuel inventory to failure
size high maximum values of the k factor were
measured. After stabilization the values of
the k factor are more dependent on the geo-
metrical failure size: high values for little
failure sizes, low values for great failure
size. These relations are important for the
evaluation of the DN signal and the characte-
rization of the failure.

- With cladding failures in the fission gas
plenum region, the subsequent ingress of so-
dium into the pin reduces the release rate of
short living fission products which inhibits
failure detection by precipitation.

- As the gamma spectrometer is a large compute-
rized electronic equipment a breakdown ia
sometimes inevitable. The KfK precipitator is
a reliable and inexpensive apparatus for mea-
surements during these breakdowns.

- Especially the results of tests No. 4 and 5
improved the possibility of failure classifi-
cation by means of fission product signal
correlation, Tab. IV.

Fuel Behavior
•• Even with fresh fuel and low (^-concentration
in the nodium some uranate had been formed;
but the amount would be too small to cause
any harm to neighboring pins.

- The release of the precursors of the DN emit-
ters was controlled by diffusion mechanisms.
This partly explains the wide range of k-
factors; the diffusion depends strongly on
the fuel structure and its changing, especi-
ally during the first days of irradiation.

- Although the pins were irradiated during se-
veral weeks, there was no prrisession of the
failures and no noticeable fuel loss oc-
curred.

Consequences For Reactor Operation
- If failures happen with fresh oxide fuel,
reactor operation can be continued for seve-
ral weeks without consequences on safety and
. /ailability.
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Fig. 1: DN signals and reactor power during test No. 1.
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Fig. 2: DN signals and reactor power during part of test No. 2.
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Fig. 3: DN signal and reactor power during test No. 3A.
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Fig. It: DN signals and reactor power during test No. 3B.
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Fig. 5: Ge-detector signal, precipicator signal and reactor povar during test No. 3A.
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Fig. 6: Ge-detector signal, precipitator signal and reactor power during part of test No. 4.

— G£-DETECTOR

V Cover Gas Circuit Closed and Disturbance of Power Supply
t Reactor Scram and Flushing of the Cover Gas Circuit

Fig. 7: Ge-detector signal and reactor power during part of test No. 5.
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ABSTRACT

All reactor fuels produce volatile fission
products as they produce energy. Even though
most of these fission gases are released to the
plenum, some are retained within the fuel in
the form of bubbles. In the steady-state irra-
diation, these bubbles achieve an equilibrium
condition with the fuel matrix. While the char-
acteristics of oxide and metal fuels are quite
different, both contain these fission-gas bub-
bles. When the equilibrium between gaseous prod-
ucts and the fuel matrix is upset by some type
of off-normal reactor behavior, the fission-gas
bubbles can expand or contract to achieve a new
state of equilibrium, and the rate at which they
can accommodate the new conditions is related to
the creep rate of the fuel matrix. Because of
the differences in properties and characteristics
between oxide and metal fuels, the metal fuel
exhibits a mi'ch higher potential for fission-gas
swelling to result in negative reactivity feed-
back to the reactor system, slowing the off-
normal event, providing an inherent safety
phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION

The current emphasis in LMFBR design is to
develop reactor systems that contain as many
features as possible to limit the severity of
hypothetical accidents and provide the maximum
time before corrective action is required while
maintaining low capital costs. In order to
achieve an inherent safety capability, it is
hoped that most o c the features will be self-
actuating and eliminate the need for mechanical/
electrical system responses which have finite
failure possibilities. Such a feature would have
to be the natural consequence of the conditions

set up in the reactor components and materials,
and would be related to the response of some
natural physical phenomenon.

One such phenomenon is the possibility of
fission—gas induced axial extrusion of the fuel
within the intact cladding. The potential exists
for this phenomenon to enable the reactor to
withstand most accidents of the TOP variety, or
at least provide an extended time for corrective
action to be taken. Under transient conditions
which produce a heating of the fuel above its
nominal operating temperature, thermal expansion
of the fuel axially produces a negative reactiv-
ity effect. This effect is presently considered
in most accident analysis codes. The phenomenon
of fission-gas induced axial extrusion is another
which has the potential for producing additional
axial movement of the fuel. This has received
interest because of the consideration to use
metal alloys of uranium and plutonium for the
driver fuel in some current reactor designs.
This phenomenon is not limited to the metal
fuels, for if it is based on a natural phenomenon
associated with fission-gas bubbles, its poten-
tial also exists in oxide fuels. However, the
differences in material properties between the
oxide and metal fuels would act to make its
effect more dominant in the metal fuel systems.

The use of oxide or metal fuel has a signif-
icant effect on the shape and magnitude of boti.
the radial and axial temperature distributions
within the fuel. There are two dominant factors
which produce this large difference, the thermal
conductivity of the fuel itself and the fuel-
cladding gap conductance.

In the oxide fuels, the thermal conductivi-
ties are very low, producing a large thermal
gradient to move the energy out of the fuel
pin. This low conductivity also acts to isolate
the fuel from the coolant channel and makes the

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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maximum fuel temperature shape follow that of the
axial flux profile. This produces maximum fuel
temperatures near the core centerllne. The fuel-
cladding temperature drop is also much larger for
the oxide pins because the gap conductance is
controlled by the gas in the interface. At low
burnups, there is a large gap, and at higher
burnup8, there is fission gas in the interface,
both of which produce a relatively low fuel-
cladding gap conductance, even if there is fuel-
cladding contact. Both features act to isolate
the fuel pin from the coolant channel conditions.

In metal fuel pins, the thermal conductivity
of the fuel is much higher than the oxide, which
lowers the radial temperature gradient by about
an order of magnitude. The fuel is also bonded
to the. cladding with sodium, so the thermal con-
nection is very good. Both effects produce a
temperature profile which is quite sensitive to
the coolant thermal profile. The axial flux
profile determines the radial temperature
gradient, but in metal fuels, this is of the
order of the coolant temperature rise, so the
establishment of a steady-state condition causes
a heating of the upper region of the metal fuel,
moving the maximum fuel temperature toward the
top of the element. Both of these differences
play a significant role in the considerations of
fission-gas induced axial swelling of the fuel.

Another feature in the metal fuel which
enhances the possibility of axial extrusion is a
phase change which occurs well below the molting
point. At low temperatures (< ~ 973 K ) , the ura-
nium exists in a face—centered cubic structure
which has a reasonable strength to it. However,
above this temperature, the material changes
phase to a body-centered cubic structure with
an associated large decrease in the material
strength. This leads to an enhanced creep rate.
The oxide fuels retain their strength close to
the point of melting. The metal phase change,
therefore, provides the possibility of an en-
hanced swelling rate well below melting.

The above considerations lead to the conclu-
sion that metal fuels present the possibility of
providing a strong negative reactivity feedback
effect through the phenomenon of fission-gas
induced axial extrusion. While this mechanism
should exist in oxide fuels, its effect would be
minimal due to the thermal profiles and strength
of the fuel, while the metal fuel's profiles and
strength provide for the possibility of an
inherent safety mechanism.

AXIAL EXTRUSION MODELING IN THE SAS4A CODE

In the SAS4A (_1) accident analysis code
system, the fuel pin is divided axially into a
number of segments, and radially into a number of
nodes. In order to assess the effects of axial
extrusion, a simple model has been developed and
included in the DEF.RM-4 module of SAS4A. Several
simplifying assumptions have been made in this
current model, but its use in a variety of tran-
sients will give a means of comparison of the
axial swelling effects and help to define the
important areas for future experiments.

When the fuel temperatures and stress are
such that the creep rate is high, and, if the
fission gas bubbles are pressurized because of

previous low creep rate conditions, then as the
bubbles expand toward their equilibrium states,
they will cause an increase in volume for a fuel
node. Part of this increase would take place
radially and part axially, assuming the pin is
unconstrained. Each fuel radial node in an axial
segment would actually attempt to achieve a dif-
ferent volume change because of the different
thermal/mechanical conditions. This axial mate-
rial movement causes a reactivity effect. In the
model described below, the amount of material mo-
tion for each radial node is determined and then
a radially averaged axial strain is determined
that would produce the same material motion but
maintain a generalized plsn° strain condition.

The volume change, Av .of the ith radial
fuel node that must be accounted for by axial
strain, is assumed to be a fraction, fa, of the
total volume change, AVT., of the node during the
time step.

A Vai " fa A VTi (1)

When the fuel is totally unconstrained, fa would
be a third. As the fuel becomes radially con-
strained, the factor would increase. In DEFORM-4,
the radial swelling, (1-f )Av., is accounted for
and radial node boundaries are evaluated before
computing the axial strain. The nodel boundary
radii, r^, do not change after this point in the
modeling, i.e., during the computation of the
axial strain. The axial swelling part of the
nodal volume change can be written in terms of
the change in axial segment length Ah^

A V ai Ahi (2)

where r^ is the inner radius of the ith radial
fuel node after first accommodating radial swel-
ling part of volume change. Combining Eqs. (1)
and (2), one obtains

Ah,
f AV,

Ti
(3)

Dividing Eq. (3) by the axial segment length h at
the beginning of the time step, one obtains the
axial swelling strain, Z s i, of the ith node

Ah,
Z
si

AV /VvTi'vi " (4)

where V^ is the node volume after accommo-
dating radial swelling. The fraction F± of
original fuel mass which coved from the control
volume defined by axial length h to that defined
by h + Ah. is given by

A hi
h + Ah± '

(5)

Using Eq. (4), Eq. (5) can be. written in terms of
the strain Zs^.

(6)
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The total mass movement over »11 the radial nodes

of the fuel segment can then oe determined.

NT

at 1-1

where

"at

NT

Fi Mi

Mass that moved axially across
original axial segment boundary

Total mass in the fuel node i

Number of radial nodes.

(7)

The averaged axial swelling strain, Z g a, is then

calculated to give the same mass movement, M a t

at 1 + Z (8)

where Hj. is the total fuel mass of the axial
segment. Solving Eq. (8) for the strain yields
Che desired results

Mat
(9)

at

This strain is then added to that calculated from
the thermal/mechanical considerations to give the
total axial strain.

FUEL SWELLING MODEL

FUEL

FISSION-GAS
BUBBLE

„ HYDROSTATIC
h ' PRESSURE

In the section above, the calculation of the
radially averaged axial strain of a fuel axial
segment from the total volume change AV T i of
each fuel radial node in the segment has been de-
scribed. This section describes the calculation
of the total volume change AVj^. In the DEFORM-4
pin beliavior model of the SAS4A code (_2), instead
of solving the coupled system of basic Prandtl-
Reuss equations (3_,JO the following simple equa-
tion is assumed to model the phenomena of fuel
swelling due to creep caused by an overpressur-
ized spherical fission gas bubble. This is Jone
in view of the need to keep the running time as
short as possible while adequately modeling the
phenomenon.

g

where

(ve-vg)Ac (10)

Fission—gas bubble volume,

Ve = Fission-gas bubble volume after
equilibration wi:h fuel hydro-
static pressure and surface tension,

T
c = A fuel creep time constant defined as

the reciprocal of the uniaxial fuel
secondary creep strain rate e (o,T)
evaluated at a suitably chosen stress a,

To provide a more accurate method of esti-
mating the fuel creep time constant T c used in
the DEFORM-4 model, an analytical solution of the
coupled system of basic equations noted above
is obtained here for large creep and thermal
strains.

Fig. 1. Spherical Unit Cell for Swelling of
Fission-Gas Bubbles

Basic Equations

The fuel inside the cladding with its over-
pressurized closed porosity distribution is
divided into spherical unit cells (see Fig. 1 ) ,
each consisting of a fission gas bubble of radius
rj (volume V g) with its proportion of the sur-
rounding fuel volume. The mechanical interaction
of the fuel surrounding the unit cell is given by
the actually existing hydrostatic pressure P2,
i.e., the negative of the mean stress. The
radius T2 is determined from the bubble density,
N bubbles per unit volume, such that the total
cell volume Vt equals fuel plus bubble volume per
bubble.

V
(11)

where P is the fractional porosity. The internal
pressure pj acting on the fuel is related to
fission gas pressure p in the bubble as follows:

2Y
(12)

where Y is fuel surface tension. The fuel tem-
perature T is assumed to be rising with time, but
uniform over the volume of the unit cell. Using
spherical coordinate system with the origin at
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the center of the spherical unit cell shown in
Fig. 2 and using spherical symmetry of the geom-
etry and the applied forces, the equilibrium
equation and the strain-displacement relation-
ships can he written as (5)

3a
r+ I (a - a ) = 0,

3r r r 8
(13)

(14)

Using the Prandtl-Reuss equations for obtaining
the creep strain rates in the radial and circum-
ferential directions from the equivalent creep
strain rate, the total (creep + thermal + elas-
tic) strain rates are given by

e a -W
> c e 6 6 3
e = — — (a -) + —
r o r 2 3t

(20)

0.5)
[«CT-Tr)I.

where c,e

a , cig = Radial and circumferential stresses
in the fuel surrounding the bubble at
any raidal position r,

e , e« = Radial and cirumferential total
strains in the fuel surrounding the
bubble at any radial position r,

u = Radial displacement of the fuel at
any radial position r

The experimental data for uniaxial secondary
creep strain rate £ (3,T) of solid materials is
commonly correlated by equations of the form
(3,4)

(21)

c

where

A o" exp(- ) (16)

A,n,Q = Experimentally determined creep proper-
ties (usually by uniaxial creep tests),

R = Universal gas constant

The present analysis is a problem of creep under
a multiaxial state of stress, and the uniaxial
fuel creep relation of Eq. (16) is generalized as
usual to obtain the following multiaxial relation

+ ^ [o(T-Tr)],

where

t =
E
u =
o(T) =

Transient time,
Modulus of elasticity of fuel,
Poisson's ratio of fuel,
Mean linear thermal expansion coefficient
of fuel rver the temperature range Tr to
T,
Reference temperature used in defining
the mean linear thermal expansion coef-
ficient.

The first, second and third terms on the right
hand side of Eqs. (20) and (21) are creep,
elastic and thermal contributions to the total
strain rate. Neglecting the elastic strains in
comparison to the large creep and thermal
strains, substituting a* equal to Og and putting
the value of equivalent creep strain rate e
from Eq. (17), Eqs. (20) and (21) simplifye*ls
follows:

e = B a""1 (o -a ) +L- [a(T-T )],
r e r 8 3t r

(22)

exp(- 5L) B a (17) e9 = B a""
1 «J6 - ar)/2 + ̂  [a(T-Tr)]. (23)

where

= Equivalent creep strain rate,

A exp (- )

The equivalent stress o^ is related to the three
principal stresses or> OQ and o^ (here r,9,$
denote the usual spherical coordinates).

<°e-y2

Due to the spherical symmetry of the present
problem o^ and OQ are equa: and Eq. (18)
simplifies to the following equation.

°e = CT9 " ar (19)

Equations (13), (14), (15), (19), (22) anrf (23)
constitute a coupled system of six equations in
the six unknowns a , Og, e , Eg, u and o . The
boundary conditions at the inner and outer radii
can be written as

or(r=r1) = - Pl,

ar(r=r2) = - p2,

Solution of Basic Equations

(24)

(25)

Eliminating u between Eqs. (14) and (15),
the following relation between the total strains
Ej. and eg is obtained.

3

¥7 r V = % (26)
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Multiplying Eq. (23) by 2 and adding the
resulting equation to Eq. (22), the following
relation between the total strain rates e
and £g is obtained.

3 r- [«(T-T )]
<*t r

(27)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (26) and sub-
stituting the value of e thus obtained into Eq.
(27), the folloiwng equation for e. is obtained.

3ee (28)

Equation (28) can be simplified by realizing that
the second term on the right hand side is
independent of r and by making use of the
following substitution.

2n f
2 C l , l /n , -3/a

VF'T 1 (ri (35)

Making use of the boundary condition of Eq. (25),
the constant of integration Cj is evaluated and
the radial stress distribution « r is obtained-

C - -
1 2

2n( r-3/n

1 -
.3/n -,

- P2) .3/n

(36)

(37)

Substituting the value of ee from Eq. (15) into
Eq. (31), the following value for the radial
displacement rate is obtained.

Equation (28) thus simplifies to

3y

(29)

(30)

1 3
u(r) = — + r -j- [oCT-T )]

2 at r
r

(38)

The first and second terms on the right hand side
of Eq. (38) are the contributions of fuel creep
and thermal expansion to the radial displace-
ment. The volume of the bubble is given by

After integrating Eq. (30) with respect to r and
substituting the value of y from Eq. (29), the
following equation for the total circumferential
strain rate £„ is obtained:

(31)

where Cj is a constant of integration to be
determined from the boundary conditions, Eqs.
(24) and (25), on the radial stress ar.
Substituting the value of ag from Eq. (19) into
Eq. (23), one obtains

Subtracting Eq. (31) from Eq. (32), one obtains

2C

(°9-°r> = I—jJ (33)

Br

Substuting the value of (Og-o ) from Eq. (33)
into the equilibrium Eq. (13), the following
equation for the radial stress o r is obtained.

3Y r L 31
Br

(34)

Integrating Eq. (34) with respect to r and making
use of the boundary condition of Eq. (24), one
obtains

g
47T

(39)

Rates of change of the total fuel plus bubble
volume Vt and the bubble volume V_ are obtained
by taking the time derivative of TJqs. Jill) and
(39),#and substituting the values of u(r )
and # u ( r 2 ) , obtained from Eq. (28), for r,
and r2.

V = 4irC
g 1

3 3
4irr [a(T-T )

1 3t r

T3, |- [o(T-T )
z at r

(40)

(41)

The creep contribution to V equals that toV
because the volume of the fuel alone cannot
change during creep. After using the value of C-L
from Eq. (36) and the \ralue of pj from Eq. (12),
the creep contribution V to the rate of change
of bubble, i.e., the fuel swelling rate due to
creep is given by the following expression.

=3757 (42)

Making use of Eqs. (16) and (17), the quantity
B(pg-p2-2Y/r1)

n on the right hand side of Eq.
(42) can be replaced by the creep strain rate
for a set equal to the differential pressure
pg-p2-2Y/r1.
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V = 2n E (a = p - p -2Y/r )
g,c c g *2 1 -3/n -3/n

r \
(43)

Evaluation of Fuel Creep Time Constant Used in
DEFORM-4

In order to cast the above equation for fuel
swelling rate to the form ,-ssumed in the DEFORM-4
model, i.e., Eq. (10), use has to be made of the
following equation for the equilibrium closed gas
bubble volume (as if all the volume change took
place instantaneously).

(p + )V = p V ,
2 r l e e g g (44)

where r^e is the equilibrium bubble radius

corresponding to the volume Vg.

SECONDARY CREEP RATE OF URANIUM ALLOY METALLIC
FUEL

The creep rate of uranium alloy metallic
fuel is of key importance in estimating fuel
swelling and extrusion due to overpressurized
fission gas bubbles in fuel porosity. The
a"ailable creep data of a number of U-Pu-Zr
alloys, the proposed reactor fuel, have been
studied and correlated by the following equation.
(.6) Because of lack of sufficient creep gata,
this equation for the secondary creep rate e is
considered preliminary.

r5ooo(!«l)\«p(-«™>)

* 6.0 a4-5 exP(-l|200j, T < 9 7 3 R

(50)

_0.08a 3
e l : p(-i§00),

e " Lle'J (45)

Solving Eq. (44) for V g ) and using Eq. (39), one
obtains

4"r

V -V = - _ L [p /(p + — ) - l
e g 3 g 2 r J e

Dividing Eq. (43) by Eq. (46), ore obtains

(46)

/(V -V ) =
pg/cp2

p 2 ' 2 T / r i J r 3 1"

+ |*-)-l]L2n[l-(r /r )3 /n]J
Tle L l

(47)

Comparison of Eq. (47) with Eq. (10) shows that
the reciprocal of the right hand side of Eq. (47)
is the fuel creep time constant Tc. Also, the
rat io (r j / r2) can be put equal to the rat io
Vg/Vt, i . e . , the porosity P.

e (<j=p - p -ZY/r )
c g 2 1

(48)

The value of r l e required in Eq. (48) can be

round corresponding to a set of known values of

Pg, rj and P2 by solving the following cubic

equation obtained by putting Eqs. (39) and (45)
into Eq. (44).

(p
2

2T . 3
)r

l

= p r
(49)

<J = Equivalent stress, MPa

T = Absolute temperature, K

R = Universal gas constant = 1.986 cal/g-ruole-K

d = grain size, um

The first term in the low temperature part of
Eq. (50) represents diffusional creep (a small
contribution) and the set:ond term dislocation
creep. The temperature 973 K marks the transi-
tion for <* uranium matrix to Y phase solid
solution and a decrease in activiation energy
from 52000 to 28500 cal/g-mole-K.

OXIDE FUEL AXIAL EXTRUSION

Since the phenomenon of fission-gas bubble
swelling is present in any fuel that contains the
volatile fission products in bubbles within the
fuel matrix or on grain boundaries, it will be
present in the ceramic oxide fuels currently con-
sidered for the LMFBR. Besiles the consideration
given above, there are two other factors that
must be accounted for because of their impact on
the magnitude of the accommodation of the volume
increase and bubble swelling: (1) cracked state
of the fuel and (2) fuel-cladding interface con-
ditions.

In the cracked region of the fuel, the axial
strain associated with the thermal and force con-
ditions is no longer appropriate for a general-
ized plane strain solution. The solution for
axial strain in the cracked region is dependent
on the radius, such that transverse cracks will
open with the maximum crack width at the outer
fuel surface. This provides volume to accommo-
date the extruded fuel, thereby significantly
reducing the potential for negative reactivity
feedback to the system. Within DEFORM-4, this
conditions is accounted for by stopping the
axial movement of any axial segment where there
no longer exists a solid, continuous annular ring
of fuel.
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Fig. 2. Effects of Axial Swelling and Fuel
Cracking on Reactivity Feedback from
18 Subassemblies of 271 Pins in Response
to a lOf/s Overpower Transient

The effects oi fuel cracking can be seen in
Fig. 2. As the slow TOP transient progresses,
the melt front eventually reaches the cracked
fuel region and the reactivity contributions
level off to a limiting value. If the fuel were
to remain uncracked, the reactivity effect of
axial fuel movement continues. The difference
between these curves indicates the magnitude of
the crack influence and demonstrates why it is a
necessary phenomenon to include in accident
analyses.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the effect of in-
cluding the axial extrusion caused by fission gas
swelling in the reactivity considerations, both
for typically cracked and uncracked fuel. It can
be seen that this effect is small comp?red to the
thermal expansion results. This is due to the
strength of the ceramic fuel producing a high
hydrostatic pressure in the colder regions of the
fuel. Large bubble pressure must build up before
swelling of the bubbles begins to take place.
The effect is present but its magnitude is small.

The state of the fuel-cladding interface can
also play a role in determining the magnitude of
the axial fuel movement. If the fuel is not me-
chanically bonded to the cladding by interface
pressure or chemical interaction, the fuel is
free to expand independent of the cladding behav-
ior. However, if there is a mechanical connec-
tion between fuel and cladding, a force balance
must exist between them. In the TOP case given
in Fig. 2, assuming intimate fuel-cladding
contact would reduce the reactivity feedback to
about half the value. This effect is primarily
important in TOP scenarios where mechanical
interaction is expected to occur. In the case of
LOF transients, the cladding would expand away
from the fuel, allowing it to expand freely.
Within DEFORM-4, both conditions can be
accommodated.

METAL FUEL AXIAL EXTRUSION

The fission-gas induced axial extrusion in
metal fuels is expected to play a dominant role
in providing reactivity feedback prior to pin

failure. These fuel types do not crack, but
remain continuous so that the limiting of the
axial swelling would not occur, as in the oxide
fuels. However, there are two phenomena which
could delay or reduce the axial extrusion:
(1) fuel—cladding mechanical interaction, and
(2) open porosity existing within the fuel ma-
trix. Both effects are related to the swelling
behavior of metal fuels.

As the metal fuels are irradiated, they un-
dergo extensive swelling and produce both closed
and open porosity (7)• At burnups greater than 2
atom percent, the fuel has expanded to the clad-
ding and a system of closed porosity, containing
retained fission gas, and open porosity, in equi-
librium with the plenum, has developed. With
fuel-cladding contact, the condition of con-
strained axial expansion exists in an analogous
manner with the oxide fuels. However, two other
factors make this constraint less binding than
with the oxides. First, the lower strength of
the metal fuel, particularly after the change
into the Y phase, will allow motion in the
central regions of the pin, even if the outer
regions are constrained by the cladding. Sec-
ondly, the fact that the peak fuel temperatures
occur toward the top of the pin means there will
be less resistance to upward fuel motion.

The metal fuel also provides an additional
means of unlocking the fuel from the cladding.
Metallic uranium forms a eutectic with iron and
nickel which has a melting point significantly
below the melting points of the pure components.
As the cladding temperatures rise above normal
operating temperatures, this eutectic interface
will become molten, thereby freeing the fuel from
any cladding constraint. This will occur at the
locations of maximum cladding temperature, which
are at the top of the fuel pin. This, coupled
with the fuel plasticity and upper location of
maximum fuel temperature, act to reduce the
effects of cladding constraint to axial movement.

The consideration of the open porosity will
also play an important part in the timing and
magnitude of axial motion. If this porosity is
truly open to the plenum, then as the closed
bubbles expand, they could move into the open
porosity volume rather than causing axial move-
ment. If, however, the flow between the open
porosity and the plenum is a restricted flow
requiring long times, then the open porosity
could also act to increase the axial movement of
the fuel. Because of the current lack of experi-
mental data concerning closed and open porosity
and the permeability of the fuel, both extremes
will have to be considered.

Even with the uncertainty about the open
porosity effect, the magnitude of axial expan-
sion with the metal fuels will be significantly
greater than that of the oxide fuels. The uncer-
tainty in the open porosity behavior primarily
affects the timing of the feedback initiation.

CONCLUSIONS

Both oxide and metal fuel pins contain fis-
sion gases trapped in bubbles within the fuel.
Upon initiation of off-normal power transients,
these bubbles will expand due to the overpres—
surization of the retained gas compared to the
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hydrostatic stress in the fuel and the bubble
surface tension. This pressurization causes the
bubbles to expand at a rate corresponding to the
creep rate of the fuel in response to the pres-
sure differential. If the fuel is radially con-
strained, this volume increase will occur axially
If the fuel is plastically able to accommodate
it. The axial extrusion of the fuel then leads
to Increased negative reactivity feedback which
will slow the system transient.

While both oxide and metal fuel types ex-
hibit this phenomenon, the characteristics of the
metal fuels make this effect a dominant one,
providing a mechanism of negative reactivity
feedback not dependent on the mechanical or
electrical response of system components. The
phenomenon of fission-gas induced axial extru-
sion, therefore, Is one that can be characterized
as an inherent safety feature.

Through the considerations given above and
the modeling incorporated into the DSFORM-4
module of the SAS4A accident analysis code
system, several important areas of need for ex-
perimental analysis have been determined. Better
information on the creep rate of the metal fuels
is needed because this is one of the controlling
features in the response time for bubble expan—
Fion. The area of greatest uncertainty is the
characterization and behavior of the open
porosity associated with the metal fuels. The
open porosity permeability is one of the major
pieces of information that is neeiic-" ' o correctly
model open porosity behavior in response to the
closed porosity volume expansion. However, even
with these uncertainties, the metal fuel contains
a mechanism for providing significant negative
reactivity feedback prior to pin failure.
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ABSTRACT

Subassembly (SA) accidents are divided
into two categories : Design Basis (DB) and
Beyond Design Basis (BDBj accidents.

The general objective of the corres-
ponding studies is to demonstrate that the
reactor design, taking into account the
detection system performances, is such as to
preclude SA melting in the DB category, and
to preclude, in the BDB area, for a given SA
melting, the propagation beyond the six
neighbouring SAs.

This paper presents the details of these
studies. The corresponding objectives are
defined and the associated programmes of R
and D are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Subassembly (S-A) accidents are divided
into two categories Design Basis (DB) and
Beyond Design Basis (BDB) accidents.

In the DB area, S-A accidents are taken
into account in the 4th category (faulted
situation). The corresponding requirement is
no subassembly melting. In a first step, as a
project design rule, a more stringent limit
has been adopted : no sodium boiling.

In the BDB area, Safety Authorities have
requested demonstration that a potential
subassembly melting does not propagate beyond
the six neighbouring subassemblies.This
demonstration must be carried out taking
into account the detection systems which are
considered operationnal with their nominal
characteristics. In order to perform this
demonsi ration it has been decided to study
the case of the Total Instantaneous Blockage
..TIB) as the initiator of the S-A melting
accident. This accident is considered as the
envelope of all BDB accidents.

The objectives of analysis are defined
and the associated programmes of R and D are
presented.

2. DESIGN BASIS SUBASSEMBLY ACCIDENT
(4th category)

Two studies are being concurren-

tly :

Determination of Credible Defects (CD)
connected with their probability of occu-
rence. Therefore definition of a few
Maximum Credible Defects (MCD) as boundary
limits of all CD. Defects of low probability
will be eliminated, as far as possible,
through an analysis of the sum of probabi-
lities of all eliminated defects or by the
Line of Defense Method (LOD).

Determination of Allowable Defects (AD)
taking into account protection systems. The
consequences of the AD should not gobe\ond
the limit criterion of the 4th category. When
AD consequences reach the limit criterion the
defects are qualified as Maximum Allowable
Defects (MAD).

The 4th category requirement is no
melting of the subassembly. In a first step,
no sodium boiling is taker, tentatively as a
limit criterion (as a project design rule).

The goal of
demonstrate that :

these studies is

MCD S MAD

If this goal is not reached, design
improvements or new procedures will have to
be established.

Connections between studies are
shown on the diagram of Fig. 1.

Ill
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COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF I
POSSIBLE DEFECTS CAUSES I

PROBABILISTIC STUDIES
OR

LINE OF DEFENSE METHOD

Fig. 1 - Diagram of Design Basis studies

The R and D work performed in order to
carry out this demonstration has been divided
in five subjects and associated studies.

1. Defect causes inventory.

2. Probabilistic studies of inventoried
defect causes or application of the Line
of Defense Method (LOD).

3. Studies of particles and objects trans-
port through the primary circuit up to
the core and studies of the hydraulic
consequences within the SA.

4. Thermohydraulic consequences.

5. Updating of detection systems.

2.1 Defect causes inventory

This work has been made for CREYS-
MALVILLE (SPX1). It has been updated for the
RNR-1500 (SPX2). The inventory divides the
defect causes into four classes :

a - Defects present at the beginning of
life of the S-A.

b - Defects occurring during irradia-
tion.

c - Particles or objects within the
primary circuit.

d - Defects as consequences of combi-
nation of the above defects.

a - Defects present at the beginning of life
of the SA

Three categories have been considered :

Manufacturing defects. Ex. unwelded
or broken wire wrap, unwelded pin
end cap...

Foreign objects inside the SA. Ex.
screw, metallic turnings... Inde-
pendently of any probabilistic
considerations, due to the geometry
and to manufacturing and control
procedures, it seems quite unlikely
that foreign objects, with sizes
larger than 10 to 15 mm may be
found inside the bundle.

Defects caused by improper hand-
ling. Ex. failure or deformations
during SA loading. Reactivity
effects and associated consequences
resulting from handling errors, are
studied elsewhere.

b - Defects occurring during irradiation.

Erratic clad rupture can be considered
as a defect caused by irradiation. This event
is not necessarily associated to the 4th
category but within the framework of S-A
studies it is necessary to analyse its poten-
tial consequences. Two kinds of S-A are
considered :

Fissile S-A located in the core.
For these S-A, active fuel blockage
formation should not be considered
in the 4th category due to the very
high DND detection system sensiti-
vity.

For other locations (breeder,
internal storage, special fuel
failed storage) operating fuel
limits are such as to ensure a good
behaviour of the subassemblies ;
sodium boiling is precluded in any
case.

NB : In order to improve the bundle
performances, the general knowledge
of their behaviour is covered by
extensive research programmes in
the CEA

c - Particles or objects within the primary
circuit.

Sodium flow can carry particles
or objects through the primary circuit up to
SA bundles. Then defects as clogging of flow
orifices and or blockages at the level of the
bundles may occur. Transport and consequen-
ces will be examined in § 2.3.
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In order to characterize potential
sources of the objects and particles, a
systematic analysis has been made ; only the
objects and the particles that can be carried
are retained.

red
Therefore four categories are conside-

Objects and particles normally located
inside the reactor and that could be
accidentally released. The RNR 1500
design has not been definitively esta-
blished. Therefore it is not possible to
draw up an exhaustive inventory of
objects and particles that can be acci-
dentally released. Nevertheless, on the
basis of a similar work made for SPX1,
and in order to establish the input data
for transport analysis (§ 2.3), the
ranges of expected characteristics are :

Sizes - below few cm

Density - 900 Kg/m3 (residues
of interaction bet-
ween sodium and oil
or o-rings, see
below)

to 7000 Kg/m3 (bolts,
coatings etc.).

Debris left within the reactor before
sodium fill up or introduced during
components handling. Particle sizes
distribution, after interaction with
sodium, of debris collected during last
cleanings of SPX1, is shown in Fig. 2.

Corrosion particles. All the available
results show that the corrosion particle
size is very small (S few tens |im) and
with a very low concentration (S few
tens H8/Kg Na).

Products of interaction between sodium
and foreign components. Some interaction
experiments between sodium and oil or
elastomeric o-ring have been taade. The
reaction occurs within a few seconds
with important gas release (60 cm 3/g).
The residues are on a coke form, brittle
and crumbly, with particle sizes smaller
than 2 mm.

d - Defects as consequences of a combination
of defects a, b and c.

The combination between particles (c)
and initiatory defects (a and b) is analysed.
Moreover the overall deformation of the SA
bundle during irradiation has to be taken
into account. The order of magnitude of this
deformation does not exceed few %. No speci-
fic defect appears as a result of
these combinations.

2.2 Probabilistic studies of invento-
ried defect causes or application
of Line of Defense Method (LOP)

The goal of these studies is to estimate
the probability of occurence of the events
considered as potential sources of defects
(ex. particles release in specific location).

Two approaches are followed.

The first one is the application of
classical reliability method on some compo-
nents.

, % total weight
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_2 - Size distribution of particles col-
lected during last SPX1 cleanings
and after sodium interaction.

The second approach is based on the
systematic analysis of the French Abnormal
Occurrencies File. This file records all the
abnormal events that have occurred in the
French nuclear plants. Events involving
foreign objects are classified, examined for
transposition to the RNR 1500 taking into
account design procedure, and analysed with
probalistic rules to deduce the frequency.

If necessary or possible, the concept of
"Line of Defense" LOD is used (1). LOD is a
device, component, system, provision, proce-
dure, inherent characteristic, etc. such that
the probability of a given event happening
ahead is unlikely to produce severe conse-
quences .

Two types of LOD are considered :

Type A - LOD : strong line such as a
barrier or safety grade system, active
components (safety grade) complying with
Single Failure Criteria (SFC).
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Fig. 3 - ABACUS mock-ups

Type B - LOD : average line such as non
completely safety grade system or compo-
nent designed without conservative
maigin.

An event protected by only one type A
LOD is considered in the Design Basis (4th
category).

An event protected by two type A-LOD is
considered as Beyond Design Basis accident.

An event protected by two A LOD plus one
B LOD is considered in the residual risk.

2.3 Studies on particle and object
transport through the primary cir-
cuit

The objectives are :

Transport studies in the primary
circuit in order to estimate the
probability for particles and for
objects to be carried through
primary components from their

source to the SA inlet. This pro-
bality must be combined to the
source probability (§ 2.2) to
estimate SA defect frequencies.

Defect configurations and hydraulic
consequences.

Corresponding studies are based on the
ABACUS out-of-pile experimental programme and
associated computer codes.

The different experiments of the ABACUS
programme (2) are (see Fig. 3) :

Location of particles within the fissile
SA bundle (determination of realistic
defects configurations) :

ABACUS 1 in air, ABACUS 2 and 3 in
water, ABACUS 3 long term (circulation
of particles in a water loop). The
induced defects (particles accumulation
or blockages) are essentially located in
the bottom of the bundle that acts as a
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filter. Inside the bundle, from macroscopic
point of view it appears that the defects
have a dispersed feature snd concern the
whole cross section. Contigurations as plane
blockage and/or internal compact blockage
that cover iiore than one or two adjacent
subchannels can be excluded as irrealistic.
An exemple of internal blockages realized
with small particles (<J) < 1 mm) is presented
in Fig. 4.

_4 - Fissile bundle. Internal blockages
realized with small particles
(size < 1 mm)

Some experiments are made with a breeder
SA bundle (ABACUS 7).

Blockages at the level of the gag sys-
tems for special locations : ABACUS 8
related to internal storage (RNR 1500),
ABACUS 9 and 11 related to SPX1 geometry
for failed fuel special locations and
breeder locations respectively.

Transport of foreign particles or ob-
jects in the primary plenum : Diagrid -
ABACUS 4, Hot plenum - ABACUS 5, Cold
plenum - ABACUS 6.

Special tests ABACUS 10 tests simulate
the behaviour of an object (ex. plate)
that crosses through the SA spike inlet.

The quantitative results of all these
experiments are used to validate the asso
ciated computer codes that carry out the
transposition to the reactor : EPCOL for
transport through the hot plenum, the cold
plenum and the diagrid ; FORBELA for the
blockages at gag systera level and FORBIN for
the blockages at the anchoring grid level and
inside the bundle. EPCOL validation is going
on, FORBELA and FORBIN are considered as
validated.

Fig. 5 shows particles trajectory in the
diagrid calculated by EPCOL, Fig. 6 presents
axial blockages distribution calculated by
FORBIN.

Fig. 5 - EPCOL-particle transport in the dia-
grid (density 3000 kg/m3, size 1 mm)
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_6 - FORBIN-axial blockages distribution.
Particle concentration versus axial
location in the fi^st 400 mm of S.A
(bottom level).

2.4 Thermohydraulic consequfncej of
blockages

The purpose of these studies is the
determination of Maximum Allowable Defects
(MAD).

The ABACUS programme gives realistic
blockages configurations. Blockage characte-
ristics (size, porosity, heat conductivity,
speed of formation,...) are adjusted in such
a way that the calculated thermohydraulic
consequences reach the limit criterion. The
defect is then qualified as a Maximum Allo-
wable Defect. Detection systems may detect
the defect before reaching MAD configurations
and then protect against defects whose con-
sequences could go beyond the limit crite-
rion. Large transient external blockages can
be detected by the surveillance of the core
temperatures.
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As said in § 2.1, after clad rupture,
the DND system protects against any fuel
release and possible consequent active blo-
ckage formation.

Two computer codes are available to
calculate thermohydraulic consequences.

For external blockages the computer code
BACCHUS is used (3).

For internal blockages the computer code
ANDIN is used. This code calculates the
temperature within the blockage, within the
clad and within the fuel taking into account
blockage geometry, hydraulic characteristics
etc. This code, based on analytical methods,
has been validated on SCARLET II sodium out
of pile experiment ( 4). Several internal
blockages configurations have been studied
with ANDIN : one internal subchannel (SC),
one internal SC out of two on the whole
bundle cross section, and large blockage
between the first pin row and the wrapper.
For the second configuration, the maximum
clad temperature as a function of blockage
height and according linear power in the fuel
is presented in Fig 7.

Maximum clad
temperature CO

1000

900

800

700

•/•/ P:480W/cm
' / D .

1 2 3
Blockages height (cm)

_7 - Blockage of one S.C out of two,Maxi-
mum clad temperature versus blocka-
ges height as function of fuel li-
near power

2.5 Updating of detection performances
and global thermohydraulic conse-
quences following flow reduction

The surveillance and protection system
of SPX1 has already been described (5).
The objectives of present R and D works are
to obtain more reliable and less expensive
system. For exemple high temperature fission
chambers are under development. The details
of these works are presented in (6).

3. BEYOND DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT (BDB)

This category of accident is never-
theless in the procedure design but it is
allowed to use realistic hypothesis and best
estimate methods for its analysis (mean
values for uncertain parameters, non comple-
mentary failure,...).

For BDB S-A accidents, Safety Authori-
ties have requested demonstration that an
eventual subassembly melting would not propa-
gate beyond the six neighbouring subassem-
blies.

In order to fullfill the different
requirements : S-A melting and consequences,
it has been decided to study the Total Ins-
tantaneous Blockage (TIB) of a fissile subas-
sembly at nominal power as the initiating S-A
melting accident. This accident was not
chosen on probabilistic considerations, but
because its consequences are considered as
the envelope of all BDB S-A accidents. The
objective is to demonstrate that TIB does not
propagate beyond the six neighbouring subas-
semblies, taking into account detection
systems which are considered operational with
their nominal characteristics (according to
BDB rules of analysis - no complementary
failures).

A good knowledge of the performance of
detection systems is needed :

Sodium temperature at the outlet of
the six neighbouring subassemblies
Delayed neutron
Reactivity

In order to study this accident the
computer code SURFASS is being developed. Its
characteristics are the following : 2D,
Eulerian grid, multifields (3), multicompo-
nents (14), various geometries (hexagonal,
plane). This code will be developed in two
steps :

Version 1 (operational)

Thermal exchanges and phase changes are
calculated with explicit methods. Simple
models are used for material movements.
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Version 2 (starting 1985)

Explicit thermic, general hydrodynamics
(semi-implicit method) but the degree of
complexity will be adjusted to the needs of
the demonstration.

The code will be validated on :

Out-of-pile procrammes
In pile programme (SCAEABEE)

The presentation of these experi-
mental programmes is not within the scope of
this conference.

S - C. BERLIN et al.
High temperature fission chambers : R
and D programmes for fast neutron reac-
tors . Proceedings of the Third Interna-
tional Conference on Liquid Metal Engi-
neering and Technology in Energy Produc-
tion.
9-13 Avril 1984, OXFORD, ENGLAND

4. CONCLUSION

The subassembly accident in the "Rapide
1500" reactor have been presented and the
associated programmes of R and D described.

These programmes should allow to demons-
trate that the design of the reactor and
detection system performances are such as to
preclude S-A melting in Design Basis, and to
preclude, for a given S-A melting, the propa-
gation beyond the neighbouring six S-As in
the Beyond Design Basis.
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ABSTRACT

Radiation damage processes alter the
mechanical properties of the cladding, fuel
ducts and other steel components of a Fast
Reactor. Both the fuel and structural materials
suffer dimensional changes, producing distortion
and interaction loads. These effects must be
taken into account when designing the fuel
assembly and its operational constraints, but
the behaviour is no less significant when safety
considerations are the main concern. Among the
topics discussed are the effect of swelling and
the annealing of swelling in structural
materials, helium effects on embrittlement, the
possibility of clad ballooning, radiation
embrittlement and the constraints imposed by
fission products.

INTRODUCTION

Fission and the associated neutron
environment produce a wide range of effects on
the fuel, its cladding and adjacent structural
materials of Fast Reactors. Transmutations
occur within the fuel producing a large number
of chemical species, including volatile fission
products and the rare gases, krypton and xenon,
in copious amounts. In the steel cladding and
structural materials, helium is produced by
(n,f ) reactions. As well as these chemical
transmutations occurring in the fuel and steel,
physical changes also occur as a result of
radiation damage processes. These processes
alter the mechanical properties of the cladding,
the fuel ducts and other steel components, and
both the fuel and structural materials suffer
dimensional changes that produce distortions and
interaction loads. All these effects must be
taken Into account when designing the reactor
core and deciding on its operational
constraints. Moreover, the impact of

irradiation on the properties of the core
components must be included in considerations of
reactor safety.

In this paper we discuss the implications
of radiation effects for Fast Reactor Safety.
The first part of the paper covers safety
aspects relating to radiation damage in the
steel cladding and structural materials. T'.ie
rest of the paper discusses the effect of
fission products on the fuel and cladding and
the role of fission gases in determining the
response of the fuel to accident conditions.

FAST NEUTRON DAMAGE IN STEELS

Radiation Damage Processes
Radiation Interacts with matter in a

variety of ways depending on the particular
nature of the radiation and the material being
irradiated. In Fast Reactors we are concerned
with two situations: (i) the bombardment of
metallic components with fast neutrons, and
(ii) the passage of fission fragments through
oxide nuclear fuel. The major differences in
material behaviour found in these two situations
stem chiefly from the much larger mass (~100
times) and energy (=10 to 1000 times) of the
fission fragments compared to the fast neutrons,
and from the very much higher gas generation
rate during fission (Xe and Kr) than by (n,a )
transmutation in metals.

When metals are bombarded with fast
neutrons, atoms are displaced from their
equilibrium lattice sites; these displaced atoms
are known as "Interstltials" and the
corresponding holes are termed "vacancies". A
fast neutron flux of 2 x 10~19n m"2 s"1,
typical of Fast Reactors, produces about 10~6

displaced atoms per lattice atom per second
(dpa s~l), which means that during the lifetime
of a structural component in a Fast Reactor each
atom is displaced from Its lattice site up to

119
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100 times. The interstitials are created in
damage cascades, which to some extent separate
the defects into a vacancy rich region surrounded
by the interstitials. Some recombination of the
defects occurs and some of the vacancies condense
into planar aggregates, known as "vacancy loops",
around Inm diameter.

Neutron irradiation can also produce He and
H 2 gases in metals through (n,a) and (n,p)
transmutation reactions. Traces of boron in
steels are important in both Thermal and Fast
Reactors because of the relatively high cross-
section for the (n,a) reaction in ^B. There
are also (n,a) reactions occurring with many
nuclei, which have threshold energies in the
range 1 to 20 MeV (1). These threshold reactions
are of particular importance to fast reactors.
Typical gas production rates in a Fast Reactor
are lO"1^ atoms per lattice atom per second.

The interstitials, vacancies and gas atoms
produced by the radiation damage process can
diffuse through the metal lattice at typical
reactor operating temperatures. A variety of
interactions occur which can affect the
macroscopic behaviour of the material. The
interstitials can re-combine with vacancies or
they can be absorbed at a variety of "sinks"
within the lattice. Interstitials can
agglomerate to form planar "interstitial loops"
whereas vacancies can aggregate to nucleate
three-dimensional cavities termed "voids", it is
widely accepted that gas, present either as an
impurity or formed by transmutation, is required
for the successful nucleation of voids.
Dislocations, arising irom cold-working or from
the interlinkage of loops, also f<vm sinks for
point defects. The most important phenomenon
with respect to Fast Reactor structural materials
is that dislocations have a slight preference for
the absorption of interstitials over vacancies.
Tliis arises because of the stress field
associated with the dislocations interacting more
strongly with the interstitial mismatch strain.
This effect leads to a small supersaturation of
vacancies which permit voids to grow. The
dislocations, having a net flux of interstitials
over vacancies, climb leading to dislocation
multiplication or, in highly cold-worked
structures, recovery.

Another important consequence of the fast
neutron bombardment of metals is a destruction of
the precipitate structure formed during
fabrication. Diffusion of different component
atoms can produce a new microchemistry that is
not in thermodynamic equilibrium. New phases
often appear in materials during irradiation.

The evolution of the microstructure in
steels during irradiation gives rise to the
technologically important phenomena of void
swelling, where the material increases in volume
without a shape change, and irradiation creep,
where the material changes shape without any
change in volume (2). The microstructural
components produce a radiation hardening of the
material, and helium bubbles at the grain
boundaries give rise to irradiation
embrittlement. Clearly, the microchemistry
changes also contribute to these macroscopic
phenomena.

Typical Behaviour of Structural Alloys
Three classes of alloys are presently being

evaluated for Fast Reactor core components:
austenitic stainless steels; precipitate
strengthened nickel based alloys; and ferritic
steels. Most work has so far concentrated on
the austenitic stainless steels but their
relatively high void swelling rates and their
poor creep resistance after recrystallisation
has led to the interest in the other alloys.
Another disadvantage of the austenitic steels is
their extreme sensitivity to composition and
metallurgical state. Fig.l compares the
swelling of three typical alloys at a dose of
80 dpa. The 316 group of steels have a

500 600
Temperature I°C)

Fig.l Comparison of swelling in three alloys at
80 dpa after fast neutron irradiation

composition of approximately 17% Cr, 13X Ni,
2.5% Mo, 2% Mn, 0.5% Si, other minor elements
and the balance Fe. This steel is normally used
in its cold-worked state, but as we discuss
later, after a fast neutron dose of 20 dpa much
of the effect of cold-working is lost. There is
an incubation dose of a few tens of dpa, which
decreases with increasing temperature, followed
by a short period of increasing swelling rate
which then stabilises to a linear dependence on
dose (3). The amount of cold-working, heat
treatments and concentrations of minor
constituents in the steel, alter the incubation
dose, the final swelling rate and the position
of the swelling peaks with temperature.
Formation of large precipitates can result in a
swelling peak at 650°C, with a low concentration
of large voids associated with the precipitates
(4). Other casts of 316 stainless steel do not
show the high temperature peak, but have a
maximum at 550°C. In all cases the void
concentration decreases with increasing
temperature and the void diameter increases.
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The swelling rates observed for 316 type steels
at the peak temperature, vary from 0.2 to 1.0%
per dpa. Additions of Nb or Ti to the steels, to
stabilise the formation of carbide precipitates,
eliminates the high temperature swelling peak and
increases the incubation dose, but the final
swelling rates after incubation are not reduced.

The nickel based alloy chosen for evaluation
in the UK is PE16. This has 43£ Ni, 16% Cr and
around 1% of Ti and Al forming yi needles of
composition N13 (Ti.Al) which are very
effective in strengthening the matrix. The
resulting alloy has a good creep rupture strength
and has been found in the DFR to have a low
swelling rate, <0.02% per dpa (3). Unfortunately
these low swelling rates have not been matched in
the PFR, where swelling rates of around 0.1X per
dpa were observed (5). The alloy has also
exhibited a disappointingly low fracture tough-
ness after irradiation and testing in the lower
temperature rate encountered in operation (6).

A number of ferritic/martensitic and
strengthened ferritic steels are presently being
considered for use as wrapper (duct) materials.
If this class of alloys were to be used for fuel
pin cladding the core outlet temperature would
have to be reduced significantly from present
designs. These alloys have all shown low or
negligible swelling in fast reactor conditions,
but operational experience has yet to be
gathered. The main drawbacks are poor high
temperature creep resistance, brittle behaviour
below around 200°C which can affect fuel
handling, and difficulties with fabrication.

Good progress has been made in the
understanding of radiation processes in metals
and how the macroscopic effects are produced.
The most useful technique for the modelling of
the overall behaviour in the fast neutron
environment has been the application of the
chemical rare theory. It is not yet possible to
predict the swelling characteristics of an alloy
from its specification but the theory permits the
main features of the swelling behaviour to be
explained and the effect of compositional
differences between alloys are understood (7).
In particular the reasons for the low swelling
behaviour of ferritic steels have been
identified (8).

IMPACT OF SWELLING ON CORE BEHAVIOUR IN
ACCIDENTS

Core Interactions
The swelling of the sub-assembly wrappers

leads to the distortion of the reactor core. If
unrestrained, tbe radial neutron flux gradient
would cause an outward bowing of the sub-
assemblies and a net reduction in reactivity.
The main design concern about this distortion is
with fuel handling operations. Several solutions
have been considered, the adoption of low
swelling alloys for the wrappers being the most
obvious. Rotation of the sub-assemblies after
each reactor cycle could ameliorate the effect
but would introduce other complications. Most
reactor designs now include some form of core
restraint; usually a passive restraint in the
form of a fixed restraint barrel just above the

core top. The various interactions are
complicated by refuelling patterns and the
increase in the diameter of the wrappers both by
swelling and by the outward creep of the wrapper
driven by the coolant pressure. When adjacent
sub-assemblies interact and when restraint is
applied the swelling induced loads are relaxed
by irradiation creep. The various interactions
over the core are complicated and depend
specifically on the operating history. In the
UK these interactions are modelled by the CRAMP
code, which has proved very useful in assisting
operating decisions for PFR and In design
studies for future reactors (9). Core
distortion can also affect absorber rods and
their guide tube and care has to be taken in
their design to prevent jamming (9).

Arnealing of Swelling
During a power-to-flow mismatch accident

the core overheating may result in the annealing
of the void swelling. This could give rise to a
positive contribution to reactivity. The
consequences of such annealing would obviously
be dependent upon the choice of materials, the
type of core restraint and the details of core
layout.

The physical origins of this annealing are
the same as those responsible for the cut-off in
swelling at high temperatures. At elevated
temperatures the rate of emission of vacancies
from the various sinks of the microstructure
increases and, at temperatures greater than
around 700°C for steel, dominates over the
irradiation produced interstitials and
vacancies. The race of vacancy emission from
voids is greater than that from the interstitial
loops and network dislocation structure because
of the surf ice tension driving force to shrink
voids; this is especially important fcr small
voids with little or no gas content. The net
result of this process is a transfer of
vacancies from voids to other components of the
microstructure at high temperatures, resulting
in annealing of the swelling. This simple view
is complicated by the presence of vacancy loops
and when the material is under a significant
tensile stress, as is discussed below. There is
also a tendency for vacancies emitted from
voids to increase the recovery rate of the
dislocation structure, which in turn reduces the
density of the dislocation sinks and slows down
the annealing rate. Material irradiated at
higher temperatures, with a low dislocation
density, can exhibit the growth of larger voids
at the expense of smaller voids with a delay In
the annealing process. In general material
irradiated at low temperatures, with a high
concentration of small voids and a high
dislocation density anneals more rapidly when
heated above 700°C (see Fig.2), than material
irradiated at 600°C or above. Simple
calculations indicate that at sodium boiling
temperatures the annealing of swelling in
stainless steels could occur on a tiraesca1^ of
seconds. There is, however, experimental
evidence that the annealing may not be complete
because of the growth of large voids during the
annealing process, which will slow down the
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annealing process considerably (11).

20 30 40

Void diameter Inm I
50

Fig.2 Changes in void concentration and size in
cold-worked M316L after isochronal
annealing (10)

Design Considerations
The subject of core interactions and the

consequences of void annealing are too complex to
be dealt with in this paper. We may, however,
make the following comments. Restrained core
designs have smaller reactivity effects tlian
unrestrained designs. The level of the
reactivity changes are determined by the
clearances between the sub-assemblies, the
restraint limits and whether the core is actively
or passively restrained. Reductions in the
clearances and the use nf low swelling alloys are
beneficial.

SWELLING EFFECTS OF FUEL CLADDING

Effect of Swelling on Failure Rate
There are three major effec s of cladding

swelling on the fuel failure rate: (i) inter-
action between the spelling pins, the sub-
assembly wrapper and the spacing wire or grids;
(ii) the generation of internal stresses within
the cladding wall thickness; and (iii) the relief
of fuel-cladding mechanical interaction.

Mismatches in swelling rates and other
structural components can give rise to
distortions of the fuel bundle and individual
pins. The use of helical wrapping wires to space
pins can lead to twisting of the pin bundle (12).
It is never possible to produce exactly the same
metallurgical state in components as different as
wrapping wire and cladding tubes, so some mismatch
in swelling must be anticipated. This effect and
the mismatch between the swelling pins and the
wrapper can give rise to pin ovalisation and
temperature increases (13 and 14). In some cases
the ovalisation can be severe (15). Local
temperature increases are limited to about 100°C,
but that is sufficient to have a marked effect on
the potential for failure. Fuel designs with

gridded pin spacing are not immune to these
effects. Grids that swell less than the wrapper
can lead to under-cooling of the centre of the
pin cluster by the opening of a gap between the
wrapper wall and the cluster (16). Grids that
swell more can produce local buldges in the
wrapper or in the worst case buckle and distort
the pins.

The swelling across the cladding thickness
is not uniform. The simplest effect is from the
temperature gradient, typically a variation of
30°C, across the cladding thickness. The
possibility of internal stresses arising from
this cause has long been recognised (17). Other
effects also alter the swelling profile through
the wall: fission damage on the inner surface,
gradient in cold-working and chemical changes
near the surface, particularly carburisation.
In the worst cases the swelling rate could vary
across the cladding thickness by 1% per dpa. In
practice this would be relaxed by irradiation
creep, although local high stresses may affect
the swelling rate (17). With measured
irradiation creep rates the cladding could reach
its yield point or crack in an embrittled state.
The position of the maximum internal stress
varies with time and axial location. The
highest stresses are anticipated just after the
incubation of swelling. Cracking is most likely
at the fuel-cladding interface where inter-
granular separation may have started already by
corrosion, and fission product embrittlement may
be significant.

Swelling of fuel pin cladding can have
beneficial effects. Fuel-pins have a limited
capacity for absorbing the swelling of the fuel
at high burn-ups. Much of the swelling is
produced by fission products in solution in the
fuel in the lower temperature regions and is
essentially inexorable. After fuel-cladding
contact axial expansion of the fuel column is
restricted by claddiug strain because of large
frictional forces. The free volume within the
pin is usually between 10 to 20% of the total,
split between central void and pores in the
fuel. Not all this free volume is available to
take up fuel swelling particularly at the ends
of the pins which are cooler. If there is no
cladding swelling the available free volume is
taken up between 5 and 15% burn—up. After that
cladding deformation is the only way of
absorbing the fuel swelling. Non-damaging
irradiation creep can take up the cladding
strain, but the clad hoop stress required to do
this is typically of the order of several
hundred MPa. At the hotter end of the pin this
may be above the yield stress of the cladding or
damaging thermal creep processes may be
operating. Fuel pins in such a condition are
also likely to be vulnerable to power changes.
Ideally a cladding swelling rate of around
0.1% dpa~* with an incubation dose of about
50 dpa would be desirable to minimise
pellet-cladding mechanical interaction.

There is one final aspect of high cladding
swelling rates that may indirectly affect the
pin failure rate and also safety criteria. The
development of a sudden high swelling rate after
an incubation to several % burn-up could cause
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the fuel-cladding gap to open and the fuel to
overheat. In operation the margin in linear
power to melting is usually between 15 to 20% or
in terms of fuel temperatures 500 to 800°C. This
seems a lot but with the pin filling gas
contaminated with fission gases a radial gap of
between only 7.5 and 12pm is required to open.
High burn-up effects can reduce this margin, as
can be seen below. In practice the fuel swells
to keep up with the receding cladding. This
requires a fairly hot fuel surface temperature,
<1200°C. Annular fuel designs can probably
resist melting, but in such circumstances solid
pellet fuels would probably undergo some melting.
Cladding swelling rates in excess of 0.5% dpa"1

are required for this phenomenon to be
manifested. There is some indication that fuel
overheating, without melting, occurred during
some DFR irradiations with high swelling
cladding.

Effect of Swelling Annealing
In a similar manner as described above for

fuel ducts, fuel pin cladding swelling may also
anneal during overheating accident situations.
In fact, the cladding temperatures during normal
operation can be expected to approach
temperatures high enough to cause anrw.aling of
pre-existing void swelling. In a loss-of-coolant
flow accident it is possible for the overheated
cladding to come away from the fuel, opening a
fuel-cladding gap. This then causes the fuel
temperatures to rise with a consequential
decrease in reactivity by Doppler and axial fuel
expansion effects. If void swelling is annealed
during the overheating this would lessen the
potential for fuel-cladding gap opening with
corresponding implications for fuel temperatures
and reactivity.

Clad Ballooning by Void Swelling
Another situation may arise during the

overheating of fuel pin cladding if the cladding
is simultaneously stressed. Such a state would
encourage breakaway void swelling, if maintained
for a sufficiently long time and, hence, wouid
tend to reinforce the accident sequence by
narrowing the coolant channels for coolant
flow.

We have employed the rate theory of void
swelling in Its simplest form to examine the
possibility of achieving large void swellings in
fuel pin cladding for two accident scenarios:
(i) a partial coolant channel blockage such that
the cladding becomes overheated and remains so,
undetected, for days; and (ii) a loss—of—coolant
situation where fuel pin cladding Is maintained
at the boiling temperature of sodium for the
order of tens of seconds.

In both sets of conditions the swelling
behaviour of the cladding is sensitive to prior
operating temperature and displacement dose and
the effective hydrostatic load on the cladding.
If the loads are high enough breakaway swelling
can occur, because (i) the elevated temperature
increases the formation rate of thermal
vacancies; and (li) vacancy emission is enhanced
from dislocations and grain boundaries relative
to the voids.

For the case of partial coolant channel
blockage, where core outlet temperatures are
increased by not more than 150°C, the greatest
effects are seen at the hot end of the pin-
Swellings could be very high if operation with
the blockage is continued for several days, but
there must be sufficient displacement damage to
nucleate void growth and hydrostatic loads of
over 100 MPa.

For the case of loss-of-coolant where the
cladding is maintained at sodium boiling
temperature, the potential for swelling is
greatest at the regions effect that were
previously at the lowest temperatures. This is
because the joids are small and the dislocation
density high. However these regions require the
highest stresses for breakaway swelling to be
Initiated. For loads less than 100 MPa the
voids will shrink rather than grow over most of
the cladding. Design of the pin fission gas
plena to maintain low pressures even during
accident conditions would eliminate this effect,
in particular a larger fraction of cold plenum
would be most effective.

There are no direct measurements available
on this ballooning process but there is at least
one possible observation in the DEH tests on
fuel pin sections (18). It should also be noted
that there Is sufficient He in highly irradiated
cladding to produce substantial volume changes
in molten cladding. Typically the volume change
could be up to 200% at 1 bar and proportionally
less at higher pressures. This would be
important in the formation of blockages from
molten cladding.

IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS

Fast neutron irradiation produces a wide
range of embrittling effects and materials
usually suffer a reduction in ductility after
irradiation. An example is shown in Fig.3 from
transient tests performed at the Hanford
Engineering Development Laboratory, where
specimens of cladding rube were subjected to
temperature ramps with un essentially constant
internal pressure. Cladding irradiated with no
fuel present shows only a small reduction in
strength but a very significant reduction in
ductility (19). The presence of fuel also
reduces the cladding strength producing what is
known as the 'fuel adjacency effect', for which
fission products are ~hought to be responsible
(20). For higher temperatures helium embrittle-
ment is thought to be the main cause and at
lower temperatures radiation hardening is
responsible.

Helium Embrittlement
A proportion of the helium generated from

(n,a) reactions can reach the grain boundaries.
There it can nucleate grain boundary cavities
which at temperatures above 600°C can embrittle
austenitic alloys. The presence of small
quantities of boron in the steel is particularly
important, as boron is often segregated to the
grain boundaries; helium generates within the
bulk of the grain is mostly trapped in small
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Fig.3 The effect of irradiation on the transient
rupture characteristics of 20% cold-worked
316 steel subjected to a temperature rise
rate of 5.6 K S"1. Irradiated
specimens were with doses between 20 and
40 dpa.

intragranular bubbles or voids.
Whether irradiation reduces the cladding

ductility significantly depends upon how much of
the helium generated during reactor operation is
available to pressurize grain boundary cavities.
Helium may be trapped within the grains at voids,
dislocations and other sinks: the extent of such
trapping is, of course, temperature and grain
size dependent. Secondary irradiation induced
changes such as in the dislocation structure or
the precipitate type and morphology may also
influence this high temperature embrittlement
phenomenon. Grain boundary cavities may nucleate
at large precipitates on the grain boundaries.
The coarsening of grain boundary precipitates and
the disappearance of finer intragranular
precipitates has been observed following rapid
heating to 900°C and holding for =3 minutes.

Many detailed mechanisms have been proposed
explain the observed time-to-rupture by cavity
growth on grain boundaries during creep rupture
experiments. Some of these mechanisms compete
with each other so that the fastest mechanism
determines the growth rate of the cavities. In
other cases the slowest of a group of mechanisms
controls the overall growth rate (21). The
mechanisms that, it seems must be considered
include; cavity growth by vacancy diffusion

along the boundaries, source limitation of
vacancy production at the boundaries by local
dislocation movement, and the plastic growth of
cavities by dislocation creep.

Helium embriLtlement is clearly an
important phenomenon in hypothetical transient
overpower and loss-of-flow accidents. It
reduces the failure ductility of pin cladding
and, hence, influences the time and location of
failure, as has been demonstrated in a wide
range of transient in-pile experiments, such as
those conducted in the TREAT and CABRI
facilities (22,23).

Radiation HarJ^ning
Radiation hardening arises from a number of

processes within the material. The flow stress
of the material is Increased by the presence of
small point defect clusters or loops and an
increased jog density on dislocations. The
dislocation density increases in annealed
material by the generation of new dislocation
line length from loops or dislocation climb.
However, materials with a high initial
dislocation density may experience a decrease in
yield strength from radiation enhanced recovery.
Similarly, radiation can stimulate precipitation
which provides extra obstacles for dislocations
or in materials with a well developed
precipitate structure can be softening by
radiation enhanced coarsening of the
precipitates. Recrystallisation can also be
stimulated by radiation and take place at lower
temperatures.

At temperatures below 400°C radiation
hardening can be very severe and in some cases
the phenomenon of channel fracture may occur.
This is due to very local plastic deformation,
where large increases in the density of small
poinL defect clusters impede dislocation motion.
Once a path has been cleared through the
obstacles, slip occurs without significant
strain hardening. As the plasticity is so
localised the overall ductility is low. PE16
has exhibited this phenomenon and accompanying
large reductions In fracture toughness (6).

Ferritic steels are apparently immune to
helium embrittlement, but radiation hardening is
very important. Channelling of deformation has
been observed (24). Ferritic steels, unlike
austenitic steels, undergo a ductile-brittle
transition at a temperature which is increased
by fast neutron irradiation. Generally this is
restricted to temperatures below 300°C and is a
problem only for fuel handling.

FISSION PRODUCT EFFECTS

Fuel Adjacency Effect
In Fig.3 we showed the strong effect on

EBRII cladding irradiated in contact with fuel.
The effect is removed, when the cladding samples
are washed with nitric acid (25). Cs and Te
have been found in association with the cladding
and the presence of these fission products is
thought to be responsible for the reduction in
ductility. Studies on 316 steel in contact with
mixtures of Cs and Te, have revealed a large
decrease in ductility when the ratio of Cs to Te
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falls below 2:1. This has been attributed to a
form of 'liquid metal' embrittlement, where the
presence of liquid metal at the tip of cracks
lowers the fracture toughness of the material.
It is postulated that the Cs acts as a getter for
oxygen permitting Te to come into intimate
contact with the metal. Recent experiments at
Harwell indicate Te alone can produce
embrittlement (26)..

Cs is produced in much higher quantities
during irradiation than Te, except for very early
in life before equilibrium fission product
concentrations are attained. Low ratios of Cs to
Te can only be obtained if most of the Cs is tied
up in the form of caesium uranate or chromate.
This requires a high oxygen potential. The
reasons for the difference in behaviour between
the EBRII and PFR cladding is not yet
understood.

Effect of Fission Production on Fuel Properties
Burn-up targets for Fast Reactor fuels have

been progressively increased and levels of 15%
burn-up of fissile atoms are being envisaged for
future commercial Fast Reactors. This would mean
that fission product concentrations in the fuel
would have important effects. Perhaps the most
important of these from the point-of-view of
safety are on fuel melting. For 10% burn-up a
concentration of about 4% soluble oxides are
produced, mainly lanthanides. These reduce the
melting point of the fuel by about 100°C for 10%
burn-up (27). In addition fission products tend
to decrease the fuel thermal conductivity.
Fission products in solution in the fuel have the
greatest effect by disordering the oxide fuel
lattice and increasing phonon scattering. These
effects are offset slightly by the presence of
metallic inclusions. Measurements on mixed oxide
fuel containing simulated fission products (28)
lead us to believe that the thermal conductivity
at 1000°C will be reduced ty around 2% at 1%
burn-up and 15% at 10% burn-up. At higher
temperatures the effect is less marked. The
reduction in melting point and fuel conductivity
combined with a general decrease in fuel density
and the build-up of fission and corrosion
products in the fuel-cladding gap result in a
reduction in the linear rating required to
produce fuel-melting.

Other properties are likely to be affected
by fission products. Measurements of creep rate
on mixed oxide fuel containing simulated fission
products show a hardening effect and an increase
in the creep activation energy (28). Very recent
assessments of fission products on point defect
concentration show a decrease in vacancy
concentrations and hence a decrease in the self-
diffusion coefficient (29). Properties like
creep, sintering rates and grain growth rates
that depend on diffusion are likely to be
affected, as are the diffusion rates of fission
produc ts.

FISSION GAS EFFECTS

Gas Behaviour Prior to Pin Failure
During nuclear reactor operation the gases

xenon and krypton are produced in the fuel as a

product of nuclear fission. They have long been
considered to have a very low therraodynamic
solubility in oxide fuel and, hence, precipitate
into bubbles located within the fuel grains.
Single gas atoms dissolved in the fuel matrix
can diffuse to the nucleated bubble population,
causing the bubbles to grow. The insolubility
of fission gas in the fuel matrix suggests that
gas would be retained within the fuel grains
during irradiation. In fact, high rates of
release of gas are observed from oxide fuel at
typical operating temperatures. This occurs
because of fission fragment induced re-solution
of gas from bubbles which causes the complete
dissolution of bubbles. Gas atoms re-solved
back into the matrix are free to diffuse to
other intragranular bubbles and, eventually, to
the grain boundaries. Gas on the grain
boundaries collects into a second population of
grain face and grain edge bubbles. Eventually
such bubbles interlink causing gas to be
released into the pin free volumes. Hence,
prior to a Fast Reactor accident the fission
gases are, in general, to be found dissolved as
single gas atoms in the fuel matrix, in intra-
granular fission gas bubbles of typically a few
nanometers diameter, in larger grain boundary
babbles -1 Urn in diameter,, and in the pin free
volume including the gas plena (30).

In the event of an accident, and prior to
fuel melting, the fission gases in bubbles may
cause the fuel to swell and this can produce a
mechanical loading on the fuel pin cladding
which, in some circumstances, can lead to early
fuel pin failure below the midplane of the
fissile column. The fission gas swelling also
contributes to lowering the fuel density and
hence reactivity. In slow transient overpower
and loss-of-flow accidents the fission gas
disposition can evolve markedly before fuel
melting. Fission gas readily precipitates into
intragranular gas bubbles at elevated
temperatures and these bubbles can migrate to
the grain boundaries under a temperature
gradient driving force. Depending on the
details of the temperature transient, this
process can increase the fuel swelling or create
the potential for fuel cracking, spalling and
early dispersal in some loss-of-
flow situations. The exact disposition of the
fission gas immediately prior to fuel melting
is important in determining the potential of
the molten fuel to move axially within the fuel
pin, and hence reduce the reactivity, or to
pressurize the pin and cause fuel pin failure.
Once the fission gas is located in bubbles of
diameter 1y m the surface tension restraining
forces become negligible. The gas can then be
viewed simply as acting as a large reservoir to
move fuel axially, away from the fuel midplane,
and to exert forces on the fuel pin cladding
which, at high temperatures, cause the cladding
to fail. There is ample evidence from in-pile
fuel failure experiments to suggest that the
fission gases play an important role in
reducing the failure threshold.

The safety related effects caused by
fission gas prior to fuel pin failure are
summarized in Fig.4.
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Fission Gas Behaviour Following Pin Failure
It is widely believed that the fission gases

play an important role following fuel pin failure
in Fast Reactor accidents. There is now a large
body of experimental and theoretical information
to support or refute many of the early postulates
regarding fission gas behaviour in the coolant
channels.

In certain power-to-flow mismatch situations
gases In the pin free volume may be released
slowly from the pin. This may cause gas
blanketting of pin cladding upstream of the
original failure which in turn could lead to clad
overheating and more extensive pin failure. In
circumstances where the fission gases are
released rapidly from the pin coolant voiding may
ensue to give an increase in reactivity.

In loss-of-flow accident situations a wide
range of physical conditions would be found
around a Fast Reactor core. These may be simply
classified into three distinct categories:
(i) in the highest power—to-flow channels coolant
boiling occurs before a transient overpower
occurs, in fact the coolant voiding drives the
reactivity excursion, and pin failure is into a
voided coolant channel; (ii) in inter-
mediate situations the overpower starts earlier
relative to the time of local coolant boiling so
that pin failure is into a partially voided
coolant channel; and (iii) in the lowest
power-to-flow channels the overpower is initiated
before local coolant boiling and failure may
occur into single phase liquid sodium. In the
first of these categories clad melting may occur

before fuel melting leaving the solid fuel sur-
face without restraint and exposed to the voided
coolant channel. In this situation the fission
gases located in bubbles on the grain boundaries
may cause spalling of fuel from the surfaces of
the fuel stack and consequent dispersal axially
in the coolant channels. This phenomenon has
been observed in a number of experiments
including, it is believed, during a recent
"simulation" of the accident conditions (31).

Eventually, in this late power burst case,
the fuel melts and the pin fails into a voided
coolant channel. The fission gas is present in
the fuel in the form of gas bubbles and single
gas atoms dissolved in the fuel. The exact
disposition of the gas is important; if the
bubbles are large (> 1 um) so that the surface
tension restraint is negligible (32), the
fission gas causes the fuel to expand and move
axially within the coolant channels away from
the original failure location. This is an
important dispersal mechanism to reduce the
reactivity. If fission gas does not operate as
a dispersal mechanism in this situation, as
would be the case for unirradiated pins,
dispersal of the fuel must wait for the onset of
fuel vapour. For a failure location around the
pin midplane this could lead to a temporary
accumulation of fuel dost to the failure site
and a consequent increase in reactivity. It
should be noted that, in the accident sequence,
there is the possibility of fuel movement being
held up by the grids and cold structure above
the active core region, with the consequent
possibility of blockage formation. Hence,
although we do not discuss such aspects in this
paper, Initial fuel dispersal does not
necessarily imply safe reactor shutdown.

In the loss-of-coolant flow conditions
where the overpower pulse is initiated early
relative to coolant boiling and in most fast and
slow transient overpower situations, fuel pin
failure is into liquid sodium coolant. This
might be expected to give rise to a fuel-coolant
interaction, with a resultant voiding of the
coolant channel leading to an increase in
reactivity and fuel dispersal with a lower of
reactivity. The possibility and effect of such
interactions is expected to be influenced by the
presence of fission gas in the fuel; this could
be by a reduced heat transfer through the fuel
or increased contact area due to the lower fuel
density.

The effects of fission gas in molten fuel
following pin failure are summarized in Fig.5.

Design Implications
As discussed above the behaviour and role

of the fission gases in Fast Reactor accidents
is many and varied. Some of the phenomena
identified could serve to mitigate the
consequences of an accident but others could act
to make the accident more serious.

If it is felt that the net effect of
fission gas is beneficial then it should be
encouraged to migrate to the grain boundaries in
the solid fuel where it can collect in large
bubbles. This increases its potential to
disperse the fuel when it melts. In general, a
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pin failure

smaller fuel grain size encourages gas release to
the boundaries. Before pin failure, an important
mechanism whereby the reactivity can be decreased
is by moving fuel to the pin ends. This could be
encouraged by designing pins with a central hole
(annular fuel) and a free passage from the active
core region, for example by employing annular
breeder pellets and dispensing with the knilmesh
plug found in the UK PFR pin design. In most
accident situations, pin failure would also be
delayed by this ploy, and would encourage final
dispersal by the generation of fuel vapour.

In the coolant channels the grids and/or
wire wraps may inhibit fuel dispersal and
encourage blockage formation. This clearly
carries with it implications for fuel assembly
design.

CONCLUSIONS

The swelling behaviour of structural alloys
in the fast neutron environment has important
repercussions on the safety of Fast Reactors,
not all of which are deleterious. Alloys
currently used are sensitive to minor changes in
composition and metallurgical treatment.
Alternative materials are available with lower
swelling, but creep resistance, ductility and
fracture toughness particularly at low
temperature must also be taken into
consideration and finding an alloy with a good
balance of properties is not easy. Large and
inhomogeneous swelling produces distortions and
increased cladding failure rates. Annealing of

void swelling should be accounted for in
reactivity assessments during loss-of-flow
accident conditions. Void swelling in some
circumstances could lead to clad ballooning in
loss-of-flow conditions and annealing of voids
affects the pin heat transfer. It should be
noted, however, that no clad ballooning was
observed in DFR experiments with irradiated fuel
subjected to prolonged coolant boiling (32).
Some controlled cladding swelling could be
beneficial in reducing pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction at high burn-ups.

Radiation damage produces a wide range of
embrittling effects. At high temperatures helium
embrittleraent is important in austenitic alloys
and at lower temperatures radiation hardening and
radiation produced microstructural changes reduce
the ductility of all alloys. The fracture
toughness of steels, nid particularly precipitate
strengthened alloys, is detraded at lower
temperature range. Austenitic alloys, used as
fuel pin cladding, are also susceptible to
etabrittlement from fission products under some
circumstances, although the precise conditions
have not yet been defined.

At high burn-ups the presence of fission
products have significant effects on the fuel
physical and chemical properties. The melting
point of the fuel is reduced and the thermal
conductivity decreased, reducing the
power-to-raelt. The effect of fission products on
other properties is very uncertain and there is a
need for more experimental work in this area.
Fission gases retained in the fuel at the
initiation of an accident play a major role in the
fuel behaviour both before and after pin
failure. This makes an understanding of fission
gases during normal operation an important
aspect of safety assessment.
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ABSTRACT

Sodium Loop Safety Facility experiment P4
was conducted in the Engineering Test Reactor to
investigate the behavior of a "worse-than-worst-
-jase" local fault configuration. Objectives
were to eject molten fuel into the 37-pin bundle
of full-length Fast Test Reactor-type fuel pins
from one or more of the three heat-generating
fuel canisters, to characterize the severity of
any molten fuel-coolant interaction, and to
demonstrate that any resulting blockage could
either be tolerated during continued power
operation or detected by global monitors In time
to prevent significant fuel failure propaga-
tion. Experiment operation and results of the
detailed macro- and microexaralnation of dis-
rupted fuel and metal are described. Experiment
results are interpreted and extrapolated to
reactor conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The Sodium Loop Safety Facility (SLSF)
experiment P4 was a near-term milestone in the
LMFBR Safety Program Plan (_y to demonstrate
coolability of local faults and local fault
accommodation by Inherent mechanisms. It was
the seventh, and last, in the series of SLSF
large-scale in-reactor experiments performed
between 1975 and 1981. Six SLSF experiments
addressed whole-core-accident issues. P4 was
the only SLSF experiment to address single-sub-
assembly local fault and fuel-pin failure
propagation issues.

The facility, operated by EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
was located in the Engineering Test Reactor
(ETR) at the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL). Operation of the SLSF in the ETR
provided a controlled nuclear and thermal-
hydraulic environment in which experiments could
be conducted for extended periods (~35 full-
power days) under conditions that closely

simulated steady-state operation as well as
postulated transients in liquid-metal fast
breeder reactor (LMFBR) systems. SLSF
experiments wexe planned to be prototypic of
LMFBR conditions, I.e., to use full-length fuel
pins, to precondition the test fuel, to provide
LMFBR design flow rates, and to simulate reactor
coolant-expulsion characteristics.

Local fault safety experiment P4 was
planned to release molten fuel into the coolant
stream and bundle geometry from one or more of
the three fuel canisters built Into the 37-pin
fuel bundle and to probe consequences of fuel
failure with continued power operation. It was
performed to demonstrate that a major molten
fuel release and potential flow channel
blockage, which bounds the consequences of
credible local faults, could either be tolerated
during continued full power operation or be
detected by global monitors in time to prevent
significant fuel failure or blockage
propagation. Specific objectives were to
determine 1) the behavior of molten fuel within
a pin bundle. 2) the extent, if any, of fuel-
failure propagation, and 3) characteristics of
the delayed neutron (DN) signals that Indicate
the release of molten and/or solid fuel and
failure propagation. If the consequences of the
P4 "worse-than-worst-case" local fauli: configu-
ration could be shown to be benign, more
aggressive operating strategies for LMFBRs could
be considered, requirements for LMFBR core
surveillance and sensitivity of failed fuel
detection systems revised, and the scope of
further failed-fuel testing reduced.

Specific experimental Information, expected
from SLSF P4 included:

1. the time, location, and nature of fuel
release,

2. the time, location, and nature of
secondary failure, if any,

3. the amount of molten and solid fuel

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department cE Energy.
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released to the coolant,
4. the extent of damage to the remaining

fuel pins,
5. the tendency of the released fuel to be

swept out and/or adhere to the fuel
pins, and in what distribution, i.e.,
the tendency of secondary blockage
formation, and

6. the DN and fission-product signals
characteristic of molten-fuel release
and subsequent pin failures, if any.

Secondarily, information would be provided on
the severity of a molten fuel-coolant
interaction (shown to be mild in out-of-reactor
experiments), and the resultant response of the
coolant. These P4 data add to the local fault
technology base to which the EBR-II Run-Beyond-
Cladding-Breach and Operational Reliability
programs (2) and the MOL 7C experiment program
(3) are contributing.

LOOP, TEST TRAIN, AND FAILURE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The SLSF in-reactor loop was a test vehicle
of concentric, reentrant design that consisted
of primary and secondary containment vessels, an
annular linear induction pump, a tube-and-shell,
sodium-to-helium heat exchanger, a cadmium
thermal-neutron filter, removable top closure
and an instrumented test train (4,_5). In
addition to the loop and test train, the
facility included a handling system, filling,
storage and remelt system, plant protection
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45.0 ACROSS FLATS. 3.05THICK

INSULATOR, Zr 0 2

FLOW CHANNELS

FUF-L BUNDLE

BYPASS

00WNC0MER

FULL-LENGTH FTR
PINS, U02- role PuO2
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system, loop and reactor control system, helium
secondary coolant system, data acquisition
system, and three failed-fuel detection systems.

The loop was ~8.2 m long and weighed about
3175 Kg, Including the test train. The heat
exchanger and pump were located above the in-
reactor section. Both the heat exchanger and
pump had a central bore through which the test
train was Inserted and positioned in the loop.
The loop contained 110 liters of sodium and had
a 30—liter gas plenum above the heat exchanger.
Sodium was pumped downward in the annular
channel between the test train and the primary
vessel to the bottom of the loop. There it
entered the test train and flowed upward through
the fuel bundle or the parallel bypass channel.
These two flow streams merged midway up the test
train and the heated sodium continued the upward
flow to the loop gas plenum and sodium reservoir
area, where it entered the helium-cooled heat
exchanger before cycling through the loop again.

The P4 test train contained a 37-pin fuel
bundle assembly and 100 instruments (7 flow-
meters, 60 thermocouples, 29 pressure sensors, 2
sodium level detectors, and 2 acoustic sensors)
grouped heavily in and around the fuel bundle.
The fuel bundle consisted of 34 5.84-mm-dia.,
2.37-m long, (J02-Pu02-fueled Fast-Test-Reactor
(FTR)-type fuel pins and three U02 fueled pins,
of similar design, with 10-cm-long fuel canis-
ters located at their fuel midplanes. A cross
section through the loop and test train at the
fuel midplane is shown in Fig. 1. The pins were
spaced on a 7.26-mm triangular pitch by 1.42-mm
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dia. spacer wires wrapped the length of the
central 19 pins on a 30.5-cm pitch. The spacing
between the outer-row pins and the hex-can was
0.71 nun to improve the uniformity of the coolant
distribution and the radial temperature field
within the bundle. The PuO2 content of the fuel
was 25 wt% with a 2 3 9 + 2 1 t l p u enrichment of 88%.
A row-by-row grading of the fuel 2 3 5U enrich-
ment, from 93% in the center pin to 58% in the
outer-row pins, in conjunction with the cadmium
neutron filter on the loop secondary vessel,
produced a flat radial power profile across the
bundle. The three fuel-canister pins contained
U0 2 enriched to 93%. All fuel was of stoichio-
metric composition to enhance sodium urano-plu-
tonate formation in exposed fuel and failed
pins.

Two fuel canisters were of cylindrical
geometry and one hid a fluted cross section; the
fluted canister is shown in Fig. 2. The 8.69-mm
dia. of the circular canisters was selected to
produce line contact with the adjacent fuel pins
in an undistorted bundle geometry, one cylindri-
cal canister had 20% cold worked (CW) cladding,
the other 10% CW cladding. The fluted canister
occupied the nominal area of six coolant flow
subchannels. It was spaced away from each of
the six neighboring fuel pins by a 16-mm-dia.
wire positioned vertically between each cusp
region of the fluted canister and the adjacent
pin (6_). Two 0.25-mm-thick, 12.7-mra-wide
stainle=s steel bands were fastened around the
six pins tiist contacted the fluted canister to

5.84 mm DIA.

-"-0.381 m m CLADDING

END PLUG

FUEL PELLET

SST CONTAINER —
5 mil (0.127 mm)
WALL THICKNESS

NOT TO SCALE

101.6 mm

prevent it from "ballooning" back to a circular
cross section during experiment operation. The
fuel canisters are described further in Table 1.

Table 1. Fuel Canister Characteristics

Geometry

Cladding material

Cladding thickness, mm
Fueled length, mm
Area relative to pin

Fuel

cylindrical fluted
Type 304 stainless steel
10%, 20% CW annealed

0.127
99.7 98.5
2.9 4.0

UO2 pellets

Fuel
Fuel
Fill

density,
mass, g
gas

% TD
~93%

56
Kr

' J J0
-95

enriched

69
He-Xe

Fill gas pressure, kPa 240

Fig. 2. Fluted Fuel Canister

The P4 fuel bundle was enclosed by a 3.05-
imn-thick, Type 316 stainless steel hex-can
measuring 45.0 mm across flats, on the inside.
Between the hex-can and a 1.57-mm-thick, 66.7-
mm-OD cylindrical Inconel 625 outer tube was an
insulating region containing six zirconia insu-
lator segments positioned by chevron-shaped
tungsten spacers. The pressure of the high-
purity argon gas in this insulator region, at
design operating conditions, was 0.52 MPa, 0.07
MPa above the inlet sodium pressure, for hex-can
breach detection purposes.

In addition to the test train and loop
Instrumentation, a delayed neutron detector
(DND), an on-line cover-gas sampling system
(OLCS), and an on-line sodium sampling system
(OLSS) were operated to observed fuel failure.
The P4 test train contained a 10 cm2, nickel-
uranium fission-product recoil source to provide
delayed neutrons for testing and calibrating the
delayed-neutron, failed-fuel detection systems
prior to fuel failure.

The DND observed the DN activity of the
flowing sodium as it passed through the 13-liter
volume of the loop upper sodium plenum. The
transient delay from the fuel bundle to the DND
was ~2 s, hence the DND observed much of the
short-lived DN activity. The DND consisted of
26 BF3 detectors and 3 fission detectors in a
Benelux moderator assembly. It was contained in
a sealed box mounted under the top dome of the
ETR, against the SLSF loop plenum region (_7_) •

The OLSS removed a stream of sodium from
the loop plenum region and transported it to a
0.5-liter sample volume where the delayed neu-
trons were counted by the delayed neutron
monitor (DNM). The DNM contained 27 BF3 detec-
tors and 3 fission detectors in a Benelux
moderator. The DNM and most of the OLSS were
located under the shielding atop the ETR (7).
The flow rate could be varied in the OLSS "to
adjust the transit delay from 10 to 40 s. This
changed the relative detection efficiency for
the different DN groups to study diffusion of
fission products from the failed fuel.

The OLCS continuously drew a gas stream
from the loop gas plenum to a sampling chamber
where the sample was viewed by two high-resolu-
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lion Ge-Li gamma-ray spectrometers (8_). Gamma
rays of energies ranging from <80 kev to 3 Mev
could be detected. The delay time could be
varied to allow the only serious background
activity (23 Ne, ty2

 = 3 9 s ) - t 0 decay, and the
si2e of the sample and the detection sensitivity
could be varied over a range of 9 decades to
allow for a very wide range of failures (from
pinholes to fuel melting). The delay times
(diffusion and transport) were short enough to
detect isotopes with half-lives less than 1 min.

DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS

Careful consideration was given to the
target molten fuel release and the fuel pin
operating conditions in developing the bounds
for the "worse-than-worst-case" nature of the P4
experiment. It was essential that the fuel
canisters maintain Integrity during low-power
operation but generate and eject molten fuel
Into the fuel bundle at or near full-power
conditions. The design goal for molten fuel
release from a fuel canister was 10 to 30 grams,
an order of magnitude larger than the minimum
needed as an optimally located, short sleeve to
cause cladding damage and fuel melting in a pin
(9). This, coupled with the use of an ETR power
ramp simulating a 5f/s FTR reactivity insertion
accident, used in.the prior SLSF experiment W2,
dictated the 56-g fuel inventory in a cylindri-
cal canister. Even after extensive analysis and
out-of-p.ile testing, the capability of fuel
canisters to satisfy the experiment objectives
could not be fully assured. To increase the
potential for molten fuel release, both cylin-
drical and fluted canisters, predicted to fail
by different mechanisms, were incorporated into
the P4 fuel bundle.

The P4 design operating condition was a
nominal bundle power of 1272 kW (1240 kW from 37
pins, plus 32 kW from the fuel canisters) at an
ETR power level of 156 MW and test bundle cool-
ant flow rate of 3.38 kg/s. This operating
condition simulated the nominal maximum FTR fuel
pin linear power, but a coolant flow rate that
duplicated the FTR row four (minimum flow)
orificing region of the core. This yielded a
power-to-flow ratio about 24% higher than
nominal for the FTR core-center subassemblies
and is typical of hot-channel conditions. The
steady—state coolant velocity was 6 to 6.3 m/s
in the central coolant flow subchannels and
resulted in a frictional pressure drop of 0.24
MPa across the full-length pin bundle. The fuel
bundle inlet temperature was 695 K, the inlet
temperature for the FTR rated core.

The power transient to initiate molten fuel
release consisted of an ETR power Increase from
40 to 175 MW, on an 18.8-s period, followed by a
5-s hold at 175 MW, a 5-s ramp down to 156 MW
and continued steady operation. This was to be
accompanied by an increase from <900 kg/s to
2600 kg/s in the helium flow to the loop heat
exchanger. Because the power increase was
rapid, a four-fold Increase in less than 30 s,
the bundle Inlet temperature was predicted to
Increase by 45 K before the heat exchanger
system reestablished steady-state conditions

~200 s later. Both the ETR power ramp beyond
156 MW and the bundle inlet temperature over-
shoot contributed to the bounding nature of the
F4 operating envelope, in addition to the
undercooling of the fuel bundle and the high
coolant inlet temperature.

P4 Irradiation testing was planned to cover
five 10-day irradiation cycles and reach a fuel
burnup equivalent to 30 full-power da>j of ETR
operation at 156 MW. During the first 10-day
cycle, ETR power was limited to 40 MW to avoid
failing the fuel canisters while building up
fission products in the initially fresh fuel for
subsequent failure detection. After a 24-hour
irradiation at 40 MW ETR power in cycle two to
saturate short half-life fission products, fi«ll
reactor power would be reached with the planned
power trans!»"-. Power operation would continue
to the end of cycle two following canister
failure and fuel release into the bundle. Cycle
three was to begin with a cautious approach to
full power to determine DN characteristics from
failed, sodium-logged fuel during startup. It
was to also include a scram and rapid return to
power. Experiment P4 was to be completed with
short-term variations In both power and flow to
yield operating conditions nr̂ re severe than
during previous steady-state operation.

POWER OPERATION

Experiment P4 irradiation began on August
8, 1981 and continued through the first 10-day
cycle at a maximum ETR power of 40 MW. A
fission-product inventory was built up in the
fuel pins and canisters for failure detection
purposes and proper programming for the ZTR
power ramp was confirmed with a low-power trial
transient.

The first two days of operation In the
second 10-day cycle were also limited to a max-
imum ETR power of 40 MW and restored equilibrium
levels of short-lived fission product activity.
Then the power transient was initiated. ETR
power increased under the control of a prepro-
grammed power transient controller; helium
circulator speed was controlled manually.

The cladding of the fluted fuel canister
melted in the cusp regions next to the adjacent
fuel pins between 15 and 16 s, as predicted.
This produced disturbances in the temperature,
pressure, flow, and acoustic noise. The DN
level "bumped" upward as the area of fuel
exposed to the sodium increased. Distortion in
the bundle geometry caused by the straining
cylindrical canisters produced local temperature
plateaus of 50 to 100 K that persisted from
^30 s until the row-of-six, 20? CW cylindrical
canister burst and expelled molten fuel toward
the outer rows of pins and the hex-can at 34 s-
The molten fuel release was accompanied by
perturbations in inlet and outlet flow, local
coolant temperature levels, pressure, acoustic
noise, and by a sharp increase In DN level.
Inlet flow decelerated to a minimum of 2.4 kg/s
(70%) and returned to 3.2 kg/s, 93% of the
Initial steady-state floa rate. (Pretest
calculations predicted a 70% minimum inlet flow
reached In 2.5 ms following rupture of one
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cylindrical canister, based on a slug-response
coolant behavior driven by the 14.4 MPa peak
pressure calculated by the PLUTO code.) Several
thermocouples, both in the bundle and adjacent
to the hex-can wall, were hit by the molten fuel
and formed new junctions. A five-fold increase
in the DND signal at 36 s corresponded to an
estimated molten fuel release of 25 grams.

Following the molten fuel release and ETR
power reaching the 156-MW steady-state level,
loop conditions became quasi steady state. At
80 s, a thermocouple on a fuel pin adjacent to
the fluted canister failed. This was followed
by a rupture of the fluted canister at 86 s and
ejection of molten fuel toward the center of the
bundle. The intact, 10% CH cylindrical canister
was hit by some of this molten fuel and suffered
a cladding melt-through. Again, simultaneous
perturbations in flow, temperature, pressure,
and acoustic noise were observed. The increase
in partial flow blockage reduced test section
flow to 86%. Sodium boiling was indicated by
two thermocouples that had been hit by molten
fuel at 34 s and formed new junctions in or
adjacent to the partial flow blockage. A spike
in the DND signal at 88 s was characteristic of
molten fuel release and similar to the earlier
DN response.

After the second molten fuel release, loop
conditions again became quasi steady state. The
test section inlet temperature had been slowly
rising during the power transient and continued
to increase. Protective system setpoints had
been selected to accommodate a 45 K overshoot in
bundle inlet temperature as a result of the
planned helium system operation. However, an
error in the operation of the helium system
yielded a maximum helium flow rate to the heat
exchanger of only 1600 to 1900 kg/hr. At 86 s,
the fuel bundle inlet temperature had risen to
739 K, which was approximately the predicted
peak bundle inlet temperature, but it then
continued to rise at a rate of 0.6 K/s. The
increasing inlet and system temperature reduced
the performance of the pump, which was operating
at a fixed voltage, and also affected the non-
temperature-compensated signal from the inlet
flowmeter to the plant protection system.

Slow temperature increases of 30 to 60 K
were indicated by several thermocouples in the
center of the bundle, beginning at 104 s. Flow
remained steady until 110 s, when a large gas
release occurred. This gas release resulted
from a failure in the hex-can at a location
130 mm *>bove the fuel midplane, where molten
fuel released at 34 s had adhered. Fuel bundle
temperatures and flow were perturbed for three
to four seconds during the gas release. Then
temperatures began to return toward pre-gas-
release levels as the fuel bundle flow recovered
to 2.95 kg/s (86%).

At 117 ss the fuel bundle flow and inlet
pressure began to drift lower. ETR scrammed at
118.4 s on a signal to the plant protection
system that the time-averaged low-flow setpoint
of 80.3% had been reached. Instrument response
during the 118.4-s interval from initiation of
the power transient to reactor scram is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Because the; fuel bundle coolant flow rate
was below the safety analysis and administrative
operational limit of 90% for steady-state power
operation, a restart for full p&wer operation
was delayed until an expanded safety envelope
was prepared and approved. During the extended
hot standby, the fuel bundle inlet temperature
was maintained at ~680 K, coupled with inter-
mediate operation to 40 MW ETR power, to enhance
sodium ingress and egress at fuel pin failure
sites and the formation of sodium urano-plu-
Conate within the partial flow bJnckage. (A
return to power after a significant fuel failure
and an extended hot standby is certainly
atypical of LMFBR operation. The return to
powei (>as consistent with the bounding nature of
experiment P4 and provided the opportunity, in a
heavily instrumented fuel bundle, to obtain
information on effects of sodiuai vrano-plutonate
dissociation.)

ETR power operation resumed on October 1
with a P4 low-flow setpoint of 68%. At the
reference pump power, the fuel bundle flow rate
of 2.95 kg/s (86%) was unchanged from that
during the later stages of the power transient.
ETR power was increased in 10 and 20 MW incre-
ments in a step-an'i-hold manner toward 156 MW.
About seven minutes after reaching ~92 MW, and
coincident with the beginning of a power
increase to 100 MW, the DND signal began to in-
crease. Then the DNM signal began to increase.
The increase in signal was gradual at first,
building in an exponential manner as time
passed. Temperature perturbations of up to 15 K
were indicated by several thermocouples 21 s
before an abrupt blockage reconfiguration
occurred and coincident with the beginning of a
sharp increase in DND signal.

Basic characteristics of the blockage
reconfiguration appeared similar to those for
molten fuel release during the power transient.
There were perturbations in temperature, pres-
sure, flow, acoustic noise, and DN signal. Two
thermocouples formed new junctions, indicated by
temperature spikes of 320 and 510 K. Inlet flow
dropped to 1.75 kg/s followed by a partial
recovery Co 2.25 kg/s, then dropped to -0.35
kg/s and recovered again to 2.25 kg/s. Test
section flow steadied at 60%; this was accompa-
nied by an ETR scram on low fuel bundle inlet
flow. Spikes in the DND signal at 4 s corres-
ponded to an equivalent of 10 grams of molten
fuel.

The instrument response to the blockage
reconfiguration is summarized in Fig. 4. An
evaluation of all instrument responses indicated
that the blockage reconfiguration originated
near tha center of the bundle and moved fuel
material outward into previously unblocked flow
channels. These flow channels were adjacent to
hex-can walls across the bundle from the fluted
canister. Because the coolant flow rate through
the fuel bundle was below the low-flow setpoint
stipulated in the extended safety envelope, low-
power operation to study the sensitivity of the
DN signal to sodium temperature concluded the
experiment.
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Fig. 4. Instrument Response to the Blockage
Reconfiguration
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POSTTEST EXAMINATION

The SLSF loop and P4 test assembly were
transported to the Hot Fuel Examination Facility
(HFEF) for initial disassembly following the in-
reactor experimentation. Goals of the HFEF-
phase of the posttest examination (PTE) were to
retrieve the fuel bundle by dismantling the loop
and withdrawing the test assembly, to assess the
macrocondition of the fuel bundle (in particular
the blockage region at the midplane) by nondes-
tructive examination techniques, and to prepare
the blockage region for shipment to the Alpha-
Gamma Hot Cell Facility (AGHCF) at Argonne
National Laboratory for the detailed PTE.

Full-lergth neutron radiographs of the fuel
bundle provided evidence that a significant
portion of the bundle flow area became blocked
by fuel expelled from the fuel canisters and
relocated from adjacent pins during the power
transient. The 28-cm-long blockage region
extended from 13 cm below to 15 cm above the
fuel midplane; disrupted fuel contacted the
inner surface of the hex-can at the fue]
midplane. A 37-cm-long fuel-bundle segment,
containing the entire blockage region, was cut
from the P4 test section and transferred to the
AGHCF for detailed PTE.

Two major uncertainties persisted after
evaluation of the on-line Instrument data and
nondestructive examination results: namely,
blockage morphology and composition, and the
extent of failure in fuel pins adjacent to the
UO2-filled fuel canisters.

Information was collected during the
macroexamination phase of the PTE to permit
assessment of the following:

• cladding disruption and relocation,
• fuel disruption and relocation In fuel

canisters and fuel pins, and
• nature and extent of blockage

formation.

Epoxy was used as a stabilizing agent to
preserve the posttest condition and config-
uration of fuel-bundle components and disrupted
materials during macroexamination of the
blockage region. A high-speed SIC cutoff
machine was used to produce a series of closely
spaced transverse cuts that divided the 37-cm-
long segment into 27 thin cross sections. The
epoxy-filled macrosections were metallographic-
ally ground to produce smooth, flat surfaces
that were photographed at 2X magnification to
permit critical, visual examination.

The axial positions of the fuel-bundle
sections, cut and prepared at the AGHCF, are
illustrated in the cutting diagram of Fig. 5 as
positive or negative distances above or below
the fuel midplane. Careful examination of the
2X macrophotographs provided Information con-
cerning the blockage morphology and extent of
failure in fuel pins adjacent to the fuel canis-
ters. The macrophotographs shown In Fig. 5
illustrate the extent of cladding and fuel
disruption by showing cross sections of failed
fuel canisters, numerous failed and disrupted
mixed-oxide fuel pins, flow-channel blockages, a

large centrally located region voided of fuel
and metal, and an isolated hex-can failure.

The three canisters were breached over
their entire lengths with the 10% CH, row-of-12
cylindrical canister sustaining the least
disruption at all elevations. Melting at the
cusps of the fluted canister in macrosection B7,
see Fig. 5, typifies the nature of Its Initial
failure. Most of the U0 2 fuel filling the
fluted canister remained at this elevation;
however, nearly all of the fuel In the remainder
of the fluted canister became disrupted and
relocated so that only two tips of the canister
remain at higher elevations, shown in racro-
sections 39, 10, and 11 in Fig. 5.

The 20% CW, row-of-slx cylindrical canister
ejected molten fuel radially outward toward two
hex-can flats and axially upward between outer-
row pins and along the hex-can wall. Upward
movement of the molten fuel and steel was
impeded by the fuel-pin spacer wires and a
safety—function thermocouple adjacent to the
hex-can wall. Molten fuel caused cladding
failure and fuel disruption of adjacent pins
before lodging against the hex-can, the safety-
function thermocouple, and adjacent fuel pins
within a short axial region centered 130 mm
above the fuel midplane, as shown in
macrosection B19 of Fig. 5.

Rupture of the fluted canister expelled
molten fuel into the center of the bundle,
causing fuel-pin failures and locally melting
cladding on the intact row-of-12 cylindrical
canister. Maximum damage to the canister
occurred near the fuel midplane, see macro-
sections B9 and 10 of Fig. 5, where slightly
more than half of the UO2 became disrupted.

The severely damaged center of the bundle,
bounded by the failed fuel canisters, contained
little, If any, pin structure following rupture
of the fluted canister. A significant amount of
cast metal and a lesser quantity of failed fuel,
shown in macrosection B14 of Fig. 5, formed a
cap over the voided region below. The damaged
region at the lower right of the cross section
was caused by the relocation of molten OO2 from
the row-of-slx cylindrical canister. Movement
of the molten UO2, mixed with disrupted mixed-
oxide fuel, continued upward causing little
cladding damage for 40 mm and then lodged
against the hex-can wall in sections B19 and 20
(see B19 In Fig. 5), leading to local failure of
the hex-can.

PTE evidence Indicated extensive formation
of sodium urano-plutonate in failed pins and
disrupted fuel in flow channels during the
lengthy ETR shutdown following the power
transient. Dissociation of the sodium urano-
plutonate led to a reconfiguration of the
disrupted materials during the subsequent
approach to full-power operation. Molten fuel
and metal relocated from the center of the
bundle just below the fuel midplane toward the
hex-can flats opposite the fluted canister.
Evidence of the reconfiguration event are shown
in Fig. 5 (tnacrosections B5, 7, and 9 ) , where
additional fuel-pin damage and disrupted
material are visible at the lower left of the
cross section.
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The quantitative posttest axial distribu-
tion of metal and fuel within the hex-can have
been evaluated from the 2X macrophotographs.
Figure 6 shows plots that describe the surviv-
ability of fuel-bundle components including
mixed-oxide and UO2 canister fuel and structural
metal from fuel-pin and canister cladding,
spacer wires, hex-can safety thermocouples, and
fluted-canister banding straps• The plots show
the fraction of the original materials that
remained intact throughout the experiment.
Materials that experienced some melting were
considered intact as long as relocation had not
occurred (e.g., local melting of cladding that
had not relocated was considered as intact)•
The 3ize of the disrupted fuel and metal
blockage is shown graphically in Fig. 7 as an
areal fraction of the original flow area. In
like manner, the size of the large void shown in
the macrosections of Fig. 5 is also plotted in
Fig. 7 as an areal fraction of the original flow
area. The seemingly high values were obtained
because, at many elevations, the blockage or
void covered not only the flow channel but also
original pin locations.

The lowest elevation displaying disruption
was -64 mm, where cladding failed and ~10% of
the flow channel was blocked with disrupted fuel
and metal from the reconfiguration event. Dam-
age to the fuel bundle vas most extensive
throughout the canister region (-50 mm to +50
mm). Nearly one-third of the mixed-oxide and
slightly more than 80% of the U0 2 fuel were
disrupted in the upper two thirds of the
canister region. Likevise, nearly one-third of

MIXED-
OXIDE FUEL

20 40 60 80 100 130
INTACT STRUCTURE , %

Fig. 6. Fraction of Original Fuel and Metal
Within the Inner Edge of the Hex-Can
that Remained Intact Throughout the
Experiment.
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Fig. 7. Fraction of Original Flow Channel Area
Filled with Disrupted Fuel and Metal.

the initial metal structure became disrupted in
this same axial region. The extent of areal
flow-channel blockage was relatively constant
throughout the canister region. The most
extensive blockage occurred at the top of the
canisters in sections B13 and 14; the cap of the
voided region in B14 is shown in Fig. 5. An
axial region containing little or no disruption
extended from +60 mm to +100 mm, above which the
effects of the earlier fuel motion and the hex-
can failure are observed.

Numerous metallography specimens were cut
and prepared from selected macrosections to
evaluate fuel melt fraction in IK^-filled
canisters, to examine sodium urano-plutonate
formation in failed fuel, and to characterize
disrupted fuel and metal structures throughout
the bundle.

Efforts to evaluate fuel melt fractions in
the canisters were limited to the row-of-12
cylindrical canister because the other canisters
experienced nearly complete melting and disrup-
tion with the exception of fuel at the tips of
several flutes of the fluted canister. Meas-
urements made on micrographs of the row-of-12
canister in Bll (+22 mm) led to a calculated
melt fraction of 49%.

The two micrographs in Figs. 8a and 8b (B8,
-24 mm) typify the nature of disrupted materials
in the flow channels of the P4 bundle. One tip
of the fluted canister is shown in Fig. 8a
containing unmelted U0 2 that was forced away
from its cladding by the intrusion of molten
stainless steel. The cladding of the fluted
canister and two adjacent pins have fused,
providing support to the disrupted fuel and
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-1 mm

(a) (b)

20 —1 mm

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Microstructure of Disrupted and Intact Fuel and Metal in PA Fuel Bundle.
(a) Micrograph of a failed pin, a tip of the fluted canister, and disrupted
fuel and metal 24 mm below the fuel midplane; (b) Enlargement of outlined
area in (a); (c) Micrograph of a pin 100 mm above fuel mtdplane showing
sodium urano-plutonate formation to the right of the cladding; (d) Cast
metal contacting the cladding of two pins 127 mm above fuel midplane (CuCl2

etched) .
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metal bordering the large voided region
discussed earlier. This observation is also
Illustrated In Fig. 8d where cast metal bridged
the space between two pins in B19 (+127 mm).
The metallographically etched metal shows the
structure of the cast and Intact stainless steel
adjacent to the incipient cladding failure.
Numerous other examples of this banding of
failed cladding around the large voided region
are apparent in the macrosections of Fig. 5.

A dense band of once-molten fuel shown in
Fig. 8b separated the disrupted fuel and metal
at the periphery of the voided region from the
damaged but intact mixed-oxide fuel. The dense
band contained a mixture of UO2 and mixed-oxide
fuel and micron-size stainless-steel particles.

The mixture of disrupted fuel and metal at
the left of Fig. 8b is characteristic of the
material distributed in the flow channels
throughout the bundle. The mixture contained
both UC>2 canister fuel and mixed-oxide fuel from
failed pins, stainless steel particles of
varying sizes and geometries and a significant
amount of porosity. The relative proportion of
fuel, steel, and porosity was measured at some
17 different locations that contained disrupted
material from the different fuel-motion events;
however, the results were varied, and a
correlation could not be made-

Figure 8c illustrates the presence of
sodium urano-plutonate (gray phase) at the
periphery of a mixed-oxide fuel pellet. Sodium
urano-plutonate extends from the inner cladding
surface at the left of the figure for some
distance into the fuel-pellet grain boundaries
at the right of the micrograph. Electron
microprobe analysis of several fuel pellets
identified the material as a sodium-fuel
compound. The sodium-fuel phase was observed
only in failed, mixed-oxide pins and not in any
disrupted fuel structures. Conditions during
the extended hot standby were suitable to
promote the formation of sodium urano-plutonate
in both failed pins and disrupted fuel within
the bundle flow channels; however, the sodium
urano-plutonate in the flow-channel material
must have dissociated during the reconfiguration
event because of higher temperatures there.

POSTTEST ANALYSIS

Posttest analyses were performed to
identify cladding strain and molten fuel
inventory in the cylindrical canisters as a
function of time during the power transient, to
identify conditions leading to the local failure
of the hex-can, and to extrapolate results from
experiment P4 to reactor conditions.

The posttest analysis of the cylindrical
canisters was performed using the FPIN2 code and
the measured experiment conditions. FPIN2
results indicated that, at 34-s failure, the 20%
CW cylindrical canister contained 40 grams of
molten fuel at an average temper?ture of 3925 K,
had reached a cladding plastic strain of ~12%,
and had a cavity pressure of 24 MPa (10). For
the P4 operating conditions, the FPIN2 calcula-
tions predicted the cylindrical canister
cladding to fail by local necking at diametral

failure strains of 12% and 24% for the 20% and
10% CW canisters, respectively. The agreement
between calculated and experimentally determined
failure conditions for the 20% CW canister was
very good. The peak cladding strain predicted
for the 10% CW canister was -13%, hence it would
not be expected to fail mechanically. This
agrees with experiment observations that the 10%
CW canister failed by melt-through in contact
with fuel ejected from the fluted canister.

Fuel temperatures within the fluted
canister during the power transient were esti-
mated using the THTB code. At 86 s, most of the
fuel within the fluted canister was molten and
fuel in the adjacent pins was reaching the
melting temperature in the cusp areas adjoining
the fluted-canister fuel.

To identify the conditions leading to local
failure of the hex-can, temperature and velocity
fields in the wake of the partial flow blockages
were estimated using the SABRE-1 code (11).
This information was input into a 2-D THTB model
of molten fuel solidifying on the hex-can at
34 s and the hex-can wall then experiencing a
further increase in local coolant temperature at
86 s, prior to failure at 110 s into the power
transient. The power density of the previously-
molten, 93% enriched fuel adhering to the hex-
can wall was estimated to be 480 W/gm, or twice
that in the fuel pins, owing to the fuel reloca-
tion into a higher-worth region. At 86 s, the
temperature of sodium flowing past the fuel on
the hex-can wall in the wake of the blockage was
estimated to be 1235 K, or 245 K hotter than the
990 K free-stream sodium temperature. Results
of the THTB calculations indicate that local
failure of the hex-can wall was a result solely
of the nonprototypicalities of the P4 experi-
ment. Combined effects of both the insulated
outer surface of the hex-can and the radial-
position dependency of fuel power density in che
graded-enrichment fuel bundle were required to
elevate the local hex-can wall temperature to
melting.

The depth from the blockage surface to the
isotherm for dissociation of sodium urano-plu-
tonate was estimated at various power levels.
The partial flow-channel blockage was considered
to be a relatively dense fuel cooled only by
sodium flow past the surface. Results of these
calculations indicate that, for sodium urano-
plutonate dissociation temperatures of 1350 to
1500 K, the dissocation isotherm would have
moved to within a few mm of the blockage surface
when ETR power reached 100 MW. This, and the
lack of sodium urano-plutonate in the disrupted
materials, confirm the dissociation of sodium
urano-plutonate as a factor in the reconfig-
uration event.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Test objectives for molten fuel release were
exceeded and a significant partial flow
blockage resulted. There was no evidence of
fuel sweepout, which agrees with results of
the 37-pin CAMEL II C5 test (_12). Lack of
sweepout In the C5 test was attributed to
significant two-dimensional effects that
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allowed the sodium to bypass the expelled
fuel without significant intermixing.

2. Although no data were obtained relevant to
long-term blockage behavior, due to the
inadvertent flow reduction in the helium
secondary cooling system and the subsequent
ETR scram, experimental evidence supports
the position that rapid pin-to-pin propaga-
tion can be ruled out for oxide fuels.

3. The measured fuel bundle inlet coolant
response to molten fuel release was in
excellent agreement with pretest predictions
based on slug-response coolant behavior
driven by the 14.4 MPa peak pressure calcu-
lated by PLUTO. This result confirms the
earlier conclusion that fuel/coolant inter-
actions resulting ir. greater than 20-MPa
pressurization with measurable Impulses
simply have not occurred (13).

4. DN systems performed as designed and
demonstrated a higher sensitivity to failed
fuel than other instrumentation.

Safety Facility", Nuclear Safety, Vol.
No. 3, May-June 1978, pp. 339-355.

19,

W. A. Ragland, D. H. Thompson, and R. E.
Wilson, "The Sodium Loop Safety Facility -
In-Pile Loop and Test Train for Local Fault
Experiment P4", Proceedings of the
Conference on Fast, Thermal, and Fusion
Reactor Experiments, Salt Lake City, April
12-15, 1982, pp. 2-83 - 2-94.

E. W. Tilbrook et al., "Analytic Review of
the SLSF Test P-4", Trans. Am. Nucl. S o c ,
Vol. 44, Detroit, Michigan, June 1983, pp.
329-330.

T. H. Braid et al., "DN Detection During
SLSF Tests", Proceedings of the Conference
on Fast, Thermal, and Fusion Reactor
Experiments, Salt Lake City, April 12-15,
1982, pp. 1-356 - 1-367.

T. H. Braid et al., "Operation of Cover Gas
System During SLSF Tests", Ibid, pp. 1-341
- 1-347.

5. The P4 hex-can failure resulted from the
extremes of an -*500 W/g fuel power source
and an uncooled hex-can outer wall,
atypicalities unrelated to LMFBR design or
operation.

6. Dissociation of sodium urano-plutonate that
formed In the partial flow-channel blockage
during the extended hot standb> resulted in
the blockage reconfiguration during the
subsequent approach to full power.
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ABSTRACT

Subassembly accidents ore being considered
as possible initiators of core disruptive acci-
dents (CDA) of LMFBRs. The objective of the
present analysis is to assess the contribution
of subassembly accidents to the occurrence fre-
quency of CDAs in conparison with other initia-
tors, to determine weak points of the preven-
tive safety features with regard to subassembly
accidents and to define the requirements to the
core surveillance system. First the methodology
applied is presented, and the selectee' chaina
of events and resulting damage categories are
explained. Subsequently the event trees and
their numerical evaluation are described. The
report concludes with a discussion of the re-
sults, identifying the influential parameters,
and an outline of future research and develop-
ment work for large breeder reactors.

INTRODUCTION

Local cooling disturbances in fuel subas-
semblies of LMFBRs are of particular importance
because of their impact on the plant availabi-
lity and their potential to cause core damage
(J^). The resulting "subassembly accident" could
be an irpairment either of reactor ohutdown or
of the decay heat removal capability. In the
past considerable effort has beer, sper.t in se-
veral countries to demonstrate that this pro-
cess often addressed as "local fault propaga-
tion" is unlikely to occur. Most of this work
*as focussed on experimental as well as theore-
tical investigations of some important events
expected to occur during fault propagation with
the objective to demonstrate that the damage is
salf-limiting or can be detected in due time by
tne core surveillance systems (̂ >jl,j4). In spite
of many encouraging results some questions are
still open with regard to the completeness and
the required quality of the safety demonstra-
tion. This gave rise to attempt to quantify the
impact of open questions on the basis of a
risk-orientated analysis.

Comprehensive risk assessments have not
been performed so far with respect to subas-
sembly accidents; the available publications

are limited to a systematic representation of
failure sequences in a form suitable for proba-
bilistic analysis, preferably event trees {5).
This step normally does not pose particular
problems. The second and much more difficult
step consists in attributing frequencies to the
individual branching points of the event trees.
The difficulties arise from tha fact that in
most cases we have not to do with availabili-
ties of conponents and systems but rather with
the quantification of the branching points of
physical processes, i.e. phenomenological un-
certainties. Since in the majority of events
under consideration, complex processes are in-
volved with variable initial and boundary con-
ditions, a complete theoretical or experimental
treatment, respectively, is not possible. The
solution followed in this paper is the use of
suitable distribution functions which allow to
take into account variations of the crucial
parameters within limits to be defined under
physical or plausibility aspects. As far as
plant specific data were needed in the analy-
sis, the prototype Fast Breeder Reactor SHR 300
served as a reference.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Fig. 1 is simplified schematic representa-
tion of the propagation of local faults. Among
the different initiators, spontaneous pin fai-
lures are considered the dominant one for two
reasons:
a) the high number of occurrences during reac-

tor operation
b) the possibility of subsequent blockage for-

mation and pin to p^n failure propagation by
swelling of defective fuel pins (Na^MO^ for-
mation)

Consequently, 'his initiator and the suc-
ceeding chain of events has been selectff" for
the present analysis.

Swelling of defective fuel pins lias been
observed in several in pile loop irradiation
experiments. The swelling mechanism i:; the che-
mical reaction between oxide fuel, sodium e.;-;d
oxigen in combination with the lower density of
the reaction product Na3MC4. The resulting dia-
meter increase may reach 30% cr even more (6).
This can lead to a partial blockage of She
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svrrounding subchannels and to cooling distur-
bances of the neighbouring fuel pins. Such a
process occured in the experiment Mol 7B, an 18
p.ln bundle which was irradiated in an in pile
J oop beyond the occurrence of pin failures O ) .
Fig. 2 has been composed from the results of
the post irradiation examination (PIE) and
shows that at several locations of the bundle
blockages have been formed. But none of the
blockages seems to have reached a size and a
density sufficient to cause sodium boiling or
clad melting. Mainly from this experiment we
concluded that blockages formed in combination
with pin failures are typically porous ones
with significant axial extension.

Core
Accident

® Belared leutron
Detection

(CM) Comgas Monitoring

@ ) Acoustic Noise

(fS) [emperalure Koite

(fS) Htan Tcnipemluri , ^ Selection onl,
> < v J lor Certain
(Fl) W i n d Flo« - Initiators

© leutron Huiand
Mean Core Outlet Temp.

Fig. 1: Local Fault Propagation ami Related
Detection Possibilities

The process of blockage development is
slow and takes days or even weeks (7,8). It is
normally reliably detected by the delayed neu-
tron detection (DND) system. The damage propa-
gation can be accelerated considerably if in
the vicinity of an undetected disturbance phase
changes occii--, e.g. sodium boiling or melting
of steel. The blockage size necessary to ini-
tiate this process ("critical size") is depen-
dent in particular upon the pin power, the po-
rosity, and the 3hape of the blockage. Dense
blockages attain the critical size with a fuel
inventory of only a few grams, whereas porous
blockages may extenJ over greater regions of
the bundle. As has been demonstrated by the

• Swelling »30V.

Fig. 2: Blockage Formation due to Uranate/
Plutonate Reaction (Mol 7B)

Mol 7C-Experiments, when a "critical size" is
exceeded partial destiuction of the affected
region results 19). The associated material mo-
tions can cause the damage to propagate to
other areas of the pin bundle, and in the worst
case may result in bulk sodium boiling in the
fuel subassembly in question. Under breeder
reactor conditions, bulk boiling is unstable
and a fast transition to meltdown of the sub-
assembly is likely.

With the occurrence of bulk boiling, the
phase of local damage development is terminated
and is followed by the phase of damage propaga-
tion from Eubassembly-to-subassembly. In this
connection, there are two mechanisms for the
damage propagation: mechanical (fast) propaga-
tion and thermal (slow) propagation. Mechanical
propagation is caused by the local build-up of
pressure as a consequence of an energetic
fuel/sodium interaction (FCI). Due to deforma-
tion of the fuel subassemblies and in particu-
lar the associated fuel motions, in the worst
case a situation could arise in which there is
a reactivity insertion which cannot be con-
trolled by the shutdown system. The energy re-
lease necessary to initiate damage propagation
via reactivity effects has been estimated by UK
to be 0,5 MJ (1J[). With regard to thermal pro-
pagation, definition of the scale of damage
which can no longer be tolerated is more diffi-
cult. There is no doubt that high DND-signals
occur in conjunction with the meltdown of indi-
vidual fuel subassemblies. As the extent of the
damage increases, there is moreover an increa-
sing likelihood of shutdown via other core-
monitoring systems (see next section). The un-
detacted damage propagation by melting large
portions of the core without scram is therefore
highly unlikely. The question is rather whether
the extent of the damage reached at the moment
when shutdown occurs will permit reliable decay
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heat removal from the region affected by the
damage. In the present analysis it has been
assumed that under SNR 300 conditions (fuel
sufcassemblies with 169 pins of 6 n diameter)
this 1imit is reached when the melt-through
process has advanced to 19 subassemblies- It
must be mentioned here that both limits (for
mechanical and thermal propagation) are of
rather preliminary nature, and that the real
limits are probably beyond that. Hcwever, it
would be difficult to substantiate the remai-
ning margins on the basis of the available
knowledge-

RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR CF DETECTION SYSTEMS

In the case of the SNR 300, only some of
the detection methods shown in Fig 1 will be
available. Furthermore, in the present analysis
only those systems have been taken into account
which have a safety function. Apart from the
systems especially foreseen to monitor the fuel
subassemblies (DND and monitoring of fuel sub-
assembly exit temperatures (Tj)), the global
core-monitoring systems (variation of neutron
flux {&<pl and of the mean core exit tempera-
ture CilT) , in certain cases may result in
shutdown.

Monitoring Of Subassembly Exit Temperature (T^)
In the case of the SNR 300, the system for

monitoring the fuel subassembly exit tempera-
tures generates a "safety alarm11. The measures
required - e.g. manual shutdown of the plant -
must be implemented by the operator in maximum
30 minutes following the annunciation of an
alarm. In the following analysis therefore, the
assumption is made that monitoring of the tem-
perature contributes to the prevention of
local faults only if the disturbance results in
a permanent temperature rise without further
development of the fault within 30 minutes. No
appreciable contribution is made by the tempe-
rature monitoring system to the early"detection
of blockages, since the effects produced by
blockages on the coolant flow rate are too
small. In the case of bulk boiling and melting,
the variation of the subassembly outlet temper-
atures depend on phenomena like residual sodium
flow, fuel retention and discharge, radial heat
flux, etc. It is difficult to predict under
which conditions a permanent temperature in-
crease can be expected. Hence, the probability
of a shutdown via the temperature monitoring
system is governed essentially by the phenome-
nological uncertainties associated with the
generation of signals. By comparison, the
system tailure rate can be neglected.

Detection Of Delayed Neutrons In The Primary
Sodium (DND)

The DND system of the SNR 300 is connected
to the automatic shutdown system of the reac-
tor. The scram level corresponds to an effec-
tive free fuel surface in the maximum pin power
range (calculated on the assumption of release
through recoil) of 50 cm . The transit time of
the sodium from the core to the DND-monitor is
a function of the power, and ranges from 28 to

42 seconds. These figures are ->rders of magni-
tude less than the tiaes required for the for-
mation of blockages. However, as will be illu-
strated in the following section, one cannot
proceed on the assumption in all cases that
ecram level will be exceeded in the d'le time,
i.e. prior to the attainment of the critical
blockage size.

The increase in the extent of the damage
once the critical size has been exceeded is
associated with a large increase in the DND
signals (9). Shutdown can only take place how-
ever at the earliest following the power depen-
dent time interval that is required for the
sodium to reach the DND monitor. If therefore
thr> disruption of the blockage causes a reduc-
tion of the flow rate in the fuel subassembly
concerned to less than 3 0% of the nominal value
in less than the transit time, the DKD system
is no longer able to prevent the onset of bulk
boiling. Should no fast damage propagation
occur, scram is realized with the reliability
peculiar to the system. The failure rate of the
DND-system has been estimated to 1.5 * 10 per
demand (11 ).

The quantity of DN emitters released du-
ring the meltdown of a fuel subassembly is
orders of magnitude greater than the DND shut-
down threshold. On account of the deficient
sodium flow, the transport conditions from the
core to the outlet plenum are complex and dif-
ficult to predict. Allowance is made for the
existing uncertainties, which considerably out-
weigh the failure rates of the DND-system
proper, through the adoption of appropriately
higher failure rates for the DND-system (see
following section).

For melt-through of the wrapper walls
between adjacent subassemblies, times of about
15 to 20 seconds have been determined (12).
Hence, until the damage propagates to the next-
but-one row of subassemblies, a time interval
of 30 to 4 0 sec. elapses. Thus, at this stage
of damage progression there is the possibility
of DN-shutdown on the basis of the signals
generated during the first meltdown event.

Mean Core Exit Temperatur (AT) And Neutron
Flux <Ai>)

As in case of DND signals (A'P, 4S T) are
connected to the reactor scram system. The
shutdown criteria which have been established
from requirements for other incidents corres-
pond to variations of power or neutron-flux in
excess of 20 to 30 % in less than 10 to 15
seconds. The reactivity contribution of the
fuel of individual fuel subassemblies is 7 0-90
£. Shutdown is thus initiated only when more
than about half of the fuel in a fuel subas-
sembly is removed from the core region in less
than 10 to 15 seconds.

EVENT-TREES AND THEIR PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION

Development Of Damage Within The Fuel
Subassembly

Illustrated in Fig. 3 is the event tree
for the development and propagation of blocka-
ges in the fuel zone of a subassembly. As ex-
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plained above, cladding defects (exclusively
defects involving contact between fuel and
sodium - so-called DN failures) constitute the
initiating event. No number is given for the
frequency of this initiator (P-|Q); i-e. all
subsequent results are related to the occurance
of one DN failure, i.e. conditional frequen-
cies. As regards the probability of the forma-
tion of blockages in the event of DN failures
(P..), no in-pile experience is available. In
none of the 100-200 DN-faults which occured so
far any propagation of damage to adjacent pins
was observed (r?). The decisive factor here is
the practice which has been customary thus far
of removing defective fuel subassemblies from
the core as Boon as possible. For the present
analysis it was assumed that one case of
blockage formation to the critical size occurs
for 100 pin failures. This assumption can be
regarded as conservative, especially if one
bears in mind that for the development of
appreciable blockages the propagation of damage
to a number of pins is necessary.

Pin Failure
in the Core

Blockage
Formation

Critical
Blockag:
Size before
Scram Limit

OND
Scram

Propagation

Scale

DNO
Scram

Propogalicfi

S M I * -« 3 0 m m

Temn.
Monitoring
Shutdown

(bl

• (dl

• Ib)

1-fl2--0lS

i-Pn-'s-io*
H7=015

Pll

(cl buft toiling, DHDsystem available | P ( c l = 6 -10-6 )
(11: bulk boiling. M ) system not available [ P Id) = 3 ID"7)

Fig. 2: Event Tree for Local Blockage Propaga-
tion

As explained previously, the "critical
blockage size" depends upon several parameters.
In case of completely impervious blockages, the
melting temperature of the steel can be
attained as soon as one sub-channel is blocked
with fuel over a length of a few cm (^4). The
fuel inventory with a blockage of this kind is
around 5 g. Plate-type blockages may attain the
critical size (Na-boiling in the recirculation
zone) when the blockage extends to about 1S to
20 % of the fuel subassembly cross-section
(̂ _5). The mass of fuel which can be melted cut
of a blockage of this kind following the occur-
rence of dryout is around 150 to 500 g (15).
The porous blockage which is regarded as the
most likely one can lead to sodium boiling in
the blockage if the length is a few cm (J^).
Presupposing that a*:ial and radial dimensions
of the blockages are about the some, one ob-
tains fuel inventories in the rar.ge 20 to
100 g. To account for this range of possible
blockages a lognormal distribution function is
suggested for the critical blockage size. The

coefficients of the distribution function were
determined on the assumption that the small
impervious blockages and the larger planar
blockages each have a frequency component of 2
to 3 %. For the numerical treatment of the
event tree, the distribution function was sub-
divided into eight classes with the fuel inven-
tory of the blockage as characteristic parame-
ter for the blockage size (s.. upper part of
Fig. 4).
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4: Propagation and Detection of Blockages
on Attainment of Critical Size

For detection of blockages by the DND-
system, it is necessary to determine the rela-
tionship between the blockage size and the free
fuel surface. Impairment of the cooling of the
adjacent pins presupposes swelling rates of
about 30 % and thuir crack openings of more than
5 mm. If one assumes a mean crack widths of
3 mm, then each gra of fuel can be assigned a
cr?ck area of 0.15 cm . The experience acquired
with defective pins has shown that the real
(effective) D*'D signal is considerably higher
than calculated for the geometrical failure
size using the Recoil Model (Y3). The ratio
between the effective and the geometrical fault
area is frequently designated as the k-factcr.
The measured k-factors exhibit a very high deg-
ree of scatter; they range from values close to
unity to values far in excess of 100, w: *-.h
distinct bunching in the range around 50. For
the distribution of th = k-values, a lognormal
distribution is adopted, whose constants are
selected such that 90 % of all k-values are
between 1C and 100. For any critical blockage
size, it is thus possible to calculate the rai-
nimum k-factor which must exist to assure that
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the blockage will generate a scram (50 cm re-
coil) prior to the attainment of the critical
size (see Fig. 4, centre). The probability of a
blockage exceeding the critical size before the
scram-value is attained (P12' c a n then be taken
from the probability distribution function of
k.

The next stage in the development of the
incident is the transition from the local dis-
turbance to bulk boiling. Corresponding to the
response behaviour of the protection systems,
this transition is divided into three classes
with the time limits of one and 30 minutes,
respectively. The question whether, once the
critical blockage size has been exceeded, da-
mage propagation to the whole fuel subassembly
concerned in possible, has been studied in se-
veral in-pile blockage experiments with fuel
inventories in the blockage of about 100 g (9_,
^5»J6.'- I n n o n cr the experiments, a fast
damage propagation occured. But some of the
observed phenomena indicate that such processes
cannot be excluded completely. With very large
blockages, a fast transition to bulk boiling
(i.e. fast propagation) is more likely. Extra-
polation based on the pressure losses measured
during blockage formation experiments
(17), indicates auch a situation to arise if
particle quantities larger than 1 kg are avail-
able. Based on u.e experiments mentioned, it is
estimated that with a fuel inventory of 80 q
the probability of fast propagation processes
is 0.1, and with an inventory of 1000 g is 0.8.
As a distribution function, again a lognormal
distribution is assume ;. With regard to slow
propagation processes (1 to 30 minutes), the
same distribution function was adopted as for
fast propagation, but with the fuel inventory
in the blockage halved. I*-, should be mentioned
et t.iis point that in tl.e remaining third class
(propagation >-30 minutes) caseE of complete
self-limitation of damage are included. In
cases of this kind, even without the interven-
tion of the protection system the plant would
remain in a safe state. On account of the high
shutdown pi^bability, these cases are of no
significance and have been discounted in the
analysis.

The three propagation incidence classes
are plotted together in the bottom part of
Fig 4. From the frequency curves, one obtains
for each blockage pizra the numerical values for
the conditional probabilities of P 1 4 to P 1 7 in
Fig. 3. The sum for all classes of blockage
sizes is also given by the numerical values
specified in this figure.

Finally, it is also necessary to determine
the failure rates for the DHD- und fuel subas-
sembly temperature monitoring detection system.
For the DND-system a failure >-ate of 1.5 • 10
per demano was estimated (P13) (11).

The failure rate for the temperature moni-
toring system was assumed to be 10 per
demand.

The event tree Fig. 3 ends up with the
following damage categories:

Safe States:
(a) Limited damage (e.g. one or more pin de-

fects) ; continuation of operation or manual
shutdown.

(b) More extensive damage (e.g. local melting);
shutdown via protection system.

Dangerous States:
(c) Bulk boiling in one subassembly; propaga-

tion continues; DND available.
(d) As (c) but DND failure.

The most important findings of the numerical
evaluation of the event tree are recorded in
Fig. 3 and will be discussed here briefly. Cri-
tical blockages with a small fuel inventory are
not detected by the DKD-system in due time
(P 1 2), but they have only a low propagation
probability (P^4). For damage category (c),
i.e. fast propagation of a blockage not detec-
ted in due time, the frequency is 6 " 1O"6 per
DN failure. Large blockages, in principle being
detectable, have a much higher propagation po-
tential. This leads to a situation where,
should the DND-system fail, the probability of
fast damage propgation (P15) is about 20 times
higher than when the DND-system is available
(P 1 4). The high reliability of the DND-system
ensures that the incidence of category Id) is
only 3 " 10 per DN failure. Nevertheless,
this case is of appreciable significance, since
the DND-system must also be considered as un-
available during the further development of
damage.

Propagation Of Damage To The Entire Core
The principal stages involved in the pro-

pagation of damage from the occurrence of bulk
boiling in one subassembly to the point, where
parts of the core are involved, are depicted in
Fig. 5. Shown in the event-tree are the bran-
ches which are possible for the evolution of
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the damage within the fuel suba6semblies con-
cerned, and in the neighbouring subassemblies
after melt-through. The development of damage
takes place in four steps: The first and third
step (damage development within the fuel sub-
assemblies following the occurrence of gross
boiling to the point of melt-though) are iden-
tical, whereas the second and fourth step
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(damage development following melt-through)
differ in respect of the effectiveness of the
detection systems.

In each step the possibility of shutdown
into a safe state exist (categories (b)), of
fast or mechanical propagation (categories (e))
and of thermal propagation to or within the
neighbouring subassemblies (intermediate state
(x) and (v)), For the latter ones the event
tree ends up with bulk boiling within 19 subas-
semblies (cateqory (f)) which is considered as
the maximum tolerable extent of damage for this
propagation mechanism as has been explained
above. The details of the development for the
two different steps are depicted in Fig. 5 and
7 and will be discussed in the following to-
gether with the main assumptions on the proba-
bilistic evaluation.

Damage development from bulk boiling to
wrapper wal.. melt-through (Fig. 6). The course
followed by the damage is critically dependent
upon whether or not completely impervious blok-
kages form as a consequence of freezing proces-
ses. Until reliable results become available
for large fuel-pin bundles, both possibilities
will he considered. Total blockages prevent the
sweepout of fuel oiiO the re-entry of sodium,
but then power dbnsitias that are typical of
fast breeders probably lead to melt-through
(12), event (x).
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From the unobstructed subasseiTibiy, by vir-
tue of the build-up of pressure due to evapora-
tion of sodium, steel and fission products, a
fraction of the fuel is swept out of the core
region. The scale of the fuel sweepout is an
important factor as regards the further de-
velopment of the incident and the detection
capability. In general one can say that tile
probability of fuel sweepout decreases with
increasing quantity. For this analysis, fre-
quency components ranging from 0,50 for low and
0,2 for high fractions of fuel sweepout have
been assumed.

In the region of the outlet plenum, there
is the possibility of the occurrence of thermal
interactions between the hot fuel that has been
swept out and the cold sodium (F'CI) , which in
the worst case - due to deformation of the

shutdown-rod quide tube - could jeopardise the
capacity of the reactor to shut down. The poten-
tial of subsequent mechanical energy release
can be calculated in an approximate manner from
the enthalpy and the mass of fuel involved in
the reaction and the efficiency of the
reaction. As regards the efficiency, a semi-
normal distribution with an upper 1init of 3 %
is assumed (^S)- The loading limit for the
structures in the region of the exit plenum is
not exactly known. Jt is likely to be appreci-
ably larger than the loading limit of the core
structure (according to UK-calculations 0.5 MJ
as mentioned earlier), and has been assumed to
be 1 MJ.

With fuel sweepout of less than 50 %, the
probability of r;-.dial. melt-through is close to
unity and there are no possibilities of detec-
tion by the global core-monitoring system';
(A</>, £ T ) . The state in the fuel subassembly
affected can only stabilise when the retained
fuel transfers its heat via radial conduction
to the adjacent subassemblies. Thus, there is
the possibility of detection and shutdown via
monitoring of the fuel subassembly exit tempe-
rature T^ (assumed conditional probability
0.8).

As fuel sweepout increases, the danger of
melt-through declines. At the same time, there
is an improvement in the likelihood of detec-
tion via the global systems (A<p, AT) , whereas
by virtue of the declining radial heat
transport, the sensitivity of T^ drops. As
regards the DND-system, one can proceed on the
assumption that, even when fuel sweepout is
only slightly, high signals are generated.
Shutdown then takes place with the reliability
peculiar to the system following a dead-time of
a minimum of 28 secends. This is longer than
the time which elapses from the onset of clad
melting to the point where melt-through of the
wrapper wall occurs. The DND-system is unable
therefore to prevent propagation of the inci-
dent to the adjacent subassemblies. If no fuel
sweepout occurs, uncertainty prevails as to
whether sufficient DN-emitters will in fact be
transported from the affected fuel subassembly
into the upper plenum. For this reason, it has
been assumed for this branch of the event tree
that meltdown itself does not provide any DN
signals which are sufficient for automatic
shutdown. With the assumptions explained above,
the numerical evaluation of the event tree,
Fig. 6 shows that in 75 % of all meltdown cases
melt-through also occurs (stare x). The figure
for the fast propagation processes is only
10" . The findings differ only slightly for the
two initiating categories (c) and (d).

Damage Development In The neighbouring
Subassembly Following Melt-Through. The related
event tree (Fig. 7) is applicable basically
both for the propagation of damage from 1 to 7
and also from 7 to 19 subassemblies, but with
partly differing conditional probabilities.
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The first branch in the event-tree takes
into account the possibility of fuel sweepout
in the gaps between the fuel-subassembly wrap-
pers following melt-through of the first wall.
In order to achieve a thermally stable state,
about 70 % of the fuel would have to be removed
from the core region. On account of the long
distances and the small size of the gaps (3 to
4 mm), the conditional probability assumed for
such processes is only 0.1. The possibility of
shutdown does moreover mean that the contribu-
tion of this path to the risk is very low. For
90 % of all melt-through cases, it is assumed
that melt-through of the wall of the adjacent
subassemblies also occurs.

The further development of the incident is
again critically dependent upon the fuel trans-
port phenomena in the adjacent subassemblies,
and in particular on the scale of the fuel
sweepout. As in Fig. 6, the development of the
damage is structured according to propagation
times, which are determined by the response
characteristics of the protection systems. The
extent of fuel sweepout is treated as a distri-
bution function with the highest frequency com-
ponents (0.7) being associated with a fuel
sweepout of 30 to 70 %.

After failure of the second wrapper wall,
there is again the possibility of a thermal
interaction between the ejected hot material
and the sodium in the neighbouring subassembly.
The assumptions with respect to the efficiency
of the FCI are the same as described above for
the upper plenum FCI, but for the loading limit
of the core structure a lower figure of 0.5 MJ
as mentioned earlier is assumed.

Even if no appreciable FCI occurs, the
fuel which is transferred into the adjacent
subassemblies may lead to disturbances of the
coolant flow due to freezing processes or depo-
sition at the spacers. With sufficiently large
quantities of fuel, this can occur instanta-
neously, and in the case of smaller quantities
it can also take place through local blockages
and the propagation of damage which such blok-
kages once again initiate. As a general prin-
ciple, one can proceed on the basis that the
risk of the transition to bulk boiling de-
creases in proportion with the increase of fuel
sweepout from the core region through the adja-
cent subassemblies. Basetl on these considera-

tions, the conditional probability for the pro-
gression of the damage to bulk boiling was as-
sumed to be 0,9 to 0,99 fcr low fuel sweepout
and 0,1 to 0,3 for high fuel sweepout. Ob give
an example, with fuel sweepout between 50 and
70 %, the fractions of the three classes or
propagation with the time limits of one and 30
minutes is 50, 30, and 20 %, respectively
(PE3?, PE 3 6 ) .

'with fuel sveepout > 50 %, *:he probability
for shutdown via the glcbal systems (P30' ̂ a B

been assumed to be 0.9, and for lower degrees
of fuel sweepoyt has been assumed to be zero.
With regard to temperature monitoring, it is
assumed that following the melt-through process
permanent temperati re rises prevail which, de-
pending upon fuel sweepout, result in 0.8 to
0.99 of all cases in shutdown.

For propagation processes which take less
than a minute, the DND-system only comes into
effect when damage propagation has reached the
second row of subassemblies. In order to make
allowance for the uncertainties associated with
signal generation, for shutdown a probability
of only 0.9 has been assumed (£34)- For propa-
gation times of longer duration, the failure
rate can be expected to be that peculiar to the
system, i.e. 1.5 " 10" >P35'- F o r incidents
with initiating category (d), P^. and P35 must
be taken as equal to zero.

The results of the quantitative evaluation
of the> event tree shown in Fig. 7, applying
the assumptions explained above, show that the
protection systems are not very effective for
the ca.se of melt-through from one to seven fuel
subassemblies; in 30 % (category c) and 50 %
(category d) respectively, Dropagation of
damage takes place. For the next propagation
phase, i.e. from 7 to 19 fuej. subassemblies,
the value for category (c) decreases by about
an order of magnitude; the value for category
(d) (DND-system unavailable) remains roughly
constant. The frequency components for the fast
propagation cases are 5 * 1 0 for both cases.

Connecting the two event trees Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 as shown in Fig. 5, one obtains the
following conditional probabilities for the
damage progression from bulk boilirg in one
subassembly to major parts of the core:

Initiating Category (c)

Damage Category (b) 0.99
(Shutdown with ex-
tensive damage)

Damage Category (e) 5"10
(FaaL propagation)

Damage Category (f) 5" 10
(Thermal propagation to
the point where decay heat
removal is jeopardised)

,-3

,-3

(d)

0.85

5-10"3

0.145
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The findings from the present analysis for
the entire complex of the subasaembly accident
are compiled in Fig. 8 in the form of a highly
simplified event tree. They may be summarised
as follows: For the occurrence of bulk boiling
in one subassembly a frequency is obtained of
6.5 ' 10~ per DN failure, for the propagation
of damage to the point where major parts of the
core are involved a frequency of about 10 per
DN failure. The latter value comprises a con-
tribution of 30 % from category (e) = reduction
of shutdown capability) and a contribution of
70 % from category (f) = decay heat removal
jeopardised. The numbers for the two initiating
paths (c) and (d) are of about the same order.

Fuel Pin
I OH) Failure

ONO
Failure

Sulk Boiling
ISA

Fast
Propagation

Thermal
Propagation

ld)3H>-7

Fig. 8: Overall Result of the
(SNR 300)

Analysis

In the following it will be explained which
factors are primarily responsible for these
findings, and in what manner the uncertainties
associated with them are reflected.

The probability of blockage formation
caused by pin failures depands decisively on
the DN signals generated by the failures and on
the extent to which credit can he taken from
the operational DND system. Latter is partly a
question of fundamental nature concerning the
role of operational systems for safety conside-
rations. Moreover, there are discussions about
continuing operation with defective fuel pins.
The results of current research and development
programs and decisions on future strategies of
operation must be awaited before thiB question
can be settled.

Another important parameter is the degree
and the time scale of fuel sweepout from the
core after the melting of a considerable amount
of fuel. It determines not only the further
progression of the propagation process but also
the possibility and the time available for
shutdown. This is the decisive parameter for
the frequency of damage category (f). Latter is
also influenced by the assumption that, when
the damage extends to 19 fuel subassemblies,
thfi limit is attained for the reliable removal
of the decay heat. If it could be demonstrated
that reliable decay heat removal is possible

even when the damage extends to more than 19
fuel subassemblies, the frequency of (f) would
be reduced significantly.

The incidence for damage category fe) is
governed primarily by the assumption with res-
pect to an energetic FCls following the melt-
through process and to the tolerable core
loads. By means of a more detailed analysis of
FCI phenomena under local fault conditions and
making use of the results from explosive tests
on core models, this possibility exists of ex-
ploiting the margins of safety which are still
available here. The characteristics and the
state of the detection systems play a minor
part in this connection.

The properties of the safety-related DND
?ystem have a dominant influence on the fin-
dings. The assumed shutdown threshold value has
a bearing upon the incidence of the transitio-
nal state (c), and the system reliability upon
that of the transitional state (d>. with its
failure rate oi 1.5 ' 10 , it is improbable
that there will be any appreciable further im-
provement in the reliability of the DND-system.
On the other hand, the DND-shutdown margin is
higher than for other comparable plants. A re-
duction would affect all consequential events
along path (c), and could have the effect of
bringing about a marked reduction in the proba-
bility for damags category (e). The essential
contributions to the frequency of subassembly
accidents would then come via path (d) (= DND
failure), and damage category (f) (= thermal
propagation) would predominate. The assuitption
in respect of DND-signal generation on melt-
through has an influence only on the probabi-
lity for damage category (f) along path (c).
The elimination of these uncertainties on thei™
own would not greatly alter the overall
findings.

The contribution made by monitoring of the
fuel subassembly exit temperature in the form
realised for the SNR-300 is relatively small
for the incident under consideration here. The
point should be made in this connection however
that the primary purpose of this system is the
detection of blockages at the fuel subassembly
inlet (see Fig. 1). The contribution of blocka-
ges of this kind to the frequency of subas-
sembly accidents is likely to be small; as yet
however, no quantitative analyses have been
performed.

As a general conclusion, the following can
be said:

The description of the chain of events
involved in the incident in the form of event
trees presents no problems. There are however
appreciable uncertainties associated with
quantifying the events and the probabilities.
Through the use of plausible or estimated
distribution functions and the adoption of con-
servative assumptions, it is possible to com-
pensate for some of these uncertainties. Under
these circumstances, the findings piesented
depend to a certain degree on subjective expert
opinion and should he viewed primarily to iden-
tify weak points and possibilities for the im-
provement of accident prevention. Latter
appears to be possible by fully exploiting the
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ABSTRACT

Scoping calculations have been performed
examining the consequences of fuel melting and
pin failures for a reactivity-insertion type
accident In a sodium-cooled, pool-type reactor
fueled with a metal alloy fuel. The principal
gas and vapor species released are shown to be
Xe, Cs, and bond sodium contained within the fuel
porosity. Fuel vapor pressure is insignificant,
and there is no energetic fuel-coolant Inter-
action. Condensation of sodium vapor as it
expands into the upper sodium pool in a jet
mixing regime may occur as rapidly as the vapor
emerges from the disrupted core (although
reactor-material expei-iments are needed to
confirm these high condensation rates). If the
predictions of rapid direct-contact condensation
can be verified experimentally for the sodium
system, the implication is that the ability of
vapor expansion to perform appreciable work on
the system is largely eliminated. Furthermore,
the ability of an expanding vapor bubble to
transport fuel and fission product species to the
cover gas region where they may be released to
the containment is also largely eliminated. The
radionuclide species except for fission gas are
largely retained within the core and sodium pool.

INTRODUCTION

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is an
advanced concept of a sodium-cooled fast reactor
having the core region submerged in a large pool
of sodium at a pressure only slightly above
atmospheric. In the reference design, the system
uses sodium-bonded metal fuel in the core.
Analyses have shown that the system is highly
tolerant of severe, unprotected transients and Is
not likely to experience core disruption nor even
fuel melting despite the low melting temperature
of the U-15Pu-10Zr reference fuel (Tr,Qlid =
1423K).1 This Is due l:o inherent features of the
system, especially the high thermal conductivity
and expansion of the fuel. Nonetheless, it Is

possible to postulate transients such as unterml-
nated reactivity insertion that are severe enough
that the thresholds for fuel melting and pin
failures may be surpassed. The purpose of these
scoping studies was to examine the consequences
of this postulated severe accident under con-
ditions appropriate to IFR with metal fuel.

The blowdown of gas and vapor from failed
pins into the coolant channels and the resulting
gas/vapor expansion process have several aspects
Important to the overall accident sequence;
namely, a) possible expulsion of the sodium
coolant fronm the fuel assembly, b) possible
dispersal of molten fuel from the core region by
a drag-related sweepout process, c) possible
acceleration of overlying sodiun which may impact
the vessel head causing damage, and d) possible
transport of fuel and fission product species to
the cover gas region where they may leak from the
system. Hen^e, the p:n blowdown and gis//apor
expansion may play vartng roles insofar as
determining reactivity changes during the
accident due to coolant voiding and fuel motion,
determining the conversion of expansion energy
Into mechanical work performed on the reactor
head and vessel, and determining tlie early-time
release of rsdionuclides co the reactor contain-
ment.

In previous analyses of vapor production and
expansion effects performed foi oxide-fueled
cores, It has been considered that vapor Is
produced very suddenly in the core region,
initially producing a pressure wave which
propagate > through the coolant, and subsequently
accelerating a liquid slug as the vapor zone
undergoes expansion. The working fluid may be
fuel vapor in some accident sequences, owing to
the relatively small temperature difference of
~ 450K between the melting and boiling points for
mixed oxide fuel. Hence, In oxide cores, a
reactivity insertion capable of causing rapid
fuel melting may also cause significant fuel
vapor pressure. Alternatively, the working fluid
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has also been considered to be sodium vapor,
resulting from an extreme case of a fuel-coolant
interaction (FCI) In which vapor is considered to
be formed on an explosive time scale. In both
cases, the vapor formation and expansion
processes have been considered to occur on such a
fast time scale that heat transfer from the vapor
to surrounding structure and coolant during the
expansion process was typically ignored. This
picture is substantially different, however, for
IFR with metal fuel. The metal fuel boiling
point is ~3000°C above its melting point, and
hence, metal fuel vapor pressure is not a
significant factor. Additionally, application of
the interface temperature criterion for a large-
scale vapor explosion Indicates that the metal
fuel temperature would have to exceed ~3000°C for
an energetic interaction to occur, and this temp-
erature Is nowhere near approached in any reason-
able postulated reactivity insertions. Hence,
there appears to be no mechanism in IFR with
metal fuel to give the large, rapid expansion
processes characteristic of previous oxide-core
analyses. The picture for the metal fueled
system is a much more benign process Involving
channel boiling and pin blowdown effects. A key
factor Is that these processes may be suf-
ficiently slow that heat transfer duLing the
expansion phase may no longer be negligible. The
possibility that the combined effects of a
smaller vapor source plus vapor condensation both
acting to lessen the accident energetics and
radionuclide release is being explored. Scoping
studies have been performed to examine the
disruption process In IFR, and the preliminary
results are reported here. Although the design
of IFR is not firmly established, representative
parameters were selected based on the design of
the Large Pool Plant (LPP), a pool-type sodium-
cooled system with a nominal power of 3500 MWt
(Figure 1).

PIN BLOWDOHN

The effects of pin failures Insofar as
release of gas and vapor into the coolant
channels is examined first. The inventory of
gaseous and volatile species in the fuel pins is
estimated for these scoping calculations based
upon a representative fuel assembly assumed to
have burnup equivalent to one full-power year. A
key feature of IFR with metal fuel is that the
pins contain bond sodium which Initially fills
the fuel—to-claddlng gap. During operation the
metal fuel swells, contacting the cladding at ~2
a/o burnup. Experience with this type of fuel In
EBR—II has shown that ~ one-third the available
porosity (75X smear density) contains bond
sodium. During a temperature transient, this
material behaves like a volatile species distri-
buted throughout the fuel matrix. The total
estimated core-wide inventories of gaseous and
volatile species, including the sodium contained
in the fuel porosity, are given in Table 1. The
two—thirds of the bond sodium displaced from the
gap and not contained in the porosity is not
included In this table. The table conservatively
considers that the species are present in their
elemental form, although some compounds such as
Csl are expected to be present. However, there

is expected to be less compound formation in the
metal fuel system than in the oxide fuel system
owing to the relative lack of oxygen. It can be
seen from Table 1 that Xe, Cs, and bond sodium In
the fuel matrix account for -95% of the mole
inventory of gaseous and volatile species. Hence,
these are the key speciee insofar as gas/vapor
blowdown from a failed fuel pin.

The blowdown of failed pins is predicted to
evolve in two stages. During the initial release
stage, predominantly fission gas from the fuel
pin plenum region (-̂ 50 atm reference pressure)
blows down through the breach site; and,
depending upon the location of the breach, may
carry little if any fuel into the coolant
channels. Some release of gas and vapor from
within the fuel Is also expected. This Initial
gas release is expected to cause upward, and
possibly downward channel voiding. During this
Initial blowdown the pin pressure Is eventually
reduced to the point that the saturation pressure
of the bond sodium contained within the fuel mass
is reached. For a fuel temperature of ~ 1300°C,
characteristic of pin disruption conditions^
(~100°C above the nominal melting temperature of
the U-15Pu-10Zr fuel alloy), this occurs at a pin
pressure of ~ 20 atm. Hence, the second stage of
blowdown involves the flashing of sodium from
within the molten region of the fuel, causing a
temporary pressure plateau within the pin at ~ 20
atm. This flashing process is expected to be an
important factor In ejecting molten fuel from the
pin and in dispersing the fuel from the core
region, although this remains to be demonstrated
in TREAT and CAMEL tests. According to the
relative molar inventories, Table 1, this second
stage of blowdown Is expected to involve a
substantially larger vapor release than the
predominantly gas release of the first stage.

CHANNEL BLOWDOWN

The rate of flow of the gaseous and vapor
species axially through the subassembly is
estimated based upon the following simplified
considerations. The cladding breaches are
assumed to offer negligible resistance to flow
during the sodium flashing stage, and hence, the
channel pressure at the breach site Is assumed to
build up to P g a t (20 atm) during the channel
blowdown. This pressure exceeds the sodium pump
head of ~ 10 atm, and hence, temporary stoppage
and reversal of sodium flow through the sub-
assembly would follow. The relative Inertlal
lengths for upward and downward slug expulsion
from the disruption zone are such that voiding
will progress much more rapidly In the upward
direction. The subassembly may not void
completely in the downward direction, and under
these conditions the downward expansion process
is of small importance compared to the upward
expansion. For the present scoping calculations
the upward sweepout of fuel and the plateout of
fuel In the channel are ignored; ie, the upward
blowdown takes place as a single-phase flow
through unobstructed coolant channels. (Two-
phase flow effects and fuel plateout effects, if
considered, would both act to slow down the rate
of gas/vapor flow Into the upper sodium pool).
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Fig. 1. View of Large Pool Plant (LPP), a 3500 MWt Sodium-Cooled,
Pool-Type Fast Reactor.

Table 1. Inventory of Gaseous and Volatile Species in LPP Metal

Fuel After 1-Year Full Power Operation at 3500 MWt.

Species Normal Boiling Pt, °C Inventory, kg Inventory, kg-moles

Xe
Kr

Br

I

Se

Rb

Cs

Te

Bond Na*

-
-

58

183

685

688

670

900

892

195
18.2

0.11

9.2

1.9

7.8

123

18.9

182

1.49

0.22

0.00

0.07

0.02

0.09

0.93

0.15

7.91

•Contained in Fuel porosity.
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Condensation is also ignored during this stage of
the vapor flow. The vapor expands to a pressure
of ~2 atm at the top of the subassembly. Using
Shapiro's analysis to calculate the flow of a
compressible gas through a long channel with
friction, the estimated blowdown flowrate is ~
2.8 kg/s for the disrupted subassembly. The flow
is predicted to be choked, but just barely so.
The duration of this blowdown stage is predicted
to be short, of the order of 0.1 s. The peak
efflux velocities in the coolant channel are
calculated to be ~ 100 m/s at the disruption
zone, increasing to ~ 800 m/s at the tops of the
pins. The vapor exits the subassembly duct
through the top opening (~ 8 cm dia) whereupon it
enters into the upper internal structure (UIS)
region of the sodium pool (Figure 2 ) .

VAPOR BEHAVIOR IN THE SODIUM POOL

The system-wide effect of the gas/vapor
species emerging into the sodium pool Is to
displace sodium into available compressible

volume; ie, into the reactor cover gas region.
The flowpath includes first the core assemblies
as described in the previous section. Upon
entering the UIS shroud region the flow splits;
some material flows directly into the REDAN
region of the pool by expanding out the gap (~ 7
cm height) that exists between the tops of the
core assemblies and the shroud (Figure 2 ) .
However, most of the flow Is expected to go
upward through the lower perforated guide
plate. The upper guide plate Is not perforated,
and the flow is diverted radially through the
numerous flow ports on the shroud to mix with the
large sodium inventory in the REDAN region. The
presence of this structure creates numerous jet-
like flows along the path, including the
subassembly exits, shroud—to-subassembly gap,
perforated guide plate, and the mixing ports.
This jet-like flow through the structure causes a
dramatic increase in the lnterfacial area between
the flowing vapor and the pool sodium compared to
the single, radially symmetric expanding bubble
which has been pictured previously. Due to this

UIS SHKOUb

— SOCMOTsA F\_OVJ

Fig. 2. Illustration of Upper Internal Structure (UIS) in LPP.
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jet-like flow and due co the relatively small
masses of vapor and their relatively slow release
rates, it is considered that heat transfer and
condensation are likely to occur to an appreci-
able extent in this system, limiting the
gas/vapor expansion process. The results of
scoping calculations bearing on this expansion
process are presented here.

In the first case, we choose to examine the
consequences of the gas/vapor expansion process
if no vapor condensation is considered. This
provides maximum vapor region growth rates and
maximum post-expansion pressure in the system.
The released inventory of gas and vapor flows
upward through the paths described previously,
through the vertical height of the sodium pool,
and eventually breaks through the sodium/cover
gas interface, entering the cover gas region. In
general, the entire inventory of gaseous and
volatile species contained core wide (Table 1)
would not be entirely released into the system
even in the most severe of postulated accidents,
owing especially to noncoherence effects. To
include this effect in the calculations requires
introduction of a release factor which Is the
ratio of the gaseous and volatile species
released to the total inventory of such species.
This Is termed the disruption release fraction
(BRF), expressed by:

DRF = XjX2X3

where X, =

(1)

fraction of fuel assemblies under-
going disruption coherently,
fraction of pins in fuel assembly
undergoing disruption coherently, and
fraction of gaseous and volatile
species released from failed pins.

Figure 3 shows the pressure In the LPP system as
a function of the release fraction, DRF, based
upon the isotopic inventories accumulated after
the equivalent of one year at full power oper-
ation. Also illustrated is the breakdown accord-
ing to the contributions of the various species
present. It can be seen that the maximum quasi-
static system pressure for DRF = 1.0 is ~ 7.4
atm, which Is well within the pressure capability
of the reactor vessel.

In arriving at the pressures in Figure 3, it
was considered that the gas/vapor temperature
remained at the fuel disruption temperature
(~ 1300°C) during passage through the sodium pool
to the cover gas region. More realistically, the
gas/vapor temperature will be lower, and the
vapor will experience condensation as It passes
through the sodium. Without resorting to a
mechanistic determination of the heat transfer
and condensation processes for the present, one
can determine the system pressure for any assumed
final temperature of the gas/vapor material. This
is shown in Figure 4 for the three cases DRF =
0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. The vapor pressure influence
of both the bond sodium and the elemental cesium
are readily apparant in this illustration. For
example, If sufficient heat transfer could be
effected during the gas/vapor expansion/migration
process to cool the "bubbles" to ~ 800°C, es-

e
o

l

Vel»2l8m'

FP INVENTORY « 1 YR AT 3500

Th- l300#C

INITIAL COVER GAS PRESSURE

0.4

DRF =

0.6 O.8

Fig. 3. Quasi-static Pressure in LPP vs Fraction
of Gaseous and Volatile Species Released
without Condensation Attenuation Effect.

sentially all of the sodium would be condensed
and the system pressure would be reduced
dramatically. An additional but less dramatic
reduction would take place if the bubbles were
further cooled to below ~ 700°C due to conden-
sation of the cesium. (Condensation of Se, Rb,
and Te would also occur in this range, but would
be Incidental Insofar as reducing pressure due to
their small molar inventories). Figure 4 is
illustrative of the benefit to be derived from
heat transfer to the sodium liquid during the
expansion stage. The normal hot pool operating
temperature Is ~ 500°C. This temperature may
1; crease as a result of the postulated overpower
accident, but one feature of the LPP design Is
the very large inventory of sodium in the hot
pool region which causes the heatup to be small.
For even the most severe accidents considered,
the sodium temperature in this region is not
expected to exceed ~ 700°C at disruption onset,5

and hence there exists a significant potential
for vapor condensation.

VAPOR CONDENSATION

To explore the possibility of significant
vapor condensation, consider the jet-like flow of
sodium vapor emerging from the tops cf the core
assemblies into the UIS shroud region at ~ 2.8
kg/s as determined in the previous section. The
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Fig. 4. Quasi-static Pressure in LPP for Varying
"Bubble" Temperature.

exiting flow is choked. To the authors1

knowledge, there exists no data relating to the
rates of direct contact condensation of sodium
vapor flowing into subcooled sodium which would
enable determination of the condensation rate for
this system. This process has been extensively
Investigated for steam and water, however,
especially since it has application in the
pressure suppression pool in the BWR containment
designs. (There is a close analogy between the
condensation of steam in the BWR suppression pool
and the condensation of sodium vapor in the LPP
upper pool). In order to obtain a rough estimate
of the condensation rate in the absence of data
for the sodium system, we presently utilize the
data of Cumo, et al, for the direct contact
condensation heat transfer coefficient measured
in the steam/water system, and apply their result
a priori to the sodium vapor/liquid system. For
a sonic steam jet emerging into water, Cumo
measured h = 300 J/s cm2 C at AT b = 100°C.
Utilizing this value of hc for the sodium system,
the interfacial area required to fully condense
the sodium vapor jet exiting the top of the core
duct is determined from:

m h
g g
h 41 .
c sub

(2)

where m = 2.8 kg/s*SA, h - 4.6 MJ/kg for
saturated^ sodium vapor at the exit of the core
assembly, hc = 300 J/s cm2 C, and ATsufc = 280°C
(pool temp = 700°C). The required area to fully
condense the emerging vapor is estimated to be
150 cm . This area would be attained in a smooth
cylinder above the subassembly (SA) opening of
only 6 cm length, about one-half the SA-to-SA
pitch. This calculation mearly suggests that if
the direct contact condensation coefficients are
large in the sodium system, as they are in the
steam/water system, that condensation of sodium
vapor emerging into the subcooled sodium pool may
occur very rapidly. The value of h for the
sodium system needs to be addressed through
laboratory experiments and related analysis.

CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE

Keeping in mind that the jet-like flow at
the SA exit is only the first in a series of such
jet-like flow regimes caused by the presence of
the UIS, it is reasonable to anticipate that
vapor—to-liquid heat transfer, and condensation,
are important processes during the upward vapor
expansion. It should be mentioned that there is
such a large heat sink present in the sodium
within the REDAN region of the LPP that the
entire available vapor Inventory can be condensed
with only ~ 1°C temperature rise. The physical
picture that emerges differs markedly from
previous analyses which involved the rapid growth
of a single, large vapor bubble. These scoping
calculations suggest that the vapor may condense
as rapidly as It enters into the pool (although
this remains to be demonstrated). If this
physical picture is found to be correct, the
implication is that the vapor expansion process
Is largely eliminated in the IFR system with
metal fuel, eliminating with It the capability of
performing appreciable work on the system and of
transporting radionuclldes to the cover gas
region where they may be released to containment.
We are left with bubbles of noncondensable
fission gas rising through the pool to the cover
gas region, where they add no more than ~ 1 atm
pressure to the system. In fact, a substantial
fraction of the noncondensables may be trapped
within the UIS shroud beneath the upper guide
plate. Fuel and other fission product species
would b<; largely left behind in the core region
or retained in the liquid sodium as a result of
the condensation process, analogous to the effect
of passing through a scrubber system. As long as
decay heat is removable from tte reactor system,
release of radionuclides Into the containment
would be essentially zero in this physical
picture, although the long term leakage-type
release of fission gases and perhaps high
volatility species needs to be considered
further.
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available inherent safety features. Howaver,
this would require considerable research
effort.
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AN APPLICATION OF AUTOMATED REASONING SOFTWARE:
PROCEDURE GENERATION SYSTEM VERIFIER

D. E. Smith and S. E. Seemin
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

An on-line, automated reasoning
software system for verifying the actions
of other software or human control systems
has been developed. It was demonstrated
by verifying the actions of an automated
procedure generation system. The verifier
uses an interactive theorem prover as its
inference engine with the rules included
as logic axioms. Operation of the verif-
ier is generally transparent except when
the verifier disagrees with the actions of
the monitored software. Testing with an
automated procedure generation system
demonstrates the successful application of
automated reasoning software for verifica-
tion of logical actions in a diverse,
redundant manner. A higher degree of con-
fidence nay be placed in the verified
actions generated by the combined system.

Ons part of Westinghouse Hanford
Company's operational safety map-machine
integration (MMI) development program ir.
to develop a diagnostic-control system
called the Transitio- Control System
(TCS).(l) The purpose of the TCS is to 1)
monitor the operational status of the
plant's systams and equipment, and 2) pro-
vide the operator guidance for transitions
between established plant states which are
within or between the various operating
modes. The methodology needed to accom-
plish the second task was demcnstrated in
1982 with the Procedure Generation System
(PGS).(l)

The PGS is a system-specific
automated reasoner. Its capabilities and
methodologies frequently face skepticism
when demonstrated to people unfamiliar

with the technology. A common question is,
"How do you know it is ••ight?" This is a
legitimate question. An error in the
tables of established plant states or in
the software coding could potentially
result in the synthesis of an incorrect
procedure and a possible accident initia-
tion sequence. To circumvent the questions
of trusting a single system, an automated
reasoning verifier was developed and added
to the PGS. The purpose of this system is
to provide on-line verification of the
conclusions of the PGS.

The PGS automatically performs the
rule-based decision process of serial pro-
cedure formulation.!^) It determines the
next most acceptable, possible state and
then synthesizes a serially ordered set of
specific instructions that is necessary to
accomplish the transition. The serialized
procedure for trs situation-specific con-
dition is then presented to the operator.

The PGS automatically makes numerous
decisions. It prioritizes the modes of
system operation, selects possible transi-
tions between system states, and optimizes
the transition. It also formulates a
prioritized procedure in response to
specific plant conditions for on-line use.

It is important to note that the PGS
does not diagnose the state of the equip-
ment of the system being controlled. The
state of the equipment is a required
input. The fur^tions of dif;nosis and con-
trol are being treated separately. The
methodology which works well for the con-
trol aspect may not work as well in the
diagnosis portion.

161
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The purpose of the verifier is to
independently verify the conclusions of
PGS. This requires that the verifier have
access to the same facts as FGS and the
conclusions from PGS as shown in Figure 1.
The verifier uses artificial
intelligence/automated reasoning to deter-
mine what changes in mode or procedures
should be recommended compared to the con-
clusions of PGS. Any differences between
the two systems are flagged and brought to

r the operator's attention.

APPLICATION OF AR

PGS REPRESENTATION
IN FORTRAN
(OHDERED)

AR REPRESENTATION
IN CLAUSES/AXIOMS^

[NOT ORDERED)

FIGURE 1. Knowledge and information sharing
between PGS and the verifier.

The verifier tias developed and imple-
mented in a manner to provide diversity,
relative to PGS. While the source of
knowledge was the same for both systems,
the verifier and PGS were developed by
different engineers and technicians. The
verifier was first developed as a stand-
alona system based on the Interactive
Theorem Prover (ITP) an automated reason-
ing code, developed by the Mathematics and
Computer Science Division of Argonne
National Laboratory. (J_) PGS is programmed
in FORTRAN while the verifier is based on
Pascal. The two systems are tied together
with FORTRAN subroutine? which handle the
translation of input and output informa-
tion.

Both systems have a common basis in
their source of the knowledge. All the
information which was collected and syn-
thesized to provide the understanding of
the system structure and cause-effect
relationships which was built into PGS was
available for buildirg the knowledge base
in the verifier. However, the final form
of the knowledge base was totally dif-
ferent. While PGS has tables of esta-
blished plant states and transition rules
in ordered FORTRAN statements, the verif-
ier has the information in the form of
logical clauses and axioms ir. an arbitrary
order.

The function of the verifier was
chosen for efficiency reasons. The verif-
ier checks the component statuses to
determine if they form "an instance of" an
acceptable mode. The problems with an

unbounded search are thus avoided. The
Sequencing Established States strategy in
PGS serves a similar purpose.

Neither system is "pure" automated
reasoning. PGS started as a concept
Demonstration project and works within the
limits imposed by FORTRAN. While the
verifier could have been implemented using
purely logical operators, speed con-
straints initially required the PGS-
verifier and verifier-PGS translation ror-
tions be placed in the FORTRAN interface
routines.

An initial version of the knowledge
base in the verifier comprised slightly
over 100 lines. This file formed the input
to the stand-alone version of ITP. It was
developed in a form to enhance readabil-
ity. However, it took between one and two
minutes to execute.

The final form of the knowledge base
currently in use has been extensively
optimized for speed. Portions of the ini-
tial version were implemented in the FOR-
TRAK' interfaces. The remainder was recast
into the form of demodulators to be used
on input of the system operability
description. Initialization of ITP is
currently down to about six seconds, and
execution to determine whether the com-
ponent states form an instance of a valid
state as determined by PGS takes a frac-
tion of a second.

Operation of the verifier on top of
PGS is, for the most part, transparent.
For almost all cases conducted for the
FFTF Lube Oil System simulation, the
verifier and PGS agree. However, for one
family of cases, the verifier and PGS were
found to disagree. The disagreement may be
found in the transitions between modes.
The disagreement traces back to ambigui-
ties in the written documentation for the
system. The suthor of the PGS rules
decided that one particular subsystem was
required for operation in all modes except
Shutdown. The author of the verifier
decided, based on how the system func-
tioned that the one subsystem was not
needed once a certain moc'a was attained.
If a failure is declared for any part of
the one subsystem, PGS declares that the
highest operable mode is shutdown. The
verifier disagrees and says that the
current mode can be maintained. When the
verifier/PGS system was reviewed by FFTF
operators, they sided with the verifier
and disagreed with PGS.

This instance demonstrated the suc-
cessful application of automated reasoning
as a verifier. It uncovered an error in
the knowledge base in PGS. It showed that
the diversity and redundancy of a verifier
can result in a higher degree of confi-
dence in the procedures generated by the
combined system.
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TRAINING OF THE STAFF IK CREYS-MALVILLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Pierre SCKMITT

Deputy Manager of
Super-Phenix power plant
38510 MORESTEL - FRANCE

ABSTRACT

This fast-breeder reactor is a prototype
so a considerable effort has been achieved in
the training field.

The basic technical training is spread
over one or two years, then training in impro-
vement and recycling is designed to maintain
and enrich the knowledge already acquired.

About one hundred courses were specifi-
cally created for this reactor system.

A general process simulator is aimed at
the training of operators under normal and in-
cidental situations and in the detection and
diagnosis of preaccidental situations. Other
simulators carry out the exact simulation of
the decay power removal systems.

The practical training is completed during
the starting operations by the elaboration of
the opeoting instructions and maintenance
procedures and by taking part in the trials.

INTRODUCTION

The CREYS-MALVILLE plant belongs to the
NERSA, a european company made up of three
partners Franca, Italy and Germany.

NERSA requested the Thermal Production
Department of Electricite de France (E.D.F) to
operate this plant. The contract between NERSA
and E.D.F stipulates that the plant must be
operated according to the same principles and
methods as those existing in the other French
nuclear power plants.

One of the main points of such a contract
is to allow CREYi-MALVILLE to take advantage
of the knowledge and the experience of E.D.F
gained during the construction and operations
of its plants.

This is why the staff is trained in the
same way as it is done in other French plants
with the agreement of the French nuclear safe-
ty organisations.

STAFF FEATURE

The main feature of the staff is its
young age. This characteristic can be accoun-
ted for by the enormous development of nuclear
plants in France. Thirty one plants were put
into service during the last six years, and
fifteen are forecasted for the next three
years. This development brings about a lack
of experienced staff and, hence, the obliga-
tion of engaging young and inexperienced
people.

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN FRANCE
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Figures 1 and 2 show that the average age
of the staff in CREYS-MALVILLE is 29 and the
average experience in the plant is 2.5 years
compared to respectively 37 and 14 years for
the whole E.D.F staff .

' f - t i r*FF etLOW ! . • • * « H

AGE OF THE STAFF

- ' . Of 1 H [ i l A f F BELOW N »EAR

LENCTH OF SERVICE 0? THE STAFF

To this main characteristic we may add
two others which are a consequence of the pro-
totype nature and the international context of
CREYS-MALVILLE.
. Less than 2 % of the present staff has a l -

ready worked in the fast breeder reactor
Phenix.

. The staff is composed of different nationa-
l i t i e s . These different nationalit ies
are not. a constraint but special attention
must be given so that everyone gets adapted
to the specific working methods of this
plant and to the existing French regula-
t ions.

For the above reasons a serious effort
in the f ie ld of training has to be achieved
in particular to compensate for the lack of
experience of the staff. In order to increase
the level of knowledge of the new employees
they are engaged one or two years before ta-
king up their functions. During this period
they follow an intensive training program.

THE PURPOSE OF THE TRAINING

The aim to achieve is to provide the
staf f with the means to run the plant re l ia-
bly and safely under any circumstances.

Apart from i ts theoretical and techni-
cal purposes, the training must convince the
whole staff that, in the f ie ld of nuclear in-
dustry, incompetence, lack of attention and
carelessness are intolerable. I t must also
allow each person, according to his functions
and responsibi l i t ies, to judge and appreciate
the consequences of a human error or a fa i lu -
re of a component. This appreciation seems to
be the best incentive for the staff to res-
pect the regulations concerning the design
and construction of the plant and to motivate
each one to pursue and keep up a high level
of quality in maintenance and operating.

The training consists of several phases
following a precise progression.

. The f i r s t phase is devoted to the environ-
ment of the employees : their reception,
acquaintance with the establishment,
regulations of safety and health physics,
quality assurance etc . . .

. The second phase concerns the basic techni-
cal training designed to familiarize the
staff with the physical phenomena required
to understand the operating of the plant
and to provide each one with the proper
technical language of the reactor system.

. The th i rd and longest phase aims at a tho-
rough command of the technical f ie ld ap-
propriate to each particular function.
Once this training is completed, the ope-
rator is recognised as being competent only
after a probation period during which he
wi l l progressively take up his functions
supervised by a ski l led operator.

. The following stage of the program con-
sists of an improvement and recycling
training designed to maintain and to en-
rich the knowledge already acquired.
This training focuses specif ically on the
feedback of experience acquired in the
operating of French or foreign power
plants.
The possibi l i t ies offered by the simula-
tors located in CREYS-MALVILLE are inten-
sively used.

THE MEANS OF THE TRAINING

CREYS-MALVILLE is a prototype and a de-
monstration plant. I t was not possible to use
here the framework created in France for the
PWR power plants. Therefore the training of
the f i r s t team principal ly called for self-
training and spontaneous transmission of know-
ledge and experience from one person to
another.

During the f i r s t couple of years the exe-
cutive staff spent more than 30 % of i ts time
to set up the training and the teaching
material. The executive staff created the
simulators and ensured the courses for this
period.
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During the same period the plant took
advantage of the collaboration of a number
of inst i tut ions : the COWISSAIUAT A
L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE (CEA) the licensee of the
nuclear boiler, the constructors, various
departments of ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE, NERSA
and the operating teams of the Phenix power
plant.

In the future the training wi l l be mainly
carried out within a specific internal frame-
work. The executive staff w i l l however remain
available for the training on simulators and
for the transmission of the experience accumu-
lated in CREYS-MALVILLE and in other plants.

THEORETICAL TRAINING

This consists of :
. f i f t y courses each one concerning a precise

component, they are set up by the construc-
tors, themselves,

. twenty f ive general theoretical courses,

. ten recycling and improvement courses.
The main theoretical and recycling cour-

ses cover several categories, mainly :

The basic technical information. This is
an introduction which gives great importance
to the description of the components and to
the examination of the equipment. All the
physical knowledge necessary for the unders-
tanding of the plant operation are dealt with
during this course.

Fig. 3 : Steam generator building model use for
training during the basic technical
information.

A detailed technical t ra in ing, a long
term course which aims at a thorough acquain-
tance with the reactor system. I t provides
the participants with the information neces-
sary to fol'ow further specific courses.

Improvement of the operating staf f . After
a certain period of time during which the
staff has practised i t s functions, recycling
courses unable them to increase and exchange
their knowledge and their experience concerning
operation, the plants protection systems and
the general regulation. These courses are also
aimed at the study of accidental and highly
hypothetical situations and at the analysis
of the means to bring the plant back to a
safe and stable state. There is particular
emphasis on health physics and radioactive
release into the atmosphere.

Four courses connected with the use of
sodium.
. The "Sodium School" lasts two weeks and is

given in the CEA CADARACriE Research Center
near the fast breeder reactor RAPSODIE and
near the sodium test f ac i l i t i es of that
Center. Specific equipment was created to
introduce the staff to the operating, super-
vision and maintenance of sodium components.

The theoretical part of the course studies
the physico-chemical properties of sodium,
the specific technology and the operating of
sodium components, the risks linked with the
use of sodium, the leak detection and f ina l ly
the f ignt ing of sodium f i res .
. Maintenance of the sodium equipment safety

regulations, welding or, pipes fu l l of sodium
technology and maintenance of sodium valves.

. Training in chemical and radio-chemical ana-
lysis of sodium.

. Training in the use of the sodium f i re
equipment and cf the sodium cleaning and re-
moval f a c i l i t i e s .

XHE SIMULATORS

The CREYS-MALVILLE plant has two types of s i -
mulators, a general operation simulator and two
specific simulators for the normal and for the
emergency decay heat removal systems simulation.

The general operation simulator
The fast breeder reactc assumes :

. a weak coupling between the nuclear boiler
and the balance-of-plant,

. a considerable thermal inert ia and a low
temperature rise in off-normai t iansients,

. a low primary pressure and a primary tempera-
ture far below the sodium boil ing temperatu-
re and, therefore, a lack of immediate risk
in almost any accidental situations.

Rapid action is not an absolute necessity
for success in the control room operator's
interventions. So the aim of the General Ope-
ration Simulator is comprehension of the
phenomena, reflection and establishment of a
r ight diagnosis rather than the carrying out
of a rapid succ ssion of corrective actions.
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Hence i t is not necessary to reproduce
the control room equipment en the command pa-
nel of the general simulator.

Fig. 4 : General view of the control-room

The basic training on this simulator con-
sists of three units.

Normal situations. The normal situations
unit allows the study of the behaviour of the
nuclear boiler, the steam generators and the
balance-of-plant between 10 and 100 % of the
nominal power. All the normal situations are
examined : startup, shut down, steps and tran-
sients of power, decay heat removal.

Incidental situations unit. For the simu-
lation of the incidental situations all the
plant protection systems are supposed to per-
form successfully, so the operator can analyse
and understand the action of each of them.
The various studied situations are :
. automatic power reduction,
. incidents of reactivity control system, un-

timely withdrawal of a control rod or of the
regulation rods,

. incidents on the primary sodium system,
tr ipping, slowing-down or speeding up of
one, or all four primary pumps,

. incidents on the secondary sodium system,
tr ipping, slowing-down or acceleration of
the secondary pumps, untimely shutting of
the by-pass valve feeding the normal decay
heat removal exchanger,

. incidents on the balance-of-plant, tripping
of feedwater pumps with or without emergency,

. loss of electrical supplies for 1.5 to 3
seconds with or without load rejection,

. incidents caused by malfunctions of the ge-
neral regulation.

Diagnosis of pre-accidental situations
uni t . The situations analysed in this unit
are linked to the failure of a nuclear boiler
protection system or to the failure of a de-
cay power removal system.

The aim of this unit is not to simulate
the whole accident but to train the control-
room operator to identify the in i t ia l phase
of the accidental situations l isted below :
. malfunctions of the reactivity control sys-

tems with failure of the nuclear boiler
protection,

. partial or total fa l l of the complementary
control rods by rise in temperature above
the Curie point,

. total shut down of the primary pumps with a
loss of of f-s i te and internal emergency
electric power and without fa l l of the con-
trol rods,

. partial or total loss of the decay p̂ wer
removal systems.

Fig. 5 Command panel of the general opera-
t ion simulator

Decay power removal systems simulators

The thermal inertia of the nuclear boi-
ler is considerable so the decay power removal
systems are weakly coupled with each other and
with the other systems. Both the normal and
the emergency system can be separately simula-
ted with specific system simulators.

The control-command panel of these s i -
mulators is an accurate reproduction of the
control-room equipment. The purpose of the
training on these simulators concerns the
operation of the removal systems and the cor-
rective actions to carry out in case of the
failure of a component or of a control-
command equipment. Sixty different failures
can be simulated in this way.

Other specific simulators are used such
as an operating turbine simulator. A steam ge-
nerator simulator wi l l be considered i f the
t r ia ls demonstrate i ts necessity.
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ABSTRACT

The Fast Flux Test Faci l i ty Technical
Specifications were generated in 1977 and
1978 following submittal of the FSAR in
1976. A phased implementation program
served to prepare the specif icat ions for
each stage of the plant s tar tup with the
comple te s p e c i f i c a t i o n s approved and
implemented l a t e in 1980 for the f i r s t
ascent to full power.

In January, 1983 Westinghouse Hanford
Company undertook an upgrading effort
to implement changes to the FFTF technical
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . This program has been
pursued with appropriate attention to the
Codes of Federal Regulations and industry
standards and pract ice. Examples of these
changes, d i scuss ion of the methods and
planned a c t i v i t i e s for the future will be
presented. Technical data will be provided
to support the impact of specific limits.
The benefits of changes and the cri ter ia for
change will be elaborated.

1. HISTORY

The Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) is a
DOE owned sodium cooled, 400 MW thermal test
reactor located on the Hanford reservation
in Southeast Washington and is operated by
the Westinghouse Hanford Company.

The FFTF Technical Specifications were
g e n e r a t e d in 1977 and 1978 following
submittal of the FSAR in 1976. They were
s t r u c t u r e d s i m i l a r l y to the NUREG 0452
s t a n d a r d i z e d s p e c i f i c a t i o n s for a
W e s t i n g h o u s e PWR due to the p l a n t
s i m i l a r i t i e s . The b a s e s f o r t h e
specif icat ions were rewritten in 1978 and
1979 to provide added detai l . In parallel,
a phased implementation was structured to
coincide with the acceptance tes t ing and
power ascension program for the plant .
Rewriting of the bases tended to clarify the
d i f f e r e n c e s be tween LWR and LMR
requirements, and identified many areas that
would require further analysis and operating
data to substantiate the need for the large

included margins.
During t h i s period an impact level

distinction was introduced to faci l i tate the
u t i l i z a t i o n and approval process. Impact
Level I portions of the specifications were
those t h a t , if changed, could have an
immediate impact on f a c i l i t y safety (e.g.
peak pin power). All other portions (e.g.
refueling configurations) were categorized
as Impact Level I I . Level I p o r t i o n s
require the approval of the Department of
Energy (DOE) prior to implementation and
Level I I po r t i ons may be modified and
implemented by Westinghouse Hanford Company
(WHC) c o n c u r r e n t w i t h r e v i e w for
acceptability by DOE.

The phased implementation served to
prepare the specifications for each stage of
t h e p l a n t s t a r t u p . The f u l l se t of
specifications was approved and implemented
la te in 1980 to support the f irs t ascent to
full power.

During the f i rs t two years of full power
operation of FFTF, many ut i l i tar ian changes
were made to the specifications, largely in
the areas of surveillance and administrative
control . At the same time, i t became clear
t h a t more w i d e s p r e a d changes were
a p p r o p r i a t e b e c a u s e t h e e x i s t i n g
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s went beyond the required
assurance of FSAR validity. DOE-RL issued a
Staff Instruct ion in 1982 which formalized
t h e p h i l o s o p h y and p r o c e s s fo r
implementation of 10CFR, Part 50.36 and the
DOE Order 5480.1A, Chapter VI, "Safety of
DOE Owned Reactors".

In January 1983, Westinghouse Hanford
Company undertook an upgrading effort to
jus t i fy and implement changes ident if ied
over t h e preceding th ree y e a r s . This
program has been pursued with appropriate
at tent ion to the CFR and industry standards
and p r a c t i c e . Examples of the changes,
d i scuss ion of the methods and planned
a c t i v i t i e s for the future are presented in
the following sections.

2. FFTF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION UPGRADE -
MOTIVATION AND METHOD
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During the phased implementation and
Bases rewrite activit ies through 1981, it
was r e c o g n i z e d t h a t some of the
specifications were for the express purpose
of maintaining margins to safety or
preventing economic damage. Other changes
could be justified after ini t ia l testing,
plant operating experience and/or additional
analysis. Changes to the specifications
often caused an avalanche of interface and
consistency of philosophy questions.
Thus, a concerted, controlled upgrade was
undertaken. This process was consistent
with the need to assure the necessary safety
requirements and the desire to simplify or
eliminate unnecessary restrictions.

FFTF, because of the design, has fewer
Tafety r e l a t e d s p e c i f i c a t i o n s than
commercial power plants. That is , there is
no steam system or power generation and
ultimate cooling capability exists via
natural circulation of the normal coolant
loop sodium to air heat exchangers. This
encouraged us to include the more important
operating limits along with the safety
enveloping specifications. DOE considers
the technical specifications to be the top
level document to assure safety of the
plant. The recent DOE emphasis has been
toward the sufficient and necessary set
required to assure plant safety. Any extra
specifications are considered to detract
from the understanding and acceptance of the
real safety related specifications.

WHC, on the other hand, had already
implemented the specifications approved in
1981. As implied above, any change to
the specifications lead to a complex and
expensive implementation process. Change
for the sake of form or philosophic
consistency became hard to justify. Areas
of the specifications could be justifiably
changed if there was a positive operational
impact. Such change included removal of
troublesome complexity, removal of
excessively conservative restrictions or
excess safety margin in favor of operational
f lexibi l i ty . Some of the complexity and
r e s t r i c t ! v e n e s s was not foreseen or
understood during the writing of the
specifications. The learning process of
opera t ing the plant for three years
identified these conditions.

With advantages to be gained from both
the DOE and WHC perspective, a task force of
WHC Engineering, Safety and Operations
personnel was formed to i n i t i a t e the
technical specification upgrade. A list was
formed by the various disciplines of all
desired changes that were thought to be
technically viable. This large l i s t was
then sor ted against cost and benefit
criteria. The cost of a change included the
effort to justify and the impact of the
change on the operator. The benefit was
composed of the schedular or operational
benefits and, in one case, completion of the
safety envelope. Combination of cost and
benefit numeric values led to a prioritized

list of desired upgrade items.
For approximately 1 1/2 years, the

upgrade changes were processed. Throughout
the process, consideration was given to
introducing changes in such a way as to
minimize the impact on the operators.
Training and procedure changes were
accomplished in advance of implementation,
in addition to the normal operator crew
briefings at the time of implementation.

3. EXAMPLES AND BENEFITS

A. 360°F Refueling
The sodium-to-air Dump Heat Exchangers

(DHX's) at FFTF not only function to
dissipate reactor heat during normal power
operation but also serve as the normal and
emergenc} decay heat removal path to prevent
core overheating during periods of reactor
shutdown. Since the DHX's must perform the
decay heat removal function under all plant
condit ions, including a to ta l loss of
e l ec t r i ca l power, safety analyses were
performed during the design process to
verify this capability. Each of the twelve
DHX modules is capable of dissipating all of
the reactor decay heat within a few hours
after reactor shutdown. At least one of the
modules must be prevented from freezing to
assure emergency decay heat removal (the
plant technical specifications actually
require at least six modules to be available
i n i t i a l l y to provide redundancy). The
concern for freezing can be considered in
two time frames:

1. Short Term (<1 hour): the major
concern is to establish natural circulation
sodium flow prior to sodium freezing since
during the transition, sodium temperature
goes through a minimum as the natural
circulation driving head and thus flow is
established.

2. Long Term: the long term prevention
of premature freezing is accomplished
through a DHX module isolation plan which
basically balances plant heat loss with
decay heat to maintain sodium temperatures
well above freezing.

The original evaluation of the ability
to accomplish the transition to natural
circulation from refueling temperatures (the
limiting condition for premature freezing
concerns) was performed during the plant
construction stage and thus utilized very
conservative inputs and models. The results
showed acceptable results from an initial
sodium temperature of 400°F and this value
became the technical specification limit on
minimum sodium temperature. Since the
normal plant refueling temperature was
intended to be 400°F, l i t t le or no margin to
the technical specification limit existed.
In fact, during some maintenance activities
the sodium temperature in one of the three
loops occasionally fell slightly below the
limit.

In order to provide additional operating
margin ana flexibility the transition to
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n a t u r a l c i r c u l a t i o n from an i n i t i a l
temperature of 350°F was evaluated using an
updated analytical model which had been
validated against data obtained during the
Acceptance Test Program. The results showed
that even with significant conservatisms in
ambient temperature, system pressure losses
and DHX heat capacity and loss, the minimum
temperature remained well above freezing
d u r i n g the t r a n s i t i o n to n a t u r a l
circulation. The technical specification is
thus being revised to incorporate this
relaxed limit.

B. Power-to-Melt und Duct Lifetime
The original specifications contained a

limiting condition which preserved a fifteen
precent margin to pellet melting for the
nominal peak pin power. This limit provided
assurance tha t the FFTF driver fuel
operation was consistent with experimental
e v i d e n c e which showed a c c e p t a b l e
fuel/cladding performance. However, recent
re-evaluations of test data on the effects
of limited fuel melting on core performance
and plant safety indicate that the fuel pin
s teady-s ta te operational capability and
predicted lifetime are not affected. This
conclusion is based on the existing cladding
s t ra in cr i te r ion (steady-state cladding
design limit, 0.2% thermal creep strain)
using the adapted s t r a i n evaluation
techniques. Also, the safety impact of
having once-molten fuel in the core on
transient performance capability (Transient
Over Power is most limiting) was judged to
be benign.

The overpower margin to incipient
melting (based upon reactivity transient
a n a l y s i s ) was judged to be overly
conservative and was replaced with a maximum
allowable pin power l imit (based on a
cont inuous flow reduct ion t rans ient
analysis). The limit is to preclude bulk
sodium boiling during transient events.
Although sodium boiling is not a design
limit, incipient bulk boiling may initiate
spontaneous channel voiding, flow reversal,
film dryout, and subsequent loss of cladding
integri ty. The limiting peak deposited pin
powers to preclude boi l ing during a
transient are 14.3 kW/ft for Row 1 through
Row 5 and 12.1 kW/ft for Row 6. Flowrates
less than design full flow require the use
of reduced limiting power values. Therefore
a specification on the ratio of maximum peak
pin power (kW/ft) to full flowrate (lb/hr)
is provided (7.6 x 1CT5 kW-hr/ft-lb).

The e a r l i e r l i m i t r e q u i r e d a
probabilistic calculation to assure that the
driver fuel volume expected to have reached
or exceeded fuel melting (95% probability)
was less than one pellet for the entire
core. The verification of peak pin power
and maximum power-to-flow ratio are less
detai led and demanding calculations in
assessing compliance. The advantage to
core management and fuel utilization is also
s i g n i f i c a n t in tha t ca lcu la t iona l ly

"shuffl ing" fuel to avoid hot channel
effects is generally reduced.

Another specification change which had
significant impact on the optimization of
fuel management was the specific lifetime
limit on driver fuel assembly (DFA) ducts.
Recent evaluation of material properties of
high fluence experiments indicate that
the duct retained satisfactory residual
ducti l i ty, strength and fracture toughness
to a fluence of 17.5 x 10 n/cm versus the
older 15.0 x 1022 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV).
Additionally, unstable crack propagation
does not occur at 25 x 10^ n/cm . The
conclusion is that the structural integrity
of the DFA ducts will be retained at least
to the new (17.5) fast fluence data base
value.

The fuel pin lifetime limits given in
the technical specification envelop the
current duct fluence data base. Thus, the
requirement to evaluate duct integrity prior
to each operating cycle can be folded into
the pin lifetime evaluation. A savings in
analysis manpower is achieved by requiring
duct lifetime evaluation only if the fuel
pin lifetime limit curves of the technical
specif ica t ions are'i.^t directly used to
limit DFA burnup.

C. Single Rod Testing in Mode 3
The original specification for defining

operational Mode 3 (shutdown) did not allow
any scram breakers to be energized unless
other mechanical or electrical assurance was
provided that no control rods could be
withdrawn. An absolute shutdown reactivity
value of _> 10.4$ was required and the Heat
Transport System (HTS) pressure boundary was
required to be in the configuration for
reactor operation. Only one of the low
level flux monitors was required to be
operable.

Inasmuch as considerable Mode 3 time was
available during plant shutdown while other
work proceeded, significant scheduling gains
could be achieved by providing adequate
controls for single control rod testing
during this mode.

In the evaluation of the conditions
rendering this type of testing acceptable
the following is of note. The maximum
allowable rod worth for a primary (most
reactive control rod) is 9.4 dollars. In
the worst case condition of only 10.4
dollars shutdown and pulling a 9.4 dollar
con t ro l rod, the reactor will remain
subcritical by 1 dollar. Additionally, the
nominal expected amount of subcriticality
with a l l control rods inserted is 20
dollars. This corresponds to the reactor
core at the end of a refueling period). The
actual rod worth of the most reactive
control rod is not expected to exceed 7
dollars. Further, two of the three barriers
which provided "defense in depth" are
maintained fully qualified during Mode 3;
these are the fuel cladding and the HTS
pressure boundary.
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The specif icat ions were modified to
permit single rod testing in Mode 3 with the
p r o v i s i o n of f o u r a d d i t i o n a l
administrative/hardware controls.

1. The Reactor Shutdown System (RSS) is
required to be operating. Thus, should any
excessively high power result from a startup
type reactivity insertion accident, i t would
be terminated by the RSS automatically
scramming the rod and the heat transport
system pumps.

2. A qualified Reactor Operator is
required to perform all rod testing in Mode
3. This control adds another l ine of
defense against excessive reac t iv i ty
manipulations resulting in an accidental
criticality.

3. Mechanical or electrical assurance
is required to ensure that no more than one
rod can be tested at any one time. The
normal assurance is e set of control rod
breaker locks and distinctive keys which are
administratively controlled. This barrier
is designed to prevent operator error or
electrical malfunction from allowing more
than one control rod being off the bottom
limit simultaneously and thus potenti . ly
allowing an accidental criticality.

U. The low level flux monitors are
required to be operating. This allows the
Reactor Operator to monitor subcritical flux
levels to ensure triat the reactor does not
approach the critical condition.

D. Containment Leak Rate
The FFTF containment i s a simple steel

she l l , cyl indr ical vessel with hemispheric
heads and th ree a i r l o c k s (equipment,
personnel, and emergency). The structure
was pressure and leak tested following
construction and an operational Integrated
Leak Rate Test (ILRT) was performed
in May, 1981. During the l a t t e r t e s t ,
c o n s i d e r a b l e plant reconf igur ing was
required to prevent damage due to the test .
As a r e s u l t , s t u d i e s were in i t i a ted to
reduce the impact of performing an ILRT in
future years.

The containment design pressure (10
psig) and leak rate (0.1% per day) were
chosen early in the project development,
pr ior to detailed accident s tudies . The
most l i m i t i n g design basis accident, an
Hypothe t ica l Core Disrupt ive Accident
(HCDA), produced a low calculated pressure
(1.6 psig) and s i t e boundary consequences
two orders oi magnitude below 10CFR100
c r i t e r i a . Evaluation of more probable
accident scenarios resulted in much lower
consequences. Parametric studies done on
the HCDA with differing rates resulted in
maintained acceptab i l i ty , for s i t ing and
control room habi tabi l i ty , with two orders
of magnitude greater leak r a t e . Beyond
design base s tudies on containment margins
remained acceptable at thirty to fifty times
the design leak r a t e . As a r e s u l t , a
proposal i s being prepared to change the
I n t e g r a t e d L e a k R a t e T e s t

requirement to 0.5 percent leakage per day
at 2.0 psig. The lower test pressure will
minimize the potential for plant damage :nd
reduce the plant reconfiguration. Increased
leak rate criteria will shorten the test
the test duration. An ILRT scheduled for
mid- 1986 is planned to incorporate these
parameters.

Further studies continue on other fronts
to r e d u c e the impact of the ILRT.
Reliability and risk approaches are being
explored in hopes of extending the ILRT
i n t e r v a l . Work continues in reactor
accident dynamics in an attempt to accept
or discredit the CDA.

If the CDA were eliminated as a design
basis event, there would be greatly reduced
motivation for ILRT performance. Finally,
some studies are being performed to evaluate
the effect iveness and acceptability of
confinement concepts in lieu of containment.

E. Initiatives to Operating Requirements
An i n i t i a l d i r ec t ion o* the upgrade

effort was to move many of the limits to the
D e s i g n F e a t u r e s s e c t i o n of t h e
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . However, further study
demonstrated t h a t , even though i t was
intended to continue running FFTF in concert
with chese limits, very few met the criteria
for the r e l a t i v e l y immutable Design
F e a t u r e s . There are a number of these
l i m i t s t h a t a r e i n t e n d e d o p e r a t i n g
conditions, yet are not str ict ly relied upon
in the Safety Analysis Report to establish
the safety of the plant . Limits of th i s
nature, though not Design Features, might
well be called operating requirements. It
was proposed that a document be created to
control and implement these requirements
separate from the Technical Specifications.

The object of creating a document called
Operating Requirements was to assure that
plant equipment and conditions required to
prevent economic damage, preserve design
margin, and maintain control of potentially
r a d i o a c t i v e process streams, are firmly
controlled while differentiating them from
the n u c l e a r s a f e t y / s i t i n g a s p e c t j of
the technical specifications. Operating
Requirements are used to validate operating
assumptions made in the FSAR and System
Design Decriptions that provide margins to
c h a l l e n g i n g t echn ica l s p e c i f i c a t i o n
l i m i t i n g condit ions for operation. The
technical specifications continue to control
any limit required to preserve the three
boundaries to radioactive release from the
c o r e ( f u e l c l a d d i n g , HTS boundary ,
c o n t a i n m e n t ) or to desc r ibe the safe
operating envelope established in the FSAR.

The Operating Requirements constitute a
s e p a r a t e document which c o n t a i n s
requirements and their bases, and requires
change approval consistent with Impact Level
I I , discussed above. The set of conditions
i s reflected in a l l plant procedures and
u n a u t h o r i z e d o p e r a t i o n o u t s i d e the
requirements is reported consistent with DOE
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Fig. 6 : Command panel of the decay heat re-
moval system simulator

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Before the plant actually began working
the practical training had been mainly ensu-
red by the putting into service activities.

Follow up of the design and studies

From the very beginning the executive
operating staff has been integrated with the
design and projects. The formation was there-
fore possible for a small group of very compe-
tent people capable of initiating and training
the whole staff in these new matters.

Supervising of the assembly of equipment

During the construction period the staff
intended to ensure the maintenance was sent
onto the site to supervise the assembly of
equipment. The experience acquired enables the
drawing up of the 6000 different maintenance
procedures and the teaching documentation in
the field of maintenance.

During the same period very little
equipment was operational. The operating
staff was trained at the Phenix fast breeder
power plant. They were able to attend all the
phases (shutting down, fuel handling, starting
up) and exceptional handling of primary compo-
nents as primary pumps and heat exchangers.

Follow up of putting-into-service trials

During the trials of the plant the con-
structors remain the proprietor ot their
equipment and liable for their putting-into-
service. Simultaneously they must ensure the
training of the operating and maintenance
staff.

In the initial staje the constructors di-
rect the operators for all control[-command
operations then, at the end of this period, v*ien
the trials and the training are completed, the
operators should be able to carry out operation
alone following precisely the procedures which
have been validated during the trial period.

Drawing up of the operating instructions
During the starting up period the opera-

ting company is in charge of drawing up all
the operating instructions and the interven-
tion procedures for the maintenance of the
equipment. It is considerable work but it also
constitutes an excellent training because
it requires thorough knowledge of the opera-
ting and maintenance notices and of the stu-
dies concerning various normal, incidental,
accidental and highly hypothetical situations.

The drawing up of these documents
entails a thorough reflection and the authen-
tication of each of them and it allows the
operating company to take total control of
all operating and maintenance activities.

CONCLUSIONS

CREYS-MALVILLE power plant is at the sa-
me time a prototype and demonstration plant
and an industrial production of e lectr ic i ty
f a c i l i t y . One of the major d i f f i cu l t ies en-
countered was to pass directly from research
to the industrial operation of a highly com-
plex plant.

This d i f f i cu l ty is mainly encountered in
the training f ie ld where the researcher's and
specialist 's way of thinking and working has
to be adapted to the way of thinking and wor-
king cf non-specialists, most of them, young
and inexperienced people.

The training of the f i r s t team has been
accomplished due to the determination and
the considerable efforts of each one, the va-
rious departments of the COMMISSARIAT A
L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, specially the Fast Bree-
der Reactor Department, the Phenix power
plant, the constructors, mainly NOVATOME-NIRA
the nuclear boiler constructor, the various
departments of ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE and of
NERSA and obviously of the staff i t se l f .

The quality of the exchanges between the
designers, the constructors and the executives
allowed for a high level of quality in t r a i -
ning despite the d i f f i cu l t conditions.

In the future, in spite of routine, the
plant has to pay special attention to safe-
guard this high level of training and to
constantly enrich the knowledge acquired with
new experience acquired from every day
operations.
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requirements.
The primary e f f i c i enc ies gained by

developing a second level of administrative
control are:

- WHC control of changes will result in
a more timely change in those areas where a
requirement is based on evolving data and
technology.

- The validation of margins and economic
concerns is. achieved in an administrative
regimen similar to, but yet more flexible
than, technical specifications.

At this time the Operating Requirements
at the FFTF include requirements related to;
Rod Position and Control, Onsite AC Power
Distribution, Delayed Neutron Monitors, and
HTS Pony Motor Operation. Examples of items
being evaluated for transfer from Technical
Specificatins to Operating Requirements are:
Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation, and
Assembly Decay Power for In-Vessel Handling.

4 . SUMMARY

The technical specification upgrade
effort has already contributed greatly to
plant operating efficiencies and increased
understandability . Efforts continue to
optimize and clarify the specifications. To
whatever extent FFTF is prototypic of a
commerical LMR, these specifications may
serve as a guide to formation of new plant
technical specifications. The minimum
necessary set of specifications required to
define the safe operating envelope should be
presented for this purpose.
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ABSTRACT

The components concerned by in-service ins-
pection were selected according to the following
criteria : safety importance, level of sensiti-
veness and evaluation of the consequences invol-
ved in the case of a failure.

The in-service inspection actions may be
classified in t»o main categories : periodical
inspections and event book-keeping.

The present status of preparatory work on
periodical inspectic TIS is described.

To ensure that surveyed components are not
subjected to more severe transients than those
adopted as design basis occurrences, the opera-
ting situations have to be classified. These ac-
tivities related to f-vent book-keeping are sum-
marized.

INTRODUCTION

In-service inspection action covers all the
^ata collection and analysis procedures regar-
ding the condition of the components of major
importance either from the safety or from the

unit availability points of view. The purpose of
in-service inspection is to ensure that, during
the life of the unit, the condition of the moni-
tored components complies with the functional
and safety requirements as provided at the
design stage.

The actions connected with the in-service
inspection may be classified in two main clas-
ses :

- periodic inspection procedures : in most
^ases they are scheduled during the unit
shutdown ; they involve non-destructive
tests. The condition of the components
under test is evaluated by comparison with
a reference condition established prefera-
bly prior to starting.

- event book-keeping : in this instance, it
is a continuous action whose purpose -s to
ensure, on the basis of the data supplied
by instrument readings, that the followed
components are not subjected to service
stresses that would be more severe, both in
sequence and in intensity than the values
considered in the original limit design.
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The components covered in the in-service
inspection procedure were selected on account :

- of their importance from the safety point
of view,

- of their level of sensitiveness (level of
stress, damage suffered, exceptional geome-
trical configuration for instance),

- of an evaluation of the consequences in-
volved in the case of a failure.

Regarding the periodical inspection proce-
dures, .1 summary of the actions taken was given
already (_1_) . The purpose of this paper is the
description of the advancement of this inspec-
tion procedure complemented in some instances by
the disclosure of the first results achieved ;
also, it provides data regarding the activities
connected with the event book-keeping.

PERIODICAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Components subjected to systematical inspection

First containment barrier : it consists of
the vault and of the safety tank.

Every eight handling cycles (meaning about
every ten years) the vault is thoroughly tested
for tightness via the method of pressure drop.
The tes! also involves the double shrouds of th3
sodium pipes of the intermediate heat exchangers
and is carried out at a 100 mbar pressure in
order not to unnecessarily stress the structu-
res. The initial test made is extrapolated for
the effective pressure conditions 1,3 bar) of the
barrier design accident as provided in the
building permit, and shows that the leak rate is
less than the value specified for the accident
(1 % by volume a day).

Local tightness tests at each vault passage
'-.ere cairied out and produced satisfactory re-
sults ; they are to be performed after every re-
pair or disassembly work.

Stcond intermediate_barrier : consisting of
the main tank, the cover and rotating plugs.

The tightness of the second barrier was
checked by vacuum tests prior to filling with
sodium. A periodical inspection of the tightness
of the upper closure (cover and plugs) is sche-
duled but the appropriate method is still being
developed (measurement of activity or supply of
helium into the top of the pilej.

The passages through the upper closure ire
subjected to local inspections for tightness af-
ter every disassembly work. The initial inspec-
tion has been performed.

Core support : the cover is the subject of
a precision geometric ins ~tion procedure (de-
flection and inclination; • means of topologi-
cal measurements made via marks fitted on the

top bed plate.

The initial measurements of the core dia-
grid altitude through the re-setting assemblies
as sensed by the transfer machine were carried
out with sodium at 180°C. The inclination of the
axis of the primary pumps whose support at thtii
base is in relationship with the horizontal po-
sition of the core diagrid was measured at 180°C
too.

On the other hand, the core diagrid is the
subject of an extensive monitoring programme in
irradiation conditions.

Sodium circuits fgr_Dower_removal : the
initial X-ray photographies of the most stressed
welds in the main secondary circuits, in the
emergency circuit? for removing any residual po-
wer and in the cooling circuits of the storage
barrel were performed prior to the filling with
sodium. The radiographies were made in condi-
tions that reflect well the conditions expected
to be actually met at periodical inspections.
Additional radiographies of some critical welds
will be made after wetting and subsequent drai-
ning in order to ensure that the residual film
of sodium has no effect.

Components inspected when necessary

In normal conditions, the equipment wich a
barrier function is monitored continuously.
However in some instances, inspection means are
developed, even though a periodical inspection
is not absolutely necessary from a safety point
of view. To this purpose several procedures were
developed by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
in order to ensure the quality of the barrier
when necessary. The means which focussed the
greater portion of works and tests refer to the
fast (reactor) inspection module (FIM) that
enters the area betweel the tanks and to the
eddy current system for the inspection of the
tubes of steam generators.

F.I.M. (Fast (reactor) Inspection Module
(Fig.""arid 2)

The tightness of the main tank is monitored
permanentely ; a sodium leakage can be detected
by spark plugs inserted at the bottom of the sa-
fety tank ; argon leakage is detected by activi-
ty sensors.

An endoscope gives the possibility to visu-
ally inspect the cylindrical section of the
tank.

The FIM module can be inserted via any of
the twelve access holes to the area provided
between the main tank and the safety tank, it
was designed to carry out ultrasonic inspection
of welded joints as well as a visual inspection
by means of a camera.

The module was described already (2j. The
system has been constructed and has been sub-
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Fig. 1 : View of the Fast (reactor)
Inspection Module before

"* spread ing-out

Fig. 2 : View of the FIM in operation
inside the mock-up
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jected to process temperature tests on a mockup
model that stands for one sector of the space
between the tanks in actual height. The tests
were focussed on the capability of the FIM to
operate in actual conditions and to detect def-
ects that had been previously characterized at
ambient temperature.

An initial intervention, after filling the
reactor with sodium was carried out at the stage
of the handling tests at 180°C in order to en-
sure that the FIM is maneuvrerable. The initial
thorough inspection of the welded joints and
more particularly of the triple point (zone ©
fig. 4) has not been made yet.

Insgection_of_steam generator_tubes (fig.3)

Any leakage from these tubes would be de-
tected permanently by the hydrogen detection
systems in sodium and argon. However, in the
event of a sodium/water reaction that would be
the consequence of a leakage, it will be neces-
sary to ensure that the neighbouring tubes are
in good condition. To this purpose, an inspec-
tion system was developed involving an axial
eddy current sensor that travels inside the tu-
bes, on the water/steam side, after a draining
of the steam generator.

The basic objective assigned to this ins-
pection procedure is the detection of volume

defects. An extensive test programme has been
initiated in order to qualify the procedure,
more particularly to caeck that the interpreta-
tion of signals is not affected to an excessive
extent by the presence of a film of residual
sodium on the external surface of tubes. The
MONACAULT tests covered sample tubes with both
calibration and real defects. The WASCAULT test
that will be initiated in May will be carried
out on a GRIGNOTIN t^st loop in conditions that
better reflect actual conditions.

A further objective being covered in an
extensive development programme is the detection
of cracks in welded joints ; among the approa-
ches being currently evaluated, ultrasonic
testing has not been taken as a priority subject
since a preliminary survey has shown that ultra-
sonic testing was less promising than an eddy
current test procedure with punctual rotary
sensor. The programme is being developed at AEC
(STA-CEN Saclay).

EVENT BOOK-KEEPING

The operating conditions likely to occur
during the life of the plant are very diversi-
fied. It is therefore necessary to group them
within a simple and rational pattern, similar to
that adopted for the design if it is desired

Fig.3: View of the eddy currents probe
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to ensure at every time that the components
being followed are not stressed beyond the pro-
vision made at the design stage.

List, of selected areas

An event book-keeping has for its more spe-
cific object the behaviour of definite compo-
nents selected on account of their importance
from a safety point of view in precisely deter-
mined areas chosen according to the kind of
stress they are subjected to.

Said followed components and areas as jjen-
tioned in fig. 4 are as follows :

- at the "intermediate containment" barrier
consisting of the main tank, the upper
closure (cover and rotating plugs) an<* the
intermediate heat exchangers, attention is
oiupn fn ;

. main tank : the high portion of the connection
with the cover \\) on the one hand, the support-
ing zone of the strongback on the other hand

. intermediate heat exchangers : the connection
area between the upper tube plate and the exter-
nal ring of the outlft collector ("§) , the
connection area bgtween the support and the
outlet collector (?) and the tube bundle (3) .

• Regarding the structures that contribute to
the core support and reactor shutdown functions
and in addition to area 2 , the cover/core
plug that carries the control bars is monitored
in the area of free sodium level (?) and in the
connection area between the external ring and
the uofer spacer (j?) . The core diagrid whose
stresses are not entered in the book-keeping
procedure is covered in a specific program-

Control rod mechanisms

Large Small
rotating rotating | " N ^ Core closure plate

..Transfer machine \

Cover cooling
circuit

Intermedii
heat
exchange ̂

Cooling
baffles "
of main
tank

Main tan(
0 21,000

Safety tanl
a 22,450 rrin

Neutron measurement cell

nary pump

Inner tank

Lateral
_ neutron

shielding
assemblies

FIG.4 ZONES SELECTED FOR EVENT
BOOK-KEEPING
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me of monitoring in irradiation exposure condi-
tions .

t'roce'lure adopted

The book-keeping procedure consists of se-
veral stages as illustrated in fig. 5 :

Phase n° 1 concerns the detection of any
threshold overshoot. This comparison phase makes
it possible to decide whether the event should
be considered at all in the event book-keeping.
This is achieved automatically by means of a
programme inserted in the site computer that
uses the dat3 from uhe complementary data pro-
cessing (refer to fig- 6). This complementary
data processing gives the possibility to check a
wide variety of data connected with the ope-
ration of the whole power plant.

Phase n° 2 concerns the identification of
the unit operating condition. It takes place af-
ter an analysis by the control engineers of
events at the moment of the threshold overshoo-
ting. This analysis is made a posteriori. This
phase involves the selection from one list of
unit operating conditions of the conditions whi-
ch come nearest to the event considered. This
veiy critical phase is not automatized.

Phase n° 3 concerns the book-keeping of the
condition. Since both the unit operating condi-
tion and the affected component are known, a
double-entry board (that is specific for each
component followed) makes it possible to deter-
mine which design condition (covering of the
unit operating condition) of the component has
to be incremented. This phase is automatized.

BOOK-KEEPING PROCEDURE

NO ENTERED
INTO

BOOK-KEEPING

COMPARISON
WITH

THRESHOLDS

UNIT OPERATING
CONDITION

(CLOSE)

COVERING
UNIT OPERATING

CONDITION

ENTERED INTO
BOOK-KEEPING

IN THIS CONDITION

©

ENTERED INTO
BOOK-KEEPING

IN THIS CONDITION
(3)

Figure 5

AMENDMENT IN THE LIST
OF OPERATING CONDITIONS
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Covering studies

The studies to be carried out for the pha-
ses outlined above are as follows :

- for each zone to be followed : two types
of thresholds must be determined : a first
threshold regarding the amplitude of the
parameter or parameters being considered
(mostly temperatures), and a second time
threshold in order to determine the time
gap from which two events may be considered
as mutually independent. This job has been
completed now and has required a dramatic
volume of thermal and mechanical computa-
tion work, the automatic detection program-
me is now being finalized,

- for phase n° 2, very critical studies ha-
ve been required since it is necessary,
starting from the existing list of anit
operation conditions, complete with their
number of occurrence and duration, to give
a more in-depth description of these and to
define more accurately the curves of evol-
ution of the recorded parameters : the rel-
evant studies are now close to their end,

- the preparation of the correspondence ta-
bles between the unit operating conditions
and the design conditions to be entered in
book-keeping is now in progress. Tests
conducted on mockups or tests at the start-
up of the power plant may give birth to new
data capable of altering t.he damage factors
as originally calculatsd and therefore the
number of situations permitted.

PRINCIPLE OF AUTOMATIC
DETECTION OF THRESHOLDS

OVERSHOOT
Parameter followed

a>

2
CO

a

Time t A :no thresholds overshoot
Time tg : overshoot of one threshold

—•entering into book-keeping

time threshold

Time

FIG. 6
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Comparison with pressurized water reactors

The procedure followed complies with that
used for pressurized water reactors PWR but
there is a difference regarding phases 2 and 3
which are merged in the case of PWRs while they
are distinct for fast breeder reactors (FBR). In
fact, for PWRs, the essential parameter is the
pressure that affects all components homogene-
ously. By contrast, for FBRs, the essential
parameter is the temperature that varies accor-
ding to which component and which area of the
component is being considered, thereby requiring
an additional processing stages.
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ABSTRACT

The method used for planning in-service
monitoring of LMFBR (RNR 1500) is pre-
sented. This method is a part of design
approach during the project phase : it
allows improvement of components, in
order to reduce inspection areas and
maintenance costs.

Available and planned means to perform
in-service inspection are detailed. They
are chosen in consideration of LMFBR pe-
culiarities : inaccessibility of compo-
nenteinside the reactor vessel, use of
the"leak before break"concept, develop-
ment of under sodium measurements.

The preliminary conclusions for main
vessel and core support structures are
given as examples of the adopted method.

I INTRODUCTION

The safety of nuclear reactors is prima-
rily based on the fact that their main
components undergo very detailed analy-
sis which ensure that each equipment always
has a considerable margin over the va-
rious mechanical damages.

Furthermore, the very thorough checks
performed during manufacture are inten-
ded to guarantee that structures do not
contain any defect which could impair

their performance.

To complete these provisions, the aim of
in-service monitoring is to ensure that
the functional state of the unit throu-
ghout its life conforms to that envisa-
ged during the project phase.

In service monitoring involves all the
planned operations for acquiring and
analysing data en the condition of the
unit. Data are obtained both by normal
instrumentation systems and by special
means used during maintenance operations.
Data may be collected either continuous-
ly or periodically during reactor shut-
down. Particularly, continuous monito-
ring during operation provides assuran-
ce that equipment loads are neither mo-
re severe nor greater in number than
those taken into account during design.

II OBJECTIVES FOR PLANNING IN SERVICE

MONITORING

The use of monitoring is not intended to
relieve the manufacturer of the respon-
sibility to carry out design analysis
and manufacturing inspections which are
sufficiently thorough to provide adequa-
te guarantees. On the contrary, one of
the objectives of preparing in-service
monitoring is to specify all the measu-
res to be taken in design so as to mini-
mise the inspections necessary when the
equipment is in-operation.
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The cost of the operations is high in-
deed : investments for specialized con-
trol means, cost of out-of-service pe-
riods of the unit if the shutdown is of
some extension.

In the light of the above considerations
when determining the number and type of
period inspections to be performed in
service, attention should be mainly fo-
cused on cases :

- when equipment analysis comes to
the conclusion that margins with respect
to damage are low.

- when risks bound to safety in case
of failure are the highest.

Ill METHOD USED FOR PLANNING IN-SERVICE

MONITORING

It was found absolutely necessary to ap-
proach the preparation in the phase of
the preliminary project, when equipment
has been defined,but some characteris-
tics of their design can be altered
still, with a view for instance to offer
improved accessibility to control means
and cut down the duration of the inspec-
tions .

Planning of in-service monitoring has
been studied by a working group composed
of members from the licensing authority,
the owner of the plant, and the main
manufacturer.

This group has adjusted the method dedu-
ced from the experience aquired with PWR
reactors.

1) A list of equipment requiring conside-
ration is drawn up, with the aim of pre-
paring in-service monitoring. The first
stage concerns only safety aspects ;
later on, availability considerations
will be taken into account.

2) The most sensitive zones of the above
equipment are determined, in the light
of stresses induced by manufacturing
procedures and operating conditions.

In order to evaluate potential damage,
an investigation is made of all fac-
tors which in the long term could cause
local weaknesses in the main primary
circuit :

. Factors associated with mechanical
and thermal loadings: geometrical and
metallurgical discontinuities, external
loads, vibrations, thermal gradients,
residual stresses,

. Factors associated to difficulties
encountered during manufacture or ins-
pections, e.g. in certain special featu-
res .

. Environmental factors : corrosion,
erosion, shock damage, deterioration of
materials due to radiation.

Available margins are determined for e-
very failure modes to consider.

3) An assessment of the consequences of
potential failures In these zones, is
made.

. For each sensitive zone thus deter-
mined, marks are awarded in an attempt
to assess the seriousness of the safety
consequences of any failure.

4) The implications are deduced for e-
quipment design, i.e the action to be
taken to reduce failure risks where mar-
gins are too low and conseguences are
unacceptable :

- a better approach to and greater
control of loads,

- improvement of design (for example,
redundancy in load ways),

- improvement of manufacturing pro-
cesses and inspection methods,

- demonstration of the adequacy of
zones which remain critical by in-servi-
ce monitoring allowing the early detec-
tion of signs of structural failure :
research of the most suitable inspection
methods, monitoring program assessment.

In defining this approach substantial
differences between PWR and LMFBR reac-
tor types have been taken into account :

- Apart from the steam generator tube
bundles, there are no pressure vessels.
Most components are stainless steel
structures of high slenderness ratio and
limited thickness,

- Primary loads are generally low,
but thermal loadings may be considerable
and temperatures are high,

- Thus, the risk of fast fracture is
very small but problems associated with
deformations (creep, ratchetting, buck-
ling) assume greater importance than in
PWR.

The onset and evolution of fatigue crac-
king cannot be ruled out for structures
subjected to large cyclic loads, but the
safety consequences vary very much depen-
ding on the location ; insignificant ot
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zero for internal partitions, limited to
leakage risks for walls with a seal func-
tion, potentially more serious in cases
where support functions could be impaired.
In the last case, the detection of a leak
(or deformation) may allow an incident to
be prevented (leak before break). It
must be supported by fast fracture or
leak growth calculations , and evalua-
tions of detection performances.

IV AVAILABLE AND PLANNED MEANS TO PER-

FORM IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

Data are obtained both by normal ins-
trumentation systems (or instrumentation
implanted for measurements during test
period at the beginning of plant life)
and by special means used during mainte-
nance operations.

More particularly, test instrument sys-
tems during the initial period of opera-
tion of the unit give the possibility to
ensure that the assumptions made in the
dimensional calculations do reflect and
cover the effective stresses. Such test
instruments are not required for the
control of the reactor (for this reason
no provisions are made for their replace-
ment in case of failure) but they supply
very valuable information regarding local
temperatures of stresses, vibrational
stresses etc... It is worth remarking
that the test instruments of PHENIX
Reactor are still operational after ten
years' operation.

In consideration of LMFBR peculiarities
monitoring of temperature and deforma-
tions should play a larger part in moni-
toring programs. On the other hand, vo-
lumetric inspections of welds should be
less useful .

Besides, many structures are inaccessi-
ble after starting up of the plant (for
example, core supporting structures).
Therefore, visual and volumetric inspec-
tions are no more possible. For these
structures, it is important to improve
the design and provide larger margins
with regard to failure modes. It is al-
so important to develop indirect monito-
ring methods, allowing the advanced de-
tection of signs of structural failure,
for example by measuring displacements
(over or under sodium) of more accessi-
ble structures connected with the former
inaccessible ones.

Finally, leakage detections are needed
when the "leak before break" concept
is applied.

V EQUIPMENT REQUIRING IN-SERVICE MONITO-

RING

The initial stage in preparing a monito-
ring programme concerns the safety as-
pects and the initial research on equip-
ment was carried out from this stand-
point .

The functions to be monitored are those
vital for safety, i.e. :

- resctar shutdown

- residual heat removal,

- the containment of radiation sour-
ces and radioactive products.

These functions are performed by a given
number of components. In addition, there
are certain components whose failure
could result in serious sodium fires or
major sodium-water reactions. The sup-
port function is a common denominator of
the above functions.

Principal equipment requiring in-servi-
ce monitoring are :

- main control and additional shut-
down systems,

- main vessel,
- roof slab,

- rotating plugs and above core
s t rueture.

- diagrid,

- core support plate,

- primary pumps,

- intermediate heat exchangers,

- primary argon circuit^

- residual heat removal system,

- safety vessel,

- internal vessel,

- steam generators,

- intermediate loops.

VI EXAMPLES

The preliminary conclusions and the mo-
nitoring proposals for main vessel and
core support structures are given here-
after as examples of the method used by
the working group.

6.1 Main vessel

For this component, the "leak before
break" concept can be justified.
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Such a leak would not have any safety
consequences because of the presence of
the safety vessel, which is sized for
this situation. It could be rapidly de-
tected (by plugs or activity checks) be-
fore any risk of a fast fracture.

We do nevertheless propose that access
to the most loaded zones from the stress
analysis standpoint should be maintai-
ned. So, the aim is to provide for the
possibility of ultrasonic inspection of
the transition welds and of the triple
point, using a self propelling device
which moves in ths space between
the vessels . The size of this space is
provided in order to permit its intro-
duction .

Besides, pression and temperatures in
this space are continuously checked (es-
pecially temperatures of the welded
joint between the slab and the main ves-
sel) , in order to control the validity
of design calculations.

6.2 Core support structures

The main types of potential damage for
the diagrid are : irradiation embrittle-
ment of part of the upper plate, and
crack propagation in the plates or
shell .

Retrievable material coupons are posi-
tioned to monitor any material property
degradation .

Besides, for design of RNR 1500 diagrid
the plates and shell are to be welded
together : this fact will facilitate ma-
nufacturing inspections and will increa-
se margins with regard to cracking risk.

The core support plate (i.e. the struc-
tur. which positions and supports the
core and the main vessel internals)
could be affected by cracking. Because
of its inaccessibility, it is not possi-
ble to plan volumetric inspection of
its welds. Therefore plate design has
been improved in order to facilitate ma-
nufacturing inspections and provide re-
dundancy in transfer of loads from co-
re and internals to the main vessel.
Thus critical defects which would invol-
ve its fracture have extremely low pro-
bability .

Indirect monitoring methods will also
be developed to detect any abnormal dis-
placement of core support structures du-
ring plant life. These methods use ultra-
sonic techniques under sodium.
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ABSTRACT

Radiological and environ-
mental protection experience at the
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) has
been excellent. Plant personnel
radiation exposures have been very
low, contamination has been readily
controlled and releases of radio-
activity to the environment have
been essentially nonexistent. This
report discusses these three
aspects of fast reactor safety at
the FFTF and covers the first five
operating cycles. This represents
a period of three years from 1982
through 1984.

INTRODUCTION

The Fast Flux Test Faci-
l i ty (FFTF) is a sodium-cooled fast
flux reactor designed specifically
for irradiation testing of fuels,
materials and components for
advanced nuclear power plants/fast
breeder reactors. The reactor
operates up to 400 megawatts ther-
mal on mixed uranium and plutonium
oxide fuel.

The FFTF i s located on
the Hanford s i t e in southeastern
Washington state seven miles (11
km) north of the city of Richland.
Figure 1 i s a photograph of the
FFTF.

The FFTF achieved initial
c r i t i c a l i t y on February 9, 1980,
demonstrated ful l power operation
on December 21, 1980, and started
Cycle 1 operation on April 16,
1982. The reactor has continued
regular power operations since that
date. Cycle 5 ended on November 3,
1984. At the end of Cycle 5 the
reactor had operated for 568 effec-
tive-full-power days, and some fuel
had reached a burn-up l eve l of
129,000 megawatt-days per metric
ton of metal.

PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE

Plant personnel radiation
doses1 have been very low as shown
in Table 1. Total plant personnel
col lect ive dose was 10 aan-rems
(0.1 man-Sv) in 1982, 5 man-reins
(0.05 man-Sv) in 1983 and 13 man-
reins (0.13 man-Sv) in 1984. The
highest individual dose was 200
mrems (2 mSv) in 1932, 200 mrem (2
mSv) in 1983 and 2o0 mrems (2.5
mSv) in 1984. These r-xdiation dose
results are for about 310 radiation
workers. The doses resulted from
operating and maintaining the FFTF
and support f a c i l i t i e s . Support
faci l i t ies include a large hot cell

The correct term for rem or mrem
i s dose equivalent. However, for
clarity, dose wil l be used in this
paper.
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FIGURE 1. AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF FFTF

located inside reactor containment
and a decontamination and mainten-
ance facility located away from the
reactor. Replacement of an elec-
tromagnetic (EM) pump during the
fourth quarter 1384 resulted in the
largest collective dose. This work
involved cleanup of a few hundred
pounds of primary sodium which
leaked from a failed EM pump and
installation of a new pump. Total
col lect ive dose was about 4 lan-
rems (0.04 man-Sv) . The highest
individual dose was 250 mrems.

It is interesting to note
that , on the average, radiation
workers at the FFTF receive more
dose from natural background radia-
t ion than from the i r work. In
southeastern Washington s tate the
annual dose from natural background
radiation is about 100 mrems (1
mSv) which exceeds the average
annual individual dose of 36 mrems
(0.36 mSv) in 1982, 10 mrems (0.1
mSv) in 1963 and 37 mrems (0.37) in
1984.

Personnel doses at the
FFTF are cons i s ten t with other
sodium-cooled fast reactors. For
example, at the French Phenix reac-
tor collect ive doses of about 5
man-roms (0.05 man-Sv) per year are
reported wivh a high of 17 man-rems
(0.17 man-Sv). The 17 man-rems was
for a year in which an intermediate
heat exchanger was repaired (1).

By comparison, personnel
doses at a typical commercial light
water reactor are on the order of
1000 man-rems (10 man-Sv) per year.
Average personnel close in 1982 at
United States pressurized water
reactors was 530 mrems (5.3 mSv)
and 760 mrems (7.6 mSv) at boiling
water reactors (2). These doses
for 1982 are fairly typical.

Low personnel doses at
the FFTF are attributable to appli-
cation of the As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA) phi losophy
during design, testing, and opera-
tion The FFTF radiation shielding
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TABLE 1. PERSONNEL EXPOSURE SUMMARY

1962 1983 1984

Average Dose
per Person
(mrem)2

Highest
Individual
Dose
(mrem)

Number of
Personnel
Exceeding
300 mrem/Qtr

Collective
Dose
(man-rem)

1st
3tr

C50

0

5

2nd
Qtr

<50

0

3

3rd
Qtr

3

<5O

0

1

4th
Qtr

3

90

0

1

Yr

3?

200

10

1st
Qtr

1

<50

0

1

2nd
Qtr

<?

<50

0

2

3rd
Qtr

2

10Q

0

1

4 th
Qtr

?

70

0

1

Yr

11

200

5

1st
Qtr

4

90

0

1

2nd
Qtr

9

100

0

3

3rd
Qtr

4

90

0

1

4 th
Qtr

20

250

0

8

Yr

37

!50

13

mrem=0.01 mSv

was designed to achieve dose rates
of no greater than 0.2 mrems/h
(0.002 mSv/h) in routinely occupied
areas. This goal was surpassed.
Except for a few local areas, with
the reactor at full power, dose
rates in all accessible areas of
the FFTF are at background levels.
Local areas at exception have dose
rates of 10 mrem/h (0.1 mSv/h) or
less. Thus, personnel receive very
little radiation dose as a result
of day-to-day occupancy of the
plant. Sxtensive radiation shield
surveys were conducted during plant
startup. A few shield deficiencies
were identified and corrected.

A feature of a sodium-
cooled reactor which is important
in maintaining personnel doses low
is the basic compatibility between
sodium and stainless steel (3).
There is little corrosion or
erosion of the stainless steel oy
sodium. This compatibility results
in primary sodium that is
relatively free of activated con-
tamination. This leads to rela-
tively little plateout of these
radionuclides.

Another feature which
aids in reducing radiation levels
and plant personnel dose is the
capability to identify and remove a
fuel assembly with breached fuel
cladding. This minimizes fission
product contamination of the
primary sodium. The radioactivity
of the reactor cover gas is con-
tinuously monitored. Thus, a newly
developed leaking fuel pin is known
within minutes due to the release
and subsequent detection of radio-
active noble gases. The identity
of the damaged assembly among a
total of about 74 assemblies in the
core is determined by collecting
and analyzing reactor cover gas
samples. Each assembly contains a
unique mixture of tag gases.
Actually, each of the 217 fuel pins
in an assembly contains the unique
mixture of tag gases. When fuel
pin cladding damage occurs, the
mixture of tag gases leaks into the
reactor cover gas and leads via
sample collection and analysis to
identification of the failed
assembly. Through the end of Cycle
5, only a few experimental fuel
pins had cladding breaches out of a
total of about 30,000 irradiated
fuel pins. Each of the assemblies
with fuel pin cladding breaches was
identified and removed from the
reactor core thus preventing signi-
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ficant fission product-contamina-
tion of the primary sodium.

During reactor operation
radiation levels in the plant vary
from background in routinely
occupied areas to very high levels
in c e l l s which contain primary
sodium coolant. Personnel entry
into ce l l s which contain primary
sodium is prohibited during reactor
operation and for a period of 14
days following reactor shutdown to
permit decay of sodium-24 which has
a 15 hour half-life. Dose rates in
cells which contain primary sodium
(after decay of sodium-24) have
been increasing since reactor
startup due to the buildup of
sodium-22 (half-life 2.6 years) and
sources associated '-;ith plateout,
primarily manganese-54. Radiation
levels in these cells vary greatly
depending upon the amount of sodium
present and distance from the pipe.
For example, dose rates in cel ls
containing small-diameter pipes
(e.g., one to two inches) and a
total of only a few gallons of
sodium are low, typically less than
1 mrem/h (0.01 mSv/h) general area
and 10 mrems/h (0.1 mSv/h) at con-
tact with primary sodium pipes.
Radiation dose rates in the main
heat transport system cel ls (i.e.,
those cells which contain the large
diameter primary sodium pipes, heat
exchangers and pumps) are presently
at about 200 to 700 mrems/h (2 to 7
mSv/h) close to the primary sodium
components and decrease to about 20
mrem/h (0.2 mSv/h) 10 feet away
from the components. These radia-
tion levels are about one third of
final equilibrium levels. To date,
personnel entry into these cel ls
has not been required.

Areas which require
access and which have the highest
radiation levels are cel ls which
contain the radioactive liquid
waste system components. A dose
rate of about 1 rem/h (10 mSv/h) is
present at contact with one of the
tanks which receives waste from the
hot cell. The radioactivity in the
tank i s associated with activated
corrosion products and resulted
from sodium removal operations on
Irradiated fuel in the hot cel l .
Personnel have received doses of up
to 100 mrems (1 mSv) as a result of
work close to this tank.

CONTAMINATION CONTROL

Contamination has been
readily controlled using standard
nuclear industry radiation monitor-
ing instruments and procedures.
Success in controlling contamina-
tion is illustrated by the fact
that personnel are permitted access
to reactor containment in street
clothes; i.e., without protective
clothing.

Contamination is present
and has required control during
irradiated fuel handling, during
hot ce l l operations and during
maintenance on the reactor neutron
flux monitoring system. Contamina-
tion levels of about 50,000 dpm/100
cm2 (800 Bq/100 cm2) have been
encountered on fuel handling com-
ponents; e.g., floor valves. Con-
tamination has been easily removed
by wiping with a cloth dampened
with alcohol. Contamination levels
of about 10,000 dpm/100 cm2 (170
Bq/100 cm2) are present in the
cooling system for the reactor low
level flux monitoring system.
Principal radionuclides have been
i d e n t i f i e d as s i l v e r - l l O m ,
antimony-124 and tantalum-182. The
source of these radionuclides is
believed to be neutron activation
of bearing material in the blower
motor. Contamination levels of up
to 106 dpm/100 cm2 (17,000 Bq/100
cm2) have been measured inside the
hot cell. The principal contamina-
tion inside the hot cell i s asso-
ciated with metal fines produced
during the cutting of irradiated
fuel assembly stainless steel duct
material. Our greatest contamina-'
tion control challenge has been
during the transfer of components
from the hot cel l and during decon-r
tamination and repair of these
components. There has been no
spread of contamination to loca-
tions outside local contamination
control zones. There have been
only seven instances of skin con-
tamination. All were minor-the
highest being 30,000 dpra (500 Bq),
and decontamination was readily
accomplished. There have been no
instances of internal deposition.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

The release of radio-
active material to the environment
has been very low. There are no
radioactive liquid effluent streams
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at the FFTF. Radioactive liquid
wastes are collected by the plant
radioactive liquid waste system,
transferred to a railroad tank car,
transported to another area of the
Hanford s i te , and transferred to
large, double-walled storage tanks.
Total release through 1984 of air-
borne radioactive material above
detectable levels has been auout 23
curies (860 GBq) of noble gases.
The 23 curies released resulted in
less than 0.01 mrem (0.0001 mSv) to
the maximally exposed off s i t e
individual. No release of particu-
late airborne radioactive material
has been detected.

A summary of FFTF
environmental releases is shown in
Table 2. The f i r s t r e l ease
occurred in May 1982 during Cycle
2. A total of about 1.5 curies (55
GBq) of noble gas composed

p r i n c i p a l l y of xenon-133 was
released. Leakage in some instru-
ment tubing connections associated
with a waste gas processing system
caused release. The leaks were
repaired during the next outage.
The second release occurred in
October 1983 and was the result of
a planned test. About 1.5 curies
(55 GBq) of argon-41 were released
during the t e s t . The t e s t ,
discussed later, involved the waste
gas processing systems. About 10
curies (370 GBq) of noble gases
principally krypton-85 and xenon-
133 were released periodical ly
during November 1984. About 10 Ci
(370 GBq) of krypton-85 and xenon-
131m were released periodically
during December 1984.

TABLE 2 . SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASES

DATE
CURIES3 PRINCIPAL

RELEASED RADIONUCLIDE

May 1982,
Cycle 1

1.5 Xe-133

October 1983,
Cycle 3

November 1984,
Cycle 5

1.5

10

Ar-41

Kr-85 &
Xe-133

December 1984,
Outage Following
Cycle 5

10 Kr-85 &
Xe-131m

3l Curie = 3.7 x 1010 Bq
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By comparison, releases
at commercial light water reactors
are higher. Table 3 l i s t s average
radioactivity in curies released
per reactor in 1981. Data for 1981
were the l a t e s t available (4).
Values listed were calculated from
data in Reference 4. Data for the
FFTF are for 1984 - the year in
which the l a rges t r e l ea se s
occurred.

There a re two main
sources of airborne radioactivity
at the FFTF which could be released
to the environment. One is the
argcn-41 in the reactor cover gas
produ-ed by neutron activation pro-
cesses The other is fission pro-
duct noble gases from leaking fuel
pins. About 100 curies (3.7 TBq)
per day of argon-41 are generated
at full power. Each of the approx-
imately 16,000 fuel pins generates,
at full power, about 1000 curies
(37.7 TBq) per day of fission pro-
duct noble gases. In the rare
instance of fuel pin cladding
breach a fraction of the radio-
active noble gases is released into
the reactor cover gas.

Release of a i rborne
radioactivity to the environment is
minimized by radioactive waste gas
processing systems. The FFTF has
two r a d i o a c t i v e waste gas
processing systems. The Radio-
active Argon Processing System
(RAPS) processes reactor cover gas.
The Cell Atmosphere Processing
System (CAPS) processes potentially
contaminated a i r , nitrogen and
argon from various plant locations;
e.g., the hot cel l and inerted!
cells which contain primary sodium
and refueling equipment. Both RAPS
and CAPS process waste gas streams
by holdup, which permits radio-
active decay of all radionuclides
except krypton-85, which has a
half-life of 10.7 years. Holdup is
accomplished by a series of tanks
and liquid-nitrogen-cooled charcoal
beds. Figure 2 is a simplified
flow diagram of RAPS and CAPS.

TABLE 3 . RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS RELEASED FROM
LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN 1981 AND FFTF IN 1984

ACTIVITY IN CURIES*

REACTOR
TYPE

BWRs

PWRs

FFTF

FISSION &
ACTIVATION

50,000

4,000

20

AIRBORNE

PARTICIPATES

1

0. 1

0

TRITIUM

25

500

0

FISSION &
ACTIVATION

1

2

0

4 1 Cur i e = 3 . 7 X 10*° Bq. The v a l u e s fo r BWRs and PWRs a r e a v e r a g e s .
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FIGURE 2 FFTF RADIOACTIVE WASTE GAS PROCESSING

The RAPS header receives
a nominal 5 scfm (178 1/m) argon
flow from the reactor cover gas.
The normal flow is through a vacuum
tank, one of two p a r a l l e l
compressors, a large surge and
delay tank, past two cold-box inlet
radiation monitors, through the
cold-box, past a cold-box outlet
radiation monitor, and then into
the o u t l e t of CAPS. The
compressors provide the motive
force for RAPS by pumping argon
from the vacuum tank, into the surge
and delay tank. The surge and
delay tank provides about 24 hours
holdup to permit decay of the
short-l ived radionuclides. The
purpose of the radiation monitor on
the inlet to the cold-box is to
limit, via flow control valves, the
radioactivity and hence heat input
to the cold-box. The cold-box
consists of four liquid nitrogen
cooled charcoal beds. The charcoal
beds are maintained <3t -165 F to -
210 F and hold kryp un for about a
week and xenon for several months.
The purpose of the radiation moni-
tor at the outlet of •'APS is to

divert the RAPS exhaust to CAPS for
additional processing should the
radioactivity concentration exceed
established limits. If for any
reason RAPS were to fail , the flow
can be d iver ted to CAPS for
processing. This route is shown on
Figure 2 as the RAPS to CAPS diver-
sion line.

The CAPS header receives
a nominal flow of about 50 scfm
(1780 1/m) which consists of a
mixture of air, nitrogen and argon
from various plant locations.
Because there is normally very
l i t t l e or insignificant radio-
activity in the CAPS header, the
normal flow is not through CAPS.
The normal flow is through a
blower, past a radiation monitor,
into the reactor containment ex-
haust, past an additional environ-
mental radiation monitor and,
finally to the environment. If
radioactivity above established
limits is detected in the blower
exhaust, flow is diverted through
CAPS. CAPS flow is through a
vacuum tank, one of two parallel
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compressors, surge and delay tank,
past a cold-box inlet radiation
monitor, through a cold-box, past
isolation radiation monitors, into
the containment exhaust and,
f inal ly , past an environmental
radiation monitor and to the
environment. The CAPS cold-box
contains two charcoal beds that are
maintained at slightly higher tem-
peratures (-150 P to -190 F) than
are the RAPS beds. Holdup times in
CAPS are not as long as for RAPS
but s t i l l are long enough to permit
decay of normal levels of argon-41.
Calculations indicate that CAPS has
the capability to provide backup to
RAPS with failed fuel.

The success of RAPS and
CAPS is illustrated by only about
23 Cl (350 GBq) of airborne radio-
act iv i ty being released to the
environment from FFTF operations
through Cycle 5. The 23 Ci
released to the environment can be
compared to the roughly 70,000 Ci
(2.6 PBq) available for release.
FFTF systems were designed to
process the reactor cover gas with
up to 1% failed fuel at essentially
zero release rate to the environ-
ment. One percent fai led fuel
would be about 160 failed pins in
the reactor at once. The perform-
ance of the FFTF waste gas
processing during the first three
years indicates that they could
meet that design objective.

SUMMARY

Radiological and environ-
mental experience at the FFT7 has
been excellent. Personnel radia-
tion exposures have been very low,
which i s consistent with other
liquid sodiuin-cooled fast reactors.
Personnel radiation exposures at
fast reactors are low when compared
with personnel exposures at light
water reactors.

Radiation l e v e l s in
routinely occupied areas of the
plant are at essentially natural
background levels.

Radiation levels, after
reactor shutdown, in ce l l s with
primary sodium are about 10 to 700
mrems/h (0.1 to 7 mSv/h). These
levels will increase a factor of
about three due to the buildup of
sodium-22 and corrosion products.

Contamination has been
readily controlled using standard
nuclear industry procedures. There
has been no spread of contamination
outside local control zones. There
have been only seven instances of
minor skin contamination and no
instances of internal deposition.

Release of radioactive
material to the environment has
been very low. This success is
attributable to the almost flawless
performance ol the FFTF fuel and
the performance of the waste gas
processing systems.
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ABSTRACT

Operating experience with sodium-cooled reac-
tors has shown that 137cs is the most important
fission product released into the primary sodium
from fuel failures.

Different carbonaceous materials for cesium
trap;; were tested in laboratory experiments.
Three of them were selected for comparison in
the flowing primary sodium of KNK II:
RVC, i'.IGRAÏEX and SIGRAFLEX.

Kinetic measurements were done during loa-
ding of the traps by gamma spectrometry. The ra-
dionucjide distribution in the traps was deter-
mined, afterwards the traps were dismantled in
the Karlsruhe Hot Cell Facilities. The results
of the investigations are presented in this pa-
per.

An operational cesium trap for the primary
purification system of KNK II is in preparation.

INTRODUCTION

The radiation exposure of the personel in
nuclear installations should be "^s Ĵ ow as Rea-
sonably achievable" (ALARA PRINCIPLE~~of "the~~IC
RP). ThalT has to be true also for the reactor
staff during inspection, maintenance and repair
work in the primary cell of an LMFBR. At KNK II,
the German experimental LMFBR on the site of tha
Nuclear Research Center near Karlsruhe, the ma-
jor contribution to the radiation burden of the
reactor personel is received during shutdown ti-
mes, when the otherwise closed primary ceil has
to be opened and has to be entered for main-
tenance work (1) .

Table 1 shows activity concentrations of se-
veral radionuclides in KNK II primary sodium
with the reactor shutdown. During reactor opera-
tion the activity concentrations of 54jfn an,j
657.»» are much higher.

TABLE 1 : Radionuclides in KNK II primary so-
dium (Jan. 25, 1985)

Nuclide

2 2 «a

« I h
6 5 Zn

1 1 O mAg
12Sb

1 3 7 C*

Halflife

2 602 c

312 2 d

2U d

219.9 d

60.3d

30.1? r

nCi /g lo

600. t

3.6

71.6

1(0.3

5 9

ZB.3

«U/Oh

22.2

D. 13

2.65

5.2

0.22

1.05

The first step for reducing the radiation expo-
sure at components and piping of the primary sy-
stem is the draining of the primary coolant in-
to the dump tank. All the 22jqa an(j n e a rly all
Che 110mAg is flushed into the dump tank with
the sodium. Unfortunately, other radionuclides
(activation products, fission products, in the
worst case fuel particles) are deposited on
the walls of the primary system of LMFBRs when
liquid sodium is circulating during reactor
operation. Therefore, the gamma radiation field
may be high in the primary cell even after drai-
ning of the primary sodium into the dump tank.
It was reported that the repair of a leak at
the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) in Scotland re-
quired the services of 300 craftsmen (2). Doub-
ling the radiation level would either double
the down-time of the plant, or the number of
craftsmen required for the repair job. This
clearly indicates that it is desirable, to mi-
nimize system contamination by reducing the le-
vels of radionuclides in the primary coolant.
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Few methods for sodium purification have been
developed so far, the only method used universa-
ly is cold-trapping.

However, cold traps are not very effective
for the removal of radionuclides because of the
extremely low concentrations of these radioacti-
ve materials in the liquid alkali metal. There-
fore, special RADIONUCLIDE TRAPS (RNTs) have to
be developed. If the mode of operation of such
RNTs is depending on chemistry, it is obvious
that it will not be possible to remove all ra-
dionuclides with one kind of trap from the cir-
culating sodium. It has to be decided, which of
the radionuclides present in the primary sodium
have to be removed from the coolant in order to
minimize the radiation exposure of the personel
entering the primary cell. Such radionuclides
should have relative long half-lives (24fja has
to decay by a factor of 106 before the cell may
be opened). They have to be gamma emitters (al-
pha and beta radiation are completely screened
by the walls and the thermal isolation), and
they should tend to deposit in the "colder
parts" of the system (the "hot part" of the co-
re region is far more radioactive by activation
processes). It is well known (3) that 54^n is
the most prominent of the activation products,
at KNK in addition 65Zn (4). Traps for these ac-
tivation products have been beveloped indepen-
dently at EBR II (5) and at KNK II (6).

Because of its complete solubility in liquid
sodium, its gamma radiation and its long half-
life, 137cs is the fission product of most con-
cern for LMFBR system contamination. It is re-
leased readily from defective fuel pins into the
primary coolant, where it is dissolved in the
metallic state (3). In spite of its high solubi-
lity in sodium, it "exhibits a tendency to con-
centrate on cool surfaces" (7).

Because of the high vapor pressure of Cs,
^^Cs is transfered into all kinds of cover gas
plenums, where it condenses together with sodium
aerosols. In these sodium condensates 137cs is
(like 65zn) highly enriched compared to the ra-
tio '37(;s/22Na in the primary coolant. Table 2
shows radionuclide ratios in condensed sodium
taken from the annular gaps of the KNK rotating
plugs in October 1982.

TABLE 2: Enrichment of 137Cs and o5Zn in con-
der .,-1 Na at KNK II (October 1982)

Sample

origin

Gap br imtn

relating plug

and reactor w n H

Primary Ra

Gap Between

large and tmati

rotating plugs

" l a

l l fq /g la ]

11 3

12 5

13 6

13 3

12.0

10.9

"'C.

IkBq/glal

1 03 i ID'

1 33 i 10'

1 7Bi10'

0.(9

0.57 > 10'

0.80 I 10'

'"C/"lB

BO

106

131

0.01

l (

73

«Zn

Illq/glal

0.85 i 10'

1.08 I ID'

2 11110'

I.SS

1. IS • 10'

1 IB • ID'

B ! n / n l a

71

BE

212

0 17

121

109

Similar "frost phenomenons" have been reported
from other LMFBRs, too (3). The result of the
high Cs vapor pressure may be enhanced by the
effect described recently by E.H. Voice for Zn
in sodium-cooled reactors (8). High activity
concentrations of '3?Cs (and of 65zn) in con-
densed sodium in the rotating plug gaps and
other cover gas plenums may increase the radia-
tion burden of a reactor staff remarkably, in-
dependent from the reactor being of the loop
type or of the pool type.

If a fuel cladding failure appears in an ex-
perimental research reactor like KNK II, the
reactor may be shut down immediately, the fai-
led element may be located and removed from the
reactor core without delay. In large nuclear
power plants, however, down-times are very ex-
pensive, and it will be hardly possible to stop
reactor operation for every failed fuel pin.
Therefore, all countries developing LMFBRs are
running expensive experiments on failed fuel
pin performance either in test loops (9) or in
research reactors (10). It was shown at KNK II
that a sodium-cooled nuclear reactor may bu?
operated for a certain time even with an open
fuel failure (exhibiting DND signals) without
severe system contamination, if a reliable Cs
removal system is provided (11).

The removal of Cs from circulating sodium
by trapping with carbon has been shown to be an
effective method, demonstrated at EBR II (7,12)
and BR-10 (13). Experiments were also reported
from RAPSODIE (14). Characterization tests in-
dicated that the traps are operating by chemi-
cal compound formation rather than by physical
adsorption (15). Cesium/graphite intercalation
compounds are known for several decades now (16,
17), thermodynamic data for these compounds have
been reported by Salzano (18). First experiments
to trap '37rjs in graphite were successful 15
years ago (19). Other types of carbonaceous ma-
terials were tested until "reticulated vitreous
carbon" (RVC) proved to be most effective at
EBR II (7, 12). Surprisingly enough, RVC has no
graphite layer lattice, it was amorphous when
X-rayed like other types of vitreous carbon,
too. Nevertheless, the formation of intercala-
tion compounds with Cs has to be assumed becau-
se of the good agreement of thermodynamic data
for Cs/graphite compounds with the behaviour of
Cs traps (15).

The German experiments started with scree-
ning tests in capsules, experimental Cs traps
with different carbonaceous materials were ex-
posed to the flowing primary sodium of KNK II
in 1983/84. The next step will be an operational
Cs trap at KNK II.

LABORATORY SCREENING EXPERIMENTS

Refering to the EBR II experience (7, 12) with
the sorbent Reticulated Vitreous Carbon (RVC)
the laboratory screening experiments were star-
ted with the same product in comparison with
others from German suppliers. Anong these were
pure fine grain graphite, flexible foil graphi-
te (SIGRAFLEX) and textile tissues (SIGRATEX)
of pure carbon fibres without any additives.
Stainless steel capsules were used as reaction
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vessels.
On visual examination all of these products

were stable when heating them in pure sodium for
a cumulative time of 10 hours between 120°C to
600°C. They remained also stable for 3.5 hours
at 250°C to 500°C in sodium saturated with so-
dium oxide. In a mixture of sodium with 10 to
20Z cesium RVC and graphite partly showed disin-
tegration, but SIGRATEX and SIGRAFLEX were stab-
le. Therefore, they were also taken into account
for trapping cesium.

Radioactive 137cs w as simulated by natural,
non - radioactive cesium with a small addition of
radioactive '3^Cs. So 0.5 mg Cs, corresponding
to 1.66 x 106 kBq '3?Cs, were represented by
37 kBq 1-^Cs. xhe same capsules were used as be-
fore, permitting activity measurements directly
in the bore of a well-type Nal(Tl) detector.
Thus, the activities could be measured in the
sorbent as well as in the remaining sodium.

During several hours up to one day after
starting an experiu>?nt the concentration of ce-
sium in sodium dropped rapidly for about 30 to
50%. Later on the sorption rate decreased, and
an equilibrium state was finally achieved after
100 hours or more. The reduction factors for ce-
sium in sodium and the distribution coefficients
KD in Table 3 were calculated for this state.

EXPERIMENTS AT KNK II

TABLE 3: Cs sorption on carbonaceous materials
(Results of laboratory experiments)

Material

SVC 2x1-100 S

al EBRH*1

Sigratex SP-C

Stgraflex

Temp

[*CJ

250
150
3S0
190

250

(.50

250

300

350

Initial Cs
cone in Na

IHOL-ppml

13
U
12
0 001

eo
0 1

13

,3

05

Reduction

lactor lor

Cs in la

3B

120

360

21

220

215

51

61

(7

Distribution

coetlicicnl

I , " '

e i TO'

15 i 10'

U i 10J

1060 I 10'

7xlO J

12 > 10!

2 I 10!

1 1 101

2x10 !

* ' EBR II values lor comparison (W K Olson, WE Ruther)

» ) Distribution coefficient Ko -- ^ i i ? ,

At temperatures of about 350°C a soft maxi-
mum may possibly exist for the equilibrium di-
stribution of cesium between carbon and sodium,
but the decrease of KJJ at higher temperatures is
not very significant.

The capsule tests with RVC and SIGRATEX
showed distribution coefficients lower by fac-
tors of 10 to 30 compared to the earlier results
at EBR II (12) or compared to our results at KNK
II, where KJJ numbers up to 1.0 x 10& mol Na/mol C
were attained.

Sources of 137Cs in KNK II
During operation of KNK with a thermal core

(KNK I) no fuel failure was observed (20). When
operating with its first fast core (KNK II/1),
high fission gas activity indicated a first
cladding failure on April 1st, 1979. Fig. 1
shows a small amount of 137cs in the primary
coolant originating from this detective fuel pin.

EsoariMnt "Itn ooan fuaJ N

„ 1500

Effective full power days

FIG. 1: Development of 137Cs activity in KNK II

The bundle was located and removed from the
reactor core without another power operation.
A second failure was detected ar a "leaker" on
May 21st, 1980. After shutdown and restart this
"leaker" developed into an 'open fuel failure"
early in August 1980. The reactor was operated
at reduced power (40%) for 18 days with the de-
fective fuel bundle in the core (11). More '37cs

was released into the primary sodium (Fig.1).
Finally, a series of experiments with short, pur-
posely defected fuel pins in "experimental plugs"
was started (21). As to be seen from Fig.1, the-
se experiments contributed most of the '37cs in-
ventory present in the KNK II primary sodium
now. Fig. 2 shows one of two machined slots
(5 mm x 1 mm) of TEST PIN 3. The decrease of
L ' 3 7 Q S J after each release is caused mainly by
deposition of 137cs on the walls of the primary
system during operation at low temperatures
(200°C), partly by evaporation of Cs from so-
dium surfaces into cover gas areas.

FIG. 2: Purposely defected cladding of TEST PIN 3
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Preparation of the Experimental Traps
Following the laboratory screening tests ex-

perimental cesium traps were developed for testing
selected materials at the research reactor KNK II.
3 materials, RVC, SIGRATEX and SIGRAFLEX were ex-
posed to the flowing primary coolant in the prima-
ry sodium sampling system at KNK II. During these
tests, the '3/(;s activity in the KNK primary so-
dium was very low ( 0.25 kBq/g Na) compared to
22Na ( 18.4 kBq/g Na)•

Four experimental cesium traps were built;
two of these were filled with RVC (B 704 and B
707), one of them with SIGRATEX (B 705), and fi-
nally one with SIGRAFLEX (B 706). A drawing of
the experimental cesium trap is shown in Fig. 3.

Sodium __
inlet

Sodium __
outlet

Filter

Sorbent

Sieves

Sorbent

Filter

FIG. 3: Experimental trap for KNK II

Each trap was fabricated from a 345 tnm piece
of an austenitic stainless steel tube (material:
1.4948) with an outer diameter of 100 mm. The
upper and the lower ends of the column have been
closed by sintered stainless steel filters with
a nominal pore size of 30 um in order to prevent
flushing of fragmented carbonaceous material in-
to the KNK primary system. The tube was cut into
identical sections, and both sections were fil-
led with the itended absorbent. The upper end of
each absorbent layer was covered with stainless
steel mesh, and both sections were welded to-
gether again. Now, both absorbent sections were
separated by the stainless steel mesh sieves and
an empty space in between. Fig. 4 shows a pla-
stic model of the trap. This model contained
different absorbents in the upper and the lower
section. In the real stainless steel traps both
sections were always filled with the same ma-
terial.

Table 4 shows the packing of the four traps.
Each section of the traps B 704 and B 707 con-
tained a RVC cylinder (RVC 2x1 - 100 S) machi-
ned to the close-fitting size on a lathe. The
volume of these cylinders was 945 cm3 at a den-
sity of 1.49 g/cm3; the absorbent was not pre-
compressed and it had a total surface area of
13m 2.

FIG. 4: Mockup model of an experimental Cs trap

TABLE 4: Packing of the experimental Cs traps

TRAPIo.

B 701

B 705

B 706

B 707

MATERIAL

RVC

SIGRATEX

SiGHAFLEX

RVC

OPERATIOI

July 1993

July 1981

August 1981

September 19BI

Trap B 705 contained SIGRATEX SP-C, a graphiti-
zed textile fabric. The material, about 1 mm
thick and 95 mm wide, was rolled to the fitting
size. The average packing density of the rolls
was 0.32 grams/cm3.

Trap B 706 was filled with SIGRAFLEX 5007, a
flexible graphite foil, 0.5 mm thick at a densi-
ty of 0.7 grams/cm3. The foil was cut into clip-
pings 2 to 3 mm wide.

After filling with the carbonaceous materials,
all the traps were heated to 250°C for about three
to four hours at vacuum in order to remove all
volatile materials from the packings.

Gamma Spectrometric Measurements During Loading
of the Traps

All four experimental cesium traps were ex-
posed, to flowing primary Na in the KNK II Prima-
ry podium Sampling Ration (PSSS) as shown~~in
Fig. 5. The operation mode of this sampling sta-
tion was described earlier (22). The bulk sodium
temperature during exposure of the traps was
200°C. The tests were conducted at times when
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FIG. 5: Cs trap in the KNK II primary sodium sampling station
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the reactor was out of operation. This condition
permitted gamma spectrometric measurements of the
accumulated '3?cs activities on-line during loa-
ding of the traps without influence of 24jja using
a pure germanium detector with an attached mul-
tichannel analyzer.

A pure germanium detector with a volume of
30 cm3 and an efficiency of 2.9% was used. The
detector was screened by a lead shield collima-
tor with a thickness of 5 cm and a bore of 10 mm
diameter. The detector was directed towards the
upper section of the trap near the sodium inlet
into the sorbent. The counting time of each mea-
surement was 500 sec at deadtimes between 13 and
16%. After starting the sodium flow through the
trap, spectra wera taken with an interval of 15
minutes, later on with intervals of 30 minutes
up to 1 hour.

Fig. 6 shows the readings of the flowmeter of
the sampling loop during the first three experi-
ments (B 704 to B 706). The sodium flow through
both RVC traps (B 707 not shown here) was de-
creasing slowly during exposure. Valve 6 (Fig.5)
had to be opened a little bit more from time to
time in order to keep the Na flow rate at about
1 m3/h. This decrease was obviously peculiar to
RVC, because it was not observed with SIGRATEX or
SIGRAFLEX traps. Probably the brittleness of RVC
was the reason for a certain fragmentation of
this material, resulting in an increasing pressu-
re drop across the packings.

The first trap, B 704, was exposed in July
1983. It was not possible to see a significant
difference in the 137cs content of the primary
sodium from samples before and after the trap
operation. From July to September 1984 three
traps were exposed in a "convoy experiment"

704 HVC

' 15 17 19 21 a 25 27 29 31 13 35 37 33

Time [ hours ] ( s t B r t July 9. 1983. 15 h 45 )

10 13

Time I hours

14 16 18 20 22 24 2B

( StBrt Julv 7. 1984. 7 h 28 )

fl 10 IS 14 16 19 20 22 24 26 28

Tine [ hours ] I start August a. 19B4. 7 h 05 I

FIG. 6: Sodium flow through three experimental
Cs traps

(Table 4) in order to compare the 137Cs sorption
behaviour of RVC, SIGRATEX and SIGRAFLEX at si-
milar conditions. Again, there was no difference
between the '37cs activity concentrations before
and after the convoy experiment, although 2150
MBq (= 58 mCi) 137Cs were removed from the in-
ventory (see Table 5 ) . The explanation may be
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that at 200°C cesium is adsorbed on all kinds of
surfaces (3) from liquid sodium. This adsorption
is in an equilibrium with the Cs concentiation in
the flowing coolant according to a distribution
coefficient

,, r ~\ atoms Cs/cm2 steel surface
K I cm J = —

atoms Cs/cm3 Na

Therefore, when '37Cs is removed from the sodium
by carbonaceous materials, other parts of the to-
tal '37cs inventory are released from steel sur-
faces into the alkali metal according to the tem-
perature dependent distribution coefficient. The
redistribution of ^^Cs between cold trap steel
surfaces and carbonaceous traps was demonstrated
by Colburn and Maffei i.i loop experiments (15).

B 705 ,

SIGRATEX , •

i

B 706

SIGRAFLEX

JL
Time [ hours 1 Tine [ hours ]

FIG. 7: Increase of the '^7Cs activities in B705
and B 706 during loading of the trips

Fig. 7 shews the increase of the '37gs acti-
vities in the traps B 705 (SIGRATEX) and B 706
(SIGRAFLEX) during loading of these traps. While
the activity in the SIGRATEX trap was still go-
ing up in a linear time dependency after 20 hours
of exposition, the SIGRAFLEX trap showed indica-
tions of saturation. The '37cs acti"ity in the
RVC trap (not shown here) increased alike in the
SIGRATEX trap, still linear after 20 hours with
no sign of saturation.

Distribution of the Radionuclides in the Loaded
Traps

After the exposure to the flowing sodium in
the PSSS the traps were dismounted from the cell
and transfered to the hot maintenance facility.
The radionuclide distribution in both sections of
the traps was determined by gamma scanning using
the same measuring equipment as mentioned above.
Fig. 8 shows the equipment for gamma scanning in
the hot maintenance facility.

The loaded cesium trap was mounted on a mo-
vable bench. This bench was located on one side
of a lead shielding wall (10 cm thickness, 500 mm

FIG. 8: Gamma scanning equipment

long, 250 mm high). On the other side of the lecd
wall the pure germanium detector was fixed. The
detector itself was shielded by lead of 5 cm
thickness. The front of the detector has a colli-
mator bore of 20 mm diameter and was fixed to a
slot of 2 mm in the center of the lead shielding
wall. The different measuring positions were
achieved by moving the bench.

« 16 -

II »_
• •

22 »-

B 705
SIGRATEX

Activity I Activity

FIG. 9: Distribution of 137Cs in the Cs-traps
B 705 and B 706

Fig. 9 shows the 137Cs distribution in the
traps B 705 and B 706 after twenty hours of flu-
shing with primary sodium. As expected (see Fig-
7), the SIGRATEX trap B 705 was far from satu-
ration: '37cs was located in a narrow area clo-
se to the sodium inlet into the upper packing.
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Another -very low- accumulation was observed at
the inlet of the lower SIGRATEX roll. On the con-
trary, the SIGRAFLEX trap B 706 showed the expec-
ted breakthrough at the lower end. 137cs was
smeared all over both packings.

FIG. 10: Distribution of radionuclides in the ex-
perimental Cs-trap B 707 (RVC)

Besides 13'Cs, small amounts of other radio-
nuclides were detectable in the traps, in parti-
cular !34cs. This is shown as an example for the
RVC trap B 707 in Fig. 10. The left part shows
137Cs fMBqj in this trap with a pronounced maxi-
mum in the first few centimeters of the upper cy-
linder similar to '37Cs in trap B 705. The right
part Df Fig. 10 shows other radionuclides detec-
ted in this trap [in kBq]: 134Cs w i t n a m a x i m u n i

coincident with the '37cs "peak", S^Mn at two
points only (2 and 3 cm from the inlet), and 22Na
down to the lower end of the column.

Finally, the activities in each convoy trap
were measured without collimator, but from a dis-
tance of three meters. The detector was calibra-
ted for this geometry with a HOni^g standard. The
results are summarized in Table 5. Only '37cs>
13<!tCs and 22jja w e r e detectable with the spectro-
meter.

In 48 hours of accumulated operation the
traps removed 2150 MBq (= 58 mCi) '37Cs a n d 55
MBq (= 1.49 mCi) 134cs from the circulating pri-
mary sodium of KNK II.

FUTURF PLANS

The results from the experimental cesium
traps have demonstrated the effectiveness of RVC
and SIGRATEX for trapping of '37Cs (and 134Cs)
from flowing KNK II primary sodium. The next
step will be the design and construction of an
operational cesium trap for the KNK II primary
purification system.This trap will be filled with

Trap

Tacking

Flushing lime

Nathroughput

Deadli.ne ot meas.

1=

13!Cs
13tCs

"Ha

13'Cs
mCs

"No

B705

Sit) ra le*

20 h

16m3

53%

22.6

a 56
-

837

20.6
-

B706

Sigrafiex

20 h

10 m3

12%

19.1

0.(6

0.30

705

16.9

n.c

B7C7

RVC

8h

flm3

33%

15.5

0.17

0.30

611 1
17. S

n, |
TABLE 5: Gamma activities in three experimental

Cs traps

2.5 1 of RVC. It is designed for a total capaci-
ty of 1.48 x 109 kBq (= 40 Ci) '3?Cs. T n e ;-rap
will be surrounded by a lead shielding to limit
the dose rate at the surface cf the shield to
100 mr/h when it contains the intended maximum
of 137cs. The design flow rate is 1 m3/h at „
temperature of 200°C.

The trap is expected to be operational later
in 1986. Additional investigations are necessary
for waste disposal and final storage of loaded
cesium trups.

CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory capsule experiments indicated RVC,
SIGRATEX and SIGRAFLEX as promising packing
materials for cesium traps.
Experimental Cs traps were filled with these
carbonaceous materials, and exposed to the
flowing primary sodium of KNK II at 200°C
in the sodium sampling station.
After the exposition time approved by the
authorities, the traps filled with RVC and
with SIGRATEX were far from saturation.
'37cs and 134cs w e r e concentrated in a narrow
area at the sodium inlet into the upper
packing. No other radionuclides have been
absorbed by the packing materials.
The lower capacity of the SIGRAFLEX trap has
to be attributed more to the less-dense
packing than to the material.
The size of an experimental trap was probably
sufficient for the handling of all possible
cesium problems of KNK II.

The designed operational Cs trap will, there-
fore, be of about the same size as tlio. expe-
rimental traps. It will be located, however,
at another place in the containment, where
it will not interfere with sodium sampling,
and where a heavier lead shielding is pos-
sible.
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A SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED DOSES AND RISKS RESULTING
FROM ROUTINE RADIONUCLIDE RELEASES FROM FAST BREBDER

REACTOR FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES1

Charles W. Miller and H. Robert Meyerz

Health and Safety Research Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

A project is under way at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory to assess the human
health and environmental effects
associated with the operation of a
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor fuel
cycle. In this first phase of the work,
emphasis was on routine radionnelide
releases from reactor and reprocessing
facilities. For this initial study,
sites for SO l-GW(e) capacity reactors
and 3 reprocessing plants were selected
to develop scenarios representative of
U.S. power requirements. For both the
reactor and reprocessing facility siting
schemes selected, relatively small
impacts were calculated for locality-
specific populations residing within
100 km. Also, the results of these
analyses are being used in the
identification of research priorities.

INTRODUCTION

In March 1982, a project sponsored
by the D.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Health and Environmental
Research was initiated to assess the

1. Research sponsored by the Office of
Health and Environmental Research,
U.S. Department of Energy, under
contract DE-ACO5-84OR214OO with
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

2. Present- affiliation: Chem-Nuclear
Systems, Inc., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

human health and environmental effects
associated with the operation of a
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) fuel cycle. This was one of a
series of projects designed to develop a
common basis for comparison of risks
associated with various energy
alternatives and to identify research
necessary to reduce the level of
uncertainty associated with a given risk
assessment. The purpose of this paper
is to summarize the radiological dose
and risk portions of the first Health
and Environmental Effects Document
(HEED) produced by this project (1).

In the first phase of this project,
it was necessary to focus on those areas
most likely to be responsible for the
largest fraction of fuel cycle impact.
In terms of the potential for routine
radiological releases from these
facilities, it has been estimated that
between 97 and 99% of fuel-cycle-related
total-body dose to the U.S. population
would result from power reactor and fuel
reprocessing facility releases (2).
Therefore our initial emphasis was
focused on these facilities.

Previous dose/risk assessments of
the LMFBR and/or its fuel cycle
components have been made largely using
generic, non—site—specific methodologies.
In recent years progress in this area
has allowed the performance of multiple-
site assessments, employing locality-
specific clioatological, food
production, meteorological, and
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population data. Application of this
methodology in the HEED permits
(a) comparisons of locality-specific
dose and risk results and (b) an overall
analysis of the range of variability
associated with siting. For this study,
seme 50 reactor sites were selected to
develop scenarios representative of U.S.
power requirements. Three reprocessing
plant locations were identified as
likely candidates.

An important product of this
project is the identification of
research priorities based firmly on
results from the specific HEED analysis.
These research priorities must be
focused on the energy technology program
under study* not simply o& future HEED
work.

METHODOLOGY

LMFBR
Analysis of the potential for

radiological releases from the LMFBR
fuel cycle requires an estimate of the
radionuclides present in reactors and in
fuel to be reprocessed. This requires
that we focus on a specific reactor
design and power output specifications.
The reactor design chosen for the HEED
is a sodium loop coolant flow with an
output of 1 GW(e).

Reactor routine releases are
primarily limited to gaseous
i-adionuclides which will escape multiple
containment barriers in only small
quantities. These gases include
tritium, krypton, argon, add xenon. A
modified version of the WASH-1535 LMFBR
routine-release estimate was employed in
this study for reactor source terms (3).
The radionuclide inventory for the
reprocessing facility is based on an
updated reactor model the AMORUUUX model
modified to fit th" HEED scenario and an
ORIGEN2 computer run performed
specifically for this study (4).

Two siting patterns were developed
for this study to analyze the site-
dependent variability of population
doses for routine releases from
reactors. One scenario locates LMFBRs
approximately as per current light rater
reactor (LWR) siting; the other was
linked to that pattern, but the sites
were assumed to be located at some
distance away to reduce nearby
population densities. Development of
the siting pattern was also constrained
by the need for adequate heat sinks for
the reactors. Figure 1 depicts the two
sets of siting patterns (patterns A
and B) established for the HEED project.

It is emphasized that neither of these
siting scenarios is intended to reflect
m y official plans for the siting of
future facilities. The exercise is
performed only to establish a basis for
the HEED analysis of environmental
effects and to allow for quantification
of exposure variability.

Fnel Reprocessing Facilities

The model reprocessing plant used
in this study is a modification of the
WASH-1535 model (3). In general, the
basic processes are the s&me. The
confinement factors for radioactive
materials have been modified in
accordance with the current preliminary
iltnning for advanced LMFBR reprocessing
plants, and an advanced fart breeder
reactor design and current neutron
cross-section data have been employed to
calculate an updated radionuclide
inventory.

It is assumed that the model plant
reprocesses 760 MT of heevy metal
(uranium and plutonium) per year,
corresponding to the spent fuel frc.c
50 LMFBR power reactors. The spent fuel
is assumed to be stored at the reactor
for 120-150 days, which allows time for
decay of greater than 95% of the sources
of heat and radioactivity before it is
shipped to the reprocesr'ng plant. The
cooiiag time before reprocessing is
assumed to be 180 days in this study.

Facilities at the site include fuel
receiving and storage, reprocessing,
conversion of uranium and plutoniun
products to solids, fuel fabrication,
waste treatment and storage, and
supporting services and utilities. All
process and ventilation aiz that might
contain radioactive contaminants is
assumed to be treated and/or filtered
before discharge to the ataosphere via a
tall stack. The principal radionuclide?
routinely released by this model
facility are 3fl, 1*C, 85Kr, 1 0 3 R U >
1 0 6Ru, and 1311.

The requirements for a site for a
reprocessing facility are generally
similar to those for a power plant, with
some important differences. A
reprocessing facility draws its major
materials (spent fuel and blanket
elements) from many of power plants
spread over a large region. Without
significant economic penalty, a
reprocessing facility can be located in
a relatively remote area. Also, cooling
requirements are relatively low for a
reprocessing facility. Only a few
potential sites for commercial
reprocessing facilities are currently



Figure 1. Po«er plant siting data; current light water reactor
siting (A sites) and lower population density siting (B sites).
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under consideration. Of these, the most
likely candidates include sites in
southern Sooth Carolina (near B16 in
Figure 1), eastern Tennessee (A14), and
southern Washington (200 km east of Bl).
Analysis of the impact of routine
releases from LHFBR reprocessing
activities was fooused on these areas,
employing a locality-specific data set.

Dose Calculations

Collective population radiological
doses and certain health effects were
calculated for the two LKFBR and the
fuel reprocessing plant siting
scenarios. The population considered
was that located within a 100-km radius
of the release location.

Routine releases from these
facilities were analyzed using an
integrated Computerized Radiological
Risk Investigation System (CREIS) (5).
This modular system of computer codes
was developed for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for use in
performing radiological assessments and
in developing radiation standards. The
computer codes currently comprising
CRRIS and their possible internet ions
are shown in Figoru 2.

The environmental transport codes
used in CRRIS rely on a variety of
transfer factors for estimating the
movement of radionuclides between
various environmental compartments. It
is preferable to have site-specific
empirical data for these parameters, bat
this is seldom possible. As a result, a
major effort has been made to access
data for agricultural production in the
conterminous United States and to
develop best estimates of values for the
various transfer coefficients to be used
in lieu of site-specific information
(6).

The atmospheric transport and
dispersion model ANEHOS (7) requires as
input a joint frequency distribution of
wind direction, wind »pe jd class, and
atmospheric stability class over the
time period of interest. Such
information is available for many
locations in the United States from the
National Climatic Center in Ashevillc,
North Carolina (8). The exact
meteorological data sets used in this
study were selected on the basis of
completeness from all of the sets
available for use near the various
reactor locations. The data used are

0RNL-DWG81-7083R

DOSES AND RISKS
Figure 2. Th« computer codes that comprise the Computerized

Radiological Risk investigation System (CRRIS).
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annual average value* of the joint
frequency distribution ba3ed on five to
ten years of observations at esch
meteorological station.

No user-specified input parameters
were required to run the foodchain
transport aiodel TERRA (9) for the
reactor sites. Because of the existence
of long-lived radionuclides present in
the reprocessing plant source tern,
TERRA required input concerning buildup
of radioactivity in the soil for these
assessments. A value of 20 years was
assumed. The latitude and the longitude
of each reactor and reprocessing plant
site were used to select the default
site-specific parameter values from the
various CRRIS data bases. Using the
ANEHOS output appropriate for each site,
TERRA then calculated the concentration
of depositing radionuclides in various
foodstuffs. Tritium and 1 4C estimates
were calculated using the specific
activity method (10).

The dosimetry code ANDROS (11)
reads dosimetric data files that
consider internal exposure due to
inhalation and ingestion of
radionuclides as well as external
exposure from photons emitted by
radionuclides in the air and on the
ground. The internal dosimetric files
used by ANDROS contain organ-specific
dose rates (mrem/year per pCi/year) for
each pathway. Dose values are then
tabulated which represent a 70-year dose
commitment from exposure to airborne
efflaents from one year's operation of
the model plants. The dose commitment
is the total dose over 70 years
associated with an intake (12). Both
weighted total-body and specific organ
doses were calculated. Somatic risk
(fatal cancers) is assumed to be
proportional to the weighted total-body
dose. Based on review of the
literature, a relationship between dose
and risk of 3 x 10-4 somatic effects per
year per person-rem was employed here
(13). Genetic effects in offspring of
exposed parents are estimated on the
basis of the average total absorbed dose
to the gonads (ovaries or testes)
assuming a 30-year exposure period. A
genetio dose/risk relationship of 3 x
10-6 genetic effects per year per
person-reia was developed through
literature review also (13).

ANDROS also requires input of food
consumption rates for various pathways.
The values u:?d in this study are those
recommended by the the EPA (13).
Another set of required input parameters
is the fraction of a person's food that

may be grown in the immediate vicinity
and the fraction that may be grown
within the entire assessment area
(within a radius of 100 km centered on
the release point). Fractions of 0.33
and 0.67 wer* assumed for each of these
parameters, respectively. In the event
that nass balance calculations show that
not enough of a food crop could be grown
within an assessment area to support the
given population, noncontaminated food
is assumed to be imported from outside
the area. The latitude and longitude of
each reactor or reprocessing plant site
are used to select population data for
that vicinity. All these input values
were combined with the appropriate food
chain and atmospheric dispersion
calculations to determine the resulting
annual average population dose
commitments and risks for each
individual site.

CALCULATED DOSES AND RISKS

LMFBR

The resulting collective population
doses and risks for both somatic and
genetic effects are summarized in Tables
1 and 2 for the A and B reactor sites,
respectively. An examination of these
doses by pathway indicates taat nearly
90% of the dose and risk is due to
ingestion, about 10% to inhalation, tnd
about 1% to air imersion. No ground
surface exposure was calculated because
the reactor source tern is gaseous.
Almost 99% of these doses is due to 3H
and about 1% to 88fcr.

Results of * linear regression
analysis indicate that for the A sites
the population doses and risks, in
general, scale with the size of the
population. This finding is not
unexpected because most of the sites are
located near relatively large population
centers. It is not unreasonable to
believe that the population is
distributed similarly about such centers
and that these centers reflect similar
agricultural practices.

The B sites are associated with
smaller population centers located in a
large variety of settings. A similar
regression analysis for these sites
indicates a larger variability than that
found in this dose-vs—population
relationship for the A sites. A major
source of the variability in the B
scenario involves differences in the
fraction of the food ingested that is
assumed to be grown within the
assessment area—vs-the fraction of the
food thst is assumed to be imported from
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Table 1. Summary of dose and risk results for the A reactor
sites, per reactor*

Site

Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
K6
A7
AS
A9
A10
A l l
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
All
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25

Population,
thousands

1260
146

1880
5140
1680
2670
1020

625
565

1120
1060
1220
2320
1180
1220
1420

422
1880
4430
5030
1090
6750

821
5330
5320

Somatic doie.
person-rem*5

6.2
1.3
6 . 0
1 . 9
1 . 0
1.2
2.8
1 .4
1 .3
2 . 1
5.2
7.8
6 . 9
3 . 1
3 . 0
3 . 4
1.1
4.5
1 .7
1 .6
4 . 7
1 .8
2.2
1.4
1 . 9

E-2d'e

E-2
E-2
E - l
E - l
E-l
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E-2
E - l
E - l
E-2
E - l
E-2
E - l
E - l

Somatic
effects.
per year

1.8 E-5
3.B E-6
1.8 E-5
5.7 E-5
3.0 E-5
3.6 E-5
8.2 E-6
4.3 E-6
4.0 E-6
6.2 E-6
1.5 E-5
2.3 E-5
2.0 E-5
9.1 E-6
8.8 E-6
9.9 E-6
3.3 E-6
1.3 E-5
4.9 E-5
4.7 E-5
1.4 E-5
5.3 E-5
6.4 E-6
4.0 E-5
5.6 E-5

Genetic dose.
person-rem0

1.8
3.7
1 .7
5 . 6
2 . 9
3 . 6
8 . 0
4 . 2
3 . 9
6 . 1
1 .5
2 . 3
2 . 0
9 . 0
8 . 6
9 . 7
3.2
1 . 3
4 . 8
4 . 6
1 . 4
5 . 2
6.2
3 . 9
5 . 5

E-l

E-l
E - l
E - l
E - l

E - l
E - l
E - l
E-l

E-l

Genetic
effects.
per year

5.0 E-6
1.0 E-6
4.9 E-6
1.6 E-5
8.3 E-6
1.0 E-5
2.3 E-6
1.2 E-6
1.1 E-6
1.7 E-6
4.2 E-6
6.4 E-6
5.6 E-6
2.5 E-6
2.4 E-6
2.8 E-6
9.1 E-7
3.7 E-6
1.4 E-5
1.3 E-5
3.8 E-6
1.5 E-5
1.8 E-6
1.1 E-5
1.5 E-5

"For brevity, only weighted total body and genetic doses (gonad
doses) are listed here. A sample of a complete set of organ doses, as
calculated for one reactor site, is presented in Appendix B of reference
(1).

bSeventy-year dose commitment from exposure to airborne effluents
from one year's operation of the model plant.

"Integrated dose over the 30-year period of the reproduction cycle.

E-2 = 6.2 x 10~2

el rem = 0.01 Sv.

outside the area. For example, sites B6
and B10 are similar in total population,
but there is a factor of three
difference in their collective doses.
While the residents around B6 can get
nearly all their milk locally, the
residents around B10 import all milk
from outside the assessment area. A
similar situation exists for sites B9
and B24. The -oca t ion of food
production-vs-population ia also
important. For example, conditions at
site B9 require that most milk will be
imported from outside the assessment
area. Because of the per capita

ingestion rate, the fact that 3H is the
dominant radionuclide for this source
term, the high water content of milk,
and other factors, it is not surprising
that milk seems to be a key factor in
these calculations.

Fuel Reprocessing Plants

The resulting doses and associated
risks for each of the hypothetical
reprocessing plants are summarized in
Table 3. An examination of the various
exposure pathways indicates that
ingestion is the dominant pathway for
these assessments, with inhalation about



TabIt 2. Samoary of dose and risk results for the B reactor
sites, per reactor*

Site

Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
Be
B9
BIO
Bll
B12
B13
B14
B15
El 6
B17
B18
B19
32 U
B21
B22
B23
B24
B2S
B26

Population.

514
126
44
27
49
824
S98
422
638
849
762
604
481
326
333
664
1120
608
1570
500
943

1010
261
666
263

1370

Somatic dose,

2.6 E-2 d' e

7.9 E-3
3.9 E-3
9.9 E-4
2.5 E-3
5.1 E-2
1.5 E-2
1.1 E-2
7.2 E-3
1.4 E-2
1.6 E-2
1.2 E-2
1.3 E-2
2.2 E-2
1.1 E-2
1.8 E-2
2.6 E-2
1.6 E-2
2.4 E-2
1.3 E-2
2.5 E-2
3.9 E-2
1.5 E-2
3.8 E-2
7.4 E-3
3.9 E-2

Somatic

per year

7.7 E-6
2.3 E-6
1.2 E-6
2.9 E-7
7.3 E-7
1.5 E-5
4.4 E-6
3.2 E-6
2.1 E-6
4.2 E-6
4.B E-6
3.5 E-6
3.7 E-6
6.4 E-6
3.4 E-6
5.4 E-6
7.8 E-6
4.9 E-6
6.9 E-6
3.9 E-6
7.5 E-6
1.2 E-5
4.4 E-6
1.1 E-5
2.2 E-6
1.1 E-5

Genetic

7.5
2.3
1.1
2.9
7.1
1.5
4.2
3.1
2.1
4.2
4.7
3.5
3.6
6.2
3.3
5.3
7.6
4.8
6.8
3.8
7.3
1.1
4.3
1.1
2.1
1.1

dose.

E-1
E-1
E-1
E-2
E-2

E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1

E-1

E-1

Genetic

per year

2.1 E-6
6.4 E-7
3.2 E-7
8.1 E-8
2.0 E-7
4.2 E-6
'..2 E-6
8.9 E-7
5.9 E-7
1.2 E-6
1.3 E-6
9.8 E-7
1.0 E-6
1.8 E-6
9.3 E-7
1.5 E-6
2.2 E-6
1.4 E-6
1.9 E-6
1.1 E-6
2.1 E-6
3.2 E-6
1.2 E-6
3.1 E-6
6.0 E-7
3.2 E-6

aFor brevity, only weighted total body and genetic doses (gonad
doses) are listed here, A sample of a complete set of organ doses, at
calculated for one reactor s i te , is presented in Appendix B of reference
(1).

"Seventy-year dose comnitment from exposure to airborne effluents
frota one year's operation of the model f-lant.

cIntegrated dose over the 30-yenr period of '.he reproduction cycle.

d2.6 E-2 = 2.6 x 1<T2.

e l rea = 0.01 Sv.

Table 3. Summary of population doses and risks for
three reprocessing plant sites within 100 km«»b

Reprocessing plant site

Washington South Carolina Tennessee

Population
within 100 ko 2.4 E+5C

Weighted total body
dose rate (person-rem) 1.8 E+1

Somatic risk
(effects/y) 4.9 E-3

Average gonodsl dose
<person-iem)e 3.2 E+2

Genetic risk
(effects/y) 9.1 E-4

Weighted total-body
dose rate by pathway

6.1 E+1

1.2 E+6

7.9 E+1

1.2 E-2

1.4 E+3

4.0 E-3

Inhalat ion
Inge st ion
Air immersion
Ground surface

Gonadal dose by pathway
(person-rem)e

Inhalat ion
Ingestion
Air immersion
Ground surface

1.5
1.6
1.5
5.9

4.1
2.8
3.5
1.8

E+1
E-1
E-3

E+1
E+2

E-1

3
5
3
1

1
8
9
3

.8

.7

.8

.3

.1

.8

.2

.9

E+1
E-1
E-2

E+2
E+2

E-1

7
7
7
2

2
1

1
7

.1

.1

.2

.4

.0

.2

.7
,4

E+1
E-1
E-2

E+2
E+3
E+1
E-1

aSeventy-ycar dose commitment from exposure to airborne effluents
from one year 's operation of the model plant.

'Model plant reprocesses 760 MT/y of LJ1FBR fuel; blended core plus
blanket irradiated to average burnup of 44,789 MWd/WTBH end decayed
180 d. All " c released. Release stack height: 100 a.

C2.4 E+5 = 2.4 i 105.

d l rem » 0.01 Sv.

eIntegratcu dose over the 30-year period of tho reproduction cycle.
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one order of Magnitude lower. Air
immersion doset are about one order of
magnitude less than the inhalation
doses, while ground surface doses are
one order of magnitude lower yet.

Tritiun and 14c are the major
contributors to both somatic and genetic
doses. Iodine-129 contributes a somatic
dose factor of 3 to 5 below that of 3H,
and it contributes an even mailer
genetic dose. Krypton-85 contributes a
genetic dose greater than that of i 2 9 I ,
but its somatic dose is over a factor of
8 lover. Isotopes of the transuranics
Pu and Am contribute somatic doses about
a factor of S lower than that of 85Kr
and genetic doses over two orders of
magnitude lower. Given that the tritium
dose is inversely related to the average
humidity at a site (10), the variation
in the fraction of dose linked to
tritium at each site may reflect the
increasing average humidity as one moves
from Washington State to South Carolina.

RESEARCH NEEDS

An important product of this
project is the identification of
research priorities based firmly on the
results of the specific HEED analysis.
The following discussion is not meant to
be comprehensive with respect to LMFBR
Program research and development
isquirenents; it is simply a statement
of those items identified as potentially
significant in terms of their influence
on risk assessment results.

In the context of the LMFBR reactor
itself, questions concerning tritium are
of key interest. Research is necessary
to quantify for tritium (a) LMFBR
production and retention rates,
(b) trapping efficiency from the sodium
coolant, (c) penetration through various
coolant-loop barriers, and (d) release
to the environment. Verification of the
effectiveness of proposed tritium waste
management technologies, which are
designed to retain tritium (and other
reactor waste radionuclides) for
sufficient periods after their
production, is also necessary.

With respect to reprocessing, the
results of our initial effort indicate
that research in several key areas would
be of value. Voloxidation and other
tritium-retention technologies are
available for tritium retention. Their
application would be expensive and may
depend to some extent on estimates of
dose near a proposed facility. Tritium

is found in this assessment to be i
principal contributor to population dose
within 100 km, and it has been found
elsewhere to contribute significantly to
maxima individual dose (10). The range
of possible tritium production and
retention rates in LMFBR fuel is large.
Therefore, research efforts to quantify
the magnitude of production, retention
and release rates for tritium are
significant in the context of LMFBR fuel
cycle assessment.

The generation rate of **C
(dependent on 1*N content in fuel) has a
significant ispact on estimated
reprocessing dose; research to more
nearby accurately establish the
estimated level of 1 4 N in the LMFBR fuel
would reduce the uncertainty associated
with reprocessing facility risk
assessments and could act as an impetus
for additional research into cost-
effective 14N/!*C control technology.

An additional area of uncertainty
identified during this initial HEED
effort involves the difficulty in
obtaining data that clearly support
reprocessing confinement factors for the
volatiles and for ruthenium, a
semivolatile element. An effort to
identify available data and gaps in data
in this area would be useful. Also of
value would be an emphasis on utilizing
opportunities, available during planned
e^reriments, to analyze off—gas filters
and traps. Previous research has not
always emphasized this parallel research
opportunity, to the detriment of
analyses such as ours.

Also, additional research toward
the verification of permanent
confinement of volatile radionuclides
produced in the fuel cycle would be
oseful. While long-term disposal
techniques exist for retained
radionuclides, more work is needed to
clearly demonstrate retention of 129i,
1 4C, tritium, and 85Kr.

In the area of radionuclide
environmental transport and human
intake, while a great deal of effort has
been expended during recent years in the
development of modeils and computer codes
to estimate atmospheric, terrestrial,
and aquatic transport to man, very
little has been clone to validate the
predictive accuracy of these codes. The
LMFBR HEED work makes use of £
substantial environmental transport data
base, but it must be recognized that a
large number of transport variables
(e.g., locality-specific crop and animal
uptake parameters, soil characteristics.
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terrain influences, etc.) are based on a
limited amount of data. Research to
validate transport aethodologies is
costly; site-specific research to
specify parameter* for a range of
climatological. terrestrial and terrain
variables is much more costly. However,
it is conceivable that a research effort
to produce such a site-specific data
base could result in the development of
an adequate predictive sethodology
(i.e., a set of models capable of
prediction, within a well-defined set of
error bounds, of dose/risk to man for
most potential sites). Availability of
suoh predictive power would be
beneficial in many contexts.

CONCLUSIONS

For the two reactor and the
reprocessing facility siting schemes
selected, relatively small population
doses were calculated for locality-
specific populations residing within
100 fan. Doses (weighted total-body dose
commitments to the population) ranged
from 9.9 i 10~4 to 1.9 x 10 - 1 person-rem
per year of reactor operation,
reflecting more than two orders of
magnitude variation in dose due to
locality-specific factors such as
population density and proximity, and
milk production and proximity. These
results indicate only very low levels of
impact are anticipated for LMFBR routine
releases. Reprocessing dose commitments
(for a facility processing fuel from 50
LHFBRs) spanned less than an order of
magnitude for the 3 sites assessed,
ranging from 18 to 79 person-reai per
year of facility operation.

Additional work is currently being
completed as part of the LMFBR HEED
process. This work focuses on
assessment of LMFBR accident impscts,
employing a probabilistic epproach and
LMFBR program-developed source term
data.

An important part of this project
has been the identification of research
priorities. Sin;e this project was
completed, major changes have occurred
in the LMFBR program in the United
States. Many groups are now working on
a variety of innovative breeder reactor
designs. The results of these efforts
will have an effect on future HEED-type
efforts. However, the results of
projects such as this HEED effort can
serve as input during this design
process.
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ABSTRACT

In this communication on LMFBR de-
sign with respect to external events (ear-
thquakes, floods, aircraft crashes, tur-
bine missiles and risks from large scale
industrial accidents), one shall first
present the general approach, mainly si-
milar to the approach taken for PWR, which
results from the general requirement that
the safety level of LMFBR should be at
least the same as PWR one.

Then will be detailed the metho-
dology which is applied in each case, with
emphasis on the determination of external
loadings. The combinations of loadings
which were taken into account for SUPER-
PHENIX will be detailed, more especially
for the seismic design ; the present sta-
tus of the question for the FBR 1500 pro-
ject will be given.

GENERAL APPROACH

The safety of nuclear plants is defi-
ned as the whole of technical measures
prescribed at the construction and com-
missioning phases in order to ensure their
normal operation, to prevent accidents
and mitigate their effects.

In France, the utility is respon-
sible for the safety of its plant, there-
fore for the technical measures to pres-
cribe in order to prevent accidents and
mitigate their effects. The authorities
verify that the utility is correctly fa-
cing its responsibilities.

As the absolute safety can't be rea-
ched, it is necessary to dispose of a ge-
neral scfety philosophy, available for
all plants and all operators. This general
philosophy is that the operating condi-
tions with the highest probabilities must
have the least serious consequences ; this
principle leads to settle a range of ac-
ceptability, which is more precisely de-
fined by the following orders of magni-
tude.

During normal operation, the dose
equivalents received by workers and the
public must be as low as possible and al-
ways less than regulatory limits. Concer-
ning accidents, the order of magnitude of
the probability limit for accepting an
unacceptable release of radioactive subs-
tances at site boundary is 10 per year
per plant unit, an unacceptable release of
radioactivity being defined as needing
out of site dispositions ; in that frame,
it is admitted that if a family of opera-
ting conditions has. an overall proba-
bility less than 10 /year/unit (in order
of magnitude) this family has no more to
be considered in the design, of the plant.

Between these two extreme limits,
three categories of operating conditions
are generally defined, function of their
probability of occurrence. Acceptable
consequences are defined for each cate-
gory. These consequences must allow in
particular the workers of the plant to
conduct it after the occurrence of these
operating conditions.
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The general philosophy is applicable
to every plant* General criteria fol-
lowing the general philosophy are settled
down in agreement with the licensing au-
thorities and are generally the same for
PWR and LMFBR (1). These criteria are de-
veloped in another paper in this confe-
rence (2).

The general philosophy and criteria
are applicable to external hazards, the
probabilities of which do not depend on
the plant design and for which statistical
data are often available.

In order to evaluate the conse-
quences of operating conditions or exter-
nal events, three main safety functions
are considered :

- reactor shutdown and residual heat
removal,

- spent fuel storage,
- radioactive effluent processing

and containment.
Three probabilities are then esti-

mated when it is possible :
- the probability that the hazard
will occur,

- the probality that, once the ha-
zard occurred, the safety function
cannot be ensured,

- the probability that the safety
function failure leads to unac-
ceptable radioactivity release.

The product of these three^ probabi-
lities must remain less than 10 per year
per unit.

When the estimations of probabi-
lities are difficult to make, another me-
thod is to define, for each type of ag-
gression, a design level, based on histo-
rical observations with additional safety
margins which are not however quantified
in terms of probability.

For this design level of aggression,
design and cot.struction arrangements of
the whole of structures and equipments ne-
cessary for maintaining the three main sa-
fety functions must assure that the conse-
quences don't exceed the ones allowed for
the most hypothetical of the design opera-
ting conditions.

It is then supposed that with sli-
ghtly higher thsu design levels of aggres-
sion, consequences will remain accepta-
ble, as some margins are available in the
arrangements made.

FRENCH ORGANIZATION OF NUCLEAR SAFETY

In France, at government level, the
central service for the safety of nuclear
installations, of the ministry in charge
of industry, is responsible for the study,
the definition and the application of po-
licy in matters of nuclear safety.

There are three main, complementary
ways in which this service intervenes :

- a sy-tem of individual authori-
zations concerning each plant
after an in-depth technical study
.if its safety provisions,

- the preparation, publication and
follow-up of application of gene-
ral technical 3afety rules,

- the surveillance of plant opera-
tors.

For each plane, the procedure and how
it takes into account external aggres-
sions are briefly the following (3) :

first, the central service for sa-
fety of nuclear plants and its technical
supports, before a site is chosen, exami-
nes its characteristics concerning exter-
nal events, in order to ensure the site is
suitable from this point of view ;

then, during the authorization for
creation procedure before the beginning
of works, the authorities verify that the
design of the plant takes correctly into
account the external aggressions, on the
basis of the preliminary safety report.
The authorization for creation decrees
state general requirements in this mat-
ter ;

during the construction phase, modi-
fications of the environnement must be ta-
ken into account, calculations are preci-
sed, and sometimes, modifications are ne-

3ary. This phase ends with the authori-
zation for fuel loading ;

during the operating time, the ana-
lysis goes on with modifications of the
plant or of its environnement or of the
means of analysis.

The technical safety rules are esta-
blished in part a priori (pressure vessels
regulation, radiological protection ru-
les), in part when the experience of pro-
blems met during the in-depth technical
studies of the safety provisions of each
plant unit shows it is necessary to fix
more general rules in a given matter. For
instance, the first basic safety rules
have been published in 1980, for the pres-
surized water reactors, after the expe-
rience of commissionnings and associated
procedures for the first industrial pres-
surized water reactors in France. But be-
fore the publication of these rules, the
authorization for creation decrees, ne-
cessary for each nuclear plant, gave tech-
nical prescriptions, in particular about
external aggressions, and the design of
the plants took into account those exter-
nal aggressions.

THE BASIC SAFETY RULES FOR PWR AND THE
DECISION FOR LKFBR

They constitute a part of the general
technical regulations above.
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Several basic safety rules have been
published by the central service for safe-
ty of nuclear plants since 1980. In gene-
ral, they refer to the general approach
described above.

These rules are intended to detail
the conditions considered necessary for
compliance with french technical regula-
tory practice. In this way, plant opera-
tors and constructors can find out the
conditons, considered as acceptable, re-
lative to different subjects, by the cen-
tral service for safety of nuclear instal-
lations. They are also used to facilitate
safety analyses and, more generally, good
understanding among experts and persons
concerned by nuclear safety.

They are currently applicable to PWR
(4). Nevertheless, as they lay down a ge-
neral practice, they are generally adap-
ted to LMFBR.

For the PWR, five types of external
aggression have made the object of a basic
safety rule ; subjects of these rules
are :

- hazards related to aircraft
crashes,

- risks of emission of missiles fol-
lowing bursting of turbo-generator
sets,

- calculation of seismic motions to
be considered in safety analysis,

- evaluation of potential hazards
presented by the nearby industrial
environment and transportation
routes,

- hazards related to external floo-
ding.

The content of each available basic
safety rule will be presented, with the
way French LMFBR comply to these rules.

For the LMFBR, one shall examine the
case of Creys-Malville ( and in some
cases Phenix), and then the case of future
1500 MWe LMFBR, for which a decision go-
verning the main safety characteristics
and requirements to be applied to future
1500 MWe nuclear power plant units equip-
ped with a pool-type LMFBR, published by
the central service for safety of nuclear
plants in September 1983, contains its
guidelines on the matter (2)-(5).

This decision contains in particular
general provisions about principles ac-
cording to which the installations must be
designed, as well as the method to be used
for adapting the standard project des-
cribed in the guidelines to each specific
site. The decision also prescribes arran-
gements to be made concerning allowance
for externally-generated hazards, combi-
ned where appropriate with plant opera-
ting conditions.

The hazards quoted below were re-
quired to be included in the studies :

- earthquakes, including after-
shocks, tidal waves and ground mo-
tions as appropriate,

- extreme weather conditions,
- floods, including possible river

flooding and difficulties poten-
tially affecting hydraulic engi-
neering structures,

- aircraft crashes,
- explosions, gas clouds, fires or
missiles potentially caused by
human activity in connection with
industrial or harbour facilities
or paths of communication,

- turbine missiles,
- cases of sodium fires or sodium-
air-water reactions affecting a
neighouring plant unit, where ap-
preciate.

Each type of aggression will now be
discussed.

MAN INDUCED AGGRESSIONS

Aircraft crashes
In the corresponding basic safety

rule I.2.a (4), a crash probability ana-
lysis on each safety function is conducted
for each type of aircraft, i.e. .

- general purpose aircraft (lighter
than 5.7 t )

- commercial aircraft
- military aircraft.
This analysis must show that in each

case the probability of unacceptable
consequences is less than 10 /year/unit.

Targets to be protected are all
structures and equipments required to en-
sure the three main safety functions :

- reactor shutdown and residual heat
removal,

- spent fuel storage,
- radioactive effluent processing
and containment.

For the Creys-Malville plant, only
the general purpose aircraft had to be
considered. As in the basic safety rule,
two types of general purpose aircraft have
been taken into account for the design of
the buildings housing the targets :

- 1500 Kg CESSNA 210 single engine
aircraft,

- 5700 Kg LEAR JET 23 two-jet air-
craft ;

both are considered to hit the buildings
at a speed of 100 tn/s.

In the decision governing the main
safety characteristics and requirements
to be applied to future 1500 MWe units
equipped with a LMFBR, safety characte-
rist ics related to aircraft crashes are
the same ss for PWR and Creys-Malville.



Turbine missiles
For PWR, the basic safety rule I.2.b

(4) dealing with risks of emission of mis-
siles following bursting of turbo-
generator sets prescribes that the case of
ductile fracture should be excluded by
preventive features, but that the one of
brittle fracture must be taken into ac-
count by protection features if the proba-
bility of an emitted missile having unac-
ceptable consequences is higher than 10 ,
which means that the probability of
emitting a missile by a.brittle fracture
'is judged more than 10 per year and u-
nit.

The basic safety rule recommends to
orientate the turbine axis radially with
respect "o the reactor building.

For the Creys-Malville plant, the
four redundant files of the decay hiat re-
moval system are geographically separated
but nod protected against external mis-
siles, so that the analysis had to take
into account the spectrum of possible fai-
lures into several pieces ; it concluded
that no implementary protection of the
emergency decay heat removal system was
necessary.

For the future LMFBR 1500 project,
the safety options foresee that, for each
plant unit, the turbine generator will be
oriented radially with respect to the re-
actor building and that, for sites contai-
ning several plant units, the arrangement
shall be such that the probability of tur-
bine missile impairing a safety function
is low enough. These arrangements are jud-
ged acceptable in outline in the decision
above. Nevertheless, the same analysis as
for the case of Creys-Malville will be ne-
cessary.

Sodium fires
Since non radioactive sodium fires

are design basis accidents for the Creys-
Malville plant, constructive dispositions
are taken to protect the decay heat remo-
val systems, i.e. to clean the air which
is necessary for operation of cooling cir-
cuits or ventilation of buildings.

For the future LMFBRs, additional
provisions are foreseen for cases of so-
dium fires or sodium-air-water reactions
affecting a neighbouring plant unit,
where appropriate.

Nearby industrial environment &nd trans-
portation routes

In this basic safety rule I.2.d (4),
five categories of hazards are reviewed :

- abnormal increases in temperature
due to a fire outside the site,

- pressure waves caused by an ex-
plosion,

- seismic waves associated with an
explosion,

- missiles generated by an ex-
plosion,

- drifting blankets or clouds of
toxic or corrosive gases and of ga-
ses and smoke released from a fire.

For the pressure waves, a referent
pressure wave is defined (triangular
step-front wave with a peak of 50 rabars,
and a duration of 300 ms).

The rule prescribes that, before any
irreversible decision is taken, it shall
be demonstrated that the three mair safety
functions (reactor shutdown and residual
heat removal, spent fuel storage, radio-
active waste processing and confinement)
are assured when subjected to one of the
five potential hazards above and deemed
sufficiently plausible with regard to the
general probabilist objective previously
defined.

When such a demonstration is im-
practicable, the plant operator shall
submit suitable measures to the autho-
rities for protecting the plant against
the specified class of hazard.

For the Phenix reactor, the authori-
zation for creation decree prescribed
that the reactor building had to tilth stand
an accidental over- pre sure of '*0 mil-
libars.

For the Creys-Malville plant, al-
though the decree required a protection
against any dynamic effects coming from
environment, no provisions were taken
with respect to explosions since the site
is remote from dangerous material trans-
portations.

For the future LMFBR of 1500 MWe, the
decision, in one of its pares dealing with
characteristics of the future plants,
specifies that, with respect to hazards
caused by the industrial environment and
communication lines, the strength of all
the installations performing a safety
function is such that they can withstand a
step-front triangular incidental over-
pressure wave for which the maximum value
of the overpresure is 50 millibars and the
duration of the overpressure is 300 mil-
liseconds. This requirement obviously
refers to the basic safety rule applicable
for standard PWR.
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NATURAL EVENTS

Floods
In order to provide protection

against external flooding , the basic sa-
fety rule I.2.e (4) prescribes that the
grade level of those plant facilities hou-
sing safety related structures and equi-
pment must be built up to at least maximum
design flood level, and preclude infil-
tration of water without any blocking of
existing access openings be necessary,
provided that the flood level remains
below design level.

The maximum design flood is defined
for river sites, for coastal sites and for
estuary sites.

For river sites, it is the higher of
the level reached from a flow 15 X greater
than the thousand year flood flow and of
the level reached by the combination of
the hundred year or maximum historical
flood and the most penalizing dam failure.

For coastal sites, it correspond to
the combination of the maximum calculated
tide and the thousand year high sea level.

For estuary sites, it is the highest
of three levels :

- the level reached by the thousand
year river flood and the maximum
calculated tide.

- the level reached by the combina-
tion of the average tide, the maxi-
mum historical flood and the must
penalizing dam failure,

- the level reached by the combi-
nation of the thousand year sea le-
vel and the maximum calculated
tide.

In certain cases, provisions for
suitable means must be incorporated into
plant emergency action plans in the event
of exceedance of the maximum design flood,
in addition to the blocking off of all
access openings located below grade le-
vel.

The Creys-Malville plant grade level
is about two meters above the maximum de-
sign flood.

For the future LMFBR, the characte-
ristics of the plants with respect to this
matter have not yet been defined.

Earthquakes
The french approach is based upon the

assumption that earthquakes similar to
those historically recorded are likely to
occur in the future, and that the on-site
effects due to epicenter location will be
the most severe, while remaining consis-
tent with the geological and seismic data,
which means that :

- first, earthquakes related to a
specific capable fault shall be
considered to occur at the closest
point on the fault to the site,

- second, other historically repor-
ted earthquakes in the tectonic
region where the plant is situated
shall be assumed to be credible at
the site.

- third, other earthquakes in a
neighbouring tectonic region shall
be considered to occur at the clo-
sest point in this area to the si-
te.

The earthquakes likely to produce
the most severe on-site effects are called
the maximum historically probable ear-
thquakes (MHPE).

For each maximum historically pro-
bable earthquake, safe shutdown earth-
quakes (SSE) are established.

The response spectra associated with
safe shutdown earthquakes are deduced
from the maximum historically probable
earthquake spectrum by multiplication
factors, functions of frequence.

These multiplication factors are
calculated by assuming that the depth of
the safe shutdown earthquake is equal to
the one of the maximum historically proba-
ble earthquake and that its intensity is
one degree MSK higher.

An analysis of multiplication factor
sensitivity is then performed as a func-
tion of the presumed depth of the safe
shutdown earthquake around the depth of
the maximum historically probable earth-
quake and above 10 kilometers, at an in-
terval (hi, h2), compatible wit)i the
tectonic fold data available.

The spectra obtained for the three
depths hi, h2 and h m ] , constitute the SSE
site spectra associates with a given MHPE.

Where data are insufficient to per-
form these analyses, multiplication
factor is considered as constant and equal
to 2 for all frequencies.

For the earthquakes with a focal dis-
tance of less than 10 kilometers, a spe-
cific method is developed in the basic sa-
fety rule I.2.c (4).

This rule prescribes that the spec-
tra associated with the safe shutdown ear-
thquake do not exceed the design basis
spectrum envisaged by the operating uti-
lity.

When new data result in a broader SSE
spectrum, the operating utility must sub-
mit to the administration estimations of
the safety margins available against ear-
thquakes.

An earthquake corresponding to one
half the design basis spectrum must not
adversely affect facility operation du-
ring a safe shutdown earthquake occurring
subsequently during the life of the faci-
lity.
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Safe shutdown earthquakes are as-
sumed to have aftershocks which may reach
the earthquake level corresponding to one
half the design basis spectrum. However,
since the corresponding analyses cannot
generally be performed on the basis of the
design rules in force, only an evaluation
of the effect of aftershocks on certain
components, based on appropriate methods,
is required.

For the Phenix reactor, two levels of
earthquake have been taken into account in
the decree of authorization for creation,
the first for the reactor works, the se-
cond for the containment function.

The Creys-Malville plant seismic de-
sign took the same spectrum as those which
were used at this time in France for the
PWR, for the sites with a MHPE of inten-
sity VII MSK, although the Creys-Malville
site MHPE was estimated only at VI MSK.
But new data obtained during the cons-
truction phase resulted in a broader MHPE
with an intensity of VII.VIII MSK. So new
calculations had to be made. Those new
calculations referred to the basic safety
rule applicable to PWR, in particular to
define the safe shutdown earthquakes. The
utility Nersa submitted to the adminis-
tration estimations of the safety margins
available against the new safe shutdown
earthquakes. After analysis of those es-
timations, the administration judged ac-
ceptable the seismic design of the plant.

For the future LMFBR, with respect to
earthquake related hazards, use is made
for the standard project of the oscillator
response spectrum defined by the U.S.
nuclear regulatory guide 1.60, which is
set at a maximum ground acceleration at
zero period of 0.15 g ; the average dyna-
mic Young's modulus of the ground is as-
sumed to vary between 5,000 and 100,000
bars and the raft common to the reactor
building, the electrical building and its
associated side building is supported by
devices consisting of reinforced concrete
pedestals surmounted by aseismic elas-
tometer bearings.

Moreover the analysis of the per-
formance of a plant unit at higher seismic
levels have been required by the central
service for safety of nuclear plants in
order to identify equipments requiring
reinforcement in the event of a location
on a site not covered by the standard.

Besides, in 1984, a basic safety rule
1.3. b (4) dealing with the seismic ins-
trumentation necessary on sites with a PWR
has been published by the central service
for safety of nuclear plants. The aim of
this rule is to define the type, location
and operiting conditions for seismic ins-
trumentation needed to determine promptly
the seismic response of nuclear power
plant features important to safety, to
permit comparison of such response with
that used as the design basis, so that the
plant operator can have a basis for deter-
mining and submitting to safety antho-
rities a proposal for subsequent plant
operation after an earthquake at the plant
site.

Extreme meteorological conditions
All the buildings are calculated

according to the rules applicable to other
types of buildings.

There is no basic safety rule dealing
with this kind of external aggression.

COMBINATIONS OF EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
EVENTS

For the Creys-Malville plant, the
combinations to '<e taken into account were
basically deteirmioed by probabilistic ar-
guments.

Concerning the seismic design, al-
though it was admitted to take into
account a chronological load combination
for emergency and faulted plant condi-
tions, this approach led to retain combi-
nations which are consistent with the re-
commendations of US regulatory guides or
the basic safety rule IV-2-a (4), which
are applicable to PWR. In practice, the
combinations which were finally retained
by the applicant as design basis are es-
sentially conventional (i.e. with no
consideration of chronology) super-
positions of the maximum load of the safe
shutdown earthquake with the worst condi-
tion associated with the reactor scram or
loss of external electrical supply.

It has been verified by stress ana-
lysis that these conditions envelop all
chronologically credible combinations of
SSE and its aftershocks with abnormal
transients or accidents with the excep-
tion of two cases, which needed specific
assessments :
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1) loss of all normal decay heat re-
moval systems (DCNEP) combined
with possible SSE aftershocks,
for which the safety assessment
has led to modify the design of
steam generator rupture disk
with respect to SSE and to fix a
limit of 650° C for the maximum
temperature of the main vessel
in DCNEP conditions,

2) failure of one steam generator
tube combined with SSE loadings,
for which the safety assessment
has shown that such a situation
was unlikely and, further, that
for such a loading combination,
D stress limits could be ful-
filled.

For the FBR 1500 project, the combi-
nations of seismic loads with plant condi-
tions which are foreseen by the applicant
are essentially conventional combinations
of the safe shutdown earthquake with the
reactor scram or the loss of external
electrical supply ; details on the present
situation are given by the applicant in a
paper in this conference (6). After a pre-
liminary assessment by the licensing au-
thority, it has been required :

a) to prove that the integrity of
the safety vessel is preserved
when full of sodium at nominal
temperature during an aftershock
with an acceleration level half
that of the SSE,

b) to analyse the possible combi-
nation of SSE with a rupture of
steam generator tube.

The whole question of load combi-
nations applicable to future LMFBR design
is still to be assessed in detail by the
licensing authorities.

CONCLUSION

The design with respect to external
hazards is very similar for PWR and LMFBR.
This results from the similarity of appro-
aches, which results itself from the gene-
ral requirement made by the french safety
anthorities that the safety level of LMFBR
should be at least the same than PWR one.
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ABSTRACT

For the SNR 2 a procedure for exter-
nal event design is developed which is
thought to lead to a better balance with
respect to normal operational demands.
The fields of research necessary and
work done so far are described.

INTRODUCTION

It is common knowledge that the da-
mage scenery predicted by the exceedance
of usual design limits used for the ex-
ternal event design is not observed in
reality. The conservative approach (com-
putation and resulting hardware measures)
compete especially for LMFBR's with the
requirements for thermal loads. This
tends "ro the effect that normal service
risks taken by external event protection
are possibly larger than those resulting
from the external events itselves.

It must therefore be the intention
as well of licensing authorities as of
the manufacturers to balance the exter-
nal event and normal service demands on
the basis of occurence probability and
realisitic failure description.

This paper only considers the events
earthquake, aircraft crash and gas cloud
explosion especially with respect to
structural design. Not included are sabo-
tage or immission of poisonous gas, aero-
sols etc.

The tendencies described are concept-
ions of German manufacturers and are in
discussion at the moment.

EXTERNAL EVENT DESIGN; PRESENT STATE
( SNR 300 )

Four external event cases are to be
considered for nuclear plants to be con-
structed in the FRG:
- Operational Basis Earthquake; the OBE

is defined to be the biggest observed
historical event in the plant region.

It is a load case similar to service
level B. The design basis is primary
stress control and fatigue.
Safe Shutdown Earthquake; the SSE is
defined to be the most severe possible
event according the geological situ-
ation of the site. It is a load case
similar to service level D. The de-
sign basis is primary stress control.
Aircraft Crash; the AC is defined by
a momentum of 5*10 /kg-m/sec/ and a
duration cf o.1 /sec/. It is derived
from a fast flying military aircraft
of a mass of 2.3* 10 /Tcg_7 and a velo-
city of 220 /m/sec/. It is a service
level D load case. The design basis
is strain limitation using a simpli-
fied strain estimation method for
ductile structures. For active compo-
nents or non ductile structures pri-
mary stress limitation is performed.
Gas Cloud Explosion; the GCE is charac-
terized by a peak pressure of 4.5'10
fPaJ and a duration of about 0.3 /sec/
It is derived from a gas tanker aver-
age on the river Rhine. It is a ser-
vice level D load case and shown to be
covered by SSE and AC.

EXTERNAL EVENT DESIGN; TENDENCIES (SNR 2)

The main principles for the concept-
ions developed for external event design
are based on a more realistic failure
description and on a consequent probabi-
listic approach.

Failure Mode
Local effects (e.g. the penetration

problem for AC) excepted the common fea-
ture of all external events is the fact
that vibrations of components are in-
duced by fixpoint excitation.

Design rules distinguish in general
between primary and secondary stresses.
If a stress is primary or secondary de-
pends on the load case, the structure in
question, and the method used for calcu-
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lation. In many cases this complex
characterization is ambiguous. Fix-
point excitations are usually treated
as inducing primary stresses.

A more helpful approach is to ask
what kind of load cases actually
demand for stress control. This leads
to the definition of primary load cases:
a load case is primary if in principle
it is able to induce unlimited strains.
As an example to illustrate this defini-
tion a structure consisting of a mass-
less tension bar with a mass m connected
is investigated with respect to dead
weight and transient fixpoint excitation.
Obviously the fixpoint excitation can
only induce limited strains, whereas the
dead weight load induces unlimited
strains if m-g > A" <5y. So dead weight
is a primary load case and stress con-
trol is inevitable. For the secondary
load case "transient fixpoint excitation"
strain control is sufficient and actu-
ally the exceedance of a certain strain
limit describes structural failure.

Probability Aspects
If no special site conditions are to

be taken into account the probability
for a severe AC or a severe GCE is 10
to 1O ^1/yearJ1. According the German
Safety Study for LWR's the overall risk
for these load cases is estimated to be
rather low. This led to the government
ordinance of the new load category "Risk
Reduction Required" (service level RRR) .
The measures to be taken are not yet
very well defined. The manufacturers'
interpretation is to prevent only the
most probable failure mechanisms.

The safety relevance of an OBE is
characterized by a possible fatigue in-
fluence. Under this aspect (as well as
with respect to availability) the OBE-
intensity should be defined such that
the event could rationally be expected
to occur during the giant life time. An
occurence rate of 10 /1/year_7 is ade-
quate. For low seismicity regions as
e.g. the FRG the resulting intensicy is
very low so that the safety impact of
the OBE is negligible. The seismic de-
sign should be restricted to the SSE.
The occurence probability of a SSE inten-
sity must be defined so that the event
is unlike to take place during plant
operation. The manufacturers as well as
the seismologists idea is 10 Z"Vyear7.
The service level is Category D for the
SSE .

External Event Design for SNR 2
According to the last two chapters

the following design consequences result.

Aircraft Crash. Eor the service level
"RRR" the probable failure mechanism are
judged to be

- Penetration of the air craft
- Wall scabbing
- Destruction of devices not installed
within protected buildings

- Failure of component-concrete inter-
faces

- Malfunction of electrical equipment
The structural failure of components
and failure of motors, pumps, valves
etc. is not plausible.

The above failure mechanisms are ex-
cluded by appropriate design measures:

- complete fortification of outer walls
- spatial separation of redundancies
- decoupling of installations from outer
walls

- dynamical isolation of electrical
equipment

- ductile component-concrete interface
elements

Gas Cloud Explosion. The Gas Cloud
Explosion is service level "RRR". The
measures for AC cover partially the
failure modes of the GCE. In addition
structural stability of buildings is to
be proved and wall openings are to be
protected with respect to immission of
explosive gas mixtures.

Earthquake. With respect to earth-
quake there will be a design against an
intensity with occurence probability of
10 /1/year7. The service level is D
The design basis is strain limitation.

REALIZATION

For the RRR load cases no methologi-
cal difficulties arise. The remaining
D load case earthquake requires re-
search within the areas

- Strain criteria for low cycle
loading

- Occurence probability for seismic
intensities

- Load description suitable for strain
evaluation or estimation

- Practicable methods for strain evalu-
ation. Non linear step-by-step dynamic
computations for complex structures
are prohibitive.

Strain Criteria for Low Cycle Dynamic
Loading

There is a research program initia-
ted in cooperation with Prof.Kussmaul
of the MPA Stuttgart (a government
institution) and the KRAFTWERK UNION,
Erlangen. First considerations show
that an allowable strain range of O.O1
leads to a significant impact on the
design.
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Occurence Probability for Seismic
Intensities

An isointensity map of the FRG for
occurence probability 10 /" 1/year _7has
been developed by cooperation of INTER-
ATOM and the University of Cologne (Vi .

Load Description
The methodology developed by INTER-

ATOM for the evaluation of isoseismic
zones allows to decide upon the most
probable events leading to the design
intensity of the site. The parameters
are magnitude, distance of epicenter and
focal depth. Using appropriate focal
models and soil data it should be poss-
ible to evaluate significant excitation
characteristics on a theoretical basis
via transfer functions and Fourier coef-
ficients or on the basis of measured
time histories. M. Budny, University of
Cologne showed in . his thesis (2) that
dynamic soil data can be made available
by effective but inexpensive method.-..

Strain Estimation Methods
Approximate methods have been pro-

posed in the past based either on elas-
tic modal analysis and reduced acceler-
ation response spectra (Newmark/Hall
{'i) ) or on the steady state response of
bilinear hysteretic structures to harmo-
nic input (Caughey (£), Tansirikongkol/
Pecknold (J5) ) . The approach of Newmark
and Hall does not solve the problem of
the ductility of a structure, i.e. the
problem of localized yielding. Tansiri-
kongkol/Pecknold use equivalent stiff-
ness and damping matrices gained from
nonlinear structural member characteris-
tics by an iterative process. It is not
quite clear if this process actually
converges. A further problem is the eva-
luation of damping. Actually Caughey
showed that hysteretic energy dissipa-
tion cannot be expressed in terms of
viscous damping. A method bound to avoid
the above difficulties has been developed
by INTERATOM and will be published in
Res Mechanica. The structure is charac-
terized by a certain set of parameters.
The mode shape belonging to an elastic
natural frequency f. is interpreted as
a proportionality class of destributed
forces and moments defined in the obvious
way. Every mode shape determines the
hysteretically dissipated energy Wj,(£)
and the structural harden Si(S) if a
closed hysteresis loop with strain range
£ is run through quasistatically.
$S£) /Si(£y) is the ratio of force level
leading to the strain £ and £y respec-
tively. The resulting maximum structural
deformations reached during this process
are a rough analogon to the nonlinear
mode shapes of (5). The dissipated
energyV^S) is compared to the maximum
possible energy V*(&) which can be dis-

sipated by a 1-DOF-systera with elastic
natural frequency f. and modal elastic
stress level (Ŝ  . Actually these 1 -DOF-
systems are the structures investigated
by Newmark/Hall. The maximum energy
dissipation reflects the neglection of
localized yielding. ${S) and the ratio
VC(L) of V-(£) and V^(£) can be shown
to describe the modal strain ductility.
The strain estimation relies on the
fact that if a certain modal energy is
offered to the structure in the form of
kinetic energy than the strain experi-
enced is the same as for the represen-
tative 1-DOF-system described by -f ̂,
S"- , £>i(£) , "V"c(£) . The problem of modal

interaction is solved by the " principle
of the worst mode". The load level
leading to yielding of the 1-DOF-repre-
sentatives is reduced by RSS-superimpo-
sition of the modal stress levels. It
is plausible that the structure con-
sisting of the seperated modal represen-
tatives is more selective with respect
to the frequency dependent energy dis-
tribution of the excitation than the
actual structure.

The method reduces nonlinear step-
by-step dynamic computations to quasi-
static nonlinear computations of the
actual structure. Dynamic computations
are restricted to the representative
1-DOF-systems. A further step of reduc-
tion is possible by adopting the idea
of structural member nonlinear behaviour.

The method is at the moment checked
by example computations und experiments.
The results are encouraging.

CONCLUSION

Due to a more elaborated risk analysis
(German Risk Study for LWR) and taking
into account the seismicity situation
of the FRG it is possible to reduce the
number of safety related external events
which have to be taken into account for
a detailed structural design analysis.

As a design load case in the usual
sense the SSE remains. A balanced
design can be reached by shifting the
design basis from formal stress limita-
tion to the limitation of strain.

The methodological difficulties are
attacked and seem to be solvable with
an adequate effort.

It should be remarked that similar
programs are underway initiated by
the PVRC and EPRI.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents the main features and res-

ults of the studies carried out for the seismic

verification of the Italian PEC fast reactor test

facility. More precisely , after some remarks on

the requirements to be satisfied by PEC in an ear

thquake and a brief description of the relevant

plant features, it deals with : (a) the on-site

tests and calculations of the reactor building

and vessel ; (b) the application of the computer

program CORALIE to PEC ; (c) the us-e of an itera£

ive procedure for evaluating vessel-core seismic

interactions ; (d) the experimental tests carried

out in air and water on prototype core elements ;

(e) the impact tests performed on core boundary ji

lements ; (f) the core fluid-structure interacti-

on tests ; (g) the shutdown system experimental

and numerical analysis.

More details on items (a) and (g), as well as

a discussion of the studies performed to evaluate

neutronic-seismic interaction effects in the PEC

core are presented in three separate papers.

INTRODUCTION

Two reference earthquakes are defined for the

PEC reactor: the earthquake TSS ("Terremoto di S^

euro Spegnimento"), corresponding to the American

Safe-Shutdown Earthquake, and the earthquake JTSS

(1). TSS is characterized for PEC by a Housner -

type design spectrum with a maximum ground accele

ration of 0,3 g in the horizontal directions and

0,2 g in the vertical direction. JTSS represents

the normally acceptable earthquake, taking into

account economical aspects; for this earthquake ,

characterized by design spectra equal to 0,5 tim-

es those of TSS, damages may be tolerated only on

components which can be inspected and easily repa

red. ~

PEC has to withstand five JTSS (for the compo

nents remaining in the reactor during its whole

life) and one TSS. It is worth citing that the s£

ismic conditions assumed for PEC are the most se-

vere among those used for the fast reactors in

construction or in the design phase in Europe (1).

Furthermore, we note that also with regard to sei

smic design criteria, PEC is the fast reactor in

Europe which has in general the most stringent de

sign rules {Y).

With regard to the PEC core and shutdown sys£

em (to which particular attention had to be paid

in the seismic verification analysis) , the safe-

ty philosophy implies that following requirements

have to be satisfied for the the horizontal compo

nents of the earthquake, up to TSS :

- the rapid automatic insertion (during and after

the earthquake) of a number of control rods suf

ficient to shut down the reactor has to be guar

anteed ;

- deformations or ruptures of core elements,which

may hinder the element cooling, have to be avoi

ded ;

- fuel element compaction has to be limited,in or

der to reduce neutronic-seismic interaction to

an acceptable level.

(The effects of the vertical earthquake component

are rather limited in the case of PEC).

Furthermore, the core elements and shutdown

system components should not be damaged by an ear

thquake iTSS, or at least, their replacement has

to be guaranteed.
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It is therefore evident that, in order to de-

monstrate that the above mentioned requirements ji

re satisfied, it is necessary to calculate ccrre£

tly, for both TSS and JTSS, the seismic motion ti

me-histories of the core elements at various axi-

al levels (beside that of the core diagrid), to

determine the consequences of such displacements

in terms of strains at the element feet, response

of the shutdown system and core volume variations

and to evaluate element shroud deformations due

to element impacts. This requires a detailed core

analysis, and also the application of adequate me_

thods for defining core diagrid excitations (i.e.

a correct evaluation of reactor building and ves-

sel dynamic responses).

RELEVANT PLANT FEATURES

The PEC reactor building, with a height of 28

m and a diameter of 23 m, is housed in a steel cy

lindrical container, which rests on a reinforced

concrete raft.Heavy concrete solid blocks were

subsequently poured inside the container up to ab_

out half container height (2).

The reactor vessel (of loop-type, Fig.1) is

located at 12 i from building basis and is suppqr_

ted by a relatively flexible structure, consist -

ing of nine beams (this is rather deformable to

minimize the consequences of a core disruptive a£

cident). The vessel is 10,5 m long (from support-

ing structure) with an inner diameter of 3,1 tn.lt

has a double wall, with an inner and outer wall

thickness of 30 mm and 25 mm, respectively. Inert

gas is present in the interspace.

reflecting elements, 260 neutron shielding elem-

ents and 74 fuel element decay positions (Fig.2).

FIG. SKETCH OF THE PEC REACTOR VESSEL

The core diagrid is located at a distance of

7,6 m from vessel supporting structure. The core,

with an outer diameter of 2,5 m and an overall ê _

ement height of 3 m, is surrounded by three neutr

onic shields, the most interior one having an in-

ner diameter of 2,75 m. 622 elements of different

types are present in the core in its most probab-

le configuration : 78 fuel elements (of forced -

an central-type), 11 control rod guide tubes, 37

forced-type reflecting elements, 162 normal-type

FUEL ELEMENTS

9 CONTROL RODS

FORCED REFLECT. EL

FUEL IN DECAY POS.

FIG. 2 SKETCH OF THE PEC CORE CROSS-SECTION

The fuel elements surround the test channel ,

which occupies (when it is inserted) the seven

most central diagrid positions. The core element

shroud is hexagonal (flat-to-flat distance = 82,6

mm in cold conditions); only the neutron shield -

ing elements have a cylindrical form (outer diam-

eter = 82,8 mm in cold conditions).

Two levels of pads are fitted to core e-ioini -

ents : beside the original ones, located close to

element midplane, a second set of pads was appli-

ed at about 2,6 m from element base (above the ac_

tive zone) to reduce internal core clearances and

thus, element seismic relative motions, to small

(although non-zero) values : this limits neutron-

ic-seismic interaction effects to an acceptable

level (3). The core inner elements are arranged

in groups of seven forced together at the contact

ing pads.

The control rod absorbers are inserted into

guide tubes (fixed to the vessel plug through the

Control Rod Drive Mechanism) in the upper part ,

and enter guide elements located in the core in

the lower part. The guide-tubes traverse the core

hold-down system, from which they are separated

by small gaps (4).

A "core-restraint" ring was inserted in the
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vessel at the core element upper pad level, in or

der to reduce core seismic motion and thus, to al̂

low scram to be guaranteed during earthquake: the

clearance between this ring and the core is small

but not zero for handling reasons (Fig. 1) (5).

REACTOR BUILDING ANALYSIS

On-site tests on the reactor building aim at

achieving experimental data on its actual dynamic

behaviour, so as to attain a sure appraisal of vi

bration levels at the various floors, as a result

of a seismic event. In addition, experimental re£

ults will make it possible to set up a three-dim-

ensional numerical model of the reactor building,

accounting for soil-structure interaction, which

will allow the margins present in the design calc

ulations to be evaluated, especially at vessel

supporting floor.

Since a specific paper dealing with these stu

dies is presented at this Meeting (2), we cite h£

re only the fundamentals.

On-site experimental tests

Preliminary forced vibration tests wer.e car -

ried out by XSMES on behalf cf ENEA in 1983 and

1984. This investigation, which has already furn^

shed significant results on the dynamic behaviour

of reactor building (see ref. (2) ),was conducted

exciting the structure by some horizontal and ver

tical forces, generated by a 100 kN mechanical

shaker, installed in seven different positions .

Measurements of the reactor building dynamic

response were also performed in March 1985, dur -

ing two tests in which vibrations were generated

by explosions of 300 kg TNT at about 1,7 km from

the reactor.

Based on the results of the tests carried out

final tests are starting. In particular the buil-

ding excitation will be ensured through many vibr

ometric positions (100 kN shakers) . In addition,

a 5000 kN hydraulic actuator should also be inst-

alled between the foundation of the reactor build

ing and that of the adjacent fuel element handl -

ing building.

Numerical analysis

A complete seismic analysis taking into ace -

ount the effects of soil-structure interaction is

being performed by ISMES on behalf of ENEA for

the PEC reactor building. Up to now the fundamen

tal modes of the building with fixed base have be

en calculated and an equivalent cluster of oscil-

lators, suitable for soil-structure interaction

analysis, has been defined (see ref. (2) ).This a_l

lows new calculations accounting for soil effects

to be performed as soon as the final o.i-site test

experimental lesults are available.

REACTOR VESSEL ANALYSIS

On-site experimental tests

On-site dynamic tests were performed by ISMES

on behalf of ENEA on the PEC reactor vessel in

1983. The main purpose was to estimate the vessel

supporting structure stiffness: in fact, this is

the main parameter which governs seismic motion

amplification from the vessel supporting floor to

the core diagrid.

The vessel was suspended as in operating con<i

itions inside the reactor building and was connec^

ted to the two sodium inlet legs (however, no co-

re, internal shields, or - obviously - sodium we-

re present in the vessel).

Three types of tests were performed : (a) amb_

ient vibration processing, (b) grid excitation ,

and (c) vessel support-ng floor excitation. Data

processing allowed the first two natural frequency

ies (7,2 Hz and 21 Hz) and the corresponding mod-

al shapes of the empty vessel to be estimated, as

well as vessel supporting structure stiffness to

be evaluated (see, for instance the measured ver-

tical stiffness values in Fig. 3 ) . Damping values

of 1% was found for the first mode. The presence

of non perfectly linear behaviour was also detec£

ed. A comparison between measured natural frequeri

cy and supporting structure stiffness values with

those computed by NIRA for the design analysis

showed acceptable agreement.More details on this

study are reported in ref. (5_).

vaiiw. siimes a nc
VESSEL 1KB! FUKE

FIG. 3 MEASURED VALUES OF VESSEL SUPPORTING STRIJ

CTURE VERTICAL STIFFNESS VS FREQUENCY

Numerical analysis

The design calculations for the PEC reactor -
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block are performed by NIRA using a beam model ,

and introducing the fluid as diagonal elements ad

ded to the structural mass matrix. (The modal sha_

pes are evaluated with the program SAP IV, then

they are recombined taking into account the diffe

rent damping values of the various concerned stru

cCures). This approach is justified by the relati

vely small diameter of the PEC vessel and the geo

metric similarity to the case of a PUR.

However, since development was recently made

in calculating axisymmetric structures with fluid

and accurate results can be obtained in the case

of thin shells, it was decided to test design ana

lysis adequacy, making use of such more accurate

methods. Thus, a study is being performed by NOVA

TOME on behalf of ENEA with the French KOVAX code

(5). This study has led to a correction of the

vessel stiffness profile in the design calculati-

ons to take into account some ovalization effects.

However, it has also demonstrated that fluid sche_

matization does not play an important role for

PEC, and that the vessel-core interaction effects

due to sodium are correctly modelled in the des —

ign analysis (see below).

Furthermore, it is also worth citing that the

NOVAX calculations have shovm that no structural

or functional problems arise in the core due to

the vertical earthquake component (in particular,

the related reactivity insertion is negligible).

CORE ANALYSIS

The program CORALIE

The PEC core seismic analysis is particularly

complicated due to clearances between adjacent el_

ements and between the external elements and the.

core-restraint ring, allowing shocks to occur am-

ong these. Furthermore, strong fluid-structure in

teraction effects are present due to the small d̂L

stance between the core and the neutronic shields

and - probably- the small distances among elem -

ents as well and the presence of the restraint

ring. Finally, the dynamic behaviour of each sing

le element is also non-linear, due to internal mo

bile parts and the presence of clearance in the

feet.

Thus, a numerical technique for the core non-

linear dynamic analysis has been developed and im

plemented in the computer code CORALIE . This

work has been carried out in collaboration with

the French CEA : the code has been used also for

the Superphenix-) core seismic analysis (1_, 5) .

In CORALIE the shocks are simulated by syst -

ems of springs and dampers, whose action starts

as soon as local contacts occur, and the fluid ei_

fects are described by an increase of viscous dam

ping and the introduction of a complete added

mass matrix. The core element motion equations a-

re solved by use of modal analysis. The modal

coefficients are computed with an explicit itera-

tive procedure derived from the Duhamel integral,

and applied iteratively at each time-step to

account for the dependence of the shock loads and

those related to fluid coupling on the displacem-

ents, velocities and acceleration values of the

adjacent elements.

Vessel-core seismic interaction

T:ie seismic calculations of the whole reactor

block are performed by NIRA with linear methods

(i.e. not modelling shocks nor including coupling

due to fluid-structure interactions): to do this,

it is obviously necessary to make use of a linear

model of the core, also. However, the vessel-core

seismic interaction is very strong in the PEC ca-

se (5): thus, the dynamic response calculated by

CORALIE for the core (and that of other compon -

ents ilso) depends strongly on the core model as-

sumed in the linear calculations of the whole rea

ctor-block. This implies the necessity of an itej^

ation of the linear reactor-block calculations

and those (non-linear) of the single core, as ind_

icated by Fig. 4.

DESIGN
SPECTRUM
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REACTOFt BLOCK LINE
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CORE rtON-LINEAR
CALCULATIONS

1
>*- DEFINITION OF THE

EQUIVALENT LINEAR
CORE MODEL

"IG. 4 SIMPLIFIED FLOW-CHART OF THE PEC SEISMIC

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The linear core is defined (at each iterat-

ion of the above procedure) by extrapolating the

CORALIE results (which are normally obtained for

the single central row of core elements, see Fig.

2) to the whole core, and defining a cluster of

oscillators which approximates the transfer func_t

ions between core diagrid accelerations and reac^

ion loads transmitted by the core to the vessel

corresponding to the non-linear response of the

core. The iterative procedure of Fig. 4 is repeat

ed until convergence is reached, namely until va-

lues of the mentioned transfer functions are obt-

ained, which are approximately equal to those eva_

luated in the preceding iteration (Fig. 5).

The adequacy of this procedure was verified

for various PEC core configurations (with and wi-

thout core restraint rings). After a recent optim

ization of the first iteration core model featur-
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es, convergence is always reached in 3 - 4 itera-

tions only (5) (first iteration results are alw -

ays rather conservative, see Fig. 6).

60000 >

40000

low). Up to now, due to lack of more precise inf_

ormation, the sodium effects are taken into acc-

ount by an appropriate increase of element line-

ar mass and damping coefficients measured in air

(core element natural frequency values equal to

80% those measured in air are assumed, together

with fractions of critical damping of 5%).

(a) ExcitaLion normal to hexcan flat3

(b) Excitation normal to hexcan cornere

FIG. 5 TRANSFER FUNCTION AMPLITUDES AT THE LAST

TWO ITERATIONS ( PRELIMINARY RESULTS )

FIG. 6 MAXIMUM TOP DISPLACEMENTS OF THE CENTRAL

ROW CORE ELEMENTS (PRELIMINARY RESULTS)

Design calculations

The PEC core desigi. calculations are normally

carried out on a single central row of core elem-

ents, assuming two earthquake directions, normal

to each other (Figs. 2 and 7). Only the first two

modes are usually assumed, according to the res -

ults of parametric studies (5): the related vib

rational parameters are computed with the finite-

element method, correcting the foot stiffness as

indicated by our experimental results (5) (see be

FIG. 7 CORE ELEMENT ROWS USUALLY ASSUMED FOR

PEC DESIGN CALCULATIONS

The dynamic calculations are performed with

TSS and jTSS time-histories at the core diagrid

and vessel plug obtained taking into account the

different vessel-core dynamic interaction effects

detected at the two above mentioned seismic lev-

els (see Fig. 5 ) . The shock spring constants ha-

ve been defined by means of experimental tests

and three-dimensional numerical analysis estima_t̂

ing shroud deformations (5_) . Shock damping is e_

valuated by means of semi-empirical corrections,

whose adequacy is now been checked (5) .

The computed displacement time-histories ha-

ze been applied to the dynamic experiments of the

shutdown system (4) and the shock tests on core

elements (1_, 5) (see below). They have been al-

so applied to evaluate the seismic-neutronic int̂

eraction (see ref. (3_) ) . Furthermore, the maxim

um displacement and shock force values have been

applied (together with the results of shock exp£

riments) to the structural and functional verifi

cation (fatijue and collapse tests) carried out

on single el ;ments at AGIP on behalf of ENEA (5)

A preliminary study for evaluating uncertain

ty effects on core response was performed in col

laboration with the CEC Joint Research Center of

Ispra (J_) . This study demonstrated the adequacy

of Response Surface Methodology for core seismic

analysis. Therefore, this methodology will be us

ed in the final verification analysis.

Experimental tests on core elements

A wide-ranging experimental programme is per;

formed at ISMES on behalf of ENEA on a shaking

table to evaluate the dynamic response of the PEC

reactor core elements (Ĵ , 5) . The first tests ,

performed in 1981-1983, concerned simplified mod-

els and quasi-prototype mock-ups of the original
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elements, all in full scale. (These elements had

only one set of pads close to the midplane and a

Coot design which has been later modified to all-

ow a better performance in the case of earthquake

(_5_) ). Tests were performed in air and water (sim

ulating sodium) on single models, couples and a

group of three fuel element mock-ups (5) . In the

se tests the seisnic level was limited to not ex-

tremely high excitations (i.e. rather lower than

those corresponding to TSS) by the fear of damag-

ing the models.

The tests performed in air for single elem -

ents (_1_, 5_) showed that the first natural fre-

quency values increase with increasing excitation

amplitude, and that, in the case of multifrequent

ial stationary excitation, they reach quasi-const

ant values at the highest excitation levels, low-

er than those computed with the assumption of doii

ble-contact restraints. The discrepancy between

pre-test numerical, results and experimental valu-

es was found to increase with increasing foot-can

clearance. It i/as demonstrated that this effect

can be simulate'1, by correcting foot stiffness. As

concerns damping, this was found to decrease with

increasing excitation and with decreasing foot -

can clearance: this confirmed the role of foot -

can clearances O.J.5.) •

In the shock tests performed in air on coupl-

ed elements with multifrequential transient (seis

mic) excitation, the first natural frequency valiu

es were slightly larger than the maximum ones obj^

ained for the single elements: this was explained

assuming that shocks among elements reduce the

foot-can clearance effects, thus stiffening the

restraint. It was demonstrated that the foot stif

fness correction coefficients assumed for single

elements at the highest excitation levels may be

applied for coupled elements as well, together

with damping coefficients (>1%) which are suffici

ently independent of the couples in which such el

ements are included (see in Fig.8 the excellent a

greement obtained between computed and measured

results).

The tests in water on the mentioned mock-ups

(1,5) were carried out to evaluate the coolant

effects on the response of single and coupled ele

ments: it was found that these effects decrease

with increasing excitation: this was explained ag

ain as a consequence of the clearance at the elem

ent foot. We note that, at the highest excitation

levels, the decrease of the first natural frequen

cies with respect to the values measured in air ,

was in good agreement with the added mass theoret

ical correlations. The amplifications also showed

an effect of added damping, which, however, decr-

eased with increasing excitation.

The experiments were continued, performing

tests in air on two original fuel elements. These

tests allowed the positive verification of the as

sumption made for the previous models (1,5) .Fur-

thermore, they were taken to very high excitati-

ons, so as to produce element displacements (66

mm at the top, with respect to the supporting

grid) which were much larger than those obtained

in the previous tests, and even larger than tho-

se allowed by the presence of the core-restraint

ring. In spite of the large displacements, howev-

er, no damage was detected on the two elements af

ter the tests. Moreover, we note that the first

natural frequency really reached a constant value

at the highest excitations, slightly lar<"2r (10%)

than the maximum one obtained in the previous

tests on the corresponding mock-ups and approxima

tely equal to that evaluated numerically with the

assumption of double contact at element feet (see

refs. (l,j>)).
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FIG. 8 COMPARISON BETWEEN COMPUTED AND MEASURED

PEAK DISPLACEMENT VALUES OF FORCED-TYP'C

FUEL ELEMENTS (FF) FOR THE COUPLE OF TWO

FFs, THAT WITH A CENTRAL-TYPE FUEL ELEM-

ENT (CF) AND THE GROUP OF THREE FUEL ELE_

MENTS (FF-CF-FF) - TESTS IN AIR ON THE 0_

RIGINAL MOCK-UPS , SEISMIC EXCITATION

Finally , tests (mainly in water) were perfoi:

med in 1984 on the new prototype elements, i.e.

those with modified feet and a second set of pads

at 2,6 m from element base. Due to the previcur-

resiilts, these experiments were carried out allow

ing displacements at element top of up to 45 - 55

mm (again rather larger than those really possib-

le in the core), which corresponded to the applic

ation of earthquakes of intensity equal to that

of TSS. The first results of these tests are pres

ented in ref, (5) . We only note here that they

confirmed those of the previous tests with regard
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Zo clearance effect in the foot and water effects

(Fig. 9).

Furthermore, amplifications normally vary con

siderably with increasing excitation, up to TSS

(see Fig. 12).

mca ram ( toa i COKTACT)
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FIG. 9 NATURAL FREQUENCY VALUES IN AIR AND WATER

FOR THE CENTRAL-TYPE FUEL ELEMENT WITH

RANDOM EXCITATION (E/Eo== FOOT STIFFNESS

CORRECTION FACTOR IN THE CALCULATIONS) -

PRESENT ELEMENT DESIGN

In spite of the hi^h excitations, it appears

that first natural frr^uencies reach the theoret^

cal values only for elements with small clearanc-

es in the foot (see in Figs. 10 and II the res -

ults obtained fcr the fuel elements -having small

clearances- and the neutron shielding element -hji

vinj large clearances).
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FIG. 12 AMPLIFICATION IN WATER FOR THE COUPLE OF

TWO FORCiiD-TYPE FUEL ELEMENTS (PRESENT

DESIGN, SEISMIC EXCITATION)

This means that some corrections of the foot

stiffness are still necessary in th>• final design

calculations, and also that different frequency

and damping values have to be assumed in these

calculations for TSS and J..5S.

Furthermore, it is worth citing that the lar-

ge displacement values, mea red st TSS confirmed

the necessity of the restraint-ring, to guarantee

the control rod insertability (see rei. (4) ) .
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Shock tests on core boundary elements

Tests on a shaking table were also performed

at ISMES to determine the dynamic loadings acting

on PEC fuel elements in the decay position (which

are the most critical in the presence of the res£

raint ring) and the corresponding deformations of

the hexcans, both due to impacts among these and

the adjacent elements at the two pad levels, and

to shocks against the restraint ring 0^5).

The mock-up consisted in a fuel element,a pla

te simulating the restraint ring and a neutron

shielding element. The neutron shielding element

was simultaneously excited also at the top, acco_r

ding to calculated time-histories, to reproduce

the motion impressed by the rest of the core.

These tests demonstrated that no damage of co

re elements occurs due to impacts up to TSS. Fur-

thermore, the data necessary for the cited struct^

ural and functional verification tests of core el̂

ements were determined: contact time (4t6 ms), o£

currence frequency of impacts (0,1 s) and loading

velocity (3x1CF and 8x10 daN/s at upper and low-

er pad levels, respectively). Finally, the relat-

ion between impact load and hexcan deformation

was assessed. These tests are allowing a more pre_

cise evaluation of shock parameters, especially

with regard to impact damping: the related analy£

is with CORALIE is in progress (see ref. (_5) ) .

Fluid-structure interaction experiments

Experiments for the evaluation of fluid-struc^

ture interaction effects on core response are now

in progress at ISMES (as usual on behalf of ENEA)

(5). Up to now, configurations of 1 , 7 and 19 fu

el element (simplified) models in full scale have

been analysed in air and water, making use of coti

tainers whose dimensions are such as to avoid ves

sel-core fluid coupling: no fluid-coupling effect

has been detected also among elements, due to the

close frequency values of all elements, the very

small gaps at the contacting pads, relatively

thick pads, and absence of the restraint. Moreov-

er, it was found that motions normal to the exci^

ation are negligible, and that the response does

not depend on excitation direction (i.e. equal re_

sponses were measured in both the case of excita_t

ion normal to hexcan flats and that of excitation

normal to hexcan corners).

Similar tests have been started on up to 19

neutron shielding elements (for these, gaps are

larger at the upper pads). Finally, experiments

will be performed in the next months on configura^

tions including different type elements, which

will correspond to real core portions. The restr-

aint ring will be also simulated, and if possible

the effects of the vessel-core coupling due to s£

dium will be also estimated, using a rmaller coot

ainer (we remember that the distance between the

core and the internal shield is not large).

SHUTDOWN SYSTEM ANALYSIS •

Dynamic experiments (mainly in water) were

carried out at ISMES on behalf of NIRA on a quasi

-prototype mock-up of the Control Rod Drive Mech£

nism - Control Rod System, reproducing the main

parts of the real system in full scale. The syst-

em was excited at four locations, simultaneously:

core diagrid, upper pads of the absorber guide el̂

ement, core holddown system, and vessel plug. The

seismic intensity was gradually increased up .̂o

JTSS and TSS time-historias obtained in the prev-

iously described core analysis.

The test results are reported in a separate

paper (4), together with those of the numerical

studies performed by NIRA. We only note here that

positive conclusions could be achieved on the re_l

iability of the system from both the functional

and the safety point of views, and that the expejr

imental data were successfully compared by NIRA

to the results of non-linear ANSYS calculations

(this code is being applied to evaluate system re_

sponse in the real reactor conditions (4) ) .

CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates that a large effort is

being devoted to the PEC fast reactor seismic ve-

rification.

It is worth noting that, as a result of our

analysis, the core element design was modified

and a core-restraint ring was applied to improve

core response.

Although the described studies are not all

completed yet, it appears evident that many posi-

tive results have been already achieved.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES IN SEISMIC DESIGN OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
WITH PARTICULAR APPLICATION TO LHFBR

by John D. Stevenson
Senior Consultant, Stevenson & Associates, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The seismic design of critical
facility structures, equipment and
distribution systems and, 1n particular,
nuclear power water reactor facilities, has
developed Into a fine art over the past 15
years. Unfortunately, this development has
been associated with tremendous cost
Increases.(1) In 1970 the seismic cost
was less than two percent of total plant
costs. By 1985 the cost due to seismic
requirements had escalated to approximately
10 percent of plant cost.(i) In 1970
typical total plant cost for a nominal 800
HWe water reactor nuclear power station was
$300 :< 106. By 1985 typical total plant
cost for a nominal 1300 HWe station was
$3,200 x 106. The total costs attributed
to seismic qualification of nuclear plant
facilities therefore has escalated from
approximately $6 x 106 1n 1970 dollars to
$320 x 106 1rt 1985 dollars. In
engineering manhours alone the current
seismic qualification effort typically
accounts for approximately 1.75 x 10&
manhours.

The obvious question has been asked,
1s this tremendous escalation 1n seismic
cost ?nd engineering effort warranted?
Recent studies of the behavior of real heavy
Industrial facilities 1n strong motion
earthquakes^*^-) suggests the answer to
that question 1s no.

Current conventional wisdom 1n
seismic design of all nuclear facility
components which 1s established by
applicable design codes and standards
assumes that Inertia loads acting on the
mass of the component 1s the primary seismic

loading effect. However, recent studies on
behavior of real heavy Industrial components
1n strong motion earthquakes suggests the
damage levels observed are much less than
would be expected based on elastic computed
Inertia seismic Input. In addition, those
failures that have been observed, except for
building structures, appear to be almost
exclusively related to differential support
motion applicable to the component and not
the Inertia mass of the component. As a
result of these recent studies the U.S. NRC
1s conducting a major review of Its seismic
design procedures applicable to equipment
and piping systems.'S)

The LMFBR component design, because
of their higher design temperatures (1000°F
versus 650°F) and their much lower design
pressures (150 ps1 versus 1500 to 2500 ps1)
result 1n relatively thin wall components.
As a result the problems of Inertia based
seismic design are potentially much greater
1n LHFBR's than 1n water reactors. This 1s
the primary reason that the FFTF facility 1s
thfi world's leader 1n Installed snubbers
(approximate'!y 4000) 1n a nuclear facility.
Its closest water reactor nuclear power
plant facility has approximately 3000
snubbers while 1500 snubbers 1s more
typically the norm.

It 1s absolutely essential that
LHFBRs rationalize seismic design
requirements based on the behavior of real
components 1n strong motion earthquake 1f
they are to be a viable economic source of
power and avoid the over design, analysis
and testing costs which have made water
reactor nuclear power plants no longer a
viable economic source of electrical power
1n the U.S.

237
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2.0 REVIEW OF THE SEISMIC DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS CURRENTLY APPLIED TO
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

2.1 Building Structures

Prior to the advent of large numbers
of nuclear power plant facilities 1n the mid
to late 1960's the seismic design of
structures was based on lateral load
coefficients as a function of the weight of
the structure applied to the structure as
developed by applicable conventional
building code requirements.(5.) These
codes maintained the lateral loads at a
relatively low value (1e. O.lOg for Southern
California). Implicit 1n these conventional
codes was the assumption of Inelastic
building response with global ductility
coefficients 1n the range of 3 to 8
depending on the type of building
construction.

Commercial nuclear power plant
structures were the first general class of
structures to explicitly assume linear
elastic response of the structure as well as
the potential for resonant response to the
cyclic nature of the ground motion. This
was accomplished first by the use of the
Housner Response Spectra together with
estimates of zero period ground motions at
prospective sites having return periods 1n
the range of 103 to 10* years for what
1s currently termed the safe shutdown
earthquake. The use of Housner spectra
which started 1n 1965 ultimately gave way to
the NBK curves as contained 1n the NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.60 1n 1973 which have
since then been the basis of nuclear power
plant seismic design.

The use of the current regulatory
ground response elastic spectra and
associated damping values has resulted 1n
seismic lateral loads being applied which
are approximately ten times that which would
be required for conventional building
structures at the same site. While this 1s
a very significant Increase to conventional
seismic design loads. Its Impact 1n plant
design and costs has been minimal.

Nuclear power plant structures
because of radiation protection and tornado
wind and missile requirements typically have
heavy monolithic reinforced concrete shear
walls with Inherent high seismic
resistance. The seismic design and cost
effect on nuclear power plant structures
typically results 1n somewhat Increased
vertical or diagonal reinforcing steel but
typically adds less than 5 percent Including
engineering evaluations to the cost of such
structures.

2.2 Hechancial and Electrical Equipment

The seismic des*qn of typical electrical and
mechanical components In nuclear power plant

facilities has paralleled the development of
the seismic design of structures with one
very important difference. That difference
is the Identification of floor or amplified
rather than ground response spectra being
applicable to their seismic design beginning
about 1970. Again using currently
applicable regulatory requirements this
typically Increased seismic loads by another
factor of approximately 6.0. Thus for a
Southern California Site with a nominal
conventional seismic design requirement of
0.1 g lateral load on the building and 0.2 g
on the equipment one would see vaiue of
1.0 g applied to the nuclear power plant
building and 6.0 g applied to the
equipment. For a typical Eastern U.S. site
which would have had 0.025 g lateral load
applied to the conventional building (less
than wind load) and no seismic design of
conventional equipment one would typically
see 0.35 g equivalent static lateral load
applied to nuclear building design and 2.0 g
to nuclear equipment.

In addition to the conservatism
associated with assumed linear elastic
response and arbitrary broadening of the
ground response spectra which adds energy
not contained in a real earthquake a second
major conservatism has been introduced by
Ignoring the dynamic coupling between the
building and the equipment 1t supports.
Such coupling reduces the actual response of
the equipment as a function of the relative
mass of the equipment and building. Finally
again the arbitrary broadening of the floor
response spectra adds energy not contained
in a real earthquake.

The influence that current seismic
requirements have on the qualification of
mechanical and electrical equipment is
difficult to generalize except that they
result 1n a significant increase in design,
test and analysis effort. Review of the
behavior of 8 classes of electrical and
mechanical industrial equipment in real
strong motion earthquakes Indicate a high
degree of seismic resistance even when there
has been no explicit seismic design of such
equipment.(i)

Current seismic design requirements
for nuclear electrical and mechanical
component; typically add about 5 percent to
their cost in the form of Improved
anchorage. Another 15 to 20 percent 1s
added to passive components due to the cost
of Increased engineering analysis and 30 to
35 percent 1s added to the cost of active
components 1n the form of functional
qualification tests and/or analysis.

Experience with most mechanical and
electrical components in strong motion
earthquakes Indicates that except for
improved anchorage additional qualificaton
testing and analysis are largely
unnecessary. Exceptions to this experience
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may be electrical components which contain
Inertia sensitive devices such as. switches,
relays, latches, etc. Also, Impact
sensitive components such as ceramic
bushings and components with little lateral
or upward vertical load capacity such as
hung celling require additional
consideration.

2.3 Distribution Systems

2.3.1 Piping

Common practice associated with pipe
and pipe support design 1n conventional high
energy or high temperature systems 1n the
nuclear Industry prior to the late I960's.
was for the Architect-Engineer (A/E) to
prepare single line piping layout overlays
on plant architectural or layout drawings
based on judgment and practical experience.
These single line drawings were provided to
the manufacturers of standard supports which
were Identified 1n the Industry Standard
MSS-SP-58. The manufacturers of the
supports usually performed any piping
analysis and located and designed the
supports as required. In general, limited
flexibility analyses were performed on the
piping system and only special supports were
designed using simple static and strength of
materials formulas. Host piping supports
were qualfied by load rating which
determined experimentally the load at which
the support would fall. This load was
typically divided by a factor of 5 and the
resultant load became the manufacturer's
catalog or MSS-SP-58 design value for the
support.

Until 1967, the design of nuclear
piping was performed primarily using rule of
thumb layout design procedures and
preanalyzed piping configuration data 1n
tabular form. Starting with the publication
of the ANSI B31.1-1967 Code and the general
availability of static computer programs for
beam type structures, 1t became practical
for the first time to perform static stress
analyses of complex piping systems subjected
to thermal expansion.

In the late 1960's, seismic static
analysis was performed Independently of dead
weight and thermal analysis. In several
Instances, pipe lateral supports were
provided on spadngs so as to Insure that
the fundamental local frequency response (as
a simply supported beam) would be 1n the
unampHfied response spectra range above 15
to 20 Hz and 1n the limit up to 35 Hz. This
resulted 1n large numbers of lateral
supports to Insure frequency limits but
relatively low lateral loads since the rigid
region of the Housner ground spectra was
used for seismic Input. Not until the
development of generally available dynamic
analysis algorithms starting around 1969 was

1t possible to perform dynamic analyses of
piping systems. Even then, these analyses
were typically limited to major systems such
as the reactor coolant, redrculation, main
steam and feedwater systems. Other seismic
piping system analysis at that time was
limited to a quasi-static procedure based on
Inertia forces associated either with the
peak or the rigid range of the ground
response spectra defined for the site.

General application of elastic floor
or amplified instssd of ground response
spectra for determining seismic design loads
on piping 1n buildings did not begin until
about 1970.

The detailed analysis of piping was
formally Initiated with the publication of
ANSI B 31.7 In 1969. This Code was
subsequently Incorporated Into ASHE Section
III paragraph NB-3600 for Class 1 piping and
NC-3600 ami ND-3G00 for Classes 2 and 3 1n
the 1971 ASHE Code edition.

About 1969, actual stress analysis of
standard piping supports began. Prior to
1969, piping supports were typically
qualified by load rating or generic analysis
of the catalog pipe support with a safety
factor of 5 against failure. The Initial
publication of ASHE Secti n III NF 1n 1975
had the effect of extending the rigorous
analysis of piping to Individual pipe
supports.

Piping design and Installation
Including supports today 1s the single most
expensive activity 1n a nuclear power
plant. The analytical effort associated
with design of piping systems has grown
astronomically. In 1967, this total effort
was estimated at $70,000 or 3,500 man-hours
for a nominal 800 HWe PWR nuclear power
plant. Today, the effort has grown 1,000
fold, to $70,000,000 to $80,000,000 or
1,800,000 man-hours. Of this total at least
60 percent of th* engineering design effort
for piping can be attributed to the seismic
design requirement for the piping and
supports.

In addition to the engineering
effort, current generations of nuclear power
plants typically contain 8000 to 10000
seismic supports, 1500-pius of which are
snubbers per 1300 HWe plant. This hardware
1n place Including materials, engineering
Installation and quality assurance has a
direct cost of approximatley $12,000,000 to
$15,000,000 for fixed seismic supports and
$4,000,000 additional for snubbers.

2.3.2 Electrical Raceways and Duct

The general observations made in
Section 2.3.1 about piping are equally
applicable to electrical raceways and duct.
Recommended raceways and duct support
spadngs unlike piping are largely
unaffected by the seismic requirement. The
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seismic requirement usually dictates the
replacement of standard support threaded rod
hangers and straps which have little lateral
load or moment resistance by hot rolled
shapes (angles, tees, channels, tubes and
wide flange crossections). Cross members
are typically made from cold formed shapes
such as unistrut.

One unique characteristic of cable
trays at least half full of loose cables as
compared to piping 1s the relatively high
percent critical damping (20 as compared to
5 percent for piping) which can result 1n
significantly lower seismic Inertia loads
being computed 1n the cable trays.

3.0 SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS TO SEISMIC
DESIGN OF LMFBR FACILITIES IN LIGHT
OF RECENT RESEARCH INTO THE BEHAVIOR
OF HEAVY INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES IN
STRONG MOTION EARTHQUAKES

procedure given 1n Section 3.3 of this paper
should be considered for equipment as well
as piping.

12 16

FREQUENCY (Hz)

3.1 Buildings

Building structures based on observed
behavior appear to be the most susceptible
to strong motion earthquake damage. This
damage appears for the most part to be
Inertia Induced. Given that earthquake
resistance 1s not a major cost or
engineering factor 1n building design 1t 1s
recommended that seismic design of building
structures continue as 1s. However, some
thought might also be given to the use of
Inelastic rather than elastic spectra 1n
defining applicable seismic loads.

3.2 Equipment

Generally equipment (except for
anchorage associated with overturning and
sliding) tend to be much more earthquake
resistant than the buildings supporting and
housing them. Exceptions to this general
rule are equipment containing Inertia
sensitive devices (relays, switches,
latches, etc.), hung ceilings, ceramic
bushings and pendulum type equipment.

In Figure 1 1s a ground seismic
response spectrum that typical
nonseismically designed equipment has been
found to withstand and maintain
functionality. Fiqure 1 1s considered
applicable to ground mounted equipment or
equipment mounted within 40 feet of ground.
For equipment mounted on the building 40
feet or more above ground Figure 2 1s
considered applicable to assure functional
seismic design adequacy. For sites with low
seismidty requirements that are enveloped
by Figures 1 and 2 spectra 1t 1s suggested
that a simple lateral load coefficient be
used (say 0.2 g) 1n the design of anchorages
and no other seismic qualification 1s
necessary. For higher seismidty sites the
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TYPE 8 — Motor Control Centers, Low Voltage (480V)
Switchgear, Metal-Clad (Z.4-4KV)
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TYPE C — Hotor Operated Valves with largt Eccentric
Operator Lengths
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3.3 Distribution Systems

For low seismidty sites (zero period
ground acceleration, SSE or S2 earthquakes
equal to less than 0.15 g) seismic design
adequacy of piping 1s assured by the
following:

All piping systems shall be designed
for a static lateral load coefficient
equal to 0.2 W.

This static load coefficient for low
se1sm1dty sites 1s justified by the fact
that there 1s no known failure of above
ground Industrial piping, even when no
seismic support was provided for earthquakes
at less than 0.25 g zero period ground
acceleration.(1)

For moderate se1sm1dty sites (zero
period ground acceleration, SSE or S2 equal
to or less than 0.3g) piping systems and
their anchorage and supports shall be
designed for seismic Inertia forces 1n
accordance with the following formula:

Fp1 - A R Ar Ay VI (1)

where:

where:

hx =

hn =

FP1 "

Fpv =

zero period ground
acceleration (SSE or S2)
defined for the site.

amplification coefficient
depending on the potential
resonance between the
piping and structure that
1s defined later 1n this
section and shown 1n Figure
3.

the amplification factor at
level x related to the
variation of response as a
function of building height.

The amplification factor,
Ax, shall be determined
1n accordance with the
following formula:

Ax = 1.0 + 2(hx/hn)

the building height above
the base to level x

the overall height of the
building

total force applied to mass
distribution of the system
1n the 1 th direction

Fp force applied 1n the
vertical direction

Fph = fp force applied 1n the
horizontal direction

R = Higher mode and deformed
shape participation factor;
for piping supported at one
or two points R = 1.0. For
piping supported at more
than two points R = 1.5.

W = The total dead load
Including normal operation
live load.

The force Fpn shall be assumed
acting simultaneously along the two
principal axes of the piping system. The
piping shall be designed to resist the Fp
force acting 1n the two principal horizontal
and vertical axes Independently and
simultaneously.

Resultant Internal forces, moments or
stresses determined 1n piping systems and
supports determined from seismic Inertia
loads 1n the three directions may be
combined on the square root sum of squares
basis. Resulting seismically Induced
Internal forces, moments or stress shall be
considered 1n both a plus and minus sense
when combining with other static load
resultants.

The amplification coefficient, Ac,
due to potential resonance between the
piping and the supporting building structure
1s determined by the amplification factor
Af which 1s defined as:

• K)2 + (2)

and distributed as shown 1n Figure 3, where:

B5 = damping for building;
assume equal to 7.0 percent
1n the absence of other
data.

Be = damping for piping; assume
equal to 5.0 percent
critical 1n the absence of
other data.

me = mass of equipment

mj) = effective mass of building
Interacting with the piping
(1n most cases m^ may be
reasonably assumed to be
the mass of the building at
the piping level.)

mr = mass ratio, me/mD,
assume equal to 0.01 1n the
absence of other data
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lit, = global ductility
coefficient defined for the
building as given 1n Table 1

we = Global ductility
coefficient defined for the
piping. This coefficient
1s taken equal to 2.0 1n
the absence of other
supporting data. Larger
values may be used based on
experimental verification.

e

or

or

or

or

for Te > 0.5

Be(2ne - 1)
1/2 for 0.5 > Tfi > 0.1

for T < 0.1
6

for Tfa > 0.5

,1/2 for 0.5 > Tb > 0.1

for Tb < 0.1

Te = Fundamental period of piping

TD = Fundamental period of
building

In cases where Te 1s not evaluated,
T e should be assumed equal to Tjj.

For high se1sm1c1ty sites (zero
period ground acceleration SSE or S2 greater
than 0.3g) 1t 1s recommended that a
non-linear response spectra he used for
seismic Input. A conventional elastic
spectra could be modified as a function of
the terms shown 1n eq. 2 to develop
applicable Inertia loads. In addition the
effects of differential support motions on
the piping systems should be explicitly
considered 1n the analysis for ASHE service
levels. Analysis for low cycle fatigue and
ratcheting should also be considered as well.

J .17 l.t "» 10

Table 1 - Recommended Global Ductility
Factors to be Used for Various,
Types of Building Construction

Type of Structrual System Vertical Seismic Coef-
Resistjnq System fidents

BEARING WALL SYSTEM: A
structural system where
bearing walls providing
support for all. or major
portions of the vertical
loads. Seismic force
resistance 1s provided by
shear walls or braced
frames.

NON LATERAL LOAD MOMENT
RESISTIN6 FRAME SYSTEM:
A structural system with
an essentially complete
Space Frame providing support
for vertical loads.
Seismic force resistance 1s
provided by shear walls or
braced frames.

MOMENT RESISTING FRAME SYSTEM:
A structural system with an
essentially complete Space
frane providing support for
vertical loads.
Seismic force resistance 1s
provided by Ordinary or
Special Moment Frames capable
of resisting the total
prescribed forces.

INVERTEO PENDULUM STRUCTURES:
Structures wh«re the framing
resisting the total pre-
scribed seismic forces acts
essentially as Isolated
cantilevers and provides
support for vertical load.

Light framed walls
with shear panel

Shear walls:
Reinforced concrete
Reinforced masonry
Braced frames

Unreinforced and
partially reinforced
masonry shear walls

Light framed walls
with shear panels

Shear walls:
Reinforced concrete
Reinforced aasonry

Braced frames

Unreinforced and
partially reinforced
masonry shear walls

Special moment frames:
Steel
Reinforced concrete

Ordinary moment frames
Steel
Reinforced concrete

Special moment frames:
Structural steel
Reinforced concrete

3.2

2.2
1.7
2.0

1.0

3.5

2.7
2.2

2.5

1.0

4.0
3.5

2.2
1.0

[1]
1.2
1.2

Ordinary moment frames
Structural steel 1.0

Figure 3 - Development of Acceleration
Coefficient, Ac

Special design provisions are required (see ATC-3,
p. 38 and p. 97)<8>

4.0 CONCLUSION

Based on recent research Into
observed behavior 1n strong motion
earthquakes, the seismic qualification
procedures for nuclear structures, equipment
and distribution systems should be changed.
Current procedures have grown excessively
complex adding not only unwarranted expense
but also, at least 1n the case of high
temperature distribution systems, reduced
reliability and safety as well.

This paper has suggested some changes
1n the seismic qualification procedures for
nuclear facilities which are meant to
simplify and rationalize the effort. The
coefficients presented 1n this paper should
be considered preliminary and subject to
modification based on comparison with
results obtained from the observation of
behavior of s1m1Uar Industrial facilities
1n strong motion earthquakes, experimental
tests, and from more rigorous analysis of
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ABSTRACT

The FBR Power Plant Monju is provided with
the loop-type LMFBR of 280 MWe as the prototypi-
cal one in Japan. The permit of establishment
of Monju was issued in May 1983, after the
safety examinations by the licensing authority.
The issuance of the first permit of its con-
struction is expected in the near future.

The design accommodation for seismic events
is one of the key issues of the safety design of
a nuclear power plant in Japan, hence that in
Monju was reviewed from various points of view
in the course of safety examination.

This paper introduces the design accom-
modation for seismic events in Monju, reflecting
such an experience.

Seismic design guidelines, design earth-
quakes, seicmic design procedure are reviewed,
and discussions are made on some problems
specific to the seismic design of LMFBR.

1. INTRODUCTION

The FBR Power Plant Monju is provided with
the loop-type LMFBR of 280 MWe as the prototypi-
cal one in Japan. The permit of establishment
of Monju was issued in May 1983, after the safety
examination by the licensing body for two and a
half years since its application in December
1980. The issuance of the first construction
permit is expected in the near future.

The design accommodation for seismic events
is one of the key issues of the safety design of
nuclear power plants in Japan, hence that in
Monju was reviewed from various viewpoints in
course of the safety examination. This paper
introduces the design accommodations for seismic
events in Monju, reflecting such an experience.

The seismic design of Monju is basically
made in conformity with the following guidelines
provided by the licensing authority in Japan;

(a) Regulatory Guide for Aseismic Design
for Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities
(Regulatory Guide), and

(b) Aseismic Design Guide for Nuclear Power
Plants (Design Guide).

Though these guidelines are originally
provided for LWR plants, they can naturally be
applied for a LMFBR plant with some modifica-
tions which will be discussed later.

The Regulatory Guide is intended as a
guideline for evaluating the validity of seismic
design principles in performing the safety review
of nuclear power reactor facilities standing on
the seismic viewpoint. And it provides the
basic principles concerning seismic design
classification, design earthquake ground motions,
seismic loads, load combinations and allowable
limits.

The Design Guide, which provides the prac-
tical design criteria according to the Regula-
tory Guide, prescribes in detail the seismic
design classifications, load combinations and
their allowable limits.

The concrete seismic design principles
prescribed in these guidelines are as follows;

(1) Buildings and structures should be, in
principle, of rigid construction and the
important buildings and structures should
be supported on bedrock

(2) The maximum design earthquake (Sj) and
the extreme design earthquake (S2) should
be defined based on seismological survey of
the site.

(3) The reactor facilities should be classified
into three seismic categories of classes A,
B and C, and among class A facilities the
most important ones are designated as class

245
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GEOLOGICAL AND
SEISMOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATION

RESPONSE SPECTRA
FOR

BASIC DESIGN
EARTHOUAKE

GROUND MOTIONS

BASIC DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE

GROUND MOTIONS
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SPECTRA

*
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t
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DESIGN

STATIC
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DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS
FOR
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CLASS A

STATIC
ANALYSIS
FOR
CLASS A
CLASS B
CLASS C

Fig. 1 Overall sei=mic design procedures

As, according to the effect on environment
of radioactivity which might be emitted
after an earthquake induced damage

(4) For class As and A facilities, dynamic
analysis should be performed and the larger
of the dynamic and static seismic forces
should be utilized in the stress analysis.

(5) Seismic events, in principle, is combined
with all the other plant conditions.

(6) For the stresses resulting from the com-
bination of seismic forces generated by the
basic design earthquake ground motion s^
or the static seismic force and the other
loads, the allowable limit is set forth as
the yield stress. For the stresses result-
ing from the combination of the seismic
force due to the basic design earthquake
ground motion S 2 and the other loads,
function of the facility should be
maintained without an excessive deforma-
tion, a cracking or a rupture occurring.

In applying the guidelines, some modifica-
tions are made considering the difference
between LMFBR and LWR. These include;

(1) Modifications are made on the seismic
design classifications and load combinations
according to the difference of facilities
due to the difference of reactor type.

(2) Facilities containing a large amount of
sodium are classified into class B for
safety reason.

(3) Since the systems and components operate at
elevated temperatures and are made of
relatively thin structures, the following
considerations are added to the structural
design;

i) Creep damages are evaluated taking the
residual stresses due to an earthquake
loads into account

ii) Creep-fatigue damage evaluation, in-
stead of fatigue damage evaluation, is
performed

iii) Allowable limit to prevent buckling is
added for class 1 vessels and stresses
due to momentum load is strictly
limited for class 1 pipings .

The overall seismic design procedure is
schematically shown in Fig. 1, which is basical-
ly in accordance with the above—mentioned guide-
lines. For the class As and A facilities,
buildings and structures are designed by response
analysis after determining the basic design
earthquake ground motions. The systems and
components of class As and A facilities are
designed, in chief, by the floor response spectra
obtained from the dynamic analysis of the build-
ings. The class B and C facilities are designed
using the story coefficient factors.

2. EVALUATION OF DESIGN EARTHQUAKE GROUND
MOTIONS

The earthquake ground motions to be con-
sidered in the seismic design of Monju were
evaluated in accordance with the Regulatory
Guide. They are to be defined at the free rock
surface and are referred to as the basic design
earthquake ground motions. In Monju, they are
defined at the free surface assumed on the
bedrock of granite with the shear wave vel city
being about 1900 m/sec at i n above sea level

Two kinds of the basic design earthquake
ground motions for the Monju site, Sĵ  and S2
were evaluated corresponding to their intensity
based on the thorough investigations on the
historical earthquake records, geological struc-
tures and seismic conditions.

For the earthquake causing the basic design
earthquake ground motion S^, reference was
made to the earthquakes among the recorded
earthquakes that would have the greatest effect
on the site and surrounding region and which may
occur again in the same fashion, or among those
earthquakes that might be induced by highly
active faults in the near future.

For earthquakes causing the basic design
earthquake ground motion S2, reference was
made to the earthquake among those earthquakes
exceeding the Sj earthquake that would have
the greatest effect on the site based on
engineering judgement following a seismological
review of historical earthquakes, the nature of
any active faults and the seismotectonic
structure underlying the site and the surround-
ing region. In addition, an earthquake occurring
nearby was also considered for S2 earthquake
ground motion. Evaluation of design earthquakes
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are summarized in Fig. 2.
These basic design e, hquake ground motions

were represented in ' J of response spectra
and simulated earti :S;e ground motions which
were synthesized .• L. LO be consistent with these
spectra.

MAXIMUM DESIGN EARTHQUAKE
(S,l

Fig. 2 Evaluation of design earthquakes

Past Earthquake Records
Fig. 3, based on the literature "A List of

Damaging Earthquakes in Japan", by T. Usami,
shows the epicenter distribution of the histori-
cal earthquakes whose epicenter distance from
the site is less than 150 km and whose maximum
velocity amplitude is equal to and larger than
0.6 kine.

The focuses of the principal damaging
earthquakes around the site are distributed in
the region along the Japan Sea, around the
Biwako Lake and around the border of Gifu and
Fukui Prefectures. Among those earthquakes that
occurred in the region along the Japan Sea,
North-Tango earthquake in 1927 with magnitude of
7.5, and among those in the Biwako Lake region
Ohmi earthquake in 1662 with magnitude of 7.8,
are the most intensive ones, respectively.
Also, in the bordering region of Gifu and Fukui
Prefectures, Nobi earthquake with magnitude of
8.0 occurred in 1891, which is of the largest
scale as an in-land type earthquake.

According to the earthquake intensity scale
by Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), it is due
to an earthquake with the intensity scale V and
above that houses may be damaged. Fig. 4 shows
the relationship between the distance from
earthquake epicenter and the magnitude for
earthquakes shown in Fig. 3, where division
according to the JMA intensity scale is also
given.

It may be noted from this figure that the
number of earthquakes which seem to have caused
damage to the site higher than Scale V is ten.
Hence these earthquakes were taken into account
for the evaluation of S]^ earthquake ground
motion.

Active Faults
/ thorough investigation was performed on

the active faults in the land area around the
site. This was performed by aerial photographic
surve r and geological reconnaisance of the sur-
face soil, as well as comprehensive review of
various literatures which had been compiled on
the distribution of the faults.

For the sea area, marine sonic prospection
was performed as well as review of "The Submarine
Tectonic Structure Map-Wakasa Bay East",

published by the Maritime Safety Agency.
Based on these investigation results, the

effect on the site of the earthquakes was
assumed by the scale of the major active faults.

In the evaluation of earthquakes due to a
fault, consideration was given to the relation-
ship between the fault and a historical earth-
quake, and the activity of the fault based on
microearthquake data. Fig. 5 is a list of faults
that were considered to be typical. This figure
also shows the estimated earthquake magnitudes
due to the motion of the faults and describes
the relation between epicentral distance and the
seismic intensity at the site. The epicentral
distance is established on the basis of the
distance to the center of the fault and the
length of the fault. The estimate of the earth-
quake magnitude from the length of the fault is
obtained from Matsuda's equation.

37 - -

MONJU SITE

««•' ! .... J O

135" I36"

0 I d 20 3D JO 40

138

KEY

( ) M8.0 AND ABOVE

Q M7.S-7.9
O M70-7.4
O M6.5~6.9

O M6.0~s4
NOTE \UMBER EARTHQUAKE INDEX NUMBER

Fig. 3 Epicenter distribution and magnitude
of historical earthquake records

Seismo Tectonic Structure and Nearby Earthquake
From the viewpoint of pure seismotectonics,

the maximum earthquake determined from the total
length of the active fault is an earthquake of
magnitude 7.8 centered at the position on the
Hanaori Fault ( A = 60 km). This is considered
to be the maximum earthquake for the area. The
earthquake that is assumed to occur under the
site is an earthquake of magnitude 6.5, centered
at a position 10 km underground (hypocentral
distance).

Basic Design Earthquake Ground Motions
The earthquake ground motions at the site

to be considered in the seismic design were
determined on the basis of historical earth-
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Fig. 5 Effect of active faults on the site

Table 1 Historical earthquakes and active faults considered in
the evaluation of S. and S« design earthquakes

Item

For S
earthquake

For S2

earthquake

Past
earthquakes

Active fault

Active fault

Seiamo-
tectonic
structure

Nearby
earthquake

Magnitude
M

8.0
7 .8
7.9
6.9

8 .1
6.7
7 .3
7 .4
7.4
7 .5

7 .0

7 .0
7.2
6.9
7.2
7.0
6 .9
6 . 3

7 .8

6 .5

Distance
from
Epicenter

A (km)

57.2
54.1
61.1
12.0

78.8
18.2
44.6
49.7
66.9
82.1

25.0

11.5
16.5
12.1
21.0
20.2
24.0
14.0

60.0

-

Maximum
amplitude
Vmax (kine)

13.8
11.5
11.2
10.5

10.4
9 . 3
7 .6
7.6
5.2
4 .4

10.0

18.2
18.0
15.9
14.9
12.2

9.2
7 . 0

10.1.

13.4

Remarks
Name of earthquake
or fault

300* Nobi Earthquake (1891)**
115

8
556

78
51

515
42

229
445

Yam

Ohmi Earthquake (1662)
Mino Earthquake (745)
Off Cape Echlzen Earthquake
(1963)
Kinki Earthquake (1586)
Ohni Earthquake (1321)
Fukui Earthquake (1948)
Ohmi Earthquake (1185)
Ohmi Earthquake (1927)
North-Tango Earthquake (1927)

igase Fault (south)

Kaburagi Fault
Klnometoge Fault
S-l
Yans
S- l

•v> S-27 Fault
igase Vault
+ S-6 Fault

Hikata Fault
NOSEika Fault

quakes, active faults, seismotectonic struc-
ture, and nearby earthquakes. Listed in Table 2
are the selected earthquakes to be considered
and their maximum velocity amplitudes derived by
Kanai's formula.

The response spectra for the design earth-
quake ground motions are obtained based on the
standard response spectra.

Fig. 6 shows the response spectra for the
basic design earthquake ground motions S]^ and
S2. They were established so as to envelope
all response spectra for the earthquake ground
motions that should be considered for S^ and

S2, respectively.

The simulated earthquake ground motions
were generated so ss to be consistent with the
corresponding response spectra. In Table 3 and

Fig. 7 shown are the duration and time parameters
used for generating these simulated earthquake
ground motions. The maximum acceleration ampli-
tudes are 280 gal and 466 gal for Sj and S2,
respectively.

3. SEISMIC DESIGN PROCEDURES

Once the basic design earthquake ground
motions S]^ and S2 have been established,
seismic design analysis of nuclear reactor
facilities of Monju are performed using these
earthquake ground motions as input, according to
their seismic classes. Here in this section,
key points in seismic design procedure are in-
troduced into some detail.
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1.000
100

FREQUENCY (Hz)

10 I 0.1

DAMPING :h=0.05

PERIOD (SEC)

Fig. 6 Response spectra of basic design
earthquake ground motions"

Table 2 Duration and time parameters for
simulated earthquake ground motions

Basic design . . , .
, , M t.(sec) t (sec) t,(sec)

earthquakes b c d

8.
8 .

0
I

4 .
4 .

1
2

23 .
2 5 .

5 51
55

Fig. 7 Time variation of amplitude envelope
for simulated earthquake ground motions

Seismic Design Classifications
The nuclear reactor facilities of Monju are

classified into three (four) categories oi
seismic classes A (and As), B and C, according
to the effect on the environment of the radio-
activity that might be released after an earth-
quake-induced damage. Classification according
to the function is as follows;

Class A;
Facilities containing radioactive material or
related directly to equipment containing radio-
active material, and whose loss of function
might lead to the release of radioactive
materials into the atmosphere; and the facili-
ties required to prevent or mitigate the
consequences resulting from the spread of
radioactive material in the event of an accident,
and whose effectiveness in preventing or
mitigating such consequences is significant.

Class B;
Same as above,
effectiveness.

but having relatively minor

Class C;
Facilities not classified as A or 6. These
facilities should maintain the same degree of
safety as ordinary industrial facilities.

Taking the chemically activated character-
istics of sodium into consideration, facilities
containing large quantities of liquid sodium are
to be designated at least as Class B.

The facilities classified in accordance
with the above-mentioned categories are further

detailed and their typical examples are shown

below;

Class A (including Class As)

o Reactor coolant boundaries (As)
Reactor vessel

o Facilities for negative reactivity insertion

to the core and for maintaining it in a
shut-down state (As)

Control rod drive mechanism
o Facilities for decay heat removal (As)

Auxiliary cooling system
O'Spent fuel storage facilities (As)

Fuel pond
o Facilities serving as pressure boundaries

which directly prevent the spread of radio-
active materials

Reactor containment vessel (RCV),(As)
RCV annulus venting system (A)

o Facilities to maintain the coolant level in
the event of a failure of the reactor coolant
boundaries (A)

Guard vessel

o Cover gas boundaries (A)
Cover gas boundaries

o Others (A)
Fuel handling machine

Determination of Seismic Forces
The design seismic forces are, as outlined

previously, taken as the larger of the static
and dynamic earthquake forces.

The horizontal static seismic forces applied
to the buildings and structures are determined
in terms of the story shearing force coefficient
multiplied by factors corresponding to Lneir
seismic classes as follows.

Class A: 3.0 Cj

Class B: 1.5 Cj-

Class C: 1.0 CT



where the coefficient Cj is given taking
response characteristics of buildings and struc-
tures as well as types of the soil into account.
For class A facilities, vertical static seismic
forces are also taken into consideration which
is determined in terms of the standard seismic
coefficient of 0.3. The vertical seismic forces
are combined with horizontal ones in the most
adverse direction.

For systems and components, the static
seismic forces are increased by 20% over the
values set forth for the buildings and struc-
tures of corresponding seismic classes.

The dynamic seismic forces are applied to
classes As and A facilities and calculated by
the dynamic analysis using basic design earth-
quake ground motions S 2 and S^, respective-
ly, which were reviewed in the previous chapter.
Besides, for class As and A facilities, the
spatial combination of the horizontal and verti-
cal seismic forces are subjected to evaluation,
the latter of which is determined from one half
value of the maximum acceleration amplitude of
the horizontal basic design earthquake ground
motions.

For class B and C facilities, static seismic
forces are used provided that those facilities
which might be in resonance with their supporting
buildings should be subjected to the evaluation
of their effects. For class 3 and C facilities,
only horizontal seismic forces are considered.

The dynamic and static seismic forces for
each class are summarized in Table 3.

Combinations of Loadings
Loadings due to an earthquake are combined

with other applied loadings. The combinations
are made irrespective of seismic class as
follows.

For buildings and structures;

i) Earthquake loadings are combined with the
usual loadings and other loadings which
apply during plant operation

ii) The S^ earthquake loadings are combined
with the usual loadings and other long-tf :.TO
loadings which apply durinr an accident

For systems and components;

i) Earthquake loadings are combined with the
other loadings which apply during normal
operating conditions

ii) Earthquake loading are combined with other
loadings which apply during specified
abnormal transient operating conditions and
accident conditions, due to an earth- quake

iii) The Sĵ  earthquake loadings are combined
with the other loadings which may occur 0.1
year after a PHTS leakage accident.

Allowable Limits
For the stresses resulting from the

combination of seismic forces generated by the
basic design earthquake ground motion Sj Or
the static seismic force and the other loads,
the allowable limit is set forth as the yield
stress. The same allowable limit is applied for

Table 3 Earthquake loads and allowable limits

A

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Building!

Earthquake

Dynamic

earthquake

1/2 x
(S2E.Q.)

earthquake

1/2 >: _
(SjE.Q.)

-

-

-

-

3 and structures

l o a d Allowable

Static limits

Maintain a
safety
margin to
ultimate
strength

3.0C- Short term
allowable
stress
according

+C to the
Buildings
Standard Act

i.SCl

-

i.oct

-

hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Hori-
zontal

Ver-
tical

Systems

Earthquake

Dynamic

earthquake

1/2 x
(SjE.Q.)

earthquake

1/2 x
(S^.Q.)

-

-

-

-

and components

l M d Allowable

Static U m I C S

Maintain the
function
even after
plastic
deformation

3.6C Yield limit

±1.2^

1.8C Yield limit

-

1.2Cj Yield limit

-
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the stresses of the class B and C facilities.
For the stresses resulting from the combination
of the seismic force due to the basic design
earthquake ground motion S2 and the other
loads, function of the facility should be
maintained without an excessive deformation, a
cracking or a rupture occurring. These are also
summarized in Table 3.

Besides, the structural characteristics and
high temperature operation of LMFBR components
are taking into account and creep-fatigue
evaluation and buckling evaluation are performed.

Methods of Dynamic Analysis
For the class As and A facilities, dynamic

analyses of the earthquake response are per-
formed.

Buildings and structures are, in principle,
analyzed by means of modal time history or direct
integration time history method.

In the dynamic analyses of buildings and
structures, the stiffness of the building and
structure shall be evaluated by considering its
specific forms and structural characteristics,
and lumped-mass models are mainly adopted.

Elastic response analyses are performed for
the basic design earthquake ground motion S^.

In the case of the response analysis for
the basic design earthquake ground motion S2,
the main structural elements may exceed the
elastic limit by a certain amount, although the
plastic deformation shall be restricted to
permissible limits for safety.

"or the systems and components, in princi-
ple, dynamic analyses are performed by the
response spectrum technique using the appropriate
floor response spectra. Here, lumped-mass models
with one or more degrees of freedom are used
considering the form and configuration of the
component.

4. ACCORDANCE BETWEEN SEISMIC
TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL DESIGN

AND HIGH-

In contrast to the LWR plants, where
components ^nJ pipings are fundamentally designed
rigid because the primary stresses due to high
internal pressures govern the structural design,

components and pipings of LMFBR are designed
relatively thin and flexible. This is because
steady and transient thermal stresses are
important in LMFBR components and pipings and
thin structures are favorable for thermal
stresses. Thin structure design is made possible
by the low internal pressure ia LMFBR sodium
components and pipings.

Shown in Table 4 are the structural char-
acteristics as cylindrical shell of the typical
components of Monju, in terms of their radius R
and thickness t. Typical examples of BWR
components are also given in the table for
comparison. It can be noted from the figure
that LMFBR components and pipings are designed
so that the values of configuration parameter
i/st are relatively low by lowering the value of
wall thickness t. This is due to the fact ;hat
the thermal stresses taking place in cylindrical
shells are proportional to the configuration
parameter i/Rt, according to elastic analysis.

On the other hand, the stiffness or natural
frequency of components should be sufficiently
high relative to the peak values of floor res-
ponse spectra from the seismic design viewpoint:.

Nevertheless, LMFBR components >:end to have
relatively low stiffness because of thin struc-
ture due to the larger values of radius to
thickness ratio R/t, also as shown in the
Table 4.

Therefore, th>2 design of seismic support
structures for LMFBR components and pipings
require due consideration both on support
stiffness and thermal expansion and stresses.

Fig. 8 schematically illustrates the
structural design feature of LMFBR components,
where it is emphasized that the compatibility of
mutually conflicting requirements of thermal
stress design and seismic design is of the chief
importance.

In order to achieve the accordance between
thermal stress and seismic design, reduction of
thermal and seisiric loadings is not only needed
but optimization of structural design from the
viewpoints both of thermal stress and seismic
design.

For the reduction of thermal loadings, the
configuration parameter /Rt should be set forth

Table ' Structural characteristics of LMFBR components

as cylindrical shells

Reactor type

LMFBR

BWR
Oieo me)

Component

Reactor vessel

IHX

Primary pump

PHTS piping
i.hot leg)

PHTS piping
(cold leg)

Reactor pressure
vessel

Recirculation
piping

Di
D

7

3

I

6

^meter
(mm)

,100

,000

,800

810

610

,700

600

Wall thickness
t (mm)

50

30

40

11

P.5
(14.3)

160

30

Shell piarumeters
R: radius (mm)

/Rt (mi

42

210

190

67

54
(66)

730

96

n) R/t

71

5C

23

37

32
(21)

21

10
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at appropriate values and thermal transient in
the systems design should be mitigated.

Tor the reduction of seismic loadings, for
example, mitigation of floor response spectra
should be persued by a more rationalised soil-
structure interaction analysis and damping
values in the piping dynamic analysis "hould be
set forth at more realistic values.

Concerning the optimization of thermal
stress and seismic design, some qualitative
consideration are given taking an upright
cylindrical shell like a reactor vessel as an
example.

As mentioned above, since the thermal
stresses taking place in a shell proportionally
depends on the parameter i/Rt, and assuming the
constant radius of the vessel, the maximum wall
thickness t.max is determined from the limita-
tion of thermal stress. This situation is
schematically shown by the dashed line in Fig. 9.

On the other hand, seismic resistance of
the vessel is increased by increasing its wall
thickness. This is due to the superposing
effect of decreasing the response with increasing
natural frequency, decreasing compressive stress
with increasing cross section coefficient, and
increasing allowable buckling stress with de-
creasing the value of R/t. Hence the minimum
wall thickness t mj n is determined from the
relation between occurring stress o and allowable
stress a a, as shown by the solid line in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Structural design feature of LMFBR
components

SMALL L A R G E

It can be understood, even from such a
simple study on the optimization of wall
thickness, the importance of the accordance
between thermal stress and 3eieraic design.

5. DISCUSSION

Fig. 9 Wall thickness limitation due to thermal
stress and seismic design requirements

The guidelines and overall procedures of
the seismic design of Monju is as described in
sections 1 through 3. And in section 4, emphasis
was put on the importance of the accordance
between seismic and high temperature structural
design in LMFBR components and pipings.

A great deal of research and development
work has been performed as to confirm and
rationalize seismic design analysis of Monju.
Here, among those R&D's, some topical points are
discussed which have significant roles in
securing the validity of seismic design analysis
of Monju.

Soil-structure Interaction
The dynamic interaction of soil and struc-

ture significantly affects the dynamic response
characteristics of a rigid structure such as a
nuclear reactor building. Therefore, how to
evaluate and modelize the interaction in the
practical design is one of the key problems for
seismic safety.

In the usual design practice so far, the
effect of soil-structure interaction is analyzed
by means of so called "sway-rocking model",
where soil springs are represented by trans-
lational and rotational ones with constant
damping values independent of vibration frequency
of input motion.

In contrast to the seismic response analysis
by sway—rocking model, studies have been made
using the wave theory on the radiation damping
of the soil as one of the dynamic interaction
effects. And a marked tendency is becoming seen
recently in Japan to adopt a more rationalized
analysis method based on the wave theory in the
practical design. This has been accomplished by
a clearer understanding of the characteristics
of dynamic interaction, accompanied by the
development of analytical metodology based on
the wave theory and the accumulation of vibration
test data on model base structures; the results
of vibration experiments on model base structures
show that the analytical solution by the wave
theory on a half-space elastic medium gives
quite good predictions for their dynamic
behaviors.

Based on the understanding of status-of-the-
art of the soil-structure interaction analysis,
the seismic design of the systems and components
of Monju were performed using the results of
dynamic response analysis of the buildings and
structures as their input, where frequency de-
pendent damping values based on the wave theory
was adopted.

Such a rationalized analytical method helped
mitigate the design seismic loadings on the
systems and components of Monju, of which the
natural frequencies are relatively high.

Verification of Seismic Analysis by Experiment
The dynamic design analyses of components

and pipings of Monju are carefully performed,
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since structural characteristics of these
components and pipings are somewhat different
from those of LHR. Hence, with a purpose of
confirming the validity of analysis and secure
seismic safety of these components, extensive
experimental studies have been developed on the
major components. Among these, for example,
seismic test on Monju PHTS piping is introduced.

A 1/4 scale model of the hot leg piping
system of Monju was used in the -rtudy. The
model piping was 8B pipe. Both ends of the
model piping were fixed to the rigid frame on a
shaking table. Dead load of the piping was
supported by the constant hangers arranged in
the same way as the actual Monju piping system.
Nine mechanical snubbers and no restraint were
attached to the model piping system. In some
cases, room temperature water was used instead
of liquid sodium in the test, and the model
piping was wrapped by thermal insulator.

The mode frequency analysis and the response
spectrum analysis were conducted using FEM com-
puter code. In modelling, thermal insulator and
internal fluid were replaced by added masses,
and influence of the constant hangers was
ignored. The mechanical snubbers were modelled
by the equivalent linear springs decided by the
dynamic stiffness of the mechanical snubber.

As for the damping ratio, 1% damping used
in the seismic design of Monju and 10% damping
which is the maximum value measured in the t"2sts
were adopted.

The results obtained from che experiments
are as follows:

(1) The natural frequency of the piping system
becomes high as the number ot mechanical
snubbers increases, and both thermal in-
sulator and internal fluid work as added
mass. Constant hangers have little influ-
ence upon the vibration behavior.

(2) The damping ratio of the piping system shows
the tendency to become large as the number
of mechanical snubbers increases, and the
existence of internal fluid and insulator
makes the damping ratio larger. In the case
that nine mechanical snubbers are attached
to the model piping system, the damping
ratio for the horizontal 1st mode is about
3-10%.

The results obtained from the analyses are
as follows:

(1) The natural frequency and the vibration
mode of the model piping system can be
precisely predicted by the method in which
the mechanical snubbers are modelled by
equivalent linear springs and influence of
the constant hangers are ignord, as shown
in Fig. 10.

(2) The internal fluid and insulator can be
properly replaced by added mass in modell-
ing.

(3) The stress intensity of the piping arising
from earthquake could be adequately
predicted by the method described in (1),

if the damping ratio of the piping is
properly estimated.

Consequently modelling adopted in the pre-
sent design method for Monju is reasonable, in
which the mechanical snubbers are treated as
linear springs and constant hangers are ignored
in place of the complicated model or peculiar
computer code.

- MECHANICAL Sr.uBBER

- - DEFORMED SHAPE

Fig. 10 Comparison of experimental and
analytical results
(mode shape of 1st mode)
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analytical results
(stress intensity distribution)

Sodium Piping Damping Values
In general, the damping value is very im-

portant Jesign factor for seismic design of
nuclear power plants. Concerning LWR piping
system, the extensive studies titled SDREP
(Seismic Damping Ratio Evaluation Program) have
been conducted to establish proper damping
values for seismic design. Detailed contents of
SDREP were presented by Prof. H. Shibata at
SMIRT-5 and 6. As a result of those tests, at
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present 2.5% and 1.5% damping values can be
adopted to the LWR insulated pipings with support
structures which have large damping effect like
mechanical snubber and medium damping effect like
rod restraint, respectively.

For Che LMFBR sodium pipings including in
Monju those values can also be used in the design
analysis because of more effective thicker
thermal-insulation for the damping.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The design accommodation for seismic events
in Monju was reviewed. Along with the seismic
design procedure of nuclear reactor facilities,
the seismic design guidelines of Japan, evalua-
tion of design earthquake ground motions, seismic
forces and their allowable limits and analytical
methods were introduced. The importance of the
accordance between seismic and high-temperature
structural design for LMFBR components was
mentioned. Finally, some topics in the seismic
design including soil-structure interaction,
experimental validation of analytical method,
and damping values of pipings were discussed.

In closing this paper, the following points
can be pointed out as conclusions.

(1) In the seismic design of LMFBR Power Plant
Monju, the basic philosophy, guidelines
and methodologies are fundamentally in
conformity with those that have been
established for LWR plants in Japan.

(2) The features of the seismic design can be
summarized as follows:

a) First, th^ basic design earthquake
ground motions are evaluated based upon
geological and seismological survey.

b) Simulated earthquake ground motions are
generated through response spectra and
used for response analyses of the
plant.

c) Nuclear reactor facilities are catego-
rized into four seismic classes of As,
A, B and C from the viewpoint of the
effect on environment of radioactivity
which might be emitted after an earth-
quake-induced damage. Each facility is
safely and rationally designed accord-
ing to its seismic class.

(3) For the further refinement of safe and
rational seismic design methodologies of
LMFBR, research and development are needed
on some important problems; included are
soil—structure analysis, experimental
validation and optimization of analytical
methods and racionalization of damping
values.

It is believed that the experience of
seismic design obtained through the Monju project
will be contributed to the development and put
to practical use LMFBR power plants into high
degree of earthquake resistance, which is of
significant improtance in Japan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic risk assessment methodology has
progressed rapidly during the last decade and
the consideration of earthquakes rs intiating
events has been part of this progress. Most of
the studies to date on actual reactor plant have
been confined to LWRs and no similar study of an
LMFBR has been published.

The purpose of this paper is to define what is
meant by seismic risk assessment and to describe
what can be achieved by carrying out such an
exercise. To review the lessons learnt from the
LWR studies and to suggest how these lessons can
be applied to the LMFBR case. The dominant
contributions to LMFBR seismic fragility are
discussed and the available data base on
fragility in this context is reviewed.

It is apparent that although the methodology of
seismic probabilistic risk assessment is
reasonably mature, there are still areas which
require development. The fundamental problem
with the methodology is still one of large
uncertainties which propagate all through the
analysis resulting in large uncertainties in the
final result. These are expected to be even
larger for LMFBRs with tue corresponding smaller
data bases o.i the behaviour of plant items.

2. SEISMIC RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1 Definition of Seismic Risk Assessment

Seismic risk assessment is a particular
branch of the general subject of
probabilistic risk assessment and, as the
title suggests, is concerned with the
occurrence of earthquakes as the initiating
event in the consideration of the risks
posed by an installation. The general

methodology of probabilistic risk assessment
provides a logical framework for examining the
expected behaviour of a plant in a comprehensive
mariner by considering all aspects of plant
operations including equipment operating
histories, plant layout and design, operator
training, procedural interactions and
administrative policies. This is achieved by
specifying a comprehensive list cf initiating
events and following the consequential logic in
a probabilistic manner, through to some
pre-determined end point.

The basic approach to the probabilistic analysis
of an external intiating event such as an
earthquake is the combination of four separate
types of analyses. These can be briefly
described as follows:

a) The establishment of the hazard. The hazard
can be defined probabilistically by combining
the historical distribution of past events in
space and time with a suitable measure of the
attenuation of the appropriate design parameters
with distance, resulting in a distribution of
the probability of exceedance of the design
parameter per annum against the design
parameter.

b) The equipment response. The effect of the
intiating event on the various items of
equipment (components, sub-systems, etc) must be
determined. These are usually described by
fragility distributions, that is, probability of
failure or loss of function representing a
degraded or inoperative system, against the
design parameter.

c) The system response. The effect on the
entire plant of a degraded or inoperative system
to reach a stable shutdown state must be
determined. This process typically involves
event tree/fault tree methodology.

255
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d) The plant failure consequences. The
phenomena and consequences associated with the
accident sequences that might lead to
undesirable outcomes must be analysed.

By combining these four analyses in the
appropriate manner, the risk due to the
occurrance of earthquakes can be
determined.

2.2 Purpose of Seismic Risk Assessments

There is a universal requirement within the
nuclear power industry to assess and
maintain the safety of its operations.
Within this requirement is the need to
ensure safe and reliable operation of the
plants and also a need to satisfy the
current body of regulations and those who
enforce them.

On any particular issue, the outcome of
these two needs may or may not overlap.
Probabilistic risk assessment provides a
means by which the performance of the plant
can be judged against these needs and
because the approach is inherently logical,
the methodology provides the means to
understand the actual behaviour of the
plant under severe conditions without
recourse to specific experiment or testing.
A further advantage of the methodology is
that by assigning realistic probabilities
of outcomes at the various stages, and thus
arriving at realistic probabilities of
consequences, the relative importance of a
range of issues can therefore be assessed.

The purpose behind a seismic risk
assessment, therefore, is to determine the
relative importance of the consideration of
the occurrance of earthquakes in the design
of the plant and to identify areas in the
system which might appear to be
particularly weak with respect to the
specific hazard. Thus desigi. optimisation
is one important purpose of seismic
probabilistic risk assessment.

The logical methodology represented by the
implied step by step process enables
studies to be carried out on the
sensitivity of various assumptions to the
end result. This (second important purpose
of seismic PRA) will be discussed in more
detail later.

The third important purpose is to satisfy a
growing number of licensing authorities who
see benefits from including PRA and seismic
PRA as part of the safety justification of
a reactor plant.

3. LESSONS FROM LWR STUDIES

3.1 LWR Studies of Seismic Risk

Budnitz (1̂ ) has thoroughly reviewed
earthquakes, fires, floods and winds as
external initiators in probabilistic reactor
accident analysis. However, before
discussing his findings, there are two
important considerations which must be
recognised since they relate to the
initiation of the accident sequence.

The fundamental characteristic of external
initiatiors is the potential for the
initiation, not only to start an accident
sequence, but also to compromise the
effectiveness of any or all of the
engineered safety features required to
mitigate or halt the progression of the
sequence. This is particularly true of the
earthquake hazard. Hence, early recognition
of this characteristic is essential in the
subsequent analysis to be carried out.

The second consideration concerns the design
level. Earthquakes occur with decreasing
frequency as their size increases. The
location of these events is also determined
by the geology of the surrounding area.
However, by making certain assumptions, the
hazard distributions at the site in question
can be estimated with a particular
statistical confidence. The severe end of
this distribution is largely based on
extrapolation of a somewhat limited data
base. An upper limit must exist, governed
by the physical characteristics of the
foundation material and the ability to store
strain energy. It is usually impractical to
design for conditions representing this
upper limit since the cost would be
prohibitive and also large uncertainties
exist in the data for such infrequent
events. Hence, a point may be chosen on the
hazard curve for design purposes, usually
corresponding to a probability of exceedance
of about 10 per annum, and designated the
Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The
implication of this approach is the
immediate recognition that part of the
initiating hazard contains beyond the design
basis events which may have an important
bearing on the behaviour of plant systems
and components.

The earliest probabilistic risk assessments
such as the Reactor Safety Study (2) did not
treat earthquakes in any great detail.
Since then however, several recent studies
have included a fuller analysis of
earthquakes and others are soon to be
published. In addition the Seismic Safety
Margins Research Program(3) has resulted in
the development of methods and the
accummulation of a large amount of material
on sensitivity and data uncertainties.
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The main conclusion or lesson that has been
learnt from the most recent seismic PRAs is
that although the methodology is relatively
mature, the results are highly uncertain,
especially in the quantitative sense. The
reasons for this stem from several different
areas and these will be briefly discussed.

AD was mentioned earlier, part of the
spectrum of events describing the seismic
hazard lies in the range beyond the design
basis. The results of the published PRAs
indicate that a large contribution to
reactor risk is from earthquakes in excess
of the design level. It is at this end of
the hazard curve that the uncertainties are
largest and of course, these uncertainties
propagate all through the analysis.

Uncertainty exists in the specification of
the ground motion for design, whether this
is in the form of a response spectrum or
acceleration time history. Instrumental
records of events have only been available
for about sixty years and thus represent a
small fraction of the already limited data
base of actual events.

The specification of ground motions for
design refers to the free field motion. In
order for this to be used in the design of a
plant, it must be deconvolved down to
bedrock or some suitable depth in order to
be input to the foundation. This requires
knowledge of the appropriate soil properties
at the site and there is uncertainty
associated both with the mathematical
modelling and these properties.

The determination of fragilities has
progressed considerably during the last
decade but still relies partly on an
inadequate experimental data base and partly
on assumed analytical methods. Considerable
uncertainty surrounds this part of the
analysis.

A further problem exists for example with
the consideration of several identical
components and whether they all fail at the
same time, thus defeating redundancy. This
has not been solved methodologically and can
only be tounded by assuming either complete
dependence or complete independence.

The final part of the analysis where
structural and equipment failure is linked
to the overall response of the plant is
usually based on the fault trees/event trees
derived from the consideration of internal
initiators. However, there is the
additional factor of a large earthquake
compromising redundancy.

The subject of human factors has not as yet
been included to the same extent as other
factors. By this it is meant that possible
recovery by the operators is not treated
well although often there are regulatory

for example within certain time limics. The
behaviour of an operator post large earthquake
is rather uncertain since to date there is
little reported experience of this situation.

Finally, the LWR studies so far completed have
shown that the seismic risks tend to be
dominated by accident sequences involving only a
few important failure modes, often the
degradation of the performance of structures or
equipment. This has a tendancy to simplify the
analysis but only to the extent that the initial
assumption can be made and supported that
failure of a single or a few components or
structures can actually lead to core melt. This
.las often been assumed in practice with the full
knowledge that it is conservative and in some
cases, highly so.

Thus it can be seen that a great deal has been
learnt by carrying out several seismic PRAs on a
number of different LWRs. The analyses contain
a large amount of uncertainty at various stages,
and in the end, tend to be conservative in
character rather than realistic numerically.

3.2 Application of LWR Studies on Seismic Risk
to LMFBRs

Much of the experience gained from the LWR
studies is directly transferable to LMFRBs. The
description of the seismic hazard is of course
site specific and independent of reactor type
and therefore represents a common approach to
the specification of the initiating events.

Although the civil structures differ between the
di fferent reactor types, the approach to
defining their fragility is common to all. Much
of the equipment is of a generic nature and
would draw on the same limited data base. Some
of this equipment would, of cc _irse, be specific
to the liquid metal primary and secondary
circuits and fragilities would be assigned using
the available data. The accident phenomenology
would be progressed as for LWRs taking account
of the differences in the materials and design.

However, there are many differences between
LMFBRs and LWRs which would have important
influences on seismic risk studies. A major
concern is fluid-structure interaction which is
particularly important for the pool type of fast
breeder reactor and indeed, cannot be ignored
for the loop type. In addition, pipework is of
concern since thermal stress reasons dictate
realatively thin walls containing high inertia
fluids.

Unlike thermal reactors, fast reactor cores do
not operate in the most reactive condition.
Small movements of the core relative to the
control rods can cause large reactivity changes
and this feature is an important facet in the
design. Decay heat removal is also a critical
function determining the long term safety of the
reactor.
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Another area of importance concerns the trip
system, or more specifically the above core
structure which supports the control rods and
shroud tubes. This structure typically is in a
harsh environment, being subject to a fast
neutron flux and thermal striping causing large
thermal stresses. Seismic loadings can only
exacerbate the situation.

Thus, although much of the previous LWR work is
applicable to LMFBRs, differences exist which can
have an important bearing on the seismic risk.

4. DOMINANT CONTRIBUTORS TO LMFBR SEISMIC
FRAGILITY

4.1 Building Structures

Recent developments in fast reactor design
were much influenced by economic
considerations in order to reduce the cost
gap between LMFBRs and LWRs. This trend
resulted in significant changes in the
functions and consequently the layout and
design of the buildings.

The engineering safeguards inherent to a
pool-type fast reactor make the concept of
low pressure secondary containment a
practical proposition. This opens up the
possibility of using a rectangular instead of
cylindrical containment building and much
improved layout of the plant. An example of
a low pressure containment layout is shown in
Figure 1. The fuel handling and component
handling route is streamlined allowirg a
compact building design along this axis.
Symmetry is maintained as far as possible to
avoid the damaging torsional modes of
vibration.

The strength of the rectangular buildings is
considerably lower than that of the
corresponding circular building and this will be
reflected in the seismic fragility
characteristics of the plant especially at high
elevation.

Currently two different approaches to an
aseismlc design of the nuclear island are being
pursued. One, based on a layout as shown in
Figure 1, where the emphasis is placed on
mimimising the seismic input to the reactor roof
and vessel. The reactor components are
considered by far the most vulnerable to seismic
loadings and therefore a reduction in the level
of excitation at the source is very desirable.
This is done by placing the reactor roof close
to the foundation raft and thus minimising the
dynamic magnification in the horizontal
direction(4).

The second approach to aseismic deisgn is based
on application of seismic isolation systems.
The benefit is an overall reduction of seismic
loadings and diminished effect of site
environment which permits more standardised
design. Although the use of seismic isolation
essentially reduces the seismic design problems
to a secondary importance, the overall seismic
risk is not necessarily diminished. This is
discussed in the section below.

4.2

Some piping systems in LMFBRs, as in other types
of reactors, have a significant margin of safety
to yield and even more so to a failure by
fracture, buckling or other types of collapse.
The overall factor of safety in terms of peak

Figure ]. LMFBR Nuclear ]sland
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acceleration could be in the region of 5 and 10
respectively.

In nuclear installations seismic snubbers are
commonly used to protect piping during an
earthquake. The role of snubbers in the overall
safety of the nuclear plant has been the subject
of extensive and controversial discussion. The
balance between two conflicting requirements of
safe and reliable performance under normal
operating conditions and the need to protect the
piping against overload during very infrequent
seismic event has not been satisfactorily
resolved in terms of the overall safety. Two
relatively novel approaches are being pursued in
the UK to improve the situation.

The first one is the optimisation of the piping
supports. This is a numerical procedure which
assists designers to minimise the number of
snubbers and replace them as far as possible by
rigid supports. The rigid supports are
strategically located, so that the thermal
expansion stresses are within the allowable
limits. Fewer snubbers are used and therefore
the risk from a 'locked up1 snubber is also
reduced, without adverse effect on the seismic
protection. An additional advantage of this
technique, particularly relevant to the LMFBR
piping is the fact, that the use of large
numbers of rigid supports makes the piping
system more determined in the analytical sense.
This makes the piping response more predictable
and reduces the possibility of strain
concentration in the critical elbow, which is a
great concern in the high temperature sodium
piping.

The objective of the second approach is to
reduce the requirements for seismic snubbers by
means of changing the design criteria from
stress limits to strain limits. This is a
practical proposition in the countries where the
safe shutdown earthquake controls the design,
and contrasts with cases where pipework design
may largely be governed by smaller but more
frequent earthquakes.

The capacity for self limiting behaviour of
piping under dynamic loading which gives rise to
plastic deformations is well known. An example
of it is shown in Figure 2 where response
acceleration of the test pipe is plotted against
input acceleration. Beyond the elastic limit, a
large increase in the input acceleration results
only in small increase in the pipe response.
Also, from the plot of maximum strain, shown in
the same figure the self limiting dynamic
behaviour can be observed.

In order to evaluate the fragility
characteristics of pipework, the failure
criteria of progressive plastic collapse need to
be investigated. This is a subject of
analytical and an experimental programme of work
in the UK leading to design code
recommendations.

Figure 2. Elasto-plastIc response of piping

4.3 Components and Equipment

The major fast reactor vessel components and
internals are typically large thin walled
structures. This is due in part to the severe
thermal transients in the coolant which to a
large extent dominate the design considerations.
These flexible structures are rather sensitive
to the seismic effects and by comparison with
the building structures and piping are more
vulnerable to failure.

To assure the safe shutdown capabilities, the
safety related components need to remain
functional during and after the earthquake. The
allowable limits are more often displacements
rather than stresses, which are usually below
the yield point. Since the response is mainly
elastic, although often non-linear, there is a
littl.•; scope for self limiting behaviour.
Typical problems encountered in most fast
reactor designs are:

Possibility of a seizure of primary pump sodium
bearing due to effects of the horizontal
earthquake, especially at low pump speeds.

Buckling of the primary vessel due to seismic
stress loading or buckling of the internal
structures under the effect of fluid pressure
generated by an earthquake.

Performance of the shutdown systems where the
effect of a relative motion between the core and
above core structure could delay or prevent the
absorber rods dropping down.

Dynamic behaviour of the core under the effect
of horizontal and vertical excitation. Both
restrained and unrestrained core designs share a
common concern of reactivity increase and
structural integrity of the embrittled
subassemblies.

From the above selection of problem cases, it is
obvious that the failure probability
characteristics of these components will be very
different to those of building structures and
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piping. Also the characteristics will be design
specific. Therefore a meaningful fragility data
will necessarily have to make use of results
obtained from full scale testing.

5. THE FRAGILITY DATABASE

A key piece of information required Tor a
probabilistic seismic risk assessment is the
fragility database used to specify the seismic
capability of the risk important structures and
plant. This section briefly reviews and
assesses the fragility database generated for
published LWR probabilistic seismic risk
assessments and identifies some additional
requirements of a probabilistic seismic risk
assessment of an LMFBR.

5.1 The LWR Database

Probabilistic assessments of seismic risk
have been published for several PWR and BWR
installations. The first and best known of
these was carried out for Zion(5). Similar
assessments have since been made for other
sites (eg. Indian Point(6), Limerick(7),
Sizewell 'B'(8)) and the Zion assessment has
been repeated by independent assessors(9).
These published studies, complemented by a
growing literature of generic opinion,
comment and proposals, provide a valuable
insight into the usefulness of and
difficulties found with such studies. Four
central difficulties encountered with the
seismic fragility database have emerged.
These are:

(a) the lack of empirical fragility data
(b) the definition of failure
(c) the derivation of response and
excitation measures which relate to failure
(d) the estimation of failure probability
just beyond the design basis level.

In the view of some, these difficulties
severely compromise the usefulness of
probabilistic seismic risk assessment,
particularly for use in some absolute sense
of comparison with other risks. However, it
is our view that the quality of fragility
data is but one source of uncertainty in a
probabilistic seismic risk assessment, and
that such assessments are certainly of value
for comparison with like risks and for
estimating the relative importance of the
various contributors to the seismic risk of
an installation.

As an example of the type of seismic
fragility information generated for
published LWR studies, Table 1 lists a
selection of illustrative values for
structures, pipework and equipment. It
should be noted that the probability
distribution generally used for specifying
seismic fragility is log-normal and
Table 1 makes use of this by giving only
the two parameters need to characterise
the distribution. Seismic fragilities

such as these are generally derived from a
number of sources:

(a) original plant specific design analyses
together with generic failure criteria and
linear or quasi-linear extrapolations
(particularly for structures and pipework)(5)

(b) limited test data, usually from shock tests
(particularly for smaller items of equipment) (̂3)

(c) engineering judgements elicited from, for
example, designers and qualification testers(^)

(d) past experience of the performance of
components and structures in damaging
earthquakes(3)

5.2 LMFBR Requirements

In section 4 above a preliminary list of
potentially risk-important structural, pipework
and equipment failures was described. These
LMFBR failures are in some cases not unlike the
LWR failures characterised by the seismic
fragilities given in Table 1. Therefore, there
is scope for generating LMFBR seismic
fragilities using LWR data as at least a basis.
However, some items of interest in a
probabilistic seismic risk assessment of an
LMFBR either do not feature at all in LWR, or
are not given sufficient emphasis and attention.
For example, an LMFBR contains a highly reactive
coolant in thin-walled stainless steel piping
and vessels for which earthquakes may be a
dominant contributor to design loadings, so that
seismically induced fires may be of greater
importance in LMFBR as compared with LWR. Also,
the LOCA threat from plant faults is considered
less important in LMFBR because the coolant is
unpressurised and there is scope for adequate
cooling in a tripped LMFBR using natural
circulation. Indeed, for plant faults, the risk
in a LMFBR is often felt to be dominated by
transients caused by reactivity changes or
coolant circulation failure leading to
power/cooling mismatch.

From the viewpoint of probabilistic seismic risk
assessment the foregoing discussion indicates
that LWR seismic fragilities, typified by those
in Table 1, will require supplementing for LMFBR
use. In particular, more attention will have to
be paid to:

(1) Control, shutdown and monitoring systems in
the ACS (Above Core Structures) - LWR data on
control rods and sub-assemblies would be a guide
but would not account for specific requirements
of structural design and the high power
density/low prompt neutron lifetime
considerations for control and shutdown.

(2) Pipework for primary and secondary sodium
and DHR (Decay Heat Removal) systems - these
medium/large diameter thin-walled pipes are not
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as tough as the LWR pressure piping and the
method used to support and restrain such piping
may also be relatively weak with respect to
seismic loads significantly beyond the design
basis

(3) Fuel transfer and refuelling system - this
unique system does nov have a direct counterpart
in either structure or function in an LWR. For
spent fuel the shielding requirements may
provide a large strength margin for the support
structures but may also lead to a mechanism for
induced core displacement as well as giving an
additional and considerable source of fission
products in the irradiated fuel store. The
charge machine and its rotating plug in the
primary vessel roof coulo, by inadvertant large
displacement, lead to toth core displacement and
interference with the ACS.

(4) Seismic isolators - if used these provide a
mechanism for producing a seismic fragility
characteristic for many important items which
could be highly non-log-normal. Such isolation
has not been used for LWR installations for
which a probabilistic seismic risk assessment
has been published and the risk implication of
such a design approach has not been properly
addressed.

(5) Seismically induced sloshing - the
convective forces induced in the flexible
primary vessle by longer period ground motion
introduces a failure mechanism which may be of
different significance for pool and loop type
designs, but of general concern in both. The
analysis of this effect is complicated by the
presence of defects in the vessel (eg.
ovalities, stress concentrations, local
weaknesses) and the non-linearity of the
behaviour. Whilst LWR seismic fragilities
include large storage tanks (eg. RWST), the
LMFBR suspended design with a domed bottom is
structurally quite different, with the result
that the "base shear" effects are greatest near
the region where sloshing loads occur.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This brief discussion paper has outlined the
method for the probabilistic assessment of
seismic risk in general, and given some
indications of the way in which the method could
be applied to LMFBRs. In this section, we draw
some conclusion regarding feasibility, dominant
accident scenarios and the application of LMFBR
seismic risk studies.

6.1 Feasibility

The several implications of the methods of
probabilistic seismic risk assessment for
LWRs encourage the view that a similar
assessment can be performed for an LMFBR.
The LWR implementations have been widely
discussed and their benefits and flaws have
come to be well acknowledged. While there
are certain differences between the two
reactor types which may alter the relative

dominance of accident sequences, and while there
are specific differences in some of the
engineered features and phenomenological and
materials behaviour, non of these differences
should jeopardise the implementation of the
method. For example, the generation of a
database of seismic fragilities for the
probabilistic seismic risk assessment of LMFBRs
is no different from the corresponding process
which has already been undertaken for LWR.
There is thus no reason why such an LMFBR
database should be any more or less useful or
valid than the corresponding LWR database. In
some cases, if a particular LMFBR structural
element or component appears to be risk
important then it might be desirable to derive a
better fragility estimate by specific testing
although such a course of action has not yet
been undertaken for LWR. In the absence of such
a programme of testing then it is likely that
seismic fragility will contribute significantly
to the overall uncertainty in seismic risk and
may produce an imbalanced (and perhaps
conservative) impression of that risk. However,
other aspects of the seismic risk assessment,
such as the calculation of floor response and
the logical description of the plant response to
multiple faults, but especially the
quantification of the seismic threat also
contribute significantly to the overall
uncertainty in the assessed seismic risk.

6.2 Dominant Accident Sequences

The safety of LMFBRs has been subject to much
scrutiny and many possible accident sequences
have been examined in detail. In contrast to
LWR safety, which is largely concerned with
LOCAs, the approach to LMFBR safety has
concentrated on core disruptive accidents and
their mitigation. This approach is essentially
valid for the examination of LMFBR response to
earthquake excitation. The intitiating event is
capable of producing, either by direct core
displacement (TOP - Transient Over Power) or by
indirect disruption of cooling (LOF - Loss Of
Flow), the condition appropriate for a core
disruptive accident. Furthermore, the same
initiator may interface with the mitigation of
the accident by structural, pipework or
equipment failures. The integrity of the
shutdown system, which lacks the diversity
achievable in LWRs or gas cooled reactors, must
also play an important role in the seismic
capability of LMFBRs. It is therefore apparent
that the consideration of the seismic behaviour
of the core and ACS must play a key role in the
development of the accident sequences which
could dominate an LMFBR probabilistic seismic
risk assessment.

6.3 Application of LMFBR Seismic Risk Studies

It has already been mentioned that the methods
of probabilistic seismic risk assessment have
not yet been developed to the stage where they
can give risk levels which can be directly
compared with risks from other initiators. The
strength of the method lies in its ability to
use the results of such assessments to not only
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help confirm the adequacy of the seismic design
level, but also (and perhaps principally) to
ensure that a risk-consistent and balanced
design can be achieved. The relative advantages
of loop and pool type LMFBR designs, and the
possible merits of extensive seismic isolation
can be displayed in quantitative terms. The
method of support for ^he core, the refuelling
machine and the primary vessel itself (for a
pool design) can also come under scrutiny.
Easily, the benefits of large, low-pressure and
smaller, stronger containment buildings can also
be examined in quantitative terms. Thus, for
LMFBR, the recent development of the methods of
probabilistic seismic risk assessment affords an
opportunity of risk (and hence beyond design
basis events) having a direct and measurable
influence upon design.
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Table 1

Representative Fragilities Used in Published LWR Seismic Risk Assessments

Median Acceleration Total* log-normal Reference
Capacity (pga, g's) standard deviation

Structures
General
Weaker floors
and shear walls
Large tanks

Pipework/Cabling
Main stream
300mm CCWS
Class 2 piping
Class 2 (supports)
Cable trays

Equipment
Mechanical
Large ceramic
insulators

Control rod drives
Core geometry
Steam generators

0.8 - 2.4

0.5 - 0.9
0.24 -1.4

3.6 - 4.4
2.1 - 4.4

3.1
1.3

1.] - 2.9

0.7 - 4.0

0.2
1.5 - 2.8
0.7 - 1.8
1.8 - 3.4

0.36 - 0.60

0.33 - 0.40
0.40

.65 - .80

.63 • .80
0.67
0.62

.60 - .70

0.45 - 0.70

0.32
0.40 - 0.60
0.40 - 0.60
0.50 - 0.66

10

12 ,

8 ,
8 ,

8 ,

11
1 3 ,

13
12

10
10

12

10

8, 12, 13
3, 12, 13
3, 12, 13
8, 12

Calculated as RSS of the contributions of both lacK of knowledge and inherent variability
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example problems for various configurations
of buildings and piping systems. It remains
to be seen 1f the nuclear Industry has the
will and the regulatory agencies the
flexibility to adopt such cha/iges. While
simplified seismic design alone will not
make nuclear power economically viable 1n
this country, 1t would be a major step 1n
that direction.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides pertinent information
leading to characterizing the phenomena for
deacay heat removal by natural circulation and
reviews the results obtained from a series of
experimental and analytical efforts conducted
at Toshiba Nuclear Engineering Laboratory. From
the experimental and analytical results, it can
be concluded that natural circulation has suf-
ficiently adequate cooling capability. General
characteristics in a rod bundle have been clar-
ified with sodium and water flow tests under
natural circulation. Thermal hydraulics for
whole-core wide and in-vessel have been under
study over a wide range. However, further ef-
forts are needed for determining the optimum
configuration and arrangement for in-vessel
structures and components.
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NOTATION

Hydraulic diameter in a,rod bundle, m
Friction factor (= p/(U • <£/2g- L/Dh)
Gravity acceleration, m/s
Grashof number based on axial length

)I9'/''T x D h V )
Grashof number based on hydraulic
diameter (=g./)iTMIX Dh /;..< )
Axial length, m
Reynolds number (=UD^>)
Coolant temperature, 'C
Transverse temperature peaking factor
(=(Tmax-Ti)/ aT)
Bundle power, w
Friction loss
*Transverse power peaking factor (Pmax/Pav)
Coolant velocity, m/s
Thermal expansion coafficient, 1/°C
Normalized temperature ( = (T-Ti)/aT )
« • c • • \-L i / ^ Mi.X

Specific weight, kg/m
Kinetic viscocity, ra /s

Subscripts

av Average
e Exit
i Inlet
max Maximum

INTRODUCTION

Toshiba has been actively engaged in the
design and construction of JOYO, and also in
the design and related research and development
of MONJU in cooperation with Power reactor and
Nuclear Fuel Development (PNC), taking advan-
tage of experience accumulated as a BWR power
plant manufacturer. Based on the above expe-
riences, Toshiba has been continuing studies on
large scale LMFBRs jointly with the Central
Research Institute of Electric Power Industries
(CRIEPI) [1!.

In the development program for large
LMFBRs, most efforts have been made to enhance
an inherent safety, improved licenseability,
simplified operation and economic competitive-
ness. A passive cooling system for decay heat
removal is regarded as one of the most impor-
tant matters to satisfy the above requirements
for future LMFBRs. The passive cooling system
should be achieved without any external driving
power. Natural circulation through cooling cir-
cuit is, therefore, regarded as the most reli-
able cooling in the passive system.

During decay heat removal with natural
circulation, coolant flow through the core de-
creases to 1-5 % of that during full power op-
eration. As a result, the buoyancy effects on
thermal hydraulics are expected to be dominant.
Tlie buoyancy affects inter- and intra- assembly
thermal hydraulics and coolant mixing behavior
in plena. Figure 1 shows expected phenomena
under ]iw flow rate conditions typical of natu-
ral circulation conditions.
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An experimental -•na analytical program has
been conducted on natural circulation during
decay heat removal at Toshiba Nuclear Engineer-
ing Laboratory. The objectives of the present
paper are 1) to provide pertinent informaton
leading to characterizing the phenomena and 2)
to revie / data obtained as a result of a se-
ries of experimental and analytical efforts.
The studies are classified Into three areas,
according to thermal hydraulic and geometrical
conditions. They are;

'. 1 > Intra-Assembly (rod bundle) ther:nal
hydraulic phenomena

(2) Inter-As?emb!y thermal hydraulic
phenomena

(3) In-Vessel and plenum thermal hydraulic
phenomena

INT.^A-ASSEMBLY THERMAL HYDRAULICS

During decay heat removal with natural
circulation, the coolant flow rate through fuel
a id blanket assemblies decreases to 1-5 % of
that during full power operation. Reynolds
number in fuel and blanket assemblies would be
400-4000, which depends on radial location in a
reactor. Consequently, the br.oyancy effect on
thermal hydraulics in rod bundles is expected
to be predominant. In addition, radial power
skews exist across fuel assemblies, which also
affect buoyancy-induced flow fields.

In thermal hydraulic design, ensuring fuel
integrity under all operating conditions is of
particular interest. Therefore, flow and tem-
perature fields must be known over a wide range
of coolant flow and thermal convection regimes,
which include laminar, transition and turbulent
flows during forced, mixed and natural convec-
tion regimes. In recent years, there has been
an increased interest in rod bundle thermal hy-
draulics under low flow rate conditions, where
buoyancy force is expected to be predominat.

In this study, experiments [2], 13] and
[4_] with a 37-rod bundle using sodium and with
a 91-rod bundle using water have been conducted
under various thermal nydraulic conditions in
LMFBR fuel assemblies. Both assemblies have
full scale dimensions of a fuel assembly, ex-
cept for the number of rods. Figures 2 and 3
show test assemblies used in the experiments.

It is of great importance to esi. imate
radial temperature peaking in evaluation for
fuel rod integrity and cooling capability. The
peak temperature peaking across the rod bundle
was determined experimentally over a wide range
of radial power skews under forced, mixed and
natural circulation conditions. Figure 4 shows
radial temperature peaking factors, T", obtain-
ed with the 37-rod bundle, as a function of
buoyancy parameter, Gr /Re . At low Gr /Re , or
at high power, high flow conditions, coolant
flow distribution in a rod bundle is determined
by geometrical conditions, but is independant
of thermal conditions. Large variations in
coolant temperature distributions across the
rod bundle exist under these conditions, when
radial power skews exist within the rod bundle.

However, at high Gr /Re , or at low power, low
flow conditions, buoyancy force predominates in
rod bundle thermal hydraulic fields. The flow
is, therefore, redistributed in the rod bundle,
due to buoyancy force. The flow redistribution
is characterized by flow increase in the hotter
channels and flow decrease in the cooler chan-
nels in the rod bundle. As a result, signifi-
cant flow redistribution takes place leading to
considerable reduction in the radial tempera-
ture peaking or flattening of the radial tem-
perature distribution, where buoyancy force is
predominant. As shown in Fig. 4, temperature
peaking, T*f converges to nearly 1.0 and is in-
Jependant of radial power skew in the natural
convection regime.

The data obtained in the experiments were
analyzed with the COBRA-IV-I code to verify the
analytical prediction validity. Good agreement
between the predictions with COBRA and the
experimental data for the transverse tempera-
ture profiles is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The
predictions with COBRA reasonably simulate the
buoyancy effect on the rod bundle heat trans-
fer. The input parameters for COBRA, such as
turbulent mixing, wire-wrap effect, conduction
geometry etc., used for the sodium tests (37-
rod bundle), were the same as those for the
water flow tests (91-rod bundle). Corrections
wera made only for the fluid property differ-
ence required between sodium and water. These
results have indicated that water flow tests
are useful and applicable for code verification
in rod bundle thermal hydraulics.

Flow redistrbution due to buoyancy force,
however, increases friction loss in the rod
bundle. Figure 6 shows a friction loss increse
ratio, F*, and a comparison between the temper-
ature peaking for water and sodium. At high
Gr /Re , coolant flow in the rod bundle is con-
centrated into the hotter channels and coolant
velocity increases. Consequently, flow redis-
tribution decreases the temperature peaking,
but increases the friction loss in the rod
bundle. As shown in Fig. 6, the correlation be-
tween the temperature peaking and the friction
loss has demonstrated that the increase in the
friction loss ir caused by the flow redistri-
bution. The friction loss increase effect or
total pressure loss due to flow redistribution
is negligible because of the decrease in ther-
mal head under low flow rate typical of natural
circulation conditions. Therefore, the fuel rod
temperature retains an adquate temperature
level due to flow redistrbution under natural
circulation conditions.

INTER-ASSEMBLY THERMAL HYDRAULICS

Test results for natural circulation in
JOYO have demonstrated that the flow redistri-
bution due to buoyancy force also occurs on an
inter-assembly basis [J5 ]. The inter-assembly
flow redistribution reduces temperature differ-
ences at subassembly exits, even though there
is a large power skew among subassembly regions
- fuel, radial blanket and reflector regions.
Furthermore, the post test analysis in JOYO has
pointed out that flow reversal would occur in
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lower power subassembli.es, such as blanket and
reflector assemblies.

Simulation experiments using water were
conducted with a two dimensional (2-D) test
model to clarify inter-assembly flow redistri-
bution behavior l§] and [7]. Figure 7 shows a
layout view of the 2-D test model for inter-
asseiably thermal hydraulics. The test model
includes a lower plenum, a subassembly region
and an outlet plenum. The lower plenum is di-
vided into two plena, the high pressure plenum
providing coolant to fuel assemblies and the
low pressure plenum providing coolant to blan-
ket and reflector assemblies. The subassenibly
region has ten channels which simulate fuel,
blanket and reflector assemblies. Each channel
has an electrically heated rod to simulate
decay heat. Test conditions were determined
based on Richardson number similarity.

At full flow rate, the inter-assembly flow
distribution is determined by flow orificing.
However, at low flow rate, flow orificing ef-
fect on the flow distribution becomes uneffec-
tive, while the buoyancy effect becomes predom-
inat. Figure 8 shows a typical results for flow
redistribution on an inter-assembly basis. Ra-
dial power distribution across assemblies
strongly affects coolant flow distribution. The
water test results also show that flow reversal
occurs at cold channels, even though coolant
flows through the primary cooling circuit. As a
result, coolant temperature in a lower plenum
increases and thermal stratification occurs.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 9, the test re-
sult indicated the possibility that, under cer-
tain power skew conditions, flow instability or
oscillation might occur at the lower power sub-
assemblies .

Inter-assembly flow behavior depends on
not only radial power skew but also on geomet-
rical conditions, such as in-vessel configura-
tion. General criteria on flow reversal and
instability have not been established experi-
mentally with regard to inter-assembly flow re-
distribution. The data obtained in these exper-
iments were provided to verify simulation codes
and improve numerical modeling. It is, there-
fcre, possible to evaluate inter-assembly flow
behavior with simplified system codes (MIMIR -
N2) [8], as well as 3-D codes.

IN-VESSEL THERMAL HYDRAULICS

Several verification studies to demon-
strate decay heat removal with natural circula-
tion have been conducted with operating
LMFBRs. In addition, many system codes have
been developed to analyze integral thermal hy-
draulics under natural circulation in LMFBR
plants. In most system codes, simplified models
are used, such as one-dimensional multi chan-
nels and subdivided flow nodes. Although the
simplified models reduce computing cost, it is
very important, during modeling, to understand
and classify thermal hydraulic phenomena.

1. Results in Fig.9 were obtained with a scaled
down plant simulation test rig, as shown in
Fig. 10.

Water flow experiment", witn a scaled down
plant simulation test rig were conducducted [̂ 1
to provide adquate models that are applicable
to the thermal hydraulic system code for e
loop-type LMFBR. The test rig comprises a reac-
tor vessel model, intermediate heat exchangers
(IHXs) and primary pipings. Figure 10 shows a
reactor vessel model. Typical results are given
in Fig. 11 as transient temperatures. In subas-
semblies, the temperature difference between
fuel-1 and fuel-2 channels is reduced by flow
redistribution due to buoyancy. A temperature
increase in the upper portion of the inlet
plenun. has indicated the evidence of coolant
reversal through the fuel-3 channel. Although
thermal stratification was measured in both
plena, flow ir. the outlet plenum is more com-
plicated than that in the inlet plenum. Temper-
ature measurements, shown in Fig. 12, and the
flow pattern have indicated that flow in the
outlet plenum is classified into several flow
nodes. Based on *-.he experimental results,
subd.'vivided flow nodes (I - V) for one dimen-
sional hydraulic system code were recommended
for use in the reactor vessel model as shov/n in
Fig. 10.

As described previously, flow in the
outlet plenum is complicated. Precise analyses
with three-dimensinal codes are required to
evaluate integrity for internal structures. The
anlytical code CiRACER) verification has been
conducted with simulation tests [1J)] and (JJJ .
In the analytical code, it is important to
model turbulent diffusivities in a plenum so as
to detail thermal hydraulics, such as coolant
mixing behavior. Figure 13 shows g 1/6 sector
of a reactor model. The test moael includes
core structures and a dumped heat exchanger
(DHX). Analytical evaluation with TRACER code
[121 shows that the scaled water test can be
used to simulate thermal hydraulic behavior for
a sodium system under natural circu iiion con-
ditions, as shown in Fig. 14. Furthermore, the
prediction with TRACER has indicated that an
adquate cooling capability would be assured by
in-vessel natural circulation which is enhanced
by the DHX.

SUMMARY

From the above experimental and analytical
results, it can be concluded that natural cir-
culation has sufficiently adequate cooling
capability. General characteristics in a rod
bundle have been clarified with sodium and
water flow experiments under natural circula-
tion conditions. Thermal hydraulics for whole-
core wide and in-vessel have been under study
over a wide range, covering inter-assembly flow
redistribution and instability, thermal strati-
fication in plena, integral thermal hydraulic
behavior in a reactor vessel etc. However, fur-
ther efforts are needed for determining the
optimum configuration and arrangement for
in-vessel structures and components. Another
problem to be investigated is finding an alter-
native for a passive cooling system involving
decay heat removal with natural circulation -
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DRACS, PRACS, IRACS, etc. Their optimum design
should enhance natural circulation cooling
capability without disturbing normal operation.
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IN-VESSEL THERMAL
HYDRAULICS

•Flow Slratif icotion
and Coolant Mixing
Behavior

•Buoyant Plume Behavior

•Flow Hole Location

•Decay Heat Cooling
Systems

( DRACS. PRACS etc. )

INTRA-ASSEMBLY THERMAL
HYDRAULICS

•Friction Loss and Heat Transfer
Characteristics under Mixed
and Natural Convection

' I ntra-Assembly Power Skew
Fuel and Blanket Assembly

INTER-ASSEMBLY THERMAL
HYDRAULICS

'Flow Redistribution and
Flow Reversal

Pressure Loss of Orificing

• I ntra-Assembly Power Skew

• Lower Plenum Configuration

Fig. 1 Thermal hydra ilic phenomena during natural circulation
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ABSTRACT

An extensive program of natural circulation
testing has been performed at the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory using electrically-heated
liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) fuel
assemblies in the Thermal-Hydraulic Out-of-Reac-
tor Safety (THORS) facility, an engineering-
scale sodium loop. An objective uf this test
program, which included quasi-ste^dy-state and
transient tests at both nominal and degraded
system conditions, was to provide a data base
for natural circulation in LMFBR bundles over a
wide range of powers, inlet temperatures, and
inlet pressure drops. Results from this program
indicate that natural convection is an effective
heat-removal mechanism at decay power levelf,
and the data base that has been established
should aid in the design of decay heat removal
systems.

INTRODUCTION

During reactor shutdown, natural circula-
tion can provide significant cooling capability
in a liquid netal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR)
If a loss of forced flow should occur, by driv-
ing the flow through either the primary heat
transport system or an In-vessel decay heat re-
moval system. The design and modeling of decay
heat removal systems require experimental data
on natural circulation in LMFBR bundles.

An extensive program of natural circulation
tests in simulated LMFBR fuel bundles has been
performed ar the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) in the Thermal-Hydraulic Out-of-Reactor
Safety (THOR3) facility, an engineering scale,
high temperature liquid sodium test loop. The
test apparatus, designated Shutdown Heat Removal
System (SHRS) Assembly 1, consists of two paral-
lel, 19—pin, electrically heated, simulated fuel
assemblies of Large-Scale Prototype Breeder

(LSPB) configuration In a convection loop in-
cluding a sodium-to-sodium Intermediate heat ex-
changer (IHX). This paper describes the THORS-
SHRS Assembly 1 facility and natural circulation
test program, and presents and discusses results
that are relevant to the design of decay heat
removal systems.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The THORS-SHRS As' embly 1 loop is shown in
Fig. 1. The two parallel test bundles are con-
nected to common upper and lou^r plena, with a
return line containing the IHX to complete the
natural convection circuit. Secondary flow to
the IHX is supplied by a 40 L/s electromagnetic
pump, with ultimate heat rejection by the 2-MW,
sodium-to-air heat exchanger. A schematic of
the flow paths for natural circulation tests is
shown in Fig. 2.

The test bundles are of identical design;
the configuration Is shown in Fig. 3. The fuel
pin simulators (FPSs) are 6.99 mm in diameter
with 1.22 mm wire wraps on a 305 mm helical
pitch. The spacing between the outer row of
FPSs and the wall, or edge gap, is half-size
(0.61 mm) to reduce the flow-to-power ratio in
these subchannels and thereby flatten the radial
temperature profile. The heated zone is 1016 mm
in length, with a chopped—cos5ne axial power
shape having a peak-to-average ratio of ~1.28.
Each FPS has a 356-mm-long unheated length im-
mediately upstream and downstream of the heated
zone to simulate the lower and upper axial
blankets, respectively. The simulated upper
axial blanket is filled with sintered (porous)
stainless steel pellets to approximate the ther-
mal behavior of the depleted uranium in the
blanket of a nuclear fuel pin. Downstream of
the upper axial blanket Is a simulated fission
gas plenum, consisting of a hollow tube 813 mm
in length.
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The test bundles are extensively instru-
mented, as shown in Fig* 4. Each bundle con-
tains 118 thermocouples (TCs): 57 heater-
internal TCs (3 per FPS), which rest on the
inner sheath of the FPS, and 61 wire-wrap TCs,
inside the wire-wrap spacers. Each of the seven
internal pins has seven TCs per wire-wrap, while
the outer ring of FPSs has only one TC oer wire-
wrap, due to the reduced size of the edge gap.
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Fig. 4. THORS-SHRS Assembly 1 bundle ther-
mocouple layout.

The remainder of the facility is also ex-
tensively instrumented with TCs, pressure trans-
ducers, and flow meters. The upper plenum tank
contains 61 TCs, arrayed in four planes, to mon-
itor temperature distributions and stratifica-
tion. The IHX and lower plenum also contain
several TCs, and the remainder of the convection
loop has TCs both on the pipe surfaces and in
wells, to permit the determination of loop heat
losses. Flows in the return line, test section
inlet and outlet, and IHX secondary loop are
measured using permanent magnet flowmeters.
System pressures are monitored using NaK-filled
pressure transducers. All bundle and loop in-
strumentation is connected to the THORS
computer-controlled data acquisition system
(DAS), which can scan up to 1,000 instruments at
rates to 10,000 points per second.

TEST PROCEDURES

The natural circulation test program for
THORS-SHRS Assembly 1 contained two basic types
of tests: quasi-steady-state and transient.
Each of these two categories contains several
different specific tests. Quasi-steady state
natural circulation experiments have included:
1. Uniform bundle power profile tests at nomi-

nal inlet temperatures In single and paral-
lel bundles;

2. Internally skewed bundle power profile
tests at nominal inlet temperature in
single and parallel bundles;
Uniform bundle power profile tests at ele-
vated inlet temperatures;
Unequal bundle power tests;
Increased inlet pressure drop tests;
Tests with zero inlet flow.
In cases 1—4, the test procedure consisted

of gradually increasing the bundle power in a
series of steps, from several single-phase fluid
flow levels and continuing to boiling and dry-
out. The temperatures and flows were allowed to
stabilize at each step. Tests at higher-than-
nominal inlet pressure drops (case 5) were run
either by setting the test section inlet
valve(s) to create a higher flow resistance and
following the power-stepping procedure described
above or by setting the power at maximum decay
levels (~7% of nominal) and gradually closing
the inlet valve. The latter procedure was de-
signed primarily to determine the flow resist-
ance needed to result in boiling and dryout.
The final type of tert (case 6) was run by clos-
ing either the test section inlet or lower plen-
um tank valve completely and again Increasing
the power through several steps. The objective
of this test was also to determine boiling and
dryout behavior. Cooling in this case was ac-
complished solely by reflux from the upper
plenum, aided by intra-bundle recirculation.

The transient tests In this program have
included only power transients, run in two dif-
ferent ways. In the first type, each bundle was
set at a steady—state power, and the power in
one bundle was increased or decreased rapidly.
The second type of transient; began from a condi-
tion of zero power and zero bundle flow; the
power was then increased in a single step, or in
a rapid sequence of smaller steps, to a final
value that was maintained while flow3 and powers
stabilized. In most of the transients, the
power change was accomplished in a single step
with a virtually immediate response* The long-
est transient employed a series of 6 steps at
10-second intervals.

The objectives of the quasi-steady-state
tests were:
1. To establish a base of steady state single-

and two-phase natural circulation data in
LMFBR bundles;

2. To determine the single-phase behavior and
the powers required for boiling and dryout
over a range of inlet pressure drops, bun-
dle power distributions, and inlet tempera-
tures;

3. To determine the extent to which a bundle
inlet must be blocked to cause boiling and
dryout at maximum decay power levels;
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4. To determine the maximum amount of power
that can be removed from a bundle whose in-
let is completel> blocked; and

5. To determine the extent to which parallel
bundle behavior differs from that of a
single bundle under the same thermal-
hydraulic conditions.

The objectives of the transient tests were
more limited: to study the behavior of parallel
bundles to see if post-transient steady state
conditions were approached smoothly, and to de-
termine the effects of rapid changes in power on
bundle boiling and dryout behavior. In addi-
tion, the quasi-steady-state test procedure rep-
resented the least severe approach to a given
power and flow, while the power ramp tests from
zero power and zero flow represented the most
severe method for reaching the same power (and
presumably the same flow). The differences in
bundle behavior in these two tests therefore
provide upper and lower bounds to delir.eate bun-
dle response under other types of transients.
This was of greatest interest in bulling and
dryout where the envelope of powers defiaes the
maximum and minimum boiling and dryout powers
under any combination of natural circulation
conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data from a number of the THORS tests
have been studied, and several results have been
ascertained. This paper will concentrate on the
single—phase system behavior; however, results?
of the boiling tests are included here for com-
pleteness and because of their relevance to some
facets of decay heat removal system design. De-
tailed results from the natural circulation
boiling rests can be found in Ref. 1.

The results from these tests include:
1. In quasi-sceady-state tests, the single-

phase portion of the runs showed that the
bundle flows and temperatures made a smooth
and fairly rapid transition to a new steady
state each time the power was increased.
This continued until the inception of toil-
ing, which occurred at ~16% of nominal
power, Kith the flow at ~4% of its nominal
value. Dryout occurred in these runs at
~20% of nominal power.

2. The system behavior with internally skewed
bundle power profiles was quite similar to
that observed with a uniform profile. The
single-phase flows were slightly lower than
in the ualform-profile runs, probably as a
result of increased cross-flow in the bun-
dle. Boiling and dryout powerr in these
tests were approximately the same as those
in the uniform-profile tests, indicating
that, at these low powers, they are global,
rather than local, phenomena.

3. The natural circulation flow was a function
of power only, over the range of tempera-
tures tested. The decreased driving head
resulting from a higher return line

temperature was offset almost exactly by
the reduced average sodium density In the
test section. The higher inlet temperature
also caused boiling and dryout to occur at
lower powers because of the smaller margin
to saturation; however, at an inlet tem-
perature of ~480°C, the powers at boiling
inception and dryout were ~12% and ~17% of
nominal, respectively, which are still well
above the maximum decay power of 7%. In
addition, the "window" between boiling in-
ception and dryout widened as the Inlet
temperature increased, rising from ~4% of
nominal power at 350°C to ~5% at 480°C.

4. Increasing the inlet pressure drop did not
have any effect on the overall system be-
havior other than to reduce the flow at a
given power; the transition from step to
step was still quite smooth. For the test
In which power was held at 7% of nominal
and the valve was gradually closed until
boiling inception and dryout occurred, the
pressure drop was increased to ~12 times
Its nominal value to cause boiling, and
further increased tc ~125 times its nominal
value before dryout occurred. (Determina-
tion of the pressure drop ratios pas done
after completion of the test, by setting
the inlet valve at the positions at which
boiling inception and dryout occurred, and
measuring the inlet pressure drop at a ref-
erence forced flow of 10% of nominal for
purposes of comparison to the nominal prps-
sure drop, with the inlet valve open fully,
at that flott.)

5. The behavior of the system ii rapid power
transients was also characterized by smooth
transitions between pre- and post-transient
flows and temperatures in the single-phase
regime. Or^e boiling inception Was
reached, at ~9% of nominal power, the
system tended to boil briefly and stably,
and then revert to single—phase flow.
Sustained boiling was reached at higher
powers, with dryout occurring at ~13% of
nominal power. It is important to note
that, even in these severe transients, the
power required to reach boiling and dryout
was still well above the 1% maximum decay
heat, and the ~A% power "window" between
boiling and dryout was s:.ill evident.

6. With the bundle inlet completely blocked
(zero bundle ir.j.et flow) and an upper plen-
um temperature of ~550°C, boiling was main-
tained at ~0.7Z of nominal power. However,
dryout did not occur until power was in-
creased to ~3.5% of nominal; this level is
reached in-reactor approximately ^0 s after
shutdown. Because the mode of cooling in
this case was reflux from the upper plenum,
changing the jpper plenum temperature had
an effect on the dryout power. For in-
stance, raising the upper plenum tempera-
ture LO -700°C reduced the dryout power to
~3,U of nominal.
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7. Parallel-bundle oehavior in all of these
tests did not differ significantly from
single-bundle behavior in these tests.
This resulted in part from |he decoupling
effect of the high inertance of the comp-
licated bundle ialet piping configuration
(see Fig. 1). (The piping arrangement is
not similar to that of a reactor, and was
necessitated by thermal expansion and
stress considerations for the THORS loop.)
Results from the single-phase portion of

the quasi-steady-state tests are summarized in
Figs. 5—7, in which are plotted normalized
steady-state bundJe inlet flows and outlet tem-
peratures, and maximum wire-wrap temperatures
reached in the initial transition to a new
power, as a function of power for Test 211,
which was run at nominal inlet temperature. The
maximum temperature is taker from wire-wrap TC
data and represents the highest fluid tempera-
ture observed during the power step for each
run; heater-internal TCs register temperatures
on the inner sheath of the FPSs and are subject
to larger uncertainties and have therefore not
been shown here. The inlet flow plot shows a
rapid jump in steady-state flow at the lower
powers, followed by a lees rapidly increasing
portion as a function of power, up to the point
at ~lb% of nominal power when boiling first
occurs. The more abrupt changes in the flow at
~10—13% of nominal power may indicate a
laminar-to-turbulent transition at these
flows. The Reynolds number in the bundle is in
the range of 1000—1500 at the lowest flows,
increasing to ~2000—3000 at the highest
flows. The difference in the response of the
two bundles is likely indicative of small varia-
tions in internal geometry as a result of manu-
facturing and assembly tolerances, as well as
dif-erences in operating histories. The tem-
perature data show the same basic trends. Dif-
ferences here reflect not only small variations
in bundle geometry, but in other factors, as
well. These include variations in test section
inlet temperatures and differing test section
heat-loss behavior, since the test section out-
let temperature (Fig. 6) is measured far down-
stream cf the end of the FPSs. The maximum
wire-wrap temperature, near the end of the
heated section (Fig. 7), is located nearer to
the test section inlet, but is still affected by
heat losses. Another complicating factor in
this figure is the transient response of the two
bundles. The data in Figs. 5 and 6 were taken
after the system had stabilized at the power
level shown, and therefore represent steady-
state Information. The temperatures plotted in
Fig. 7, however, were derived from only the
initial step to a new power level, and do not
reflect later fluctuations as the system ap-
proached steady state. While these data show

the same overall behavior as the test section
inlet flows and outlet temperatures, they ar*. a
somewhat less precise indicator of system be-
havior.
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Fig. 7. Normalized maximum wire-wrap tem-
peratures during initial power step in THORS-
SHRS Assembly 1 Test 211.

As noted at the start of this section, the
inlet flow in the elevated temperature tests was
a function of the power only. Therefore, the
flow data can be applied to tests at elevated
temperatures (up to 480°C in the TH0RS tests),
until the power at boiling inception is
reached. The power-to-flow ratio increases as
power rises, with the f:'nal value of ~4, which
is consistent with the inverse of ratio of the
nominal inlet-to-outlet temperature difference
(at 100% flow and power) to the difference be-
tween saturation temperature and inlet tempera-
ture.

The results from the THORS-SHRS Assembly 1
natural circulation tests can have valuable ap-
plication in the design and operation of decay
heat removal systems in reactors. The THORS
loop is dissimilar from the reactor in many im-
portant ways; data from the THORS tests cannot,
therefore, be directly extrapolated to in-
reactor conditions. They can, however, be used
to develop and validate analytical models for
use in evaluating natural circulation in LHFBRs.
In addition, several broad implications can be
drawn from the data. These include:

1. Under conditions of nominal inlet tempera-
ture and complete reactor shutdown (decay
power only), natural circulation appears to
provide sufficient cooling to keep the so-
dium temperature well below saturation at
normal operating pressures.

2. Under degraded conditions, e.g. partial in-
let blockage or elevated inlet temperature,
natural circulation still can provide ade-
quate cooling to the core for decay heat
removal.

3. The power required to initiate boiling in
quasi-steady-state natural convection in
the THORS tests is more than twice the max-
imum decay power, and even under the JLOBC
severe transients, boiling inception occurs
at a power 30% higher than the maximum de-
cay power. This implies that an in-vessel
decay heat removal system could be effec-
tive in protecting the core from damage if
loss—of—forced—flow should occur without
scram at powers up to perhaps 15% of
nominal.

4. There is a suhsLantial "window" in the
THORS tests between boiling inception and
dryout. This suggests that stable boiling
can be maintained and could be acceptable
for short periods under natural circulation
decay heat removal conditions.

5. The results from a totally-blocked bundle
indicate that powers up to a substantial
fraction of maximum decay heat can be re-
moved by boiling, without dryout, under
conditions of reflux from the upper plen-
um. Extreme caution must be used in ex-
trapolating this result to a reactor; how-
ever, it implies that, even under the
highly improbable event of a complete as-
sembly flow blockage, che ability to keep
the upper plenum cooled may be sufficient
to allow reflux cooling of the assembly
with little or no damage.

For the purposes of modeling and analysis
of natural circulation and SHR.S design, the
THORS-SHRS Assembly 1 results also provide a
substantial base of steady state, single-phase
data for the evaluation of thermal-hydraulic
parameters, such as friction factors and heat
transfer coefficients in LMFBR bundle.

CONCLUSIONS

The results from THORS-SHRS Assembly I
natural circulation tests imply that an in-
vessel, natural-convection-driven decay heat re-
moval system can provide adequate core cooling
under both nominal and degraded reactor shutdown
conditions. These data also provide a data base
for natural circulation in LMFBR bundles ever a
wide range of powers, inlet temperatures, and
bundle inlet pressure drops.
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ABSTRACT

A test program is being conducted to
demonstrate that a power producing liquid metal
reactor (LMR) can (1) passively remove shutdown
heat by natural convection; (2) passively reduce
power in response to a loss of reactor flow, and
3) passively reduce power in response to a loss
of the balance of plant heat sink. Measurements
and pretest predictions confirm that natural
convection is a reliable, predictable method of
shutdown heat removal and suggest that safety
related pumps or pony motors are not necessary
for safe shutdown heat removal in a LMR.
Measurements from tests in which reactor flow
and heat rejection to the balance of plant were
perturbed show that reactivity feedbacks can
passively control power and temperature. Data
from these tests form a basis for additional
tests including a complete loss of flow without
scram and a complete loss of heat sink without
sciara.

INTRODUCTION

The essential control and protection of a
nuclear plant is maintaining a proper balance
between the heat generation in the reactor and
the heat removal from the reactor. If this
balance is maintained locally and globally,
temperatures of reactor structures—notably the
fuel cladding and the primary reactor boundary—
will be maintained within their design limits.

Traditionally, LMR plant designs have
utilized a combination of passive features and
active systems and components to maintain the
balance between heat generation and removal.
For example, routine power control depends on
the. (passive) negative power coefficient and

JWork supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy under contract W-31-109-Eng-
38.

(active) manual or automatic movement of control
rods. The heat removal is normally adjusted to
match heat generation by (actively) controlling
the flow rate through the reactor and (actively)
controlling the balance-of-plant heat sink.
Flow is distributed (passively) within the
reactor by fixed, engineered pressure drops of
the various reactor Internal components.

The balance between heat generation and heat
remo.al during upsets to normal operation (which
may occur as a result of random failures of the
active or passive equipment or as a result of
severe natural phenomena) is likewise tradi-
tionally maintained by a combination of passive
design features and active systems. During
their licensing hearings, CRBRP O ) categorized
these features and systems in a way that can be
generalized to apply generically to LMR's. The
four features/systems necessary to maintain the
balance between heat generation and heat removal
were listed as: (1) the (active, automatic) re-
actor shutdown systems, (2) (active and passive,
automatic) shutdown heat removal systems,(3)
means to prevent inlet pipe rupture (passive
prevention of loss of coolant), and (4) (pas-
sive) means to maintain individual assembly heat
generation and heat removal balance.

The high degree of reliability required for
nuclear control and shutdown functions can be
realized with either active systems or passive
features; however, the methods for achieving
reliability for each are significantly dif-
ferent. The passive features—using, for
example, the passive prevention of loss of
coolant and passive means to maintain individual
subassembly heat generation and heat removal
balance—use the inherently stable, compatible
characteristics of LMR fuel, primary coolant,
and coolant boundary, operating in a low-
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pressure fault-tolerant system to attain high
reliability. The actual realization of the high
reliability depends heavily on (1) the quality
of the design process and its supporting ana-
lytical and phenomenalogical test data base and
(2) the quality of the manufacturing and con-
struction process. In contrast, a high degree
of reliability in the active systems i=? pri-
marily gained with redundancy, diversity, and
independence of high—quality equipment. Re-
dundancy enables continued functioning of the
equipment even with random failures. Diversity
protects against a large class of common-cause
failures and independence protects redundant
equipment from potential environmental
challenges that could otherwise lead to common
cause failures.

It is generally accepted that redundant,
diverse, independent, protection/control systems
can provide a high degree of reliability. How-
ever, it is also becoming more evident that the
number of different., separated, systems and com-
ponents required for higher and higher reli-
abilities result in a very complex design that
is difficult to construct and cumbersome to
maintain and operate. It is therefore believed
that there are significant benefits to achieving
the balance between heat generation and heat
removal by passive means, thus reducing the
number of required redundant, diverse and sepa-
rated safety systems. A move toward passive
control and safety systems could also provide a
broader, more easily understood technical basis
for licensing LMRs.

In conclusion, then, LMR design, construc-
tion and operation can potentially be simplified
by replacing active systems with passive fea-
tures for maintaining the balance between power
and flow. However, a substantial set of test
data is required to show the feasibility of
passive control and provide a basis for the
design anc licensing of passive control and
protection systems.

TEST PROGRAMS OBJECTIVES

EBR-II has been conducting a dynamic testing
program particularly directed toward passive de-
cay heat removal in liquid—metal-cooled reactors
for some 10 years. This testing experience as
summarized by Singer et al (2), has contributed
toward the acceptance of natural convection as a
passive, diverse backup to active deca}' heat
removal systems. With the idea of extending the
understanding of natural convection heat removal
and the goal of exploring the possibilities of
passive shutdown for reduced heat removal capa-
bility, the objecti-'es of the current testing
program have been established as follows:

1) Demonstrate passive decay heat removal
following reactor shutdown (natural
circulation)

2) Damonstrate passive reactor shutdown
following a loss of forced circulation
(loss of flow without scram)

3) Demonstrate passive reactor shutdown
following a loss of balance-of- plant
heat sink (loss of heat sink without
scram)

4) Provide data for validation of compLter

codes.
In the planning, analyzing, and testing, the
most significant parameters are identified,
tested, and modeled. The information from this
prossess is available to others for future
design and safety analysis. The test methods
may be a basis for methodologies to be used In
acceptance or surveillance testing of inherent
safety features.

PLANT DESCRIPTION

EBR-II is a sodium cooled fast breeder
reactor plant. It generates about 20 MW of
electricity when operating at design power of
62.5 MW thermal. It is a pool-type plant with
the reactor, primary coolant pumps and inter-
mediate heat exchanger (IHX) Immersed In a iarge
volume of sodium in the primary pool. The t.'o,
single stage centrifugal pumps, when operated at
a rated speed of 1075 rpm, produce 4500 gpm at
200 ( 61 m) ft head.2 They are driven over a
range of speeds from about 20-100« by an induc-
tion motor powered from a variable-speed motor-
generator set. As described by Chang and Mohr
(3) the time for the pump to coast down to a
stop is dependent on how electrical power is
disconnected from the driveline of the motor-
clutch-generator-pump motor. For a typ^cdl loss
of all AC power the coastdown time to pump stop
Is about a minute. The pumps take a suction of
sodium from the pool and discharge it to the
Inner (mostly feeding fueled drivers) and outer
(feeding blanket and reflector assemblies)
plenums of the reactor. The flow split between
the plenums has been fixed since early operation
of EBR-II. The sodium flows through the reac-
tor, mixes in a outlet small plenum (flow
through time of about 0.5 sec) and travels
through an elevated "Z pipe" to the IHX. The
reactor consists of 16 rows of assemblies. The
inner six rows were fueled driver assemblies.
The fueled length is 13.5 in. (343 mm) and the
flat—to—flat dimension, across the hex can is
2.2 in. (56.1 mm). Each fueled assembly
contains 9! elements composed of metallic fuel
contained In a stainless steel cladding with a
sodium bond. The assemblies are supported at
the bottom by a diagrid structure. Reactivity
fpedback typically provides a power reactivity
decrement of 30$ from critical isothermal
conditions to the rated power conditions. As
described by Chang and Mohr (3) this is
attributable to expansion of driver fuel (about
25%), expansion of sodium and steel (about 50%),
and control rods (about 252). Additional
feedbacks due to expansion of the support grid
and of the sodium and steel In the lower
reflector produce about 2% reduction in power
for an inlet-temperature Increase of 1°F.

The IHX is a counter flow tube-In-shell heat
exchanger with the primary sodium on the shell

2Use the following factors for converting
customary units to SI °C = (°F - 32)/1.8;
1 gpm = 6.309 x 10"3 m3/s.
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side. The IHX is above the reactor (its inlet
is about 18 ft above the inlet of the reactor)
to support natural-convection cooling. A
safety—grade auxiliary electromagnetic pump
located in the Z pipe provides about 5% flow to
remove heat following reactor shutdown. Two
NaK-to-air shutdown coolers are designed to be
direct, safety-grade, heat-ramoval paths from
the primary pool to outside air and thus back up
the normal shutdown-heat-removal path through
the secondary loop to the steam generators and
balance of plant. Circulating sodium in the
secondary loop removes heat from the IHX and
transports it to the steam-generator system.
The secondary-sodium pump is an electromagnetic
pump rated at 6000 gpm. Typically, when the
reactor plant is shut down, the pump voltage is
reversed to retard natural-circulation flow and
thereby allow control of the plant cooldown
rate.

Power is controlled by manual or automatic
positioning of a control rod. Primary flow can
be controlled by manually varying the speed of
the primary coolant pumps. Normally, flov is
kept constant during power operation, and the
coolant temperature rise across the reactor is
allowed to vary with power level. The heat
removal from the primary tank is controlled by
manually or automatically varying the secondary
flow rate to keep the primary-tank temperature
at a desired point. Protection against iir-
balances in heat generation and heat rejection
caused by sudden failure of equipment is pro-
vided by redundant sets of control rods actuated
by redundant strings of a reactor shutdown
system.

EBK-II is well instrumented. During the
testing described here, some 300 variables (in-
cluding powers, flows, temperatures, pressures,
and equipment status) were logged at 1/2-s
inf ervals by the computerized plant-data acqui-
sition system. The key data for the tests were
provided by two instrumented in-core subassem-
blies. The first XX09, is a fueled assembly
positioned in core at one of the positions of
higher power, and temperatures. The other
subasseTnbly simulates a relatively low-power
blanket subassembly in which the thermal re-
sponse is sluggish and interassembly heat
transfer is relatively more important. In both
instrumented subassemblies, the flow is measured
by redundant magnetic flowmeters.

The sodium temperatures in XX09 and XX10 are
measured by thermocouples. Measurements are
made (1) at the subassembly inlet, (21 in a
pattern across the bundle at the reactor mid-
plane, (3) in a pactern across the bundle near
the top of the fueled section, (4) about 5.4 in.
(137.2 mm) above the top of the fueled section,
and (5) near the exit of the fuel assembly. The
design-basis and steady-state performance of
XX10, the instrumented simulated blanket assem-
bly, is described by Betten et al (_4_) and a
hardware description of both assemblies is given
by Poloncsik et al (5).

TEST PREPARATIONS

The first group of tests, listed in Table I,
were conducted in June 1984. They included
natural-circulation tests, flow-reduction tests,
and heat-sink-reduction tests. The planning,
the safety review, and the preparation of
operation procedures before the tests were
extensive. Safety analyses were conducted to
determine the peak-driver fuel and blanket
temperatures for tests reaching highest tem-
peratures. The analyses predicted that the peak
fuel temperatures for all tests would remain
within the established limits (the fuel/cladding
eutectic temperature) for an anticipated design
basis event. This was true even though the tests
simulated some highly improbable failure condi-
tions. Next the consequences of the EBR-II
design-basis accidents were analyzed. The
reactor shutdown system was found to provide
adequate protection for these events should they
occur during testing. These safety analyses
were reviewed and approved by Division,
Laboratory, and DOE safety groups.

The tests were sequenced in order of
increasing severity. A final set of pretest
analyses was completed for each test just prior
to testing. These analyses included best-
estimate and maximum and minimum (considering
uncertainties) predictions of the XX09 tempera-
tures and flows. The uncertainties applied
were determined from an extensive analysis. The
overall uncertainty resulted in a 4.8% power In-
crease and a 9.5°. flow decrease in the hot
assembly. These predictions were used for a
"quick look" analysis after each test, at which
time an assessment was madi> as to whether it was
safe to proceed to the next test.

The tests were conducted in strict observ-
ance of detailed, step-by-step procedures. The
procedures were prepared by operations experts
using input from the experimenters.

NATURAL-CIRCULATION TESTS FROM POWER

The purpose of this group oi tests was to
demonstrate and provide measurements of the
transition to natural-circulation cooling
following a sudden loss of primary forced
circulation (caused by loss of electrical power
to the main coolant pumps and auxiliary pump)
while at power. Nine tests of thJs type were
conducted. All of these tests were initiated by
tripping the main coolant pumps and scramming
the reactor. The parameters that were varied
from test to test were the initial power,
initial flow conditions, ana mode of operation
of the secondary—loop pun»p.

The most severe test (SHRT 17) involved a
simultaneous loss of electrical power to the
main coolant pumps, the auxiliary pump, and the
secondary-loop pump and a reactor scram from
100X power and flow. Thus the test simulated a
limiting loss of heat removal from the reactor
followed by totally passive (natural-
circulation) decay-heat removal from the
reactor.

Figure 1 shows temperatures (predicted and
measured) indicative of the response of EBR-II
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TABLE I. Test Conditions

Initial Conditions
SHRT
Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Power
%

SP/RFa

SDb

SD

36

36

36

75

SD

75

SD

100

SD

75

SD

75

SD

100

SD

25

25

25

25

Pri. Flow,

%

100

5

100

40

40

40

100

100

75

100

100

100

100

100

75

75

100

100

25

25

25

25

Sec. Flow,
%

2

2

9

33

38

38

87

10

75

~ 0.5

100

~ 0.5

87

10

75

10

iOO

5

~ 25

25

25

25

23

24

25

26

50

50

70

70

50

50

70

70

50

50

70

70

pump, trip sec. pump at

pump, manual rundown

pump, manual rundown

Test Initiation

Trip prl. pump

Trip aux. pump

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri.

12.5 s

Scram, rundown pri. pump, trip sec. pump

Scram, trip pri. and sec. pumps

Scram, trip pri. pump, manual rundown

sec. flow

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri.
sec. flow

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri.
sec. flow

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri. and sec. pumps

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri. pump, trip sec. pump

Trip pri. pump

Scram, trip pri. and sec. pumps

Trip pri. pump

Ramp pri. flow to 30%, hold, return

Raise tank temp., hold, return

Ramp pri. flow to 30%, hold, return

power with control rods

Ramp tank temp., hold, return power with
control rods

Ramp flow to 62.5%, hold, return

Ramp tank temp., hold, return

Ra"p flow to 90%, hold, return

Ramp tank temp., hold, return

aConducted after a lengthy shutdown for refueling.
''Conducted a short time (1-2 hr.) after shutdown.

to the loss of forced circulation In SHRT 17.
Both the pretest predictions and the measured
temperatures are for coolant temperatures at the
top of the active core. The predictions were
made with the NATDEMO and HOTCHAN codes before
the test. The curves which are labeled "MAX,"
"NOM," and "MIN" are respectively the HOTCHAN
predictions for XX09 with positive un-
certainties, without uncertainties and with
negative uncertainties. The temperature
measurements shown in Fig. 1 are raw data from
TTC 31 (the hottest thermocouple) and were taken
during testing for monitoring purposes. It
should be noted that TTC 31 is one of 13 "top-
of-core" (coolant) thermocouples which are all

located 0.83 in. (21 mm) below the actual top of
fuel. However, because of other compensating
effects (e.g., offset cf ~+8°F and center-of-
bundle location), the TTC 31 readings can be
directly compared with the true bundle
location), top-of-core predictions without
introducing significant error.

The trends In the test data are consistent
with previous thought and indicate that the most
important parameters determining the peak fuel
temperatures during a tranjition to naturaJ
circulation ara (1) the heat-generation rate
(decay power), (2) the abruptness with which the
heat-iemoval rate changes (flow cosstdown rate),
(3) heat transfer and flow redistributions with-
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FIG. 1 Measured and Predicted Top of Core Tem-
peratures for the Transition to Natural
Circulation from Full Power (SHRT 17)

in the reactor, and (4) the natural head? and
pressure drops at low-flow conditions. The
post-scram decay power used in the pretest pre-
dictions are based on Shure's (6) correlation
and an estimated power history. For most of the
tet.13, r.o attempt was made to control the pre-
test power history. A conservatively long tinie
at power prior to the tests was assumed. Thus
the decay power level was overestimated in the
pretest predictions. For SHRT 17, the pretest
predictions were updated thp day before the
test, using a projected power history that was
later realized. The more realistic power
history resulted in a more accurate decay power
and contributed to the good agreement between
pretest predictions and measurements shown in
Fig. 1.

The pump coastdown dynamics were based on
extensive testing of the pumps. The pump/flow
coastdown rate used in the tests and analysis
simulates the coastdown following a loss of AC
powe- to the pump/pump drive system. It is
referred to as a mode 1 trip in Ref. 3, and its
characteristics had been established by exten-
sive testing.

The NATDEMO-HOTCHAN pretest predictions
shown in Fig. 1 include effects of inter/intra-
assembiy heat transfer and flow redistribution
in flattening the temperature profiles within
XX09 and between XX09 and adjacent cooler
assemblies. A detailed analysis of the data
which will quantify the contribution of each of
these phenomena to reducing peak temperatures
has .lot been completed. However, an order of
magnitude estimate of the overall reduction of
peak temperature due to the combined effects can
be made by comparing the ratio of maximum to
initial power to flow ratio (P/F) to the ratio
of maximum to initial temperature rise in XX09
(AT) (inlet to the hottest measured point).
This comparison shows the ratio of maximum to
initial AT is less than half the ratio of
maximum to initial P/F suggesting at least a
factor of two reduction in peak temperature.

Figure 2 plots the transient development of
the natural head through the driver region and

0 40 80 120 160 ZOO 240 280

FIG. 2 Change in Natural Heads in the Pri-
mary Circuit for SHRT 17

primary circuit. Head changes are shown for the
reactor, the Z pipe (between reactor and IHX),
the IHX, and the path from the IHX to the
reactor inlet. This figure in conjunction with
Fig. 1 is helpful in understanding the dynamics
of the transition to natural circulation. The
test was initiated by a reactor scram and pump
trip. Initially, the core is cooled nearly to
inlet temperature (see Fig. 1) and the pipe
between the reactor and the IHX is filled with
cooler sodium. The cooler sodium causes the
initial decrease in the natural head of the
reactor and the Z pipe. As the pump slows down
and stops (at about 50 s) forced flow decreases,
the decay power heats the channel sodium, and
the reactor head begins to recover. The head in
the IHX also starts to increase. Initially, the
IHX head decreases, apparently because the
secondary flow coasts down faster than the pri-
mary flow so that the primary sodium in the IHX
is temporarily undercooled. The steady increase
of IHX head shown in Fig. 2 is caused by 1)
cooler primary sodium stored in the Z pipe
immediately following the scram spilling
into the down flowing primary side of the IHX
and 2) the effectiveness of the secondary flow
in removing heal: in the IHX. The secondary flow
is significantly larger than primary flow,
tending to move the active heat transfer region
in the IHX to the upper tube sheet, decreasing
the average sodium density in the primary side
of the IHX, and increasing the overall primary
natural convection driving head. As the heads
recover, flow through XX09 increases and the
temperature reaches the peak value. At times
beyond the temperature peak, a quasi-equilibrium
is approached in which the gradually decreasing
rate of heat generation in the core is almost
matched by a gradually decreasing rate of heat
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removal by She coolant. This is indicated by
the decreasing flow and temperature in the XX09
subassembly.

As shown in Fig. 2 there are large changes
in thermal driving head occurring in the IHX and
in the flow circuit between the reactor and
IHX. The figure underscores how important the
la.out and dynamics of plant components are to
natural convection performance. £s shown in
Fig. 1 there is excellent agreement between the
predicted and the raw measured data. Further
examination is necessary, but these results
further confirm that passive decay heat removal
can be accomplished in a reliable predictable
manner by natural circulation. The results when
taken with the successful results of the FFTF
(_7) tests suggest that natural circulation could
be used in future LMR plants as a primary means
of safety related decay heat removal; thus,
active safety related equipment such as pony
motors and their supporting power supplies and
instrumentation are not required.

NATURAL CIRCULATION TESTS FROM SHUTDOWN
CONDITIONS

As shown in Table I, nine natural circula-
tion tests were conducted from shutdown condi-
tions. Most of the tests (tests 3, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, and 18) were conducted after running the
primary coolant pumps at high flow for a few
minutes to attain an isothermal condition and
then initiating the test by tripping both the
main coolant pumps and the auxiliary pump. The
ensuing transient Is characterized by (1) a
gradual flow coastdown to nearly zero flow, (2)
heating and development of thermal heads in the
reactor and (3) development of flow. The tem-
perature rise in these transients was found to
be mild.

The SHRT 1 and SHRT 2 tests were the most
unique tests in this group. SHPT 1 was con-
ducted at the end of a 1-month maintenance
shutdown shortly after instrumented assemblies
XX09 and XX10 were installed but before their
Irradiation. The test was initiated by tripping
the main coolant pumps from a full-irlow, nearly
isothermal condition. Because XX09 and XX10
were not Irradiated, interassembiy heat transfer
is believed to have been a sigrdfleant contribu-
tor to the slow measured temperature rise. To
study the effects of the internal heat source, a
similar test is planned after a year of
irradiation of XX09 and XX10, when the power
generation is about twice that for the
unirradiated assemblies.

The SHRT 2 test was initiated from a steady-
state, hot-standby condition with the auxiliary
pump providing about 5% flow (main coolant pumps
off). The transient was initiated by deenergiz-
ing the auxiliary pump. This caused a sudden
flow reduction. The temperatures in the reactor
increased sharply, as shown in Fig. 3, and
established sufficient head and flow to carry
away the decay power. As shown in the figure,
there is good agreement between the pretest
predictions and the measured peak temperatures.
After the temperature peak, however, the agree-
ment is not as good. This may be due to the
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FIG. 3 Predicted and Measured Top of Core
Temperatures for the Transition to
Natural Circulation from Shutdcm
Conditions (SHRT 2)

pressure drop in XX09 being slightly larger than
expected at very low flow (0.5 gpsi). The pres-
sure drop theory is consistent with measurements
of flow in XX09, although it is difficult to
confirm because of the flow-measuring inac-
curacies in the XX09 flowmeters at low flow.
Further posttest analysis, considering uncer-
tainties in decay power as well as flow may
resolve some of this uncertainty.

In conclusion, the data from the natural-
circulation tests from shutdown conditions
confirm that these transients are generally less
severs than natural-circulation transients from
high power. Agreement between predicted ana
measured peak temperatures is good. These
transients frequently involve a low flow and a
small temperature ri-je for which there is a
larger uncertainty In the calculations and
measurements. However, the larger uncertainties
are acceptable, because there is a corresponding
larger margin to temperature limits.

FLOW-PERTURBATION TESTS

Four flow-perturbation tests were conducted
in the June 1984 test window The tests were
designed to (1) demonstrate the inherent re-
sponse to flow changes that could occur during
normal load changes of an LMR and (2) identify
and quantify the reactivity-feedback coeffi-
cients that govern the power response for an
unscrammed loss of flow. The tests were
initiated from steady-state conditions of 25%,
50% and 70% power and flow as shown in Table I
(see tescs 19, 21, 23, 25). The flow was per-
turbed by ramping the primary pump speeds to 120
to 130% of their Initial values. The sodium
temperature at the reactor inlet was held as
constant as possible by varying the secondary
flow and thus controlling the heat rejection
through the IHX. In all the tests reactor tem-
peratures and power were allowed to freely res-
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pond to the flow perturbation. After a steady
state evolved in tests 19, 23, and 25, the flow
was quickly returned to its initial value. In
test 21, a calibrated control rod was positioned
to return power to its initial value so a
measure of the reactivity introduced by the flow
perturbation could be obtained.

Figures 4-7 plot the raw data for the test
conducted from 70% power and flow (SHRT 25).
The figures were generated by the EBR-II plant
data acquisition system (DAS) as the tests were
being run and were used to monitor the progress
of the tests. Figure 4 shows the measured core
flow through instrumented subassembly XX09.
Figure 5 shows the reponse of a representative
in-core temperature as measured on TTC 31. The
excess reactivity, calculated online fay the EBR-
II plant DAS is shown in Fig. 6, and Fig. 7
shows the measured power response. The dala
indicate that the reactivity feedbacks tend to
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adjust power in response to flow perturbations
and thus tend to maintain the balance between
heat generation and heat removal and to keep
core temperatures within the operating range.

Figure 8 gives further insight into the
reactivity feedback mechanisms governing this
process. The figure shows normalized values of
measured flow, power, temperature and calculated
reactivity for the first part of the transient.
Flow and temperature rise (AT) were measured by
XX09 and the power was measured with the plant
nuclear instrumentation and the power to flow
ratio (P/F) was simply the ratio of measured
power to measured flow. All these quantities
are normalized to their initial value. The
reactivity was calculated by NATDEMO in the post
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test analysis. It was scaled and added to 1.0
for easy comparison to the other quantities*
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Comparing the P/F and AT ratios shows that the
temperature of the fuel region responds very
quickly to the flow perturbation. For flow
perturbations, the EBR-II reactivity feedback
are dominated by mechanisms proportional to the
sodium AT or P/F. These mechanisms are thermal
expansion of sodium and metal in the core and
upper reflector, expansion of the control-rod
drive line, and to some extent fuel expansion.
One would expect the reactivity to vary roughly
as the AT and P/F ratio. As shown in Fig. 8,
this is the case. It then follows that the lag
between the driven flow and the responding power
is almost totally due to time lags in the
nuclear kinetics—specifically the delayed
neutrons.

Figure 9 plots the relative magnitudes of
the various components of feedback for the flow
increase. Significant feedbacks tending to
raise power and keep the AT constant come from
the expansion of the sodium and metal expansion
in the core and reflector and the expansion of
the control rod and drive line. The fuel feed-
backs, due to expansion and Doppler, Initially
contribute positive reactivity because of
general cooling; however, as the power In the
fuel increases the fuel temperature increases
and the fuel reactivity feedback becomes nega
tive. The bowing reactivity is negative
throughout the transient. The relative size of
the bowing reactivity shown in the figure is
conservatively overstated by at least 25X. As
discussed by Chang and Mohr, th" bowing reac-
tivity is proportional to P/F ratio. The
equilibrium power is determined by the balance
of the positive feedbacks from the reactivity

terms proportional to the P/F ratio and the

i 1 1 rT~ i r

FIG. 9 Comparison of Reactor Feedback Changes
for SHRT 25

negative feedback from the reactivity terms
proportional to power value) Is close t̂> the
flow equilibrium (about 30% above the initial
value. This is true in EBR-II because the fuel
reactivity feedback coefficients are small and
the AT from the metallic fuel to sodium which is
(proportional to power) is relatively small com-
pared to the coolant AT (which Is proportional
to P/F). Consequently, the total reactivity
change that is a function of power alone is
relatively small particularly when compared to
an oxide fueled core. As a result of the
dominance of the reactivity feedbacks that are a
function of P/F, the power closely follows flow
perturbations.

In summary the results of the flow
perturbation tests show that EBR-II responds
stabily and predictabily to flow perturbations,
thus tending to keep the power to flow ratio and
the AT across the core nearly constant. This
behavior suggests that passive mechanisms could
be used for plant control. The data from these
tests were used as discussed In Ref. 3 to
validate models and show that tests of loss of
flow without scram could be safely conducted in
EBR-II.

HEAT-SINK-PERTURBATION TESTS

Four heat-sink-perturbation tests were
conducted in the June 1984 test window. The
tests were designed to (1) demonstrate the
inherent response to changes in heat rejection
to the balance of plant that could occur during
normal load changes of an LMR and (2) identify
and quantify the reactivity feedback coeffi-
cients that govern the power and temperature
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during a complete loss of the balance-of-plant
heat sink without scram.

The tests, as with the flow-perturbation
tests, were initiated from 25, 50 and 70% power
(see tests 20, 22, 24, and 26 in Table 1). In
all the heat-sink-perturbation tests, the
measured reactor Inlet temperature was con-
trolled by manually varying the secondary-loop
flow and hence varying the heat rejection rate
from the primary tank through the IHX. The
idealized goal in tests 20, 24, and 26 was to
rapidly increase the reactor inlet temperature
by about 20°F, hold the temperature until a
plant-wide steady state evolved, and then return
the temperature to its original value. In test
22, a calibrated control rod was used to return
reactor power to its initial value. In all of
the tests, the primary-loop flow was held
constant. The reactor power and temperatures
were allowed to respond freely to the inlet-
temperature perturbations.

The heat-sink perturbations were simulated
by varying secondary flow for two reasons: (1)
Each test represents a wide range of balance-of-
plant transients including reduction of coolant
flow in the secondary loop and loss of feedwater
upsets in the steam plant, and (2) each test
could be run easily and without risk of damage
to the plant equipment.

Figures 10-J3 plot reprasentative data for
the test run from 70% power (SHRT 26). The
reactor inlet temperature was perturbed by
manually changing the secondary-loop flow as
shown in Fig. 10 while primary flow was held
fixed. The perturbations in secondary-loop flow
altered the IHX heat rejection, resulting in a
change in IHX primary outlet temperature and a
consequent change in reactor inlet tempera-
ture. Figure 11 shows the response of reactor
inlet temperature. The variation in temperature
causes the reactor power to change (see Fig. 12)
and consequently affects temperature in the
reactor. Figure 13 gives the measured tem-
perature reading from TTC 31 in XX09. Note that
the increase in Inlet temperature causes a
significant decrease in power and core outlet
temperature.

The steady-state power and reactor outlet
temperature that results from the inlet-
temperature perturbation is governed by the size
of the temperature coefficient of reactivity at
the reactor inlet as compared to the temperature
coefficient in and above the reactor. The
negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
in the core inlet region is provided by expan-
sion of the upper grid supporting the core and
by expansion of the sodium and steel in the
lower reflector. The total reactivity feedback
from the inlet region is almost totally de-
pendent on inlet-temperature changes and Is
independent of power. The principal con-
tributers to reactivity feedback in the
remainder of the reactor are bowing and the
thermal expansion of fuel, steel, sodium and the
control rod drive lines as previously discussed.
With constant flow the core feedbacks are a
function of the temperature increase at the
inlet and temperature decreases of the sodium
due to power reductions. The resulting steady-
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state power is fixed by the balance of the
inlet-region reactivity change (negative for
temperature increases) and the core-region
raactivity change (positive for a power reduc-
tion) so that for a large temperature coeffi-
cient of reactivity from the inlet region (as is
the case for EBR-II), a 20°F increase in inlet
temperature results in approximately a 100°F
temperature decrease In XX09.

In summary, the data from the heat sink
perturbation tests show that EBR-II inherently
adjusts power to accommodate increases or de-
creases of the heat sink. The data suggest a
characteristic that could possibly be used in a
passive control node. The data from the tests
show that the predictions in Ref. 8_ are con-
servative and verify that tests of a loss of
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heat sink without scram can be safely conducted
in EBR-II.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The data from the first group or tests in-
dicate the viability of passive means of remov-
ing decay heat and reducing power in response to
reduced flow or reduced heat rejection from the
reactor. The measurements of peak temperatures
from the natural-circulation tests agreed well
with the pretest predictions. This is con-
sistent with similar good agreements between
natural-circulation predictions and tests that
have previously been observed for both EBR-II
and FFTF. The good agreement and the mildness
of the natural circulation transient suggest
that natural-circulation could confidently be
relied upon as the primary means of decay-heat

removal in future LMR designs and that safety-
related pony motors, auxiliary pumps, and their
associated power supplies, instrumentation, and
control need not be safety related.

The data from the flow-perturbation tests
and from the heat-sink perturbation tests show
that reactor feedback mechanisms act to reduce
power for both types of reduced-heat-removal
situations. For a flow perturbation the reactor
feedback keeps the P/F ratio nearly constant.
For a decrease in inlet temperature, the outlet
temperature never exceeds its initial value. The
data from both tests suggest that part of the
overall control of an LMR could rely on passive
response of the plant. The data from the tests
have been used to show that tests of loss of
flow without scram and loss of heat sink without
scram can be safely conducted in EBR-II.
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AN INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF NATURAL CIRCULATION TEST IN JOYO
USING SSC-L AND C0MMIX-1A
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ABSTRACT

An i n t e r a c t i v e use has been made of the
plant-wide system dynamics code SSC-L and the
mult i -dimensional ana ly s i s code C0MMIX-1A to
simulate the natural circulation test of the
experimental fast reactor JOYO. Dump heat
exchanger model and multi-region lower plenum
model have been developed and added to SSC-L.
Investigative sensitivity calculations are
presented which depict the effects and relative
importance of various parameters on the whole
core natural circulation performances including
the inter-subassembly heat transfer and the
m'il ti-dimensional upper- and lower-plenum
thermohydraulics. The results have confirmed
the potential of SSC-L to predict with suffi-
cient accuracy the system response under the
natucal circulation condition by providing the
appropriate inter-suba?sembly heat transfer
mo d e 1 •

INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that the multi-
dimensional formulations of in-vessel thermo-
hydraulics are necessary to analyze the natural
circulation phenomena realist ically in loop-
type Liquid Metal-cooled Fast Breeder Reactors
(LMFBRs). However, plant-wide thermohydraulic
behaviors of LMFBRs have been analyzed usually
using system dynamics codes, such as SSC-LU),
which do not take detailed multi-dimensional
effects into consideration. An advantage of
these system dynamics codes is that the comput-
ing time is short and that they can simulate
not only flow and temperature transients in
reactor vessel but also those in primary and
intermediate heat transport systems (PHTS and
IHTS), and water and steam system of a typical
loop-type LMFBR. On the other hand, multi-

dimensional computer codes, represented by
COMMIX-1A(2̂  for example, require much comput-
ing effort and the analysis is limited within
the scope of in-vessel behaviors. The boundary
conditions for the in-vessel analysis must be
provided by experimental J i t a or output of
system dynamics codes. Therefore, although the
multi-dimensional code can provide much more
detailed calculational information for the
in-vessel thermohydraulics, i t is suggested
that the plant-wide system dynamics codes
should be preferably used without help of
multi-dimensional computer codes where possible.

However, there is a possibility that the
influence of certain important phenomena in
the reactor are disappeared if one neglects the
various types of multi-dimensional effects.
It is therefore indispensable to clarify
the differences between the result of one-
dimensional system dynamics code and that of
multi-dimensional in-vessel code quantitatively.
It is expected that this quantitative assess-
ment provides us with the invaluable informa-
tion concerning (1) limitations of one-
dimensional system dynamics codes, (2) identi-
fication of the dominant multi—dimensional
effects on thermohydraulic behaviors in natural
circulation mode, and (3) proposal of the
most effective and advantageous way for
improving the analytical accuracy of system
dynamics codes.

In this paper, the results of numerical
analysis of natural circulation test conducted
in the experimantal fast reactor J0YO(3) of
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) are presented. In the
transient tsst analyzed, the reactor was
shutdown from 75 MWt full power operation.
The primary and secondary pumps were tripped
manually, and the flow in the HTS coast down
from 100 percent to natural circulation mode
with no pony motor operation. The tsst has
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been analyzed using two computer codes of
different type: Super System Code - Loop
version (SSC-L) developed at Brookhaven
National Laboratory and COMMIX-1A developed
at Argonne National Laboratory* Emphasis
has been placed on the interactive use of
these two analytical tools. The analytical
conditions for the C0MMIX-1A analysis have
been set up equivalent to the SSC-L analysis
so that the multi-dimensional effects can be
distinguished from other factors such as
scheme of partitioning of in-core sub-
assemblies (S/As) into multichannels,
mathematical expressions for heat transport
parameters (e.g. , fuel pellet to cladding
tube gap thermal conductance), and correla-
tions which define the hydraulic character-
ist ics (e.g. , friction pressure losses in
fuel pin bundles). In this interactive
analysis, the inflow and outflow boundary
conditions for the C0MMIX--1A calculation
have been transferred from SSC-L results.

METHOD OF THE INTEGRATED ANALYSIS

For extracting the fruitful suggestions
through the interactive use of plant-wide
system dynamics code SSC-L and multi-
dimensional analysis code C0MMIX-1A, i t is
neccessary to exclude the possible cause of
discrepancies in the analytical results due
to the discordance of the way of analysis
and assumptions. In the present study using
two different computer codes, therefore,
attention has been focussed on (1) consistency
in the method of plant modeling, (2) standard-
ization of the correlations for various
transport properties, (3) improvement of
analytical accuracy and capability by the
modification of the computer codes if
neccessary.

Fig. 1 displays the reactor geometry.
In the natural circulation test , the coolant
temperature at S/A outlet was measured in
the flow straightener which is located at the
bottom of upper core control rod support
structure as t'hown in Fig. 1.

In this section, the way of plant model-
ing and analytical conditions as well as
major modifications of the code are briefly
presented.

Simulation Model of SSC-L
The primary loop of JOYO plant includes

the shell side of the intermediate heat
exchanger (IHX), primary pump, check valve,
and piping system interconnecting these
components. The secondary loop consists of
heat transfer tubes of IHX, dump heat exchanger
(DHX), secondary pump, surge tank, and piping
system. The DHX installed in the each
secondary loop, instead of steam generator
system, can transfer the thermal power
generated in reactor core to the air via
secondary sodium under the conditions of
normal power operation as well as decay heat
removal mode. The DHX model was not prepared
in SSC-L, although i t models the entire
primary, secondary, and tertiary systems.
Therefore, the DHX model has been developed

Rotating Plug

Over Flow Supply Nozzle

Outlet Nozzle
Control Rod
Support Column

Reactor Vessel

Thermocouples
Aux. Loop Piping
In-Vessel Storage Rack

P
Neutron Shield
Reflector

Core Fuel S/A

Blanket Fuel S/A

High Pressure Plenum

S/A Inlet Nozzle

Low Pressure Plenum

Figure 1 Cross section of JOYO reactor vessel

and incorporated into SSC-L.
In the present analysis of JOYO natural

circulation test, the inlet temperature and
the mass flow rate of the air ventilated by
natural convection in the DHX are prescribed
by input data. The inlet air temperature is
assumed to be constant during the transient;
while the time history of the inlet mass
flow rate of the air was measured in this
experiment, which comprises the only boundary
condition to this analysis. Therefore, all
of the thermohydraulic aspects in primary
and secondary systems are evaluated by SSC-L,
and the outlet air temperature at DHX is
also calculated so that the temperature rise
of air balances the heat removal from secondary
sodium. The correlation for heat transfer
performance in the DHX is given based on the
modified Jameson's equation with correction
factor which was obtained experimentally^).

The reactor core is represented by 6
channels of fuel region, 2 channels of inner
blanket region, 2 channels of outer blanket
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region, 1 channel of control rods, and 1
channel representing remaining region, i . e . ,
the reflectors and in-core pots. Fig. 2
shows the core configuration of JOYO, and
the core channel numbering scheme which i s
used in SSC-L modeling in common with COMMIX-
1A. Also included i s the number of S/As in
the corresponding channel.

The flow and power distributions in the
normal operating condition for each channel
are given from the experimental dnta(_5).
Although SSC-L includes neutron point kinetics
as well as user specified decay power tables
for the reactor thermal power model, the
transient total reactor power, i . e . , fission
and decay heat has been supplied by input
data. Therefore, the thermal power decay
curve i s s tr ict ly equivalent to that for
the analysis of COMI1IX-1A, which does not
include the analytical capability of the
neutron kinetics.

The correlations for friction factor in
fuel pin bundles are from the in-water
tests(ji) at PNC.

It is one of the limitations of the
simplified one-dimensional system dynamics
code that the complicated flow paths in
plena and the in-vessel components can not
be represented with sufficient accuracy.
For example, i t i s impossible to model the
fluid dynamics in lower plenum by SSC's one
point representation model since the lower
plenum is devided into higher pressure plenum,
lower pressure plenum, and inlet plenum.
Under the normal operating condition, i t is

known from fche experiment data that about 76
percent of total core flow contributes to
the cooling of driver fuel S/As, where
approximately 94 percent of total thermal
power i s generated, via higher pressure
plenum. On the other hand, nearly 17 percent
of the coolant in the inlet plenum flows
into the lower pressure region. The pressure
drop in the former flow path i s smaller than
that in the latter flow path by a factor of
10; i . e . , pressure drop of approximately
1.5x10^ Pa between the inlet plenum and inlet
of the driver fuel S/As and that of 1.5xlO5 Pa
between inlet plenum and inlet of the radial
blanket S/As. Therefore, i t is evident that
we need to develop multi-region lower plenum
model in SSC-L which can simulate the above
hydraulic behaviors.

If the lower plenum pressure i s repre-
sented by one point, i . e . , inlet plenum,
in-core flow path can be illustrated as in
Fig. 3, which i s the standard way of modeling
the lower plenum in SSC-L. Fig. 4 i l lustrates
the three points representation of lower
plenum, i . e . , the pressure i s defined at
inlet plenum, higher prpisiire plenum, and
lower pressure plenum. In this simplified
multi-region lower plenum model developed, i t
i s assumed that the flow in lower plenum is
quasi-static. In uther words, the momentum
equations of the hydrodynamics are not solved
with respect to the flow paths in lower
plenum. The effectiveness of this modifica-
tion i s discussed later.

fuel C/R fuel , . , , reflector
blanket bypass

> lower inlet plenum
Figure 3 One point model for the

lower plenum

fuel C/R fuel

higher pressure
plenum

lower pressure
plenum

| lower inlet plenum

Figure2 Core channel numbering scheme for analysis Figure 4 Modified model for the flow paths
in lower plenum of JOYO
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Simulation Model of C0MMIX-1A
Paral le l to the SSC-L ca lcu la t ion ,

C0MM1X-1A appl icat ion has been tr ied to the
JOYO natural c i rcu la t ion t e s t to see the
influences of upper and lower plena therino-
hydraulic coupling with the reactor core as
well as tht inter-S/A heat transfer onto the
overal l heat removal performance from the
reactor core.

The i t e r a t i o n between the plant code and
the in -vesse l code has to be carried out i f
the thermohydraullc coupling between in -vesse l
and primary loop i s strong. However, s ince
the coupling i s expected to be o u f f i c i e n t l y
weak, e s p e c i a l l y in the natural c irculat ion
mode, once-through combination of the two
computer codes i s considered s u f f i c i e n t ;
i . e . , the inflow and outflow boundary
conditions at the reactor vesse l i n l e t and'
o u t l e t nozzles are transferred from SSC-L
r e s u l t s to CCMMIX-1A input, and the i t e r a t i o n
has not been carried out .

The method of the reactor core p a r t i -
t ioning into 12 radial zones in a cy l indrica l
coordinate system i s equivalent to that of
SSC-L analys is which i s shown in Fig. 2 .
Therefore, the computational r e s u l t s do not
include any inf luences aris ing from the
inconsistency in the reactor core modeling.

The s e n s i t i v i t y ca lculat ions have been
performed: (1) inter-S/A heat transfer e f fec t
i s neglected (Case-B) , and (2) inter-S/A
heat trar^fer i s taken into consideration
(Case-C), Hereafter, the SSC-L analys is i s
referred as Case-A: Case-A using SSC-L has
included flow re -d i s t r ibut ion model and
simplif ied multi-region lower plenum model
but not the inter-S/A heat transfer model.
Case-B using C0MM1X-1A takes multi-dimensional
e f f e c t s into consideration e s p e c i a l l y at upper
and lower plena by f u l l y two-dimensional
representat ion. The e f f e c t s of in-core flow
re-d i s tr ibut ion are a lso calculated without
the inter-S/A heat transfer model. Case-C
using COMMIX-1A d i f f er s from Case-B only in
the treatment of inter-S/A heat transfer
model, and the other analyt ica l conditions
are the same as Case-B. Therefore, we can
evaluate the multi-dimensional thermo-
hydraulic e f f e c t s in upper and lower plena
when Case-A and Case-B are compared, while
the e f f e c t s of inter-S/A heat transfer can
be invest igated by the comparison of Case-B
and Case-C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Whole-Plant Thermohydraulic Analysis
Preceding the interact ive use of SSC-L

and C0MMIX-1A, whole-plant behavior analyzed
by SSC-L has been compared with experimental
r e s u l t s . Coolant mass flow rate in the PHTS
during the transient i s shown in Fig. 5 in
comparison with experimental data. It i s
known that the primary pump in the PHTS of
JOYO suddenly stops i t s revolution at approxi-
mately 4 peir.ent of rated pump speed due to
the rapid increase in f r i c t i ona l torque during
the process of pump coast down. This pump

characterist ics is important in evaluating
the transition from flow coast down to natural
circulation. That i s , the transit ion depends
on the pump iner t ia and the thermal driving
head developed by the therisal center of the
IHX being elevated above that of reactor
core. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the pump
seizure time is approximately 65 second in
both of analysis and experiment. The measured
and calculated flov coast down curves are in
excellent agreement.

20 40 60 BO Ifld 120 140

TRANSIENT TIME (SKC)

Fig. 5 Comparison between measured

& calculated coolant flow rate

in the primary loop

The IHTS sodium temperature transients
as long as 2,000 second at the inlet and
outlet of IHX and DHX are shown in Fig. 6.
It can be seen that good agreement between
measured and calculated results are obtained.
The temperature in the secondary system
seems to approach steady-state after approxi-
mately 1500 sec; i . e . , the temperature of
DHX inlet and IHX outlet converges to around
400-C.

These results indicate that the primary
and secondary loop thermohydraulics has been
analyzed accurately with the air inflow
boundary conditions supplied at the DHX
inlet . Thus the use of SSC-L results as the
inflow and outflow boundary condition*, to
COMMIX-1A analysis has been justified
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In-Vessel Thermohydraulic Analysis
lower plenum thermohydraullcs. The effec-

tiveness of the modification to lower plenum
model in SSC-L described in the preceding
section is discussed here. First, the standard
lower plenum model which defines the pressure
at one point in the lower plenum has been
used in the SSC-L calculation. Fig. 7-(a)
illustrates the temperature histories in the
outermost radial blanket region obtained by
SSC-L and C0MMIX-1A. The flow fraction in
the same channel is shown in Fig. 7-(b)
where the flow fraction is defined as the
ratio of channel mass flow rate to total
in-core mass flow rate. On the other
hand, Figs. 8-(a) and 8-(b) include the
outermost blanket S/As temperature and flow
transients, respectively, which have been
obtained by SSC-L with modified three-
point lower plenum model replacing the one-
point lower plenum model. It i s clear from
these figures that SSC-L with multi-region
lower plenum model can predict the flow
hydrodynamic re-distribution effect in good
agreement with COMMIX-1A, and that the
temperature profile calculated by SSC-L also
becomes similar to that of C0MMIX-1A calcula-
tion (Case-B). Since the inter-S/A heat
transfer modal of SSC-L is not used, the
SSC-L results have become identical with
Case-B results.

Thermohydraulics in the central fuel S/A.
Comparisons of the predicted time histories
of coolant temperature and flow fraction at
the central fuel S/A are given in Figs. 9-(a)
and 9-(b). It is impossible, however, to
compare the flow fraction analyzed with
experimental one since only the temperatures
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at the driver fuel region were measured in
this natural circulation test. Analytical
results show general agreement with the
experimental data but with the discrepancies
of 10-20°C at bottom and peak of the tempera-
ture transient.

Discussions are given in detail in Ref.
(7) concerning the differences between the
analysis and experiment from a viewpoint of
phenomenological aspects of natural circula-
tion in IMFBRs. There It is summarized that
the following models or considerations are
required to im;rove the accuracy in evaluating
the temperature transient of inner core S/As;
(1) inter-S/A flow re-distribution model,
(2) detailed estimation of decay heat by
considering the effects of delayed neutron
fission power, using the up-to-date fission
products library, and adding the contributions
of actinoid nuclides to the blanket decay
heat, (3) fuel pellet-to-cladding tube gap
thermal conductance as a function of the
irradiation history and temperature change
rluring the transient, (4) Che review of the
time constants of thermocouples above S/As.

However, we have not identified yet
which parameter is the most responsible for
the above discrepancies which have been
revealed in SSC-L and C0MMIX-1A calculations.
Further efforts are necessary to resolve
this problem.

Inter-S/A heat transfer model. Figs.
10-(a) and 10-(b) illustrate the temperature
and flow transients in the outermost driver
fuel S/As channel. The temperature as well
as the flow fraction calculated by SSC-L
(Case-A) is similar to the Case-B results
using C0MMIX-1A without the inter-S/A heat
transfer model. The Case-C results which
consider the inter-S/A heat transfer effects
agree with the experiment. These figures
show the importance of the inter-S/A heat
transfer model in the natural circulation.
Comparisons of temperature and flow fraction
for the control rod assemblies predicted ty
these two computer codes are depicted in
Figs, ll-(a) and l l-(b) . Note that the
control rod assemblies do not produce heat
and are located within the region of high
temperature driver fuel S/As. The generated
heat in the driver fuel region is transferred
through the colder control rods or blanket
regions than driver fuel region, which con-
tributes to flattening the temperatures
profile across the core. The fact described
here supports the position that the inter-S/A
heat transfer effect is important to keep
the peak coolant or cladding temperature
sufficiently low during the transition from
forced to natural circulation operation
mode.

Radial temperature distributions at the
S/As outlet calculated by two different
computer codes are presented in Fig. 12.
This figure shows that the temperature
distributions calculated In Case-A and
Case-B are much the same and that the Case-C
result appears quite different from the
former two results. In particular, in the
initial steady-state at t=0 sec, the tempera-
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ture distributions of Case-A and Case-B
are coipl^tely coinciding. If the inter-S/A
heat transfer effects are considered, that is
for Case-C, the distribution Is smoothed
especially in the control rod region (channel
5) and the region adjacent to the boundary
between the driver fuel (channel 7) and the
blanket (channel 8) S/As. At t=140 sec, the
coolant temperature at the central S/A
outlet reaches i t s peak value as shown in
Fig. 9-(a). At t=450 sec, the variations in
temperature and flow rate become very small:
during these periods, as shown in the figure,
the distribution is flattened in the radial
direction in Case-C. In contrast to Case-C,
the temperature distributions of Case-A and
Case-B do not show striking trends to become
smooth in radial direction; the hydrodynamic
flow re-distribution is the unique mechanism
which can lessen the temperature gradient
between subassemblies.

£
rn500
§480
P460

CONTROL RODS

X. COMMK-lAfCASE-C)

SSC-L(CASE-A)
I ^COMMIX-1A(CASE-B) J

100 200 300 400 500

TRANSIENT TIME (sec)
Figure ll-(a) Predicted S/A. Outlet Temperatures

with Three Cases

CONTROL RODS

100 200 300 400 500
TRANSIENT TIME (sec)

Figure 11—(b) Predicted Flow Firaction Histories
with Three Cases
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

T = 450sec

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112

CHANNEL NUMBER

Figure 12 Radied Temperature Profiles

at S/A Outlets

Discussions. The results obtained so
far emphasize the relative importance of
the inter-S/A heat transfer effects for
accurately evaluating the temperature and
flow transients during the abnormal event in
which the plant operational mode changes
from normal full power to natural circurlation
mode by the pump trip and reactor scram. TL
has been also demonstrated that the multi-
dimensional effects in upper and T.ower
plenum thermohydraulics are less important
than inter-S/A heat transfer effect.

Therefore, i t is considered that the one-
dimensional system dynamics code can provide
comparable results with multi-dimensional
thermohydraulics code for analyzing the
whole—core natural convection phenomena once
the verified inter-S/A heat transfer model
is incorporated in the code.

The improved lower plenum uodel has been
proved useful for better representation of
fluid dynamics. Here i t is noted that the
multi-dimensional upper plenum representation
will be neccessary when reversal flow is
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remarkable in the reactor core in the natural
convection mode. In the present calculations,
however, most of the in-core coolant has
been found to flow into the normal direction,
i . e . , from lower plenum to upper plenum,
except for the outermost blanket channel
into the transient time of 100 sec, 110 sec,
and 130 sec for Case-A, B, and C, respectively.
Therefore, the influence of the lower plenum
modeling i s more important than the upper
plenum modeling in this case.

Furthermore, i t i s reminded that the
plena model in SSC-L should be verified
against the situation where the fluid flow
pattern is complicated or non-symmetric.
In such postulated situations as natural
convection heat removal within the reactor
vessel which is isolated from the PHTS, and
one-loop pump seizure or one-loop pipe break
which results in the non-symmetric flow
field in the reactor vessel, use of the
detailed multi-dimensioaal computer codes,
in principle, should be enhanced in support
of SSC-L analysis. Otherwise, multi-
dimensional plena model must be added to the
system dynamics code and be verified, or it
must be demonstrated that the one-dimensional
formulations of plena do not deteriorate the
analytical results.

CONCLUSIONS

A study on the natural circulation
phenomena has been presented, in which the
natural circulation test of J0Y0 has been
analyzed using two computer codes of different
type; i . e . , system dynamics code SSC-L and
multi-dimensional code COMMIX-1A. The DHX
model and multi-region lower plenum model
are developed and added to SSC-L. It is
confirmed that SSC-L with these modifications
can simulate the plant-wide thermohydraulics
accurately. Thus it has been justified that
the SSC-L predictions of flow and temperature
transients at the reactor vessel inlet and
outlet are appropriately transferred to
C0MMIX-1A analysis as the inflow and outflow
boundary conditions.

Accordingly, sensitivity calculations
have been performed using C0MMIX-1A to clarify
the effects of inter-S/A heat transfer in the
core and multi-dimensional flow in the plena.
Implication obtained from this study is
important. It i s noted that the flow and
temperature transients predicted by SSC-L
and C0MMIX-1A without inter-S/A heat transfer
model are coinciding if the simplified multi-
region lower plenum representation is used.
Further, no evidence has been observed that

the multi-dimensional thermohydralic behavior
in the upper and lower plena gives significant
influences on the reactor core performance.
Therefore, i t i s concluded that, once Inter-
S/A heat transfer model in SSC-L i s validated,
there Is no strong incentive to go to the
high cost computations of multi-dimensional
thermohydraulics. In fact, the Inter-S/A
model in SSC-L would offer the comparable
capability with multi-dimensional code for
the analysis of natural circulation phenomena
at least. However, i t i s recognized that the
plenum model of SSC-L, which may restrict the
application of the code In the limiting
performance predictions, should be validated
against the situations where the fluid flow
pattern in plena is complicated or non-
symmetric.
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AGAINST CORE DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENTS (CDA)
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ABSTRACT

For SNR-2, a 3rd line of defense is fore-
seen to exlude CDA definitely from the design
basis, especially of the containment. With
respect to unprotected LOHS, LOF, and TOP it
consists of a bundle of additional measures
(e.g. pump flywheels, self-actuated rod-drop)
to ensure ultimate shutdown prior to irrever-
sible damage to the core. These were mutually
tuned by dynamical analyses, modelling
inherent reactivity feedback, to provide the
due gracetimes for shutdown and DHR-
initiation.

1 INTRODUCTION

To initialize commercialization of large
breeders, for a future SNR-2 project the
following conclusions have been drawn from
SNR-300 licensing and construction:

- licensing prior to construction, and as far
as possible in accordance with PWR rules
and practice

- reinforced preventive safety utilizing in-
herent safety properties and passive sys-
tems, independent on electrical energy

- exclusion of CDA from the design basis -
no CDA-proof containment

2 PREVENTION OP CDA

In view of the experience made with CDA
in the case of SNH 300, the SNR-2 preventive
concept is focussed upon the exclusion of CDA
sequences without scram for various initia-
tors. According to the state-of-the-art of
today's LMFBR, two independent and redundant
shutdown systems are foreseen, both capable
of shutting down the reactor into a safe state
at all design basis accidents, see fig. 1.

The 2 5 + 1 2 absorber rods are inserted
by gravity. Diversity is provided by dif-
ferent-type release mechanisms, and rigid
resp. articulated rods. The reactivity of the
shutdown rods is determined by the determi-
nistic requirement that both systems in common
must compensate the reactivity insertion from
handling errors, i.e. successive withdrawal
of two absorbers as well as dropping a fuel
element on a free absorber position. As a
welcome consequence of that requirement there
is a high degree of redundancy for both
systems. Only few primary or secondary rods -
scattered across the core - are sufficient
for hot shutdown; on the other hand, the pri-
mary or secondary system still assures hot
subcriticality with several adjacent stuckrods
present. These features favour a very high
shutdown reliability with regard to both
independent and common - mode failures.
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FEATURE

NUMBER
OF RODS

TYPE
RELEASE MECHANISM
ACCELERATION

NORMAL SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

SDSI

25
CONTROL RODS
RIGID
INDIRECT

SDSII

12
SECONDARY RODS
ARTICULATE
DIRECT

BYGRAVTTY

TASKS
OPERATIONAL

POWER CONTROL (£ 12 RODS)
LIMITATIONS
BURN-UP CONTROL

NONE
(STANDBY POSITION
ABOVE THE CORE)

SAFETY COLD SHUTDOWN (180 °C) HOT SHUTDOWN (450 °C IS.)

SUBCRITlCAiJTY IN CASE OF HANDUNG ERRORS
- SUBSEQUENT WITHDRAWAL OF TWO ABSORBERS
- DROPPING OF A FUEL ASSEMBLE ON ABSORBER POSmON

Fig. 1 Design of normal shutdown systems (SDS)

Nevertheless, for SNR-2 a third line of
defense will be installed, covering the si-
multaneous failure of both shutdown systems.
It was this postulate, which in the SNE-300
case lead to the de-facto treatment of CDA as
design-basis accidents. For a 3rd shutdown le-
vel, advantage is taken from inherent safety
properties of large LMFBR and upgraded ope-
rational installations, supported by addi-
tional devices where necessary. Naturally
it will be qualified not under de-
terministic licensing but risk-reduction
terms, i. e. selection of dominant sequences,
best-estimate parameters etc.

3 CONCEPT OF THE 3RD SHUTDOWN LEVEL

All of the three classical initiators
without scram are considered, see fig. 2. For
each of them a reference case is s. "cted,
taking into account both frequency of
occurrence and size of consequences. As re-
ference TOP e.g., the inadvertent withdrawal
of all of the 12 regulating rods is chosen,
since in this case they are by definition
unavailable for automatic reactivity compen-
sation. Case-specific post-failure-to-scram
damage criteria are defined, which have to be
avoided by timely supplementary shutdown
action. The primary objective is to provide
adequate gracetimes. Fig. 3 sketches the
principle:

TYPE OF

INITIATOR

REFERENCE-

CASE

FIRST RISING

TEMPERATURE

POST-BMLURE-

TO SCRAM:

FIRST-REACHED

FAULT CRITERION

LOHS

LOSS OF MAIN

FEEDWATER

AT CORE INLET

DEFORMATION

OF CORE SUPPORT

LOF

PRIMARY PUMP

COAST-DOWN

FOLLOWING LOSS

OF STATION SERVICE

POWER (LOSSP)

AT CORE OUTLET

SODIUM BOILING

TOP

UNCONTROLLED

WITHDRAWAL OF

THE POWER CONTROL BANK

FROM RATED POWER

IN THE FUEL

PIN FAILURE

Fig. 2 Reference cases to be covered by the 3rd shutdown level
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LIMITATION OF TRANSIENT REACTIVITY FEEDBACK

FAULT
LIMIT

TEMPERATURE

TOIP
SETPOINT

OPERATIONAL

I^ /
/ ^/k-\ BULKROO'x
INSERTION/\

\SELF-ACTUATETJ ROD-DROP

M

^ -

TIME

| SCRAM BY
1 OPERATOR

1>
.,

(ARBITRARY
SCALEl

Fig. 3 Grace-times for ultimate shutdown
modes

a potentially dangerous reactor temperature
is plotted against the post-accident-initia-
tion time period. Limitation, at least mitiga-
tion, of the initial transient is required
to make negative thermal reactivity feed-
back become effective; examples are the
heat capacity of the masses in the pool or
an increased pump inertia. These measures
have to be tuned with economically accep-
table safety properties of the core and po-
tential supplementary shutdown modes, i.e.
bulk electromotoric rod insertion, self-
actuated rod-drop, and operator action.
Note the priority of normal scram. The re-
sults are put together in the table of fig. h.

The failure of either the rod-drop
mechanics or the trip logics of the conven-
tional shutdown systems is assumed. Engi-
neered transient-mitigation measures are
primary-pump fly-wheels for LOF and a
mechanical stroke-limit plus low upward
speed of the control rods for TOP. The fa-
vourable - but dispensable - effect of
operational controls is also quoted.

The mechanical shutdown failure will
- independent of case-be covered by safety-
graded bulk insertion of the rods, induced
by the (intact) reactor protection system
(RPS). Use of the motordrives instead of
clutches and their increased force, regarding
the small required path of the rods, are
diverse features of this shutdown mode.

In the absence of trip signals, diffe-
ring measures are taken. At a LOHS, power
will be inherently reduced by the negative
reactivity response from the rising inlet-
temperature, such that the reactor can be
shut down by the operator still in time. A
LOF, induced by a loss of station service
power (LOSSP), is met by buffered scraui-
magnet deenergization of the French SADE-
type. The reference TOP will be terminated
by a new rod-drop mechanism, which actuates
itself while the rods pass the stroke limit.
The latter is continuously monitored and
periodically adjusted in common with the shim
rods. The working principle is sketched in
fig. 5 by a schematic of the control-rod
drive.

TRANSIENT

REFERENCE

SCRAM FAILURE CAUSE

TRANSIENT-MITIGATION

REINFORCEMENT BY

SHUTDOWN MODE

LOHS

LOSS OF MAIN
FEEDWATER

RPS-
ELECTR.

ROD-DROP
MECH.

HEAT CAPACITY

REACTOR
TEMP
CONTROL

MANUAL
SCRAivi

BULK
ROD
INSERTION

LOF

LOSSP

RPS-
ELECTR.

ROD-DROP
MECH.

10 S-PUMP FLYWHEELS

REACTOR
TEMP.
CONTROL

SCRAM-
MAGNET
DEENER-
GIZATION

BULK
ROD
INSERTION

TOP

CONTROL BANK
WITHDRAWAL

RPS-
ELECTR.

ROD-DROP
MECH.

MECHANICAL
STROKE LJMITER

POWER
LIMITER

STROKE-
ACTUATED
ROD-DROP

BULK
ROD
INSERTION

Fig. h Scheme of 3rd shutdown level
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MAW DRIVE AIMUARYDWVE

SCREW

MUT

CAMS OF SWITCH TUBE

ABSORBER
BUNDLE

GUOETUBE

steel density changes, radial core expansion
and axial absorber expansion, a parametric
model of the transient gap-conductance has
been implemented. It is based on the
differential expansion of elastic cylinders
representing fuel and clad. The parameters
are derived from calculations with a special
fuel pin code.

Fig. 6 shows the result for LOHS, RPS-
failure assumed. The rise of the core out-
let-temperature is smoothed by both the high
thermal inertia of the sodium and steel masses
involved and the power reduction from the in-
let-temperature rise. The latter effects a
radial expansion of the core and the initial
'growing' of the absorbers into the core. Note
that the vessel wall heats up strongly delayed
as compared to the rods, since no more than
roughly 3 % of the primary flow is diverted
for vessel-wall cooling. The lower part of
Fig. 6 shows that the resulting negative
reactivity feedbacks are partly compensated
by the sodium and steel density effects, and
- as soon as power decreases - by positive
Doppler feedback. The entire system (pool plus
secondary circuits) becomes isothermal on the
long term, the temperature slope depending on
the residual power.

Fig. 5 Scheme of stroke-actuated rod
drop mechanism

Temperature [*C]

In the standby-state the rod is held
above the core by little balls, which on their
part are arrested by a switch tube. At a nor-
mal scram the deenergized scram magnet re-
leases the tube, and the rod will drop. The
entire inner assembly can be axially moved by
the main drive. So far the working principle
is the same as for SNE 300. In a case of
inadvertent rod withdrawal the switch tube
is stripped off the magnet by means of
attached cams and a stop-ring, which may
be positioned by an auxiliary drive. Note
that the energy for actuation is provided by
the initiating deviation itself.

It RESULTS OF DYNAMICAL ANALYSES

In the following, dynamical analyses in
support of the above ultimate shutdown sche-
me are presented. They were done using the
code DYANA, which simulates the transient
thermal and fluid-dynamic behaviour of the
core and the main sodium circuits. The code
allows for a detailed modelling of the core,
the IHXs and the pumps; also the hot and
cold ulena as well as the vessel-wall cooling
can be adequately represented. Sensitivity
studies for the proposed spectrum of tran-
sients clearly show the attention to be paid
to a careful modelling of the reactivity
effects, especially of the Doppler. Therefore,
in completion of the well-established
simulation of the effects from sodium and

+ 0.4

0.0

- 0 . 4

5
Reactivity [$]

500

Doppler
* — — —

Total React.
o ^^

Absorber
—,_.
^ > — - - — _

1000 1500

N a/Steel-Density

. : — '

Ax. Fuel Exp

. Rad. Core Exp

500 1000 Time[s]

Fig. 6 Temperatures and reactivities at
LOHS

In order to avoid a deformation cf the core
support structures at LOHS, it is necessary to
have ultimate shutdown in time and sufficient
decay heat removal (DHR). The available grace
time for manual shutdown depends on the DHB
start-up as well as on the delay of its
response at the cold structures concerned.
The SNE-2 safety graded DHR-system is presen-
ted separately / 1 /. It's an immersed coo-
ling system based on natural circulation in
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the pool, the intermediate loops and the air-
coolers.
The grace-time for manual shutdown bas been
preliminary estimated using a limit of 700 °C
for the cold structures. It amounts to about
1/2 h, if the start-up of the DHE-system is
not delayed beyond shutdown.
The models in DYAHA are still subject to some
refinements - mixing behaviour of plena,
time-dependence of the temperatures of
structures - but gracetimes in the range from
15 to 30 min will be available, sufficient to
credit manual scram.

The LOF case, induced by failing rod-drop
mechanics, is considered in fig. 7.

After a 5~s-delay, automatic rod in-
sertion becomes effective with a negative
reactivity ramp of about 2 i/s. Due to the
delayed primary-pump coastdown (halfing-
time 10 s) the power-to-flow mismatch re-
mains sufficiently limited to ensure a safe
distance from boiling. As compared to the
external ramp, reactivity feedback from the
temperature rise of the core structures
is of minor importance. The extrapolation to
the RPS-failure case is straight-forward. No
boiling need be faced, if the self-actuated
scram magnet deenergization (SMD) occurs

O Power
A Flowrate

within 10 s. Note that the electrical
feed of the scram coils from service power
is buffered to avoid inadvertent scrams at
short grid dips.

In case of LOSSP the decay heat must be
removed from the core by natural circulation.
For a normal scram, the core temperatures
during the phase of transition from forced
to natural convection are presented in / 1,
Fig. 6 /• A slower neutronic shutdown as for
bulk-rod-insertion turns the post-scram cold
shock to a hot shock (Fig. 8) and so supports
the transition to natural convection.
At long term, the temperatures of the cold
structures will be insignificantly hifher
than those for the normal scram. With &he
above mentioned 700 °C-critera (applied
to LOSSP), the resulting grace-time for
DHR start-up is in the range of hcjrs.

800-

700-

600

500-

400-

Temperature [*C]

/ \ Bulk Rod
1 \lnsertion

\ \

^- Scram

Outlet fonom.
hottest SA.

~

Cora-inlet

Fig. 8

Time [s]

100 200 300 400 500 600 Timefst

Transition from forced to natural
convection at LOF: Comparison
between scram and buld rod
insertion
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Outletof "««^
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0 20.

Fig. 7

40 60 80 Time [s]

Power-to-flow mismatch and
temperatures at LOF

The last example is the TOP case. With a
trip signal present, the initial transient is
terminated at an early stage either by rod
drop or by reversion of rod motion. Thus,
similar to LOHS, only the RPS-failure case is
of concern. There is, however, no chance to
keep the reactor inherently off fault limits
on the long term without reducing the power-
to-flow mismatch. Even if the melting of fuel
is avoided by the limitation of inserted reac-
tivity, another problem is liKely to arise by
an overpower-induced loss of main heat-sink.
This constitutes the need for an early-acting
self-actuated device. Dynamical
analyses have been performed to determine
the maximum allowable reactivity stroke beyond
rated power. The result of roughly 50 <t,
see Fig. 9, is not very sensitive upon the
upward speed within the foreseen range.
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160

130-

110-

100
50 REACTIVITY

INSERTION
[It]

Fig. 9 Assessment of stroke limit for TOP

It fits the required reserve for burn-up
compensation between the periodic shim rod
adjustments every 3-J* weeks.

Just as for LOHS and LOF, the start-up of
the DHR-systems must be initiated supplemen-
tary to the self actuated shut down.
The long—term development of the temperatures
in the main primary and secondary systems
depends on the energy stored there up to the
ultimate shut down. For the TOP-case this
energy is in between those for LOHS and LOF,
the corresponding DHR-grace-time is
approximately 1 h.

In the present SHR 2 concept coolant
flows are reduced with decreasing load. Thus,
at a TOP starting from the lower load setpoint,
sodium boiling may occur prior to fuel melting.
To prevent both several options are at
hand. One of them is a core design optimizing
negative bowing, see the plot of power versus
reactivity in Fig. 10. TOP starts from 1*0 p.c.
load, 1*0 p.c. flow assumed.

With an increasing negative response
from radial core expansion, the onset of
boiling is shifted beyond the setpoint of
self-actuated shutdown.

ZERO BOWING

HIGH BOWING

-40 50 REACWTY INSERTION
RELATIVE TO
RATED POWER
It

Fig. 10 Prevention of boiling at
partial-load TOP

5 CONCLUSION

The results of the preliminary analyses
show that the claim of a 3rd shut-down level
may be reasonably founded. Assessments yield
due grace-times for shutdown and decay heat
removal start-up.

Further investigations are required as
to the onset and distribution of natural
flow at abnormal temperature conditions and
the resulting thermal loads to the pool
components.

The 3rd line of defense against CDA for
SNR-2 has been discussed in detail and been
approved by the ad-hoe-Advisory-Group of the
German Minister of the Interior. It has en-
couraged the German Reactor Safety Commission
to exclude CDA as a design basis for SNR-2,
details being left to a R & D related
probalistic safety investigation.

/ 1 / M. Duweke, G. Friedel, W. Gyr,
W. RoBbach: The Safety Related Decay
Heat Removal Concept of the SNR-2.
International Topical Meeting on Fast
Reactor Safety, Knoxville,
April 21-25, 1985
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ABSTRACT

To ensure the reactor operates with a high
degree of reliability, the CDFR core and rela-
ted structure incorporate many features which
are safety orientated. Consideration has been
given to sub—assembly ejection due to either
failure of the hydraulic hold-down or a postul-
ated thermally induced ratchetting mechanism.
In addition coolant flow paths have been des-
igned to minimise blockage by entrained debris
and gases. A requirement of the absorber system
is to shutdown the reactor with high reliability
thus two diverse and redundant systems are inco-
rporated. The compact alternative shutdown
system tested [full scale] has proved insensi-
tive to applied seismic excitation.

INTRODUCTION

The design of the CDFR core has been influ-
enced by safety considerations and where appro-
priate those features whose reliable and safe
performance has been demonstrated in the Pro-
totype Fast Reactor at Dounreay. The choice of
a passively restrained core has been governed
by its safety implications in terms of reactiv-
ity coefficients and dynamic mechanical response
[_1_]. Similarly there are several design and
operational accident prevention features high-
lighted in this paper for which the frequencies
of some of the postulated initiating events may
now be considered insignificant. These accident
conditions have been considered in the safety
analysis of the CDFR [2].

CDFR CORE DESIGN

A plan of the core layout is shown in Figure
1. All fuel [Figure 2], radial breeder, and
absorber sub-assemblies are supported and suppl-
ied with a controlled flow of sodium coolant by
replaceable diverse single element support tubes

[Figure 3] mounted on the diagrid [3]. The-
rmocouples mounted in the Above Core Struc-
ture [ACS] above each fuel sub-assembly mon-
itor outlet temperature variations.

SA LEVITATION

All sub-assemblies are normally held down
in the core by the difference between the
downward thrust of their own displaced
weight and outlet jet momentum and the net
levitating force exerted by the sub-assembly
inlet coolant pressure across the rpike
upper and lower bushes. A low pressure
region under the lower bush is maintained by
leak-off drillings in the support tube. In
the unlikely event of a blockage of the hy-
draulic hold down holes a fuel sub-assembly
would rise until arrested by the ACS after
the 75 mm clearance between the top of the
sub-assemblies and the underside of the ACS
had been taken up. The ACS does not extend
over the radial breeders to avoid the inci-
dence of thermal striping at the fuel/
breeder boundary, and hence the breeder
spike diameter has been reduced to ensure
that its levitation is impossible if a total
impermeable blockage of either the leak-off
drillings or the sub-assembly occurs.

Another postulated mechanism for levit-
ation is vertical ratchetting due to the
difference in axial thermal expansion of
three adjacent sub-assemblies operating at
different temperatures. The postulated
cycle is:-
i. reactor cold: all S/A's equal length
ii. reactor taken to power: top of hot S/A

and top of medium S/A move together,
lifting bottom of medium S/A

iii.reactor taken off power: all S/A's con-
tract to equal length again: top of
medium S/A sticks to top of cold S/A:
medium S/A shrinks more than cold S/A:
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OUTER CORE 150 SUB ASSEMBLIES
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ALTERNAIIVE SHUT DOWN DEVICES

SHUTOFE RODS

FIG 1 CDFR HOMOGENEOUS CORE PLAN

bottom of medium A/S fails to return to
down position.

The potential climb of the centre S/A is
0.75 mm per cycle. As the nominal contact len-
gth of the load pads is 75 mm, some 100 cycles
from shutdown to full power would be required to
lift a S/A until the pads disengage. A greater
number of cycles would be required over a small-
er temperature range.

The mechanism of ratchetting depends on
sticking at one contact point only and sliding
at all others, implying a considerable variation
of friction coefficient. The possibility of the
necessary variation occurring at each contact
point for 100+ cycles must be extremely remote.
As a precaution against this, the spike bush
lengths have been increased to 90 mm. This will
ensure that coolant supply to the S/A's is con-
tinued after the restraint plane pads have dis-
engaged, which in itself terminates ratchetting.

FILTRATION

The possibility of debris blocking off the
flow to a sub-assembly or within a sub-assembly
must be considered along with the arguments for
filtration. If filters are provided at the S/A
inlet as in PFR or in the support tube, then
there is the possibility of their disintegration

and the resulting debris contributing to an in-
itiating blockage. If filters are not provided
then primary circuit debris must be considered
as potential blockage material. It is consid-
ered that for CDFR the balance of advantage
lies with the omission of filters provided that
suitable procedures are adopted to avoid primary
circuit contamination.

The omission of filters is associated with
the decision to site the S/A flow control re-
strictors [gags] in the support tubes, within
the diagrid. The advantages of this are:-
i. gags do not have to be fitted to each S/A

by the reactor operator
ii. the mass of active waste is reduced
iii. there is no risk of loading an inapprop-

riately gagged S/A in a given core posit-
ion

iv. there is more space within the S/A body for
any extra fission gas plenum which may be
required for higher burn-up e.g. 15%

A pre-requisite of this arrangement is that
each S/A will be manufactured to have a pressure
drop characteristic within a specified tolerance
band. Support tubes are designed to be repla-
ceable via the fuel transfer route, however,
the support tubes, including any gags, will
normally remain in the reactor for its entire
life. The choice of multi-hole orifice plates
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for the gag assemblies has been based on their
endurance potential compared with alternative
designs.

BLOCKAGE POTENTIAL

The maximum passage sizes at the critical
points between the primary pump and the core
outlet are shown on Figure 4. It can be seen
that equiaxial particles up to:-
i. 30 mm diameter will pass out of the HP duct
ii. 6 mm diameter or discs of 20 mm diameter

by 6 mm will pass into the support tubes
iii. 8 mm diameter will pass through the gags
iv. 1 mm or 2 mm diameter can pass through the

fuel and breeder S/A's

The following factors contribute to avoiding
blockage at these points:-
i. procedures will be followed to limit the

debris in the reactor' on start-up to an
acceptable minimum by providing debris
traps in the initial core build dummy sub-
assemblies

ii. during pre-commissioning hydraulic testing,
flow ineasurements using a roaming flow
meter will be taken to detect any debris
build-up in the support tube and dummy sub-
assemblies

During subsequent operation of the reactor,
consideration is being given to use of a roaming
flow meter to check the flow in any position
where there is an indication of the gag char-
acteristic having changed. Such an indication
could also come from the outlet thermocouple
above a fuel S/A or a pin failure in a breeder
S/A. If necessary the offending support tube
and gag would be removed for inspection.

There are two sources of blockage:-
i. metallic fragments, including fuel, result-

ing from an endurance failure of a reactor
component

ii. carbon produced by pyrolosis of split lub-
ricating oil

At the approach to the pump inlets, sodium
coolant velocities of less than 0.5 m/s are
expected which means that spherical steel debris
greater than 1 mm in diameter will settle in the
cold pool. Particle shape is an important fac-
tor and heavier particles of irregular shape may
be carried round the circuit but these are ex-
pected to pass through the gag orifice holes.
This debris will then be collected in the S/A
pin bundles and will eventually be removed from
the reactor in the normal course of refuelling.

„ - _ UPPER RESTRAINT RING
ACS i

LOWER RESTRAINT
RING

LOW PRESSURE
PLENUM

SODIUM INLET
DUCT

SUPPORT TUBES

FIG 4 CRITICAL RESTRICTIONS IN PRIMARY CIRCUIT
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Within fuel sub-assemblies, blockages will
preferentially form at the pin support grids.
Here the large number of parallel passages can
be blocked without a significant reduction in
total flow. The effect on coolant temperature
is dependent on the axial location of the block-
age. Blockages will tend to form at the initial
grids, in the cold plenum region.

In the wire-wrap pin bundles of radial bree-
der sub-assemblies, the close pitching would
constrain debris to remain within individual
flow channels. Thus once initiated blockages
would develop axially. Recent analysis has
shown that whether such blockages are innocuous
or deleterious is dependent on local pin heat
rating, and geometry and conductance of the
blockage.

OIL CONTAMINATION

Although every effort is being made in the
design of CDFR to eliminate the possibility of
lubricating oil spillage, world experience of
accidental leakage into LMFBR's leads us to con-
sider seriously the consequences. Gases are re-
leased during the pyrolosis of high temperature
hydrocarbons which react with sodium to form a
suspension of greasy, sooty, carbon which can
form a soft black layer on most surfaces of the
reactor. Also consideration must be given to
the formation of lumps of carbon though from
their softness and friability they should be
broken up on passing through primary circuit
components.

GAS ENTRAINMENT

The inlets of the primary sodium pumps and
IHX's have been designed, model tested, and
sited to avoid the entrainment of cover gas.
The possibility has been considered of low
pressure areas being created by flow eddies
within the diagrid and gas accumulating in them
over a period of time. Subsequent changes in
primary circuit conditions, e.g. an increase in
pump speed, could cause such a pocket to be
swept into the core. The normal consequence
would be a reactor trip on power deviation but
alternative improbable outcomes are:-
i. a large rapid reactivity ~:sertion due to

displacement of a large volume of sodium or
ii. extensive pin clad failure due to a loss of

contact with sodium

For the former, the sudden addition to the
core of the order of 800 litres [33 v/o] of gas
would be required to create a step in reactivity
which could override the trip system and cause
severe damage to the core. For the latter, the
passage of several tens of litres would be
required through any one fuel sub-assembly.
The holes through which sodium is supplied to
the support tubes are situated in the lower half
of the diagrid. Gas bubbles forming in the dia-
grid will tend to rise and vent holes are pro-
vided in the diagrid top plate. A flow model of
the diagrid will be used to:-
i. investigate any tendency of gas injected

into the model flow to agglomerate

ii. develop design changes to avoid this
iii. determine effective venting arrangements

INCORRECT LOADING OF FUEL AND BREEDER S/A's

Detailed fuel handling procedures, inclu-
ding computer controlled accounting, have been
established to ensure that the correct type of
S/A is loaded into each reactor position. An
ultra-sonic reader is also fitted to the lower
end of the charge machine which can read the
serial number or type number coded around the
top of each S/A as a series of circumferential
grooves.

Even if an incorrect S/A is offered to a
support tube, it is prevented from going fully
home by the judicious choice of upper and
lower spike bush diameters and of end spigot
size. The minimum upstand of any incorrectly
loaded S/A will be 50 mm which will be detect-
able by the height indicator on the charge
machine and possibly the mechanical/ultra-
sonic sweep arms.

Currently there are five groups of S/A's
for discrimination purposes - fuel, breeder,
operating and control rods, alternative shut
down rods, and shield elements. Fuel S/A's
with both enrichment levels have similar spikes.
If a fuel S/A is loaded in the wrong enrichment
zone this would be detected by the outlet
thermocouple reading. However, thert is no
reason, in principle, why inner and outer core
S/A's should not be discriminated. There is
only one style of breeder S/A which is suit-
able for all breeder positions. The two types
of inner shielding elements should not require
removal from initial core build, though they
may be rotated to accommodate neutron induced
voidage bowing. There is thus no need to
discriminate between them.

ABSORBER ROD SYSTEMS

The control rod system can be sub-divided
into three rod types; 18 operating rods [OR's],
6 primary shutdown rods [PSDR's], and 6 altern-
ative shutdown rods [ASDR's]. The OR's and
PSDR's are identical in design but differ in
function. The system is required to shut down
the reactor from full power to an isothermal
state with high reliability.

To ensure this, there are diverse shut
down systems comprising in one case 9 OR's and
6 PSDR's and in the other 9 OR's and 6 ASDR's
activated by separate and diverse groups of
sensors monitoring a number of critical reactor
parameters.

The operating and primary shutdown rod
bundles are suspended from the above core
structure by electromagnets which when de-
energised permit each rod to fall freely under
gravity. Guidance for the rod bundles is pro-
vided by a 3 key/key-way configuration at the
lower end and a shaft and bush at the top.
Lateral clearances are sufficient to permit
neutron induced voidage bowing without three
point contact but limit reactivity noise
caused by lateral movement induced by the
coolant flow.
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The radial clearances within the primary
shutdown system are large enough to allow a rel-
ative horizontal movement of 44 mm when the
absorber rod is in raised position and 57 mm in
the lowered position. This more than covers the
maximum manufacturing and operational misalign-
ments which are conservatively estimated to add
up to 25 mm. The primary system is also requ-
ired to accommodate the relative movement re-
sulting from earthquake excitation, this aspect
is discussed in the next section.

The ASD's have the same reactivity require-
ment as the PSD's hut to minimise the risk of
failure to shutdown by a common mode fault, they
are levitated above the core by coolant pressure
provided by separate electromagnetic pumps. The
rods fall freely into the core under gravity by
de-energising the pump. They are thus isolated
from and unaffected by the distortions in the
above core structure.

All absorber pins are securely anchored to
accommodate impact shock loads. However these
are alleviated by dashpot/dashram arrangements
to retard the rods at the end of their free fall.
Insertion time is less than one second.

Sufficient cooling is provided to prevent
absorber material in primary rods melting even
if a rod bundle was fully inserted in the core
at full power. The coupled operational mode of
the ASD system would cause the reactor to shut
down if the rod bundle levitation system failed
allowing rod bundles to fall in. Rod wire-wrap
maintain* coolant passage geometry even when
pins bow and also enhances coolant mixing. Con-
siderable hydraulic testing of the absorber
system has been carried out to ascertain that
the dynamic performance is adequate.

To ensure no loss of negative reactivity,
integrity of the cladding must be assured
against clad/pellet mechanical interaction.
Volumetric swelling of the B4C pellets is a
function of burn-up. A diametral clearance
between pellet and clad is therefore provided
as pellet/clad contact is considered to be a
life limiting factor. The computer code BORCON
is used to predict the onset of pellet/clad
interaction. Pressurisation of the absorber
pins due to helium gas generation is avoided by
venting the pins at the bottom thus avoiding
sodium contact of the B4C pellets, and limiting
boron penetration of the cladding.

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

The two shutdown systems incorporated in
the CDFR were briefly described in the previous
section. Common to all LMFBR's designs, the
primary shutdown systems [PSD] are not easy to
qualify against earthquakes. The reason is that
the long slender bars which make up the system
interact with a number of guides along the len-
gth between the rotating shield and the core.
The seismic motion at these points of contact
varies in amplitude, frequency, and phase angle.
Also the prevailing flow conditions and tribol-
ogical conditions make the full seismic qualifi-
cation difficult to perform to the high standard
of reliability required for the shutdown system.

The approach proposed for the CDFR is to

FIG 5 ASD CHANNEL

demonstrate that the PSD system is able to
withstand the SSE earthquake without any damage
and that it is fully operational after the SSE.
The acceptable horizontal relative movement
between the core and the above core structure
is obtained by analysis and quasi-static tests.
The kinematic motion within the guide clearances
and bending of rods is taken into account. The
limiting relative displacement for both raised
and lowered position of the absorber rod is
72 mm. This is sufficiently larger than the
combined seismic displacements and manufacturing
and operational misalignments.

The PSD is expected to operate during the
SSE earthquake, but its performance is not
essential for the safety case which is based on
the premise that the ASD system will be fully
seismically qualified. The main advantage of
the ASD system from a seismic point of view
is its compactness. The ASD channel is fully
contained within the core boundaries. The
absence of any structural coupling between the
ASD channels, above core structure, and rotat-
ing shields makes the task of seismic qualifi-
cation much more feasible and credible.

An ASD sub-assembly, with the exception of
the spike is externally the same as any other
core sub-assembly as shown in Figure 5. The
ASD absorber rod is held up within the hexagonal
channel by a flow of sodium, which generates a
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pressure drop across a seal to maintain rod
levitation. The sodium f'.ow is provided by an
electromagnetic pump [HALIP], which is de-
energised when a reactor shutdown is initiated.
This causes the rods to fall into the core under
their own weight. The hexagonal channel is much
stiffer in the vicinity of the seal to prevent
any possibility of distortions under the seismic
compacting forces. On the other hand, large
radial clearances away from the seal ensure no
interference between the rod and the channel.

A full scale water test rig consisting of
three ASD channels was hydraulically tested to
determine the systems feasibility. One of the
channels was later modified to allow low level
seismic qualification testing. Ihe ASD hexagonal
channel is located within an outer hexagonal
containment channel which represents the six
faces of adjacent fuel sub-assemblies. The
nominal clearance between the faces is 6 mm.
Bottom of the channel is constrained to simulate
spike boundary conditions. At the level of
restrained pads two adjustable gap restraints
are provided to simulate a range of gap condi-
tions from 0 to 3 mm. The test rig configura-
tion is shown in Figure 6.

The horizontal seismic loading was simulated
by shaking the inner channel in respect to the
outer one using an electromagnetic vibrator.
The required, spectrum of the applied motion was
achieved by using 35 sine-wave oscillators with
±10% sweep. Different levels of excitation were
applied up to the maximum feasible displacement
of ±6 mm.

Three types of tests were carried out:-
- dynamic characteristics measurements
- minimum hold-up flow tests
- drop time tests

Fluid structure interaction reduced the
natural frequencies of the ASD channel from 21
to 9 Hz. This was confirmed analytically.
Experimentally measured damping was between 2
and -17%depending on the level of vibration and
restraint conditions. The introduction of gaps
at the restraints lead to a non-linear behaviour.
The non-linearity of the system increased with
the increasing level of excitation.

Although the full SSE qualification has not
been achieved in the current series of test due
to the test rig limitations, the performance
of the ASD system was proved to be quite in-
sensitive to applied seismic excitation. No
significant change in minimum hold-up flow was
observed and also the absorber rod drop time was
practically unaffected by the oscillatory motion.
Maximum recorded increase was 0.07 sec. At no
time throughout the test programme did the rod
fail to drop. Also, when the rods were raised
and levitating flow applied, no spurious rod
drops occurred as a result of the seismic
excitation for all amplitude levels.

The results obtained so far are considered
very encouraging. From the understanding of
the systems dynamic behaviour, indications are,
that the performance and the integrity of the
system will not be adversely affected by much
higher dynamic loadings up to and above the
current SSE level of 0.25 g. This will be
demonstrated on the existing full scale water

test facility following the rigs refurbishment
anc modifications to allow a multipoint
excitation at higher level of acceleration.
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CONCLUSIONS

Consideration has been given in the design
of CDFR sub-assemblies to manyof the postulated
events that can be envisaged to cause gross
over-heating of pins due to under-cooling.
Spike bushes have been lengthened to accommodate
maximum potential climb of sub-assemblies,
whilst maintaining sufficient coolant flow.
Measures taken during reactor design and initial
core build would reduce the transport of partic-
ulate matter around the prii^ary circuit and the
propensity for blockage at critical points.
Should blockages occur they would develop
sufficiently slowly to be detected by the
instrumentation system prior to any gross fail-
ure of fuel pin cladding. Measures have been
taken to minimise the effects of gas entrainment
and oil leakage. Detailed fuel handling pro-
cedures and spike design details prevent
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incorrect sub-assembly loading.
The absorber system has been designed to

operate with high reliability and maintain
mechanical integrity over their operation life,
thus two diverse and redundant systems are in-
corporated. Performance of the operating and
primary shutdown rods are unaffected by core
distortions during normal reactor operation.

The primary shutdown system is expected to
operate during the SSE but its performance is
not an essential requisite, since the ASD system
will perform the function of shutting down the
reactor. The ASD system was extensively tested
and its performance was found to be quite in-
sensitive to a lateral seismic excitation.
From these tests it was concluded that the
concept and the design of the ASD system potentially
has very high seismic capabilities.
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EXCLUSION OF CORE DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENTS FROM THE
DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ENVELOPE IN CRBRP

L. E. Strawbridge
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The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
met the licensing requirements for
construction without including core disruptive
accidents in the design basis accident
spectrum. This paper focuses on the logical
arguments developed by the Project in defining
the design basis accident spectrum. To ensure
that the design basis accidents envelop all
credible accidents, potential accidents were
evaluated on a fundamental physical level.
Regardless of sequence, all potential reactor
accidents involve reduced heat removal and/or
excessive heat generation. The potential
accident pathways were evaluated, and
appropriate design basis accidents were
defined to envelop the credible conditions,
taking into account the design features that
prevent the initiation of core disruptive
accidents.

INTRODUCTION

As early as 1976, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) agreed with the Project that
core disruptive accidents (CDAs) should not be
included in the design basis accident (DBA)
spectrum (1,2). In fact, NRC stated, "It is
our current position that the probability of
core melt and disruptive accidents can and
must be reduced to a sufficiently low level to
justify their exclusion from the design basis
accident spectrum. We will therefore not
consider CDAs as design basis accidents."
However, both preventive and mitigative
measures were identified to ensure an
acceptably low risk from such improbable
events. An extensive effort by both the
Project and NRC was devoted to showing the
adequacy of the preventive and mitigative
measures. The design features required to
prevent core disruptive accidents were
designed with conservative margins to provide
high reliability. The design features to
mitigate core disruptive accident consequences
were assessed using best estimate analyses
(with reasonable allowances for uncertainties)
rather than highly conservative analyses as

required for design basis accidents. The
discussion of features to mitigate CDA
consequences is beyond the scope of this
paper, which is limited to the measures taken
to prevent CDAs.

In the Public Hearings process,
Intervenors contended that core disruptive
accidents should be design basis accidents and
this was a major issue litigated in both the
Environmental Hearings and the Safety Hearings
associated with the issuance of a Construction
Permit. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(ASLB) ruled in favor of the Project and NRC
and against the Intervenors on this issue, as
part of their favorable rulings on a
Construction Permit for CRBRP. The Project's
success was flue, in part, to the rigorous
logic presented in the Project's position.

To prevent core disruptive accidents, the
following four plant features were designed to
assure highly reliable operation:

o The Reactor Shutdown Systems
o The Shutdown Heat Removal Systems
o Means to prevent inlet pipe rupture
o Means to maintain individual

subassembly heat generation and heat
removal balance.

This paper discusses the logical
relationships and essential elements of each
of these four features in preventing CDAs, and
the selection of design basis accidents in
CRBRP. Additional design and analysis details
are provided in Reference 1.

PREVENTION OF CORE DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENTS

Bounding accidents that envelop the
spectrum of credible events were selected as
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) for CRBRP. The
four plant features listed above were designed
to assure highly reliable operation, and as
will be shown, for every potential pathway to
initiation of a CDA, they operate together to
terminate every accident pathway well before
it reaches a point where CDA initiation could
occur.

317
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PATHWAYS TO CDA INITIATION

As part of the process for assuring that
the selected DBAs envelop all credible reactor
accidents, these accidents were evaluated on a
fundamental physical level. On this level,
all potential reactor accidents, regardless of
sequence, must involve either or both of two
basic conditions: 1) reduced heat removal or
2) excessive heat generation. Figure 1
displays the potential pathways by which an
imbalance between heat generation and heat
removal could be postulated to occur. It also
shows the means to prevent, limit, terminate
or mitigate each of these pathways.

The bounding design basis accidents
selected for CRBRP accident analyses envelop
all credible conditions for both reduced heat
removal and excessive heat generation
conditions. The analyses for each condition
were further subdivided and evaluated in terms
of accidents involving: 1) the whole core,
and 2) a localized core region, such as one
fuel assembly.

CRITERION FOR ASSURING NO CDA INITIATION

Assurance that a CDA could not be
initiated is obtained by assuring that loss of
core coolabitity does not occur. This in turn

assures that: 1) heat removal from the core
can be maintained, thereby precluding core
meltdown, and 2) the location of fuel
materials is maintained thereby precluding
potential reactivity insertion from material
relocation. Core coolable geometry can be
assured by assuring the structural capability
of the fuel cladding, because the cladding
holds the fuel material in place (thus
preventing any reactivity addition from
relocation) and maintains sodium flow channels
(thus assuring coolability). The cladding is
stainless steel which has a melting point of
about 2500°F (1371*C) and does not react
chemically with the sodium coolant.
Therefore, by maintaining the cladding
temperature well below 2500"F (1371*C), core
coolability can be assured. Sodium boils at
1623°F (884*C) at atmospheric pressure.
Because of static pressure and coolant pump
head, the boiling point of sodium varies at
various locations and conditions in the core,
and its highest value under any condition is
about 1900-F (1038'C) well below the cladding
melting temperature. Thus, by imposing a
no-sodium-boiling criterion, cladding support
for the fuel pellets is assured, and loss of
core coolability is prevented. This, in turn,
assures that a CDA is not initiated. If an
event results in fuel centerline melting, the
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no-sodium-boiling criterion will be met if the
amount of molten fuel within the fuel rod is
not sufficient to produce internal pressures
that would cause cladding failure and molten
fuel ejection from the fuel rod.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

The Reactor Shutdown Systems (RSS)
consist of two fast-acting shutdown systems
called the primary RSS and the secondary RSS.
These two systems are redundant, diverse, and
independent from each other, assuring a very
high likelihood of RSS operation. Redundant
means that two or more sets of equipment are
provided to perform the required function.
For example, either the primary RSS or the
secondary RSS is capable of shutting down the
reactor by itself with any one control rod
stuck out. Redundancy provides protection
against random failures that could disable one
of the sets of equipment. Diverse means that
the redundant sets of equipment are not
identical and, where practical, utilize
different principles of operation or design
concept. For example, the primary control rod
drive mechanisms use magnetic and spring
forces while the secondary control rod drive
mechanisms use pneumatic and hydraulic forces
in scramming. Diversity provides protection
against potential common cause failures that
might concurrently disable all of the
redundant sets of equipment. Independent
means that sets of redundant equipment are
separated physically and electrically from
each other. Independence provides protection
against potential adverse environments
(e.g., a fire) or failures in supporting

equipment, that might disable all of the
redundant sets of equipment. Independence
also provides additional protection against
common cause failures.

Figure 2 summarizes the diversity between
the primary and secondary shutdown systems.
Diversity is included in the Jesign of the
sensors, the logic, the drive mechanisms, and
the absorber assemblies.

The RSS is designed so that the
likelihood of operator error preventing a
reactor shutdown on demand is remote. Both
primary and secondary RSS function
automatically to terminate DBAs. The
operator's role is to confirm that shutdown
has occurred by monitoring reactor flux
instruments. Because his role is only to
confirm RSSs action, operator failure to
respond could not lead to initiation of a
CDA. Furthermore, the systems are designed to
prevent startup (or scram the reactor) if
operator error results in bypassing a requiTed
scram function.

In summary, two fast acting, redundant,
diverse, and independent shutdown systems are
provided, each of which is capable of shutting
down the reactor and preventing CDA initiation
assuming any single failure within the
operable system (including the assumption that:
the most reactive control rod in the operable
system does not insert). The resulting high
likelihood of reactor shutdown when required
assures that the balance between heat
generation and heat removal will be
reestablished after a DBA. Thus, there is a
low likelihood that a DBA would progress to
CDA initiation due to a failure to scram.
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DESIGH BASIS ACCIDENTS

As pointed out in "Pathways to CDA
Initiation" above, all accidents with
potential of progressing to the point of a CDA
must involve either or both of the following
conditions: 1) reduced heat removal, or
2) excessive heat generation. The accidents
are further categorized as whole core
involvement or local (one core assembly)
involvement. Each of these is discussed below.

WHOLE CORE ACCIDENTS

Whole Core Seduced Heat Removal
Accidents involving reduced whole core

heat removal could result from reduced
capacity due to failures in the Heat Transport
System (HTS). The HTS provides three paths
(loops) for transfer of heat from the reactor
to the turbine-generator. Each of the three
paths includes a loop of the Primary Heat
Transport System (PHTS), a loop of the
Intermediate Heat Transport system (IHTS), and
a loop of the Steam Generator System (SGS).
As noted in Figure 1, reduced whole core heat
removal can result from two generic
conditions: 1) reduced primary flow, or
2) increased inlet temperatures to the
reactor. Reduced primary flow can result from
loss of a pump (either from loss of power or
mechanical failure) or from a PHTS leak.
Increased inlet temperature can result from
either failures in the IHTS or SGS, or
failures in the balance of plant. Three
postulated accidents were selected to envelop
reduced primary flow conditions and two
postulated accidents were selected to envelop
increased inlet temperature to the reactor.
These five design basis accidents are
discussed below.

(1) Loss of Pumping Power Accident. The
loss-uf-pumping-power accident assumes the
simultaneous loss of electric power to all
three primary pumps, which is the most severe
loss possible, i.e. sequential losses or pump
ramp-down would be less severe. This accident
was analyzed using highly conservative
assumptions appropriate for a design basis
accident analysis. The analysis determined
that primary RSS scram would occur as a result
of the HTS pump frequency trip signal, and
secondary RSS scram would occur as the result
of the HTS pump voltage trip signal. (A
reduction in either PHTS or IHTS pump voltage
and/or frequency would cause the corresponding
RSS trip.) The results of the analysis for
the primary RSS scram and the secondary RSS
scram (each without benefit of the other)
indicate that the coolant temperature remains
below 1400°F (760°C), which is well below its
boiling temperature. Thus, the RSS is
adequate to reestablish the balance between
heat seneration and heat removal, and
terminate the loss-of-pumping-power accident
without approaching CDA initiating
conditions. After the initial transient, the
Shutdown Heat Removal Systems would remove
reactor decay heat, as discussed below.

(2) PHTS Pump Seizure. A PHTS pump
seizure accident was analyzed, conservatively
assuming that the pump rotation ceases
instantaneously. Although flow is maintained
through the two unaffected loops, the total
flow through the reactor would decrease while
the heat generation rate remained constant.
The primary RSS would respond to the pump
seizure by the Primary-to-intermediate Pump
Speed Ratio sensor trip, and the secondary RSS
by the Primary-to-Intermediate Flow Ratio
sensors. The accident was analyzed for
primary and secondary RSS trips
(independently), and the results showed that
the transient coolant temperatures would be
enveloped by those from the loss-of-pumping-
power DBA discussed above; therefore the same
conclusion, that CDA initiating conditions
would not be approached, applies.

(3) PHTS Pipe Leak. Reduction in sodium
flow through the core could occur due to leaks
from the PHTS piping. Only a very large leak
(approaching a double ended rupture) in the
reactor vessel inlet piping has any potential
of initiating a CDA. There are four means
which limit the potential for large PHTS
leaks: (a) the inherent characteristics of
the coolant, (b) the mechanical properties of
the piping, (c) the compatibility of the
piping with the surrounding environment and
the PHTS operating conditions, and (d) a
sensitive leak detection system. These are
discussed below:

(a) The inherent coolant characteristics
of sodium limit the potential for large leaks
since sodium is a coolant with a high boiling
temperature, thus allowing high temperature
operation at or near atmospheric pressure.
This reduces the internal pressure and
resulting primary stresses in the piping
walls. Piping internal pressure is the
principal contributor to piping primary
membrane stress. Because primary membrane
stresses are the principal theoretical cause
of sudden, burst-type, pipe failures, the
reduced pressure reduces the potential for
double-ended pipe rupture. The primary
membrane stress in the PHTS cold leg piping is
only one-third of the allowable stress for
normal conditions and approximately one-sixth
of the allowable stress for accident
conditions. This relationship between primary
stresses and potential for pipe rupture has
been quantified using the concept of "critical
crack length," the length of a through-wall
crack below which the crack will not rapidly
open or grow as a result of the applied load.
The critical crack length as a function of
internal pressure has been determined
experimentally, and for CRBRP it is found that
the critical crack length (circumferential or
longitudinal crack) is 30 inches (76 cm). As
will be shown below, this is very large
compared to the length at which a developing
crack would be detected.

(b) The mechanical properties of the
piping limit the potential for large leaks.
Stainless steel was chosen as the PHTS piping
material because it is tough (resists
tearing), ductile, and able to accommodate
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high service temperatures. It is compatible
with sodium, and the sodium will combine with
any oxygen and thus prevent oxidation of the
piping. Sodium oxides, other compounds of
sodium, and other impurities will be removed
from the PHTS sodium continuously using cold
traps. The sodium will be sampled
periodically to check its chemical composition
and verify that the cold traps are maintaining
proper sodium purity. No measurable corrosion
or erosion of the CEBF.F cold leg piping is
expected over the 30 year plant life. The
outside of the piping will opers>*\<j in a low
humidity nitrogen atmosphere, which assures
that crack growth rates will be low. Also,
the pipe insulation will have a low residual
chloride content to protect against crack
growth from chloride activity. Because
stainless steel can lose toughness in a pure
nitrogen environment, a small amount of oxygen
(0.5 to 2.0 %) will be maintained to assure
that such nitrogen embrittlement will not
occur. Although carburization has never been
observed at the PHTS cold leg temperatures,
its potential was also assessed and found to
be negligible.

Extensive experience with sodium cooled
reactors also provides assurance that the
stainless steel will not degrade after long
service in the CKBRP. Finally, if any
unexpected change in stainless steel were to
occur during plant life, it will be detected
by the materials surveillance program wherein
surveillance coupons will be placed in the
reactor vessel at locations where conditions
are similar to those in the PHTS cold and hot
legs. Surveillance coupons will be withdrawn
and tested periodically throughout plant life.

(c) The environment surrounding the
piping and the PHTS operating conditions limit
the potential for large leaks. The PHTS is
located in sealed cells which preclude access
to the piping during power operation,
eliminating the possibility of accidental
human interaction resulting in damage.
Insulation with double stainless steel
sheathing further protects the piping from
external damage. Special considerations were
included in the design of the PHTS piping and
support system (hangers and snubbers) to
protect against failure in the support
system. The controlled temperatures and the
nitrogen atmosphere in the cells will minimize
degradation of the supports during service.
Shielding will reduce the neutron fluence to
less than the threshold for radiation induced
shift in nil-ductility temperature. Pipe
clamps use Belleville Spring washers to limit
stresses on the piping. The hydraulic
characteristics of the PHTS are such that no
fluid slug ("water hammer") loads will occur.
Snubbers with opposing action are separated by
piping elbows allowing large displacements
concurrent with snubber failure without
excessive induced loads. Clearance is
provided between piping supports and adjacent
structures to avoid potential for mechanical
interference. Only mechanical snubbers will
be used, to avoid failure due to fluid loss or
seal failure experienced in some hydraulic

snubbers. The CBBRP snubbers have been tested
over a range of loads, temperatures, and
frequencies, verifying that they will perform
as designed. Each snubber will include a
position indicator allowing in-service
surveillance to verify proper performance over
the plant life. In addition to all o£ these
assurances against snubber failure, the
effects of postulated snubber failure were
evaluated. The inlet piping will retain it?
integrity even if one or two snubbers were to
fail during plant operation, including
loadings from a Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE), which is the largest earthquake for
which the safety systems must be able to shut
down the reactor and maintain a safe shutdown
condition. Complete failure of any snubber to
provide restraint during an SSE would not
result in stresses exceeding the ASME code
limits. It is concluded that there is a very
low likelihood of pipe leaks due to loads from
the surrounding environment or the PHTS
operating environment.

(d) The Leak Detection System (LDS)
limits the potential for large leaks by
providing the PHTS piping with sensitive,
continuous monitoring by redundant and diverse
detection methods. Diversity is achieved by
use of aerosol detection, which uses the
propensity of any leaked sodium to combine
with available oxygen and/or water vapor to
form aerosol compounds, and radiation
detection, which uses the fact that the PHTS
sodium contains easily detected radioactive
isotopes of sodium. Both detection systems
are redundant, and are currently in use at the
Fast Flux Test Facility where the capability
for routine maintenance and calibration have
been demonstrated. The LDS has the ability to
detect a leak as small as 100 grains per hour,
which is about four orders of magnitude below
the design basis leak, and over six orders of
magnitude below leak due to the critical crack
length discussed above. It is concluded that
a leak in the PHTS would be detected and the
plant shutdown long before it could grow to a
size with sudden burst potential.

Based on consideration of the above
factors, a design basis leak from the PHTS
piping was specified with several levels of:
conservatism. First, an initial flaw larger
than permitted by the engineering
specifications and quality assurance program
for the piping was assumed. The initial flaw
was assumed to grow and become a crack even
though the characteristics of plant features
prevent such growth. Second, the crack then
was assumed to grow to maximum length despite
test data to the contrary. These conservative
assumptions encompass potential human errors
in fabrication, installation, inspection, and
operation of the PHTS. Third, the design
basis leak that results from this evaluation
is assumed to occur in the location that
results in the largest leakage flow. The
resulting leakage flow is a very small
fraction (approximately 0.01 percent) of the
total core flow at power, and would cause an
increase in the sodium temperature rise in the
core of less than 1°F which would not affect
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reactor operation. Even though the reactor
could accommodate this, as discussed above,
the leak would be easily detected, and the
plant manually shut down, before substantial
leakage occurred. Thus, the consequence of a
PHTS design basis leak would not approach CDA
initiating conditions.

The following two events envelop the
condition of increased inlet temperature to
the reactor, which could result from reduced
heat removal through the intermediate heat
exchangers.

(A) HTS Equipment Failures. The
condition that bounds all credible HTS
equipment failures is the instantaneous total
loss of heat transfer in one IHX while the
reactor is operating at full power.
Simultaneous loss of more than one IHTS loop
while the reactor is at power is not credible
because of the physical and environmental
separation of the three IHTS loops. (Note,
for longer term decay heat removal, the loss
of more than one HTS loop is considered, and
in fact, loss of all three loops is the design
basis for the Direct Heat Removal Service
discussed later.) For the HTS equipment
failure DBA, instantaneous loss of heat
transfer is conservative because it is not
physically possible for the IHX flow to stop
instantly, and even if it did, heat transfer
in the IHX would continue for a time.
Assuming an instantaneous loss of heat
transfer in a' IHX, the temperature of the
FHTS sodium leaving the effected IHX would
increase rapidly to the level of the PHTS hot
leg temperature. Both the primary ESS and the
secondary ESS would independently shut down
the reactor within a few seconds, well before
the higher temperature sodium reached the core
inlet. Transport time at full flow is
approximately 25 seconds. (After the reactor
scram tripped the pumps, the transport time
would increase as the pumps coast down.)
Thus, until the hot FHTS sodium from the
affected IHX reached the reactor, the fuel and
coolant temperatures would decrease the same
as during a normal scram at power. Before
reaching the core, the hot sodium from the
affected loop would be mixed with the cooler
sodium froffl the unaffected loops. As a
result, the core inlet temperature increase
would be approximately 100°F (56°C), one third
of the normal temperature increase across the
core. Because the reactor is shutting down
from the scram, even for the most pessimistic
scram delay time and shortest sodium transport
time, the maximum temperature in the core from
the bounding loss of IHX heat removal analysis
is lower than normal operating temperatures at
power, thus CDA initiating conditions would
not occur.

(5) Balance of Plant Failures. For
failures in the BOP (e.g., failures in the
main steam system or the main feedwater
system), the bounding condition assumed is the
complete loss of main feedwater to all three
S6S loops. If this were to occur, the mass
flow out of the steam drum and the SGS would
remain constant, but the steam drum water
level would decrease. The primary RSS would

respond by using the Steam-to-Feedwater Flow
Ratio sensors, and the secondary RSS would
respond independently using the Steam Drum
Level sensors. The time required for IHTS hot
sodium coolant at the SGS outlets to affect
the temperature of the PHTS sodium at the
reactor core inlet is about one minute at
design flows. Automatic scram would occur
well before this and the transient analysis
shows that the core fuel and coolant
temperatures would be lower than those for the
loss of IHX heat removal discussed above.
Thus, loss of main feedwater would not lead to
CDA initiating conditions. Following reactor
shutdown the Auxiliary Feedwater System would
automatically restore the steam drum water
level.

Whole Core Excessive Heat Generation
Whole core excessive heat generation

could occur only due to a reactivity insertion
to the reactor. As shown in Figure 1,
reactivity can be inserted in only two
significant ways: 1) control rod withdrawal,
and 2) core compaction. The following design
basis accidents were defined to envelop these
conditions.

(1) Control Rod Withdrawal Accidents.
Numerous design features are provided to limit
the rate of control rod withdrawal, and even
if these design features were to fail, the
rate of potential reactivity insertion would
be inherently limited by the control rod drive
mechanism (CRDM) design. Since the secondary
control rods are all fully withdrawn during
operation, only the primary control rods are
of concern to rod withdrawal accidents. The
primary rods are withdrawn by CRDM roller nuts
engaging and rotating around the lead screw
from which each rod is suspended. The roller
nuts are held in engagement by the force from
a magnetic field. The rate at which a rod can
be withdrawn is limited to that speed where
the centrifugal force on the roller nuts
overcomes the magnetic force, causing the
roller nuts to disengage from the lead screw,
thus terminating rod withdrawal and reactivity
insertion. Furthermore, the rods cannot be
withdrawn other than by CRDM withdrawal. The
PHTS is operated at low pressure, so there can
be no pressure induced rod ejection, and the
control rod weight is greater than the maximum
upward coolant hydraulic force, so there can
be no hydraulic lifting of the rod. A full
scale test determined that the control rod
weight is three times the upward hydraulic
force at maximum flow conditions.

The bounding control rod withdrawal
accident is based on assumed accidental
withdrawal at the rate at which the CRDM
specifications require that the roller nuts
inherently disengage from the lead screw.
This rate corresponds with a withdrawal at 73
inches per minute (185 cm/min). For the
maximum rod worth situation, this would cause
a reactivity insertion at a ramp rate of about
18.5 cents/second. It is noted that tests on
the CRDMs show that disengagement will
actually occur at speeds of less than 45
inches per minute (114 cm/min), thus, 73
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inches per minute is conservative. The
assumed rod withdrawal rate is also
conservative because it neglects numerous
design features that prevent the CRDH from
ever approaching the speed at which inherent
disengagement occurs. Eight coincident
failures of rod controller design features
would be required for a rod withdrawal to
occur at maximum mechanical speed.

The rod withdrawal DBA analysis used a
ramp reactivity rate of 20 cents/second, and
the analysis shows that primary RSS scram
would occur as a result of either a High Flux
or a high Flux-to-Pressure Ratio trip signal.
Secondary RSS scram would result from the
Flux-to-Total Flow Ratio trip signal. The
accident was analyzed assuming only the
primary or only the secondary RSS (but-, not
both at once) responds. The results were
virtually identical for both cases. Cladding
and coolant temperatures remained well below
the sodium boiling temperature throughout the
transient. Therefore, the reactor would be
automatically shutdown without approaching CDA
initiating conditions.

(2) Core Compaction Accident. Movement
of the core into a more compact configuration
could insert positive reactivity and cause
excessive whole core heat generation. The
CRBKP fuel is held in position by the core
support structure, which includes two rigid
steel core former rings and hexagonal steel
sub&ssembly ducts. At the elevations of the
two former rings, load pads are provided on
the subassembly ducts to form a plane of
inter-assembly contact. Clearances between
the core former rings and the subassembly
ducts are small in the load pad region, but
allow for fabrication tolerances and
differential thermal expansion during reactor
operation. Movement of the subassembly ducts
within the clearances can change the
reactivity of the core (the more tightly the
ducts are compacted toward the center, the
higher the core reactivity).

The bounding core compaction DBA which
envelops potential fuel movement is the step
insertion of reactivity occurring from the
assumed instantaneous compaction of the
subassemblies (from initial positions of
maximum possible separation) by systematically
arranging them to remove all of the clearance
space. This would result in a calculated step
reactivity insertion of 60 cents. In
addition, this is assumed to occur
concurrently with (or because of) a Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The SSE assumption
results in special conservatisms in the
analysis listed below. Extensive testing of
subassembly mechanical behavior in simulated
core arrays of the CRBRP and FFTF reactors
shows that the postulated core compaction DBA
is more severe than any sequence that could
actually occur.

The core compaction DBA analysis was
performed using highly conservative
assumptions appropriate for a DBA and the
following additional conservative assumptions
associated with the assumed SSE:

o All off-site power sources are
simultaneously lost resulting in PHTS
flow coastdown at the initiation of
the transient.

o The step reactivity insertion is
delayed until after the flow coastdown
begins, and is assumed to occur just
before the RSS trips due to the loss
of pumping power. This effectively
negates the benefit expected from the
RSS overpower trips and maximizes the
power-to-flow ratio during the event,
which in turn maximizes the calculated
transient coolant temperatures.

o Reduced control rod (scram) insertion
speed

The analysis assumed that either the
primary RSS or the secondary RSS operated.
The maximum coolant temperature occurred with
secondary RSS operation, and was 1654°F.
(901°C), which is below the sodium boiling
point, thus satisfying the no-sodium-boiling
criterion for avoiding CDA initiation,

A small fraction of molten fuel (17
percent of pellet cross section at the axial
center of the active core) was predicted for
the hottest fuel subassembly. The volumetric
expansion due to this amount of melting would
be accommodated in the central pellet void, no
clad melting would result, and no molten fuel
would be released from the fuel rods.
Therefore, this small amount of molten fuol
predicted does not impact the conclusion that
no sodium boiling would occur during this
event.

The combination of clad temperature and
internal cladding loadings predicted for this
event suggests that some fuel rods might
release fission gas into the coolant flow
channels, which could result in increased
sodium temperatures. A limiting evaluation
was performed to conservatively predict the
consequences if all 217 rods in a fuel
subassembly were to release their contained
fission gas into the coolant flow channels.
The gas release was assumed to occur at the
worst time in the scenario, i.e., when maximum
clad temperature is reached. A margin to
sodium boiling of over 100°F (56"C) was
predicted for all conditions. Therefore, it
is concluded that the core compaction DBA
would not lead to CDA initiating conditions.

Long Term Shutdown Heat Removal
In all of the above DBA analyses it was

shown that the reactor shutdown system would
act to restore the balance between heat
generation and remove1 in the short term
transients involved. Following reactor
shutdown, the reactor decay heat is removed by
the Shutdown Heat Removal Systems (SHRS),
thereby continuing indefinitely to maintain
the balance between heat generation and heat
removal, and to prevent any progression to CDA
conditions.

The SHRS can remove heat by four
Independent paths as shown ir Figure 3. The
systems providing these paths incorporate
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FIGURE 3. SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS PATHS

redundant and diverse features, thus assuring
a high likelihood of SHHS operation. Any one
of the four paths is adequate to remove all
decay heat from the time of shutdown and to
achieve any degree of plant cooldown
(including cooldown to 400°F (204°C) for
refueling), using safety related equipment.
The electrical equipment needed by each path
is provided power from both normal and
emergency electrical power supplies. Three of
the four paths reject heat to the atmosphere
via the normal heat transport loops, and the
fourth path rejects heat to the atmosphere via
the Direct Heat Removal Service CDHRS).

Mormal Heat Transport Systems. The
preferred mode of reactor shutdown heat
removal is the use of one or more of the three
paths provided by the overall HTS, any one of
which has the capability to independently
reject all reactor decay heat. If one of the
three loops is lost, one of the other two
could be used. At shutdown, all equipment
necessary to remove heat via each of these
three paths functions automatically; operator
action is not required. Normally, the heat is
transported from the reactor vessel through
the PHTS, the IHTS, and the SGS. Sodium is
circulated in the PHTS and the IHTS loops
using pony motors to turn the coolant pumps at
reduced speed. The steam generated in the SGS
bypasses the turbirse-generator (T-G) and
passes directly to the T-G condenser, where
the heat is transferred to the cooling tower
water and ultimately rejected to atmosphere at
the cooling towers.

Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal
If the T-G condenser is not

available, the three superheater outlet
isolation valves automatically close (without
operator action) to isolate the three SGS
loops from the T-G condenser. Concurrently,
the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal
System (SGAHRS) is automatically activated to
reject the decay heat from the SGS to the
atmosphere. The SGAHRS provides independent
safety related heat sinks for each loop of the
SGS. The heat sinks consist of a combination
of steam vents and air cooled steam
condensers. An auxiliary feedwater supply is
provided to make up water inventory lost by
venting- The steam condensers are the
Protected Air Cooled Condensers (PACCs). Each
of the three heat transport paths has
redundant venting capability and a PACC with
dual fans and dual tube bundles.

Three independent auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) pumps provide redundancy and diversity.
Two of the AFW pumps are electric motor
driven, and the other one is a steam turbine
driven pump. The two motor driven AFW pumps
can supply makeup water to any one, two, or
all three SGS loops. If the motor driven AFW
pumps are unavailable, the turbine driver. AFW
pump will independently supply the makeup
water to any or all three of the SGS loops.
The SGAHRS equipment is automatically started
by sensing either Low Steam Drum Level or High
Steam-to-Feedwater Flow Mismatch on any loop;
no operator action is required. Water is
supplied to the AFW pumps from either the
Protected Water Storage Tank, or an alternate
supply.

In addition to the forced circulation
heat rejection mode discussed above, the three
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HTS flow paths are designed with the diverse
capability to transfer decay heat from the
reactor to SGAHRS via natural circulation.
This is an inherent capability resulting from
placement of the thermal centers of the heat
exchanger components at successively
increasing plant elevations. By using this
natural circulation capability, along with the
turbine-driven AFU pump and battery powered
instrumentation and control, SHRS capability
can be maintained even in the event of loss of
all off-site power and loss of all three
on-site emergency diesel generators (station
blackout).

Direct Heat Removal Service. The SHRS
features discussed above provide adequate
redundant, diverse, and independent reactor
decay heat removal capabilities. However, a
fourth heat removal path is provided to remove
heat in the event that the three normal HTS
paths are simultaneously incapable of removing
shutdown decay heat. This diverse path is
called the Direct Heat Removal Service CDHRS).

The initial part of operation without the
three normal HTS paths, i.e., DHRS operation,
takes advantage of the heat capacity of the
HTS sodium. With reactor decay heat being
distributed in the sodium (being circulated by
the pump pony motors), there is enough heat
capacity in heating the sodium from its normal
bulk temperature of 850°F (454°C) to H50°F
(621<>C), to absorb reactor decay heat for five
hours after shutdown.

During the available five hours, the
operator would activate the fourth decay heat
removal path, the DHRS. The DHRS removes heat
from the PHTS sodium using two (redundant)
electromagnetic pumps (use of EM pumps makes
the DHRS diverse from the normal PHTS) to
circulate primary sodium from the overflow
vessel through an independent heat exchanger
(the Overflow Heat Exchanger), and back to the
reactor vessel. In the Overflow Heat
Exchanger, the heat is transferred to NaK, a
low freezing point [9°F (-13°C)] liquid metal
eutectic, which eliminates the need for the
system to be heated to maintain readiness.
The NaK is circulated by two EH pumps to two
Air Blast Heat Exchangers where the heat is
rejected to the atmosphere by fan-forced air
over the NaK filled tubes. The DHRS has
single failure redundancy for all active
components, and is designed to perform the
shutdown heat removal function under the
following conditions:

o Loss of heat transfer through all
three IHXs, at the time of shutdown
from full power.

o Failure of one PHTS pony motor
(leaving two loops to utilize the
primary sodium as a heat sink).

o DHRS initiated one-half hour after
shutdown.

o Single active component failure in the
DHRS.

Although initiation of the DHRS is not
automatic, remote mrnual initiation is
acceptable since DHRS is not required for any

DBA, and the inherent characteristics of the
plant provide ample time to assess the
situation and activate the DHHS. Once
activated, no other operator action is
necessary. Operation of the DHRS is
completely independent of the normal HTS;
operation of one does not in any way disable
the other. It is reiterated that normal decay
heat removal, with its multiple paths, is
completely automatic; operator action to
activate DHRS would be necessary only after
multiple equipment failures in the normal HTS.

Conclusions on Whole Core Accidents
The CRBRP design provides redundant,

diverse and independent Reactor Shutdown
Systems and Shutdown Heat Removal Systems to
respond to challenges caused by excessive
whole core heat generation and/or reduced
whole core heat removal. Analyses of the
bounding initiators, sequences and events
indicate that the RSS and SHRS are necessary
and sufficient to terminate these DBAs and to
assure that conditions do not progress to a
CDA.

LOCALIZED CORE REGION ACCIDENTS

A local imbalance between heat generation
and heat removal could only initiate a CDA if
the local imbalance propagated. As shown in
Figure i, a local imbalance could involve
either excessive heat generation or reduced
heat removal. Excessive local heat generation
could potentially result ftora a fuel
enrichment error or a refueling error. Local
reduced heat removal could potentially result
from flow blockage or the propagation of a
fuel failure. The CRBRP design features and
inherent capabilities that prevent CDA
initiation from local imbalances are
summarized in Figure 4, and are discussed
below.

Excessive Local Heat Generation
Enrichment Error. Since the CRBRP design

uses only one fuel enrichment, misplacement of
a fuel pellet or fuel rod cannot cause a local
region of higher than specified enrichment.
Thus, the only way a fuel pellet could be
placed in the core with higher enrichment
would be through a manufacturing error. The
enrichment specifications and fabrication
procedures for the CRBRP fuel pellets are
similar to those used for FFTF, and make fuel
pellets with enrichments differing from normal
by more than about 3.5% extremely unlikely.
Analysis (.1, Section 15.4) shows that there is
at least a 25% margin to incipient fuel pellet
center-line melting, and test results show even
greater margin to fuel rod failure. It is
concluded that fuel rod over-enrichment, if it
occurred at all, would at worst reduce margin
to failure under transient conditions and
possibly cause fuel rod failure at a lower
than expected burnup. As discussed below, the
failure of a fuel rod would not propagate
beyond the immediate vicinity.
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Mispositioning a Fuel Assembly. Fuel
assemblies are inserted into lower inlet
modules in the core support structure. Each
lower inlet module contains a discriminator
insert which will accept only the
corresponding core subassembly discriminator
post. The discriminator configurations are
chosen so that a core subassembly cannot be
inserted in a core location where it would be
undercooled. In addition, the outlet nozzle
of each core subassembly has uniquely coded
identification notches which are "read" by the
In-Vessel Transfer Machine to confirm assembly
identification before insertion into the
core. Finally, new core subassemblies would
be visually inspected when they arrive at the
plant to assure that the ID notches and the
discriminator insert match the serial number
stamped on the subassembly. These features
provide assurance that a subassembly would not
be mispositioned.

Local Reduced Heat Removal

Flow Blockage Considerations. A
significant reduction in flow to a core
subaesembly is precluded by the multiplicity
of redundant flow paths in the core support
structure, the inlet modules, and in each
subassembly inlet. The effectiveness of this
approach has been confirmed by an extensive
test program. Although substantial quantities
of particulate matter are not anticipated in
the primary coolant, the flow paths ar«s

arranged so that smaller and smaller
particles would be successively removed from
the flow stream as it approaches the heat
producing section of the fuel rod bundles. As
a result, only particles small enough to pass
through could reach the heat producing
region. Nonetheless, analyses were performed
to assess the consequences of a major
blockage. The results show that for 50
percent of the Inlet flow area blocked, the
hottest subassembly outlet temperature would
increase by less than 20°F (11*C). Thus the
design has margin to accommodate a substantial
blockage in addition to the provisions to
prevent such blockages.

With regard to blockage in the active
fuel region, no mechanism has been identified
which could cause a non-fuel material
blockage. However, experiments have been
performed simulating a subassembly with a six
channel non-heat generating blockage in the
fuel region. Due to inter-subchannel heat and
mass transfer in the bundles, only a 150*F
(83"C) temperature increase was indicated for
the worst case core location. The only way a
heat-producing blockage could occur would be
from a buildup of fuel debris released from
failed fuel rods within the assembly. The
Failed Fuel Detection Systems discussed below
would detect the condition, and shutdown the
reactor long before enough debris to cause c
blockage could be released.

Finally, the large flow passages in the
subasseiably outlet and Upper Internals
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Structure (UIS) region precludes development
of an outlet blockage during power operation.
However, an analysis was performed assuming
complete blockage of one subassembly outlet
during refueling operations. The results show
that the decay heat in this situation would be
conducted out of the subassembly to the cooler
surroundings so that the maximum cladding
temperatures in the subassembly would be less
than those at steady state power operation,
thus precluding any approach to CDA initiating
conditions.

Local Fuel Failure Propagation. Extensive
analyses (1, Section 15.4) supported by
experimental and operational data show that
local fuel rod failures would not propagate
beyond their immediate vicinity. Thus, local
fuel failure propagation to adjacent rods is
not anticipated, but if it were to occur, it
would neither occur rapidly nor would the
damage grow to more than a few rods. In no
case would damage propagate beyond the steel
hexagonal subassembly duct into the adjacent
subassembly.

Failed Fuel Detection
The CRBRP design includes two diverse

methods to detect local fuel failures: 1) the
Cover Gas Monitoring System (CGMS) fission gas
detectors, and 2) the Delayed Neutron
Monitoring System (DHMS).

Cover Gas Monitoring System The CGMS
fission gas detectors continuously monitor a
sample stream from the cover gas over the core
for gamma activity. If one or more fuel rods
fail, their contained radioactive fission gas
would be released and rise to vhe cover gas
space. A rapid increase in gamma activity
would indicate the occurrence of local fuel
failure. The system is sensitive enough to
detect the failure of a single fuel rod, and
is the same type system that has had years of
successful operation in PFTF and EBR-II.

Delayed Heutron Monitoring System. The
DNMS detects delayed neutrons released from
the decay of reactor fission products. Each
of the three hot legs of the PHTS loops will
be monitored downstream from the reactor
vessel at locations where the background
neutron flux from the core is small. Thus, if
an increase in neutrons is detected, it will
mean that fuel has been exposed to the sodium
coolant, leaching out some of the delayed
neutron precursors and transporting them to
the detector location. The sensitivity of the
DNMS is specified so that postulated porous
heat generating blockages would be detected
before the blockage size would result in
sodium boiling. This is accomplished by
relating the DKMS signal to sodium-exposed
fuel surface area. This system too, has
extensive FFTF and EBR-II operating experience
behind it to assure successful operation.

Both the CGMS and DHMS information would
be displayed in the control room, providing

information to the operator so that
appropriate action could be taken to ensure
that any fuel failures do not progress beyond
a local condition.

Conclusions on Local Accidents
The features to assure proper reactor

subassembly location and to prevent local flow
blockages, along with the inherent limitation
of local failure propagation within a
subassembly, assure the low likelihood of
local imbalances between heat generation and
heat renoval. The means to detect any local
failure, means to provide indication of
fuel-sodium contact, and the inherent
limitation of propagation between
subassemblies, assure that any local failure
wo'.Id remain localized. Thus, CDA initiation
du.. to local imbalance between heat generation
and heat removal is of extremely low
likelihood.

COHCLUSIOHS OH DESIGN BASIS ACCIDEHTS
AMD PREVENTION OF CDAs

As shown in Figure 1 and discussed
throughout this paper, the potential pathways
to imbalance between heat generation and heat
removal are blocked by one of the following:

o The Reactor Shutdown Systems
Shutdown Heat Removal Systems.

and

o The means to prevent inlet pipe
rupture.

o The features that prevent local
imbalance between heat generation and
heat removal.

It ij concluded that the design features
and inherent capabilities of CRBRP ensure that
no credible accident in CRBRP could progress
to the point of core disruptive accident (CDA)
initiation; therefore, CDAs can be excluded
from the design basis accident envelope.
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ABSTRACT

The paper outlines the strategy which has
been developed for the assurance of structural
integrity of CDFR. The paper reviews existing
ferritic and austenitic vessel statistics and
argues their relevance to pool type LMFBR's in
general and CDFR in particular. The paper next
considers a number of design features which
have been chosen to enhance the safety case.
These range from control rod designs which rule
out the core drop accident altogether to redund-
ant and diverse core support load paths,
compressive structures and transition welds. A
leak before break argument is proposed combined
with environmental control and monitoring. The
paper concludes that a satisfactory safety case
will be made for the CDFK.

INTRODUCTION

UK Safety Design Criteria issued by the
Utility, the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) requires the designers to demonstr-
ate that the frequency of essentially uncont-
rolled release or severe accident is less than
10~7 per reactor operating year. Such a
severe accident can be postulated to occur in
the unlikely event that the core support might
catastrophically and near instantaneously fail.
This in our and most other designs, can in
principle drop the core under gravity away from
the control rods at such a speed as to negate
neutronic shut-down by the shut-down systems and
shut-down rods, thus giving rise to fast transi-
ent over power (TOP) Whole Core Accidents which
may in turn give rise to an environmental
activity release.

Such a set of catastrophic sequences is (to
say the least) highly improbable but how is this
substantiated? Holmes (1) at the last
Safety Conference held at Lyon presented data

at that time and this present paper updates the
state of the art in the UK.

STRATEGY

The integrity case for CDFR safety related
structures is based on two major elements. These
elements are summarised in Figure 1, the first
being based on a high level of inherent integrity
in the material and structures combined with the
possibility of accident avoidance and the second
is based on an integrated approach involving the
structural design, failure prediction and in-
service monitoring giving further confidence from
a detailed knowledge of the failure margins that
exist initially and throughout plant life.

For the most important structure from a
safety point of view, the core support, a high
inherent integrity can potentially be adequate
for the safety case without contribution from
the second element. It requires a knowledge of
failure statistics of similar structures combined
with an assessment of whether the structure would
or could fail in the catastrophic manner postul-
ated for this accident to occur. It can be
claimed that, structural failure,, in such a
symmetrical way as not to pull the control rods
off their magnets,is extremely unlikely but this
argument is considerably further enhanced if
special design features can be incorporated to
ensure this. Nevertheless a contribution from
the second element is being sought consisting of
an integrated approach to design, monitoring and
defect behaviour.

EVIDENCE OF INHERENT INTEGRITY

The accumulated operating vessel years to
date is too small to yield a meaningful failure
probability for reactor pressure vessels of all
kinds, whilst the experience with the pool type
LMFBR is still smaller. In this circumstance it
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FIGURE 1: STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY (S.I.) CASE

is helpful to examine the operating experience
of the large body of conventional pressure
vessels and to consider the extent to which
this data is relevant to the CDFR vessel. The
data can then be viewed as recording the incid-
ence of failure to achieve the design intent in
the population surveyed.

The probability of conventional pressure
vessels, boilers and piping has been estimated
by Smith and Warwick (2) on the basis of a
survey of records kept by engineering insurance
companies. The plant included in the survey was
unfired forged or welded pressure vessels,
boiler shells and drums and pipework constructed
to Class I requirements of recognised design
codes. The results of the survey of some
20,000 vessels gave a potential failure rate
averaged over the period of the survey of
6.9 x 10"^/vessel year for a failure requiring
some form of remedial repair or action whilst
the figure for catastrophic failure was 4.2 x
10~5/vessel year. The vessels covered by the
survey were mainly of ferritic steel although
some austenitic steels were included. A
further survey (3) has reviewed failures of
stainless steel components which comprise about
5% of the population or 12,200 vessels in the
UK. No catastrophic failures were recorded hence
published German data has been used to estimate
this failure rate spanning failures over 18
years and 2.9 x 10 ̂  vessel operating years.
This gave a catastrophic failure rate of 2.4 x
10~5/vessel year for austenitic vessels. The
results of the surveys together with an analysis
of the catastrophic failures in (4) suggests

failure to achieve the design intent is usually
due to failure to account for the actual load-
ings and stresses in service and/or due to the
presence of unexpected material defects which
usually arise at welds. Note that the catast-
rophic failures in (3) show that failure is six
times more likely at welded stress raising det-
ails than it is on memDrane regions of the
pressure vessels and piping.

The CDFR vessel is being designed essent-
ially to ASME section III Class I Nuclear Power
Plants Component Code which requires that all
loadings and service conditions including tran-
sients are taken into account. These require-
ments are much more exacting than those for
Class I conventional pressure vessels. The
survey data indicates that the presence of
geometric details has ar important influence on
the incidence of failure. The primary vessel
has very few details. The vessel design is such
that stress concentration effects are minimised
and capable of accurate prediction by finite
element assessment. The vessel is also subject
to very low internal pressures, the stress being
essentially due to the weight of sodium and core.
Overall these factors must eliminate or reduce
the source of many of the cases of failure to
achieve the design intent covered in the surveys.

With respect to material related failures
it is expected in view of the similarity of
results that data for vessels of all materials
provides guidance on the incidence of non-
catastrophic failures in austenitic vessels.
Also the thickness distribution of conventional
vessels suggest tb.it this should be relevant to
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the CDFR vessel. Higher standards of construct-
ion and inspection are demanded for nuclear Class
I components relative to conventional pressure
vessels which should reduce the incidenc. of
defective material and welds. The current
inapplicability of ultrasonic inspection to
austenitic welds is a disadvantage relative to
ferritic construction however this does not
imply a higher failure rate probability relative
to Che survey data because it is only recently
that requirements for volumetric inspection
beyond radiography has been included in some
design codes.

The level of quality assurance is above
that normally applied to conventional plant. In-
service inspection can also match that for
conventional plant. In addition it is confid-
ently expected to demonstrate a substantial leak
before break characteristic for the primary
vessel which would argue that the proportion of
potentially dangerous failures likely to prog-
ress to the catastophic stage would be extrem-
ely small. Note that this does not refer to the
instantaneous loss of core support function
which is regarded as an even more remote prob-
ability and close to incredible.

In conclusion the strategy adopted for the
design of the CDFR primary vessel of eliminating
severe and unquantified stress raising details
and loadings and reducing material defects by
high standards of manufacture together with high
standards of inspection must ensure a lower
failure probability than that experienced by
Class I conventional pressure vessels. As a
judgement it is considered that the probability
of non-catastrophic failure rate below is 10"-"
vessel year. The probability of failure causing
loss of core support is considered still more
remote.

FAILURE TO INSERT THE CONTROL RODS

A failure of the core support structure does
not necessarily prevent shut down of the core.
A vertical and instantaneous core drop is in-
credible, as for all practical situations fail-
ure will require a finite time and result in
some tilting of the core affecting alignment of
the core to the Above Core Structure (ACS). The
finite period during which failure is occurring
can allow the control rods to enter under gravity
if alignment between the core and ACS permits.
Alternatively if tilting of the core prevents
entry, then jamming of the rods is likely which
will pull the rods with the core. For both
situations the core will be shut down though the
latter requires use of the auxiliary shut down
(ASD) device. This device consists of a number
of absorber rods located within the core and
entirely independent of the external structures,
held out of the core by a separate sodium
supply. These rods enter under gravity on
tripping the sodium supply.

So for a whole range of practical situations
the core will be shut down even on failure of the
core support. Some situations however can be
postulated where shut down would not occur. A
device is being considered on the control rods
which hydraulically pulls the rods with the core.

If adopted then the integrity requirement for
shut down of the core can be achieved without
further contribution.

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

The Design/Monitoring Contribution
It is desirable that at all times the

structures have some significant margin to
failure which can be indicated by continuous
or frequent monitoring of a convenient parameter.
With this objective in view the principles of
safe life, damage tolerant and fail safe stuct-
ural design are employed, taking advantage where
possible of natural characteristics for monitor-
ing.

Those core support structures which are
inside the primary vessel are of the fail safe
category which has the least onerous demands for
monitoring. The structures are designed such
that readily monitored parameters are available
to indicate an adequate margin to failure
throughout the service life. Fail safe struct-
ures have a secondary load path which has been
achieved with little added complication or cost.
These structures have been described previously
(1) and are shown in Figure 2.

The primary vessel is classified in the
safe life structural category in performing the
function of core support. For this category a
knowledge of the behaviour of any credible
defect is required and the objective is to
establish that the vessel will have a confident
leak-before-break (LBB) characteristic. The
essential monitoring to indicate an adequate
margin to failure is simply that of leakage.
This requires detection of both cover gas and
sodium in the interspace between the primary
vessel and guard vessel. Fracture studies are
showing that even at large crack openings the
defects remain stable. Because re-sealing of
such large openings is not a problem the un-
certainties arising from failure to detect leak-
age are significantly diminished. However to
maximise the margins a sensitive measurement of
leakage is sought and this requires careful con-
trol of the gas environment outside the primary
vessel.

Defect Behaviour
A knowledge that credible defects have

minimal growth under the service loadings and
environments and remain sub-critical during the
plant life can make a significant contribution
to demonstrating a large margin to failure. This
would appear to be a demanding fracture mechan-
ics task, but it has been significantly eased by
plant design in a number of ways as follows:-

1. To arrange the plant operational transients
to minimise the fatigue loadings that cause
defect growth.

2. To site the critical core support and cont-
ainment structures in benign low temperature
conditions again to avo'd growth of defects
by fatigue and stress corrosion.

3. To design the structures to be loaded in
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FIGURE 2: REACTOR CROSS-SECTION

compression where possible.

The features which have been influenced by
this approach include the core support strongback
where a tension rib was replaced by a bottom
support arrangement to minimise the thermal
transient and carry the core weight in a
predominantly compressively loaded structure,
the latter objective being compromised because
of the desire to transmit the core weight into
the primary vessel at a large radius.

Similarly the location of the transition
weld between the stainless steel primary vessel
and carbon steel roof has been determined by
these criteria. This weld (Figure 3) is
located remote from the transient thermal
conditions at low temperature but most import-
antly is not in the core support load path and
is compressively loaded. For convenience of
construction the weld is also the closure bet-
ween vessel and roof and must accept mis-
match tolerances, though, this is not an
essential requiremo'v".

It is however not possible to avoid tensile
and cyclic loading of structures, consequently
considerable attention is being given to the

behaviour of defects. In the first place the
role of weld residual stresses has been address-
ed because of the undesirability of stress
relief treatments for large stainless steels
structures. This started with an experimental
programme to evaluate the welding stresses gen-
erated in structures with representative con-
straint at the weld. A knowledge has been gain-
ed of local stress distributions through the
welds and longer range stresses arising from
constraint.

Predictive techniques for residual stresses
have been developed and are used in the design
of a series of wide plate experiments. This is
the second major activity in the field of defect
behaviour. A series of tests (5) has and con-
tinues to provide experimental data which serves
as a straight-forward demonstration of the
effect of residual stress. This complements
calculations (6) which treat residual stresses
in a representative but conservative manner.
The tests also provide validation of the develop-
ing methodology for the treatment of defects in
ductile strain hardening materials. The tests
and analysis give confidence that ultimate
failure (maximum load) will not be affected by
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes an innovative design
concept for a liquid rv^tal reactor (LMR) core
support structure (CSS). A hanging core support
structure is described and analyzed. The design
offers inherent safety features, constructibility
advantages, and potential cost reductions. Some
safety considerations are examined which include
the in-service inspection (ISI), the backup sup-
port system and the structural behavior in a
hypothetical case of a broken beam in the core
support structure.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the world liquid metal reactors
(LMR.) are in various stages of design, construc-
tion and operation. A large pool-type plant, the
1200 MWe Super-Phenix reactor, has been built in
France at Creys-Malville, and is anticipated to
begin operation next year. With the termination
of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor project in
the USA, the DOE is restructuring the fast
breeder reactor program to develop advanced LMR
concepts to support commercial introduction of
inherently safe, reliable and cost-competitive
reactors using both domestic programs and inter-
national collaboration. As part of a joint study
(1) with Rockwell International, a new approach
to the design of the core support structure of a
large pool-type primary system has been intro-
duced.

In this paper a LMR core support structure
that is independent from the reactor vessel is
described and analyzed. It represents an attrac-
tive solution to accommodating seismic effects on
the reactor core and offers some constructibility
advantages that should help shorten the construc-
tion schedule for large LMR plants.

REACTOR ASSEMBLY

For a large pool-type LMR the reactor assem-
bly (see Fig. 1) basically contains the core and
the primary heat transfer system (piping, pumps
and intermediate heat exchangers) along with
approximately 3000 tons (2.7 x 10 Kg) of
sodium. In most designs the deck, rotatable
plugs and reactor vessel define the major part of
the primary system boundary and are generally
supported at or near the deck-vessel interface.
The core support structure supports the reactor
fuel, blanket and reflector assemblies as well as
the core barrel, radial neutron shield and the
core support grid. The flow divider (sometimes
called the redan) between the hot and cold sodium
pools i;1. also supported by the core support
structure.

DESIGN GOALS

The core support features selected for the
3500 MWt sized reactor assembly and described in
the next section has been strongly influenced by
the following goals. The first is to accommodate
the seismic loading of the core independent of
any loads imposed on the reactor vessel. The
intent here is to simplify the design of the
reactor vessel and provide the safety advantage
that any failure of the reactor vessel only means
a loss of sodium to the guard tank and no degra-
dation of the core support structure or the core.
The second goal is to reduce the construction
time in containment by taking a modular approach
to assembly and reducing in-containment welding
of reactor assembly components to essentially
only seal welding.

DESIGN FEATURES

For this investigation the core support
structure is sized for a reactor assembly capable

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Fig. 1. Reactor Assembly - Pictorial

of supplying 3500 MW£ of heat to the intermediate
heat transfer system. The reactor assembly,
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 consists of: (1) the
reactor vessel, guard vessel, and conical support:
skirt; (2) the reactor core assemblies; (3) the
reactor internal structural components and (4)
the reactor deck closure components. The reactor
vessel and deck constitute the primary coolant
and cover gas boundary. The pumps and intermedi-
ate heat exchangers are supported by the deck, as
are portions of the shutdown heat removal and
fuel handling systems.

REACTOR VESSEL

The reactor vessel contains essentially the
entire inventory of the radioactive primary
sodium coolant. In the present reactor con-
figuration its only function is to contain the
sodium coolant; support of the internals is
provided by the core support structure. There
ire no penetrations in the reactor vessel; all
equipment - intermediate heat exchangers, pumps,
piping, instrumentation, fuel handling port, and
other components - penetrate the primary coolant
systems enclosure through the deck structure.

The vessel is suspended at its top flange
from the same conical skirt (see Fig. 4) which
provides support for the deck and core support
structure.

CORE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY

The core support assembly provides load
support for the core assemblies, the support
grid, the core barrel, the fixed radial neutron
shield, and the redan assembly. It consists of
the core support structure and the reactor
internals backup support system (RIBSS).

Core Support Structure

The core support structure (CSS) provides

the main support for the reactor primary system

internals. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6 it
of four integral components. They are the skirt
(including its f!i>nge), 10 beams, the basket, and
the inlet piping.

Skirt. The skirt of the core support struc-
ture is a cylinder 69 ft 4 in. (21.3 m) inside
diameter by 18 ft 6 in. (5.64 m) high with a
nominal 1 in. (25 mm) thickness. The bottom of
the skirt is stiffened by a ring stiffener. As
shown in Fig. 4 the flange is supported from the
reactor vessel conical support skirt. The core
support skirt is the main tie between the 10
beams. Attached to the skirt is a 1/8 in. (3.2
mm) thick thermal baffle, that is required to
protect the skirt from excessive axial
temperature gradients during normal operation.

Beams. Attached to the bottom of the skirt
are 10 box girder type beams. The beams are
approximately 3 ft (915 mm) wide with a nominal
depth of about 6 ft (1.8 m ) . The beams extend
from below the cold sodium pool operating level
to below the core zoue. As shown in the plan
view the center of the structure has a beam
(wheel) arrangement with pads to support the core
support grid.

Basket. The basket zone of the core support
structure is that area encompassing the fixed
radial neutron shield and the core support grid.
The basket is the inner part of the CSS and is
approximately 23 ft (7.0 m) in diameter and 18 ft
6 in. (5.64 m) high. It is stepped down at the
top of the core support grid location. This step
provides the platform for the core barrel flange
and the accommodation for the core support grid
outer diameter.

Inlet piping. Attached to the lower part of
the core support assembly is the inlet piping.
The inlet piping consists of four - 36 in. (915
mm) diameter pipes which are connected to the
primary pump discharge pipes, a 42 in. (1.07 m)
diameter distribution torus (which circles the
lower end of the core support structure) and
fourteen - 18 in. (457 mm) diameter core inlet
pipes.

Reactor Internals Backup Support System (RIBSS)
Because the skirt and beams of the core

support structure cannot be reliably inspected
during service (even though the failure proba-
bility is considered very low) the design pro-
vides a backup load- bearing capability. As
shown in Fig. 3, the five RIBSS are supported
from the deck and attached to the lower end of
the core support structure. The RIBSS concept is
shown in Fig. 7. The RIBSS consists of 10
"Belleville" springs, a column and a breech-type-
lcck a* the lower end that fastens to the core
support structure. In the very unlikely event of
a core support beam failure, the RIBSS would act
as the backup. The RIBSS will have stress
monitoring capability and provisions for reactor
instrumentation.

In-Service Inspection Considerations
The hanging core support structure, as well

as other reactor internal components, is subject
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Fig. 2. Reactor Assembly - Plan View

Fig. 3. Reactor Assembly - Elevation View
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Fig. 4. Vessel, Deck and Core Support Flange Interface

Fig. 5. Core Support Structure - Plan View
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Fig. 6. Core Support Structure - Elevation View

to the requirements of the ASMS Code Section XI
Division 3—Rules for Inspection and Testing of
Components of Liquid Metal Cooled Plants. The
prescribed In-rervice Inspection (ISI) technique
is Visual VTM-3. The Visual VTM-3 examination,
as described in the Code, may be conducted by
remote devices <.-uch as remote optical and
lighting equipment, under-sodium scanning, or
remote dimensional gauging.

Inspection of the core support structure
above the sodium le'.'el may be accomplished by
remote visual methods. Below the sodium level,
inspection may be accomplished by remote
dimensional gauging or under-sodium scanning
devices.

Remote gauging, loose parts monitors, and
other indirect indicators appear to be promising.
High-temperature submersible microphones, the
heart of a loose-parts monitoring system, can be
placed within the Upper Internals Structure. The
core assemblies themselves, at least new ones,
can be used as an accurate length gauge. When
inserting a new assembly, the downward travel of
the in-vessel transfer machine can be measured
accurately and a developing sag in the core
support would be detectable. Under-sodium
scanning has been under development in the base
LMFBR program for several years. It is basically
a sonar device. Though the device itself has
been perfected to the point where clear images
are obtainable, the best means of positioning Che
transmitter/receiver within the reactor vessel,

with the necessary proximity and alignment
relative to the surface being inspected must be
evaluated. These area; clearly require more
attention as the design d-.ve.lops.

Constructibiliey Considerations
Most, if not all, of the studies of large

pool-type LMFBR plants have concluded that
reoctor vessel field erection and installation
lies on the construction critical path. These
studies point out that considerable savings — in
bof.i overall plant construction time and total
cost — can be achieved by finding ways to reduce
the reactor vessel erection time within the con-
tainment building.

A major step in reducing field erection time
was taken by the French in constructing Super
Phenix I, where much of the field fabrication of
the reactor vessel, guard vessel, and deck was
performed in an on-site field fabrication facil-
ity. However, a considerable amount of in-
containment fitting and welding was still re-
quired to assemble the vessel internals once it
was secured within the reactor containment
building.

For the reactrr assembly described in this
paper, a major design goal was to further reduce
vessel field work once it was installed in the
containment. As was done in Super Phenix, an on-
site fabrication facility is used to fabricate
all components of the reactor vessel assembly.
The major difference lies in two areas: (1) the
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Fig. 7. Reactor Internals Backup Support System

completed components may all be pre-assembled in
the field fabrication facility, thus reducing
possible fitup errors in containment to a mini-
mum; and (2) the vessel assembly is deliberately
designed.to virtually eliminate the need for any
structural welding to take place within the con-
tainment. All flange~to-flange joints are boltod
and seal-welded. This modular approach is ex-
pected to save several months cf construction
time withia the containment building.

It is, of course, necessary to machine both
faces of the corft support structure (CSS), but
this added cost will be more than offset by the
time savings realized in assembly work performed
inside the reactor containment building.

The use of the hanging core support struc-
ture is vety compatible with the construction
assembly just described. The CSS may be com-
pletely fabricated outside of containment, rough-
machined, fitted onto the reactor vessel (top
flange), ana final machined. The stiffness and
ruggednese of the be.?n-type CSS assures that ma-
chined tolerances will remain true until final
assembly in the containment. The only work which
must be performed within the containment is to

lower the CSS into the reactor vessel, check tol-
erances, bolt the CSS to the vessel, and install
the seal-weld assembly to the mating flanges.

The need for the RIBSS system does not add
significantly to either total cost or construc-
tion time for the reactor vessel assembly. It
will be necessary, of course, to make final
adjustments after loads have been applied to
assure proper preloading of each RIBSS support
column.

All ASME Code required nondestructive
examinations (NDE) and other inspections will be
done in the on-site fabrication facility. Since
no further welding is done in the containment
building there is also no need to conduct any
further NDE at that point.

The CSS design coupled with the other
modular design components of the reactor vessel
results in a clean, fast, and straightforward
construction sequence within containment. This
will result in a faster and less expensive
erection project.

REACTOR ASSEMBLY ANALYSES

Preliminary structural and seismic analyses
of the primary system described above have been
performed and reported in Ref. 2. The structural
integrity of the primary system is assessed
according to Section III of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code (3). Additionally, the
major seismic design criteria concerning reac-
tivity control are:

• Limit the maximum differential vertical
movement between control rod and core
assemblies to 1.75 in. (44.5 mm) for the
SSE.

• Prevent liftoff of the assemblies during
an OBS, which translates into a maximum
vertical acceleration of 0.76 g during
the OBE.

• No crushing of core assembly ducts under
horizontal OBE and SSE.

The purposes of these analyses were to
demonstrate the feasibility of the design, to
identify problem areas, and to ensure sufficient
safety margin. At this time, a rather coarse
model of the entire primary system is set up so
that the system response under various loadings
can be evaluated. In areas where various design
concepts are still under evaluation, such as the
upper and lower internal structures and the de-
tails of deck mounted components, beam elei.-.nts
are used to represent the anticipated masses and
stiffnesses of the structures. It is expected,
however, that the overall response of the system
will not be grectly altered by these local
effects because their general characteristics
have been included in the model. In this paper,
a safety related hypothetical case of one beam
assumed to break is examined.

Model Description
The analytical model developed for this

study is a three-dimensional finite eletrant model
including one-half of the primary system cut
along the plane of symmetry. 'ihe sodium con-
tained in the primary system is treated as a
lumped mass distributed among varies components.
Figure 8 shows the hanging core support structure
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Fig. 8. The Hanging Core Support Structure Model

Fig. 9. Deformed Shape of the Core Support
Structure and its Supported Components
Under Dead Load

model which consists of the cylindrical skirt,
the stiffener ring, the support beams, the bottom
core support basket, the core barrel, the radial
neutron shield and the vertical redan. A beam
located in the plane of symmetry is assumed to
have broken. The IHX penetration shell is
modeled as a pipe attached to the redan, whereas
the core internals are treated as lumped mass.
Finally, the reactor vessel is treated as a
circular cylindrical pipe supported directly from
the conical support skirt. Both dead weight and
seismic loading are considered.

Structural Response to Dead Load
The gravitational force is applied to the

model. The buoyancy force exerted on the struc-
ture submerged in the sodium is accounted for by
reducing the density of the structure. The
weight of the sodium in the region of the hot
pocl above the free surface of the cold pool is
treated as limped mass at appropriate nodal
points. The plot of the deformed shape is shown
in Fig. 9. Just as in the normal case where no
beam is assumed to break, Che maximum displace-

ment in the reactor assembly occurs at Che bottom
of the core support structure. The redan has
noticeable unsymmetric deformation due to the
presence of the IHX penetration cylinders. All
these displacements are less than 1 in (25 ran).
The results of the analysis are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. It is noted that Che highest
stress occurs in Che beams of the core support
structure. The largest difference between the
normal and the hypothetical cases occurs at Che
junction of the CSS skirt atiffener and the
broken beam. The unloading due to the broken
beam caused approximately a 501 reduction of
displacement and stress which is quice noticeable
as shown in Fig. 9. This aret. can be used for
the detection of beam failure, possibly by strain
measurements.

System Seismic Response to Horizontal Earthquake

Mot ion
The seismic response spectra at reactor

skirt support are given in Fig. 10. The hori-
zontal earthquakes with these design spectra are
used as the loading for the model described
above. Only the SSE is considered for the hypo-
thetical case. The direction of the seismic load
is assumed to be parallel to the symmetry plane
of the model where a beam is assumed broken.

The nude shape plot of the most dominant
vibrational mode for the core support structure
model is shown in Fig. 11. This mode is the
reactor core rocking mode with a frequency of 3.9
Hz. The entire reactor core and core support
assembly rocks back and forth. The maximum
displacement of the reactor core reaches 0.6 in.
(15.2 mm) under SSE conditions. The redan in
this case also rocks with some local out-of-round
deformation at the in-tank-components region.
The maximum displacement in the redan is 9 in.
(229 mm) under the SSE. Since the displacement
is not very large, no interference problem is
expected. The other significant modes are re-
lated to the local out-of-round deformations of
the redan. Generally, the tedan out-of-round de-
Table 1. Summary of Stresses in the Primary

System Cue to the. Assumed Break of
One CSS Beam

Conical Skirt

CSS Skirt

CSS Beams

CSS Basket

Core Barrel
and

Radial Shield

Redan

Dead Load
Ksi

4.5

12.0

15.2

13.7

2.5

1.0

SSE
Ksi

7.7

16,8

22.9

53.2*

7.8

33.1

*These high stresses can be reduced by
local stiffeners.
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Table 2. Summary of Displacement? in the Primary Sysf^ra Due to the Assumed Break of One CSS Beam

Top of CSS Skirt
Bottom of CSS Skirt
Top of Core Barrel
Bottom of Core Barrel
Top of Redan

Dead Weight

Horizontal

Disp.
(in)

0.0005
0.32
0.10
0.11
0.23

Vertical

Disp.
(in)

0.017
0.59
0.72
0.81
0.75

SSE

Horizontal

Disp.
(in)

0.038
0.30
0.54
0.83
9.00

Ace.

(g)

0.60
0.39
0.74
1.17
4.19

Vert ical

Disp.
(in)

0.05
0.86
0.77
0.90
1.16

Ace.

0.08
1.27
1.14
1.36
1.38

9O IO 3O

Fig. 10. Estimated Seismic Design Spectra (SSE ~3% Damping, OBE ~2Z Damping, SSE ZPA
fps, OBE ZPA = 1/3 SSE ZPA)

IOO

0.25 g at 4000

formation is coupled with some mild rocking
motion of the reactor core and the core support
structure.

System Seismic Response to Vertical Earthquake
Mot ion

The vertical earthquake with the design
spectra shown in Fig. 10 is used as the loading
in the modal analysis of the primary system.
Again, only SSE is considered for the hypotheti-
cal case.

The mode shape plots of significant modes
for the hanging core support structure and its
supported components are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. The most dominant vibrational mode in this
case is the reactor core bouncing mode with a
frequency of 3.9 Hz. The entire core and the
core support assembly bounce up and down while
the redan rocks with local out-of-round deforma-
tion at the IHX sleeve region as shown in Fig.
12. Figure 13 shows a less severe reactor core
rocking mode with a frequency of 3.4 Hz. The
reactor rocking motion shown in Fig. 13 is
induced by the asymmetric distribution of the

redan and the broken beam. The rest of the
vibrational modes are associated with the redan
out-of-round deformation accompanied by some mild
vibration of the reactor core.

The stresses in various components under the
SSi loading are summarized in Table 1 together
with those for the dead load. The displacements
of various components under seismic loads are
summarized in Table 2. These stress and dis-
placement values are summed over all modes for
both horizontal and vertical earthquakes with
modal coefficient ratio greater than 0.1 by
taking the square root of the sum of the squares.
The stress in the core support structure basket
can be reduced by local stiffening which does not
present a serious problem. It is noted that all
displacements and stresses increase about 20%.

SUMMARY

The hanging core support structure and its
backup system is a unique concept. The design is
highly redundant with regard to reactor safety.
The hanging core support structure is decoupled
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VES8FL

SUPPORT COME
INSULATION

FIGURE 3: TRANSITION WELD ARRANGEMENT

the large but fhort range residual
plates and welds up to 25 nnn thick. This leads
to the conclusion that th-cugh wall defect sizes
of 300 mm length are tolerable in the reactor
structures with confidence th?t the critical
defects are significantly larger than this /alue.

It is, however, necessary to consider all
—aterial thicknesses, structurally representative
loadings and constraint and any service degred-
ation of the material properties. Further
consideration is being given to these aspects in
an on-going programme.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The strategy adopted in the design of the
CDFR core support structure of eliminating
severe and unquantified stress raising
details and service conditions and reducing
material defects by high standards of

manufacture and inspection must ensure a
lower failure frequency than that experienced
by conventional Class I pressure vessels.
It is our judgement that the non-catastoph-
ic failure will be reduced below 10~5 per
vessel year and the catastophic failure rate
below 10~6 per vessel year. It is further
considered that the possibility of the
postulated unique core support failure is
even lower. This possibility can be made
even smaller if current designs to automat-
ically pull control rods down with the core
are successful.

2. The demonstration of inherent vessel integ-
rity is not of course absolute and therefore
CDFR incorporates a number of features that
will avoid problem areas such as the
transition weld and provide continuous
monitoring in order to give early warning of
an impending catastrophic failure.
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Fig. 11. Mode Shape Plot for the Reactor Core
Rocking Mode in a Horizontal Earthquake

from the reactor vessel, eo that the reactor
vessel's only function is to support and contain
the primary sodium coolant. Constructibility has
been enhanced with the bolted multi-flange sup-
port system. Stress levels have been shown to be
very reasonable for the overall concept. Even in
the highly unlikely event of a broken bejin, the
CSS can still meet the ASME requirement in an SSE
event.
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ABSTRACT

In general, modern liquid metal reactor
plants develop containment building accident
pressures an order of magnitude less than those
developed for light water reactors. For such
relatively low pressures, rectangular building
configurations can be more economical than
cylindrical ones. Such a containment building
configuration has been adopted for the U.S.
Large Scale Prototype Breeder Loop Plant. This
paper describes the preliminary structural
design of this containment building.

INTRODUCTION

The need for containment end/or confinement
systems on future liquid metal reactor (LMR)
plants is currently an open issue. Additional
work is planned in future phases of the U.S.
LMR program to determine if such systems are
required to maintain safety risks at acceptable
levels. This paper examines an economical
configuration for an LMR containment structure,
assuming that the need for such a structure is
established.

Design basis accident (DBA) pressures in
current light water reactor containments range
from 12 to 60 psig (83 to 414 kPa), while
modern LMR containment DBA pressures are
considerably lower, approximately 3 psig
(21 kPa) globally with subcompartment pressures
of approximately 7 psig (48 kPa). The higher
pressure light water reactor containments
require circular (cylindrical, spherical,
conical) steel or concrete configurations to be
feasible. However, the lower pressures
prevalent in recent LMR designs, can make
rectangular (right parallellepiped) reinforced
concrece containment configurations more
economical.

Such a containment configuration has been
adopted for the U.S. 1,340 MWe Large Scale
Prototype Breeder (LSPB) Loop Plant, and is
currently being considered for the portion of
the LSFB pool containment above the reactor
deck. The work on these LMR plants is being
performed for the U.S. Department of Energy and
the Electric Power Research Institute. This
paper presents a description of the LSPB loop
containment and its preliminary structural
analysis and design.

A linear structural analysis was performed
in the first phase of this study. This
analysis is described in this paper. Since a
linear analysis produces very high and
unrealistic internal forces and moments as a
result of DBA thermal loads, all reinforcement
quantities reported in this paper were

calculated based on all loads except DBA
thermal loads. The forces and moments that
result from DBA thermal loads are included in
this paper for information only.

In the second phase of this study a
nonlinear analysis is being performed to
determine realistic forces md moments from DBA
thermal loads. The basis of this nonlinear
work is the preliminary design information
developed by the relatively inexpensive linear
analysis phase. Since this work is not yet
completed, it ?ls not reporte.1 in this paper.

In addition, a topical report is currently
being prepared by Bechtel to piovide a basis
for generic LMR containment licensing
discussions with the NRC. It will contain both
linear and nonlinear structural analysis
approaches.

LSPB CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the LSPB
containment is part of a larger structure
termed the nuclear island (NI). The NI is
mostly constructed of reinforced concrete and
unifies the LSPB safety related buildings into
a single structure. This feature is
particularly significant for the flat w.-'lls of
the containment which require intermediate
supports to resist even the relatively low DBA
pressures.

The LSPB NI is approximately 296 ft (90 m)
long, 196 ft (60 m) wide, and 204 ft (62 m)
high. The NI consists of the following
buildings:

o Reactor Containment Building (RCB)
o Reactor Service Building (RSB)
o Auxiliary Building-East (AB-E)
o Auxiliary Building-West (AB-W)
o Auxiliary Building-North (AB-N)
o Control Building (CB)
o Steam Generator Buildings (SGBs)
o Crane Enclosure Building (CEB)
All NI buildings are constructed primarily

of reinforced concrete, except for the CEB,
which is composed of structural steel enclosed
with metal siding and a roof deck. The CEB
forms a portion of the confinement. The
balance of the confinement is formed by all the
reinforced concrete buildings exterior to the
containment. All NI structures rest on a
common reinforced concrete basemat which is
7 ft (2.1 m) thick inside the containment area
and 10 ft (3 ra) thick outside. The reinforced
concrete buildings are constructed integrally,
with the exception of the interior portion of
the RCB, as explained below.
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Structurally, the RCB consists of two major
parts:

o The containment. This structure, shown
in bold in the figures, includes the
structural elements (roof, walls, and
basemat) that form the exterior surface
of the RCB. These elements consist of
reinforced concrete with a steel
(containment) liner plate attached to
the inside surface. The liner plate
forms the containment pressure
boundary. The roof is supported, in
part, by 8 roof support columns (see
Figure 1).

o The containment internal structures
_V_CI§2- These structures are composed
largely of the reinforced concrete walls
and slabs that form cells within the
containment to house the primary system
components. These cells have a common
inert atmosphere and are called the
subcompartment. Since the CIS are
separated from the balance of the NI
structure by the containment liner, the
CIS are not considered integral. In
general, the CIS are in contact with,
but not anchored to, the containment
liner. Reinforcing steel does not
penetrate the containment liner except
at the junction between the roof support
columns and the containment roof.

The RCB is a 156 ft (47.5 m) long, 138 ft
(42.1 m) wide rectangular structure, with a
height of 133 ft 6 in. (40.7 m) (including the
basemat thickness). The basemat and a flat
roof provide the bottom and top closures.
Hatches in the roof of the containment provide
access to equipment. These hatches allow the
large bridge crane to be located outside the
containment, resulting in a large reduction in
the containment volume.

Tho containment walls are laterally
supported by the floors and walls of the
exterior buildings. This feature is essential
for efficient resistance to internal pressure
for a rectangular containment. But it gives
rise to large thermal stresses in the
containment walls and in the basemat because
the temperature of the exterior structures,
including the portion of the basemat outside
the containment area, is less than the
temperature inside the containment, especially
during DBA conditions. Therefore, exterior
structures restrain the thermal expansion of
the containment.

The utilization of the adjacent NI
buildings to resist containment pressures gives
rise to a question as to the proper structural
code to be used for the reinforced concrete
NI. Conventional reinforced concrete
containments are designed (fabricated and
constructed) in accordance with the ASME
code.(D Other safety-related reinforced
concrete buildings are designed in accordance
with the ACI code.'£' However, since the
ASME code is applicable to containments with
DBA pressures greater than 5 psig (34.5 kPa)
and since the LSPB DBA pressure exerted on the
containment pressure boundary is less than
5 psig (34.5 kPa) (see Loads), it is presently

proposed to design the entire reinforced
concrete portion of the NI in accordance with
the ACI code. The steel containment liner
plate which forms the containment pressure
boundary will be designed in accordance with
the ASME code.

Subsequent to the analysis described in
this paper, the NI configuration underwent some
revisions. One of these changes was that the
reactor cavity was revised from circular to
octagonal in the plan.

LOADS

The loads considered in the design of the
reinforced concrete portion of the NI are the
dead, live, seismic, pressure, and thermal
expansion loads.

The dead load (D) includes the weight of
all concrete and steel structures and major
equipment. The weight of piping, electrical
trays, small equipment, etc. is assumed to be
equivalent to a distributed load of 50 lb/ft2

(2.4 kPa) applied to all floors.
For global structural investigations

involving the entire NI (such as seismic), the
floor live load (L) is assumed to be
negligible. For local structural
investigations, a laydown load of 500 lb/ft^
(24 kPa) has been applied on the containment
roof.

The seismic loads (Eo and E s s) are from
the operating basis earthquake (OBE) and the
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), respectively.
The internal forces in the stick model used in
the aeismic analysis are the largest for a site
with a shear wave velocity of 2,000 fps
(610 m/s). This was chosen as the critical
seismic loading on the NI buildings.

The thermal loads (To and Ta) and DBA
pressure loads (Pa) are summarized in
Figure 3. TQ is the operating thermal load
on the structure. All thermal gradients use
the peak accident temperatures and are assumed
to be linear (steady state).

Two types of DBA conditions were considered:
o A DBA during plant operation
o A global DBA

-CONTAINMENT ROOF
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Figure 3. Pressure and Thermal Loads on RCB
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A DBA during operation is assumed Co be
contained in the subcompartment. This accident
results in a peak subcompartment pressure of
7.2 psig (49.6 kPa) and a vail surface
temperature of 300°F (150°C). Since the
subcompartment atmosphere (not the containment
atmosphere) is pressurized during this
accident, the containment wall is loaded only
by contact pressure from the subcompartment
walls as they expand under the above pressure
and thermal loads. The results of analyses to
date show that this contact pressure is
approximately one half of the subcompartment
pressure, or in this case 3.6 pe\g (24.8 kPa).

A global DBA is defined a., an accident
condition that pressurizes and increases the
temperature of the entire containment, pressure
boundary (as opposed to pressurizing only the
subcompartment). At present, such an accident
condition is an open issue on LSPB; and,
therefore, accident thermal and pressure loads
are undefined. However, for the purposes of
this paper - structural verification of
rectangular containment concept - a nominal
pressure of 3 psig (21 kPa) and thermal loads
as shown in Figure 3 have been assumed. It
should be noted that the pressure of 3 psig
corresponds to the exterior depressurization
for the design basis tornado.

LOAD COMBINATIONS

Table 1 shows the load combinations as
specified by the ACI Code, which will be used
for the reinforced concrete portion of the NI.
The ACI load combinations are based on the
strength design philosophy. Regulatory Guide
1.142 requires higher load factors for E o,
Pa, and To in combinations 2, 4, 5, 7, and
8. These revised factors are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

ACI CODE LOAD COMBINATIONS
AND LOAD FACTORS

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.4

1.4

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.7

1.7

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1 .

1 .

9 l

25l

1

1

. 0

. 0

1

1

1

. 0

. 0

. 0

1.51

1.251

1.0

1.0

1.05 1.3

1.05 1.3 1.41

1.31

1. Augmented by Regulatory Guide 1.142.

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE NI

A three-dimensional model of the
integrated NI structures was developed and
analyzed, using the MSC/NASTRAN program.

The structural system that makes up the NI
buildings is assumed to be symmetrical about
the north-south centerline of the reactor.
Therefore, only one half of the NX is modeled
using finite elements. Quadrilateral and
triangular plate elements are used to model the
walls, floors, and basemat. The thickness and
material properties of these elements represent
the gross concrete section. Cracking and rebar
effects are not considered in this phase of the
structural modeling. The complete model, shown
in Figure 4, consists of 983 nodal points and
1,794 elements. The hatches on the roof of the
RCB and SGB/AB are modeled as openings. The
steam generator removal panels on the SGB walls
are also assumed to be open spaces. The
interfaces between the CIS walls and the
containment walls and between the CIS floor and
the basemat are modeled using gap elements that
allow only compressive interaction forces to
develop. The CEB, EVST/NDHX (exvessel storage
tank/natural draft heat exchanger) stacks, and
the DRACS (direct reactor auxiliary cooling
system)/NDHX stack are not modeled. Their
effect is included in the NI model as weights
distributed to appropriate nodal points. The
columns in the RCB and RSB are modeled using
beam elements. The foundation soil is modeled
with spring elements at the nodes of the
basemat model. One spring is used at each
node, in each of the vertical, east-west, and
north-south directions.

LOCAL FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

Figure 5 shows a detailed model of the
containment roof, which was used in
computations to refine the results of the
analysis using the three-dimensional model.
Such a local model can be developed and
analyzed for different locations of the NI as
needed. The boundary conditions of these
models can be represented by springs with
spring constants obtained from the results of
the three-dimensional analysis.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

The analysis results were evaluated for
compliance with the applicable requirements.
Critical sections were selected on the roof,
walls, and basemat for the evaluation and
reinforcement design. These are discussed
below.

CONTAINMENT R00I

The roof of the containment was first
analyzed as a separate structure using
conservative assumptions about its boundary
conditions and loading. The roof was also
analyzed as part of the three dimensional NI
model. Maximum moments for the dead load,
seismic loads, and accident pressure are given
in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Complete NI Structural Moiiel
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Figure 5. Finite Element Model of the Containment Roof
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Table 2

MAXIMUM MOMENTS IN THE CONTAINMENT ROOF
PRODUCED BY MECHANICAL LOADS

Loading (kip-ft/ft)

Dead load

OBE

SSE

3 psi (21 kPa)
containment pressure

500 psf (24 kPa)
laydown load

100

+29

+58

-91

100

(kip-ft/ft)

74

+22

+43

-58

74

1. Mx and My are the moments about the
east-west and north-south directions,
respectively.

2. 1 kip-ft/ft = 4.4 kN-m/m.

The most critical load combination for the
roof is dead load plus the laydown load which
gives a design moment of 310 kip-ft/ft
(1380 kN-m/m) (obtained by combining the load
factors in Table 1 with the results in
Table 2). Required reinforcement in the roof
to carry this moment is achieved by using
No. 11 (36 mm) rebar spaced at 8-1/2 in
(216 mm). Considering the direction of seismic
and pressure moments, the same rebar amount is
specified on the top and bottom faces and in
the east-west and north-south directions. This
results in an inherent pressure capacity of
9 psi (62 kPa).

The punching shear in the roof due to the
column loads was also examined. The presence
of the access hatches on the roof reduces the
effective area resisting the punching shear
significantly. The governing factored column
load is 3,348 kips (14,880 kN) for the laydown
load combination. Considering the allowable
shear stress of concrete and the strength
reduction factor, 36 ft (11 m) of critical
section perimeter is required around the
columns. Because of the hatch layout and ACI
Code Section 11.11.5 requirements for the
openings in slabs, 36 ft (11 m) of perimeter is
not available at the critical sections.
Therefore, special shear heads are required
atop the columns for shear transfer.
Transverse shear stresses in the roof near the
walls are not critical.

Thermal moments in the roof are generally
in the direction opposite to total moment from
mechanical loads, thus they are not usually
critical. The membrane forces due to normal
operating temperature are not significant. The
effect of accident temperature on the membrane
forces in the roof will be investigated by a
nonlinear analysis.

CONTAINMENT WALLS

The most severe force component for the
reinforcement design in the containment walls
is the membrane shear force due to the seismic
loading. The shear force due to SSE starts at
50 kip/ft (729 kN/m) at the roof elevation, and
gradually increases to 200 kip/ft (2,916 kh/m)
below the operating floor as the elevation
decreases. Between elevation 83 ft (25.3 m)
and the basemat the shear force in the
containment wall is almost constant because
additional walls share the applied force.

The subcompartment expands under the
operational spill pressure of 7.2 psig
(49.6 kPa). The containment wall deflects as a
result of the load from the subcompartment wall
and the containment liner separates slighcly,
0.02 in. (0.5 mm), from the subcorapartment wall
at certain locations.

Thermal expansion of the heated containment
wall also causes membrane shear forces because
the cold walls and floors of the surrounding NI
structures restrain this thermal growth. These
membrane shear forces are small, 5 k/ft
(73 kN/m), for normal operating temperatures,
but are computed as high as 114 k/ft
(1660 kN/m) for accident conditions (using
linear analysis technique).

Tension, compression, and bending due to
global containment pressure and thermal
expansion also affect the reinforcement design
of the containment wall in addition to membrane
shear. All of these forces and moments are
summarized in Table 3 for the containment east
wall at elevation 45 ft (13.7 m) and at 44 ft
(13.4 m) south of the reactor centerline. The
effect of thermal expansion on these forces and
moments is significant. These forces and
moments will be reduced as concrete cracking
takes place. The extent of this reduction,
however, will be determined in the subsequent
nonlinear analysis.

The horizontal tension in the • pper portion
of the wall due to thermal expansion
significantly reduces the contribution of
concrete to the shear strength of the section.

The reinforcement of the containment wall
was designed using the ACI Code provisions.
Table 4 shows the required rebar amounts at
upper, middle, and lower portions of the wall.

BASEMAT

The finite element model of the basemat is
shown in Figure 6. A deflected shape, a
transverse shear diagram, and a moment diagram
along line A-A are shown in Figure 7. These
figures illustrate the general behavior of the
basemat under dead load. Deflections are
measured from the theoretical position of the
basemat with zero loaa.

The minimum deflection, which is at the
center of the reactor cavity, is 0.32 in.
(8.1 mm). At the south end of line A-A, the
deflection of the basemat is 0.42 in.
(10.7 mm), which is the maximum and is
31 percent higher than the minimum deflection.
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Table 3

DESIGN FORCES AND MOMENTS FOR A TYPICAL SECTION OF THE CONTAINMENT WALL

1

Load ing

Dead load
OBE
SSE
3 psi (21 kPa) containment

pressure
7.2 psi (49.6 kPa) subcompartment

pressure
Operating temperature
Accident temperature^

Normal

Vertical

-110
+38
+76
10

4

-48
-260

Force

Horizontal

-12
+22
+44
8

2

192
280

En-Plant
Shear
Force

-5
+101
+202

0

-2

-114

• Bending Moments
Vertical
Axis

-1
+2
+4
1

1

-163
-570

Horizontal
Axis

-6
+13
+26
6

6

-153
-551

1. Forces are in kip/ft, moments are in kip-ft/ft (1 kip/ft = 14.6 kN/m, 1 kip-ft/ft =

4.4 kN-m/m).
2. Results for accident temperature are included only for information. These will be

reduced by cracking of concrete which has not yet been investigated.

Upper 40 feet
Middle 40 feet
Lower 40 feet

Table 4

CONTAINMENT WALL REINFORCEMENT

Horizontal Reinforcement

on Each Face

#10 bars @ 15 in.
#11 bars (? 5-1/2 in.
#11 bars @ 5 in.

Vertical Reinforcement

on Each Face

#10 bars @ 15 in.
#11 bars @ 5-1/2 in.
#11 bars @ 5 in.

1. 1 in. = 25.4 mm, bar sizes: #10 = 32 mm, #11 = 36mm

Table 5

DESIGN FORCES AND MOMENTS IN THE BASEMAT

Loading

Dead load
OBE
SSE
3 psi (21 kPa)

containment
pressure

7.2 psi (49.6 kPa)
subcompartment
pressure

Operating
temperature

Accident
temperature^

Axial

1
Force

7
60
120
15

14

349

465

Element 1

Transverse

1
Shear

64
22
44
0

1

20

49

Bending

1
Moment

403
136
272
28

5

563

2,872

Axial

1
Force

38
152
304
16

14

9953

2,8473

Element 2

Transverse

1
Shear

54
56
112
10

4

31

143

Bending

1
Moment

64
101
204
58

24

118

886

Axial

1
Force

6
19
38
0

0

93

293

Element 3

Transverse

1
Shear

66
54
18
0

0

6

22

Bend ing

1
Moment

149
132
264
2

1

24

66

1. Forces are in kip/ft, moments are in kip-ft/ft. (1 kip/ft = 14.6 kN/m, 1 kip-ft/ft = 4.4 kN-m/m.)
2. Results for accident temperature are included only for information. These will be reduced by

cracking of concrete which has not yet been investigated.
3. These are tensile forces.
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CONTAINMENT WALL

REACTOR CAVITY WALL

Figure 6. Structural Model of Basema :

RSB
WALL

CTMT
WALL

CAVITY
WALL

CAVITY CTMT WALL CB
WALL CBWALL WALL

i i l l ir 5 ' 6 " i
L 78'-6" A— 48J-6"—4" 62'0" —J=—48'^"—•)'[•— 50-6"—J

DEFLECTION (in.)
(1 in. = 25.4mm}

MOMENT (k-Wft)
(1k-ft/ft = 4.4kNm/m>

SHEAR FORCE (k/»t)
(Ik/ft = 14.6 kN/m)

THEORETICAL
POSITION
OF BASEMAT
WITH ZERO LOAD

LINE THROUGH
INTERSECTION
OF MAJOR WALLS
& BASEMAT
(APPROXIMATELY)

Figure 7. Deflection, Moment, and Shear in Basemat Along Section A-A - Dead Load
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The deflected shape illustrates that:
o Most of the deflections are due to

settlement of the NI in the soil
o The NI settlement is relatively uniform

(level)
The deflected shape also clearly shows that

the basemat is relatively flexible as compared
to the stiffness afforded by the walls and
elevated floors. This is illustrated by the
fact that the plot of the basemat deflection at
major walls approximates a straight line, as
shown in Figure 7. The CB wall does not follow
this pattern, however, because the CB is not as
massive as the RSB and the RCB. Where it is
not stiffened by the walls, however, the
basemat curves considerably (relatively) in
response to the high soil pressure load. An
evaluation of the basemat deflections for other
load combinations shows that for service loads
the basemat does not experience any uplift.
However, for the load combinations that include
SSE, the corners of the basemat may uplift by
about 0.1 in. (2.5 mm). A comparison of the
basemat and CIS floor deflections shows that
the' CIS floor does not separate from the
basemat during any load combination (the
containment liner is not anchored to the CIS
floor).

The basemat reinforcement design was
performed for the three elements shown in
Figure 6. Element 1 is located in the 7-ft
(2.1 m) thick portion of the basemat adjacent
to the reactor cavity wall. Element 1 was
selected because, in addition to being in the
thinner portion of the basemat, it has the
highest moments in this portion of the
basemat. Element 2 is in the 10-ft (3 m) thick
portion of the basemat, adjacent to the
containment wall. This element is critical in
terms of combined tension and transverse shear
forces. Element 3 is located at the southeast
corner of the basemat and is critical in terms
of foundation reaction during seismic events.

The forces and moments in these elements
are shown in Table 5 for individual load
cases. Element 1 is subjected to axial
compression due to thermal expansion of the
central portion of the basemat, while element 2
is subjected to tension in the direction
parallel to containment wal^s. Significant
concrete cracking may take place in this part
of the basemat, which makes the transverse
shear forces in the basemat adjacent to the
walls perpendicular to the containment wall a
critical design issue. This subject will be
addressed later, when the concrete cracking is
evaluated using a nonlinear analysis approach.

Internal forces and moments shown in
Table 5 were combined according to Table 1 and
used for reinforcement design. Table 6 shows
the selected rebar arrangement.

SURROUNDING NI STRUCTURES

RSB, SGB, AB, and CB walls and floors serve
as lateral support for the containment walls.
The pressure capacity of the containment is
closely related to the integrity of these
floors and walls. As an example, the
horizontal shear force due to containment

Table 6

BASEMAT REINFORCEMENT

Flexure

Region Reinforcement
1,3

Transverse Shear
2,3

Reinforcement

Element 1 #14 bars @7 in. 0
Element 2 #11 bars @7.5 in. #7 bars @18 in.
Element 3 #11 bars @7.5 in. #4 bars @15 in.

On each lace, in each of north-south and
east-west directions.
Shear bars are vertical and arranged in an
orthagoaal grid with spacing in each
horizontal direction as shown.
1 in = 25.4 mm, bar sizes: #4=13 mm,
#7 = 22 mm, #11 = 36 mm, #14 = 43 mm.

pressure, in one of the SGB walls perpendicular
to the containment wall, is shown in Figure 8.
This wall works like a beam supported by the
basemat and containment roof. The outside wall
of the SGB contributes to this beam action by
resisting the normal forces due to the
bending. The maximum value of these normal
forces is 13 kip/ft (190 kN/m) tension. Since
the exterior wall is normally under compression
due to dead load, this tensile membrane force
is not critical. The shear stress in the wall
perpendicular to the containment wall is 95 psi

880k (3.900 kN)
EL 157'-0" (47.9ml

CONTJJNMFNT

EL 33'-5" 110.2m)

Figure 8. Shear Diagram and Deflected Shape
of an SGB Wall Perpendicular to the

Containment Wall Under 3 psig (21 kPa)
Containment Pressure
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(655 kPa) maximum, assuming uniform
distribution. When combined with seismic and
thermal stresses, this shear stress controls
the design of the SGB internal walls.

The walls in the RSB are not generally
critical in terms of strength since their
thicknesses are controlled by shielding
requirements. These walls will havv> adequate
strength even when minimum reinforcenent is
used.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been reached
in this study:

o A rectangular reinforced concrete
containment design with a low roof is
feasible for the design conditions of
LMRs

o Concrete cracking must be accounted for
in the analysis when significant thermal
loads are involved

o Flat walled containments require lateral
supports from surrounding and/or
interior structures

o The integral nature of the containment
and the exterior structures increases
the significance of thermal stresses
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ABSTRACT

Experience gained through operation of the
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) is now sufficiently
extensive that this experience can be utilized
in designing the next generation of liquid metal
fast reactors. Experience with FFTF core and
plant components is cited which can result in
design improvements to achieve inherently safe,
economic reactor plants. Of particular interest
is the mixed oxide fuel system which has demon-
strated large design margins. Other plant com-
ponents have also demonsrated high reliability
and offer capital cost reduction opportunities
through design simplifications. The FFTF continues
to be a valuable U.S. resource which affords proto-
typic development and demonstration, contributing
to public acceptability of future plants.

INTRODUCTION

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) full power
was first achieved in December, 1980. Regular
scheduled test program operation began in April,
1982. Since then, approximately two 100-day
reactor operating cycles have been completed each
year. The plant is currently well into its sixth
cycle with an excellent record of operation.
Experience gained from the plant and its test
program is now sufficiently extensive that it
can be applied to the next generation of liquid
metal cooled fast reactor plants (LMR's). Of
greatest interest is experience which will support
the major objectives of inherent safety and com-
petitive capital and operating costs. It is the
purpose of this paper to describe some of the
applicable information of interest to designers
of future LMR's.

Because of its size and other parameters,
the FFTF experience spans a range of interest
which is prototypic of recent LMR concepts.
FFTF design parameters are shown in Table 1,
compared with ranges under consideration for
future plants.
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4SI-510 (875-»SO)

0.7 (.275)

102-127 (40-50)
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Because a high degree of flexibility was
designed into the plant to achieve its testing
mission, it is possible to depart from the design
conditions to achieve experience with other
parameters which may be dictated by future plant
design. Likewise, the extensive instrumentation
coupled with the nuclear and thermal character-
ization obtained during startup will continue
to provide valuable information.

An operating histogram covering the five
cycles of operating history completed to date
is shown in Figure 1. Cycle capacity and avail-
ability factors have steadily increased such

357
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that they are now approaching the maximum achiev-
able. At the completion of Cycle 5, the reactor
had accumulated 568.5 equivalent full power
days of operation with a cycle capacity factor
of 93.5%. This favorable operating experience
with a relatively complex test reactor in itself
is strongly indicative that very high factors
can be achieved with power-only LMR's.

FFTF OPERATING HISTOGRAM

CYCLEOUT OPtftAnON CYCIEIWO CVCUTHBEE

S |M|MM|J|J|A|S|Q|N|D|J|HM|*|M|J|J|A|S|O|N|O|J|f|M|Ara
1902 NU (9M

CVQtSEVtN CTOiBGHI CYCIE I K

J|A|5|O|N|D|J|F|M|A|M|J|J|A|5|0|N|D|J)f |MT*|M]j | j rXl
KB5 NU

Figure 1

Experience gained during this operating
history which relates to inherent safety and
inferences for new LMR design that can be drawn
from it falls into three categories. These
are inherent mechanisms, design margins and
engineered features. Applicable experience from
each of these area-, is described in the dis-
cussion which follows.

INHERENT MECHANISMS

a) Reactivity Feedback

Neutronic and structural reactivity feed-
backs have long been recognized as potential
inherent safety mechanisms. Experience in FFTF
on isothermal temperature coefficient measure-
ments extends from refueling temperature, 228°C
(400°F) to hot standby temperature, 314°C
(59O°F). Reactivity dependence on isothermal
temperature was found to be linear with a slope
of -1.0c ± 0.02c per degree Celsius.(^

The power coefficient is measured each
cycle over the range of 10 to 95% of full power
with 100% coolant flow rates. Average values
from several power ascents are shown in Figure
2. Uncertainties are in the range of 7 to 10%.
(1)

There is a decrease in the 0.5C/MW full
power value to about 0.4 with each cycle during
power operation, but is recovers after refueling.
This change is the result of a dominant Doppler

coefficient and minimal axial expansion. The
measured power coefficient at 95% power was
more negative than predicted, but it agreed
with prestartup predictions to within 20%.

FFTF AVERAGE VALUE POWER COEFFICIENT

REACTOR POWER. MW

GO 100 1 » 200 280 300 360 400

10.0 2U.0 30.0 40.0 60.0 60.0 30.0 ».O 90.0 100.0

REACTOR POWER. % OF FULL POWfi.l

Figure 2

The dynamic nature of reactivity feedback
effects in the FFTF is routinely Er.nitored to
ensure that conditions will never exist where
the reactor power oscillates and exceeds oper-
ational limits or makes control of the power
difficult. Measurements have covered the range
from 15 to 95% of full power. Figure 3 shows
the reactor power and feedback reactivity
following a rapid negative reactivity change
(rod drop) of 8c with the reactor at 70% power.
The plot in this figure shows that dominant
feedbacks are prompt and rapidly compensate
for reactor perturbations. A limiting condition
for plant operation is that the stability phase
margin, a measure of inherent damping of reac-
tivity oscillations, must be >30°. All measure-
ments to date have yielded phase margins in
a range of 102° to 122°, indicating very stable
plant operation.

POWER AND REACTIVITY FOLLOWING
ROD DROP AT 71.5% POWER

E4

TIME {SECONDS}

Figure 3
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Experience thus has shown that neutronic
and structural feedback mechanisms are negative
and reliable over the FFTF range of operation.
Structural effects are difficult co separate
experimentally, but do not appear to countei
the Doppler coefficient significantly. It is
concluded that LMR cores can be designed with
suitable negative reactivity coefficients.
Reactivity effects have been found to be reason-
ably calculable and predictable, lending confi-
dence in nuclear design methodology- Finally,
TMR cores of similar design should exhibit highly
stable behavior.

b) Natural Circulation

Another inherent safety mechanism which
has been demonstrated conclusively in FFTF is
that of natural circulation. This experience,
which has been described in greater detail else-
where, is summarized here.^2'

A series of four natural
were conducted in the FFTF as
the startup testing program,
strated the capability of the
other LMR's of similar design,
remove decay heat during loss
power. In addition, the test
bility of computer code models
predict peak core temperatures
ients.

circulation tests
a major part of
The tests demon-
FFTF plant, and
to adequately

of electrical
verified the capa-
to accurately
during the trans-

The final of the four tests was a simul-
taneous scram of the control rods and main pumps
from 100% power and flow. All pony motors were
also deactivated at the same time to simulate
a loss of all electric power. The transition
from forced to natural circulation flow after
the scram is shown by the transient core sodium
temperature in the hot channel of an instrumented
fuel assembly (Figure 4 ) . The peak transient
temperature measured was 1010°F ard occurred

CALCULATED VI MEASURED PEAK FUEL COOLANT
TEMPERATURE IN FFTF 100 PERCENT NATURAL

CIRCULATION TEST

— CALCULATED COOLANT TEMPERATURE
ADJUSTED FOR MEASUREMENT DELAYS

O PLANT DATA

at 140 seconds after scram. At this time the
pumps had completed coastdown and a smooth trans-
ition to natural circulation took place. The
pre-test predicted peak temperature was 1000°F
at 120 seconds after scram which is in excellent
agreement with the data. The safety model pre-
diction for the test conditions was 1308'F demon-
strating 300°F margin to the test.

Natural circulation experience in the FFTF
has shown it to be a reliable inherent mechanism
for the removal of decay heat, even under loss
of all electric pover. The pump coastdown
characteristic has proven to yield an inherently
safe transition to natural circulation. Calcu-
lational models are able to accurately predict
peak core temperatures, which provide designers
the means for using this mechanism.

Although the FFTF is a loop type plant,
it has the largest sodium pool available in
the United States. Flow patterns within the
reactor vessel during minimum flow conditions
in the loops can be expected to be near-
prototypic of patterns in a pool type plant.
Limited pool configuration tests in FFTF are
currently being investigated.

c) Control Rod Drop

Another inherent safety mechanism that
is often taken for granted is gravity. This
mechanism provides a constant, reliable force
to insert poison and to bring about natural
circulation (as just described). In addition
to the latter, FFTF experience has shown the
insertion of neutron absorber through spring
assisted gravitational force to be a completely
dependable shutdown mechanism.

Good control rod performance during a scram
is a highly important FFTF safety requirement.
For this reason, a tight surveillance program
specifying measurements of drop time is imposed.
Control rods are required to meet a technical
specification-related drop time of 835 ms (drop
to 27 inches inserted). This specification is
monitored at the start of every cycle or when
any maintenance is done to the control rod.
The maximum measured time in plant is 713 ms
and the average, x, is 644 ms, with a standard
deviation, 5 x, of 10 ms. A table of values
through 1983 (Table 2) follows. No indication
of a stuck rod has ever been detected during
either an actual scram or testing. Maintenance
has been required on position indicator rods
and on the disconnect actuator shafts of several
rods but neither problem affected the scram
function in any way.

100.0 150.0 200.0

TIME. SECONDS

Figure 4
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FFTF SOU* TIHE (as) INFORMATION

parameter fiod 1

n

*
«;

KoxtMM

Range

1!

«4J

20

665

608

57

Rod 2

12

64$

20

674

600

74

Rod 3

11

645

16

668

620

48

Rod 4

11

640

11

662

629

33

Red 5

12

644

14

666

622

44

Bod 6 '

12

iZJ

20

651

S97

54

Rid 7

13

in

a
683

601

82

Rod a '

11

6<9

10

665

635

30

Rod 9

14

664

29

713

629

85

x • 644 «nd sj • 10

Range of x « 664 - 627 • 37

n > Ntaber of scrws

FFTF experience has pointed to designs
of improved performance which offer potential
for longer life and even faster rod drop times.
The ADVAB-1 control assembly design life is
900 EFPD. The scram time for the ADVAB-1 has
also been decreased to approximately 400 ms
compared with 645 ms for reference control rods.
ADVAB-1 features round ducts, D9 material and
large vented pins, affording less hydraulic
resistance and hence faster scrams. As with
many developments, testing experience has also
yielded unexpected results.

In this case, it is suspected that a
hydraulically induced power oscillation is asso-
ciated with ADVAB-1. A test to resolve this
question is designed for later in Cycle 6. These
power cscillations have not interfered with
operation, but need to be resolved to complete
the ADVAB-1 development. Other features of
the design have performed well through 234
effective full power days (EFPD) in reactor.

DESIGN MARGINS

a) Fuel - Steady State Performance

An important factor in nuclear plant
inherent safety is the margin to failure designed
into plant components. This may be prescribed
as in AEME Code rules, for example, or it may
be more judgmental to cover uncertainties such
as long term irradiation effects on fuels and
materials. It is this latter experience in the
FFTF which has shown margin in fuel and materials
which were previously more uncertain.

The FFTF driver fuel has operated flawlessly
to 150% of design lifetime. Significant infor-
mation on driver fuel performance that has been
acquired from FFTF operations includes justi-
fication for more flexible burnup limits, and
a relaxation of the power to melt limits to
allow higher power driver assemblies. A broadened
data base has been obtained from the irradiation
of a variety of different types of experiments.

The reference fuel was designed for a peak
burnup of 80 MWd/kg. Tests of the reference
design have now passed 120 MWd/kg. Accordingly,
exposure limits have been raised, ranging from
80 to 100 MWd/kg, depending on the power history
of the assembly. After five complete cycles,
no driver pins have breached. Burnup achievements
in FFTF relative to experience in other countries
is shown in Figure 5.

BURNUP ACHIEVEMENTS WITH
MIXED-OXIDE FUEL

o u i i i
7i to

CALENDAR YEAR

Figure 5

Two power-to-melt tests have been irradiated
in FFTF (DEA 2 and DE 9). Both tests experienced
melting at beginning of life. DEA 2 was removed
after 10 minutes at full power and examined
in detail. Measurements indicated that while
the test operated satisfactorily, the power
to melt was actually lower than previously an-
ticipated. DE-9 was allowed to continue operation
until a breach was detected after 348 EFPD.
This assembly had very high linear powers, high
smear density, and the EOL burnup was over 90
MWd/kg. The breach therefore was not unexpected.
No adverse safety impact was observed from either
test.

The technical specification prohibiting
melting was replaced with a linear power specifi-
cation for drivers. The net effect was to allow
higher power drivers. It is concluded that the
safety impact of melting (especially if the
amount of melting is small) is acceptable. This
conclusion was based on the operation of the
power to melt tests in FFTF, examination of
the results of TREAT tests, and new analytical
work. Higher powei assemblies with a higher
probability of melting in gre^n unrestructureti
fuel are therefore acceptable.
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The major limitation of fuel assembly life
frequently appears to be radiation induced
swelling or bowing of the duct causing increased
refueling loads. Swelling the fuel pins can
increase pin-bundle duct interaction and pissibly
result in s hot spot on the pins. Bundle-duct
interaction does not, however, appear to be
limiting with the reference design.

The reference assemblies (316 stainless
steel) were designed for 300-400 EFPD operation.
Present limits are 450-550 EFPD exposure.
A whole core analysis is done for every cycle
and refueling loads measured and compared with
predicted values. These measurements have
resulted in j'.ianges to the refueling plans but
no loads have been encountered that have inter-
fered with normal refueling.

The use of advanced alloys such as D9 and
HT 9 offers the promise of increased lifetimes
since these alloys have reduced swelling. The
HT 9 is particularly attractive for ducts since
its measured swelling is effectively zero. Ex-
periments are being conducted in FFTF to
investigate advanced alloy duct performance
in connection with 316 stainless steel clad
pins to extend fuel lifetime.

b) Fuel - Transient Performance

Transient fuel models were established
by performing steady state irradiations in the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR II), and
transient tests in the TREAT reactor. Data are
now being obtained on the longer FFTF pins and
on Advanced Fuel Designs. The purposes of the
tests are to demonstrate that the fuel can with-
stand PPS transients and to obtain information
about fuel behavior during more extreme events
for incorporation into unterrainatsd transient
analyses.

Fourteen FFTF reference pins have been
transient tested in TREAT. Six tests were per-
formed (4-three pin tests and 2-one pin tests),
as shown in Table 3. All tests were performed
in loops with flowing sodium. Exposures have
ranged from 8 days (2.1 MWd/kg) to 2 cycles
(54 MWd/kg). The reactivity transients were
5c/s, 50c/s, and l$/s. All the transients went
to significantly higher powers than the PPS
terminated transients in FFTF.

The RFT designated tests are designed to
confirm capability of reference fuel to survive
PPS terminated transient. The TS designated
tests are more aggressive and are run until
a failure is detected. While only preliminary
unpublished data are available for most of these
test, the data available so far support existing
fuel models and indicate that PPS transients
will be terminated without a cladding breach.
Comparison of predicted versus actual failure
time indicates the prediction methods are con-
servative.

Test

RFT-U

HFT-12

RFT-L3

BFT-L4

TULE 3

REFERENCE FUEL TEST MATRIX

Fuel Pin Peric Burnup
TWO _ « * W c < L _

2-Inner Zone
1-Outer Zone

1-Inner Zonfi
2-0uter Zone

2-DE2-1R (Inner)
1-DE1-2 (Inner)

2-DE2-1R (Inner)
1-DC1-2 (Inner)

FAILURE THRESHOLD

T S - 1

TS-2

1-HPCC (Inner)

1-0E2-1R (Inner)

2
Z

2
2

54
26

»4
26

2

54

Transient

5M/S

5(/s
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Axial fuel motion was noted inside the
pins prior to fuel failure for the slow transient
for one case. Fuel motion was noted at 17s
into transient, and failure indicated at 22s.
Axial fuel motion is a potential inherent shut-
down mechanism for transients since fuel moving
out of the core has a negative reactivity effect.
Indication of axial motion prior to failure
is therefore very significant. Advanced fuel
designs are now being irradiated in FFTF which
utilize annular fuel and blanket pellets. In
addition to providing favorable fuel density
annular pellets also have been found to promote
axial fuel motion.C4'

c) Heat Transport System Piping

Another area in which design margin is
of considerable interest is in the heat transport
system piping. Inherent safety relates to the
ability of reactor vessel and piping materials
to retain their integrity under extreme con-
ditions. In the FFTF, the effects of thermal
aging on these materials has been monitored
since startup.

In general, aging at 566°C for 10,000 hours
caused reduction in crack initiation toughness
and tearing modulus of approximately 20 to 30%
in welds and baf,e metals. After this initial
drop in fracture resistance, at 10,000 hours,
data at 20,000 and 27,000 hours suggest that
property values approach a saturation value.
It has been shown that fatigue crack propagation
resistance in these materials is not signifi-
cantly affected by thermal aging up to 20,000
hours. Based on these results, the margin against
critical crack formation in the FFTF continues
to be supported.

Seismic design margins constitute another
high interest areas as it relates to heat trans-
port system integrity. The seismic design
experience at FFTF has addressed two basic con-
cerns: (1) snubber lock-up, and (2) the suitabil-
ity of linear piping analysis technique via-a-vis
detailed non-linear seismic analysis.(^)
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A test program was established to address
the snubber lock-up problem. In this program
the dynamic characteristics of the snubber were
determined for use in analytical models, and
the dominating snubber failure mode was es-
tablished. It was found that long term vibration
at an amplitude in excess of free play could
lead to failure to lock-up under seismic con-
ditions, or lead to premature lockup during
normal operations. The former condition, of
course, constitutes loss of needed seismic
support, and the latter condition potentially
leads to excessive thermal stresses in the piping
from normal heat-up and cool-down transients.

A limit of 10 mils peak to peak was es-
tablished for flow inducted and mechanical
vibrations in the FFTF snubbers. A survey of
the plant revealed that 14 snubbers out of
approximately 3200 were subjected to vibration
in excess of this limit.(6) These snubbers
are all accessible in the secondary piping system
and are checked for operability prior to each
operating cycle of the FFTF reactor. Since sodium
fill in 1978, three of these fourteen snubbers
have deteriorated to the point of requiring
replacement. Standard in-service inspection
of other snubbers with acceptable levels of
vibration showed no failures.

The second seismic design-related issue
addressed at some length at FFTF is piping
analysis techniques. A prototype 1" piping
loop was set up on a shaker table and seismic
loading was simulated. Results showed that linear
response spectra analysis techniques conserva-
tively predicted pipe stress and support loads
when compared with test results. In fact, test
results were so much lower than predicted that
further investigation was conducted to determine
the reason. It was found that damping in heavily
insulated LMR piping systems is much larger
than NRC-recommended design values. Subsequent
in-situ testing on several FFTF pipe loops con-
firmed these results. This investigation showed
that the number of seismic supports could be
reduced substantially, and that damping factors
could be increased from 2-3% now, to 8% for
high insulation weight ratios.(^) More over,
linear analysis techniques can be used instead
of more costly non-linear methods for piping
analysis.

ENGINEERED FEATURES

a) Containment

Inherent safety can be derived from features
that are engineered into the plant. Examples
of these are containment or confinement barriers
and redundancy or diversity of plant components
and systems. Of course, FFTF experience has
not involved a challenge of these features
from any safety event, they have nevertheless
been tested to substantiate their reliability.

Testing of the FFTF containment has been ac-
complished by integrated leak rate testing (ILRT)
and by local testing of penetrations between
ILRT's.

4
Performance of an ILRT of the 4.7 x 10

m (1,7 x 10 ft ) FFTF containment with its
6500 m (230,000 ft ) interior inerted cells
complicated the test procedure. The nitrogen
inerted volumes can affect these results since
containment building test pressure could leak
into these cells. Therefore all inerted cells
were deinerted and vented, and other inert gas
systems were either isolated or manually con-
trolled. Heat is input to the cells from sodium
systems, which must be maintained at a suf-
ficiently high temperature to prevent sodium
freezup. Thus temperature and vapor pressure
of each cell was measured to obtain the mass
of air contained.

Two integrated leak rate tests were per-
formed on the FFTF containment system. The first
test was conducted in 1978 just prior to sodium
fill and the second in 1981 with sodium in the
cDoling system at the normal shutdown temperature
of 204°C. The normally inerted process cells
were vented to the containment air atmosphere
during the test. In both series, leak rate tests
and verification tests were conducted at a re-
duced pressure of 34.47 kPa (5 psig) and at a
peak pressure of 68.9 kPa (10 psig). The second
of these two test series was more complex since
it involved the completed plant with sodium
coolant.

During the performance of the test, it
was necessary to correlate the diurnal temper-
ature effect and correct for the change in con-
tainment free volume. The normalized results
yielded excellent straight-line fits to the
data with leakage well within the limit of 0.1%
volume per day. Results of this test have demon-
strated that reliable, accurate leak rate
measurements can be conducted for a sodium-cooled
reactor containment. While highly successful,
the FFTF experience has shown the ILRT to be
time consuming and requiring significant prep-
aration and analysis. It is an area worthy of
attention if required in future plants.

b) Redundancy and Diversity

Operation of the FFTF has led to many in-
sights into the required and desired levels
of redundancy and diversity of both safety re-
lated and plant operational systems. For example,
very few instrument related plant scrams have
occurred even though the Plant Protection System
(PPS) uses two out of three logic and system
maintenance and calibration requires periodic
tripping of one channel. Four channels of PPS
instruments connected in two of three logic
would be even less subject to spurious trips
and allow maintenance to proceed on a less
critical time schedule.
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Primary and secondary shutdown systems
are diverse in their instrumentation and logic.
A clear example of the desirability of diversity
of PPS functions was the existence of an in-
creasing pressure drop in the primary system
during Cycle 1. While the increased pressure
(at constant flow) caused a drift in the primary
shutdown system (flux squared pressure ratio
trip), the redundant and diverse secondary system
trip function (flux flow ratio) remained un-
changed .

In several instances, experience with the
plant control systems has shown the desirability
of greater redundancy to avoid single component
failures causing plant transients. Also, a few
later modifications were considered prudent
to reduce the economic impact of postulated
failures. An example is the installation of
an emergency gas turbine generator in addition
to the two diesel-generators at the FFTF Site.

A final example of redundancy at the FFTF
is that used in Heat Transport System (HTS).
Ultimate heat rejection (either nuclear power
or decay heat when shut down) is accomplished
by the four Dump Heat Exchanger (DHX) modules
in each of the three HTS loops. This redundancy
allows operation (at reduced power levels) even
in the case of multiple DHX failures. In ad-
dition, the twelve individual modules provide
significant decay heat removal redundancy since
a single module is sufficient. However, this
redundancy constitutes large excess decay heat
removal capability and control to prevent over-
cooling (premature freezing) becomes a consider-
ation. In a power producing facility where heat
rejection is normally through a steam system,
one would expect that the optimum design from
a cost and safety viewpoint is one in which
the safety decay heat removal system is sized
and dedicated to that function.

FUTURE EXPERIENCE POTENTIAL

While a wealth of information has been
obtained from the FFTF to date which will benefit
LMR designs, programs are being implemented
to evaluate other innovative design features.

The Core Demonstration Experiment (CDE)
is one of the major experiments in FfTF to extend
in-core residence time for LMR fuel. The
CDE will demonstrate the capability of fuel
assemblies to undergo irradiation for a minimum
of three years, thereby reducing fabrication
costs, inventory, reprocessing requirements
and annular fuel consumption. The experiment
consists of an inner zone loading of ten mixed
oxide assemblies and six oxide blanket assemblies
to be loaded in Cycle 9. Selection of HT 9,
a ferritic stainless steel, for duct/cladding
material makes possible the extended residence
time. This alloy exhibits negligible swelling
over a broad temperature range as demonstrated
in EBR II and FFTF irradiations up to fluences
of ~2.2 x 10 2 3 n/cm2. It is expected that as
the FFTF operating cycle is extended from 112

days to 300 days its annual capacity factor
will climb to 80% or greater.

Consideration is also being given to demon-
stration of negative reactivity feedback mech-
anisms such as core expansion or control rod
driveline effects. Separation of structural
and other feedback components using measurement
and analysis is an additional activity which
appears to be very economical of reactor time.

Another area having future experience
potential is that of containment/confinement.
The next ILRT scheduled for FFTF is in May of
1986. Improved data and analysis now indicate
that test objectives can be met at a reduced
pressure of 2 psig as opposed to 10 psig previ-
ously used. This will represent a significant
reduction in test complexity and reactor outage
time. A related issue is the investigation of
confinement concepts. The FFTF has been equipped
with an effluent scrubber-filter systemcalled
the Containment Margins System (CMS). ' This
system was installed to demonstrate design,
installation and testing of a containment ex-
haust clean-up system designed to mitigate con-
sequences of accidents beyond design basis.
Containment pressures in excess of design limits
can be vented through this scrubber system,
and based on large scale test results, filtration
efficiencies in the range of 99% are predicted
for particulates and halogens. These scrubbing
efficiencies are obtained by using a liquid
operated ejector venturi scrubber and a high
efficiency irrigated fibrous filter in series.
The scrubbing liquid, initially water, is con-
verted to a hydroxide solution by airborne sodium
oxide aerosol in the containment effluent atmos-
phere. The CMS provides the potential for in-
vestigating the confinement principle in an
existing reactor plant.

Finally, the potential to develop inherent
safety mechanisms sufficient to provide "walk
away" safety has spurred interest in performing
tests in FFTF to experimentally verify structural
feedback effects. This work is described in
another paper at this meeting.

CONCLUSION

FFTF experience to date has been of great
value over and above its original fuels and
materials testing mission. Operating experience
from Che reactor and plant is providing excellent
basis information for advance LMR concepts,
The several examples described in this presenta-
tion are illustrative of margins which can be
exploited to achieve the "inherently safe" plant.
Reactivity coefficients, decay heat removal
via natural circulation, fuel performance, heat
transport system operation, and containment
behavior all constitute FFTF data available
to designers today. Feature tests and con-
figurations that will support innovative designs
of the future are currently in the planning
stages.
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SAFETY IMPLICATION DERIVED FROM JOYO OPERATIONAL DATA
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ABSTRACT

The Experimental Fast Reactor 3OYO had been
operated as a breeder reactor (MK-I core) from 1977 to
1981. Then, the reactor power was increased from 75
MWt to 100 MWt after a complete replacement of core
and blanket subassemblies by improved core and re-
flectors (MK-1I core), respectively. In this paper, the
following test results and experiences are discussed from
the stand point of reactor operation safety: (1) To
suppress the wear marks, which were observed on the
surface of fuel claddings, the optimum combination of
wire wrapping pitch and porosity per ring is found. (2)
The cause leading to the anomalously large negative
power coefficient, observed in the process of the first
power increase above 50 MWt, is investigated. (3) Scram
to natural circulation test was successfully performed,

with fairly good prediction by computor code. (*)
Investigation of the corrosion products deposited on the
primary piping, components, and fuel subassemblies.

INTRODUCTION

The first Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder
Reactor 3OYO in Japan, attained intial criticality in
April 1977 with breeder core (MK-I). Conversion from
the breeder core to the irradiation core (MK-II) was
successfully completed by handling about 600 -ubas-
semblies in 10 months on schedule as planned and criti-
cality with the MK-H core was attained in November
1982. The complete operating history of JOYO is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (1), (2), (3).

Both 50 MWt and 75 MWt power level were achiev-
ed with the MK-I breeder core. The MK-I core operation

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

100MW

75 MW

Mark- I Core

2nd Cycle

• D
2nd Cycle

D D D
SlfT,3rd

(Breeding Core) I • , . , „ . — | M K - ] I Core (Irradiation Core)
P W I R dth r»..™i« I i i i »5th Cycle

• O •
h.ow Power Test Ascension Test I I t 0 75MW

^ ^ ^ _ _ 75MWFunction Test

Internal Inspection 1st Annual Inspection 2nd Annual Inspection

7th Cycle

a a n a
1st Cycle 3rd Cycle 5th Cycles Cycle

| - | 5th Annual

JOOMW Function , . Inspection
1 ^ Test i I

3rd Annual Inspection 4th Annual Inspection

Fig. 1 F.xperimental Fast Reactor JOYO Operating History
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Main air cooler(B) Kain intermediate heat
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The reactor cooling system consists of two
loops of main cooling and one loop o f aux i l ia ry
cooling. The heat generated in the core is
dissipated to the atmosphere through primary
sodium and secondary sodium.

Fig.2 Reactor Cooling System

covered the period from initial criticality in 1977
through 1981. There were 260 reactor startups during
MK-I operation resulting from many kinds of reactor
tests such as low power reactor physics tests, reactor
dynamics tests, power ascension tests and transient
tests. The maximum burn up attained on a MK-I driver
fuel assembly was 40,500 MWD/T which was close to the
design limit of 42,000 MWD/T.

The MK-I operation was completed at the end of
1981 with a scram to natural circulation test from 75
MWt. The cooling system of 3OYO consists of two main
cooling systems and one auxiliary cooling system which
removes decay heat of the core when heat removal by
the main cooling systems is impossible (Fig. 2). Each of
the main cooling systems and the auxiliary cooling
system, then, consists of the primary system, which
transmits heat in the core to the intermediate heat
exchanger, and the secondary system, which transmits
heat from the intermediate heat exchanger to the air-
cooled dump heat exchanger, in normal operation.

Replacement of the whole core component from
MK-I to MK-II was conducted during the year 1982. The
comparison of core configuration of MK-I and MK-II is
shown in Fig. 3. Their main core parameters are listed
on Table 1. The MK-II core has the characteristics of
higher fast neutron flux to enable accelerated irradiation
of fuels and materials, higher core power density with
advanced fuel subassemblies of higher linear heat rate.
To obtain such features, the MK-IJ core is composed of
core fuel assemblies surrounded by stainless steel
reflectors, and is operated at 100 MWt rated power.

The 100 MWt power ascension program consisted of
low power core characterization tests and high power
tests. As for the low power tests, reactivity coefficient,
loop pressure drop and core flow rate distribution were
measured, and performance of reactivity control systems
and core cooling capability were confirmed prior to
power ascension. Power ascension was conducted in a
step-by-step manner with 25 MWt power increments. At
each power step, safety, stability, plant thermal balance
and control margin were confirmed.

At the full power operation, the reactor output
temperature reached 500<>c with 370°C at the inlet.
The highest sodium temperature at the fuel subassembly
outlet was 554OC, which agrees with the prediction
based on the measured flow rate. Also, it was confirmed

that all four DHX performed to remove the heat with an
air flow margin of 20%. Seven normal operation cycles
at 100 MWt have finished by this time, where one normal
cycle consists of 45 days operation. Maximum burn up of
the fuel pins have reached about 48,000 MWD/T.

As mentioned above, 3OYO has experienced
neither fuel pin failure nor serious trouble on the com-
ponents of the reactor system. However, some events
which had not been anticipated at the design stage
emerged in the process of the operation of the MK-I core
and the MK-II core. Some of them relating to the fast
reactor safety are also descrived in this report.

Table 1
"JOYO" Main Core Parameters

RHCtor Output MWt

Primary Coolant Flow Rata t/h

RMCtor Inlat Tamparatura 'C

Raactor Outlet Tamparatura *C

Cora Stack Langth cm

Cora Voluma (max.) i

L l n w HMt Rata (ma».) W/cm

Fual Pin Dtamatar mm

PuOe/<PuO»+UOs) W/O

Um Enrtchmant WO

Mutton flux (mix.) n/cm'-MC

Ntutron Flux (Con «v.) n/em'-wc

Mix. E s o m Raacthrtty %4K/K

Control Rod W o * % JK/K

Ma*. Burn Up (o<n n . ) MWD/t

Oparation Cyda

MK-I

Firat

SO

2,200

370

435

00

284

210

6.3

18

23

2.1X10"

1.2X10"

- 4 . 5

Safety Rod - 5 . 8
RaguMInc Rod

~2Jt

2S.000

45 day*
Operation
IS day*
Oufao.

Sacond

75

2.200

370

470

60

304

320

6.3

IS

23

3.0X10"

1.8X1O15

- 4 . 5

Safety Rod - 5 . 8
Ragutating Rod

~2.8

42,010

MK-n

100

2.200

370

500

55

250

400

5.5

30

K

5.1K10"

2.SX10*

- 5 . 5

~ »

50,000
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Fig.3 CORE AND FUEL ASSEMBLY

WEAR MARKS ON THE SURFACE OF FUEL PIN
CLADDING5

Wear marks were found on the surface of several
fuel pins, when post-irradiation examinations (PIE) were
made on fuel assemblies which had been irradiated
during the second cycle at 50 MWt and the first cycle at
75 MWt. After the succeeding PIEs, it was found that
the length of the wear marks increaced gradually as the
irradiation time of fuel pin increased, while the width of
the wear marks saturated soon after 75 MW operation.
Furthermore, it was also revealed by the observation of
the cross section of tiie pin claddings with wear mark
that the depth of a wear mark had adequate correlation
with its width. Therefore, the depth of the wear marks
also had the trend to saturate, where the observed
maximum depth of the wear marks was about 0.06 mm,
17 % of its thickness.

During the development of the fuel subassembly of
3OYO MK-I core, an isothermal endurance test had been
conducted in an out-of-pile sodium loop. However, the
wear marks on the surface of the pin claddings had not
been found from the result of the endurance test.
Therefore, the cause of the wear marks can be correlat-
ed with the existence of temperature gradient in a fuel
subassembly by which singular vibration seems to be
excited in the pins boundle. On the other hand, bowing
analysis of fuel pins at 75 MW operation was conducted
using a computer code. The analysis clarified that
contact stress between the fuel pin and the wraping wire
decreased as irradiation time increased, while frictional
resistance against pin's movement increased. Thus, by
the results of the analysis, the above mentioned satura-
tion trend of the depth of the wear mark can be
explained.

Because the contact stress and the frictional re-
sistance are related to both the winding pitch of the

wrapping wire and the porosity per ring which is defined
as the bundle-duct clearance divided by the number of
hexagonal rings, three modified fuel subassemblies as
listed in Table 2, were irradiated at 75 MW operation.
As shown in the table, these modified fuel subassemblies
vary in the winding pitch of the wrapping wire and the
porosity per ring. The PIE of these modified fuel
subassemblies, together with that of the original driver
subassemblies, revealed that the cause of the wear mark
had clear correlation with the winding pitch and the
porosity per ring, as illustrated in Fig. t*.

Since this phenomenon had not been anticipated in
the fuel design, the potential effect of these wear marks
on the inner pressure stresses of the fuel elements was
examined, and adequate operational margin to continue
75 MW operation was confirmed. More than ten thousand
of the fuel pins were irradiated in JOYO MK-I core, and
indeed no fuel pin breach occured.

Table 2 Design Parameters of Fuel Assemblies

Fuel

Modified
JOYO MK- I

(Wl F)

Modiliftd

JOYO MK-I

(W1O)

Mailed
JOYO MK-I

(Wl H)

JOYO MK-I
Driver

Pin
Diameter

M

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

Pins

Per

Bundle

91

Tl

91

91

Wire
Diameter

M

1.24

1.24

1.225

1.20

Wire

Pilch

M

266

207

207

266

Cladding

Cold Work

[«]

~ I 2

~ I 2

- 1 2

-12

Spaoer Wire

Cold Work

1%)

12

Annealed

12

Annealed

12

Annealed

Annealed

Porosh
Per Rm,.

0.1

0.1

0.125

0.178
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POWER COEFFICIENT ANOMALY

The 50 MWt power-up tests were conducted in
August 1978, as shown Fig. ] . In these tests, the
measured reactivity loss due to power increases from 15
MWt to 50 MWt was 0.28% j K/K, and agreed well with
the predicted value of 0.27% i K/K. The power coef-
ficient (defined as reactivity loss per unit of thermal
power increase) was linear with reactor power and had
good reproducibility. The observed power coefficients
indicated no noticeable change during the succeeding 50
MWt power operation cycles.

The 75 MWt power ascension tests were conducted
in 3uly-August 1979 (see Fig. 1). In the process of the
first power increase above 50 MWt to 65 MWt, conducted
on July 11, 1979, an anomalously large negative power
coefficient was observed. The value was about twice the
power coefficient values measured in the tests below 50
MWt, as shown in Fig. 5. In order to reproduce the
anomaly, the reactor power was decreased and again
increased up to the maximum power of 65 MWt.
However, the large negative power coefficient was not
observed at this time-

In the succeeding power increase from 65 MWt to
75 MWt, a similar anomalous power coefficient was
again observed. This anomaly also disappeared in the
subsequent power ascensions to 75 MWt. In addition, the
magnitude of the power coefficient above 50 MWt
gradually decreased with every new power cycle. After
the power coefficient attaining stable, it was found that
a total reactivity of about 0.2% J K/K (-40£) had been
lost during the initial power ascension and descent cycles
(other than the expected reactivity loss due to burnup).

Based on the analyses and evaluations of the test
data performed to date, the following features of the
anomaly have been confirmed:

1. A much larger power coefficient than
predicted was observed suddenly when reactor
power was initially increased from 50 MWt to
75 MWt.

2. This anomaly occurred only once irreversibly
and has not been observed in all subsequent
power increases from 50 MWt to 75 MWt.

3. Both the absolute value of the power coeffi-
cient and its dependence on the power level
were different before and after the occur-
rence of this anomaly phenomenon.

<J. As a result of items 1 through 3 above, the
reactivity loss was 40$.

In accordance with the usual post irradiation ex-
amination (PIE) procedure, the length of the fuel pellet
stack was measured for several irradiated subassemblies
using the X-ray radiographic technique. As shown in
Fig. 6, the PIE data indicated that the fuel pellet stack
lengths of the subassemblies irradiated in the 50 MWt
operational cycles either showed no changes or decreas-
ed slightly, while those irradiated at 75 MWt elongated
by about 3 mm. Another remarkable feature of the PIE
data is that the significantly high fission gas release
rates from the pellet are indicated by the fuel subassem-
blies which experienced the power ascension test to 75
MWt as illustrated in Fig. 7. It is also confirmed by the
PIE that no permanent deformation of the fuel sub-
assemblies has occured. Thus, the loss of the reactivity
during the power ascension test to 75 MWt can be
attributed to the elongation of the fuel pellet stack
length, which is confirmed by the PIE. The cause of the
elongation of the fuel pellet stack length is, then, closely
related to the sudden increase of the fission gas release
rate in the irradiated fuel pins, which is also recognized
by the PIE as mentioned before. Since the thermal
conductance of fission gas (Kr, Xe) is one-tenth of that
of bonded He gas, fission gas release decreases the gap
conductance between fuel pellets and the clad, causing a
sudden rise of the fuel pellet temperature. This sudden
rise of the fuel pellet temperature seems to be attribut-
ed to the non-recoverable elongation of the fuel pellet
stack length.

The sudden increase in fission gas release rate can
be explained by the report of C. Vitanza(4). According
to the Vitanza's report, fission gas release rate of the
mixed oxide fuel is a function of both burnup and also
temperature of fuel pellets. The function has some
threshold burnup below which fission gas release does not
occure. The threshold burnup is high when the fuel
pellet temperature is low. Namely, the thershold burnup
is a function of fuel pellet temperature.
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The burnup of the fuel reached approximately 10*
MWD/T at the power ascension test to 75 MWt, because
the CtOYO reactor had been in operation for about one
year at power levels up to, but not exceeding, 50 MWt.
As to the fuel pellet temperature, the calculation gives
1300°C and 1800OC at the power levels of 50 MWt and
75 MWt, respectively. Thus, the changes in temperature
from 1300°C to 1800°C of the fuel pellet with burnup of
lO'' MWD/T, may lead to the sudden increase of fission
gas release rate, consequently leading to the power
coefficient anomaly and the loss of reactivity by *0 £.

The above mentioned mechanism is consistent with
the result of analysis. The analysis by the SIEX code (5)
shows that a threshold-type fission gas release from fuel
pellets causes a fuel temperature rise, resulting in an
increase in the power coefficient magnitude.

Another probable cause affecting the power coef-
ficient anomaly is the bowing of subassemblies, and was
also investigated both by experiment and analysis. The
slight outward inclination of the fuel subassemblies
triggered by interaction of the adjacent subassemblies
due to thermal expansion and bowing may be attributed
to the power coefficient anomaly. Then, withdrawal and
insertion of all the subassemblies in the core region were
conducted just after the power ascension test to 75 MWt,
to initialize random installation gaps and clearances.
However, the reactivity recovery was less than tCi and
the anomaly did not occur in the subsequent power
ascension to 75 MWt. In addition, extensive bowing
analysis was performed using outward inclination model
of fuel assemblies. The result of the analysis clarified
that the probable reactivity loss is 3 to <»£.

In summary, ihe mechanism leading to the power
coefficient anomaly can be explained as follows:

(1) The fission gas had been retained in the fuel
pellets unreleased during 50 MWt operation
(fuel center temperature approximately
1300°C) to 10* M WD/T burnup.

(2) At the initial power ascension to 75 MWt, the
fission gas release began at the power level of
about 55 MWt (fuel center temperature
approximately 1400°C).

(3) The released fission gas reduced the gap con-
ductance and caused a fuel pellet temperature
rise.
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PPJX06

All
PPJD22/

PPJD2L
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Fuel Burn-up (X103 MWD/T)

Flg.7 Fission Gas Release Rate vs.
Burn-up in JOYO

C*) The pellet temperature rise resulted in pellet
axial expansion and also an increased Doppler
effect, which produced the anomalous power
coefficient increase.

(5) After the initial power ascension to 75 MWt,
pellet stack length did not change with power
level, ie, the stack elongation was not re-
covered when the reactor power was
decreased, leading to a <fO£ reactivity loss,
although the mechanism causing non-recovera-
ble elongation of the fuel pellet stack length is
not yet known.

In addition, it is also found that the slight outward
inclination of the subassemblies can be attributed to
some 10% of the total reactivity loss.

Because the cause of the anomaly was attributed to
the unique operational schedule of 3OYO MK-1 core, no
restoration of the lost reactivity of 40 C was assured.
Thus, the operation of the reactor was continued,
although the anomalous phenomenon was not predicted
in the design stage.

NATURAL CIRCULATION TESTS

In case of a power loss, the 3OYO reactor is
designed to shut down its power operation, and the decay
heat is removed through the pony motor operation of the
primary main pump and the natural circulation of the
secondary cooling system which dissipates heat through
the dump heat exchangers (DHX).

The natural circulation capability of the secondary
loops was confirmed in previous loss of power tests. The
natural circulation tests demonstrated the decay heat
removal capability of both the primary and secondary
loops. The series of tests consisted of three static tests
(Tests-A,B,C) and two transient tests (Tests-D,E).
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Table 3 JOYO Natural Circulation Test
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JOYO plant parameters and the primary main
cooling system configuration are shown in Fig. 2. The
natural circulation test results are summarized in Table
3. The outlet sodium temperature was monitored by
very sensitive thermocouples. The natural circulation
flow rate at 900 seconds after reactor shutdown in both
primary and secondary loops is also shown in Table 3.

Fig. 8 shows the test results of case E. The outlet
sodium temperature of a subassembly in each row is
shown as follows: the center subassembly is byt 000J;
the *>th row by ( 4A1J; the 5th row by (. 5A2 I; the 6th
row by [ 6A2 J. At time zero, the reactor was shut down
from 75 MWt operation by manual trip of one of the
primary main pumps. With the primary main pumps'
coast down characteristics, each subassemblies' outlet
sodium temperature decreased until about 30 to 50
seconds after reactor shutdown. The temperature then
increased to such that the outlet temperature in the
center subassembly reached a peak value of about
490°C, after which it decreased gradually. This shows
that the natural circulation flow was established and the
decay heat was removed quite safely.

The analyses of the tests were conducted using
MIMIR-N2 code (6), which has accurately predicted
3OYO plant dynamics in many transient analyses.
Although MIMIR-N2 is basically a one dimmensional
code, it takes into account such important effects at low
flow rate condition as (1) the flow redistribution among
the subassemblies, (2) the radial heat transmission among
the subassemblies, (3) stratification phenomena in the
reactor upper plenum, (4) the heat exchange between
piping in the cooling system and the atmosphere, and (5)

dynamic characteristics of pumps considering the
mechanical friction torque.

In the process of the analysis on the temperature
transition of the central subassembly, it is found that the
effects of fission by delayed neutron and changes in both
gap conductance and thermal conductivity of neutron
irradiated fuel pins, are important for the accurate
evaluation of the minimum temperature which occurs
about 50 seconds after shutdown. For the precise
analysis of the rate of temperature decrease after the
peak temperature is reached, namely after 150 seconds
of shutdown, detailed evaluation of decay heat by both
fission products and actinide nucleides is found to be
essential. On the other hand, for the analyses of the
temperature transition of the off-center subassembly,

""4 50 166*200 300 400 500 600 700 BOO

Time after Scram (sec)

Fig.8 Outlet Coolant Temperature vs. Time

the multi-dimmensional code, COMMIX-1A (7) is clari-
fied to be effective, because the complex flow condition
above the top of the subassemblies has dominant effects.
The results of the analyses are also illustrated in Fig. 8,
showing good agreement.

Although natural circulation capability had not
been required at the design stage of JOYO plant, the
inherent decay heat removal capability was confirmed
through the series of the tests.

CORROSION PRODUCT BEHAVIOUR

Because of no fuel failure, JOYO has not been
contaminated by fission products. The dose rate of the
primary piping cell areas, however, gradually increased
due to the deposition and build-up of corrosion products
inside the primary cooling system piping and components
with continued operation. Although he primary coolant
sodium is drained to the dump tanks during the annual
inspection and maintenance period, deposited corrosion
products remain on the inside of the primary cooling
system piping and components.

Radiation measurements (radiation dose rate and
activity measurements) have been conducted to define
the behavior and distribution of corrosion products in
JOYO plant since 1978. These measurements are per-
formed during the annual inspection and maintenance
period with the coofant drained. The measurements of
radiation dose rate are taken at about 100 locations
(about 800 points) of the surface on the primary cooling
system piping and components using a portable G-M tube
type surveymeter and Thermo-Luminesence Detectors
(TLD). The measurement of corrosion product activity
is performed at 16 piping locations (A-loop 13 locations,
B-loop 3 locations) using a Germanium Solid State
Detector (Ge-S5D).
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The measured result is shown in Fig. 9, in case of
A-loop. Radiation dose rate at the main pump is
revealed to be especially high, as indicated in the figure.
Axial distribution of the corrosion preducts in the main
pump was also measured at the time of the overhaul of
the pump. As illustrated in Fig. 10, rather high corrosion
products deposition was observed at the place where
sodium seems to be stagnant. The main pump was
decontamined by steam and water before its overhaul.
Then the radioactivity was measured again, indicating
the result on the same figure. It was found by the
measurement that, through the decontamination work,
S996 of 60Co and 27% of 5*Mn were removed. The
difference of the removed quantity between 60Co ar|d
5*Mn is considered that 5*Mn has diffused into the steel,
which is the structure material of the pump.

Along with these measurements, a corrosion prod-
uct behavior analysis code has been developed and
verified with the measured radiation data, in order to
analyze the distribution of corrosion products in the
primary cooling system. Further, to estimate the radia-
tion exposure of maintenance personal, a three dimens-
ional analysis code for the primary piping cell radiation
distribution has been also developed.

The summary of results is as follows;
The radiation source of the primary cells is depos-
ited corrosion product, and the main nuclides are
5*Mnand 60Co.
Deposited corrosion products are built-up with the
reactor operation time, and the activity is increas-
ing together with the accumulated thermal power
(Fig. 9).
The calculations by the analysis code agree well
with the measurements of corrosion products which
deposited on the piping in the order of 10-2 Ci/cm2
for 5̂ Mn and 10-1 Ci/cm2 for 6°Co.
After 18-year operation, radiation dose rate at the
primery cold leg piping is estimated about 100
mR/h by the analysis code (Fig. 11).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(*)

CONCLUSION

Wear marks were observed on the surface of the
irradiated MK-1 fuel pins by the PIE. It is clarified that
the cause of the wear marks has clear correlation with
the winding pitch of the wrapping wire and the porosity
per ring. The fact was proved by the irradiation of the
modified fuel assemblies. Thus, the wear mark is not
found in the PIE of the MK-II fuel pins because the
winding pitch and the prosity per ring are properly
established.

IHX(A)

The power coefficient anomaly which was once
occurred during the power ascension test of the MK-I
core, is revealed to be attributed to the unique operation
history of the MK-I core. Since the maximum power of
100 MWt was attained soon after the initial criticality in
the MK-II core, the power coefficient anomaly was not
observed at the power ascension test of the MK-H core.

The pressure loss of coolant in the core was
changed when the core was converted from MK-I to MK-
II. Therefore the prediction of the natural circulation
test on the MK-H core is in progress and by this method
the agreement of the experiment and the analysis wars
fairly good in the MK-I core. Along with the prediction,
the natural circulation tests of the MK-H core have been
scheduled.

The distribution of the corrosion products deposit
was measured in the primary loop. Rather high dose rate
is found at the zone of the main pumps where coolant
sodium seems to be stagnant. The measurements of the
corrosion deposit will be continued in the period of ever-/
annual inspection. The measured results will be com-
pared with the prediction performed by the analysis
code, and then some countermeasure to lower the cor-
rosion products deposit will be taken.

As descrived above, some events which had not
been anticipated in the design stage occurred in the
course of the operation of the 3OYO. However, the
causes and the measures against them have been found.
Thus, the 3OYO continues stable operation, having been
assured of its safety.
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SAFETY-ORIENTED OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH KNK II

Dr. Hans Mausbeck
INTERATOM GMBH, Bergisch Gladbach

Dr. Willy Merth
KERNFORSCHUKGSZEKTRUM KARLSRUHE GMBH

ABSTRACT

KNK II is a sodium-cooled power station
with an electric output of 20 MW, operated
with a fast oxide core.

As a result of its most essential func-
tion to serve as an experimental bed for
German fast breeder development efforts, it
has shown the general feasibility of the FBR-
conception. It is reported that in the course
of more than 10 years all components and
parts of the reactor system have been opera-
ted without major problems. An unexpected
event was the accumulation and sudden release
of gas bubbles causing in some cases reactor
scrams via negative reactivity measuring sig-
nals during the operation with the first fast
core. The subassembly outlet temperature
anomalies should also be mentioned in this
connection. Two pin failures occurred which
led to valuable experience on continued re-
actor operation with defected fuel pins.

In conclusion it can be stated, that the
operational experience with K M II has been
encouraging, so that we have designed and
ordered a third fast core which will be load-
ed and operated in 1987 in accordance with
the time schedule of the second core.

IHTRODUCTIOH

KNK II is an experimental sodium-cooled
power plant with an electrical output of 20 MW,.
since 1977 it has been operated with a fast
U-Pu mixed-oxide core. It is located on the
site of the KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE,
was erected by INTERATOM GmbH, and is operated
by KERNKRAFTWERK BETRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT.

FIG. 1 KNK (aerial view)

The KNK-plant (Fig. 1) was originally de-
signed and accordingly operated between
1971 and 1971* as a thermal reactor with a
ZH -moderated UOp-core. Its basic, confi-
guration is very similar to the loop design
of the prototype power plant SNR 300 at
Kalkai'. SNR 300 construction will be com-
pleted 1985, nuclear start-up is foreseen
at the end of 85 (no delays during the past
2 years).

After successful operation with xhe
thermal core and demonstration of sodium
technology the KNK plant was converted int..1

a fast reactor, starting operation in 1977.

373
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FIG. 2 KHK II REACTOR WITH IRRADIATION
EXPERIMENTS

The first fast core (KNK II/1), consisting
of two zones - the inner test zone with
seven mixed-oxide fuel elements and the sur-
rounding driver zone with UOp-fuel elements
(Fig. 2) - was operated for 400 efpd (ap-
prox. 100,000 MWd/t , maximal local burn-up)

and then unloaded. One fuel subassembly in
the test ;',one and the breeder subassemblies,
however, are left in their original posi-
tions for further irradiation after reload-
ing.

The second core (KHK II/2, Fig. 2) has
the same basic configuration as the first
one, but the fuel has been changed towards
higher density (92 - 91* % TD) and the fuel
pin's diameter has been changed towards
thicker pins (from 6 mm to 7.6 mm o.d.) as
foreseen for a SSR 300 reload too. The
KNK II/2 core has reached 250 efpd in the

meantime {- 37,000 MWd/t,,,, max. loc.) with-
ilM

out fuel failure and has thus exceeded half
of the residence time originally envisaged
(l»55 efpd). An extention of the irradiation
time up to 720 efpd is envisaged.

COMPONENTS BEHAVIOUR AND RELIABILITY

Although the routine operation of the
plant as an experimental reactor has often
been interrupted intentionally for test pur-

poses, the accumulated output into the public
grid is approaching 350 GWh in the meantime
and the main components of the plant have
operated exceptionally reliably. The primary
and secondary pumps, valves and heat ex-
changers are in operation since 1971, and
they have never been changed - with the ex-
ception of one of the primary sodium pumps in
summer 198U, a preventive measure as will be
discussed later.

Ou-.fi lute
Secondary Sodium

" M Wat., Suit

FIG. 3 RESULTS OF STEAM GENERATOR IN-
VESTIGATIONS

Steam Generators
Special attention is always given to steam

generators, they being the barrier between
sodium and water/steam. KNK II is equipped
with meander—shaped tube-in—tube once-through
steam generators (Fig. 3) with sodium counter-
flow in the annular gap between both tubes
(2 1/1* Croloy, Nb stabilized). So far only
one sodium-water reaction has occurred, this
was right at the beginning of operation. The
reaction, due to a faulty weld on a spacer,
was easily recognized via an alarm due to
excessive argon pressure in the secondary
system. Manual shutdown followed. Hydrogen
detectors had not yet been installed at that
time.

After 13,000 hours of operation one steam-
generator module was replaced for thourough
investigation of the material, mainly on the
water/steam side. The results (Fig. 3) of
those investigations were favourable. Extreme-
ly low corrosion and deposits encouraged fur-
ther operation with the remaining modules,
since the nature of the failure early in life
mentioned above was clearly confirmed by these
findings {3). The KNK steam generators have in
the meantime operated for 26,000 hours without
any further trouble.

Sodium Pumps
One of the two primary sodium pumps was re-

placed in 198U after more than 100,000 hours
of operation in view of the vibrational be-
haviour of that pump. Ever since start-up this
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pump had always shown a vibration level and
behaviour different to the other one and there-
fore the replacement should be seen as a pre-
ventive measure with the important objective
of requalifying this component for reserve
storage. The requalification is well under
way and will be described in detail after
completion.

Sodium Leaks
Experience on sodium leak is fortunately

rather limited. We have had some minor leaks
in tile secondary circuit, a few on burst-discs
and o:)e on an electromagnetic pump, which
were not always detected by the common, inter-
nationally adopted smoke-warning systems. The
leaks we have had have clearly developed as
so-called miniature leaks due to material
cracks, mostly in the neighbourhood of in-
ferior weldings. As a result of delayed de-
tection they have accompanied operation for
some time. We never had a leak in the main
pipi.ng system. This holds also for the main
components, except the burst-discs at the
steam generator pressure-relief system.

shows a typical example. Following a scram
the pump motors are automatically deenergized.
The total temperature decrease is kept with-
in the narrow limits described above. It is
seen that the operational temperature rise
of 165 K across the core is reduced to 20 K
within approx. 6 hours. Restarting the pumps
at 10 * speed reduces this small residual
gradient to zero within a few minutes. This
favourable post-scran behaviour and its ex-
perimental demonstration was (might be) use-
ful in the (a future) licensing procedure.

RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIENCE
DURING OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Radiological Characteristics of the System
In a sodium cooled fast reactor such as

KNK II activation products and fission pro-
ducts released on fVel failure are retained
safely in the primary system, wherr they
originated (Fig. 5 ) .

Natural Convection
Natural convection plays an important

role in the discussion of decay-heat removal
systems for future plants. So far it has
mostly been used as a secondary means of
decay-heat removal. Therefore, it seems worth-
while to describe the place of natural con-
vection in KNK after scram operation. The
KNK plant was not designed for a hot start-
up procedure. Consequently a reduction of
the operational temperature difference across
the core starts immediately after scram. The
allowable temperature gradient is dictated
by materials behaviour. This implies that a
quick temperature drop must not exceed 25 K
and that the average temperature gradient
stays below 0,75 K/min.

These requirements are accomplished by
natural convection in the primary and second-
ary loops in conjunction with a post-scram
control system in the primary loop. Fig. h

Reoctor '~~\ Primary *> Secondary Na
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Stop Pumps
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Decay Heat Removal by
Force! Convection
( M i t i u Speed i l
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VESSEL COOLANT INLET AND OUTLET TEMPERATURE

l I <"l

I I Aclivolion Products
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C U Fission Prod. "«W*»! iri

FIG. 5 RADIONUCLIDES IN LMFBR COOLANT

Only tritium is found in the secondary
and tertiary systems due to its ability to
diffuse through the hot steel walls. The
purification systems, fortunately, are most
effective in removing tritium. With both
cold traps (primary and secondary) in opera-
tion only small amounts of tritium are traced
in the steam condensate (0.5 nCi/ml).
The average personal dose measured and fol-
lowed throughout the years of operation is
considerably lower than that reported for
water reactors (Fig. 6 ) . Similar, supporting
figures are reported for other sodium-cooled
fast reactors (6_, 7).

Activation and fission products are safe-
ly confined in the primary circuit. The
larger part of personal dosage is accumul-
ated during maintenance work or inspection
in the primary cell, reflected in Fig. 6
by the dosage peak in 1983. This was the
year with the most maintenance work in the
primary cell, necessitated by reload and ex-
perimental set-up arrangements.
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FIG. 6 MNUAL TOTAL PERSONNEL DOSE FOR
KNK 11/1 AND KNK II/2

In KNK II the steady increase in dose
rate during 1»OO efpd of operation (Fig. 7)
was mainly determined via the activity of
long-lived Na-22 (600 nCi/gjj ) in the primary

sodium. In addition Ag-110m, Zn-65 and Mn-51*
contribute markedly to the sodium activity.
Plate-out in sodium systems is dominated by
Mn-51* which is the main contributor to the
dose-rate in case of an empty system. The
fission products Cs-137 and Cs-131* made only
a small contribution after two pin failures
which will be described later on (Fig. 7 ) .
These activities contribute substantially to
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the activity of the primary sodium and the
radioactive burden in the primary cell.

Radionuclide Traps
Cold traps are not very effective in re-

moving radionuclides from the primary sodium
since the dominant fission products in par-
ticular are completely soluble in sodium. The
development of special radionuclide traps was
therefore initiated. In view of the different
chemical properties of the radionuclides con-
tributing substantially to the activity this
development concentrated on special, selec-
tive radionuclide traps (for instance cesium-
traps), since an integral trap with a good
overall efficiency seemed questionable.

So far four experimental cesium traps
with different carbonaceous adsorbents and an
active volume of about 2 litres, were instal-
led into the KNK II primary sodium sampling
station and tested during zero power operation
in 1981*. The results of P.I.E. after exposure
of the traps were adsorbent-dependent. The
radionuclide distribution within the adsorp-
tion layers (Fig. 8) allowed first estimati-
ons on efficiency and loading capacity. De-
tails of the tests will be the subject of a
special presentation during this conference
(8).

FIG. 7 PRIMARY COOLANT ACTIVITY AND
y-DOSE RATE AFTER UOO FULL POWER DAYS KNK 11/1

FIG. 8 CS-137 DISTRIBUTION IN THE FIRST
KNK II - CESIUM TRAP AFTER 2U h EXPOSURE TIME

Similar tests with traps for the activated
materials Mn-5^ and Zn-65 were conducted ear-
lier using stainless steen and nickel PALL-
rings of varying size as adsorbent. Summariz-
ing, one could say that the nickel PALL-rings

p p
were about 10 to U x 10 more effective as
adsorbing material than those made of stain-
less steel in the same size.

Maintenance and Repair
Maintenance and Repair of primary com-

ponents, and requalification, are of inter-
est with respect to radioactivity transport
and personal dose.
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The primary system cold traps in KHK
are relatively small. Cleaning and requali-
fication are therefore a necessary and nor-
mal procedure. Cleaning also helps to mini-
mise the amount of contaminated components
destinated lor waste.

So far we have replaced three cold traps
in the primary circuit. Two of them have
been successfully requalified in the mean-
time; the third one has been replaced re-
cently by a requalified cold trap which is
now in operation. Thus the cycle of requali-
fication has been closed for the first time.

The construction of the KNK cold trap -
an integrated component, consisting of eco-
nomizer and crystallizer tank with an in-
ternal basket containing the ferritic steel
pall rings and a wire mesh section in its
lower part - is illustrated in Fig. 9 to-
gether with the axial distribution of radio-
nuclides as measured after removal of the
second t?-ap (1979) from the primary circuit.
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FIG. 9 RADIONUCLIDE DISTRIBUTION IK THE
SECOND PRIMARY COLD TRAP AFTER REMOVAL

Although the axial distribution measured
indicates trapping of radionuclides, a com-
plete balance shows, however, clearly that
the trapping efficiency is not sufficient
for removal of some radionuclides from the
primary sodium. After storage for reducing
Y-radiation the cold traps were cleaned via

a stepwise procedure - firstly sodium-drain-
ing, secondly dismantling in a glove box
and finally cleaning of the dismantled trap
components with a steam/inert-gas mixture.
This process was very effective and did not
cause any damage. Mechanical decontamination
of the specific components was sufficient to
ensure requalification of the cold traps {}*)•

The cleaning and dismantling process of
the primary pump mentioned above has not yet
been completed. We can, however, conclude
that our results on the distribution of radi-
onuclides and the personal dosages for the
staff during cleaning, dismantling and re-
qualification of that pump clearly support
the favourable experience gained during
pump changes and requalification at other
sodium cooled plants (e.g. PHEHIX and JOYO).

Activity measurements showed deposition
of Cs-137 and Zn-65 within a limited region
immediately above the sodium level of the
pump, Mn-5U and both cobalt-isotopes with
comparable activities were found in the re-
gion of the hydrostatic bearing. Many parts
of the pump could be cleaned and decontamin-
ated for requalification in the iCNK-washing
plant on application of the nr.mal cleaning
procedure (steam/inert-gas nurture).

The pump shaft with the hydrostatic bear-
ing and the impeller were subject to further
decontamination (high pressure water spray-
ing, brushing and rinsing with diluted phos-
phoric acid) in the HDB (decontamination di-
vision of KfK, Karlsruhe). With most requali-
fication work completed - only the pump shaft
needs to be aligned, this will not be done
in the KNK workshops - the accumulated radi-
ation dose is less than 1,5 rem.

FUEL IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE

Pin Failures
Two pin failures occurred during opera-

tion of the first fast core (KNK II/1). Both
failures were detected, located and ultimate-
ly handled safely without any complication.
After the first failure the fuel subassembly
was unloaded immediately upon location. The
second failure, however, was used to gain
operating experience with defected fuel.
Operation continued for about two weeks at
reduced power. During that time of extended
operation a secondary fault developed was
indicated by the DND-monitoring. Irradiati-
on ceased after stabilization of the DND-
signal. Extensive P.I.E. on the fuel pins
of that assembly showed later that the sec-
ondary defect was an enlargement of the
small original failure. No indication of a
pin-to-pin failure propagation could be
found, although the primary defect could,
by way of its very nature, have caused local
cooling disturbances. The loss of fuel and
thus the a-contamination of the coolant
were minimal and most probably not enhanced
during the time of failed fuel operation.
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This extremely important experience
gained in a real case of failed fuel opera-
tion has strongly confirmation in a number of
irradiation rig experiments with open fuel of
varying surface-area. These experiments were
originally performed in order to establish
a relationship between the DND-signal and
the size of the defect area, and to evalu-
ate the fuel-sodium interaction in the light
of coolant contamination.

Summarizing all this experience with
open fuel (experiments and real-case failed
fuel operation) we can conclude that loss of
fuel is definitely retarded by the formation
of a reaction-product Ha,(U, Pu)0. , barrier
between coolant and fuel, although this
reaction product tends to intitiate second-
ary ruptures as a result of its low density
and expansion.

This tendency, however, seems to be lim-
ited to pins defected already and thus does
not significantly enhance coolant contamin-
ation by fission gas release, which was found
to be in the range of ko - 50 % in both cases
of failure.

Second Load
The second load (KNK II/2) has operated

for 250 efpd in the meantime without any fuel
failure. The subassembly of the first load
left for further irradiation has reached a
burn-up of 11*0,000 MWd/t^ (= 15 at.55 max.
l o c ) , which is the highest burn-up ever
reached in the DeBeNe breeder programme for
a complete subassembly with SNE-dimensions.

The second core is not only used for the
irradiation of standard subassemblies, it
is also used for experiments employing
irradiation rigs, plugs and so-called ring
elements with standard pins as carriers
for smaller test bundles (Fig. 10). Two
such ring elements are in the meantime
integrated into the second core load - one
contains 19 mixed carbide fuel pins, the
other contains material specimens under
controlled irradiation conditions.

Our fuel irradiation experience with
KNK II is summarized in Fig. 11. Fig. 11
shows reasonable statistical distribution
of irradiated fuel pins over the previous
range of burn-up, justifying enhanced con-
fidence in the irradiation behaviour of
SUE-type fuel pins and fuel subassemblies.

500

NUMBER
OF PINS P I MIXED OXIDE PINS IN KNKI1/1

E 3 MIXED OXIDE PINS IN KNKI1/Z

• MIXED CARBIDE PINS IN KNKIltt

PIN BURN-UP {max. IOC.) [at. % ]

FIG. 10 KNK II RING ELEMENT WITH A
19-ROD MIXED CARBIDE TEST BUNDLE

FIG. 11 BURN-UP DISTRIBUTION OF KNK II
FAST REACTOR PINS AT 250 efpd FOR KNK II/2

SPECIAL EVENTS

Gas Entrainroent
Frequently while operating the first

fast core (KNK I I / 1 ) , particularly at cer-
tain operating conditions, negative reacti-
vity changes occurred. Some of these ex-
ceeded the theoretical limit of reactimeter
monitoring, thus causing an automatic scram
of the plant (2). The operating history of
KNK 11/1 therefore reflects clearly these
scrams and the experimental operation-modes
run to identify their causes. It was quite
soon apparent that the reactivity changes
were related to cover gas entrainment via
the primary pumps. It took a little longer
to identify that gas accumulation within
dead volumes in the lower plenum were the
reason for the occasional surge of gas
through the core. A solution was sought
which did not alter the primary circuit
but rather the design of the replacable
parts of the core (Fig. 1 2 ) . Such a solu-
tion is based on the fact that the coolant
flow has to pass th: ough the outer ring of
all the reflector feet. Here the gas bubbles
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- - . » . GASSUHLE3

- COOLANT FLOW

FIG. 12 GAS-BUBBLES SEPARATION BY
CYCLONES

are collected via twist generators enabling
the sodium to enter the lower plenum ana
the argon to by-pass the core without any
significant reactivity effect.

The amount of gas entrainment was never
high enough to cause an intolerable over-
heating of fuel pins. Gas entrainment be-
came safety-related, however, because the
reactimeters were part of the safety system
with shut-down at negative reactivity,
since KUK II has a negative void coefficient.
Operation of the second core (KNK II/2) has,
to date, not witnessed a scram of that type,
i.e. entrained gas by-passes the active
core without reactivity effects (Fig. 13).

KNK I I / 1 KNK 11/2

—- f-
•

-

•

_ f
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_ i

Subassembly Outlet-Temperature Anomalies
Early on in first core operation it was

observed that the coolant outlet tempera-
tures of some test-zone subassemblies showed
characteristic, anomalous patterns as a func-
tion of operating time. Fig. 1U illustrates
this temperature history, showing the ratio
of measured-to-calc-olated subassembly temper-
ature rise in the first core as a function
of burn-up.

-20( -101 0 .»e .Ml -21f -101 0 Ml .201

FIG. 13 REACTIVITY SIGNALS KNK II

FIG. 1 it FIRST CORE KBK IJ - SUBASSEMBLY
OUTLET TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES - TEST ZONE
SUBASSEMBLY POS. 202

Periods of rising temperatures are followed
by partial temperature reversals, which are
mainly observed after long plant shut-downs.
The temperature anomalies disappeared com-
pletely, however, after a burn-up of 110 eJ"pd
had been reached. Accordingly, no further
effort was undertaken to explain the anoma-
lies at that time.

The subassembly temperatures anticipated
are calculated on the basis of a 3-D power
distribution taking into account heat trans-
fer between the subassemblies and intersti-
tial bypass flow over the whole core. The
heterogeneous nature of the core implies that
a 3-D neutron and thermohydraulic analysis is
necessary if reliable subassembly outlet-
temperature predictions are essential. Un-
irregularity in the ratio of the measured
to the calculated subassembly outlet—tempera-
tures indicates the presence of temperature
anomalies.

The same method has been applied to the
second core for analyzing its operational
behaviour. To date this core has reached a
burn-up of 250 efpd (37,000 MBd/t^J,

corresponding to approx. 35 % of the resi-
dence time foreseen. Again, anomalies in the
outlet temperatures have been observed.
Fig. 15 shows the ratio of the measured to
the calculated Fubassembly temperature rise
for a typical test-zone subassembly. Dur-
ing the first 190 efpd the temperature in-
creases. The temperature rise can be divid-
ed into three parts. Initially, between 0
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FIG. 15 SECOND CORE KNK II
SUBASSEMBLY OUTLET TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES
TEST-ZONE SUBA3SEMBLY POS. 206

and 127 efpd, a more or less constant in-
crease in the ratio described above takes
place. A shut-down phase of nearly 3 months
followed. On subsequent start-up it was ob-
served that the subassembly outlet tempera-
tures were lower, but they increased con-
tinually up to 190 efpd. From 190 efpd on-
wards (present) operation is characterized
by an almost constant ratio of measured-
to-calculated subassembly-temperature rise.
Experience with the first core leads us
to believe that no further increase will
occur here. Although numerous theoretical
and experimental investigations have been
performed, an explanation for the tempera-
ture anomalies has not yet been conclusive-
ly found. However, the temperature anoma-
lies do not incur inadmissible loading of
the fuel pins.

FIHAL STATEMENT

In closing this presentation of KNK-
operating experience we can conclude that
the advantages of sodium as coolant for fast
reactors have been justified over and over
again, confirmation here also coming from the
safe operation of other plants too. The in-
herent safety in heat removal via natural
convection may be seen as a decisive factor
in favour of the fast reactor. Low radiation
doses for maintenance staff is also another
point which speaks clearly for sodium.

It should also be recalled that fast re-
actors with full-size subassemblies (e. g.
PHEHIX, PFR and KNK II) have had as little
as about a dozen pin failures in a decade of
operation. None of the pin failures let to
a pin-to-pin propagation. This record com-
pares favourably with the experience gained
in the early days of light water reactors.
Finally, component behaviour and reliability
of the sodium circuits are more than satis-
factory. Indeed, experience has shown that
successful requalifieation of main components

is a practical way of reducing waste and
providing reserve stock.

As a result of all this encouraging ex-
perience with KHK II we have designed and
ordered a third fast core which will, accord-
ing to the time schedule for KNK II/2 after
extended irradiation up to 720 efpd, be load-
ed and operated in 1987.
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ABSTRACT

The French LMFBR. Phenix was brought into
industrial operation on July 14, 1974. Since
this date the plant is connected to the French
Electricity Network (EDF).

During ten years Phenix has proved to be not
only a demonstration plant for the fast neutron
reactor system or a mean of irradiation for
experimental equipment, or a test bench for
components but also a very safe reactor without
difficulties in operation. This paper gives the
analysis of the main reactor operating results
including scrams occured during those ten years
and the security-equipment reliability.

INTRODUCTION

The Phenix power plant is the first indus-
trial french fast breeder reactor. It is a
prototype of 563 thermal MW and 250 electrical
MW.

Since it was connected to the grid, it has
generated more than 12 millions of MW in ten
years of operation. During this time 154 reactor
shutdowns occured.

All the security systems have showed a good
reliability during this time and an important
experience was gained on those equipments.

OVERALL OPERATION RESULTS

Diagram of operation

Figure 1 shows the electrical production
of the plant since its first start up. Operations
can be divided into five periods.

Figure 1 - TOTAL GROSS ELECTRICAL OUTPUT
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During this first period, the reactor
operated with a good load factor of 69,5 % and
without difficulties.

Only few incidents occured during this
period:

. small sodium leak on a secondary sodium flow
distribution valve located at the level of the
connection weld ;

. water leak in the steam generators due to
erosion of the water flow control orifice
plate.

A sound knowledge of all the equipment was
gained during this period.
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From July 1. 1976 to April 20, 1978

The second period was marked by

intermittent operation of the reactor due to
sodium leaks on the intermediate heat-
exchangers. It was necessary to repair the six
components and the plant was shutdown during
about 13 months and operating at rwo third of
the full power for 8 months.

The load factor during this period was only
21 %.

From April 21, 1978 to April 29, 1982

The plant operation was very good during
third period, with a loaj factor of 74,2 %,
despite a programmed shutdown of 12 weeks in the
second quarter of 1980 for a general overhaul of
the turbine and an overall revision of the
plant.

From April 29, 1P82 to August 12, 1983

During this fourth period four successive
sodium-ws.ter reactions occured in the steam
generator reheater stages. It was necessary
either to stop the reactor, or to operate at
two third of the full power, in order to allow
the repair of the components.

The load factor dropped to 33,71 %.

From August 12, 1983 to July 13, 1984

During this period the reactor behaviour

was excellent.
The load factor was 79,61 % with an

operating period, without reactor shutdown of
more than 81 days (25.8.1983 to 14.11.1983).
But a little secondary sodium leak appeared in
April 1984 on an intermediate heat-exchanger and
it was necessary to change this component with
the spare heat-exchanger in July 1984.

Main statistical data

Operating performances (July 14,1974 to

July 13,1984)

- Gross electricity generation..12 888 920 MWh
- Equivalent full power day 2 207,7 EPFD

- Hours with steam generators
filled with sodium :
. GV 1 78 258 H
. GV 2 62 809 H
. GV 3 73 725 H

- Load factor 59,01%

Number of main transients

- Plant start ups 166
- Cold start ups 116
- Hot start ups 50
- Automatic shutdowns 71
- Manual shutdowns 83
- Shutdowns with loss of external
power sources 6

- Steam generators quick dry out :
. GV 1 26
. GV 2 18
. GV 3 20

Production lossos

The main production losses during the ten
years are due to :
- Intermediate heat-exchangers 32,5 %
- Steam generators 21,8 %
- Core handling (incidents 1,8 %) 13 ,4 %
- Scheduled shutdown 11,6 %
- Miscellaneous 7,1 %
- Turbogenerator 6 %
- Core components 3,2%
- Control command 2,4%
- Sodium circuit 1,5%
- Human error 0,5%

It can be noted that the major part of all
losses of energy production (54,3 %) originate
from the 1HX and the steam generators.

Conclusion

The best load fee tor was reached in 1973
with 84,78 %.

After ten years of industrial operation,
with a global'load factor of 59,01 %, it is
possible to say that it was a good result for a
prototype and that the major part of the
production losses was due to the repair of the
intermediate heat-exchangers and to the four
sodium-water reactions.

SHUTDOWN CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

About 117 shutdown occured following
incidents, 65 of them were automatic and 52
manual.

The causes of those incidentsmay be roughly
classified :
- Reactor, auxiliary circuits, reactor
control and instrumentation 29

- Secondary circuits, control and
instrumentation 18

- Steam generators 22
- Electricity production installation .... 29
- External causes 12
- Operator errors 7

In the 29 faults related to the reactor and
auxiliary circuits, 7 are due to cladding
failures and 11 to malfunctions of the sodium
primary pumps.
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If we try to see the number of shutdowns of
the reactor for each year (plant connected to
the grid) we have the figure 2.

2 .- NUMBER OF REACTOR - SHUTDOWNS
(plant connected to the grid)
DURING EACS YEAR.
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In fact the operating tiive is not the same
for all reported years. So its better to give
the number of reactor shutdown in function of
operating time (and taking only acccount of the
cases where connection to the grid was
effective). So we have the figure 3. On this
figure it is easy to see that after the first
three years the frequency of the shutdowns
remains the same for ea^h year.
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The analysis of all the reactor-safety
systems is made in the following text (control
rod mechanisms, fuel failure location, core
monitoring, hydrogen detection, etc..)

SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS RELIABILITY

Two control rod mechanisms were inspected
following abnormal drop times of one control rod
in 1975.

Sodium deposits (clean or oxyded) were found
at the top of those mechanisms. The deposits
were due to a circulation of argon in this area.

A modification was made on those mechanisms
(type 1) to stop the argon circulation.

However, all the mechanisms have been
equiped with permanent measurement of all the
operating forces on the mechanisms. Regular
tests are also made, to verificate the good
value of those measurements. The tests are made
reactor shutdown (measurement of the drop times)
or reactor at nominal power (measurement with
two control rods in opposite deplacement).

All these modifications were very efficient
and the control-rod mechanisms have had a very
good reliability since this time.

CORE MONITORING

The two main controls of the Phenix core are
the detection of cladding failures and the
measurement of subassemblies outlet
temperatures.

Cladding failures

Phenix is equiped with two systems of
detection.

The first is an overall failed fuel
detection system (DRG) which works continuously.
Initially it allows analysis of the cover gas
of the reactor and later on, in a more advanced
phase of the cladding failure, detection of the
emission of delayed neutrons into the primary
sodium.

The second is the failed fuel location
system (LRG). It has the same type of sampling
as in the DRG. The samples - taken in the
primary sodium - are picked up from three
different subassembly positions. The system can
also detect gas release.

For each position of the LRG, the three
subassemblies are well separated from each other
and belong to distinct core regions. Then the
simultaneous analysis of the DRG signals coming
from the 6 IHX is made. These signals divide the
whole core into six differents parts. Hence the
comparison between the LRG and DRG results
identifies the defective subassembly.
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Since reactor* start up, some modifications
have been made to increase the speed of
detection. Now the time necessary for scanning
the 121 surveyed subassembly positions is less
than 5 minutes.

We have had 7 fuel failures with emission
delayed neutrons and 6 which involved only gas
release, since the beginning of industrial
operation (Annexe 1 ) .

Annexe 2 gives the time that was necessary for
each fuel failure, to be detected and to locate the
defective subassembly by gas or by neutrons.
With one exception (the system was not in
operation) all the 7 failures have been detected
and located by the gas rei3f.se before location
by delayed neutrons.

In all the cases the contrast between the
positions was sufficient to avoid any ambiguity
in location and it has always been possible to
locate the failure before the reactor has
shutdown. In some cases, the failure was even
located by the LRG, before any signal from the
DRG system.

For the fuel failure with only gas release
annexe II gives the main results. The first
three were found in th.v .ot cells and the last
three by the location system in the reactor.

In conclusion,the fuel failure location
system has been very satisfactory during the ten
years of industrial operation.

Monitoring of the subassemblies outlet

temperatures

Each subassembly outlet is equipped with two
thermocouples. All the measurements are
monitored by two computers (TRTC) that cantrip
^he reactor automaticaly if the temperature
increases.

After ten years of operation it appears that
3 shutdowns reactor have been caused by TRTC.
None were due to real physical problems.

One was due to a faulty thermocouple. The
other two were due to computers problems.

Recently each oulet temperature was
memorized for a thermohydraulic analysis. This
work allowed to make correlations between the
temperature measurement and the geometric
evolution of the subassemblies.

HYDROGEN DETECTION

Description

Each stage of the three steam generators has

a system of hydrogen detection.
In each case secondary sodium is sampled at

the outlet of each twelve modules of the stage.
This sodium is mixed in a selector, and then a
Small sampfeis analysed to make a measurement of
the hydrogen concentration. The logical of
signal treatment is to stop the reactor and to
dry the defected steam generator, if the signal
increase enough on one stage with a confirmation
by another stage.

First sodium-water reaction

On April 29, 1982 the first sodium-water
reaction occured in module n° 12 of the reheater
of steam generator n° 2.

The reactor was normally shut-down and the
steam generator dried. But, in the following
phase, a malformation of the automatical
nitrogen supply system did not allow to isolate
correctly the sodium circuit from the steam
circuit. Therefore, about ten cubic meter of
sodium has entered into the steam side of the
reheater.

When the pressure of nitrogen came back, the
major part of sodium came back inside the sodium
part of the reactor.

The only consequence of this accident has
been finally to damage the 12 modules of the
reheater. They were pulled out and replaced by
12 new modules.

The reactor restarted on June 24, 1982
operating with the remaining two steam
generators at two third? of nominal power.

Experience acquired. Consequences

After the first sodium-water reaction, the
hydrogen detection system has been only slightly
modified. On the whole, the hydrogen detection
system operation was very satisfactory. So the
monitoring logic has not been changed.
Only the level of its alarm thresholds has Been
reduced to improve the detection level. For
example, the alarm threshold "maximum hydrogen
concentration" was decreased from 50 to 15 mppm
above usual concentration. So it was possible to
increase the speed of detection.

Another action was made to combine the
instruction for reactor shutdown with an
indication "dry out steam generator". The aim of
this was to reduce the delay between the two
operational actions (during the first sodium-
water reaction this delay reached 5 minutes and
was too long).

Many modifications were made on the
nitrogen circuit to avoid the same problems
(measurement of the low nitrogen pressures,
manual nitrogen feeding, etc..)

The relativlyfast evolution of the water
into sodium leak (which quickly reached several
grams/seccnd) has shown that the selector was
useless in Phenix. On our steam generators it :s
useful to have rapid detection, rather than
sensitive detection.

The aim of the selector was to locate the
leak among the modules of a stage. This is not
possible with the fast evolution of lea<sge but

is very easy to do by acoustic detection when
the stage is cold enough to make the
measurement.
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Other sodium-water reactions

The second sodium-water reaction happened on
December 16, 1982 in module n° 12 of steam
generator n° 1.

This time the pressure regulation system of
the nitrogen supply operated correctly, the leak
was rapidly located and the steam generator
dried out in the same time that the reactor
shutdown.

It was possible to cut the defective module
and to come back to nominal power two weeks
after.

The third and the fourth sodium-water
reactions happened on Fevruary 15, 1983 and
March 20, 1983, in module 12 of the steam
generator n° 3 and module 11 of the steam
generator n° 1.

In all the cases the results of the
modifications were good and the times of
detection satisfactory.

Conclusion

With the relatively fast evolution of the
leaks, we have concluded that it was necessary
to have rather than a sensitive on a fast
detection of hydrogen.

The modifications that we made after the
first reaction, allowed, with the same logic
circuit, to improve the speed on the detection.

Since 1984, two calculators work with the
same logical treatment on the hydrogen detection
signals and can initiate an automatic shutdown
of the reactor.

DECAY-HEAT REMOVAL
The decay heat removal is ensured by the

three steam generators either in water or dried
out.

Even if only one steam generator is dried
out and in sodium (the two others being drained
of sodium and dried out) the power removal is
sufficient to decrease the temperature of
primary sodium.

If all the steam generators are drained of
sodium, the temperature increase slowly to reach
its maximum level after about two days and then
decreases after.

TESTS OF NATURAL CONVECTION IN THE PRIMARY
VESSEL

Some tests of natural convection have been
made before the industrial commissionning of the
reactor. These tests have shctm that the onset
of natural convection was good for the primary
sodium and more difficult for the secondary
sodium.

In 1982 and 1983 new tests of natural con-
vection in the primary vessel were made with
more precise measurements. In the first test
the primary pumps are stopped and then restarted
with different periodicity. So it is possible
to measure at different times the temperature
of the hot sodium inside the subassemblies
(Annexe III). In the second test we used a
special equipment that allowed to mesure the
temperature above a subassembly at three
differents levels (normal, high and low) and
with a lot of thermocouples. So it was possible
to measure the influencies of the nearest
subassemblies.

All those tests allow the validation of the
calculations on this subject. These were made
with a low residual power ( 2 MWT) and over
a short time (several minutes).

SODIUM LEAKS AND FIRES

Detection system

The Phenix sodium leak detection system is
made with different equipments.

Detection cord
A sodium leak gives on the cord a variation

of the resistance, and therefore an alarm.
About 650 cords are operating. The reliabi-

lity of this material is very good and we have
only five to ten false alarms each year.

Detection spark plug

About 350 plugs are operating with very good
reliability.

Smoke detection

About 550 smoke detectors are on the plant.

Flame spectrometer

This equipment detects with a very good
sensivity the sodium smoke. We have 3 spectro-
meters on the plant.

Radioactive detection

One detector is used to look for the primary
sodium leaks into the nitrogen of the auxiliary
circuits.

Sodium leaks

More than 1400 tons of sodium are used in
Phenix : 820 tons in the primary vessel, 127
tons in each secondary loop, 180 tons in the
handling circuits, etc...

Annexe IV gives the differents leaks during
the ten years of industrial operation. (Some
leaks happened before this time and were
unimportant.

Eleven leaks occured. Three on the same weld
on the secondary loop 2 (1974 and 1975). Three
on the IHX (1976 and 1977).

Two on a small test loop (Actina). One on a
water valve in 1982 (during the first sodium-
water reaction when the sodium came into the
steam part of the secondary loop).
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One on the primary loop, in 1983.
One on a bursting-disc on the secondary

loop.

Conclusion

All these leaks were very small (less than
a few liters).

In two cases the alarm was first given by an
operator following visual detectian.

In all the oases it appears that the low
level of sodium presure, the very important
emission of "smoke" and the various detection
systems are factors that help to prevent any
problems.

Thus in each case we have had easy detection
and no significant consequences.

HANDLING

Process and maintenance operations were
satisfactory. All the fuel handling campagns
were performed without signiflant incidents.

The same conclusion can be applied to
special handling of large core components using
handling flasks primary pumps, IHX, etc...

RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Personnel dosimetry

The dose received by all the staff is low,
about 8 man.rem per year average. The maximum
integrated dose was 17 man.rem in 1977 (main-
tenance work on the IHX) and the minimum
integrated dose 4-5 man.rem in the year
(figure 4 ) . An indication of the integrated
personnal doses during various tasks carried
out on Phenix, is given below.
- Repair of an IHX 2 man.rem
- Repair of rod mechanism 0,2 man.rem
- Repair of a primary pump after
2,5 years in reactor 0,6 man.rem

- Repair of a primary pump after
7,5 years in reactor 1,2 man.rem

These values are very low and well below the
authorized limits for the staff (by a factor of
several hundred).

Figure 4 - RADIOACTIVE DOSES INTEGRATED
BY TBE STAFF ( Man - rem J
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Waste activity
Figure 5 gives the liquid waste activity of

the plant.

ure 5 : LIQUID WASTES OF PBESIX
( up to July 14,1384 )

74'75'K 7?
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TOTAL
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Solid waste

This waste comprises mainly the assembly
structures after dismontling. The global
activity is '.mportant, but locally contained.

CONCLUSION

Despite the difficulties encountered with a
prototype material, the load factor of the Phenix
nuclear plant has been very good during its ten
years of industrial operation.

This operation has provided considerable
technological experience and has confirmed the
options adopted for the french fast neutron
reactor system.

From the safety viewpoint, the ten years of
operation have been very positive. No accident or
safety problem has occured and all the protection
and safety systems have shown a good conception
and a good reliability (shutdown systems, core
monitoring, hydrogen detection, sodium leaks
detection, etc...).

Staff integrated doses and plant wastes are
well below both the authorized values and those
of a classical light water~plant.

REFERENCES

1- R.FERRY "Phenix Nuclear Plant - 10 years
operating experience".

2 - F. CONTE, M. SAVINEAU "Ten years of operation
of Phenix Power Plant - Emphasis on the last
four years".

3 - J.M. CHAUMONT, P. COULOM "The Phenix core 10
years after its industrial commissioning".

Liquid waste

The power plart does not discharge effluents
directly into the environment. The liquid waote
(mainly liquids used for cleaning large
components and spent assemblies) are transported
for treatment to the nearly Marcoule Center.

For a global volume of 4.600 m3 the activity
is about 860 curies.

Gas

From the start of operation about 1500 curies
have been emitted from the stock. This release is
very low and well below the authorized values
(less than 2 % ) .
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ANNEXE I - PHENIX POWER HISTORY
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ANNEXE III - SODIUM LEAKS ON THE BE ACTOR P BE If IX
(from 14.7.1974 to 13.7.1984)
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SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF 20 YEARS
OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE AT EBR-II

BY
J. I. SACKETT AND H. W. BUSCHMAN

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83403-2528

ABSTRACT

Twenty years of EBR-II operation have
demonstrated an LMFBR's inherently safe charac-
teristics, thus allowing EBR-II safety and
operating systems to be simplified, with corre-
sponding improvements in overall operational
efficiency. Good design advantage has been
taken of the inherently safe characteristics of
the sodium coolant, and this has been the key to
simplifying the plant, its operation, and its
maintenance, while reducing costs and improving
overall safety.

The EBR-II Division continues to .onduet
aggressive test programs of shutdown heat re-
moval, operation with breached fuel elements,
transient overpower testing, and automatic
computer control. These programs support the
objective of designing LMRs that are inherently
safe and that are easy to operate and main-
tain.

INTRODUCTION

EBR-II is a small LMFBR with integrated
electrioal generation. The plant was designed
and constructed in the late 1950's and is oper-
ated by Argonne National Laboratory (AND at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).
Criticality was attained in November 1963, and
power operation began in July 1964. In Septem-
ber 1969, the full-power rating of 62.5 MWt was
reached. The major parts of the plant are the
reactor building, sodium boiler building, and
power plant. The reactor building is a steel
containment vessel that houses the reactor and
primary system. EBR-IJ uses the primary-tank
concept, in which the reautor, major primary-
system components, and piping are submerged in a
large, doublewalled tank containing over 310 m'
of 371°C sodium (Fig. 1). The primary sodium is
piped from the reactor outlet to the interme-
diate heat exchanger, making it a "piped-pool"
system.

The secondary sodium system is an interme-
diate closed loop between the primary system and
the steam system. The major portion of the
secondary system, along with the steam-generat-
ing equipment, is located in the sodium boiler
building.

The steam system (1) consists essentially
of a steam generator, turbine, condenser, feed-

Pfl lUMV COOLANT

PERSONNEL AIRLOCK,

CONTROL MECHANISM

ROTATWG SHIELD PLUQS

•EACTOR VESSEL ~~\ ^

HEAT EXCHANGE*

EWU1MENT AMLOCK

Fig. 1. Cutaway View of EBR-II Reactor
Building

water heaters, and pumps. All are of con-
ventional design except for the 3team generator,
which utilizes double-wall tubes and double tube
sheets. Significantly, except for the need to
repair an early construction-weld defect, the
steam generator has had a plant availability of
100$.

Since EBR-II began power operation in July
1964, the plant has gone through three major
program phases and is now entering a fourth.
Those are: 1) demonstration of the feasibility
of a complete LMFBR power plant, including on-
site reprocessing of metallic fuel, 2) irra-
diation testing of fuels and materials to sup-
port core and fuel designs for CRBR and FFTF,
i) operational-safety testing to establish and
demonstrate the inherent safety of LMFBRs, and
now, 4) the integration of this technology into
demonstration of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR)
concept. As EBR-II has progressed through these
phases, much has been learned that is relevant
to fast-reactor safety.

Probably the most important lesson is that
LMFBRs have inherent characteristics that can

391
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contribute strongly to safety If design advan-
tage is taken of them (2). Demonstration of
these characteristics has allowed EBR-II to
greatly simplify the reactor shutdown system,
removing 29 trips with a corresponding improve-
ment in plant factor, and simplifying both
operation and maintenance (3). These character-
istics have also allowed EBR-II to accommodate
aggressive shutdown-heat-removal-testing, cul-
minating in loss-of-flow-without-scram tests
planned for 1985 and 1986 (4 & 7 ) . One result
of this work la that we are now in a position to
further simplify the plant by eliminating re-
quirements for several engineered safety fea-
tures, possibly including the auxiliary pump in
the primary system (Fig 2 ) ,

Fig. 2. Auxiliary Pump Located in Reactor
Outlet Pipe

The auxiliary pump was intended to augment
natural conveetive flow for core cooling under a
variety of transient conditions; but as EBR-II
tests and analytic modeling have developed,
confidence has been gained that it is not re-
quired for safety. Except for the battery-
powered auxiliary pump, the primary-heat-trans-
port system is designed to remove decay heat
without requiring electric power. The secondary
sodium system, for example, is not safety grade;
the sodium is dumped upon low water level in the
steam drum or a leak in the steam generators.

Perhaps the best operational demonstration
of the benefit to safety of these features was a
fire in th? emergency-power electrical switch-
gear in March 1981 that, through a complicated
series of events, caused the plant to lose both

normal and emergency ac power. Reactor safety
was not a concern, however, because decay heat
was rejected reliably by natural convective
flow. The major operational concern was to
establish power to the feedwater pump before the
steam drum was boiled dry and it would be neces-
sary to dump the secondary sodium to the storage
tank. A much longer time is required to recover
if the sodium is drained from the system.

TESTING PROGRAMS

Operational-safety characteristics of
EBR-II have been quantified, and their extrapo-
lation to other plant designs has been directly
addressed in a program of "Operational Reli-
ability Testing" at EBR-II. This testing pro-
gram has four major parts:

1) Run-beyond-eladding-breach testing of

oxide fuel
2) Transient-overpower testing of oxide

fuel
3) Shutdown-heat-removal Testing
1) Applications of computers to improve-

ments in plant diagnosis and con-
trol.

The first two of these programs, relating
to testing of fuel under off-normal conditions,
are sponsored jointly by DOE and by the Japanese
through the Power Reactor Nuclear Fuel Develop-
ment Corporation (PNC). The third is a DOE
program Intended to provide data to verify and
further develop thermal-hydraulic design and
safety codes, especially those Important to the
innovative designs now under development. The
fourth, applications of computers to improve-
ments in plant diagnosis and control, is of
interest primarily for improvements to plant
reliability and operability at EBR-II, although
the EBR-II plant has a role as a test and demon-
stration facility for advanced concepts in
computer application developed at ANL and else-
where.

The reactor was designed with 12 control
rods. Four of the control rods have been re-
moved to accommodate in-core test facilities
(Fig. 3) to support these programs (5). Present
test facilities include two instrumented subas-
semblies, one of EBR-II driver fuel and the
other simulating a blanket subassembly; a
breached-fuel test facility (BFTF); and a fuel
performance test facility (FPTF). The instru-
mented subassemblies provide flow and tempera-
ture measurements in-core for shutdown heat
removal testing. The BFTF and the FPTF provide
flow, temperature, and delayed-neutron monitor-
ing for breached subassemblies. In addition,
the BFTF includes a deposition sampler to col-
lect solid fission products released from
breached fuel, and the FPTF provides for flow
control to test subassemblies.

A particularly important contribution to
safety has been the demonstration of the benign
nature of fuel-cladding breach and the safe
continued operation of breacned oxide fuel
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Fig. 3- Instrumented Subassembly System

through the RBCB Program (6). This testing
continues, exploring the behavior of breached
fuel under increasingly severe conditions,
including overpower transients In EBR-II. Much
has been learned about the impact and control of
fission products released to the cover gas and
the primary sodium. Because of the primary-sys-
tem design (a pool system with a large sodium
inventory to better accommodate contamination)
and the development of effective cleanup
systems for fission products, it is being
demonstrated that EBR-II and other LMRs can
safely accommodate breached fuel.

One of the most important aspects of this
test program addresses the detectibility of
breached fuel, both through fission-gas release
and delayed-neutron signals. The relationship
of delayed-neutron signal strength and pattern
to breach condition is important both to opera-
tion and safety. This relationship has been
found to be extremely complex and is a major
focus of current testing. While there is
much to be learned, promising instrumentation
and techniques to characterize breach condition

are being developed. These techniques may both
simplify the design of failed-element-detectlon-
and-location (FEDAL) systems and allow condi-
tions of potential safety significance to be
reliably differentiated from benign conditions
of element breach.

Since the early 1970s, EBR-II has been
involved in testing programs to establish the
reliability of natural-convective cooling for a
wide range of transient and steady-state condi-
tions (4). The EBR-II contributions are divided
Into two areas: 1) testing the system behavior
under transient and steady-state conditions, and
2) using the data to develop and validate codes
that can be used for design and analysis of
other systems. The test program has indeed
provided test data that have been important in
verifying the principal computer codes used by
the Industry to calculate natural-circulation
phenomena. These codes include the whole-plant
NATDEMO, DEMO, IANUS, DSNP, SSC/MINAT, and
SASSYS codes, and the more specialized FORE-II,
CORBA, HOTCHAN, TCLUST and COMMIX codes. EBR-II
experience was utilized in the planning of the
FFTF natural-circulation acceptance test. The
EBR-II experience provided significant confi-
dence that these tests could be carried out as
planned. By the early 1980's, the NRC and
industry developed a consensus that natural
circulation could be depended upon as a backup
to active decay-heat-removal safety systems.
This was reflected in the favorable review by
NRC of the predicted CRBRP natural-circulation
capability.

Recently EBR-II completed a set of shut-
down-heat-removal natural-circulation tests
(7). In these tests there was excellent
agreement between calculated predictions and
measured flows and temperatures. This good
agreement, coupled with related earlier
experience, demonstrates a well-developed
understanding of natural-circulation phenomena,
and is a basis for a high degree of confidence
in the calculation of overall plant performance
unr!er natural-circulation conditions. This
experience suggests that the next step in design
evolution is achievable — utilizing natural
circulation as a primary means of decay-heat
removal.

As noted earlier, Loss-of-flow-without-
scram tests are planned for the 1985-86 time
frame, which should provide good evidence of the
inherently safe aspe"*-° if LMRs (t). In addi-
tion, extensive balance-of-plant transient tests
are planned, measuring the response of EBR-II to
transients initiated from the steam and secon-
dary sodium system.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

In preparation for these test programs,
testing was required to qualify the plant for
what amounts to off-normal operation. For ex-
ample, the EBR-II metallic driver fuel had to be
qualified to survive the same transients that
the oxide fuel would experience in the transient
testing program. Also, because in operation with
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breached cladding, metallic fuel gives rise to a
much lower delayed-neutron signal than oxide
fuel, it had to be demonstrated that the metal-
lic fuel could safely survive operation In a
breached mode. Much has been learned from both
routine reactor operation and qualification of
EBR-II for tfst programs. Included are:

The ability of the plant to accommo-
date power and flow transients with
minimal thermal stress.
Operation of core components to high
fluencea without excessive damage.
Design and operation of sodium-purifi-
cation systems to remove oxygen,
hydrogen, and cesium contamination;
and design and operation of an argon-
cover-gas cleanup system to remove
xenon and krypton fission gases.
Application of diagnostic techniques,
i.e., reactivity meters, drop rods,
and in-core active and passive instru-
mentation to monitor effects of signi-
ficant changes in core design and
loading.

Demonstration of feasibility of
failed-fuel-element detection and
location, using gas-tagging methods.

A more extensive list of accomplishments at
EBR-II is presented in Table I, which is an
updated list from Ref. 8.

TABLE I

SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL-SAFETY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AT EBR-II

Twenty years of successful experience
with the 3odium-to-water steam genera-
tor .
Twenty years of experience with
under-sodium components such as pumps,
flowmeters, intermediate heat ex-
changers, fuel-handling equipment,
etc., with only minor and repairable
problems.

Achievement of annual plant-capacity
factors that compare favorably with
the best performance of commercial
power plants.
Practical demonstration that mainte-
nance and repair of components operat-
ing in sodium can be accomplished by
straight-forward techniques.
Operation of the plant with minimal
release of radioactivity to the envi-
ronment. (-130 Ci/year over last seven
years, made up of noble gases)
Irradiation of over 830 experimental
3Ubassemblies. These contained over
13,087 individual experiments, Includ-
ing mixed-oxlde-carbide, and -nitride
fuels.

Improvement of EBR-II metallic-driver-
fuel-elemeut design and increase of
fuel-burnup limit from 1 at.? to

8 at •%. Demonstration of its ability
to survive operational transients and
breached cladding.

8. Irradiation of mixed-oxide fuel to a
heavy-atom burnup of 19 at.%.

9. Design, installation, and operation of
experimental facilities.

10. Development and demonstration of a
system of hydrogen-meter leak detec-
tors to monitor for leakage between
water and sodium systems in the EBR-II
steam generator.

11. Development, demonstration, and bene-
ficial utilization of failed-fuel-
element detection and location (FEDAL)
techniques and equipment.

12. Development, demonstration, and bene-
ficial utilization of a failed-fuel-
location technique based on unique
mixtures of xenon isotopes.

13. Design, construction, and operation of
the cover-gas-cleanup system (CGCS).

1*4. Development, prove-out, and routine
use of a versatile system of computer
programs for modeling of whole-plant
thermal-hydraulic behavior.

15. Investigation, monitoring, and expla-
nation of thermal- and fluence-related
effects in fast-reactor core hardware.

16. Development and application of techni-
ques and equipment to characterize jnd
monitor fast-reactor kinetic be-
havior.

17. Identification and investigation of
major safety and availability issues
surrounding sodiurn-cooled-fast-reactor
operation with breached fuel elements.

18. Development and defense of safety
philosophy and documentation support-
ing operation of sodium-cooled fast
reactors. Development of the first
set of technical specifications for a
fast reactor power plant in the U.S.

19. Development, testing, and application
of novel sodium-sampling and impurity-
measuring equipment to r.:onitor and
control sodium purity in the EBR-II
systems.

20. Development, testing and application
of diagnostic techniques and instru-
mentation for characterization of
sodium-cooled fast-reactor operating
conditions.

21. Application of ultrasonic and pulse-
neutron-activation (PNA) techniques
for the measurements of sodium flow
rates.

As noted above, an important aspect of the
EBR-II operating history has been the continued
development of metallic fuel, which is the
EBR-II driver fuel (9). This fuel's operating
capability has been greatly improved, and much
has been learned about its inherently safe
characteristics. The two most important are:
1) the development (at relatively low burnup) of
interconnected porosity in the fuel, which then
allows fission gas to be released, limiting
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further fuel swelling and resulting In a mechan-
ically weak fuel matrix that can be easily
constrained by the cladding; and, 2) the rela-
tively low temperature rise radially across the
fuel, resulting in low fuel-centerline tempera-
tures. This low fuel-centerline temperature
limits the positive reactivity feedback from
Doppler as the fuel-center]ine temperature
decreases on a loss of flow. It is this charac-
teristic that offers significant potential for
designing plants that can survive loss of flow
without scram.

Other Important factors include strong
negative reactivity feedback from structural
components in the core, large thermal capacity
from the primary sodium inventory, and rela-
tively slow pump coastdown on loss of power.
Each of these characteristics exists in the
EBR-ll plant and has been explored extensively
by both analysis and tests.

Another finding of major importance, but
one that has been difficult to describe and
distill in a way to be of real use to designers,
is operability. The operability of EBR-II has
been constantly improved throughout its his-
tory. The key design ingredients for inherent
operability are:

A relative simple plant design
A relatively small number of active
components (especially valves and
pumps)
A relatively small number of instru-
ments for control or protection
A clean, uncluttered presentation to
the operator of information he needs
to control and maintain the plant.

In a word, design complexity is the enemy
of operability. Unfortunately, the desire to
emphasize redundancy and diversity can work
strongly against operability, and in some cases,
safety. At EBR-II, much has been done to sim-
plify the plant by removing unnecessary sys-
tems. This can be done if the basic plant is
itself inherently safe. Also, much work is now
underway to improve the way information from
plant instrumentation is used for control or
protection, reducing the complexity of what is
presented to the operators. (This has been
emphasized as a result of problems encountered
in fuel handling at EBR-II.) Also many control
functions are being automated, again to stream-
line and simplify both operation and mainte-
nance. For example, UBR-II reactor power and
shaped power transients can now be controlled by
computer. To be automated next is reactor
startup.

High plant factor, low operating cost, and
a low number of operating errors are good indi-
cators of plant operability. The U.S. nuclear
industry has expressed concern over relatively
low plant factors in U.S. plants compared with
those obtained in other countries, notably
France, Japan, and Canada. Work underway at
EBR-II to address issues of operability is
applicable to many of the concerns.

EBR-II exhibits high plant factors (in
excess of 70)t), even while conducting extensive
experimental programs. An Important reason is
that the sodium coolant, which has excellent
chemical compatibility with materials and also
has excellent thermal properties, does not
require pressurization. These coolant charac-
teristics allow a relatively simple plant design
and relatively simple operation. As an example,
in EBR-II the number of active safety systems
has been reduced by taking both design and
operating advantage of inherently safe
characteristics of the liquid-sodium coolant.
EBR-II has shown significant operational benefit
from simplification of safety systems, most
notably the reactor shutdown system.

Following review and safety approval, more
than half of the trip functions in the original
reactor shutdown system (RSS) were removed (see
Table Ii). Most of the remainder were upgraded
to improve efficiency. What has resulted is a
simpler, more reliable, and more respected
RSS.

One measure or plant operability is the
number of instruments required for operation.
This is not a trivial problem. Most plants have
several thousand required instruments, repre-
senting a major challenge for calibration and
maintenance as well as for interpretation.
Those that are safety-related also add to the
cost and complexity of design because of strin-
gent requirements for cable separation and fire
protection.

A problem in operation of a nuc]ear plant
is that information neecSs change significantly
depending on the event. Normal operation is
much different from emergency operation. To
provide good Information management, computer
systems are required.

EBR-II is test'ng potential beneficial
concepts for computer applications at commercial
power plants. Presently, emphasis is being
given to improving primary-system flow and
temperature monitoring, adding a computed flow
trip to the RSS, and development of diagnostic
systems to assist in fuel handling.

Both development of more reliable computer
hardware and methods of information management
are laying the basis for automatic control at
EBR-II. An inherently safe plant is much easier
to automate, since it requires fewer control
functions and is forgiving of error. This has
the effect of allowing one to more confidently
apply innovative concepts for automatic control,
demonstrating benefit both at EBR-II and for the
community at large. The major restriction is
that automatic control should not override
inherently safe plant response to upsets.

In summary, the EBR-II operating experience
has gone a long way toward demonstrating that
LMRs can be designed to be both inherently safe
and easy to operate and maintain. The plant has
operated well for 20 years (10) and it is plan-
ned to operate the plant to at least 30 years,
further demonstrating the capabilities for
LMRs.
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TABLE II

RSS MODIFICATIONS AT EBR-II

Parameter Modified

Reactor power level:

Instrument-thimble-cooling:
• temperature high

Any control rod unlatched:
Reactor coolant flow:

Reactor-outlet-coolant:
temperature high

Bulk-30dium:
• temperature high
• level high
• level low

Primary pumps:
• winding-temperature

high
• clutch reference voltage

low
clutch cooling-water
pressure low

Argon cover-gas:
temperature high

• pressure high
Isolation of containment building:

• reactor trip
Redundancy in shutdown string:

Delayed-neutron signal:
oountrate high

Action

Nine detectors in the original
system replaced by three wide-range
detectors in both fuel-handling and
reactor-operate modes

Deleted
Deleted
Replaceable pressure sensors
substituted for several flowmeters

Deleted

Deleted
Deleted
Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted
A second shutdown string
provided to ensure redundancy of
instrument channels between common
sensors and shutdown mechanisms

Deleted
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INTRODUCTION

The Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR),
situated at Dounreay in the north of
Scotland and operated by the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, is a pool-type
LMFBR designed to generate 600 MW
(thermal), 250 MW (electrical). It first
went critical in 1974, and in its early
years 3uffered a number of technical
difficulties which limited operation.
Chief among these was the occurrence of
cracks in the hard and highly stressed
tube-to-tubeplate welda in the ferritic
evaporator sections of the steam
generators.

A solution to this problem in the form
of sleeves inserted into the evaporator
tubes to cover the welds and maintain the
integrity of the tube-to-tubeplate joint
was developed, and in the period 1982-84
sleeves were fitted to all the tubes in all
three evaporators. As a result of this and
other improvements, mainly to the
conventional power plant, sustained
operation at high power became possible and
was demonstrated from mid-1984 onwards.

The safety experience resulting from
operation of PFR was reviewed in a paper
written in 1979(1) and two in 1982(2), (3).
These inevitably reflected the period of
intermittent and low-power operation caused
by the steam generator leaks. The purpose
of the present paper is to bring the
earlier reviews up to date, in particular
by reporting the experience of steady
operation at high power.

High-power operation ha3 had important

safety implications in that the fuel has
achieved high burnup, and more frequent
reloading operations have made greater
demands on the fuel handling equipment.
More experience of the operation and
handling of core components distorted by
neutron-inducod voidage has been gained.
Steady operation under conditions close to
those for which the plant was designed
however has eased the demand on some parts
of the plant.

The last sleeved evaporator tube bundle
was returned to the plant in April 1984.
In the preceding period from 1981
intermittent operation using only one or
two of the three secondary .sodium circuits
had been possible, because of evaporator
leaks and the repair work. Three-circuit
operation resumed in August 19B4, and the
designed power output of 250 MW electrical
was finally achieved in March 1985.

REACTOR OPERATION

Fuel
At the end of Run 8, which finished in

November 1984, the maximum burnup in
standard fuel was 10.858 of heavy atoms, and
12.55D in experimental fuel. Radial breeder
fuel had reached a maximum of 1.3% burnup.

Up to the end of 1984 there have been
five fuel failures during operation. The
first two, of high-rated fuel in large
diameter pins, occurred in 1978 and are
reported in Ref 2. The third occurred in
1983. Fission-product gas was detected in
the primary circuit argon gas blanket, and
along with it radon, which indicated a

399
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cladding failure in a radon-tagged
experimental fuel pin. No delayed neutron
signals were detected before the end of Run
7, and at the subsequent reload three
experimental fuel clusters containing
radon-tagged pins were removed.
Post-irradiation examination to determine
the cause and extent of the failure has not
yet been undertaken.

Two experimental subassemblies failed
in 1984. Both contained pins with a range
of different cladding materials. One
failed after having reached 3S burnup,
while the other was essentially fresh, with
only 0.1% burnup.

Both failures initially gave rise to
fission product gas in the gas blanket,
which was detected at first by the
installed beta precipitator system and
confirmed by gamma spectrometer
measurements. A few days later delayed
neutron precursors were found in the
coolant by the bulk detection system, which
takes a sample from the intermediate heat
exchanger inlet. Within a further few days
the failure was located by the location
delayed neutron detection system, which
takes samples from the outlet of every
subassembly. The development of the
delayed neutron signals was slow, so that
there was plenty of time for location. In
both cases the reactor was shut down for
other reasons within 10 days cf the failure
being located, and the opportunity was
taken to remove the affected subassembly.

Neutron Absorbers
PFR has five control rods and five

shut-off rods. They are operated by
mechanisms situated on top of the rotating
shield, and they move in hexagonal guide
tubes in the reactor core. Each guide tube
serves the additional purpose of carrying
the pipes which take the coolant sarcpies
used for failed fuel location from the
surrounding six subassemblies. The control
and shut-off rods and mechanisms are all of
essentially the same design.

The operating mechanisms are connected
to the absorbers by electro-magnets, which
are de-energised on receipt of a reactor
trip signal. The reliability with which
the reactor can be shut down depends
therefore on the probability that an
absorber will fail to enter the core when
it is dropped. Up to the end of 1984 over
2100 individual absorber drops had been
made, with no failures. This implies that
the probability of failure to drop due to
random causes is less than 0.0025 at the
95S confidence level.

PFR has a free-standing core. The
subassemblies are arranged in groups of six
surrounding "leaning posts". The bottom
location of each subassembly is offset so
that the subassembly is sprung against the
leaning post, which supports it just below
the level of the core. Apart from this
there is no restraint of bowing due to the
effects of temperature or neutron-induced
swelling.

The guide tubes in which the control
and shut-off rods move are located in the
tops of leaning posts. Because of the lack
of restraint of radial displacement, it is
necessary to ascertain that the absorbers
are at all times free to move within the
guide tubes. Interference could in
principle be caused by bowing of the
absorber or the guide tube, swelling of the
absorber, or by relative radial movement of
the guide tube (due to its own distortion
or that of the surrounding subassemblies)
and the actuating mechanism. Distortion of
all the core components is calculated, and
the results of the calculations are used to
guide a policy of regular replacement.
Because of the intrinsic uncertainty of the
neutron-induced swelling rate, however, the
calculated data are not reliable enough to
form the basis of a reactor safety case.

The absorbers are therefore "exercised"
regularly by moving each over the part of
its range where interference with the guide
tube is most likely. The reactor power is
held steady meanwhile by moving the
remaining control rods in unison. Friction
is detected by monitoring the effective
weight of the absorber while it is being
moved. The frictional forces measured so
far show a tendency to increase as the
reactor runs at power, with occasional step
reductions, possibly due to relaxation of
strains accumulated in the surrounding
components. There is also some evidence of
friction due to thermal interaction between
new absorbers and guide tubes. In all
cases, however, the frictional forces have
been small compared with the weight of the
absorber. This, together with measurements
of th? time taken for rods to drop, leads
to the conclusion that there is no
significant interference with fall under
gravity in a reactor trip.

Neutron-induced distortion is a
potential problem not only because of
gross, overall bowing of guide tubes and
absorbers, but because of the possibility
of differential swelling of different parts
of a single component. Casts of material
made nominally to the same specification
may be different enough in composition or
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microstructure to swell at widely different
rates. This could lead to severe local
distortion or even disruption. Two
possible instances have given concern in
PFR.

A spike is attached to the bottom of
each absorber and passes through a bush in
the bottom of the guide tube. Rotation of
the absorber is prevented by keys rivetted
to the spike which engage with keyways in
the bush. Although keys and spike are made
of nominally the same material, if one
swells more than the other the keys might
either buckle or break in tension. Either
way movement of the absorber could be
impeded. Frequent exercising of the
absorbers at risk gave confidence that the
keys were in fact neither buckling nor
breaking. The design of the keys has been
modified (by incorporating more rivets) to
prevent either possibility, and absorbers
built to the new design have been deployed
in the course of the programme for regular
replacement.

A similar problem affected the failed
fuel detection sample pipes in the guide
tubes. The ends of these are located in
ferrules in which they are free to slide.
Differential swelling could either allow
the end of the tube to slip out of the
ferrule (if the guide tube swells more than
the tube), or buckle the tube (if the tube
swells more than the guide tube). Either
event could cause the tube to interfere
with movement of the absorber. New guide
tubes were modified to minimise the
possibility of disengagement or buckling,
and deployed when the time came to replace
existing guide tubes.

In spite of these problems, care has
been taken not to change more than four
guide tube-absorber combinations at a
single reload, so as to minimise the
consequences of any unforeseen common
manufacturing or handling error.

Primary Circuit Components
The primary sodium pumps have operated

without trouble since commissioning and
start up. In the event of loss of electric
power they can be driven by back-up pony
motors which are clutched in automatically.
The clutches are replaced regularly in
rotation and inspected for damage and wear.
Some wear of the pawls was found soon after
commissioning, but since then nothing
significant has been discovered. In every
operational test the clutches have operated
correctly.

During the extensive periods of
operation on one or two secondary circuits,

while the evaporators were being repaired,
asymmetric temperature distributions in the
primary circuit gave the possibility of
damage to the intermediate heat exchangers
due to thermal striping and thermal shock.
The flow patterns were investigated in
water models, and limits were set on thy
primary circuit temperature rise to prevent
structural damage.

The circuit pressures are arranged so
that if there was a leak in an intermediate
heat exchanger, sodium would flow from
secondary to primary. There would,
however, be some back-diffusion, which
would carry radioactive species into the
secondary circuit. Secondary sodium
samples have been analysed for such
contamination and none has been detected,
giving confidence that the intermediate
hect exchangers are intact.

The argon blanket over the primary
circuit is continually recirculated through
a filtration system, consisting of an
aerosol filter to remove sodium droplets
followed by an absolute filter. Trouble
was experienced with blockages in the drain
lines from the aerosol filter, and it was
replaced. Subsequently there were small
sodium leaks from some of the flanged
joints, which had to be cleaned up and
repaired. These operations were
straightforward in themselves, but made a
noticeable contribution to the personnel
radiation dose accumulation (see below).
Remedial work on blockages in the gas pipes
which control sodium levels in the primary
cold trap loop gave rise to similar dose
incidence.

The distribution and plate-out of
radioactive species within the primary
circuit, and particularly in the
intermediate heat exchangers, is monitored
as plant operations allow. Results were
reported in 1984(4).

FUEL HANDLING

Charge Machine
After irradiation fuel is kept for a

time in a storage rotor in the reactor
vessel until the decay heat rate is low
enough for it to be removed. New fuel
follows the same route in reverse, first
being placed in the storage rotor and then
being moved to the core. Other components,
such ?s neutron absorber rods and guide
tubes, are also transferred in and out via
the rotor.

Movements between core and rotor are
made by the charge machine. This deploys a
grab which can be moved up and down in a
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vertical chute by a screw mechanism. The
chute is mounted on a pantograph arm
extending from the cylindrical body of the
charge machine, which in turn is mounted in
a penetration through the rotating shield.
By rotating the shield and extending the
arm the chute can be located above the
desired core, breeder or storage rotor
position. If a subassembly is to be lifted
the chute is first lowered so as to hold
down the surrounding components, and then
the grab is lowered to latch on to the
subassembly and lift it into the chute. A
more complicated sequence of operations is
required to move a guide tube because it is
attached to its leaning post by latches,
and a special tool has to be used to
release them.

The charge machine can be used at
temperatures up to 300 °C, but ha3 to be
removed from the reactor vessel when the
plant is operating. It ia normally kept
between reloads in a flask under an argon
purge. Twice recently it has been cleaned
and decontaminated to allow "hands on"
maintenance. The first of these has been
reported in detail(5).

The charge machine was taken out of
service after Reload 7, at the beginning of
1984, and placed in the reactor hall
decontamination facility where it was
cleaned first with wet nitrogen, then with
hot water, and finally SDG3 solution (a
proprietory detergent). The cleaning
process reduced radiation levels on contact
by a factor of 6, from 1.5 to 0.25 mSV/hr.
Final cleaning was done with abrasive pads
and warm SDG3, and with a steam lance to
remove unreacted pockets of sodium.
Maintenance was done in the reactor hall by
staff working in protective clothing in a
"tent" to avoid airborne contamination.
The principal radioactive species
contaminating the charge machine were, in
decreasing order of importance, Cs-137,
Mn-54, Cs-134, Co-60, Zn-65, Na-22 and
K-40.

In view of the fact that the handling
system was designed before the importance
of neutron-induced swelling had been
appreciated, charge machine operations have
been remarkably free from trouble. There
have however been some difficulties with
the complex operations involved in changing
guide tubes, and to a lesser extent with
fuel and breeder subaasemblies. The two
main sources of difficulty have been the
operation of latches, and unforeseen
ledging.

A guide tube is removed by means of a
removal tool, which latches onto the guide

tube, and also disengages other latches
which secure the guide tube to the leaning
post. These operations have been difficult
on several occasions, sometimes because the
guide tube has been distorted, and
sometimes because of differential expansion
of different parts of the charge machine or
removal tool mechanisms which are made of
different materials. In building up
experience of techniques to avoid the
difficulties it has been invaluable to have
a spare charge machine in the reactor hall.
This has frequently been used to help
understand a fault which has occurred in
the reactor or to develop techniques for
avoiding the fault, and then for training
staff in the use of these techniques.

An example of unforeseen ledging arose
when a castellation on the lifting head of
an absorber engaged inadvertantly with the
charge machine gripper. It caught on the
lower edge of the slot through which the
gripper fingers move. Although the gripper
had nominally been disengaged, when it was
raised it lifted the absorber with it, and
then dropped it back into its guide tube.
The absorber was subsequently replaced and
the edge of the gripper slot was reshaped.

Experience has shown that incorrect
operations of this sort can be prevented by
careful attention to the indications of the
weight sensor, which measures the load on
the charge machine gripper, and also by
frequent use of the sweep arms. These are
horizontal bars which can be rotated about
vertical axes so as to sweep across the top
of the core. As soon as the gripper has
been raised juot above the core level the
sweep arm can be used to check whether it
has disengaged correctly, before raising
continues.

Valuable information about the build-up
of distortion in core components is gained
by measuring their heights. This is done
by lowering the charge machine gripper into
the lifting head of each component to be
measured. 21 such checks were made at
Reload 8, and they will assist greatly in
planning Reload 9. Sweep arm checks have
however been found necessary even after
these height measurements since an incident
at Reload 8 when a subassembly was lifted
into the charge machine chute, moved, and
lowered onto a breeder subassembly. Even
though the gripper was not actuated when
the height measurement was made it had
stuck firmly into the subassembly. X-ray
examination of the core subassembly and
checks with the charge machine on the
breeder subassembly showed that neither had
been damaged.
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Other lifting difficulties have arisen
due to radial displacement of core
components relative to the charge machine.
Operating procedures have been improved as
a result of the experience gained, and
minor modifications have been made to the
charge machine. It has been found most
important to make sure that the force
applied to the component to remove it is
direct, and does not induce a moment at the
point of support.

Fuel Transfer Flask
Fuel is transferred between the storage

rotor in the reactor vessel and the fuel
cave in the reactor hall using a shielded
transfer flask which weighs 100 tonnes and
is moved by one of the reactor hall cranes.
The security of these movements over the
reactor has recently been improved by the
provision of a secondary support for the
flask as it is suspended from the crane.
It is known aa the "flask arrestor gear".

It consists of two screws, each 1G m
long, mounted one each side of the flask.
Each bears a latch which engages with the
flask. As the flask is raised or lowered
by the crane hoist the screws rotate so
that the latches move in step with the
flask. If the hoist should fail the weight
of the flask can be supported by the screws
and latches. Shock absorbers consisting of
aluminium blocks are incorporated in the
screw mountings to reduce shock loadings in
the event of a sudden hoist failure. In
spite of initial difficulties, most of
which concerned the control of the screw
mechanisms, the flask arrestor gear has
been commissioned and is now in regular
use. It is particularly valuable because
certain restrictions on the speed of crane
operations, which had previously been
imposed, can now be relaxed.

Irradiated Fuel Cave
In the cave irradiated fuel is stored

under sodium to allow the decay heat to
fall. Subassemblies are then prepared for
reprocessing by cutting off the ends,
removing the sodium, and placing them in
cans for transport either to store or to
the reprocessing plant. In addition the
cave has facilities for a certain amount of
experimental work on irradiated fuel. It
has a nitrogen atmosphere.

The main safety issues for the cave
have concerned the windows. Each window
consists of a tank of zinc bromide solution
to provide the shielding, together with a
separate glass sheet which maintains an
air-tight seal. These seals were made of

polyurethane, and prolonged operation at
high temperature (the cave runs at about
120 °C) has been found to break down the
polymer and liquify the seal, allowing
traces of oxygen into the cave atmosphere.
Nitrile rubber makes a satisfactory
substitute, but in order to make the change
the zinc bromide tank has to be removed.
This is a very time-consuming operation.
In addition, the zinc bromide tanks
themselves have been subject to leaks.
These have caused corrosion of the
reinforcing bars in the surrounding
concrete which has discoloured the solution
and made removal of the tanks even more
difficult. As a result repair of the seals
has given rise to significant operator
doses (see below).

For these reasons it has been decided
to replace all the windows with lead glass.
The first main window was replaced in 1983
as a pilot project, and has proved very
satisfactory. Glass for the remaining
windows is being procured, and will be
installed in stages beginning later in the
year.

DECAY HEAT REJECTION

NaK Circuits
Decay Feat can be rejected from the

primary circuit either via the secondary
circuits and steam generators, or via the
separate decay heat rejection circuits.
There are three such circuits, each of
which receives heat in two coils in the
primary sodium inlets to the intermediate
heat exchangers, and rejects it to the air.
The air heat exchangers are situated 16 m
higher than the primary circuit coils, and
the NaK circulates under natural
convection. There are no valves in the NaK
circuits. When not required to reject heat
air flow is prevented by closed dampers.
When heat rejection is required the dampers
are opened and the air flow can be assisted
by fans driven by the back-up diesel
generators.

Each air heat exchanger consists of two
120 mm diameter NaK headers connected by 40
finned tubes, 30 mm in diameter. These
tubes are serpentine, each with three
horizontal passes and two 180° return
bends. At each end they are welded to tees
pulled in the headers.

On three occasions a through crack has
appeared in a pulled tee. The resulting
NaK fire was detected by installed smoke
detectors and extinguished by dumping the
NaK from the circuit. Metallurgical
investigation indicated that the first
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crack might have been due to a
manufacturing defect. The metallurgical
evidence from the second failure was
largely destroyed by the fire. Examination
of the third however indicated the
possibility that the cracks were caused by
low-cycle fatigue. Thorough inspection of
the heat exchangers revealed that several
other tees had part-through cracks.

An extensive investigation was
undertaken to determine the cause of the
fatigue, and it was found that in operation
there are large differences between the
temperatures of different tubes in the same
heat exchanger. As thu temperatures change
- when the decay heat rejection loops are
brought into service, for example, or when
the primary sodium temperature changes, or
even (because the dampers are not airtight)
when there is a storm - different tubes
expand or contract by different amounts,
and the resulting strain changes are
concentrated at the tees where the tubes
join the headers.

The origin of the temperature
differences has not finally been
determined, but there seem to be two causes
which probably work together. When a
circuit is filled with NaK it is probable
that volumes of gas are trapped in some of
the nominally horizontal pipe runs in the
heat exchanger. The pressure difference
between inlet and outlet header generated
by the natural convection flow is not
sufficient to sweep such a gas-lock away,
and the affected tube runs cold. It may
then act as a cold trap, precipitating
impurities to form a partial or total solid
blockage. The impurities precipitated
might be oxide, from air contamination
during repair operations, or hydride, the
hydrogen coming from the steam generators
via the secondary and primary sodium,
diffusing through the steam generator
tubes, the intermediate heat exchanger
tubes, and the decay heat rejection coils.

Remedial Action
In the long term :.:.J solution to the

problem is to replace the heat exchangers.
New heat exchangers, with inclined tubes
and stronger tees, are being built, and the
first will be delivered later in 1985.

In the short term, before the new heat
exchangers have all been installed, it has
been necessary to devise a mode of
operation which guarantees the integrity of
the heat rejection loops. It is based on
three things. Firstly a technique of
visual inspection, using introscopes, has
been devised which can be used to detect,

very reliably, surface cracks in the tees.
Examination of the failed and
partly-cracked tees has shown that cracks
initiate on the outer surface of the metal.
Inspection can therefore reveal the
presence of a crack before it grows through
the wall to form a leak.

Secondly an extensive programme of
laboratory tests has been done to determine
the number of displacement cycles necessary
to cause a crack to grow from the stage at
which it is just visible (using exactly the
inspection techniques used on the plant)
until it forms a through leak. These tests
have been done with displacement cycles of
different and varied amplitudes, and from
them a formula for the "cyclic life" of a
tee, based on Miner's law, has been
deduced.

Thirdly instrumentation has been
installed on the heat exchangers to measure
the varying displacement imposed on each of
the 240 tees. This instrumentation takes
the form of linear displacement
transducers, based on capacitance changes,
which are capable of measuring relative
displacement of tubes and header at up to
550 °C. They are backed up by
thermocouples measuring the tube
temperatures from which the displacements
can be calculated.

The mode of operation is as follows.
During Run 7 all the heat exchangers were
inspected and all the tees showing any
superficial cracking were cut out and
replaced. During reactor operation the
displacements of all the tees are monitorsd
and compared with the "cyclic life" deduced
from the laboratory tests. When half the
"cyclic life" of any tee has been consumed
the affected decay heat rejection loop is
taken out of service and the tee is
repaired. (So far it has not been
necessary to repair a tee other than at a
planned reactor shutdown.) In this way
high availability of the decay heat
rejection system can be guaranteed, in the
sense that in the event of a reactor trip
and loss of heat rejection capacity via the
steam plant, the probability that all three
decay heat rejection loops will
simultaneously exhibit through cracks is
acceptably lo>"

SECONDARY CIRCUITS

There have been two significant sodium
leaks from the secondary circuits. In Hay
1983 a leak was detected in the hot sodium
inlet pipe to reheater 1. The evidence was
no more than a wisp of smoke rising from a
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joint in the steel cladding covering the
pipe insulation. The sodium was dumped
from the circuit, and when the insulation
was removed it was found that some 15-20 kg
of sodium had leaked from a crack about 60
mm long at a weld joining two tees in the
main 35 cm sodium pipe. The sodium had
saturated the insulation, but had been
effectively contained by the cladding.

The cracked weld was removed for
examination, and it was concluded to be the
result of a manufacturing defect. The
remaining pipework was inspected, but no
more than superficial damage was found.
The repair operation took three weeks.

The important conclusion from this
event is that a detectable leak occurred
before a major pipe break. It is also of
interest to note that the leak was detected
first by a member of the operating staff
who noticed the smoke even before the smoke
detectors were triggered.

In June 1984 a hole appeared in a gas
pipe, part of the gas-space hydrogen
detection system on superheater 1, and
several tens of kilogrammes of sodium were
spilled into the secondary circuit cell.
Again the leak was detected first by a
member of stgff who saw the smoke, but in
this case the smoke detector operated
within a few seconds Df his sounding the
aiarm and dumping the sodium from the
circuit.

The spilled sodium caused a fire which,
although it was confined to the secondary
sodium ceil, emitted large quantities of
smoke into the steam generator building and
turbine hall. It was extinguished by the
fire brigade without injury to personnel.

The main consequence was extensive
damage to electric cables and junction
boxes. The sodium pipework did not suffer
damage because it was protected by the
insulation cladding. Clean-up, repair and
testing of the wiring took ji st over six
weeks. Examination of the 25 mm pipe which
failed indicated that the cause was a
malfunction of the electrical trace heating
system.

RADIATION PROTECTION

Personnel Dose
The radiat ion dose received by the

plant operating s ta f f , whose numbers
fluctuate around 380, since start-up have
been as follows:

Radiation Dose Registered Per Year

Year

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

1

330
430
600
580
760
860
830
590
780
680
680

2

1.2
1.6
1.8
1.7
2.2
2.4
2.3
1.6
2.0
1.8
1.9

3

<20
<20
<20
24
33
153
200
152

1 - Registered Total Dose (Man mSv)

2 - Dose Per Person (mSv)

3 - Dose Measured Above Threshold (Man mSv)

The total registered dose is based on
film badge measurements, and includes the
threshold dose below which the films are
insensitive and which is roughly equal to
the natural background dose. It also
includes a "deemed dose" at the maximum
allowable dose rate of 4.2 mSv per month,
for each lost or damaged badge. The
right-hand column in the table above omits
both of these contributions in an attempt
to arrive at the dose which can actually be
attributed to plant operation.

Dose Received in Specific Operations

Task Collective
Dose (man mSv)

Replacement of gas blanket
aerosol filter 78

Repair of three leaking
cave windows 14

Work on primary cold trap 12

Decontamination and
overhaul of charge marchine 11

It will be seen that in the last three
years higher doses have been accumulated,
although they are still very much smaller
than those experienced by staff at any
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other type of nuclear power plant. The
reason for the increase in undoubtedly the
increased amount of maintenance work
necessary on radioactive systems. This is
clear from the doses received by personnel
in performing some of the tasks mentioned
above.

Environmental Impact
The reactor containment building

ventilation extract passes to the
atmosphere via a stack, which is
continually monitored for radioactive
materials. No particulates, iodine or
noble gases have been detected above the
monitoring system background. Knowledge of
the activity levels in the primary circuit
gas blanket and estimates of the leak rate
to the slack make it possible to deduce
that the annual release rate does not
exceed 100 gamma GBq MeV, mainly of Xe-135.
Similarly it is estimated that about 4 TBq
of tritium is released per year.

Liquid waste arises from the cleaning
of fuel in the irradiated fuel cave. Some
800 cubic metres per year of water,
containing some 200 GBq of radioactive
materials, are released to the Dounreay
site effluent system. This is a small
contribution to the overall site waste
arisings, most of which come from the fuel
reprocessing plant. The total release from
the site to the environment is a very small
fraction of that authorised.

About one cubic metre of highly active
solid waste is currently generated per
year, containing some 30 gamma TBq MeV.
This consists mainly of irradiated core
components, which are sent to a permanent
retrievable waste store on the Dounreay
site.
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ABSTRACT

This paper considers the special provisions
that are proposed for CDFR to extend the capab-
ility to remove decay heat beyond that provided
by the normal steam plant and to provide
sufficient reliability to satisfy the safety
criteria. These include two diverse heat removal
routes: firstly, through special plant added to
the steam plant to enable it to handle several
faulted situations, with two-fold redundanc>;
and, secondly, a four-fold redundant NaK loop
system with air as the ultimate heat sink, which
can work entirely on natural circulation. The
reliability studies of the decay heat removal
provisions have indicated that common mode
considerations will limit the overall reliability
that can be claimed.

INTRODUCTION

The necessity to provide systems that can
reliably remove decay heat from a shutdown or
tripped reactor is well known. A pool fast
reactor, such as the UK Commercial Demonstration
Fast Reactor (CDFR) has an advantage over other
reactor systems in that its large pool of primary
coolant allows a delay of several hours before
decay heat removal (DHR) is necessary, provided
primary circuit flow is maintained. In many
cases where there is a demand for DHR the steam
plant can be utilised in its normal mode of
operation and handle successfully the reduced
heat load, whilst the primary pumps are kept
running to promote primary sodium circulation.
This paper is concerned with the special
provisions that are proposed for CDFR to extend
the capability of DHR and provide sufficient
reliability to satisfy the safety criteria. As
the total loss of DHR would inevitably lead to an
accident involving the whole core and hence has
the potential to release a significant amount of
radioactive material to the environment the UK

requirement is that this accident should have a
frequency of less than 10~' per reactor operating
year. To achieve this figure the basic- princip-
les of redundancy, diversity and segregation have
been employed. An overview of the system is
provided in Reference 1.

The overall DHR i stem is shown in Figure 1.
The primary circuit pumps have pony motors,
powered by a battery backed guaranteed non-
interruptable electrical supply which will take
over from the main pumps, should the station
electrical supply be lost, at 10% flow. In fact
it has been determined that only one of these
pony motors needs to operate to promote suffic-
ient primary circulation.

The removal of decay heat can be achieved by
one of two systems which are totally diverse in
design. As has been stated the decay heat is
normally removed by using the steam plant in its
normal mode of operation. To extend the steam
plant capability provision has been made so that
DHR can be maintained even if there are failures
which would interfere with its normal mode of
operation (see Figure 2). These include reserve
feedwater tanks with the capacity to supply water
for up to seven days, steam driven feed pumps and
the ability to release steam to atmosphere through
special vents. The basic concepts of the system
were presented at Lyons in 1982 (2) but have
since been simplified and more detailed design
work has been carried out. To provide redundancy
two separate sets of special equipment have been
included each capable of handling the required
heat load, if necessary, through any one of the
four secondary circuits.

Diversity from the steam plant is provided
by a thermal syphon loop system. This consists
of four NaK filled loops with two coils on the
inlet to the intermediate heat exchangers, £.nd
an air heat exchanger with a chimney to provide
a natural draught (see Figure 3). The NaK loop
operates by natural circulation but the air flow
is forced by two fans, although as stated there

409
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is a natural air flow facility should these
fail. In normal reactor operation two dampers
close off each of the air ducts so that heat
losses are small. There are several states of
operation of the NaK loops which will provide
sufficient heat removal to maintain a safe state
in the reactor dependent on the number of fans
and loops operational. The design philosophy is
that one loop with two fans or three loops with-
out fans will satisfy this requirement.

able until at about 11 weeks the plant will
remain safe without DHR, losing heat from its
sides and roof. In this paper we will not
consider the performance calculations except in
so far as they affect the requirements on the
DHR system. Our main aim is to consider the
analysis of the reliability of the DHR systems to
show that the safety criteria are satisfied.
After considering briefly the operation of the
DHR system we will describe the steam and NaK
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FIGURE 3: NaK LOOP DHR SYSTEM FOR CDFR

Calculations of plant transients of the
effect of providing different levels of DHR
after different time delays are carried out
using the BESBET code (3) from the results of
which it can be seen which states are accept-
able and which not, in terms of the temper-
atures reached by critical parts of the reactor
structure. Due to the large pool of sodium
there is a time delay before unacceptable
temperatures are reached and provided the DHR
system is made operational within this time _
delay the plant is kept in a safe configuration.
In Figure 4 we show the temperature-time
relations (which therefore show time delays
allowable before restarting DHR) following
failures of the system at several times after
the initial demand (and successful operation of
DHR). The temperature of 650°C is taken as an
upper level for restarting plant operation and,
as can be seen, on the initial demand there is a
period of several hours before DHR must begin to
keep below this value. As the decay heat falls
longer periods without DHR operation are allow-

systems and the reliability analyses of them and,
then, in the final section, consider the overall
system to demonstrate that the frequency of
failure to supply DHR is below 10-7/reactor
operating year.

DHR SYSTEM OPERATION

Following a reactor shutdown or trip, the
steam plant functions as the means of cooling
down the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) to a
near isothermal condition at a suitable temper-
ature level for standby, or to a somewhat lower
temperature if refuelling is intended, and holds
this condition by the removal of decay heat as
necessary. Thus transition from operation at
power to decay heat removal consists essentially
cf reducing the heat removal, already in progress,
to the DHR level, in a controlled manner.

Starting up and shutting down the plant
involves a Uansition from operation of the once
through steam generators as water heaters (or
water cooled sodium coolers) to, the steam
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FIGURE If. TEMPERATURE - TIME RELATION FOR CDF3 SHOWING THE EFFECT OF FAILURE
OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER THE INITIAL DEMAND

generating role and vice versi. This is an
accepted and conventional method of stait-up and
shutdown for once-through boilers, and ensures
stable boiler water flow conditions at the low
thermal power levels which necessarily occur in
these operations. It is of course well adapted
to the continuous very low power operation which
is clearly a DHR requirement.

Following a normal shutdown or a reactor
trip, when electrical supplies remain available,
the steam turbine driven Main Boiler Feed Pumps
(MBFP) (100% capacity) will be able to continue
in operation for some time after the main power
generation turbines have stopped. However,
when the decay heat falls below a minimum level,
say 50 MW, the steam supply will become inadequ-
ate to run these machines, even at minimum feed
level. Feed may then be taken over by the
electrically driven auxiliary feed pumps (50%
capacity) and finally as the level falls further
by the steam turbine driven Auxiliary Boiler
Feed Pumps (ABFP) (25% capacity). These latter
machines are designed to operate with a wide
range of steam qualities, if necessary venting
steam to the atmosphere when condensing capacity
is not available.

In a normal, controlled, shutdown primary
sodium circulation will be obtained by operation
of the sodium pumps. Pump speeds will be
reduced to 20% after the steam raising/liquid
phase transition in the boilers, the reactor
power being reduced to a low level or shutdown
if required. After a reactor trip from power,
the secondary sodium pumps are tripped to amel-
iorate plant transient conditions. Secondary

sodium circulation continues on punp inertia and
then natural convection. The primary sodium
pumps will be set back to 20% speed.

Following a reactor trip from failure of
electrical supplies, condenser cooling water will
not be available and the MBFP turbine will be
tripped directly or from loss of condenser
vacuum. The steam driven auxiliary feed pumps
will then start automatically, exhausting to
atmosphere and the specific arrangements for
heat removal, after loss of AC supplies, will
come into operation. It should be noted that
this action is also taken if the condensers
become unavailable due to loss of cooling water
for other reasons, or for other condenser
failures. Following the trip, main sodium pump
drives are lost and secondary circuit sodium
circulation depends on natural convection. The
fall in primary pump speed is held at 10% by the
pony motors and primary sodium flow therefore
continues under forced circulation at a lower
level. (However, with the steam DhR system
operating, primary circuit circulation at an
adequate level would continue due to natural
convection forces, even if the pony motors did
not operate).

Operation of the NaK loop system is auto-
matically initiated on failure of the steam
plant DHR or failure of AC supplies. Starting
the NaK DHR system on loss of AC supplies is a
redundant action since the steam plant DHR will
normally function even if electrical supplies
fail. This is done in the interests of greater
security (to ensure it is started on failure of
the steam plant DHR) so that in the very
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unlikely event that the primary pump pony motors
fail to operate, favourable natural circulation
conditions are developed in the primary circuit
as early as possible.

STEAM DHR SYSTEM RELIABILITY

The normal steam system is able to remove
decay heat and will be the preferred route for
this function. The steam DHR system considered
here is that configuration of the parts of the
system which can be employed for the DHR
function on loss of electrical supply and main
condensers (Figure 2 ) . Provided this config-
uration can be shown to satisfy the requirements
for DHR from the steam system, there is no need
to examine faults affecting other configurations.
This restriction produces a conservative result
and has the advantage of simplifying the analysis
considerably.

Data on failure rates used in this assess-
ment have been derived from several well auth-
enticated sources, in particular the UKAEA SRS
databank and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
They represent average figures for normal
industrial conditions.

The steam DHR is a complex system and in
order to simplify the analysis it was represent-
ed as a series of sub-systems each of which was
examined separately. A block diagram of one
steam DHR system is shown in Figure 5, which
shows the relative position of the sub-systems.

The results of the analyses of the sub-systems
are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

STEAM DHR SUB-SYSTEM FAILURE RATES

Sub-system

Primary flash vessel

Receiver failure

Deaerator failure

Make-up conditioning

Make-up failure

Boiler feed failure

failure

failure

Failures/demand

1.7

2 x

8 x

8.4

7.4

5.3

x 10~5

10"5

10"6

x 10"6

x 10~4

x 10"4

The probability of failure of one half of the
steam DHR system, due to failure of each sub-
system is therefore assessed at 1.3 x 10~3
failures/demand.

The fault tree for total steam DHR failure
is shown in Figure 6. The resulting probability
of complete failure cf DHR via the steam system
is calculated to be 1.1 x 1O~-Ydemand.

SYSTEM

5GU PAIR

H

PRIMARY

FLASH VESSEL

BOILER FEED

TC

T
DECEIVER

MAKE- UP

DEAERATOR

1 MAKE-UP
1 CONDITIONING

TURBINE EXHAUST

-

FIGURE 5: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ONE OF THE TWO STEAM DHR SYSTEMS

There are two pairs of SGDs, each pair being
associated with one half of the steam plant
as shown in the block diagram. It is possible
to interconnect the SGU, therefore, should one
half of the steam DHR system become inoperative,
the surviving half will remove heat from all four
SGUs. One SGU is adequate to remove decay heat
and symmetry of the two halves of the system is
of no great importance during DHR. The possib-
ility of interconnecting the two halves of the
steam DHR system allows any healthy SGU to be
incorporated in the part of the system used for
DHR (provided feedwater is available). Hence
failures of the SGUs are considered under failure
of the total steam DHR (see Figure 6) rather than
under failure of each half of the steam DHR system .

NaK LOOP DHR SYSTEM RELIABILITY

As explained above the preferred DHR path is
through the secondary sodium circuit and steam
system. The primary objective of the NaK DHR
system it to provide capacity for DHR directly
from the primary circuit, with high reliability
and in a diverse manner from the preferred route.

The reliability analysis of the system was
carried out using requirements which were derived
from early studies of the conceptual system. It
should be noted that experimental studies and
current BESBET calculations show that these
requirements are in fact more conservative than
is necessary as the NaK system performance is
better than originally assumed.
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For the system (Figure 3) to dissipate
sufficient heat from the reactor, the design
requirements were that either one of the four
loops operates with forced air cooling (e.g.
fans operating and dampers open); or six of the
eight dampers open with natural air cooling (NaK
loops available but forced air fans not avail-
able) . These minimum requirements must be avail-
able within 6 hours of the demand and are based
on the assumption that at least two out of the
four pony motors are operating. When less than
two pony motors operate, it is necessary for a
minimum of two DHR loops to be operating, with
at least two fans providing forced cooling*
Should fan cooling not be available, due for
example to loss of essential power supplies,
then three circuits operating on natural draught
will be required. For either of these situat-
ions, operations of the NaK DHR system is requir-
ed withii; three minutes, thus no mitigating
operator action can be considered.

The overall fault tree used in this study
is shown in Figure 7. The analysis was carried

calculated to be 8.1 x 10~5/demand. These low
values are achieved due to the degree of redund-
ancy in the system and the threshold limit of
reliability (particularly in the forced air
circulation state) will be determined by the
extent to which common mode/cause faults can
affect more than one loop.

COMMON MODE FAILURE

Common mode failures have not been included
in the assessment so far. When redundancy prod-
uces very low probabilities of failure, the poss-
ibility exists of single events occurring, not
directly associated with the performance of ind-
ividual components,with a probability high comp-
ared with the combined failure of all components
in the system. The sources of common mode fail-
ures are many and varied and usually cannot be
identified until a later stage in the design and
even then they are difficult to quantify (6).
Here we make some general considerations, basing
our comments on the behaviour of similar systems

COMPLETE FAILURE OF STEAM DHR

ll-l A 10,-s

_ _
Steam Generating

U n i t s
Pair A Fail DHR

3 x 1 0 "3

Q9.166

I
Steam Generating

Units
Pair B'Fail OHR

As for S G U A '
= 3«10'3

1
Steam OHR

System'A' Fails

t-3xio"3

•7»1O6

1
Steam OHR

System V Fails

As for SyslemA

= 1-3.10 3

FIGURE 6: OVERALL FAULT TREE FOR STEAM DHR SYSTEM

out for both configurations of the system; forced
and natural air circulation. In the analysis it
was necessary to consider three states of the
system: the probability of one or more loops
being failed immediately prior to a demand due ro
revealed faults; the probability of one or more
loops failing, due to unrevealed faults, at the
time of demand; and the probability of failure of
one or more loops during operation over a time,
taken as 72 hours, as it is assumed that the
delay period at this time is sufficiently long
that repairs can be carried out (see Figure 4)
(the analysis of the reliability of systems with
a maximum allowable repair time is considered in
References k_ and 5) .

The data for this study were taken from exp-
erience on LMFBR plants and other sodium systems:
the viability of generic failure data being con-
sidered varefully before use. The calculation
gives a probability of failure to provide cooling,
using forced air circulation, given that electr-
ical supplies are available, of order 10"'*/
demand. The probability of failure to provide
adequate cooling with natural air circulation is

in other applications.
The design and operation of the NaK loop

system is simple, and as has been shown, the
probability of failure of all the NaK DHR systems
at the same time due to independent failures is
extremely low. It is more likely that failures
that disable more than two loops will be due to
some common cause affecting all the four loops,
which are identical in design. A probability in
the range 10~4 to 10~5 has been assumed for this
event. When forced cooling is essential (i.e.
when only one or two loops can provide natural
circulation of NaK) at least two fans are requ-
ired to operate. For most of the independent
failures, the probability is usually less than
10""*. If a limit for CMF to all fans is chosen
at around 10"4 to 10"5, this constitutes the most
likely failure of forced cooling, once total loss
of electrics is excluded. The four NaK loops and
their associated supplies and controls are
segregated in the four quadrants of the reactor
building affording maximum protection from exter-
nal and internal hazards, it is assessed there-
fore that a cut-off value of t0~4 t 0 JQ-5 per
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FIGURE 7: OVERALL FAULT TREE FOR NaK LOOP DHR SYSTEM

demand should be used for the minimum
probability of failure of the NaK DHR system, to
account for possible CMF.

The steam DHR is more complex in design and
operation than the NaK DHR system and it is felt
that, even at this early stage of the assessment,
a threshold no lower than 10-4, possible in the
range 10-4 to 10-3, should be assigned to the
steam DHR system, to include possible CMF effects.
It should be noted that the steam plant is not
seismically hardened and so in the event of an
earthquake of SSE strength or above all the steam
plant must be assumed to be lost. The NaK system
is however seismically qualified. An SSE is ass-
umed to have a frequency of 10~4/year in the UK.

OVERALL DHR RELIABILITY

The frequency of failure to remove decay
heat can be expressed as:

LDHR
(1)

where f. is the frequency of a particular
category of demand (see b<=.low) and P . is the
probability of failure of DHR in this state.

In general the probability of failing to
achieve adequate DHR can be expressed as:

X PC
+ p P + P

*NaK SS CM
(2)

where
?.„„ is the probability of loss of primary

sodium, which will automatically prevent

SS

NaK

CM

CPC

any sodium circulation within the core;
is the probability of losing the normal
steam system and the steam DHR system. In
all cases we have used the probability of
loss of steam DHR system for this quantity
- a pessimistic assumption;
is the probability of failure in the NaK
DHR system;
is the probability of failures that would
make both steam DHR and NaK DHR unavailable
within the timescale required of them:
this quantity will be dependent on the
availability or not of forced primary
circulation and natural primary circulation.
The occurrence of simultaneous random
failures leading to this event has neglig-
ible probability, in comparison with
failures due to possible common causes.

According to the category of demands for
DHR, the values of the terms of expression (1)
will change: in all cases the probability of
loss of primary sodium has been considered
negligible. The categories of demand for DHR
which were considered separately are:
(A) normal shutdown or reactor trip with normal

electrical supply available (except as in
(D)

(B) reactor trip with loss of normal electrical
supply (except as in (D))

(C) reactor trip with loss of forced primary
flow

(D) demand on DHR with a steam system fault,
with and without loss of normal power
supply. This case only includes those fail-
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ures in the steam system that interfere
with the system in its DHR role. Some fail-
ures of the steam system produce a demand
for reactor trip hut do not affect the cap-
ability to remove DHR via the system it-
self. In this case, categories (A) or (B)
apply.

The analysis was carried out using event
trees. The event tree *o r categories (A), (B)
and (C) is shown in Figure 8. The tree for cat-
egory (D) is similar except that questions 2 and
3 are eliminated. The dominant routes on the
trees are those with end point F2, as this route

below 10-7/year for these sequences. It has
been shown, in fact, that the majority of the
demands should be satisfied by the normal steam
plant so that it is expected that the total
frequency of failure of DHR will be of order
10-8/year.

From the analogous event tree to Figure 8
for case (D), most sequences also give a prob-
ability of DHR failure or. demand of less than
10~8, following a trip caused by a steam system
fault which also disables the steam system DHR.
The two exceptions are sequence F2, with a res-
ult in the range 10-4 to 10-5/demand and F6
giving 10~6 to 10~7/demand. Both sequences
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FIGURE 8: EVENT TREE FOR TOTAL LOSS OF DHR - CASES (A), (B) AND (C)

involves the CMF limits for the DHR systems.
The details of the analysis are too complex to
go into so only an outline of the results will
be given. For categories (A), (B) and (C)
(Figure 8) all sequences following a reactor
shutdown or trip give a probability of DHR fail-
ure on demand of less than 10-8. The only
exception is sequence F2 which shows a result in
the range 10"? to 10~9/demand, depending on the
value assigned to the CMF limits for the steam
DHR system (10~3 to 10-4/demand) and for the
NaK DHR system (10~* to 10"5/demand). Due to the
pessimistic assumptions made in the reliabilify
analysis of the steam DHR where only the 'minim-
al' system was analysed, it can be expected that
a more detailed assessment will shov* that the
failure frequency is lower than 10-8/demand for
this sequence also. Assuming a frequency of 10/
year for reactor shutdowns or trips, based on
experience with other reactor systems, the total
frequency of loss of DHR can be expected to be

include the CMF of the NaK DHR system. The
frequency of the initiating event for both these
sequences (i.e. total loss of steam DHR) is ex-
pected to be low, in the range J0~3 to 10~V
year, as the desi3n of the plant is such that
only major failures or hazards can completely
fail the system. The frequency of sequence F6
therefore is assessed to be less than 10~8/year
and that of F2 in the range 10~7 to 10-9/ y e a r j

both acceptable values. Hence the total
frequency for sequences initiated by loss of
steam DHR is assessed to be less than 10~7/year.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the arrangements
engineered into CDFR for the removal of decay
heat, following either a trip or normal shutdown.
In the former case several different situations
can occur and the ability of the DHR systems to
perform satisfactorily in them has been
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ABSTRACT

For the SHE 2 it is intended to install a
safety-graded DHR-system which is totally
based on natural convection, vhile for normal
operating conditions the decay heat is re-
moved via the main water/steam system.

Especially in case of loss of station
service power, the decay heat is completely
removed by natural circulation in the pool
(It immersed coolers), as well as in the cor-
responding intermediate sodium loops and the
sodium/air heat exchangers.

Active components are avoided as far as
possible.

INTRODUCTION

For the SHR 2 the exclusion of core-melt
accidents is based on a preventive safety con-
cept including reactor shutdown and decay
heat removal (DHR).

The systems and measures planned to pre-
vent reactor shutdown failure are presented
in (1). This paper deals with the decay heat
removal concept proposed for SHE 2 to exclude
the total loss of DHR capability as potential
core melt initiator.

The concept was presented among other
safety releted items of SHE 2 to an ad hoc ad-
visory group for safety related questions of
FR̂ ? of the Minister of the Interior of the
FRG.

TECHNICAL COHCEPT

To meet this goal there is a high demand
on reliability for the overall DHR concept.

It is intended to remove the decay heat
also for the longtime period after normal re-
actor shutdown and most of reactor scrams via
the main secondary sodium loops, the steam

generators and the water/steam-system. In
these cases all systems participating in the
DHR function are running in forced convec-
tion.

In case of e. g.

failure of DHR-related components in
the water/steam-system
loss of station service power

- external events (earthquake, air-
craft crash, ...)

this DHR possibility is not available.
As a. diverse system (in addition to this

normal DHR-equipment) an immersion cooler
system (ICS) is provided as safety-graded
DHR-system consisting of h independent immer-
sion cooler loops (ICL), each connected to a
separate chimney. The implementation of one
such ICL is given in Fig. 1. The operation of
this system is essentially based on gravity as
a natural physical effect. Thus, the heat
transfer from the immersion cooler, situated
in the upper plenum of the pool, to the so-
dium/air heat exchanger and from this compo-
nent to the atnosphere is totally based on na-
tural convection, i. e. no pumps or fans are
foreseen.

In the primary sodium pool there is for-
ced convection for all cases where station
service power is available for the primary
pumps. In case of loss of station service
power, heat transfer from the core to toe im-
mersion coolers is also done by natural con-
vection; the flow paths between the upper
(hot) and lower (cold) plenum via the IHX ana.
the pumps is identical as in the case with
forced convection.

In order to reduce heat losses during
plant power operation dampers with drives are
provided in the chimney at the inlet and out-
let of the sodium/air heat exchanger which
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are to be opened when DHR via the ICS is
called upon. Due to the dimensions there is
need of at least h dampers in parallel at the
heat exchanger inlet and outlet. To protect
the sodium/air heat exchanger against high
temperature gradients additionally one start-
up regulating damper is provided for the in-
let side. Therefore, if one damper fails to
open the heat removal via the affected chim-
ney is not significantly influenced. So,
there is redundancy within one ICL with
respect to the only active components. Due to
the inevitable heat losses of the DHR-loops
during normal power operation the sodium flow
in the ICL is assured in all operating condi-
tions and can be continuously verified by the
temperature and flow measuring - if necessary
supported by an intentionally slightly opened
start-up regulating damper.

Additionally, besides the automatic ope-
ration mode manual actuating of the dampers
from the control room and manual opening on-
site are possible. As will be shown the sys-
tem inherent tolerable grace period is at
least 0.5 hours, this allows for initiating
the DHR-function in case of failure of the
automatic by manual operation. Due to the
high thermal inertia of the whole system,
further necessary actions on the dampers for
coitro1. and freeze protection may be performed
aft..r u. period of at least 0.5 hours.

IHX

16

r 17

19

SODIUM/AIR
HEAT EXCHANGER

Figure 1 DHR-Loop SUB 2

LOAD CASES

Table 1 summarizes the load cases with
DHH via the ICS which are to be considered in
the design. The occurrence number of the load
cases refers to the assessed plant lifetime
of kO years.

Provided further justification a number
of 30 demands of the ICS with forced convec-
tion in the primary system is assumed.

The figures for loss of station service
power are those currently used in the licen-
sing procedure of German LWK. They are extre-
mely conservative compared to the experience
gained from German power plants which results

in a frequency of 3 . 10 per year for the
loss of station service power case (2).

To cover the case of repair in one ICL
during normal power operation it is reason-
able to assume at leant in some of these
load cases the availability of only 3 of the
1* ICL.

From the deterministic point of view the
loads are to be kept within the admissible li-
mits of service level D with at least 2 of the
h immersion cooler loops if one fully applies
the single failure concept for german LWR to
such an essentially passive system with high
thermal inertia.

Additionally to the design load cases
given in Table 1 it will be shown for the de-
monstration of the high preventive safety lev-
el that the system is able to cope with the
case of DHR via one loop only. Thus, 'the de-
gree of redundancy of the safety-graded DHR-
system is k x 100 %.

RELIABILITY

By the comprehensive renounciation of ac-
tive components and the provision of redundan-
cy within one immersion cooler loop for the
remaining active components low unavailabili-
ties for the loops are achieved. -.

Thus, the demanded high reliability of
the overall DHR-system is reached by the re-
duction of the frequency of demand of the im-
mersion cooler system by the DHR via the wa-
ter/steam-side and the use of natural convec-
tion for the safety-graded DHR via the immer-
sion cooler system in connection with the high
degree of redundancy.
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Figure 2 Dynamic behaviour of the DHE-loop in the case loss of station service power
with 90 MW DHE Capacity



Table 1 Load cases with DHR via the ICS
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assumed
occurrence
number

Assumed
Number of
available
ICL

Operating
Condition
of the pri-
mary system

service level
for the valua-
tion of the
components

failure of DHR via the
water/steam-side

30 3 - k Forced con-
vection

B

loss of station service
power

12 x 0,5 h
5 x 5 h
3 x 12 h

3 - k Natural
convection

borderline case for
deterministic rules
(covering internal
and external events)

Natural
convection

MODELS AND RESULTS

Preliminary calculations for the cases
with natural circulation in the primary system
were performed on a system with a DHR-capacity
of 30 MW per ICL at 530 °C hot plenum tempera-
ture. Two different codes have been used:
COSINA and DYANA.

COSINA-Code
1-D-calculations were carried out using

the code COSINA to describe the thermohydrau-
lics of the primary system (COSIM) and the
circuits of the immersed coolers including the
sodium air exchanger (NAJTO). COSINA is a cou-
pled version of the codes COSIM and NANO.
COSIM was developed by CEA (3) and applied to
SPX-1. It has been validated by water tests in
a 1 : 20 scale model. The code describes the
primary system and bases on the assumption
that stratification is well established in the
hot and cold plenum. NAMO was developed by
INTERAT0M in order to describe the immersion
cooler system of SNR-300.

To confirm the prescribed flow path of
COSIBA in the hot and cold plenum a 2-D-calcu-
lation was carried out using the thermal hy-
draulic code HJKO2T. The results justify this
assumption in COSINA very well.

In order to give an example of the dyna-
mic behaviour of the decay heat removal chain
the loss of station service power was simula-
ted with 3 of k immersion coolers in operation.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. The location
of the different temperatures is indicated by
the numbers in Fig. 1. After about 500 s the
decay heat is less than the heat removed by
the three immersion coolers. Therefore, the
average temperature decreases. The tempera-
tures in the cold parts of the vessel reach
their maximum values after about 1 hour. The
maximum temperature reached at the vessel wall
is about !*90 °C compared to about 1*00 °C du-
ring normal operation.

From the mechanical and safety point of
view the structures in the cold parts of the

vessel are the most important ones. The maxi-
mum sodium temperatures at the vessel wall
and their dependency on the capacity of the
immersion coolers are shown in Fig. 3. The
maximum temperature cannot be further reduced
significantly by increasing the capacity of
the immersion coolers.

Since these calculations were carried
out without taking into account the heat capa-
city of the main secondary circuit the values
given here are conservative (up to 1*0° concer-
ning the maximum value at the vessel wall).

TEMPERATURE [°C]

OHR CARACTTY [MW|

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Figure 3 Max. Vessel wall temperatures
depending on the capacity
of the immersion coolers
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The only active components in the DHR-
loop are the dampers in the chimney. The in-
fluence of the time, where they start to open,
was studied with two calculations, both with
3 immersion coolers in operation: assuming
immediate opening in the first run and a 30
minute delay in the second run (Fig. U). The
difference in the maximum temperature is
about 30 K.

With respect to fatigue and creep crite-
ria of the structures, the temperatures re-
main in admissible limits.

TEMPERATURE [°C]

MAX. VESSEL WAU COOUNG
TEMPERATURE

DAMPERS OPEN AT:

0.5 h

TIME(hJ

Figure h Comparison: Dampers open at 0.0 h
and 0.5 h

Lumped parameter models are used for the
cold and hot pool. They have been qualified
by comparing their results with 2-D-calcula-
tions. The agreement is satisfactory for hot
as well as for cold shocKs.

The dynamic phase of transition from
forced to natural convection is first governed
by the relation of the decrease between power
and flow, but later it is controlled by the
thermal unbalance between IHX and core. Be-
cause of the large height of the IHX, a change
of its temperature level considerably affects
the net static head for natural circulation.

Prima/y Pump Immersion Cooler
/ (displaced In drawing)

Hot Pool

Cold Pool

Core

Figure 5 Flow path diagram for DYANA-Code

DYANA-Code
The DYANA calculations were mainly per-

formed to study the core behavior during trans-
sition from forced to natural convection inclu-
ding the influence of the secondary circuits.
This transition is beginning after pump coast
down and is ending with the establishment of a
quasi steady circulation.

DYANA is a system-code which simulates
the thermal and fluid dynamic behaviour of
the main sodium circuits in forced and natu-
ral convection. DYANA has got a model to des-
cribe the core as detailed as necessary with
several axial nodes. There are parallel flow
paths in the hot pool model and parallel chan-
nels in the core model which allow for tran-
sient flow redistribution (Fig. 5). Flow re-
versal can also be described, it will happen
in low power channels and bypasses of the
core, if there is only a weak static head,
e. g. during or after the transition to natu-
ral convection.

A loss of the pressure head initiates a re-
duction of flow in the core - and eventually
even reverses the flow in cold peripheral
subassemblies - but the temperature rise in
the core yields only a retarded flow propel-
ling force, the delay dependang on the thrott-
ling and the pressure loss characteristic of
the subassemblies. This coupling of tne IHX
and the core could lead to an overshoot of so-
dium temperatures in the core for situations
with a fast drop of the static pressure head.
This can be shown by an unrealistic but sim-
ple simulation neglecting the influence of
the main secondary circuits. If the heat
transfer to the secondary circuits is assumed
to be spontaneously stopped, when the station
service power is lost and the reactor is
tripped, there will be an early high tempera-
ture peak at the upper end of the fissile
zone.

The power of the ICS and the number of
available ICL have almost no effect on the
height of this temperature peak because they
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appear at about 300 s, this is too early com-
pared to the start-up period of the heat remo-
val system.

The results of more realistic DYANA-simu-
lations with natural circulation in the primary
and secondary main circuits are presented in
Fig. 6. The temperature peaks are predicted
to reach only 650 °C. A further reduction of
these peaks cannot be reached by power in-
crease of the ICS, because the heat removal
from the hot pool gives first a reduction of
the net static head before the IHX-tempera-
ture level drops. This can be seen in Fig. 6,
comparing the peak temperatures of the two si-
mulations where 3 resp. 1 of the ICL's are as-
sumed to be available. The main effect of an
increase of ICS-power is to accelerate the re-
duction of the temperature level in the cold
pool and at core inlet.

A quasi steady equilibrium of the core
temperatures and the flov is not reached be-
fore the primary and secondary IHX-tempera-
ture levels have approached and the tempera-
ture profiles have flattened. Such an equili-
brium within the IHX was instantaneously simu-
lated in the case of the unrealistic conside-
ration without any secondary circuit. In this
case the built up of the quasi stationary tem-
peratures and flows in the fuel subassemblies
would only need 5 minutes; however, for the
realistic case of Fig. 6, the equilibrium
needs about 1 hour to be established.

The long-term development of the core
temperatures has been derived from calcula-
tions with the COSIWA-code and, in addition,
estimated by hand. Based on the so determined
core temperatures it can be stated, that the
accumulation of clad damage does not exceed
acceptable limits for the whole range of tem-
peratures including all transition-phase simu-
lations .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The main results of the calculations

using COSIHA and DYAHA can be summarized as
follows:

- If 3 or h immersion coolers and corres-
ponding circuits are in operation, the
maximum temperature at the cold struc-
tures, which are of most interest for the
demonstration of integrity, will not ex-
ceed about i*90 °C. This value, on the
other hand, cannot be significantly re-
duced further by increasing the immersion
cooler capacity.

The maximum temperature of the vessel
wall in the case of only 1 immersion
cooler available is about 560 °C, where-
as the maximum temperature of the hot
structure is about 570 °C.

It is not necessary to open the dampers
of the chinney immediately after scram;
even in thf; case that only one immer-
sion cooler is under operation a delay
of about 0.5 h is admissible.

700-

600

400 'Core Inlet

Time[s]

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Figure 6 Loss of station service power;
core temperatures

- Sensitive assumptions with impact on the
coolant and cladding temperatures have
been identified. For realistic assump-
tions the predicted core temperatures
will not exceed about 650 °C within the
transition phase from forced to natural
convection.

FUTURE PROCEDURE

The next steps will be the experimental
demonstration of the flow patterns in different
load cases including transition from opera-
tional power level to decay heat level and the
validation of the code systems which will be
used for the plant design and the licensing
procedure. This has also been recommended by
the above-mentioned ad hoc advisory group
which judged the global concept to be feasible
in a safety related point of view. If neces-
sary, further optimization of the design of
the DHR-system and the internals of the vessel
are foreseen in order to prove the natural
convection for the safety grade decay heat re-
moval.

Concerning the tools the development of
the Code System DYAHA/ATTICA (a more sophis-
ticated version of IHKO2T) will be promoted.
With this system it. w.ill be possible to
couple 1-D-circuit models with 2—D-models
of different plena. Additionally for special
questions 3-D-codes as COMMIX or PHOEHICS
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are available and will be applied. The vali-
dation of these codes will be based on water
experiments which are intended to be performed
at the Karlsruhe Research Center in 1 : 20 and
1 : 5 scale models for the vessel including
the internal structures and main components.
These transient experiments will be used
to confirm more precisely the flow patterns,
which have already been measured in the statio-
nary experiments (3).

Stratification in the intermediate loop
is under investigation in a test loop at
IHTERATOM.

Special experiments for the main compo-
nents are still under discussion.
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considered. The safety requirements mean that to
achieve the necessary reliability, there must be
at least two diverse systems besides redundancy
within those systems.

For CDFR, the diversity is provided by
utilising the steam plant with special addit-
ional features to maintain adequate DHR, even
when failures have occurred, and by the pro-
vision of a diverse NaK DHR system, both
systems having internal redundancy. The reliab-
ility studies for both steam and NaK system show
that CMF is the limiting feature and because of
good design features, these are felt to be low.
In the absence of design detail, an assumed CMF
of 10~3 to 1Q~"4/demand in the steam system and
10~4 to 10-5/demand in the NaK system have been
used, based on analogy with similar systems in
other applications.

Should total failure of DHR occur there is
the potential for a large release of radio-
activity, hence the failure frequency must not
exceed 10~7/year. Using figures obtained from
other reactor plants we have been able to show
that, provided the CMF limits used can be just-
ified when the design is finalised, this target
will be achieved. In fact it is likely to be
bettered particularly when it is recalled that
the "minimal' configuration of the steam DHR
system was used in the analysis giving a
pessimistic result and that current calculations
are indicating that the NaK DHR system require-
ments may be less stringent than assumed in the
analysis.

Thus we conclude that the CDFR DHR systems
are capable of providing a level of DHR reliab-
ility sufficient to meet the requirements of the
UK safety criteria.
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CDFR PRIMARY CIRCUIT NATURAL CIRCULATION

R.K. Thomasson
National Nuclear Corporation Ltd.

Risley, Warrington, U.K.

ABSTRACT

Studies are reported of the natural circu-
lation characteristics of CDFR in decay heat
conditions. An existing whole plant kinetics
code BESBET with one dimensional or lumped
parameter representation of plant components
was used. Uncertainties in flow behaviour were
covered by making the modelling choices felt to
be these least favourable to good circulation
characteristics. A safe level of core circu-
lation with core sodium temperatures below boil-
ing level was predicted even for highly degra-
ded states cf the decay heat removal systems.

OBJECTIVES AND PHILOSOPHY OF APPROACH

The object of the studies was to establish
whether a safe level of core flow by natural
convection could be expected in the event of
failure of forced convection means.

Natural convection, especially in the 'open
spaces' of a pool type LMFBR is a complex
phenomenum, the prediction of flow behaviour in
such spaces requires complex and time consuming
codes and the answers, it is suggested, cannot
yet be regarded with complete confidence. More-
over, the evaluation of behaviour in the main
situation of significance, that is following a
scram from full power with coincident failure
of forced circulation requires that the inter-
action of boiler and secondary circuit behaviour
with primary circuit behaviour be accounted for.

It was therefore considered appropriate to
use a modified version of an existing systems
code .with empirical choices for modelling of
some regions, these choices being made however
to be the least favourable to the development of
Circulation round the normal forced circulation
flow path. If the natural circulation charact-
eristics were found to be satisfactory with
these choices then it would be a fair assumption
that the behaviour of the real plant would also

be satisfactory.
The disadvantage of this approach is that

the hoped for pessimism of a particular mod-
elling choice is sometimes difficult to argue
and indeed tht jork reported in this paper is
regarded as incomplete as there are some be-
havioural possibilities which remain to be
explored. Nevertheless it is considered that
the work reported in this paper goes a long way
towards completing a logical case for the ad-
equacy of CDFR natural circulation performance.

Definition of Incident for Study
The situation simulated in all phases of the

study was reactor scram from full power with
coincident loss of all sodium pumping power. It
is yet to be argued comprehensively that this is
the most critical situation although it is in-
tuitively thought to be so. Nevertheless it is
considered to be the most likely situation and
therefore was given first priority. It is,
even so, an improbable situation, CDFR primary
pumps being fitted with pony motors which have
battery backed supplies. The probability that
CDFR will be without some degree of forced
primary circulation in its lifetime is estim-
ated to be less than 10"3.

The studies consisted of several simulat:DHS
of this transient with varying assumptions re-
garding the extent to which the various elements
of the decay heat removal (DHR) systems were
effective.

427
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FIG. 1 ELEMENTS IN PLANT MODEL

PLANT MODEL

The plant model (fig. 1) is based on a 1D/
lumped parameter code BESBET, a code designed
for simulation of operational kinetics and for
control studies, but which had features suiting
it to the present studies e.g. Re dependent
friction, thermal head allowance, free sodium
level representation and variable sodium density
in the hot and cold pools.

Initially 'symmetric' (all IHX's, secondary
circuits and boilers assumed to behave identic-
ally), the model was later extended to have an
'asymmetric' capability (up to four groups of
IHX, secondary circuits and boilers and assoc-
iated NaK DHR loops behave differently). In its
maximum extended form the model solves approx-
imately 4500 first order differential equations
mainly non-linear in various degrees and a large
number of algebraic relationships.

Reactor thermal kinetics are simulated by a
one channel 9 section model (entry, fuel pin
gas plenum lower and upper axial breeder, five
core sections and exit). The model is tuned to
yield core mixed mean outlet temperature in
simulating full power operation. The hot and
cold pool representations are discussed at more
length later.

In the CDFR IHX entry system, sodium flows
vertically upwards in an annular region before
entering; the inlet plenum containing the DHS
coil of the NaK system.

The annular region is modelled by 4 mixed
regions in series, the inlet plenum by one mixed

region. The IHX model is a 100 section model,
each section containing mixed primary and sec-
ondary sodium region and a lumped capacity tube
wall region.

The secondary circuit model has approximat-
ely 150 elements each with fluid and wall rep-
resentation. The model has demonstrated near
perfect solutions against analytical models.
The NaK loop pipework model uses similar repre-
sentation.

The NaK/air heat exchanger model has 9
sections in all, 3 ?er flow pass.

The boiler model has been described else-
where 0 ) It is a monotube representation
with solution of the water side energy, momen-
tum and continuity equations and wide range
steam/water property modelling.

The primary pump to diagrid pipework model
allows for heat flow between pipe metal and cold
pool.

Other model features include six group de-
layed neutron kinetics, pump rotational kinetics
four quadrant torque and head characteristics
for the pumps and sodium KE where significant.
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UNCERTAINTIES AND TREATMENT

Core/Hot Pool Interaction
If it is assumed that flow in the core sub-

assemblies (SA's) is one directional and uniform
(Fig. 21), a reduction of flow leads rapidly to
a reduction in sodium density which has a strong
limiting action on such reduction. If however
the sodium above the core is colder than that in
the SA more complex flow patterns (Fig. 213;) are
predicted (2). The sodium in the upper part of
the SA is cooled, reducing the buoyancy effect
which supports SA entry flow. In the studies
uniform flow was assumed, but computed densities
were given a lower limit of that of the density
of sodium above the cora. This maximises the
deleterious effect of interaction on through
flow without allowing for possible cooling bene-
fits.

Hot Pool Model
In the defined incident, core outlet temp-

erature falls rapidly despite reducing flow.
The model assumes that at 7 seconds after trip,
the outlet flow from the core forms a cold layer
at the bottom of the pool, the layer growing at
the expense of the hot layer above it. This
model ensures minimum mean temperature in the
core outlet/IHX intake height range - the most
unfavourable condition for the development of
primary circulation. When the two layer temp-
eratures become equal, the model reverts to a
fully mixed simulation.

Cold Pool Model
All regions are modelled as fully mixed.

Region 3/region 4 flow depends on level and den-
sity changes in region 4. A very low mixing
flow is also assumed, rising however if T3 >
T4. Point continuity is assumed at the 3 to 4
interface bofween pump entry and region inter-
flow.

1/2 interface is defined at IKX outlet level.
Flow from the IHX is assuned to flow into region
1 if its temperature is equal to or below that
of region 1. Otherwise it flows into region 2.
Inter-region flow is assumed on a continuity
basis. Reverse IHX flow is always taken from
region 2- The assumptions minimise the effect-
ive thermal capacity in delaying system temp-
erature rise, region 1 thermal capacity being
relatively ineffective in critical cases.

PHASE 1 STUDIES - NO DHR

This situation, clearly unsafe, provides a
base against which other results can be measured
and the results determine what 'period of grace'
exists in which DHR faults may be remedied to
redeem the situation.

The different runs represent differing model
assumptions.

Run 1 - stratified hot pool, maximised effect
of core/plenum interaction

Run 2 - as run 1 but with mixed hot pool
model

Run 3 - as run 1 but assuming no core/
plenum interaction

Referring to Fig. 5, sodium flows follow

I • FLOW WITH NO INTERACTION.
I I . FLOW WITH INTERACTION
UI. ALLOWANCE MADE FOR

INTERACTION EFFECT

, DENSITY FUNCTION
' USED IN MODEu

BASIC SODIUM
PROPE&TX

TEMP

FIG. 2 CORE/HOT POOL INTERACTION

FIG. 3 HOT POOL MODEL

SEE ALSO f=IG -1
REGIONS ASSUMED
I H >•'. CUTFOtV EMTEKS
IF TEt*f>. < RES 21
OTHBHWISE IHX PL.OW

MIXED.

REC X

KE.VE.ttSB FLOW If 1 HX
JX.

FIG. 4 COLD POOL MODEL
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pump coastdown. The secondary flow reduction is
somewhat delayed by sodium inertia and an init-
ially favourable thermal had sustained for a
while as the boiler water contents are evaporat-
ed. This leaves the IHX's relatively cool and
the fall in primary flow is slowed down at the
2% level by natural convection forces. In all
runs however flow begins to fall again as hotter
sodium penetrates the IHX's. The IHX inlet
temperature exceeds the outlet temperature con-
siderably at this time and the rate of rise of
IHX mean temperature is strongly related to the
flow level which is therefore mainly dependent
on the rate at which hot leg temperature can
rise. Flow falls and core outlet temperature
rises relentlessly. As boiling is not modelled,
the core outlet temperature, as computed, con-
tinues to climb until the IHX is full of hot
sodium, after which flow can rise without the
penalty of a rapidly increasing adverse head in
the IHX.

Although boiling is predicted in all runs,
run 3, predicting conditions if core/plenum
interaction is not present, shows a much lower
degree of boiling. The mixed hot pool assump-
tion, run 2, leads to better circulation in the
early stages but shows no overall benefit.

However even if run 1 flow conditions act-
ually diJ occur, the core conditions would not
necessarily be unsafe. In terms of sodium
enthalpy the peak temperature corresponds only
to a boiling quality of 20% equivalent to vapour
velocities of 7 m/sec and an increased pressure
of only 20 mm sodium - easily balanced by the

voidage created by the boiling. The hour or so
at boiling temperature might cause clad failures,
but probably without extensive fuel release.
Intended U.K. experimental work (_3) will in-
vestigate the heat transfer in such boiling
situations and may well show that the danger
of dryout does not exist.

Towards the end of the simulations, sec-
ondary circulation restarts as IHX temperatures
exceed the general level of secondary circuit
temperatures and this has a beneficial effect
on primary flow. The level of hot pool temp-
erature is at 675°C by 10000 seconds. The sim-
ulation was in fact continued to t = 100000,
the hot pool temperature rising to about 1000°C
in this time. However it is considered that
an unsafe condition could be avoided if DHR
were started inside about 4 hrs•

PHASE 2 STUDIES

Following phase 1, all simulations used
the assumptions of phase 1, run 1.

In phase 2 various levels of NaK DHR were
considered (1, J, and '/4 x full capacity),
assumed to act symmetrically. This was sim-
ulated by adjusting the heat transfer area term
in the equation for the IHX inlet plenum temp-
erature. It is as if all the IHX inlet plena
were gathered into one, served by 4, 2, or 1
DHR loops.

The DHR loops were assumed to be started
3 min after reactor scram. This allows time
for starting diesel generators and load alloc-
ation to the air fans or for the development
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of air draught if .-he fans fail to start. It
is believed to be a 'generous' allowance.

Because RaK loop circulation takes some
time to develop, cooling at the DHR coils is
negligible until t = 400 sees and is only fully
developed at t = 500 sees. From then on, how-
ever, the effect is considerable. Primary flows
develop which are much higher than the flows
with no DHR and only at the lowest DHR capacity
considered is boiling predicted and then only
at 9 light level for a short period - unlikely
to cause fuel clad failure.

The rise in primary flow for the 1/4 capac-
ity case at t = 5000 approximately is due to
restarting of flow in the secondary circuit.

The oscillatory nature of the response in
the 1/4 capacity case is due to various complex
factors, one being a causal chain of the type -
cooling starts, IHX inlet temperature falls,
rate of rise of IHX mean temperature falls, flow
rises, IHX inlet temperature rises, rate of rise
of IHX mean temperature rises, flow falls etc.

With the higher rates of heat removal, apart
from the initial high peak of core outlet temp-
erature, temperatures elsewhere (eg maximum hot
pool temperatures) are barely above operational
levels and not only is the outcome safe, but
considerable protection is afforded to the
plant investment.

The shortcoming of the phase 2 investigation
however, is that only one type of partial DHR
failure is studied and a somewhat unlikely one
at that. A fan start failure on the present NaK
loop still leaves a DHR capacity of more than
half the forced air flow capacity. The */4
capacity symmetrically cooled case has there-
fore no parallel in physical reality.

With asymetric cooling eg if only one NaK
DHR loop operates, there will clearly be a
tendency for the primary flow to be higher in
specific IHX's. This might raise circuit flow
resistance to the point where flow is impaired
or there may be reverse flow in some IHX's.
These possibilities needed investigation.

PHASE 3 STUDIES

In this phase of the studies an attempt was
made to predict the effect of restricting DHR
cooling to a restricted number of DHR coils.
Such cooling will tend to increase flow in some
IHX's, while reducing flow in the others. How-
ever early IHX flow reversal was ruled out by
the following qualitative reasoning. In the
phase 2 studies it had been observed that mean
IHX temperatures continued to rise even after
the onset of DHR cooling. For reverse flow to
occur in uncooled IHX's their temperatures
would need to rise faster still - but this is
impossible without forward flow. In the event
the validity of this argument was confirmed by
the results.

While an asymmetric model was the desirable
approach it was considered worthwhile to
estimate the effects of asymmetric cooling in a
limiting way by simulating circumstances which
would be worse than the real event.

Such circumstances exist in the following
scenario. Less than the tota. number of loops
are assumed to be started at t = 3 min. At t
= 500 when the cooling effect of the DHR coils
is beginning to bite, flow through the other
IHX's is artificially arrested.

To simulate the first 500 seconds of this
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notional transient, the symmetric model is set
up with symmetrical cooling at a level equiva-
lent to the number of operating loops. At t =
500, the simulation is stopped and the model
reconfigured to represent a plant with a re-
duced number of IHX's for which, however, the
DHR loops are assumed to be working perfectly.
The initial conditions for the second part of
the simulation are set up from the terminal
conditions of the first part.

As expected, the results (fig. 7) were worse
than the phase 2 results (fig. 6 ) . However the
results are still promising. Boiling is avoided
when two loops operate and even with one loop,
only a short period of low quality boiling is
predicted.

It might be thought that the degraded res-
ponse relative to phace 2 is due to increased
IHX pressure drop. This however is only a minor
factor. The higher ratio of IHX flow to core
f]ow when flow is restricted to a limited number
of IHX's leads, for a given core flow to an en-
hancement of the rate of rise of mean IHX temp-
erature, at the critical stage of the transient
and this tends strongly to restrict circulation,
causing in the one loop case an extremely low
flow minimum.

Finally it was noted from the detailed res-
ults that the head conditions in the IHX's in
which the flow was artificially arrested would
have supported forward flow, had this been all-
owed, until a very late stage in the transient
at the point when the decay heat fell below the
DHR rate. The validity of the qualitative re-
asoning on which the phase 3 investigations
were based was therefore confirmed. The ques-
tion of what might happen in the later stages
remained unresolved until the asymmetric

model was developed.

PHASE 4 STUDIES

It was recognised that the arguments supp-
orting the validity of phase 3 studies as a
demonstration of the adequacy of natural ci-
culation when asymmetrically applied could be
regarded as contentious. In addition the need
to extend the code to cover asymmetric trans-
ients in general had been appreciated for some
time. This development was therefore expedited
and it became possible to put investigations of
asymmetrical cooling on a better footing.

The results presented here only cover one
transient namely that which results when only
one NaK DHR loop operates. Phase 4 covered a
wider area and the points established are dis-
cussed briefly at the end of this section.

When the asymmetric model was being dev-
eloped, the opportunity was taken to update the
secondary circuit model to bring it into line
with design changes and it was with the updated
model that the transient was f^rst run.
Apparently the early differences between the
phase 3 run and phase 4 run results could have
had nothing to do, however, with the change in
representation and must have been due to the
physical differences in design.

Xo confirm this view, the 'old' secondary
circuit data was restored and the run repeated.
This gave results much closer to the phase 3
results but with no serious flow minimum and
with the prediction that core boiling would
just be avoided. The early differences between
the phase 3 and phase 4 results are due to a
small (and unimportant) anomaly in the rep-
resentation of reduced DHR capacity in the
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in the symmetrical model and for the first 400
seconds the results should have been identical.
The increase of flow at t = 7000 is due to a
renewal of secondary sodium circulation.

The differences between case 1 and case 2
emphasise the role of secondary flow in estab-
lishing primary circulation. The 'new' secondary
circuit is longer than the old design giving
improved sodium KE and prolonging the occurr-
ence of hydrostatic equilibrium which finally
brings the sodium flow to a halt. The secon-
dary flow rundown curves are given above. The
higher early flow leads to an enhanced cooling of
the IHX which stimulates a higher early level of
primary natural circulation and the longer 'tail'
to the rundown helps sustain this improvement.

In the other runs of these studies cooling
with two loops and reduced cooling with 3 loops
were simulated. Both results were extremely
satisfactory from the aspect of natural circul-
ation prospects. It was also shown, perhaps
surprisingly, that for a given reduced DHR level,
the more asymmetric applications were the more
effective.

Another discovery was that reverse flows did
occur in uncooled IHX's at the time that the DHR
level exceeded the decay heat level. This
occurred late in the transients when decay heat
level and the potential danger is much reduced.
Moreover the effect on core flow predicted by the
code was small.

PHASE 5 STUDIES

It was assumed in all runs that the NaK DHR
system did not operate and that boiler feed
would be lost immediately but restored after 15

seconds with a reduced r. iximum level dictated
by standby feed pump capacity. Early studies
with the symmetric model had shown that red-
uction of maximum feed level had little effect
on the subsequent transient since in all trans-
ients the feed was reduced by feed regulator
control to below the maximum available level at
a fairly early stage. Attention was therefore
turned to partial failures from unspecified
causes which might prevent feed from being
supplied to some boilers.

The main results are given in Fig. 9. With
feed to all boilers, the transient is symmetrical.
Secondary flow coastdown is arrested at about
the 10% level and heavy cooling of the IHX's
arrests primary flow coastdown at about 2.5%.
With such a high excess of secondary over
primary flow, the IHX's are progressively cooled
over an increasing portion of their length
leading to a gradually increasing primary flow,
peaking at 3.8% and then falling as the reactor
and hot pool lose temperature. The reactor
outlet temperature peaks at 570°C only 30°C
higher than the normal operating level.

With only 2 cooled boilers, the build up
of primary flow is very slight since the primary
Clow is increasingly diverted into the those
IHX's which are cooled and away from the others.
The flow through the 'uncooled' IHX's eventually
stops and reverses, leading to a second circu-
lation loop up these IHX's with a flow just about
equal to that of the main flow loop through the
core (fig. 10).

The lower part of the hot pool is cooled by
this and as a consequence the core flow falls
although it remains at a satisfactory level.

With only 1 cooled boiler the primary flow
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FIG. 9 PHASE 5 RESULTS - ASYMMETRIC MODEL - COOLING BY STEAM PLANT DHR SYSTEM

through the uncooled IHX's stops, but does not
reverse and for a period the core flow is higher
than the 2 boiler case as the hot pool is not
subject to the cooling effect of reverse flow.
The absence of reverse IHX flow in this case is
due to the increased IHX pressure drop reducing
the pressure available to dx-ive the reverse flow.

It is noteworthy towards the end of the
computed transient, the heat rejection at the
boilers was only slightly different in all
cases from the decay heat generation.

FIG. 10 IHX PRIMARY FLOWS - ASYMMETRIC
STEAM DHR

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Code Validation and Development
The boiler model has been cross validated

against the NUMEL code (4) which has extensive
boiler rig validation. The NaK DHR loop model
parameters affecting performance are supported
by extensive rig testing and PFR data although
the transient behaviour remains unvalidated.
It is hoped to rectify this situation by util-
ising results from the Super Phenix experimental
program. The IHX and pipework models have been
verified in terms of their ability to accurately
solve the one dimensional partial differential
equations on which they are based. Core
pressure drop characteristics have been checked
against air tests at low Reynold's numbers.

The assumption concerning the effects of
core/plenum interaction has- been formulated
to maximise these effects in a deleterious
sense. Validation will not therefore be
required unless it is thought necessary to
substitute a more realistic formulation.

A new core model modelling the core by
three differently rated and gagged fuel sub-
assemblies and three differently rated and
gagged breeder sub-assemblies and with repre-
sentation of leakage flows has been developed
and is ready for use.

The pool models are possibly weaknesses in
the simulation. It is difficult to formulate
models which can confidently be expected not to
overpredict core flow. The present hot pool
model gives minimum hot pool temperature in the
core outlet IHX inlet height range for the
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.1 - INTRODUCTION

The removal of the residual power generated
within the reactor is one of the major safety
functions. It must be ensured for whatever
operational conditions. For this reason, its
implementation requires a high level of re-
liability.

As far as the RNR 1500 is concerned, the
function is implemented as follows :

. by the normal system for power removal
used in the production of electric
current,

. by an emergency system (RRA system)
used in the event that the main sys-
tem is not available, also during the
shutdown period scheduled every year.

After an initial short summary of the princi-
ples that led to the solution chosen, this
report sets out the design of the RRA and
the approach adopted in order to warrant the
reliability of the system.

2 - THE EVOLUTION SINCE SUPER PHEMIX 1

The removal of the residual power from the
Super Phenix 1 power plant is assured by the
following means, in succession (fig.l) :

Figure 1: SIPEK PHENK - O£C*Y HEAT REMOVAL

If the secondary loops are lost, four RUP
sodium circuits with each a sodium/sodium
heat exchanger reaching into the hot col-
lector of the reactor and a sodium/air heat
exchanger conveying heat to the cold source.

Moreover, the two cooling circuits of the
reactor pit (RUS) which, under normal con-
ditions, contribute to the conditioning of
the concrete may play an essential part in
the event of the failure of the above-
mentioned circuits.

The evolution planned for the future units,
aiming at reducing the cost of investment,
has led to consider the possibility of dis-
continuing the use of secondary loops for
safety functions, and therefore, of elimina-
ting the sodium/air heat exchangers by-pas-
sed on BCS loops, at the same time shifting
this function of removal of residual power
to RUR type circuits, thus reducing the
number of intermediate systems between the
energy source (reactor core) and the cold
source.

3 - GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The RRA system must provide the possibility
to cool down the primary sodium circuit and
therefore to remove the residual reactor
power after the interruption of the chain
reaction, in order to comply with the limi-
tation prescribed for the reactor and to
bring it to the condition of "cold shutdown"
when normal removal means are not available.

The approach selected was sodium loops where
heat is taken from the primary sodium with
direct air cooling of the loop. Air was
preferred to water, thereby eliminating the
potential problems connected with the even-
tual vanishing of such a cold source and
those connected with a sodium/water reaction
hazard.

Four secondary sodium loops (BCS) for the
supply of steam generators ; should the
water station not be available, four
sodium/air heat exchangers (BPR), in by-
pass mounting on BCS loops.

Since it is essential for safety, the RRA
system must feature a high reliability and
to this purpose, it must comply with the
so-called "single failure" criterion and be
provided with an electric emergency system.
It must be able to fulfil its task in all
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foreseen conditions of operation and also
in the event of external adverse conditions
or fire, which leads to criteria of physical
or geographic separation.

The general arrangement of all circuits roust
promote the flow of sodium in natural circu-
lation operation in order to palliate any
failure of a forced circulation. However
resorting to natural circulation is not in-
cluded in the design.

4 - BASIS FOR DESIGN AND DIMENSIONING

The RRA system consists of four identical
and independent circuits installed in pal? s
on either side of the nave of the reactor
building.

For each circuit, a heat transfer between the
reactor and the cold source is ensured by a
sodium loop with (fig.2) :

Figure 2: RRA LOOP

. A sodium/sodium heat exchanger, immersed
in the hot collector of the primary cir-
cuit ; the primary sodium flows in natural
circulation through the tubes of the heat
exchanger bundle.

A sodium/air heat exchanger, the air ser-
ving as cold source flows in natural cir-
culation owing to a 40 meter high draft
chimney ; the heat exchanger can be isola-
ted upstream by a door type paddle and
downstream by an air flow adjusting paddle
so that the power removed may be control-
led ; the door type paddle is provided
with a freeze-proof protection in order to
inhibite the cool air flow if the tempera-
ture on the outlet of the sodium/air heat
exchanger pins is very low.

. An electromagnetic pump to ensure the cir-
culation of sodium through the loop ; it
is fitted with a cooling fan for the win-
ding.

. The necessary connection pipings.

. All auxiliary circuits required for the
correct operation of a sodium loop : argon
supply, purification, drain, pumping up,
make-up, expansion.

In the standby configuration, the electroma-
gnetic pump supplies sodium to the loop and
the sodium/air heat exchanger paddles are
locked in order to permanently keep the cir-
cuit at the temperature of the hot collector
of the reactor.

The electric supply lines to electromagnetic
pumps, paddles and loop drain valves are
provided with a diesel generator powered
emergency system ; each electric path serves
two loopr..

Regarding the installation, the following
points should be emphasized :

. The geographic separation of the two loops
assigned to an electric path with respect
to the other two,

. The physical separation between both loops
of the same path,

. The difference in altitude of the sodium/
sodium heat exchangers towards the air/
sadium heat exchangers, as well as the
lay-out of the lines designed to be in
favour of a natural circulation of the
secondary sodium.

4.2 - Dimensioning

All the components of the RRA system that
participate in the availability of the func-
tion "thermal exchange in the power removal
phase" feature a safety class rating. There-
fore, they are all designed for seism rating
and dimensioned accordingly.

The unit thermal power of the loops is such
that it allows the system to perform its
tasks for all foreseen operating conditions.
The task or mission is materialized in each
class of conditions by maintaining a maximum
value of the mean temperatutu of primary
sodium ; the values are : "-20 °C for 2r.d
class incidents, 530 °C for 3rd class acci-
dents and 630 °C for hypothetic 4 th class
accidents.

Therefore the condition that lies at the
basis of the dimensioning of RRA is the in-
cident of the loss of water station, added,
by convention, to the loss of external power
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source and to the failure of a diesel genera-
tor without resorting to the natural circula-
tion of sodium within the loops. The obliga-
tion of maintaining the temperature level
specific of the 2nd class for this incident
leads to a power of 26 MWth each loop in
forced circulation operation for a hot col-
lector temperature of 530 "C.

5 - RELIABILITY STUDY CF THE RRA SYSTEM

In order to validate the design chosen, a
reliability study is carried out. The aim
is to evaluate the failure probability of
the task assigned to the RRA system regar-
ding safety. This task implies the compliance
with the 4th class criteria.

Therefore the subject of the study is the
evaluation of the probability of failure in
keeping the mean temperature of the primary
sodium under 630 °C regardless of the nature
of the event that causes the \RA system to
be j.iitiated.

The procedure adopted has three phases :

. The determination of the tasks of the RRA
system.

. A reliability analysis in qualitative and
quantitative aspects.

. A calculation of the probability rate of
failure in the tasks.

5.1 - Determination of the tasks

The study is based upon a simple computer
code of the thermal behaviour of the reactor
block that determines the evolution of the
mean temperature of primary sodium from the
moment that the reactor is stopped. The pos-
sibilities of operation of the RRA loop as
natural sodium circulation are taken into
account as soon as the condition of the sys-
tem shows that there are less than two loops
available for forced circulation correspon-
ding to the minimum availability in all the
operating conditions considered at the desi-
gning stage of the unit.

The computation code integrates the following
factors :

. The residual power of the core and of in-
ternal storage in terms of time.

. The power that can be removed by a loop in
either forced or natural circulation opera-
tion in terms of the mean temperature of
primary sodium.

. The time required for the startup of the
loops.

. The thermal inertia of reactor and interme-
diate loops.

The major initiating events under study are :

. The drying up of steam generators.

. The loss of external power supply.

. The loss of intermediate loops.

Since the RRA system is also used to maintain
the reactor at low temperature during the
normal periods of scheduled shutdowns, the
capabilities to fulfil a task r-r 1"nger dura-
tion are being analyzed.

For each initiating event, the minimum num-
ber of loops operating in forced or natural
circulation as required at any time to main-
tain the 4th class temperature criterion is
determined.

During transient, failures or eventual repair
works on loops are considered. The full dura-
tion of the mission is determined according
to the possibilities of restoring the normal
power removal means to working order.

5.2 - Reliability analysis

It consists of three stages :

. A survey of the modes of failure of the
various components and how the loop opera-
tion is affected ; a survey of the feasibi-
lity of repair works,

. Determination of the failure systems that
permit to define the possible causes of
the transition phases between the various
states of the RRA system, as determined by
the number of loops in forced or natural
circulation operation, or of the rate of
unavailability (each loop can be in any of
the five states shown on Fig. 3, conside-
ring the possibility of repair of some
components),

. Quantification of systems and an evaluation
of i:he mean duration of repair works.

FC : Forctd drctimUon todtom
NC: Nahr*l drctdatlon sodwn
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The basic data used in the quantification of
the systems was obtained from the practical
experience accumulated in the operation of
Phenix and Rapsodie Reactors and of test so-
dium loops.

5.^ - Calculation of the rate of probability
of failure

In order to take into account the use of the
RRA system during the normal periods of shut-
down of the reactor, the rate of added unre-
liability of the system was evaluated for two
kinds of tasks :

. A duty of three weeks, corresponding to a
complete failure of the water station
during this period.

The computer work about the evolution of
temperature gives the possibility to classify
the operational states of the system in two
classes :

. The "safe" states : in these configurations,
the power removed by the RRA is such that
temperature criteria are maintained, regar-
dless of the time at which the said state
is reached.

. The "critical" states : the maintenance of
the temperature criteria depends on the
time when said state is reached as well as
on the temperature of the primary sodium
at said time.

Therefore the first stage of the modelling
involves the classification of the various
states of the system in terms of the power
removed.

Next, after listing the safe state/critical
state transitions, and for each, a covering
time is determined beyond which the transi-
tion may be accepted toward the temperature
criterion.

Conservatively, it is considered that the
RRA mission has failled if a transition
occurs before the corresponding covering time.

For each initiating event, a modelling of the
RRA system is prepared with a Markov graph,
which takes into account the eventual repair
works and restoration of loops to good wor-
king order.

The resolution of the Markov graph and the
evaluation of the frequency of the initiating
events leads to the yeatly probability rate
of failure of the RRA mission.

. A shr.i-t period duty (24 hours), for minor
interventions, four times a year.

The resulting rate of unreliability is :

—8
. 1 x 10 /year for the long duty period

—8
. 1,1 x 10 /year for the short duty period.

iJnder those circumstances, the RRA system
fulfils its task with a yearlyfirate of proba-
bility of failure of 3,7 x 10 .

5.5 - Sensitivity to failures of common modes

In order to take into account the loop cha-
racteristics, the survey must be complemented
by a quantification analysis of common mode
failures.

Research work is being in progress regarding
the best approach to the matter ; however a
first evaluation of the sensitivity common
mode failures of level 2 has been conducted
by the method of the beta-value.

The analysis has shown that the common mode
failures that affect definite working equip-
ment (electronugnetic pumps, their cooling
fans, the diesel engines) do not change much
the overall result of RRA reliability since
the loops can be used in natural circulation
of sodium mode. Conversely, any failure such
as a sodium leak affecting two loops and cau-
sing a drain and therefore the final loss of
the loops can be a severely aggravating fac-
tor, approximately 6 for a 10" beta-value
for this particular failure.

5.4 - Results

The probability rates of failure a year in
the RRA mission in consequence of the two
major initiating events and with due conside-
ration given to the evaluations of their
frequency are as follows :

1
—8

x 10 /year

0,6 x 10~8/year

after a drying up of the
four steam generators

after a loss of external
power sources.
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ABSTRACT

Ihis paper reports results of studies
for the SUPER PHENIX 2 project. The main
objective is the demonstration that in the
hypothetical case of total loss of onsite and
offsite electric power supplies, natural con-
vection can assure decay heat removal and
avoid severe damage to the fuel elements.

We discuss the analytical approach with
system codes and 2 D codes.

Some results of natural convection
experiments in sodium mock-up's concerning
pipes, and reactor experiments on RAPSODIE
and PHENIX related to core and hot plenum
behaviour are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Safety Authorities requirements pres-
cribe that in the hypothetical case of loss
of total on-site and off-site electric power
supplies, onset of natural circulation must
assure decay heat removal and avoid severe
damage to the fuel elements in the reactor.
This analysis has to be performed in the
context of BDBA's (Beyond Design Basis Ana-
lysis).

The main projects needs are the follo-
wing :

knowledge of the t.ansition from forced
to natural convection with detailed
examination of onset of natural circula-
tion flow.

performance of the Immersed Coolers in
the hot plenum.

To meet those requirements, both theo-
retical work and experiments in and out-
of-pile were necessary.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

NADYN CODE

Nadyn code, a specific version of the
general system code DYN [1] is under deve-
lopment to calculate natural circulation in
the primary circuit, in secondary loops,
taking into account the performance of the
decay heat removal system with immersed
coolers in the hot plenum.

_1 - Modelisation of the hot plenum
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Improved model has already been deve-
loped specially for the hot plenum and the

Concerning the core a multi-channel
model is used calculating the individual
flows induced by buoyancy forces. The code
compute? flow redistribution between the
subassemblies and if it occurs reverse flow.

A five zones model shown on Figure 1 is
used for the hot plenum to describe flow
pattern during the transient from forced to
natural convection based on the Richardson
number evaluation.

Zone 1 represents the volume between the
free surface down to inlet of IHX : this zone
is stratified under naturel circulation.

Zone 2 is the median zone of the plenum.

Zone 3 is the lowest volume of the hct
collector which allows to take into account

the time delay between core exit in IHX
inlet.

Zone 4 is fed by the outlet flow of the
immersed coolers when they are operating.

Zone 5 around the core instrumentation
plug represents the volume where a plume
effect may exist induced by hot flow coming
from core outlet.

IHX
MM

DHX

Fig 2b - Protected lof transient. DHX out
of service.

DHX

1

2

'A >* mA

A
DHX

Fig. 2a - Full flow

Fig. 2c - Natural convection DHX operating.

Three main flow patterns existing during
a Protected 10F are summarized on Figure 2.
These different flow paths were confirmed by
out of Pila experiments like DCNEP aiid
TANAGRA and by Thermohydraulic 2D Computa-
tions.
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RESULTS

A precalculation of a proposed test on
SPX 1 has been computed out by Nadyn Code.

From a quasi-isothermal primary circuit
at low neutronic power, pumps will be tripped
and the onset of natural circulation will be
studied.

The initial steady state of the reactor

neutronic power 20 MW
inlet temperature of the core : 300°C
primary forced flow : 0.2 nominal flow
BEX operating
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2D CODE WAPITI

To validate the flow paths in the upper
plenuji more detailed studies have been car-
ried out by a 2D code to study the t normal-
hydraulic behaviour of the hot plenum and its
dynamic interaction with the core [2].

Study of the buoyant flowB in the core
and in the upper plenum of SFX1 has been
performed by the 2D code WAPITI and is pre-
sented he ire.

FLOW DOMAIN

(1) Core diagrld
(2) Core
(3) Internal upper core structure
(4) Intermediate Heat Exchanger Inlet
(5) Decoy Heat Removal Exchanger
(6) Free Surface

Fig. 4 - Flow domain for 2D calculation.

Fig. 4 shows a 2D representation of the
core and the hot plenum of a pool type reac-
tor. It shows the main components : internal
structure, heat exchangers, etc. This flow
domain can be divided into subdomains with
different characteristics :

Fig. 3 - SPX1. Onsot of natural circulation.
Temperature evolution of the zones.

Figure 3 shows the temperature evolution
of the zones of the hot "lenum.

The core flow wh: ch was equal to 2430
Kg/sec under initial forced flow reaches a
stable value of 200 Kg/sec under natural
circulation.

Under these conditions a hot stratifi-
cation builds up in the upper part of the
plenum.

an array of parallel channels with
internal heat generation for the core,

a porous medium in the internal upper
core structure,

a tree volume of sodium, the upper
plenum, which is partially blocked by
components (pumps, heat exchangers) and
subjected to thermal and flow sinks and
sources (the iniet and outlet of the
intermediate or decay heat exchangers).
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RESULTS

Following conditions were used for the
calculation :

power in the core : 20 HW
inlet core temperature : 300°C
flow rate in the primary circuit :
230 Kg/sec
total flow rate in the DHX : 200 Kg/sec
outlet temperature of the DHX : 255°C

Two kinds of results are presented here.

The first one gives the steady state
without decay heat exchanger. Figure 5 shows
the velocity vectors and isothermal contours.
Iu. the core, the velocity profile shows the
decrease from the core centerline to its
periphery. At the outlet of the core, a
marked plume effect appears, characterized by
an acceleration of the fluid near the center-
line and a radially converging flow above the
core.

5a - Steady state results without DHX
(velocity vectors).

6a - Steady state results with DHX
(velocity vectors).

Fig. 5b - Steady state results without DHX
(isothermal contours).

6b - Steady state results with DHX
(isothermal contours).
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In the second case, the DHX are avai-
lable. Fig. 6 presents velocity vectors and
isothermal coutours after 2200 sec under the
conditions given in the steady state without
DHX.

The outlet of the decay heat exchanger
creates a thermal disequilibrium in the hot
plenum that strongly affects the flow field.
The DHX induces a strong recirculating flow
in the lover half of the hot plenum. The cold
flow coming from the DHX outlet flows down
over the conical internal vessel. It mij:es
with core outlet flow. In the core itself,
there is no discernable variation in the
\elocity distribution between two cases : in
this case, the perturbation caused by the DHX
does not propagate into the core.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT. OUT OF PILE TESTS

The different components (IHX, DHX) were
represented by the circulation level of the
fluid and their hydraulic section to have a
good representation of the velocities.

In steady state conditions the vertical
temperature profile showed :

a cold zone in the lower part of the
plenum,

an intermediate zone between the core
and the DHX exit where the temperature
increases,

a hot zone in the upper part where the
temperature is near the "well mixed"
temperature.

NAJET sodium test

Out of Pile Tests for the validation of
Physical Models take also into account stu-
dies carried out for SPX1 Reactor.

DCNEP WATER TEST

Water Test DCNEP [3] provided informa-
tion on the hydraulics paths and stratifi-
cation in the hot and cold plena.

Experimental conditions imposed on the
model were :

outlet core temperature
core flow rate
heat removal via DHX and radiation
thermal losses through the primary ves-
sel.

To provide the evidence for such pheno-
mena as stratification in pipes, water models
have been used to simulate sodium flows. But
duplication of all governing parameters is
impossible. Numerical models which are being
used now need the support of sodium experi-
ments .

NAJET programme is one of these analy-
tical tools which was used to validate the 2D
REYCUR code which is a WAPITI version for
pipes. It was shown in [5] that stratifi-
cation can reach up to 35 % of the total AT
and it was be noted that total stratification
(100 % AT) could not be obtained in any of
the NAJET tests as it would have been on
water tests in the same range of Richardson
and Strouhal number.

As a result it was shewn that : JANUS sodium test

Decay heat is removed even though the
emergency hrat exchangers operate under
thermosiphon conditions.

The primary system is divided into two
zones ; the boundary between them lies
at the pump inlet level. In the lower
part the fluid is stably stratified.

In the upper plenum visual representa-
tions show that the core outlet flow creates
a plume effect and from the outlet of the
emergency heat exchangers the cold fluid
flows down along the conical vessel filling
the upper volume between the inner vessel and
the lateral ueutronic protection and mixing
with core outlet.

TANAGRA SODIUM TEST

Sodium test TANAGRA [4] studied the
behaviour of the upper plenum of SPX1 under
natural convection and provided data for the
development of WAPITI.

The objective of the JANUS sodium test
installation is the study of start-up of
natural circulation in the secondary circuits
of a decay heat removal system.The available
knowledge on the impact of thermal stratifi-
cation phenomena and recirculating flows is
at present time not sufficiently precise.

The JANUS programme is composed of two
phases :

Phase 1, presently under way, will allow
an adjustement of these parameters
necessary to achieve a ID numerical
model (pressure loss, heat transfer
coefficients). For this reason the JANUS
loop was designed to show a dominant 1-D
behaviour.

Phase 2, planned for in 1986, consists
of replacing certain sections of the
above mentioned test loop by geometrical
configurations which will favourize 3-D
phenomena. The objective of this phase
is the quantification of uncertainties
of this classical 1-D modelisation by
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application of the 1-D numerical simu-
lation developed in phase 1. A I B O 2-D
and 3-D calculations will be tested in
order to justify the utilization of
multidimensional codes in a certain
crucial case.

_7 - JANUS sodium loop.

The test loop scheme is given in
Figure 7 ; the effective height of cold and
hot legs is 5.5 m.

Thermocouple instrument trees (TC in
chromel-alumel, <j) 0.5 mm) are placed on about
12 straight sections of the loop. Global flow
rate is measured by ultrasonic flow meters in
order to reduce singular pressure losses
within the measuring device itself. Electro-
magnetic micro flowmeters ($ = 5 mm) can be
moved in the transverve direction in certain
sections of the loop to get informations on
the radial velocity profile.

IN PILE EXPERIMENTS

Between 1982 and 1984, several tests
have been performed in RAPSODIE and PHENIX
reactors [6].

RAPSODIE tests

Part of the end-of-life tests performed
on the RAPSODIE reactor in march and april
1983 concerned the demonstration of important
safety aspects under natural convection
conditions. The analysis was greatly assisted
by two special devices which complemented the
existing reactor instrumentation i.e. :

TETACOUPLE standard suliassetnbly located
in the central position with 36 thermo-

couples allowing temperature measure-
ments at the outlet of the bundle sub-
channels ;

TASTEHP device situated in the hot
plenum having 10 thermocouples (figu-
re 8) at different axial positions.

Tasbemp.

Standard
thermocouples
Tetacouple

Tetacoupkz
thermocouples

Fissile zone

Fig. 8 - RAPSODIE primary circuit instrumen-
tation.

The experiment using these instruments
which i9 reported here involved a simulated
loss of electric supplies.

Starting from nominal conditions with a
reactor power of 21.3 HW and an inlet tempe-
rature of 401°C primary and secondary pumps
and air coolers were tripped simultaneous
with reactor scram.

South Loop 1
North Loop I

South and North
secondary

5OO 1OOO I5OO

Fig. 9 - RAPSODIE. Protected LOF. Primary and
secondary flows.
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Figure 9 shows the primary and secondary
flows. Natural circulation flows in steady
state are 3 % and 8 % of the initial condi-
tions in primary and secondary loops respec-
tively. The S/A outlet temperatures (Figure
10) falls rapidly after scram to rise when
flow reduces. A peak is observed when pumps
finally stopped rotating. Figure 11 shows the
hot plenum temperatures measured by TASTEMP.
A great stratification is observed in the
upper part of the plenum.

55O

500

45O

400-

C

SUBASSEMBLY
OUTLET TEMPERATURES

1TNA 2 ( H <
TNA10__(_HJ
TNA23_Q-C

. . . . TNA41 ^ - C

)J
5OO 1000

ft

Time (sec.)

15OO

5OO-

Fig. 10 - RAPSODIE. Subassemblies oulet tem-
peratures .

Tastemp temperatures

^TC2 JTC3 ,-TC4

450-

4OO-

O 5OO 1OOO 15OO

FiR. 11 - RAPSODIE. Tastemp temperatures.

A two dimensional calculation of the
transient was performed with the WAPITI code.

525

MEASUREMENTS
CALCULATIONS

4OO
1OO 2OO 3OO 4OO

TIME (SEC)
5OO

Fig. 12 - RAPSODIE. Hot plenum temperatures.

Computed temperatures are in good agree-
ment with measured ones for the upper part of
the plenum (TCI) (Figure 12). On the other
hand discrepances can be observed for the
thermocouples placed near the vessel outlet
(TC3) and the lower region (TC10).

Two conclusions may be drawn :
the R - Z model seems to introduce an
error near the vessel outlet on the
velocity evaluation. Calculated flows
are smaller than the real ones and this
fact delays the cold transient in the
model,
the TASTEMP device has inlet windows, so
that each thermocouple may be fed by
several windows and mixing may occur
distorting the measurements.

PHENIX tests

Two series of start up of natural con-
vection tests were performed at PHENIX in
November 82 and May 84. In both cases the
reactor was under decay heat power with
isothermal primary and secondary circuits.

Primary pumps were tripped and re-
started at specified times. This procedure
provides informations on the transient evo-
lution of bundle temperatures by the nonial
core outlet temperature monitoring system.

First test

Reactor power and total primary flow
were at 0.2 % (1.3 Mw) and 8 % (250 Kg/s)
respectively of nominal conditions. Primary
circuit was isothermal at 250°C. Primary
pumps were tripped and re-started 2 minutes
later. The same test was repeated by re-
starting the pumps at delays of 3, 4, 5 and
10 minutes after the start of the transient.
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S 6 7 S 9 1 O 1 1 1 2 13
TIME ( MINUTES 1

Fig. 13 - PHENIX. Pump's speed and central
outlet temperature.

Figure 13 shows outlet temperatures
corresponding to a central subassembly. The
peaks observed at times corresponding to
re-starting of pumps gives the bundle mean
outlet temperature attenuated by heat loss in
axial upper shielding of S/A and upper plenum
sodium. Natural convection, is well establi-
shed about 6 minutes after pump coast down,
temperature peaks have diminished and tempe-
rature measured at S/A outlet are close to
fissile bundle outlet.

natural convection conditions. This pheno-
menon may be explained by the existence of
cold streams recircuiating near the vessel
wall of the hot plenum which interact with
hot sodium coming from peripheral S/A's.
Figure IS shows the radial core outlet tempe-
rature profile under steady natural convec-
tion conditions compared with the same pro-
file with forced convection. The recircu-
lation phenomena in the hot plenum may ex-
plain the low temperatures measured on peri-
pheral S/A's.
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15 - PHENIX. Core radial outlet tempera-
ture profile.
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Fig. 14 - PHENIX - Pump's speed and periphe-
ral outlet temperature.

Figure 14 shows temperatures correspon-
ding to a peripheral S/A. In this case,
natural convection start-up in core is not
detectable by outlet S/A thermocouples and
peaks always appeared even when pumps are
re-started under steady-state established

This serie was carried out in May 84
with a special device TETA INTER to measure
the temperature field surrounding S/A outlet.
This device was placed in a peripheral posi-
tion, it had 15 thermocouples on a horizontal
plane and could be placed at different axial
positions from 58 mm to 266 mm above the top
of a subassembly.

The method used was similar to that of
the first tests. Pumps were stopped and
re-started 10 minutes later. The test was
repeated for three different axial positions
of the device at 58 mm, 96 ran and 266 mm
above the top of the subassembly.

At initial conditions power and total
primary flow were at 0.12 % and 12 % respec-
tively of nominal conditions. Primary circuit
temperature was 245°C.

This test confirmed the general results
of those of November 82. Influences of hot
plenum thermohydraulics on outlet S/A measu-
rements were established by measurements at
different heights. Development of natural
convection is measured better by the thermo-
couples situated nearer the core center,
their signals are also less noisy.
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early part of the transient, but does not allow
streaming of hot sodium from the core exit to
the top of the pool later, reverting instead to
a mixed model which spreads core heat evenly
over the hot pool which will probably overpre-
dict the temperature in the important height
range.

Similarly the cold pool model will possibly
overpredict mean temperature in region 2 of the
cold pool in some circumstances as streaming
from the IHX outlet to the pui.p inlet can occur
which will be less effective in raising the
temperature than a mixed regime.

These deficiences are associated mainly with
the no DHR and NaK DHR evaluations. With the
steam DHR cases, upward streaming of core and
IHX exit flows will not occur and the models used
although incapable of deriving.the detail.flow
patterns which will be developed are thought to
be adequate in overall terms.

It is thought likely in any case that any
tendency to overpredict core flow due to per-
haps optimistic pool modelling will have been
swamped by the severity of the core/plenum int-
eraction assumptions.

However an improved pool modelling technique
is expected to cover these uncertainties. The
'stratified pool model with plumes' models a
pool as a large number of horizontal layers
each assumed fully mixed with conduction between
layers and convection from layer to layer alloc-
ated on a continuity basis. The regime is
universal apart from verticle line singularities
representing plume flows. Plume cross sections
are idealised as points so that the plume conveys
sodium instantaneously from plume origin to
plume termination, which occurs in the first
layer whose temperature does not support contin-
ued plume progression or whose boundary is the
surface or pool bottom. Plume terminations or
fluid exits form sources and sinks in the layers.

The plumes have entrainment factors and can
act as sinks in the layers through which they
pass. These factors will be evaluated from 2D
calculations in simple but relevant geometries
and from experimental models.

Initial work in this area indicates that
the model can have a surprising degree of real-
ism in terms of the essential pool characteris-
tics, despite its highly idealised nature.

Code Results
On the basis of the code predictions the

CDFR position appears to be very satisfactory.
Natural convection with the steam plant DHR is
excellent and would appear to be adequate even
from the viewpoint of protection of the plant
investment as well as for the more limited
safety related requirement. When the NaK DHR
operates at a reasonable fraction of its design
capability the safety requirements are amply
satisfied and even at the lowest DHR levels it
would appear that core boiling is just avoided.

Without DHR, it appears that extensive core
boiling is likely and safety will depend on
whether reasonable heat transfer can be expected
in this condition and whether the failures which
nevertheless are possible will lead to fuel
release and serious blockage. If the period of

most severe flow restriction passes without ser-
ious consequences, then a period of some hours
exists in which the situation might be redeemed
by a late DHR start ie the main danger will be
from primary circuit structural failures rather
than from unsafe core conditions.

Of these results; the steam DHR results are
not, for reasons discussed above, affected by
possible pool modelling deficiencies. Although
an analysis of sensitivity to certain data
such as friction factors in the core and sec-
ondary circuit is advisable the soundness of
the natural circulation case with steam DHR is
considered to be a good working assumption.
More work is needed to raise the status of the
NaK DHR results.

To put these issues in perspective! the
probability of loss of adequate forced circu-
lation is estimated to be less than iO~^/year.
The probability of loss of adequate forced cir-
culation plus complete loss of the steam DHR is
estimated to be less than 10~7/year. Thus sat-
isfactory steam plant results are themselves
sufficient to satisfy the safety related
natural circulation requirements and good NaK
DHR results, while gratifying,will merely
provide enhancement of an already satisfactory
position.
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The PHENIX and RAPSODIE tests showed an
efficient start-up of natural convection In
the conditions tested. Complementary tests on
a longer time scale with an improved instru-
mentation are proposed for PHENIX, in the
near future.

CONCLUSIONS

The PHENIX and RAPSODIE tests showed
that the onset of natural convection was
achieved effectively and demonstrate in
particular the importance of core-plenum
coupling. Calculations with 1 and 2D models,
in conjonction with out-of-pile DCNEP and
TANAGRA tests showed :

A stratification of hot coolant in the
upper part of the plenum.

A downward flowing plume under the
immersed coolers.

An upward flowing buoyant plume above
the core.

Najet sodium tests confirmed the exis-
tence of stratification in horizontal sodium
pipes. The planned Janus programme will
indicate the limitations of ID analysis for a
sodium loop under very low flow conditions.
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ON THE DESIGN OPTIONS TO MITIGATE STRATIFICATION IN LMFBR PIPING
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the hydrodynamic and thermal
model developed to describe stratification in
horizontal pipes is extended to pipes of arbi-
trary inclination with the horizontal. In the
first design option considered, it is shown that
in order to minimize stratification, inclined
pipes are preferable to horizontal pipes. The
second option is to use short horizontal sections
followed by a mixing elbow or a short vertical
run,, In the last design option considered, a
certain heat loss from the sodium pool in the
reactor vessel (pool-type reactor) to the decay
heat removal heat exchanger and on to the
natural-draft heat exchanger is allowed at all
times.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the design
philosophy of liquid-metal-cooled fast reactors
has seen a gradual shift towards systems and
components that are more reliable and are toler-
ant to operational transients. This paper deals
with one aspect of this overall philosophy,
namely, to design a system which minimizes the
propensity of stratification and in turn, re-
duces the thermal stresses in the piping system.

It is known that under certain transients
or off-normal conditions in a liquid-metal fast
breeder reactor, large variations in the fluid
temperature with time may develop. If the fluid
velocity is small, as is the case during pump
coastdown or during natural circulation, the

*Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International.

time-dependent temperature difference in differ-
ent sections of a piping system can lead to
stratification in horizontal sections. The
stratification which results from the hydrostatic
head difference between the cold and hot streams
manifests itself in the form of a distorted
velocity profile and variations in the fluid
temperature across the pipe cross section and
along the pipe axis. The alterations in the
temperature profiles can in turn cause thermal
stresses in the pipe wall. The thermal stresses
in the piping system can impose additional con-
straints on the safety and reliability of the
system.

In the present paper, the design options
considered to minimize stratification under a
given temperature transient are:

o Inclination of the pipes
o Limiting the length of the horizontal

sections
o Allowing a certain heat loss from pri-

mary sodium via decay heat removal and
natural-draft heat exchangers.

In evaluating the first two options, the hydro-
dynamic component of the stratification model
developed earlier U,2) for horizontal pipes is
first extended to inclined pipes. The hydro-
dynamic component of the model is based on the
relative velocity difference created by the dif-
ference in hydrostatic heads of cold and hot
fluid. The thermal component of the model (1^2)
includes fluid wall interaction, wall heat
losses, and fluid-fluid interaction. Because of
the high thermal conductivity of sodium, the
fluid-fluid interaction plays an important role
in reducing the propensity of stratification in
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comparison to a low thermal conductivity fluid,
such as water. The models for the fluid-fluid
and fluid wall Interactions are lumped capacity
in the radial direction and one dimensional
along the length of the pipe. In the lumped-
capacity approach, the internal resistance is
accounted for by considering the wall to be a
single node.

The evaluation of the first two options is
based on the hydrodynamic model alone and, as
such, is known to be conservative with regard to
magnitude of stratification. The thermal model
is included as part of the evaluation of the
last option.

INCLINED PIPES

Fig. 1 shows the flow configuration in a
pipe inclined at an angle e with the horizontal.
If a control volume moving with the main flow is
assumed to occupy the regions bounded by the
planes AA and BB, the two fluids assumed to be
inviscid, and the velocitif. of the current
fronts assumed constant in the time interval,
it, the potential energy gained by the lighter
fluid will be

= 0.21 g cos e p^.u

- 0.21 g sin 9 p^-uAt |-

•?
(1)

85-A15-52-!

FIG. 1 SKETCH FOR MUTUAL INTRUSION OF HEAVIER
AND LIGHTER FLUIDS INITIALLY SEPARATED
BY A PARTITION

In Eq. (1), u is the velocity of the current
fronts relative to the main flow. Similarly, the
potential energy lost by the heavier fluid is

(P.E.)2 = 0.21 g cos e

- 0.21 g sin o p2D..uAt (2)

The kinetic energy gained by the two fluids
relative to the main flow is

Since the energy in the control volume is con-
served (the gain in energy equals the net loss
in potential energy), it can be written as

0.21 g (cos e - sin S ) ( P 2 -

or

M
u = 0.65J

N

- p j JI (cos e - sin 9)D..

(PX • P2)

(4)

. (5)

If Ap is the difference between densities of the
heavier and lighter fluids and Ap << p\ or P2,
Eq. (5) becomes

u = 0.46 \
(cos e - sin e)D

(6)

For main flow from right to le f t and with
the l ighter f lu id on the right of the part i t ion,
the l ighter f lu id wi l l move at a velocity

Ui = U + u . (7)

While the heavier fluid front will move at a
velocity

U2 = U - u . (8)

The lighter fluid will occupy the upper half of
the pipe, the heavier fluid the lower. The
above equations have been derived for the case
in which a distinct discontinuity in density
exists at the interface between the fluid in the
right- and left-hand side of the partition. If
density of one of the fluids varies with time,
as may occur during an upramp or a downramp, a
time-averaged density difference, as shown in
Ref. (1) for slow transients, can be used in
Eq. (6T for the velocity defect. For such a
situation, the density ratio is written as

AP
 S A TIN t

(9)

In Eq. (9), ATJN is the magnitude of the temper-
ature ramp, t t is the duration of the ramD, and
B is the coefficient of isobaric expansion With
substitution for density ratio from Eq. (>),
Eq. (6) becomes

U = 0.325 / Bf lTIN9 e " s 1 n
(6a)

Since the defect in the velocities of the hot
and cold fronts manifests i t se l f in the form of
strat i f icat ion across the pipe cross section,
the magnitude of strat i f icat ion w i l l decrease as
c is increased. For e = 0 (horizontal pipe),
the above equation for the relative velocity
becomes

0.325 (10)
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The effect of inclination in relation to the
horizontal pipe can be deternir \i by dividing
Eq. (6a) with Eq. (10), such jat

©"sTiTe (11)

Fig. 2 shows a plot of Eq. (11). It is
seen that normalized relative velocity decreases
with e and becomes 0 when e = ir/4. This condi-
tion corresponds to no stratification across the
crossosection of the pipe. Thus, pipes inclined
at 45° to the horizontal are ideal from the
stratification point of view. If the angle of
inclination is increased beyond 45°, stratifica-
tion will again manifest itself for downramps
when the flow is from top to bottom. It can be
concluded that the propensity for stratification
can be reduced by inclining the piping system.
The shape of the curve in Fig. 3 suggests that
an inclination of at least 20° is needed for a
significant (i.e., 50X) reduction in stratifica-
tion. Of course, the need for such a design
provision would depend on the perceived damage
potential (if any) of the unmitigated transient
in a fully horizontal pipe.
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FIG. 3 FLUID TEMPERATURE IN THE UPPER AND LOWER
REGIONS OF THE PIPE CROSS SECTION AT EXIT
DURING A LINEAR UPRAMP AT INLET

LENGTH OF THE HORIZONTAL PIPE

For 9 = 0, the substitution of the defect
velocity from Eq. (10) in Eqs. (7) and (8) and
time averaging, the average velocities of the
hot and cold fronts are obtained as

= u • 0.217V

/ 6fiTTNgD.t
TL = U * 0.217\ i £ — -

(12)

(13)

In these equations, *he upper sign refers to an
uprarap, while the lower sign refers for a down-
ramp in temperature. For a pipe of length, L,
the time taken by the hot front to reach the
pipe exit in an upramp can be written from
Eq. (12) as

t, = — = I U + 0.217\ " L _ l i
1 TTj ' L tt

L f / BAT. gD.tTl"1

= {r 1 • 0.217\ 14-'—\
U I U 2t t J

(14)

If the second tenn in the square brackets in
Eq. (14) is assumed to be much smaller than 1,
Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

-0.217 = 0 (15)

Eq, (15) is a quadratic in tj' . If we define

the Richardson number, Ri, representing the
ratio of buoyancy to.inertia forces as

Ri
B f l T INg D i

U2

and a dimensionless length as

L
A =

(16)

(17)

• 1 /2Eq. (15) can be solved for t j ' as

0.1085

Squaring Eq. (18) and using only the positive
root we get

. i + \ i +340 I . .

= 0.0117 R i t ^ - 1 + VT + j^2. | . (19)

Similarly, for the cold or the slow-moving front
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= 0.0117 (20)i40l2
RiA •

Subtracting Eq. (19) from (20), the dimension-
less difference of times at which the two fronts
reach the exit of pipe of length, L becomes

= 0 0472 Ri' 34o 1/2

(21)

The larger is the time difference between
tha arrival of the two fronts, the larger will
be the difference of temperature between top and
bottom, and in turn, the larger will be the
stratification. It is seen from t'q. (21) that
as A or the pipe length is increased, keeping
the duration of time-imposed temperature tran-
sient constant, che difference of time increases.

If good mixing of the fluid in the elbow or
the vertical section just downstream of the pipe
exists, the average velocities of the hot and
cold fronts can be considered to remain constant
during most of the transient. With this assump-
tion, the duration of the imposed transient will
be stretched or squeezed in proportion to the
ratio of the average flow velocity in the pipe
to the average velocity of the front. Fig. 3
shows the times t\ and t2 at which the cold and
hot fronts reach the pipe exit and the dimension-
less temperatures of the hot and cold fronts as a
function of time. It is seen that for the case
in which Rf = 5 and A= 0.2, the maximum strati-
fication occurs at t/tt = 1. The magnitude of
the maximum dimension!ess temperature difference
across the pipe cross section is ~0.46. The
duration of the stratification is ~40% longer
than the duration of the imposed temperature
transient.

Fig. 4 shows the maximum magnitude of
stratification as a function of A for Ri = 5 and

FIG. 4
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EFFECT OF DIMENSIONLESS PIPE LENGTH ON
PROPENSITY OF STRATIFICATION

I It is seen that the magnitude of stratifica-
tion increases with Ri and A. For a given Ri
and duration of the transient, the longer the
horizontal section of the pipe, the larger is
the predicted magnitude of stratification.

The dimensionless duration of the stratifi-
cation is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of A
for Ri = 5 and 1. Again, it is seen that the
longer the pipe, the longer the time during
which stratification is present.

DIMENSIONLESS LENGTH A=(
* " ' t / J 85-A15-52-5

FIG. 5 EFFECT OF PIPE LENGTH AND RICHARDSON
NUMBER ON DURATION OF STRATIFICATION

If deemed necessary, the above methodology
provides a basis to select horizontal piping
section lengths that minimize the magnitude and
duration of stratification. A variety of plau-
sible transients and off-normal operational
scenarios can be evaluated. However, since
shorter sections of the pipe will mean more
elbows in the loop, the total pressure drop in
the loop could increase. An optimum selection
of the length of the horizontal section would
require satisfactory resolution of constraints
resulting from relative locations of the compo-
nents in the loop, reliability, total life, and
type of anticipated transients.

HEAT LOSS VIA DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

A passive system for decay heat removal is
preferable to an active system, because the for-
mer is not affected by loss of power to other
subcomponents. With thfs inherent feature, tiie
passive syriem thus enhances the overall relia-
bility of the plant. The schematic diagram of
such a system employing a decay heat removal
heat exchanger (DRHX) in the reactor vessel and
a natural draft heat exchanger (NDHX) is shown
in Fig. 6. In the normal mode of reactor opera-
tion, certain heat loss from the primary sodium
via the shroud of DRHX and leakage of air
through the NDHX dampers will cause a low flow
to exist in the loop connecting the two heat
exchangers. After reactor scram, the primary
sodium will come in direct contact with the
tubes of the DRHX and will cause rapid heating
of sodium in the loop. In time, the buoyancy



induced flow will develop in the loop as well as
in the NDHX and will reach a quasi-static equi-
librium. However, strong possibility of occur-
rence of stratification in the horizontal sec-
tions of the loop exists upon switching to decay
heat removal mode. In the following, propensity
of stratification is evaluated for a variety of
initial heat loss rates and the final decay heat
removal rate of 4 MW.

L
H
D.

= 6m
= 2Om
= 0.2m

_ SECTION EVALUATED
> ^ FOR STRATIFICATION

FIG. 6 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE DECAY HEAT
REMOVAL LOOP

In steady-state operation, the fr ict ion
pressure drop in the loop and the tubes of DRHX
and the pressure drop in the pipe f i t t ings is
balanced by the difference in hydrostatic heads
in the hot and cold legs of the loop. The dif-
ference in hydrostatic heads wi l l depend on the
difference of temperatures in the hot and cold
legs, which in turn wi l l depend on steady-state
heat loss rate. Fig. 7 shows the velocity in
one of the longest horizontal pipes and the
temperature difference between hot and cold legs
as a function of the steady-state heat loss rate
e.

0 1 2

STEADY STATE HEAT REMOVAL RATE (MW) ^M.s2-7

FIG. 7 VELOCITY IN LARGEST PIPE AND THE TEM-
PERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HOT AND
COLD LEGS AS A FUNCTION OF STEADY-
STATE HEAT REMOVAL RATE

Upon reactor scram, the primary sodium is
designed to flow into the DRHX and result in a
very rapid rise in the temperature of the sodium
flowing upwards in the tubes of the DRHX.
Referring to Fig. 8, the rate of this tempera-
ture rise can be written as

d7 4U*(Tp - T)
o7 = -„ (22)

<ViVi

.

K

\
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FIG. 8 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FLOW THROUGH

DRHX

The integration of Eq. (22) with the boundary
condition T = Tc at Z = 0, gives

4U*Z

T = V (23)

where U* is the overall heat transfer coeffi-
cient, Cp is specific heat of sodium, and V,
is the velocity in the tubes.

Using typical values for the flow parame-
ters, the term involving exponential integration
(23) is found to approach zero very rapidly with
distance. For example, this term has a value of
only 0.006 when Z = 0.3 m. Thus, sodium in the
tubes of the DHRX will very quickly acquire the
temperature of the primary sodium. This in turn
will cause a near step rise in the temperature
of sodium entering the DRHX-NDHX loop and raise
the potential of stratification in the horizon-
tal sections of the loop.

The magnitude of stratification will be
maximum at the exit of the longest horizontal
pipe of largest diameter. This magnitude for a
rtep rise in temperature can be obtained using
the model and analysis carried out in the first
part of the paper. Fig. 9 shows the temperature
of the hot and cold fronts above the initial
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temperature. In obtaining the temperatures
plotted in Fig. 9, the initial heat loss rate
was assumed to be 0.5 MM while the final heat
loss rate in the decay heat removal mode was
taken to have a representative design value of
4 MW. In Fig. 9, the solid lines represent the
pipe wall temperature and the dashed lines, the
fluid temperature. These temperatures were
obtained by incorporating the thermal model
(1^,2), with the hydrodynamic model discussed
ear'fier. The details of the model are given in
those references and are not reproduced here.

INITIAL ENERGY REMOVAL RATE = 0.5 MW

FINAL ENERGY REMOVAL RATE = 4.0 MW

FLUIO TEMPERATURE

120 160

FIG. 9

40 80

1IME(S) H5-A15-SJ-9

FLUID AND PIPE WALL TEMPERATURES AS A
FUNCTION OF TIME DURING STRATIFICATION

200

Figures similar to Fig. 9 can be drawn for
other initial heat loss rates and the maximum
magnitude of stratification can be obtained
based on either the pi pa wall temperature or the
fluid temperature. Fo- a final decay heat
removal rate of 4 MW, Fig. 10 shows as a func-

1 2 3 4 5
INITIAL ENERGY REMOVAL RATE (MW)

85-; 15-52-10

FIG. 10 MAGNITUDE OF MAXIMUM STRATIFICATION
BASED ON PIPE WALL TEMPERATURE FOR
DIFFERENT INITIAL ENERGY REMOVAL
RATES

tion of initial heat loss rate, the maximum
dimensionless magnitude of stratification based
on the pipe wall temperature. It is noted that
the magnitude of stratification is unity when
the initial steady-state heat loss rate is less
than 0.2 MW. This magnitude of stratification
is also suggestive of a strong potential for
flow reversal upon switching to decay heat
removal mode. The magnitude of stratification
decreases with increase in the initial heat loss
rate and is zero when the initial heat loss rate
equals the design decay heat removal rate.

An initial heat loss rate would represent
an economic penalty if incorporated into the
design. However, it could improve the reliabil-
ity of the system from any ill effects of strat-
ification. The proper choice of the initial
heat loss rate will therefore require considera-
tion of the conflicting constraints imposed by
economics and safety and the degree to which the
maximum stratification poses a design problem.

CONCLUSIONS

A useful methodology has been developed to
identify and evaluate design options to mitigate
the effect of stratification in LMFBR piping
systems. The methodology has been applied in
practice by evaluating three specific design
options with the following results:

o Pipes inclined at 45° to the horizon-
tal are optimum from the stratifica-
tion considerations.

o Shorter horizontal sections are prefer-
able from stratification point of
view. The shorter sections will, how-
ever, increase the number of elbows in
the loop and thus increase the total
friction loss. If necessary, an opti-
mum design will have to be based on a
compromise between the two constraints.

o The higher the initial heat loss prior
to switching to decay heat removal
mode, smaller will be the magnitude of
stratification. Again, an optimal
design heat loss rate will need to be
determined from economic and safety
considerations.

Of course, the need to actually implement any of
these design options would depend on the ability
of the design in question to accommodate the
unmitigated stratification transient(s).
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ACCEPTABILITY OF LOCAL BOILING DURING SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL*

F. E. Dunn
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ABSTRACT

Failures in the shutdown heat removal system
of an LMFBR might lead to flow stagnation and
coolant boiling in the reactor core. At normal
operating power, the onset of sodium boiling will
lead to film dryout and melting of the cladding
and fuel within a few seconds. On the other
hand, both calculations and currently available
experimental data indicate that at heat fluxes
corresponding to decay heat power levels, bulling
leads to improved heat removal; and it limits the
temperature rise in the fuel pins. Therefore,
when setting safety criteria for decay heat re-
moval systems, there is no reason to preclude
sodium boiling per se because of heat removal
cons iderat ions.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that boiling of the
sodium coolant in an LMFBR is undesirable when
the power is at normal operating levels or
above. Numerous in-pile simulations of unpro-
tected lcss-of-flow accidents at nominal power
and at higher power levels Q_, 2) have shown that
melting of cladding and fuel follows within a few
seconds after the onset of coolant boiling. At
the lower power levels encountered during shut-
down heat removal, the situation is quite differ-
ent; and boiling of the coolant can actually be
beneficial. Under these low power-low flow con-
ditions coolant boiling improves the heat removal
from the fuel pins, and buoyancy due to boiling
increases the coolant flow through the reactor
core.

When coolant voiding occurs due to boiling.

a film of liquid sodium is left on the fuel
pins. As long as the liquid film remains, evapo-
ration of the liquid film provides very good heat
removal from the fuel pins, whereas after film
dry-out there is very little heat removal from
the fuel pins. The key difference between low
power boiling and high power boiling is that at
high power sustained dry—out of the film occurs
over mucn of the active length of the fuel pins,
whereas at low power sustained dry-out does not
occur.

Boiling of sodium after reactor shut-down is
a low probability event. Reactors are designed
such that the core will be cooled and the coolant
flow rates will be high enough to prevent boiling
as long as a heat sink is available and natural
circulation flows have developed. If natural
circulation flows have been established, then
even without an ultimate heat sink, decay heat
will go into the heat capacity of the sodium and
structural materials of the whole system; and no
boiling will occur until the whole system heats
up to the sodium saturation temperature. The
only situation in which boiling will occur soon
after shutdown is during the transition from
forced to natural convection if staggered fail-
ures occurring at unfortuitous times interfere
with a smooth transition.

EXAMPLE

As an example that illustrates how boiling
could come about under shut—down conditions and
that illustrates the beneficial impact of coolant
boiling, a case involving temporary loss of feed-
water and staggered pump failures in a hypothet-
ical, 1000-MWe loop-type reactor was run in the
SASSYS-1 code (_3, 4_, _5). This c a s e is a hypo-

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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thetical case for a hypothetical reactor, but
similar cases could probably be found for most
current LMFBR designs.

Six channels were used to represent the core
and radial blankets, as indicated in Table 1.
Also, an unheated bypass flow around the core was
modelled. During normal operat ir>:i the bypass
flow amounted to about 3 percent of the total
primary flow. Outside the primary vesBel the
primary and intermediate sodium pumps, the in-
termediate heat exchangers, the steam generators,
the intermediate loop loop expansion tanks, and
all of the connecting piping were modelled. The
middle of the IHX was 4.7 meters above the core
center, and the middle of the steam generator was
9.4 meters above the core cen'zer.

Table 1
Reactor Core Channel Power and Flows

Number of
Relative Relative Sub-

Assemblies

15
165
120
105
143
47

Channe1

1
2
3
4
5
6

Type

driver
driver
driver
driver
blanket:
blanket:

Power

1.0
.89
.82
.66
.29
.25

Flow

1 .0
,91
.90
.76

1.48
1.31

started. To illustrate the impact cf boiling,
the same case was rerun with boiling suppres-
sed. Figure 1 shows the cladding temperatures
calculated near the center of the core in channel
2, both for the case when boiling occurs and for
the case when boiling is suppressed. When boil-
ing is suppressed, the peak cladding temperature
approaches melting; whereas when boiling is al-
lowed, the cladding temperature never goes much
above the boiling point of sodium.

Without Boiling

5
£ 1200 I

Siooo •

} 600 L_ r r r
100 200 300 400

Time Since Star'- of the Transient. Is)

Fig. 1. The Effect of Boiling on Cladding
Temperatures

For this transient, at time zero the steam
generators dried out. The intermediate loop
sodium pumps tripped at ten seconds. A control
rod scram occurred and the primary pumps tripped
at thirty seconds. The intermediate pony motors
did not run, but the primary flow coasted down to
pony motor flow of about ten percent of normal
flow. At 180 seconds, the primary loop pony
motors stopped. At 315 seconds, feedwater was
restored to the liteam generators.

By the time the primary loop pony motors
stopped, most of the natural circulation driving
heads had been destroyed. Because of the lack of
heat removal in the steam generators, the temper-
atures in the cold leg of the intermediate loop
had risen to the normal hot leg temperature and
the flow had dropped to about two percent of
normal flow. The combination of low flow and
high inlet temperature on the intermediate side
of the IHX greatly reduced heat removal from the
primary system, so hot sodium made its way to the
bottom of the IHX and into the cold leg of the
primary loop. Also, after the control, rod scram
and before the primary pony motors quit, the
reactor power dropped faster than the primary
flow, so the outlet plenum and the hot leg of the
primary loop cooled off. The net result was that
the primary flow stagnated and actually went
slightly negative for a while after the pony
motors quit.

This case led to boiling in all of the
driver assemblies for periods of one to two min-
utes before natural circulation heads were re-
established well enough to cool the core without
boiling. The power had dropped to about three
per cent of nominal power by the time boiling

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Although there is little experimental data
available on boiling of sodium at decay heat
power levels, the data that are available indi-
cate that the boiling model in SASSYS-1 is either
conservative or accurate at low power levels, in
that the boiling model predicts sustained dryout
and overheating either before or at the same time
as the experimental data. Therefore, one would
expect that the cooling due to low power boiling
in a reactor transient such as the one described
in the previous section would be at least as
effective as that predicted by the code. One set
of experimental data that is available is from
the SBT series (b) run at ORNL. These tests
involved the boiling of sodium inside a small
externally heated tube at heat fluxes correspond-
ing to decay heat power levels in a reactor. The
sodium was free to circulate in a loop, but the
only driving head for sodium flow was the natural
circulation gravity head. The SAS3D code using a
boiling model similar to that in SA3SYS-1, cor-
rectly predicted (_7_) the power levels in these
tests for the onset of intermittent boiling, the
onset of sustained boiling, and the onset of
sustained dryout. While these results are en-
couraging, they are not conclusive, both because
the geometry used was a single tube rather than a
pin bundla, and because there was considerable
uncertainty as to whether the experimental power
levels were measured accurately. Another series
of low-power boiling experiments (8) using 19-pin
bundles in the THORS facility at 0RNL was re-
cently completed. Tests 264A and 264B started
from an isothermal, zero power, zero flow situa-
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tion. The pin power was raised rapidly to a
specified power and then held constant while the
sodium heated up and boiled. A series of runs
were made at different power levels. Boiling
occurred at a power of 8.5 - 8.92 of the nominal
reactor power level. Sustained dryout occurred
at about 12.9% of nominal power (9). SASSYS-1
calculations for these tests agree with the ex-
perimental value for the power at the inception
of boiling, but the calculations predict sus-
tained dryout at power levels lower than those
observed in the tests. The SASSYS-1 calculations
predict the onset of boiling at 8.7% of nominal
power, but they predict sustained dryout at about
11.5% of nominal power or lower, depending on the
parameters used in the boiling model.

One interesting aspect of these comparisons
of calculations with low power boiling data is
that some of the assumptions normally used in SAS
code boiling calculations do not seem to apply,
at least at low power. In order to come close to
matching the experimental data it is necessary to
set some key parameters to values that are much
less conservative than those normally used in SAS
boiling calculations at higher power levels.
Normally a Wallis two phase friction factor mul-
tiplier (10) is used to calculate the drag be-
tween the vapor and the liquid film on the clad-
ding and the structure. This multiplier accounts
for wave instabilities in the surface of the
film. For a vapor fraction of 85% the Wallis
factor increases the friction factor and the
boiling region pressure drop by about a factor of
10. Agreement between SAS3D and experimental
data for the SBT tests was only achieved when the
Wallis multiplier was not used. When the Wallis
multiplier was used, SAS3D predicted sustained
dry-out in the SBT tests at power levels just
above the power level for the onset of boiling,
whereas both the experimental data and SAS3D
calculations without the Wallis multiplier gave
sustained dry-out only when the power increased
by about 60% above the power level at boiling
initiation.

Another key parameter in SASSYS-1 boiling
calculations is the minimum film thickness before
dry-out occurs. The SAS3D boiling model contains
a film motion model for the motion of the liquid
films on the cladding and the structure under the
influence of drag from streaming vapor, film drag
on the cladding or structure, axial pressure
gradients, and gravity. Film thickness varies
due to film motion, evaporation, and condensa-
tion. Film dry-out is assumed to occur when the
film thickness reaches some miminum value. After
film dry-out occurs on the cladding, there is no
further heat transfer from the cladding to the
coolant at that point unless liquid sodium re-
encers and re-wets the cladding. When the filji
motion model is used, a very small value, close
to zero, is normally used for the minimum film
thickness. The SASSYS-1 boiling model does not
currently contain a film motion model, and it
uses a static film treatment in which changes in
film thickness are determined by evaporation and
condensation. Nominal power boiling calculations
in SAS3D have indicated that film motion acceler-
ates film dry-out, but initial film dry-out times
can be predicted fairly well with a static film
model if the minimum film thickness is set to 2/3

of the initial film thickness. This assumption
is equivalent to assuming that one third of the
dry-out process is due to evaporation and 2/3 of
it is due to film motion.

Table 2 lists some of the power levels for
THORS tests 264A and 264B; both experimental
values and those computed with SASSYS-1 using
various assumptions. In both the SBT tests and
the THORS tests 264A and 264E use of the Wallis
friction factor multiplier predicts sustained
dry-out much earlier than the experiments indi-
cate. It appears that the film instabilities
represented by the Wallis factor do not occur at
low power. Also, it appears that at low power
levels the vapor velocities are low enough that
film motion does not accelerate dry-out. Film
draining under the force of gravity may even
retard dry-out. The best agreement between
SASSYS-1 and the experiments was obtained vith no
Wallis friction factor and with a very small
minimum film thickness. These assumtions were
used in the reactor case described in Lhe pre-
vious section.

Table 2
THORS Test 264A and 264B Power Levels

per cent of

nominal power

Onset of boiling, experimental
Onset of boiling, calculated
Sustained dryout, experimental
Sustained dryout, calculated:

Wallis friction factor, minimum

film thickness = 2/3 of initial

No Wallis multiplier, minimum
film thickness = 2/3 of initial
value

No Wallis multiplier, minimum
film thickness = 10 6 m

8.5-8.9
8.7
12.9

8.8

9.8

11.5

SIGNIFICANCE FOR REACTOR DESIGN

Even though boiling of the sodium will en-
hance the coolability of fuel pins at uecay heat
power levels, sodium boiling is not a cure-all
for decay heat removal problems. The heat still
must be removed evantually from the sodium some-
where. Otherwise, the whole primary coolant
system will eventually heat up to the sodium
saturation temperature and pressurize until some-
thing breaks. Then the sodium will boil off and
leave the fuel uncooled. Also, even though
sodium boiling will prevent the melting of fuel
and cladding at decay heat power levels, the
sodium saturation temperature is high enough that
the cladding would be weak, and heating the clad-
ding to the sodium saturation temperature for an
extended period of time would lead to extensive
cladding failures in irradiated fuel piiis. Even
if the sodium never quite reached the boiling
point, cladding failures might occur if the clad-
ding temperature were near the sodium saturation
temperature for an extended period of time.
Therefore, reactors should be designed so that
events that lead to high cladding temperatures
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for an extended period of time are low-
probability events; not because sodium boiling at
decay heat power levels is a threat to the public
health and safety, but because extensive ;uel pin
failures could lead to expensive cleanup opera-
tions and fuel replacement.
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ABSTRACT

A probab i l i s t i c r isk assessment (PRA) for the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) was
recently completed by Technology for Energy
Corporation, Knoxvi l le , Tennessee, for the
Department of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations
Of f i ce . 1 One of the major f indings of the
study was that about 95? of the overal l core
damage frequency was a t t r ibu ted to protected
i n i t i a t o r s , i . e . , accident sequences where the
reactor shutdown systems funct ion as required.
Unprotected accidents, which have been a
major focus of LMFBR safety research programs
over the last two decades, proved to be
negl ig ib le contr ibutor to the overal l core-
damage frequency. Add i t iona l l y , analysis
of the CRBRP core and containment response to
core disrupt ive accidents (CDAs) indicated that
the on-si te consequences of protected accidents
would be comparable to the on-si te consequences
of unprotected accidents.

INTRODUCTION

The p robab i l i s t i c r isk assessment for the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (1) included a
detai led analysis of the plant response to
various accident condit ions. The accident
ini t iators included internal ini t iators
(e.g., loss of service water), external events
(e.g., seismic events), and common-cause i n i -
tiators (e.g. plant f i res) . These init iators
coupled with certain hardware failures and/or
human errors could ultimately result in core
damage. Such scenarios were studied and their
frequencies estimated in the PRA (1).

The PRA study was performed in three major
steps:

1. Determination of core damage frequencies -
Accident Sequence Analysis;

2. Study of core behavior given the potential
for core damage - Core Response Analysis;
and

xWork Supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Project under contract/grant
DE-AC15-83CL01819.

3. Assessment of release of radioactive
material to the environment - Containment
Response Analysis.

Each of these steps is discussed below.

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The accident i n i t i a t o r s were grouped in to
seven classes (or bins) of core d isrupt ive
accidents. The core damage frequencies
of these are reported in Table 1 , which also
includes a l i s t of the core damage bins con-
sidered in th i s analysis. These core damage
frequencies were calculated by using event
t r e e / f a u l t t ree methodology (1_ & 2).

The in ternal i n i t i a t o r s only contr ibuted about
10% of the to ta l core damage frequency of
3.6 x 10"5 /y r . The remaining 90% of the core
damage frequency was a t t r ibu ted to external
events. More deta i ls on these results can be
found in 2. aid 2_~

CORE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The accident progression paths (and poten-
t i a l deviat ions) were i den t i f i ed based upon a
careful evaluation of the most pert inent
studies to date (3, £» & 5.). The factors that
have the greatest influence on accident
progression were determined to be:

1 . "Permanent non-energetic terminat ion" or
the potent ia l for reaching and/or main-
taining subcri t ical i ty,

2. the presence of sodium above the core,

3. the potential for damaging energetics,

4. the potential for damage beyond the reac-
tor vessel for those sequences involving
damaging energetics, and

5. the potential for in-vessel retention of
core debris or in-vessel debris cool-
ab i l i t y .

Each of these factors were represented as a
node in the core response event tree, shown in
Figure 1. The event tree was constructed in a
manner such that i t could be used for each
core damage bin.
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF ANNUAL CORE-DAMAGE FREQUENCIES

Bin
Internal
Initiators

External
Events

Common-Cause
Initiators Frequency (/yr)

ULOF
ULHS
UTOP
ULOS
LHSE
LHSL
LOS

e
2.5E-7

e
e

3.4E-6
E
e

1

1
1

1

• 3E-6
e
e

.5E-6
• 5E-5
e

.4E-5

e
e
e
e

2.0E-7
e
E

1.3E-6
2.5E-7

e
1.5E-6
1.9E-5

E
• 1.4E-5

TOTAL
FREQUENCV(/yr) 3.7E-6 3.2E-5 2.OE-7 3.6E-5

Source: CRBRP-4(1)
Note: ~
s - Negligible
ULOF - Unprotected loss of flow
ULHS - Unprotected loss of heat sink
UTOP - Unprotected transient overpower

ULOS - Unprotected loss of sodium
LHSE - Loss of heat sink - early (protected)
LHSL - Loss of heat sink - late (protected)
LOS - Loss of sodium (protected)

HCDA
PERMANENT
NON-
ENERGETIC
TERHINATIOH

SODIUM
PRESENT
AT MELT

DAMAGING
ENERGETICS
POTENTIAL
NOT REACHED

NO DAMAGE
BEYOND RV

I I
FUEL DEBRIS

|l€AT REHOVAll
[POSSIBLE | FORE FUEL

DEBRIS

SEQ
I END CONDITION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e

9

10

11

12

CO, IN VESSEL

VESSEL BOTTOH W/Na EARLV

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na LATE

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na EARLY

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na LATE

CO, IN VESSEL

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na EARLY

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na LATE

CO, IN VESSEL W/HEAD LEAKAGE

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na EARLY
S W/HEAD LEAKAGE

VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na LATE
« W/HEAD LEAKAGE

VESSEL FAILURE FROM
MISSILE GENERATION

• 13 VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na EARLY

14 VESSEL BOTTOM W/Na LATE

Figure 1. Core Response Event Tree.
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The next stage of the core response assessment
consisted of quantifying the core response
event tree for each CDA initiator. Likelihood
estimates (e.g., unlikely, very unli^.ely, etc.)
were established for each event tree node based
on previous studies, relevant experimental
data, and expert opinion. However, for some CDA
initiators, literature and experimental data
were neither applicable nor available. This is
due, in part, to the fact that some of the CDA
initiators, namely the protected and unpro-
tected accidents involving loss of sodium or
loss of heat sink, have received limited
scrutiny by the IMFBR technical community.
Bounding assessments were made in cases where
the phenomenalogical behavior was believed to
be understood, but where the detailed physical
parameters were uncertain. These assessments
sometimes involved showing that well-known
physical laws were not violated.

In some instances the quantification of a
particular node required consideration of the
probabilities associated with more complicated
phenomena that was not necessarily reflected by
the event tree node success criteria. For
example, the probability estimated for the event
tree node, "Damaging Energetics Potential Not
Reached" considered the probability contribu-
tions from the initiating phase,, the meltout
phase and the large scale pool phase as shown
fcl1ows.

P(Ej) = The probability of energetics in the
initiating phase

where,

P(D/Ej) = The probability of damage beyond
the primary coolant boundary
structural margin given energetics
in the initiating phase

so that P(Ej') = The probability of damaging
energetics in the initiating
phase = P (Er) • P (D/Ex)

and P(ET') = The total probability of
damaging energetics for the
event

P(EM') . P(M)
P(EL') • P(L)

where P(I) = The probability of entering
the initiating phase

P(M) = The probability of entering
the ineltout phase

P(L) = The probability of entering
the large-scale pool phase

= The probability of damaging
energetics in the meltout
phase

P(E|_') = The probability of damaging
energetics in the large-scale
pool phase

This approach provided for more consistent
consideration of the probabilities associated
with a particular phase of the accident than
would otherwise be possible by assuming a pro-
bability of damaging energetics for the entire
event. For example, since core damage in the
event of a protected CDA would start with the
melting of steel and fuel, the initiating
phase would be bypassed (i.e., P(I)=0) and the
meltout phase would be entered directly (i.e.,
P(M)=1). Likewise, for an unprotected CDA the
initiating phase would be entered directly
(P(I)=1) and the probability of entering the
large scale pool phase would be considerably
lower than that for protected CDAs.

In the final stage of the core response
analysis the conditional probabilities
assigned to the event tree nodes were combined
to produce the conditional probability for the
core response end states. The results are
shown in Table 2.

In general, the unprotected accidents are more
likely to result in post-accident core cool-
ability and in-vessel retention of core debris
than are protected accidents. The best-
estimate end-state for protected accidents is
reactor vessel melt-through with sodium spilling
into the reactor cavity before core debris.
The probability of reactor vessel head damage
as a result of energetics was negligible for
both categories of accidents. The PRA also
performed an analysis that showed that con-
tainment vessel failure from missile genera-
tion was non-mechanistic (i.e., physically
impossible).

A summary of the major findings of the core
response analysis is provided in Table 3.

This study was completed prior to recent
investigations that support additional nega-
tive feedback associated with unprotected
accidents due to outward radial bowing of fuel
pins and downward (into the core) thermal
expansion of the control rods that may contri-
bute to early non-energetic termination (6J.
The effect of these findings would be to
further increase the likelihood of in-vessel
retention of core debris for unprotected acci-
dents.
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Table 2

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR CORE-RESPONSE END STATES

Core-
Damage
Bin

ULOF
ULHS
UTOP
ULOS
LHSE
LHSL
LOS

Core
Damage

In -Vesse l

1.4-la

4.9-1
8.1-1
9.0-4
1.9-5
1.0-5
9.9-7

Vessel
Bottom

w/Na Early

4.3-1
2.5-1
9.4-2
9.9-1
8.9-1
9.0-1
~1

Vessel
Bottom

w/Na Late

4.3-1
2.6-1
9.4-2
1.0-3
1.0-1
1.0-1
1.0-3

Core
Damage

In-Vessel
w/Head
Leakage

1.8-6
7.9-7

e
1.6-6

e
e
e

Vessel
Bottom

w/Na Early
& w/Head
Leakage

8.9-4
4.0-4
1.5-5
1.6-3
4.5-5
4.5-6
9.0-6

Vessel
Bottom

w/Na Late
S w/Head
Leakage

8.9-4
4.0-4
1.5-5
1.6-6
4.5-5
4.5-6

e

Containment
Vessel
Failure

From Missile
Generation

e
e
e
e
e
e

ai.4-1 = 1.4 x 10"1

^negligible; probability < 10-7

Table 3

IMPORTANT FINDINGS OF CORE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Protected Accidents Unprotected Accidents

• Occur over a long period of time (tens of
hours).

• Greater potent ial for coherent fuel
motion and subsequent r e c r i t i c a l i t i e s .

• Damaging energetics very un l ike ly in the
absence of sodium above the core.

• Less overal l chance for in-vessel reten-
t i o n of fuel debr is.

• Occur over a very rapid time period (tens of
seconds).

• Fuel dispersal in UTOP event resul ts in an
increased potent ia l for non-energetic termination
and in-vessel retent ion of fuel debr is .

• Combined ef fects of low energetics p o t e n t i a l ,
substantial reactor vessel s t ructura l margin
and upper internal st ructure t h r o t t l i n g make
damaging energetics extremely un l i ke l y .
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CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The containment response analysis required
estimating the effect of the dominant
core response end states on containment
integrity based on current experimental data
and analysis.

Foilciing the entry of sodium and fuel debris
into the reactor cavity, the reactor cavity
vent rupture disks will open, allowing the
reactor cavity to depressurize as the reactor
cavity gases flow into the upper reactor con-
tainment building (RCB). The concrete behind
the cell liners will begin to heat up and
eventually release steam and COg to the upper
RCB and to Cell 105 by means of the behind-
the-liner vent system. The reactor cavity
floor liner will likely fail early (within the
estimated ten hours required to evacuate the
Emergency Planning Zone) if fuel debris enters
the reactor cavity or if the sodium that
enters the reactor cavity is at relatively
high temperatures (above 1300°F). However the
failures would be local and would propogate
very slowly. The remaining reactor cavity
liners (e.g., wall liner) would be expected to
remain intact for a long time (several tens of
hours).

Based on the results of a number of experimen-
tal programs, sodium-concrete reaction rates
would be limited to about 7 inches per hour
for 20 minutes followed by one inch per hour
until termination (7j. In addition, sodium-
concrete reactions were judged "self-
terminating" due to build-up of a reaction pro-
duct layer that prevents sodium from coming into
contact with concrete. When sodium reacts with
the steam released from the heated concrete,
hydrogen will be produced and released to the
upper RCB through the reactor cavity vent
system. Hydrogen will not burn, however, until
an ignition source is present and the hydrogen
concentration stays above 4%. Sodium vapor
entering the upper RCB is the most likely igni-
tion source in the CRBRP core-melt scenario.
Coincidentally, both criteria for hydrogen
burning would be met at about 10 hours if the
sodium initially entering the reactor cavity is
at a temperature of about 1000°F (~10 hours is
required to raise the sodium temperature from
1000°F to saturation). Hydrogen burning could
occur sooner than 10 hours (following vessel
melt-through) for the protected loss of heat
sink event since hot sodium (~1600cF) could
spill into the reactor cavity prior to vessel
melt-through.

Ignition of hydrogen and oxygen will initially
cause a pressure spike (~20 psig) that would
not exceed the ultimate pressure capacity of
the containment (>50 psig). A visible flame
produced from the hydrogen-oxygen reaction
could theoretically remain at a height of
about 80 feet for five hours. However,
other phenomena, including sodium

entrainment and variations of hydrogen con-
centration would have the effect of lowering
the flame height.

Potential threats to containment integrity as
a result of this hydrogen burning scenario
were identified. One such threat is due to
the differential thermal expansion of the
polar crane girder as it is heated directly
by the hydrogen flame or indirectly (over the
longer term) along with the containment
atmosphere. Although the total differential
thermal expansion of the polar crane was esti-
mated to be on the order of one foot in both
cases, it was judged that containment failure
would not occur, in part due to the greater
ductility of the containment steel shell at
higher temperatures. Furthermore, it was
concluded that the potential containment
failure mode attributed to the preferential
heating of the polar crane could be eliminated
altogether by establishing an administrative
procedure that would prohibit parking the
polar crane above the reactor cavity vent.

The containment steel shell temperatures,
although relatively high, are maintained at an
acceptable level by operation of the annulus
cooling system. Although containment failure
due to thermal buckling was a concern
(particularly in the polar crane region and at
the 816 ft level) it was not specifically
addressed in this analysis. It was concluded
that adequate safety margins exist _in ths
design to accommodate the increased contain-
ment shell temperatures. Other threats to
containment include significant interaction
between water (in Cell 105) and sodium sub-
sequent to failure of the reactor cavity vent
path to open.

The only other identified means for signifi-
cantly pressurizing containment is hydrogen
detonation. One possible way in which hydro-
gen detonation could occur involves failure of
the operators to initiate vent and purge
operations when the hydrogen concentration in
containment exceeds 6%. Such a scenario might
be possible, for example, if plugging of the
filter on the hydrogen sampling line prevents
the operators from determining the hydrogen
concentration in containment.

Once the best-estimate containment response
was determined and the potential containment
failure phenomena identified, a containment
response event tree was constructed (Figure
2). The nodes on the event tree were repre-
sented by containment system response as well
as phenomenological response. The phenomeno-
logical response nodes included were:

1. "In-vessel coolability" (IVC) to
accommodate the core response end
states that are not expected to
involve vessel melt-through,
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I IVC | RCV | OVC I US | CSS | AFS | CF(E)I CFOJl VPS | ACS I CCS I M l I SEQ I
O

I IVC I RCV | OVC | HI i CIS | AFS I CHOD | C H U I VPS I <XS I CCS I H I I S£8 I
101

• 102
El OH GQ 13

104
109
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' 10*
' 109

110
• 11)
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Figure 2. Containment Response Event Tree.
Source: CRBRP-40)
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2. "Out-of-vessel coolability" (OVC) to
assess the potential for core debris
coolability in the reactor cavity,

3. "No-liner failure" (NLF) to assess
the likelihood of early liner
failure,

4. "Containment Integrity maintained
early and late" [CM(E) and (M(L)] to
assess the likelihood of containment
failure from any of the mechanisms
discussed earlier, and

5. "MeK-through" (MT) to assess the
likelihood of basemat melt-through.

The containment system nodes included the
fol Iowi ng:

reactor cavity vent (RCV),
containment isolation system (CIS),
annulus filtration system (AFS),
vent and purge system (VPS),
annulus cooling system (ACS), and

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. containment cleanup system (CCS).

The quantification of the phenomenological
containment response event tree nodes was

performed in the same manner as the quan-
tification of the core response svent tree
nodes. The containment systems nodes were
quantified by performing a fault tree analysis
of each system. This analysis included a
consideration of common cause failures that
might b«5 associated with a particular core
damage sequence; e.g., a sequence involving
loss of all ac power.

Since the scope of this study did not ir lude
an assessment of radiation dtse and its • *lth
effects, the conditions represented by the
end states of the containment response event
tree were categorized based on engineering
judgements relative to the best-estimate case
reported in CRBRP-3, Volume 2 (3J. The sum-
mary results for each CDA initiator are repre-
sented by the radiological response matrix
shown in Table 4.

It should be noted that operator recovery
actions, such as initiation of the containment
cleanup system following containment breach,
were considered in assigning end states to a
particular category. The recovery actions
identified by this study were to be incorpo-
rated into the CRBRP emergency operating
procedures.

Table 4

SUMMARY - RADIOLOGICAL RELEASE END STATES BY HCDA
(Per Year Basis)

Release
Magnitude

EARLY
< to <; 9 hrs

LATE
9 hrs < t < 6 months

LONG-TERM
t > 6 months

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

Ea

LOS (seismic)
LHSE (internal)
ULOS (seismic)
ULHS (internal)

Total

LOS (seismic)
FLHSE (fire)
LHSE (internal)

Total

= 1
= 3
= 2
= 1

= 2

= 1
= 2
= 1

= 1

.5-6

.2-7

.8-7

.2-9

.1-6

.3-7

.0-8

.2-8

6-7

e

LOS (seir.mic)
LHSE (seimic)
LHSE (internal)
in .OS (seismic)
ULOF (seismic)
ULHS (internal)

Total

LHSE (seismic)
ULOF (seismic)
LOS (seismic)
ULOS (seismic)
FLHSE (fire)

Total

= 1
= 1
= 2
= 9
= 4
= 1

= 3

= 2
= 6
= 5
= 1
= 1
= 4

.4-5

.3-5

.8-6

.2-7

.1-7

.2-7

.1-5

.4-6

.6-7

.5-7

.5-7

.8-7

.0-6

LHSE (seismic)
LOS (seismic)
LHSE (internal)
ULOS (seiimic)
ULOF (seismic)
FLHSE (fire)
ULHS (internal)

Total

e

e

= 1.
= 1.
= 3.
= 1.
= 1.
= 2.
= 1.

= 3.

5-6
4-6
4-7
5-7
1-7
0-8
2-8

5-6

N e g l i g i b l e ; implies a frequency < 1 0 " ' / y r .
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study considers only the timing and likelihood
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important to offsite consequences, is only one
of many factors that determines the source
term and subsequently, the doses to the
general population.

Given that the risks attributed to both cate- 3.
gories of accidents are comparable, it would
seem appropriate for the LMFBR technical
community to consider the protected accident
scenarios with the same importance as has been 4.
given to unprotected accidents. This conclu-
sion is further substantiated by recent
findings relative to the additional negative
feedback mechanisms (i.e. outward radial
bowing of fuel pins and downward thermal 5.
expansion of control rod drivelines) asso-
ciated with unprotected accidents (£).

This conclusion is based upon the assumption
that the reactor shutdown systems of future 6.
fast reactor designs (in whatever form they
may be) will be at least as reliable as the
combined primary and secondary reactor shut-
down systems of the CRBRP. If compromises are
made in this area then the conclusion made
here may no longer be valid.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF CRBR CORE DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENT ENERGETICS

by

T. G. Theofanous, Purdue University
C. R. Bell, Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A methodology is developed for the evalua-
tion of the energetic consequences of postu-
lated core disruptive accidents, in liquid
metal fast breeder reactors. The methodology
provides a framework, for integrating the
results of mechanistic analyses, including
whole-core simulations (SAS, SIMMER), special
effects analytical evaluations,, and simulant
material experiments into a probabilistic
appreciation of accident evolution paths and
respective likelihoods. Detail quantitative
results are presented for the CRBR heterogene-
ous core design. As a result of this work new
perspectives were generated in the following
areas: role of plenum fission gases, presence
and role of small recriticalities in the early
stages of core disruption, large annular and
cylindrical pool recriticalities and associated
disissembly yields, energy partition and the
role of structural response of vessel internal
structures. The results indicate a CDA-induced
energetic vessel head failure is physically
unreasonable.

INTRODUCTION

This paper contains the results of our
assessment of the energetic behavior resulting
from postulated Core Disruptive Accidents
(CDAs) in the CRBR heterogeneous core design.
The objective was to define in a reasonably
realistic, but conservative, fashion the magni-
tude of the mechanical energy releases against
which the integrity of tiie primary system, and
the reactor vessel head in particular, should
be assessed. The effort, which developed as
part of the US NRC licensing proceeding, began
with a detailed review and evaluation of the
applicant's positions1 and their technical
bases and evolved, over a period of nearly 10
months, into an independent study with original
elements in the following aspects: (a)

accidents, phenomena, and effects taken into
account, (b) analysis methods utilized, and (c)
experimental evidence brought to bear. The
effort culminated by presentations to, and
acceptance by the ACRS and the ASLB. All docu-
mentation may be found elsewhere.2'3 This paper
presents a summary of the results and important
conelus ions.

OVERALL TECHNICAL APPROACH

Depending upon whether reactor shutdown
has been achieved, core disruption may initiate
at powers ranging from nearly normal to decay
levels. The corresponding heating rates vary
by two orders of magnitude and define the first
major classification of CDAs into "unprotected"
and "protected" respectively. Mechanistically,
a protected CDA results from sustained failure
to remove decey heat and is commonly referred
to as the LOHS. In the unprotected CDA case,
initial core disruption may occur due to either
an undercooling or an overpower condition.
Mechanistically, the undercooling would result
from loss of coolant-flow, which is known as
the LOFA, and the overpower would result from
uncontrolled reactivity insertion, which is
commonly referred to as the TOP. In general
terms, these three accidents exemplify the ^n-
eric behavior over the whole range of the CL..
spectrum of circumstances, hence, they can be
used to adequately characterize the spectra of
energetic consequences.

Another class of CDA initiators, fuel
failure propagation, also has been identified
and extensively studied in the past. The evi-
dence is conclusive now that the attainment of
whole core disruption through such a mechanism
can be neglected. Finally, various combina-
tions of function failure events (TOP/LOF,
etc.) and/or of structural failures (due to
extreme external events such as earthquakes
beyond the SSE yielding core support failures,
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loss of piping integr-ty, etc.) have also occa-
sionally been considered. Our review of these
areas indicates that those few cases, for which
severe energetic behavior cannot be precluded
at this time (TOP/LOF, etc.), have sufficiently
low probability that they need not be con-
sidered further.

Our approach consisted of realistically
following each one of the three generic CDA
initiators through the core-disruption phases
until accident termination. The^e so-called
mechanistic CDA analyses provided an overall
framework against which the potential for ener-
getic phenomena was assessed with due regard
for the controlling physical processes. In
terms of actual licensing cases, the first
efforts along these lines were made during the
Regulatory review of the FFTF CDA energetics
assessment. The approach further matured with
the initial (homogeneous core) CRBR application
and licensing review.*

It would be in error, however, to expect
that such mechanistic analyses can, at this
time, predict uniquely che complete evolution
of a postulated CDA from initiation to termina-
tion. There is considerable complexity in the
underlying physical processes that has not vet
been modeled appropriately. We believe that
such limitations may alter the overall timing
of some events and may even affect the actual-
character and sequence of the intermediate
states. However, we also believe that these
uncertainties can be handled adequately within
a properly oriented overall effort. With this
in mind we did not attempt to associate a sim-
ple outcome to a given initiator. Rather, wo
attempted to establish a "range of phenomenol-
ogy" consistent with experience and known phy-
sical principles. Within this range we
searched for energetically-prone circumstances,
we identified the important mechanisms, and we
quantified the intensity of energy release in a
reasonably cuuseivative manner (avoiding exces-
sive and clearly nonphysical conservatisms).
Similarly, we scrutinized for termination-
favoring phenomena, we identified the important
mechanisms, and we quantified the approach to
termination by the fraction of fuel removed
from the core region (at approximately 40%
removal, permanent subcriticality is achieved).
Based on these results we completed th= assess-
ment by synthesizing sequences and respective
likelihoods.

These analyses were carried out by means
of the system codes SAS3D- (and, to a limited
extent, the most recent version, SAS4A) and
SIMMER-II.6 These codes were used as "integra-
tors" of the technical base and their results
were guided, scrutinized, and/or augmented by
special-purpose analytical techniques, in-pile
experimental data, and out-of-pile simulant
experiments as appropriate. As in all safety
studies, the synthesis of experimental data and
analysis techniques to produce a quantified
basis for the conclusions requires approxima-
tions, involves uncertainties, and must be
appropriately focused. Engineering judgement

was utilized to provide overall guidance in
this regard.

As an initial step in our independent
assessment effort, we made the judgement thai,
among all core-disruptive accidents, the LOFA
should be chosen as the subject of our lost
detailed considerations. The basis was: (a)
the LOFA phenomenology spans the range of ener-
getically significant CDA behavior; (b) within
the LOFA sequences our previous review effort
identified specific and significant areas of
concern; and (c) exploratory examination of all
other CDAs indicated an energetically benign
behavior compared to that projected for the
LOFA. Furthermore, this emphasis was to
reflect the relative complexity of the LOFA
sequence compared to that of the TOP and LOHS
accidents, rather than the neglect of the
unique aspects of these other CDA initiators.
Indeed, these unique aspects were also studied.
After all the assessments were complete, we
found that the choice of this distribution of
effort was appropriate.

THE LOSS OF FLOW ACCIDENT

General it ies

From the initiation of core disruption
'initial clad melting), the LOFA will evolve
through a continuum of gradually escalating
core disruption states until complete disrup-
tion (melting of all materials found within the
original core confines, also known as a whole-
core pool) occurs. Energetically, this pro-
gression is important for as long as a suffi-
cient fraction of the initially present fuel
(approximately 60% for the CRBR) remains within
the active core region. Neutronically active
states are then possible through a variety of
rearrangements of driver, blanket., structural,
control, and coolant materials. Permanent sub-
criticality, or "termination" (termination of
energetic concerns) may occur from any point
along the continuum of core-disruption states.
When the relocation of the appropriate quantity
of driver fuel occurs in a forceful manner, we
speak of "energetic termination" or hydro-
dynamic "disassembly." When this relocation is
benign we speak of "mild termination" or simply
"dispersal." Our overall objective was to
determine the relative likelihood of these two
termination paths as a function of the degree
of core disruption and to quantify the damage
potential of the energetic ones. This point of
view is shown schematically in Figure I.

Energetic behavior is the consequence of
rapid reactivity insertion. For the present
CRBR design such reactivity increases only
result from sizable (large mass flux), and gen-
erally compactive, fuel motions. When such
motions occur from fuel in the process of
undergoing disruption we speak of "initiating—
phase energetics." When such motions occur due
to compaction from highly, but temporarily,
dispersed fuel states, they are called "recri-
ticalities." These two energetic phenomena fun-
damentally differ both in reactivity-yielding
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mechanisms and in resulting damage potential.
The structural capability of the system pro-
vides an appropriate perspective against which
the damage potential of a given energetic event
must be viewed.
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yield to one atmosphere) would be required to
breach this inner containment. That is,
minimal energetic release against the boundary
of the primary system can be expected for ener-
getics below this level.

A-t still higher levels, upward displace-
ment cf the UIS and longer-term expansion
against the sodium pool occurs (Figure 3).

Figure I. Generic progression of LOF CDAs.
Figure 3. Transition between short-teim and
long term expansions.

Structural Capability of CRBR

The levels of energetics required to pro-
duce significant structural damage in the CRBR
were evaluated taking into account an "inner
containment" formed by the CB/OIS/CSS envelope
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Illustration of "inner containment"
concept.

In addition, the pressure transmission charac-
teristics of the two-phase, expanding core
medium and other materials found within this
envelope were take into accoun:. These charac-
teristics have important implications on the
resulting short-term loading of the local
structures (CB and CSS). This mitigation
behavior is the result of a compliant core
state (distributed voids), and it must be taken
into account, particularly since such compli-
ance is one of the crucial prerequisites for
highly energetic behavior. Our structural ana-
lyses indicated that a level of energetics in
the range of 1130 MJ (isentropic expansion

For the heterogeneous CR3R core this is the
only sequence fiat could provide the opportun-
ity for laige-scale, fuel-coolant interactions.
Experimental evidence indicates that, under
these specific contact conditions, this
interaction would not yield pressure augmenta-
tion, and that the energy conversion process
would be controlled by two-phase choking and
minimal fuel/coolant heat transter. Evalua-
tions of the long-term expansion phenomena
indicated that an energetic event of nearly
twice the above magnitude, approximately 2550
MJ, would be required to produce a slug-impact
kinetic energy close to the vessel-head design
capability of 75 MJ. The 1!30 and 2550 MJ
energetic levels correspond approximately to
100 and 200 $/s disassemblies, respectively,
occurring in the twr.-phase regime. This
behavior is schematically illustrated in Figure
4.
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Figure 4. Summary results for impact kinetic
energy vs. ramp rate.
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Initiating Phase Energetics

A number of SAS3D analyses covering broad
ranges of the important parameters were carried
out to characterize the range of initiating-
phase LOFA behavior. With the lower coolant
void reactivity of the heterogenous CRBR core,
the LOF-d-TOP, which was a major energetic
problem area1* for the previous homogeneous CRBR
core design, is avoided. This LOF-d-TOP situa-
tion arises only when high power conditions
develop leading tc pin failures in unvoided
subassemblies. If such failures occur at the
core midplane, which cannot be excluded based
on available evidence, potentially autocata-
lytic behavior may result from the rapid in-pin
fuel motion toward the failure location (core
midplane).

Although our analyssf revealed insuffi-
cient power augmentation to reach the LOF-d-TOP
condition, even those cases calculated with the
parameter choices favoring a "slow" accident
exhibit substantial neutronic activity (over-
power condition). This activity is caused by
extended fuel motions (following the initial
tendency to disperse due to pressure from
retained fission gas) and gives rise to a pro-
cess we call codisruption. Codisruption is the
result of accelerated core disruption such that
there is insufficient time for the molten clad-
ding to separate from the fuel prior to core-
wide fuel disruption as illustrated in Figure
5.

as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Configuration of materials in
subassembly channels illustrating codisruption
of fuel and steel during the initiating phase.

Codisruption favors dispersal since it implies
higher (steel) vapor pressures, increased pene-
tration potential into axial blanket areas, and
remeltable blockages.

Plenum fission-gas-induced compaction has
been proposed as another mechanism for
initiating-phase energetics.7 In the presence
of plenum pressure, the fuel pin is subjected
to unbalanced forces at the time of fuel disr-
uption resulting in rapid downward ejection of
the blanket and undisrupted driver fuel pellets

£
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-BLANKET PELLETS
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£> rt> 0—OISRUPTED FUEL
01=10

Figure 6. Schematic of the fission gas driven
compaction process.

The Applicant analyzed this mechanism in
response to questioning during this review pro-
cess and concluded that there would be adequate
time for the plenum fission gas to escape prior
to fuel disruption. Based on the results of
our own analyses we could not agree with this
conclusion. We were able to bound realisti-
cally the reactivity insertion rates from the
fuel compaction process per se at approximately
50 $/s, which as previously indicated,
represents a tolerable level of energetics.
However, at the time of this energetic event,
only one-half of the core would be voided and
the resulting high overpower could induce an
LOF-d-TOP event (Figure 7) in the other half.

UPPER CORE BOUNDARY

SODIUM EXPULSION

EXPELLED FUEL

:R CORE BOUNDARY

Figure 7. Illustration of the LOF-d-TOP
mechanism.

Such a combination of energetic events was
judged as highly undesirable. Even on philo-
sophical grounds the unmitigated manifestation
of these high pressures at the core boundary
cannot be tolerated. We recommend, therefore,
that steps be taken to limit the action of
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these pressures during the initiating phase of
the LOFA.

Recriticalir.y Energetics

The general behavior of the post-
initiation period was examined both in terms of
a SIMMEP. II integral system calculation as well
as in terms of generic ad_ hoc evaluations of
relevant physical processes.

The integral calculation was a continua-
tion of one of the SAS3D analyses. The over-
lapping portions of these two calculations were
in excellent agreement. The results depict a
generally active sequence, with regular power
bursts corresponding to fuel reassembly
motions. Some evidence of progressive coher-
ence, as shown in Figure 8, is noted, however.

radial blankets were, conservatively, not
modeled in this calculation.

TIME (s>

Figure 9.
core.

Total driver fuel mass in the active

Figure 8. Disruption-phase power transient
exhibiting the tuning phenomena.

This result confirms an early forecast7 of such
behavior, which was named "tuning." The effect
of the associated pressurization transients is
to force molten fuel (and steel mixture) away
from the core region through the axial blankets
and, upon melting of subassembly walls that are
adjacent to internal blankets, through intersu-
bassembly gaps. The modeling allowed for
freezing and plugging of such paths, and indeed
such behavior is observed in the results.
Merging of the S/A-scale pools (annulpr pool
geometry) and destruction of the internal
blanket barriers (whole-core pool) occur suc-
cessively within only a few seconds. Upon
attainment of a large two-dimensional pool, the
power oscillations amplify because of increas-
ingly severe sloshing pool motions. However,
homogenization of the internal blanket regions
develops slowly; hence, radially focused
sloshes ate inhibited, the system's total
available reactivity is well below that of a
homogeneous pool, and the associated power
bursts are noner.erget ic. This delay is suffi-
cient to allow removal of the fuel required for
termination (Figure 9) prior to the formation
of a homogeneous whole-core pool, even though
the inter-assembly gap escape paths of the

Recognizing that this integral calculation
is one of a few ever attempted, the above
detailed results must not and were not taken at
face value. The mild termination potential was
evaluated in terms of separate-effects calcula-
tions that model in great detail the flow path,
the flow constituents, and thermal interactions
including freezing and plugging phenomena.
Prototypic experimental data were utilized to
benchmark these calculations. Even under mod-
est pressures (compared to those expected from
the continuing neutronic activity), adequate
fuel removal is estimated to assure permanent
neutronic termination prior to the formation of
a homogeneous whole-core pool.

Gravity-driven recriticalities were exam-
ined for amplification potential. For the
S/A-scale and annular pool phases under power-
burst perturbations, the fuel column separates
initially into a compact lower mass and a dis-
tributed upper segment of approximately equal
material quantity. Reassembly under conditions
of reduced fuel inventory or low heat losses
(minimal boilup) produces a growing lower
liquid puddle wihin which the peak of the
axial power distribution occurs (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of a
slug-type disassembly.
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Hence, reassembly energetics are mitigated
strongly by single-phase liquid expansion
feed-back during the power transient. Reassem-
bly under conditions of high inventory or high
heat losses (large-scale boilup) on the other
hand, produces low ramp rates and therefore is
effectively controlled by two-phase dispersal
during the power transient. In addition, the
S/A phase cannot have core-wide coherence
because the time interval to S/A wall disin-
tegration permits only a few power cycles which
are insufficient to complete the "tuning" of
the fluid dynamics. Thus, reassembly ramp
rates would be small.

Figure 1 1 . Schematic representation of insta-
bility controlled reassembly.
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of annular
pool mild disassembly and reassembly.

However, even if we assume complete core-wide
coherence, maximum ramp rates are limited by
instability-controlled reassemblies (Figures 11
& 12) to less than 100 $/s. Therefore, no phy-
sically reasonable threat to the vessel head
structures can be seen from these first two
stages of disruption.

For the whole-core, homogeneous pool an
amplification mechanism was calculated. Under
perfectly symmetric conditions (geometry and
power distribution), a radially focused slosh-
ing action was observed that, under certain
conditions of material configuration, produced

high reactivity insertion rates. In those
cases single-phase disassemblies dominated and
negligible energetics resulted. For example,
in one such case considered, an in-slosh with a
300 $/s ramp at prompt critical yielded quick,
single-phase thermal expansion shutdown and
produced negligible energy release (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of whole-
core pool mild disassembly and reassembly
(sloshing).

However, there is also a range of conditions
over which substantial energy releases can be
calculated. This is particularly so when two-
phase regions exist. For example, in one
high-inventory case considered, prompt criti-
cality was obtained earlier in the in-slosh,
while a two-phase condition dominated the cen-
tral portion of the pool. The resulting reac-
tivity insertion rate of 125 $/s produced an
energy approximately equivalent of the 100 $/s
two-phase disassembly considered in our struc-
tural evaluation. The importance of symmetry
in such evaluations is highlighted by the
integral SIMMER-II calculation of core disrup-
tion. This calculation did enter the whole-
core pool phase and it did indicate radial
sloshing and amplification. However, due to
the system's nonhomogeneity in the early stages
of this phase, a noncentered power distribution
resulted, hence, radial focusing was absent and
non-energetic behavior was observed. Before
homogenization of the internal blanket material
occurred, permanent termination of neutronic
activity by fuel removal was indicated.

Probabilistic Synthesis of LOFA Results

Based on the technical bases developed
above, we proceeded to assign probability split
levels at each bifurcation of our generic
accident sequence path (Figure 14).
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I STATES

lj TlPBOCESSES

Figure !4. Probability assignments to the
branches of the generic LOFA sequence.

We presumed that the Applicant would eliminate
the plenum fission gas compaction problem, and
that the vessel head capability would be at the
specified value of 75-MJ sodium slug impact
kinetic energy. Since this probabilistic exer-
cise is carried out on an order-of magnitude
basis, we assign only the 1, 10 ,10 and
10 levels on each branch, that is, the sum of
branch probabilities from any state should add
up to unity within 0.111. These probability
assignments were made to reflect the associa-
tion with tangible aspects of the analyses as
shown in Table 1. The discussion below relates
to Fipure 14.

Table J
Definition of Probability Split Levels

1/10 Behavior within known trends but obtain-
able only at the edge-of-spectrum
parameter values.

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded
but outside the spectrum of reason.

1/1000 Physically unreasonable behavior violating
well-known reality and its occurrence can
be argued against positively.

The sodium void worth, including uncertainties,
is adequately low to guarantee, the absence of
LOF-d-TOP. The only remaining mode for ener-
getic behavior is by fuel slumping under grav-
ity. The assured incoherent nature of this
process within the initiating phase guarantees
the absence of significant energetic events at
this stage. Hence, a value of 1/1000 (physi-
cally unreasonable) was assigned to path a.
Having assured ourselves that no mechanisms
exist to produce an energetic initiating phase,
it would appear even more difficult to identify
energetic events of sufficient magnitude to
challenge the vessel head structure (VHS).
Hence, a value of 1/1000 was assigned to path
a'.

The subassembly and annular-pool stages do
not favor amplification of mild recriticalities
to substantial energetic events. This state-
ment is based on inherent physical behavior and
analysis, and it is insensitive to gross uncer-
tainties in the detailed phenomenology that
controls fuel motions. Because significant
amplification is not likely, VHS failure is
considered physically unreasonable and the
value of 1/1000 was assigned to paths 6' and
y'. For the same reasons, in fact, it is diffi-
cult to achieve recriticalities of magnitude
greater than that of 30-$/s two-phase disassem-
bly, which we chose to define as the lower
limit for entering this path. Clearly, the
events here are of more detailed nature, and we
hesitate to claim that an out-of-spectrum char-
acterization would be adequately conservative.
Hence, an edge-of-spectr im value of 1/10 is
assigned Co both path 6 and path y.

For the whole core pool we have identified
mechanisms that produce amplification of mild
recriticalities and the associated energetic
releases approaching the structural capability
of the VHS. Although the conditions under
which these mechanisms may become operative are
highly idealized, that is, a perfectly sym-
metric and homogeneous pool, we cannot at
present rule out such behavior. However, we
also found that only special pool configura-
tions are potentially susceptible, that only
short time intervals are required co obtain the
incremental fuel removal through the radial
blanket gaps for termination, and that the
strongly nonhomogeneous and chaotic character
of this pool following its initial formation
dampen it neutronic response. Therefore, its
tendency for energetic termination is not
midspectrum but clearly edge of spectrum.
Thus, we assign to the path 6 a value of 1/10.
However, recognizing that even our idealized
calculations have failed to produce energetic
releases exceeding the capability of the VHS,
we cannot assign a high conditional probability
for head failure. We hesitate claiming any-
thing less than end of spectrum, however, pri-
marily because we wish to maintain the high
level of confidence in the conservative estima-
tion of these numbers as specified. Thus, a
value of 1/10 is chosen for path 61.

We quantified the transient pressure his-
tories that drive the dispersal as well as i.he
associated fuel removal rates. Due to codisr-
uption and sustained neutronic activity, we
believe favorable conditions exist for mild
dispersal termination throughout the core disr-
uption phases. For such termination from the
initiating phase, we remain skeptical, pri-
marily because the judgement depends on details
of behavior with substantial uncertainties.
However, such an evolution should not b* con-
sidered completely outside of expectation.
Hence, a value of 1/10 is assigned. Termina-
tion from the S/A-scale pool phase is similarly
uncertain. The reason is that at this stage
the competition between opening up into the
annular-pool phase and expelling fuel drive
termination is still strong. In the absence of
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sustained pressures to drive fuel removal (an
oscillatory character is expected), we hesitate
to call the expectation for such termination
any more likely than edge of spectrum. How-
ever, as the core disruption develops further,
clearly more escape paths open; new ones into
the radial blankets and the control rod assem-
blies and old ones by remelting blockages
(especially those formed in many of the axial
blanket regions due to codisruption). The pro-
cess of dispersal becomes overwhelming because
of the continuously increasing path availabii-
ity, especially in the time interval between
destruction of internal blankets (entry into
the cylindrical pool) and mixing of this
material that is required to yield the homo-
geneous whole-core pool. Hence, an out-of-
spectrum choice is made for the path to homo-
geneous whole-core pool formation with a poten-
tially critical inventory (1/100) while mild
termination from both of these advanced core-
disruption states (annular and whole-core
pools) is assigned a probability of unity.

Based on the above, the total vessel head
failure probability, conditional on the
occurrence of the LOFA, is approximately 3 x
I0"1*. Returning to our definitions, this number
indicates that such an event should be con-
sidered physically unreasonable. The .ssign-
ment of numbers for each path was intended ai a
high confidence, conservative bound with regard
to the key accident branch points (virtual
assurance that the assigned probability number
would not be exceeded). Still, this final
result indicates considerable margin before the
"physically unreasonable" threshold in proba-
bility is exceeded.

It is emphasized :hat these probabilistic
estimates are an integral part of the primary
definitions utilized in assigning branch proba-
bilities, and they should only be utilized in
conjunction with these definition. An example
was provided above, whereby the final probabil-
ity for energetic head failure was converted
back to a physical meaning of expectation. As
another example, the probability of experienc-
ing a whole-core, homogeneous, pool given a
LOFA is 10~2. This number is converted to words
to conclude that "the occurrence of a homogene-
ous whole-core pool with recriticality poten-
tial given a LOFA should be considered as very
unlikely and outside the spectrum of reason."
Also, it is important that our numbers not be
used as inputs directly into PRA studies.
Rather, the word interpret?tions mentioned
above should be converted to PRA input numbers
in a manner physically consistent with other
PRA inputs,

THE TRANSIENT OVERPOWER ACCIDENT

The TOP-unique behavior develops during
the very early stages of the initiating phase.
As a result of the assumed reactivity inser-
tion, the power rises quickly and produces fuel
melting and pin failure well before coolant and
cladding overheating. For a postulated mid-
plane failure location, pin-internal fuel

motion can be a significant reactivity augmen-
tation effect, and unless it is moderated by an
equally rapid dispersal of the fuel that is
ejected into the coolant channels, an autocata-
lytic behavior potentially could develop.

The Applicant provided extensive analyses
for a variety of core burnup states and reac-
tivity insertion rates. Our assessment
focused, therefore, on more closely defining
the margins for autocatalytic behavior for
assumed midplane failures. This behavior is
controlled by the competition between pin-
internal fuel motion and pin-external dispersal
(usually referred to as sweepout). The
relevant time scale is determined by the core-
wide coherence of such pin failures which, in
turn, is affected by the core configuration and
the imposed reactivity ramp rate (coherence
increases with ramp rate). For the CRBR, the
EOC-3 core with the replacement of the six high
power driver fuel assemblies with blanket
assemblies is the most coherent. On the basis
of failure modes and effects analysis of the
reactor control system, we concluded that ramp
rates of 10— 12 c/s are more than one order of
magnitude less probable than those of 2 c/s or
5-8 C/s. Furthermore 15-20 c/s ramps are more
than three orders of magnitude less likely than
those of 10-12 C/s. Therefore, we selected the
10-12 C/s TOP as a conservative upper limit for
this investigation.

The EOC-3 TOP accident was simulated with
the PLUTO2/SAS4A computer code. A failure
incoherence (time between failures) of more
thar 300 ms was deduced for the first six
groups of subassemblies. The PLUTO2 sweepout
calculation was adjusted to experimental data
from the L8 TREAT TOP test. The calculated
sweepout was seen to cancel successfully pin-
internal fuel motion reactivity (and a small
amount of sodium voiding reactivity) and to
produce shutdown.

Thus, even under the mos; limiting condi-
tions of core coherence and pin failure loca-
tion, no energetic behavior could be found for
TOPs of up to 10-12 c/s- For TOPs with higher
ramp rates, energetic behavior cannot be pre-
cluded; however, such events are of suffi-
ciently low probability that they can be
excluded from consideration.

THE LOSS OF HEAT SINK ACCIDENT

The LOHS-unique circumstances originate
from core disruption af very low power and in
the absence of sodium coolant. The absence of
coolant is required since natural convection
boiling has been shown to be adequate to remove
heat at decay power levels. Core uncovery may
occur either due to coolant boiloff or due to
reactor vessel failure at the high temperature
LOHS environment. The actual failure mechanism
is not important, affecting only the
disruption-stage power level, which, in any
case, is very small and much more dependent
upon the other aspects of the accident
scenario. Characteristically, however,
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disruption would not occur until many hours
into Che accident, indicating significant mar-
gins for recovery.

At the characteristically low heating
rates, all steel within the core melts, relo-
cates downward, and forms a plug in the lower
axial blanket region (Figure 15).

STEEL BLOCKfcGe

IN LOWER C O M
STEEL BLOCKAGE

Figure 15. Schematic representation of core
disruption during the LOHS accident.

and would be insufficient to provide termina-
tion. A whole-core pool with homogenization of
all internal, axial, and radial blankets
results in this case. The resulting dilution
is adequate to render the system permanently
subcritical even after steel and control rod
materials eventually separate out.

Furthermore, in the absence of the sodium
pool, even the most: severe recriticalities
could provide no challenge to the reactor
vessel head integrity. As an example we used
the 200 $/s transient, discussed in the LOFA
assessment as the energetic level required to
challenge the vessel head integrity, to obtain
loads in the LOHS environment. The expansion
forces on the UTS, assuming the absence of sig-
nificant resistance by its support columns, and
on the vessel head were evaluated using the
SIMMER-II code. An upper-bound UIS kinetic
energy (in the upward direction) of approxi-
mately 5 MJ was thus estimated. Such a missile
is of little mechanical consequence to the
reactor vessel head. The direct expansion
loads on the head were approximately equivalent
to a quasistatic pressure (decays rapidly by
condensation and leakage) of 2 MPa which is
well below the head failure pressure even at
this elevated temperature condition (Figure
17).

The system remains subcritical, but continues
to heat slowly until fuel settling occurs
either due to softening of the pellets (as the
melting point is approached) or simply due to
toppling and compaction to a lower porosity.
The initial porosity is approximately 65% and a
porosity of approximately 50% is required to
approach criticality. Criticality accelerates
the melting rate (Figure 15), thus

SOLID RUBBLE

MOLTEN MATERIAL

LOWER BLOCKAGE

Figure 16. Rubble collapse under critical con-
ditions during the LOHS accident.

producing, at most a free-fall compaction and a
moderate recriticality estimated at approxi-
mately 60 $/s. Such an event would disperse
the core into the vessel and provide permanent
neutronic termination. A smaller recritical-
ity, however (approximately 10-20 $/s), is con-
sidered more likely under these circumstances

CRUSHABLF COLUMNS

VAPOR

UIS DISPLACEMENT

.OWER BLOCKAGE , 100 Xa L

Figure 17. Schematic of a postulated LOHS
postdisassembly expansion and comparison of
calculated vessel head pressures to the 200$/s
LOFA.

CONCLUSIONS

- We have systematically evaluated the
possible progression of all three classes of
CDAs as exemplified by the LOF, TOP, and LOHS
accidents. Non-negligible energetic cir-
cumstances were identified only within the LOFA
sequences and, assuming that the plenum fission
gas fuel compaction mechanism becomes inopera-
tive through redesign as recommended, only as a
consequence of recriticalities.

- Recriticality events in the S/A-scale
and annular pool phases cannot be excluded.
However, their magnitudes are limited to the
order of 5u $/s or less because of incoherence
and the absence of significant amplification.
Neutronic activity throughout both of these
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stages of core disruption is substantial and
contributions to pressurization and fuel
dispersal away from the core region. Thus,
benign termination prior to entering the
whole-core, homogeneous, pool phase is pro-
jected even under restrictive assumptions for
fuel removal path availability and fuel removal
mechanics.

- Whole-core pool recriticalities exhibit
a narrow regime of significant energetic
behavior. This energetic regime is associated
with idealized, perfectly sysmmetric geometry
and completely homogeneous pools. The amplifi-
cation is the result of radial sloshing follow-
ing a centrally peaked and symmetrically dis-
tributed power pulse. Even so, the resulting
levels of energetics do not exceed the struc-
tural capability of the primary-system boun-
dary.

- The levels of energetics required to
produce significant structural damage in the
CRBR were evaluated, taking into account for
the first time, the structural enclosure formed
by the CE/UIS/CSS and the pressure transmission
characteristic of the expanding core medium and
other materials within the enclosure. We con-
clude that an accident with a mechanical energy
yield in the range of 1130 MJ (expressed as the
isentropic work potential for expansion to one
atmosphere) would be required to fail this
inner structure, and an accident with a mechan-
ical energy yield in the range of 2550 MJ would
be required to challenge substantially the
reactor vessel head structure, that is, produce
a slug impact kinetic energy close to the CRBR
vessel held design value of 75 MJ. These lev-
els of energetics roughly correspond to two-
phase whole-core disassemblies with 100 $/s and
200 $/s driving reactivity ramp rates.

- Based on these results, we conclude that
a CDA-induced energetic vessel head failure is
physically unreasonable.
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ABSTRACT

An energetics potential of a core disruptive
accident (CDA) was assessed by the SAS3D and SIM-
MER-II codes for a 700 MW(th)-class LMFBR in
Japan. It was concluded that energetic sequences
occurred only under limited conditions both in
the initiating and transition phases of the CDA.
An expansion of the post-disassembly core was
also analyzed by SIMMER-II, resulting in signifi-
cant reduction in predicted slug kinetic energies.
Thus the mechanical consequences of the CDA are
sufficiently accommodated within the reactor
vessel. Some of the results of separate-effects
and code-validation studies are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades, the mechanical
consequence of a core disruptive accident (CDA)
has been one of the major concerns in the safety
of liquid-metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs).
Improvement and realistic assessment of the reli-
ability of reactor shutdown systems have shown
that unprotected accidents (or accidents with
failure to scram), which may result in severe
core disruption, is of low occurrence probability
sufficient to be classified as beyond design
basis of a plant. Nevertheless unprotected
accidents are sometimes postulated in safety
evaluation for licensing or treated within a
framework of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).
The energetics potential of CDAs <nust be assessed,
because their consequences may challenge primary
containment capabilities of an LMFBR and hence
may directly influence the risk to the public.

The SIMMER-II code (1-2) developed and trans-
mitted from the Los Alamos National Laboratory
has been widely utilized in analyzing various
sequences and consequences of CDAs in Japan. In
the present paper, the studies on SIMMER-II appli-
cation and validation presently being performed

at the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) are reviewed and integrated
with the objective to show the CDA energetics
can be accommodated within a reactor vessel.
A particular sequence discussed is an unprotected
loss-of-flow (LOF) accident in an end-of-equilib-
rium-cycle core of a prototype 700-MW(th)-class
LMFBR with a homogeneous core design (3), but
the results can be extrapolated to other reactor
sizes and designs with careful considerations of
basic design differences.

The areas of SIMMER-II applications include:
the transition phase to assess mechanistically
the recritlcallty energetics; and the core expan-
sion phase to assess realistically the mechanical
work energy. Also some of the results of
separate—effects and code—validation studies are
discussed.

BACKGROUND

An in-vessel sequence of CDAs is shown in
Fig. 1 by connecting the accident phases commonly
used in analyses. The first accident phase is
the initiating phase, which covers sequences
starting from a condition of normal reactor opera-
tion and leading either to early termination or
to the core disruption phase. The path to the
core disruption phase is further divided into two:
an energetic sequence leading to the mechanical
diassembly phase and a non-energetic sequence to
the transition phase (4-5). The transition phase
also may lead to the diassembly phase as a result
of a recriticality event. Therefore, from the
energetics point of view, the two accident paths
leading to the disasembly phase must be assessed.

The initiating phase of the LOF accident is
analyzed by the SAS3D code by modeling the various
phenomena (6) such as coolant boiling, cladding
melting and relocation, fuel disruption and
relocation, and fuel-coolant interaction (FCI).
These phenomena affect the reactivity level and
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result in a wide spectrum of predicted event
sequences depending on assumptions made. In an
intermediate-size core like in this study, the
probable outcome of the phase is non-energetic
entry into the transition phase. An energetic
sequence appears only under an extremely pessi-
mistic condition (7-9).

In the transition phase of the accident,
reactivity changes are dominated mainly by fuel
motion. The characteristics and regimes of
hydrodynamic behavior of the core fuel vary
drastically with accident evolution, namely the
molten-pool enlargement from subassembly scale
to whole-core scale. Also importance must be
pointed out on fuel dispersal mechanisms that
reduce a recriticality potential.

Historically, several approaches have been
taken to assess the transition-phase energetics.
First, s. phenomenological approach (JLO) is to
show that the occurrence of an energetic recriti-
cality event can be ruled out, based on basic
hydrodynamic behaviors of the core. The second
approach might bt called a "snapshot" analysis,
in which various potential modes of recritlcali-
ties are postulated and analyzed to assess their
energetics (7^ 11_) • The most advanced method is
to simulate a whole accident sequence into and
during the transition phase by a large computer
code like SIMMER-II. Since the first SIMMER
analysis of the homogeneous Clinch River Breeder
Reactor (CRBR) by Bohl (1^), several studies
with the code have been performed for: the SNR-3O0
(13-14), the Conceptual Design Study core (15-16),
and the heterogeneous CRBR (17-18).

The expansion of the post-disassembly core
materials is analyzed in the core expansion phase
(see Fig. 1 ) , in which the thermal energy produced
in a neutronic power burst is converted into
mechanical work energy. Such work energy was
formerly evaluated by a pressure-volume work
potential of a core material (usually fuel),
assuming an isentropic expansion to a cover-gas
volume or ultimately to one atmosphere (lj)). The
work energy evaluated by such a simplified thermo-
dynamic method is merely a measure to characterize
the accident energetics, but is thought to be
unrealistic and sometimes overly conservative

because of neglecting important energetics-miti-
gating phenomena available during the core expan-
sion.

The treatment of the core expansion phase
has been advanced by applying SIMMER-II to this
phase (20). The result showed a significant
reduction in evaluated work energy. It is for
this reason that an extensive SIMMER validation
program is underway on the energetics-mitigating
phenomena (21-22).

INITIATING-PHASE ANALYSIS

It is generally known that the initiating-
phase accident progression is highly dependent on
selection of modeling assumption or input parame-
ters of SAS3D. These include: burnup stages,
neutronic data, model selection (for example, on
whether or not the reactivity effect of axial
fuel expansion is accounted for), phenomenological
model parameters, etc. A large number of parame-
tric cases calculated resulted in a wide spectrum
of accident progression, among which a typical
and probable sequence was energetically benign
because of the relatively low sodium void reac-
tivity and the core—wide incoherencies of the
various initiating-phase phenomena. Thus the
most probable outcome of the initiating phase is
a non-energetic entry into the transition phase.

An energetic sequence was predicted under
the LOF-driven-transient-overpower (LOF-d-TOP)
condition, which could be postulated only with
extremely pessimistic assumptions. These are:
neglection of the negative reactivity effects of
axial fuel expansion and fission-gas-driven fuel
dispersion; and the use of conservative values
of the reactivity coefficients. Although such a
bounding case is of low occurrence probability,
it can be postulated as an energetic extremity.
The work energy for this bounding case estimated
from isentropic fuel expansion is 120 MJ to the
cover-gas volume (or 380 MJ to one atmosphere).
Structural integrity of the reactor vessel was
evaluated for the pressure-volume relationship
of the expanding core corresponding to the 500-MJ
work potential (380 MJ plus some margin) (3_).

The above evaluation of the work energies is
based on a simplified and non-mechanistic treat-
ment of the core expansion phase. The mechanistic
and realistic analysis of the phase by SIMMER-II
is discussed later together with the results of
the transition-phase energetics.

TRANSITION-PHASE ANALYSIS

One of the major objectives of the transi-
tion-phase analysis is to assess energetics,
since the phase potentially may lead to the dis-
assembly phase with a significant amount of
mechanical energy release as a result of the
recriticality events. A series of whole-core
transition-phase calculations was performed by
the SIMMER-II code with a neutron diffusion
option, for which the initial condition was
based on a SAS3D analysis of the initiating
phase. The SAS3D case connected to SIMMER-II
was a best—estimate (or the most probable) one
which resulted in slow and mild accident progres-
sion as shown in Fig. 2. The data translation
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from SAS3D output Into SIMMER-II Input was made
at 20.3 s Into the accident, shortly after the
power transient (sub-prompt critical), using the
SAME code developed at PNC as an automated inter-
facing tool between the two codes. By this
time, coolant voiding and fuel disruption had
proceeded almost the entire core as shown in
Fig. 3, which depicts the core state at the
connection time.

POWER • REflCTIVITT VS TIME

10'

18.0 18.S 19.2 19.6 20.4 21.0 21.S 22.2 22.8
TIME IN SECONDS

Fig. 2 Power and Reactivity Histories During SAS3D
Initiating-Phase Calculation
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^ = J : CONTROL R00.

. POSITIVE VOID WORTH BOUNORRT
NUMBERED 9r CHflNNEL. IC:CONTROL ROOl

CORE flSSEnBLT RING NUMBER

Fig. 3 Core State at SAS-to-SIMMER Connection
Time (Rings 10-12: Radial Blanket)

The most important phenomenon in the transi-
tion phase is the extent of fuel removal from
the core region, since it determines a fuel
inventory in the core and hence the recriticality
potential. Among various fuel escape paths,
only Intra-subassembly pin-bundle channels were
taken into account in this study to assess the
transition-phase energetics conservatively.
Thus the fuel freezing and resultant blockage
formation in the upper and lower axial blanket
regions become very important. In the SIMMER
analysis, fuel penetration Into a narrow channel
is controlled by an effective particle viscosity
modeled to simulate the frictional effect of
solid particles flowing with liquid materials.

A separate-effect study preceded the parame-
tric calculations with SIMMER to determine values
of the effective particle viscosity. In the
study, a single fuel subassembly was modeled for
one-dimensional SIMMER calculations to examine
the effect of the particle viscosity on fuel
freezing along the above-core pin-bundle structure.
The case with a 100.0-Pa s viscosity predicted
that the core fuel penetrated only 10 to 20 cm
into the axial blanket region. Such a penetration
length is apparently much shorter than a typical
value (about 40 cm) observed in the fuel freezing
experiments (23). Thus the value is extremely
conservative with respect to fuel removal from
the core. The case with 50.0 Pa s resulted in
the fuel panetration of 20 - 30 cm, which is
more realistic but seems still conservative.
Finally the case with the standard value (1.0 Pa
s) predicted no blockage formation. Based on
these calulations, three SIMMER-II cases were
set up. It is noted that in Cases 1 and 3, the
particle viscosity was varied only in the regions
outside the core, and was unchanged in the core
region to keep the core-fuel mobility.

Most Conservative Case (Case 1)
In Case 1, the core fuel Is allowed to

penetrate only a short distance Into the blanket
regions, resulting in a bottled-up core with the
highest recriticality potential. The overall
neutronlc behavior during the transition phase
Is shown in Fig. 4. As revealed in the figure,
three prompt-critical power bursts were predicted
and the reactivity ramp rates were in the orders
of 20, 10 and 60 $/s, respectively. The first
power burst caused by compactive fuel motion in
mid- and low-power subassemblies was nors-energetlc
because of intersubassembly Incoherency in fuel
motion. This burst was mild but important because
It increases the core enthalpy level stepwise
and initiates canrwall melting, allowing radial
material motion after that tiae.

The second power burst at 1.7 s was again
caused by gravity-driven fuel slumping and was
non-energetic because preceding can-wall meltout
had driven the fuel outward.

At around 2.4 s into the transition phase,
all the core subassemblies became interconnected,
forming a whole-core-scale pool. The fuel motion
in this stage Is characterized by the highest
mobility and coherency. The third power burst at
3.1 s was caused by large-scale sloshing motion
of the pool. This center-focused sloshing-in
motion is very important especially In the
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Fig. 4 SIMMER-II Transition-Phase Calculation
(Case 1: Most Conservative Case)

zoned homogeneous cori, because the inward motion
of the outer-core fuel with a higher enrichment
may cause a large reactivity insertion. The
power burst encountered was the most energetic
in the three cases, but was not overly energetic.
The ioentropic fuel work potential of the post-
burst core estimated from the pressure-volume
work up to the cover gas volume was 100 MJ at
most, and hence was lower than the upper bound
of the initiating-phase energetics (120 MJ).
Thus the transition-phase energetics can i,-
sufficiently accommodated within the react ->r
vessel, even if the pessimistic assumptions are
made for the fuel removal process like In this
case. At the end of the calculation, the core
state was neutronically stabilized because of the
reduced inventory of core fuel due to accumuated
fuel removal from the core.

Reference Parameter Case (Case 2)
In Case 2, the core fuel could continuously

be removed from the core region without blockage
formation. Thus this case was expected to result
in a mild neutronic transient with no energetic
recriticality. Figure 5 presents the histories
of the calculated neutronic transient. Two
power bursts were predicted, but these were very
mild with the reactivity ramp rates less than 20
$/s. Since no permanent blockage was formed in
this case, later neutronic transient became very
milder due to sustained fuel removal from the

Less Conservative Case (Case 3)
This case is more realistic than Case 1, but

still conservative concerning the fuel removal
from the core. The conservatism in this case is
discussed later by comparing SIMMER calculations
with experimental data on fuel freezing. The
overall neutronic behavior predicted is shown in
Fig. 6. The power burst pedicted to occur at 0.2
s is almost the same as that calculated in Case 1.
However, as expected, the later ueutronic transi-
ent becaae much milder with no recriticality
events, because more amount of the fuel relocated
from the core. This means the recriticality po-
tential in the transition phase is very sensitive
to the assumption employed for the fuel freezing.

Time (sec)

Fig 5 SIMMER-II Transition-Phase Calculation
(Case 2: Reference parameter Case)

.efictivity

i -

Time (sen)

Fig. 6 SIMMER-II Transition-phase Calculation
(Case 3: Less Conservative Case)

WORK-ENERGY EVALUATION

The mechanical work energy generated in CDAs
was formerly estimated by isentropic expansion
of a high-temperature core material (usually the
fuel) resulted from a neutronic power burst or
disassembly. This simplified thermodynamic
treatment of the core expansion phase is overly
conservative, since it neglects the important
energetics-mitigating effects inherently available
for limiting work-energy generation. These are:
mixing of core materials and resultant heat losses
from the fuel; thermal and hydraulic losses when
hot core meterials ara discharged through the
upper core structure; and condensation of a
vapor bubbla when it expands Into the upper sodium
plenum.

The SIMhKR-II code has been applied to the
analyses of this phase taking these effects into
account. The evaluated work energies in this
study are described in the following for the two
accident paths leading to disassembly.
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Initiating-Phase Energetics
In this case, an initial condition for the

core expansion is characterized by relatively
low steel (can wall) temperature and presence of
some amount of liquid sodium in the core- The
latter can be understood by considering Che fact
that an energetic sequence occurs only under a
LOF-d-TOP condition. The presence of liquid
sodium within and near the core is very important
in evaluating the work energy, because sodium
vaporization and resultant pressure buildup may
augment the slug kinetic energy. SIMMER-II
calculations of the core expansion phase were
performed based en the most conservative case in
the SAS3D initlating-phasa analysis. The initial
average fuel temperature Is ca. 4200 K with a
peaking factor of 1.5. A parametric study was
performed first to examine the effects of various
structures on kinetic-energy mitigation, assuming
the voided-core expansion. The impact kinetic
energies (IKEs) calculated are shown In Fig. 7.
SIMMER-II with taking all the structures into
account predicted IKE as low as a few megajoules,
more than one-order-of-magnitude reduction from
the isentropic fuel expansion (120 MJ). Anong
the structures modeled, the upper core structure
was found to have the largest effect on energetics
mitigation.

In the partially-voided-core expansion, for
which an Initial liquid sodium distribution Is
taken from the SAS results, occurrence of in-core
FCIs becomes important. A parametric study
showed that the predicted IKE was very sensitive
to an amount of liquid sodium In the core and an
assumption on the fuel-to-sodium heat transfer.
In SIMMER, the FCI is treated in a conservative
manner such that liquid components are instan-
taneously mixed finely and the liquid-liquid heat
transfer tends to be overpredicted. Even with
these conservative assumptions, the predicted
IKE was 50 MJ at most and hence Is well lower
than the lsentropic expansion.

Transition-Phase Energetics
For the transition-phase energetics, an

initial condition for the core expansion is
characterized by high steel temperature (higher
than 3500 K) and almost complete voiding of liquid
sodium from the core. Thus, In this case, the
augmenting effect of the irt-core sodium can be
neglected, but the higher steel temperature
reduces the heat losses from the fuel. A SIMMER
calculation was performed for the third power
burst in Case 1 (see Fig. 4) of the transition-
phase calculations. The Initial average fuel
temperature is ca. 4750 K with a peaking factor
of 1.2. As noted previously, an energetic recrit-
Icality occurs only when the core is bottled up
by steel and fuel blockages formed through the
upper and lower core structures. The presence
of the blockages as well as the intact structures
surrounding the core may contain the core expan-
sion, or even If a part of the blockage breaks
up, the ejection of the core materials may be
largely -estrlcted. In the SIMMER-II calcula-
tion, however, these blockages were neglected
with a view to evaluating the work energy conserv-
atively. The predicted IKE was ca. 13 MJ and
hence a large reduction in work energy was again
achieved.

laentropic Fuel Expansion

SIMMER with no Structure

+ UIS

+UIS.FCC

SIMMER with All Structure

02 0.4 0.6 0.B 1
Impact Kirjfitic Energy (Relative)

Fig. 7 SIMMER-II Analysis of Core Expansion Phase:
Effect of Structures on Energetics Mitiga-
tion (UIS: upper internal structure, FGG:
flew guide grid)

Energetics Accommodation
The structural integrity of the reactor

vessel was assessed based on the pressure—volume
curve corresponding to a 500-MJ work potential
(the maximum initiating-phase energetics of 380
MJ plus some margin) (3_). The results explained
In the preceding sections indicate that the
initiating- and transition-phase energetics can
be accommodated within the reactor vessel with
sufficient margin. Also it should be pointed
out that there is another type of energetics-
mitigating mechanism resulted from crashing the
thermal shield layers below the vessel head (24).

SEPARATE-EFFECTS AND CODE-VALIDATION STUDIES

Because of the complexity of accident phe-
nomena during CDA sequences, code-validation
efforts have been performed emphasizing the
separate effects cf Individual key phenomena.
Some of the results of the studies are reviewed
and discussed in the following.

Fuel Freezing and Plugging
The fuel-freezing model of SIMMER-II must

be validated against existing experimental data,
since the phenomenon is very important in assess-
ing the transition-phase energetics. A series
of out-of-pile fuel-freezing experiments (23)
performed at the Argonne National Laboratory was
analyzed by SIMMER-II. In the experiments,
molten UO2 was generated by a thermite reaction
and was injected into a seven-pin bundle channel
simulating the CRBR subassembly geometry.

In the SIMMER analysis, the freezing channel
was modeled in a one-dimensional geometry, while
the injector tank was treated two-dimensionally
to better represent the fuel ejection behavior.
It was found from the parametric calculations
that SIMMER-II could reproduce the experimentally
measured fuel penetration lengths by adjusting
the effective particle viscosity, and that the
value of 10 Pa s would give a conservative esti-
mate of fuel penetration into a pin bundle. It
Is, therefore, concluded that the whole-core
SIMMER calculations (Cases 1 and 3) are suffi-
ciently conservative wiih respect to blockage
formation, and that if realJsticclly evaluated,
the energetics potential of the transition phase
is expected to be much lower.
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Importance must be pointed out on presence
of other escape paths not treated in this study
but available for fuel removal, including Inter-
subassembly gaps and control-rod assemblies. By
taking these paths into account, the energetics
potential in the transition phase will be further
reduced.

Obviously, more experiments are required for
improving the ptienomenolcgical understanding in
this area. It is hoped that the TRAN program
(^5), a series or in-pile fuel-freezing experi-
ments at the Sandia National Laboratories, would
contribute to an increase of an experimental
data base on fuel freezing and plugging.

Subassembly-Scale Fuel Motion
An early stag" of the transition phase

extends over the phases to be calculated by SAS3D
and SIMMER-II. The SAS model can apply until
subassembly can walls begin to melt. Comparison
of the results of the two codes (Figs. 2 and 4)
shows that a significant difference is found in
the predicted neutronic behaviors. That is, the
reactivity state calculated by SAS stayed negative
and the reactor power was gradually decreasing
after the SAS-to-SIMMER connsction time, while
SIMMER predicted the power burst In the same
time range. Ihis difference was ascribed to
diffenrent fuel motions calculated by the two
codes.

Subassembly-scale fuel motion was compared
between SAS3D and SIMMER-II in a one-dimensional
geometry. It was found that the fuel motion In
Intermediate- or low-powered subassemblies had
caused the different neutronic behaviors. Basi-
cally the fuel motion in such a subassembly Is
determined by the combined effect of the gravity
and the drag force from a fission gas flow.
Hence the liquid-gas momentum coupling becomes
Important. While the hydrodynamic models of SAS
(the SLUMPY module) and SIMMER are much the same
including the drag correlations, difference Is
found in droplet (or particle) radii used in the
correlations. That is, a constant radius is
used throughout the SAS calculation, while in
SIMMER a radius is varied dynamically based on a
local flow condition. The larger droplet radius
used in the SIMMER calculations reduced the
liquid-gas drag force, leading to the gravity-
driven compacitive fuel motion. Thus the SIMMER
calculations are conservative regarding the sub-
as sembly-scaia fuel motion.

Boiling Pool Dynamics
A dynamic behavior of a boiling pool to be

formed In the transition phase is crucial in
assessing the possibility and energetics of a
recriticallty event. The SIMMER-II calculations
of pool bollup by Bell {2b) are encouraging,
showing that the code can reproduce the data of
basic two-phase flow experiments over a wide
range of void fraction. More experimental and
analytical efforts are obviously required in
this area.

Disrupted-Core Heutronics
Since the core analyzed in this study is

relatively compact and neutronically tight-
coupled, the accuracy in neutronic calculations
in the transition phase becomes very important.

This means, for instance, that a small reactivity
change due to local material motion may cause a
simultaneous response of the entire core through
the reactor power and then may potentially cause
more coherent material motion. Generally the
neutronic behavior of a disrupted core is charac-
terized by an elevated temperature level and a
neutron flux shape distortion resulted from
large-scale material relocation. The latter
becomes important especially in the whole-core
pool situation, and hence Implies the need to use
a space-dependent kinetics model.

The above discussions suggest that the neu-
tronics model of SIMMER-II should be validated for
various material configurations under disrupted-
core conditions. For this purpose, a series of
Fast Critical Assembly experiments, especially
the fuel slumping experiments, performed at the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute was analyzed
by SIMMER-II. In the experiments, a core meltdown
sequence was represented by several loading pat-
terns In which both slumping-in and slumping-out
conditions were simulated. The reactivity changes
measured In the experiments were compared with
the SIMMER calculations. The SIMMER-II code with
the transport theory could predict the fuel slump-
ing reactivities within a range of C/E ratio
better than 0.8. The remaining difference is
ascribed to neglecting heterogeneity and neutron
streaming effects typical In critical experiments.
Regarding the applicability of the diffusion
theory to disrupted-core conditions, it is con-
cluded that the theory tends to underestimate
a reactivity insertion by fuel slumping because
of overestimation of neutron leakage, but that
this difference may not significantly alter the
accident scenario and major conclusions obtained.

Falldown of Upper Core Structure
In the SIMMER calculations of the transition

phase, ^ore meltout started from the core center
toward its periphery. The structures surrounding
the core stayed unmelted during the transient.
It should be pointed out, however, that there Is
a possibility of the upper core structure to fall
down into the molten core regioi: when it loses
its support. This mechanism Is design dependent,
and the longer upper structure (more than 1.5 m)
may maks the falldown less likely, even though
the upper core restraint is not very tight.
Nevertheless it is believed worthwhile to take
this phenomenon into account, because it may
significantly reduce the rtcriticality potential
by: diluting the core fuel, and allowing the core
material to escape easily through the structure.

This process was simulated with SIMMER-TI by
transferring the structure mass into mobile solid
particles in mesh cells below which no structure
was present. After the first can-wall failure
in the central rings of the core, the reactivity
decreases largely. This is explained by the fact
that the can-wall melting in the core region
caused the falldown of th« upper core structure
and hence diluted the core fuel in a short tine.

The reduction In a recriticality potential
due to core dilution or addition of neutron
absorbing materials is very large. As the result
of the falldown, an open hole was formed in the
central two subassembly rings. Subsequent fuel
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removal through this path prevented the occur-
rence of a recriticality nvent in the later stage
of the transient.

Analysis of Core Expansion Experiments
From the SIMMER-II calculations of the core

expansion phase, It is obvious that the mechanis-
tic treatment: of che phase is effective in re-
ducing the excessive conservatism in energetic
assessment. To this end, the SIMMER model must
be experimentally validated, especially on the
energetics-mitigating effects. It is for this
reason that a SIMMER validation program is pur-
sued extensively in various organizations.

The first effort along this line at PNC was
the analysis of the Omega experiments (ZT) per-
formed at Purdue University. SIMMER-II could
successfully calculate the bubble behavior and
the slug impact time in the nitrogen expansion
experiments at room temperature. Regarding the
flashing water experiments in which high-temper-
ature water/steam mixture was injected into the
cold water pool, SIMMER with a two-component
model resulted in an earlier slug impact time
than the experiments. This is because a signifi-
cant amount of cold water was entrained into a
hot vapor bubble in the experiments. Hence
further mitigation in SIMMER-calculated kinetic
energy would be possible by modeling or simu-
lating the entrainment phenomenon. In other
words, the current SIMMER-II calculations are
judged to be conservative because of the under-
estimation of vapor condensation.

A new series of out-of-pile experiments is
being planned at PNC to further validate the
fluid-dynamics model of SIMMER-II. In the exper-
iment, the energetics-mitigating effects of the
upper core structure and the vapor condensation
behavior will be studied.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the SIMMER-II code was suc-
cessfully applied to the important areas in
assessing the CDA energetics. It is concluded
that energetic sequences are found only under
limited conditions both in the initiating and
transition phases. The structural-integrity
assessment performed formerly is shown to envelop
appropriately the bounding CDA energetics. In
addition, the existence of various energetics-
mitigating phenomena (thermal, hydrodynamic and
structural) must be emphasized. While the code-
validation efforts performed thus far have
supported these conclusions, they should be
further enhanced for the improved understanding
of accident phenomenology and the reliable CDA
assessment in the future.

This study focused, in a deterministic way,
on the bounding cases from the energetics point
of view, and hsnce the relative importance of
individual sequences was not assessed. It is
planned, as a part of the PRA framework (2_8), to
integrate the results obtained in this study.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes SEURBNUK, EURDXN-03 and other
dynamic loading and response computer codes which
are used to assess the CDFR roof capability under
severe accident (HCDA) conditions. Results of
the assessment are presented, iaentifying impor-
tant features of the roof response and the
behaviour of the hold-down systems for roof and
rotating shields. Supporting experimental work
is also described, the combination of computer
codas and experiments providing a powerful
assessment capability. The assessment indicates
that the roof and associated structures are likely
to survive the threat from the fluid impact phase
of a l GJ energy release. Future work is
outlined.

INTRODUCTION

HCDA's are very low probability events, beyond the
design base. Nevertheless, all reasonable steps
are taken to mitigate the radiological effects of
HCDA's by primary and secondary containment. A
strong primary containment is provided for CDFR
and the design is optimised to provide consistent
strength for the various types of loading
experienced during an HCDA, ensuring that
significant weaknesses in the containment bound-
ary are avoided. It is anticipated that it will
be possible to show that the dynamic loads
resulting from most conceivable HCDA scenarios
will not breach the primary containment boundary.
In assessing containment strength under HCDA
loading, particular attention is paid to the
reactor roof.

The roof loading is represented as a high pressure
pulse of 60 ms duration due to sodium impact or
blanket gas compression, followed by a quasi-
static pressurisation due to sodium vapour
pressure (Fig 1). Recent studies have concen-
trated on the dynamic loading phase. Since it is

difficult to determine the likely yield of an
HCDA, containment strength has been assessed by
assuming a mechanical energy release of 1 GJ (to
atmospheric pressure) from a bubble of core
materials having a specified p-v characteristic.
This level of mechanical energy release should be
high enough to identify weaknesses in the
containment boundary. It is significantly
greater than current best estimates from whole
core accident studies and provides a substantial
margin for yield enhancement due to sodium
vaporisation through MFCI or Q* phenomena.
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FIG.1 ROOF LOADING AND PRESSURE HISTORIES

The roof is a ferritic steal structure, approx-
imately 19m diameter and 3n deep, comprising
horizontal annular plates and vertical radial
webs with shielding concrete between the inter-
mediate and top plates (Fig z). m recent
containment analysis two thicknesses of face
plates have been considered, namely 5Omn and 3Smm.
The rotating shield hold-down system is a shear
key design; 15 keys, each about lm wide, are
arranged around the circumference of the plug with
approximately lm separation. The major penet-
rations, pumps and intermediate heat exchangers,
occupy a large part of the volume of the roof space
as illustrated in Figure 3. The roof is supported
on a conical skirt which is fixed to the concrete
vault.
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FIG.2 CDFR PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

The main issues associated with the assessment of
roof strength ares-

(i) Global displacement of the reactor
roof, usually characterised by the
maximum vertical deflection of the
inner edge. The main effect on the
containment boundary is the subsequent
deflection of the secondary sodium
pipework leading to the possibility of
breakage. Other effects inriude the
acceleration of components on top of
the roof leading to missile generation.

< ii) Straining of the roof structure, to
ascertain whether large strains are
produced in plates, leading to the
possibility of failure of the contain-
ment boundary.

(iii) Local deformation of the bottom plate,
to assess whether interaction with roof
cooling pipes immediately above places
the pipes at risk, leading to loss of
cooling and possible failure of the
plate.

;iv) Possible failure of the transition weld
between the stainless steel of the
primary vessel and the ferrltic steel
of the roof structure under the bending
conditions imposed on that region due
to global roof movement.

(v) Relative movements of the rotating
shields and roof, to ensure that the
back-up seal remains intact, thereby
precluding the possibility of sodium
leakage,

(vi) Strains and loads on the shear keys, to
confirm the ability of the roof to
retain the plugs.

INNER
/ CYLINDER

FIG.3 PLAN VIEW OF ROOF

IHATCHED AREA SHOWS SECTOR
REPRESENTED IN CALCULATIONSI

Response of the conical roof-support
skirt, to ensure integrity and to
investigate the effects of transmitted
loads on the concrete vault.

(viii) Hold-down, integrity and seal capabil-
ity of penetrations such as 1HX, pump
and primary cold trap loop cover, to
ensure the continuity of the primary
containment boundary.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A variety of computational tools is required to
produce a coherent analysis of both the global
response of the roof and the detailed response of
particular components. This analysis is per-
formed by Central Technical Services (UKAEA,
Risley) ana by NNC and their associates. The
tools in use are indicated in Figure 4. The
diversity of computational tools is dictated by
particular technical requirements and cost con-
siderations, drawing on the code availability and
experience of the particular teams involved in the
work.

The SEURBMJK code (1), supported jointly by AEE
Winfrith, EIR Wurenlingen and the Euratom Joint
Research Centre at Ispra, is used to produce
loading histories on the roof, primary vessel,
penetrations and internal structures. It models
tr.e major components of the primary containment
illustrated in Figure 2 and uses, as input, a P-V
relationship for the excursion, which is trad-
itionally taken to be a fuel vapour expansion
arising from a slow TOP event. A SEORBNUK model
for CDFR is shown in Figure 5. An Eulerian mesh
is used to solve a finite-difference formulation
of the appropriate conservation equations govern-
ing compressible fluid flow, allowing rigid
structures (fixed in space), flexible thin shells
or porous/perforated structures (allowing a
restricted flow). The hydrodynamics are affected
by the interaction between fluid loading and
structural movement and this is accommodated for
thin shell structures; these shells can be
connected and/or perforated. The code is two-
dimensional (axisymmetric) but studies performed
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FIG.4 CALCULATION SCHEME FOR ROOF RESPONSE STUDIES

to date (2) indicate that the hydrodynamic loads
generated as a result of the HCDA can be
adequately reproduced by an axisyninetric code.

Further refinement in the structural modelling
and fluid-structure coupling has been made
possible by linking SEURBNUK to the finite-
element code EURDYN-01 to create the code
SEURBNUK-EUHDYN (3). In this axisymmetric code
structures can be represented as combinations of
connected shells and constant strain triangular
elements.

During the fluid impact loading, roof movement
will produce a feedback effect, modifying the form
of the loading; the importance of this fluid-
structure interaction will depend on the time-
scale of the loading and the timescale and extent
of the roof movement. SEURBNUK-EURDYN provides a
limited capability to investigate this effect and
the strategy for a more comprehensive invest-
igation has been described elsewhere (4).
However, most roof response studies in the UK have
adopted an uncoupled approach, taking roof
loadings from SEUKBNUK calculations and using
these as input for calculations of the overall
dynamic response of the roof using the code
EURDYN-03(5).

In EURDYN-03 calculations, the roof is repres-
ented by triangular thin shell elements in a 3-
dimonsional space. The inertial effect of the
concrete is represented by modifying the density
of the surrounding steel. An EURDYN-O3 model of a
15° sector of the reactor roof is shown in Figure
6; the figure is a simplification of the full
calculational model which comprises 98 elements.

FIG.5 CDFR SEURBNUK MODEL

VESSEL -

FIG.6 EURDYN MODEL OF CDFR ROOF

More recent refinements of the EURDYN model
include representations of the minor penetrations
and the shear key connector. The load on the roof
plug is modelled as a single ring load acting on
the inner circumference of the roof and the pull-
down load transmitted from the primary vessel is
ignored, reflecting the outcome of preliminary
calculations. Various methods have been adopted
to account for the loads associated with the IHX' s
and pumps but further development is needed to
represent this aspect comprehensively.

Complementary calculations h?"e been performed
for NNC using the finite-element code ABAQUS (6)
which has useful pre— and post—processing
facilities together with a more comprehensive
library of elements.

EURDYN-03 (and ABAQUS) calculations provide
important data on the roof response mode and the
global straining patterns and deflections. In
addition, data from these codes are used to
provide boundary conditions for more detailed
stress analysis of the roof and studies of
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specific aspects. Thus a static, finite-element
code PAFEC, already used by the designers for
thermal and mechanical stress analysis, has been
used by NNC for detailed 3-0 stress analysis of
the rooE response under HCDA fluid impact loading,
with particular emphasis on stress concentrations
in the radial webs and in the bottom plate.
Similarly, boundary conditions from the ECIRDXN-O3
calculation at maximum roof deflection have been
used for a detailed assessment of the transition
weld using the ABAQUS code in a static mode.

Relative movements and the overall response of the
roof, shields and key systems are determined using
a simple code RQSHOD (Roof-Shield Overall
Dynamics). The code takes loads from SEORBNUK
calculations as input and uses lumped mass-spring
techniques with roof stiffness data inferred from
EURDKN—03 operated in a static mode (Fig 7).

FIG.7 ROSHOD MODEL OF OVERALL
ROOF DYNAMICS

Stiffness data for the components of the key
systems; are determined using the finite element
code UNCLE (7), also in a static mode. As a
useful consistency check the roof displacement
history from ROSHOD is compared with that from the
EURDYN calculation.

A dynamic 1-D code CFHSIM (8) based on the lumped
mass-spring techniques embodied in RQSHOD has
been used to analyse the overall containment
response, with parameters adjusted to fit the
results of SEURENUK and EURDYN calculations which
it complements (Fig 8).
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FIG.8 CFRSIM MODEL OF REACTOR AND HOLD-DOWN

One particular application of CFRSIM has been to
study the reactor hold-down system with stiffness
parameters for the support structure being

obtained from a static analysis using the ABACUS
code. This form of analysis has produced
estimates of movements and loads through the
skirt-vault system for both bolted and integral
hold-down systems. The simplicity of this tech-
nique is attractive and extensions OE the model
hav£ h .en undertaken or are envisaged (eg
modelling the reactor support structure, and
incorporating a tr._tment to deal with leakage
through the roof into the secondary containment).

REACTOR ASSESSMENT

Successive calculations of roof loading and
response under HCDA conditions have been per-
formed against the background of a gradually
developing and improved CDFR design concept. The
results of the assessments presented in the
following paragraphs are based on calculations
performed mainly for the latest design, drawing on
results of earlier calculations where necessary.

Calculations of roof response have been performed
for designs having "thick" (SOnm) and "thin"
(35mm) face plates, the latter being attractive
not only because of the smaller quantity of steel
needed but also because heat treatment of the
welds is not required. The calculations suggest
a simple mode response (Fig 9) with maximum
deflections occurring at the inner radius of the
roof (ie at the junction of the roof and outer
rotating shield); associated radial and axial
strains are of the order 1.5%. Early EURDYN and
ROSHOD calculations suggested a peak dynamic
deflection of ~215mm with the thick plates, rising
to "420mm for the thin plate design. Improved
modelling of the effects of major penetrations on
loading data reduces the peak displacement for the
thin plate design to 280mm, providing a guide to
the uncertainty associated with the modelling of
the penetrations. Pull-down from the reactor
vessel has little effect on the predicted
deflections.

SOMM FACE PLATES

35MM FACEPLATES

35MM FACE PLATES
(IMPROVED MODELLING OF
EFFECTS OF PENETHATIONSl

50 100 150 200

TIME IMS)

FIG.9 GLOBAL ROOF DEFLECTIONS

Further reductions in the predicted deflections
might be achieved by taking account of tha fluid-
structure interaction but this refinement has
been considered unnecessary since movements of
the secondary sodium pipework arising from these
deflections are judged to be acceptable. The
accelerations implied by these deflections pose
no significant threat from missile generation.
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Dynamic EUROTO calculations supported by more
derailed PAFEC and ABACUS calculations (in static
mode) have indicated that tl.ere will be signif-
icant local bending deformation of the bottom roof
plate near the outer periphery of the roof away
from the radial webs and penetration stiffening
rings. An additional local deflection of •7Oua
is predicted for the thick fcse fclate, rising to
-130mn for the thin face plate. Associated
coopressive strains are "2% but buckling is
thought to be unlikely because of the out-of-plane
fluid impact load, The ends of the cooling pipes
are located 200mn above the bottom roof plate and
consequently this level of local deformation
poses no threat to the cooling system. In any
case there are minor penetrations in most of these
locations and modelling of these features in
recent calculations for the thin plate .design
reduces the predicted local dimpling of the bottom
plate from 130nm to 20mm without any significant
increase in the global roof deflection.

Experimental studies, reported below, identified
the possibility of high shear strains and buckling
in the radial webs. For the reactor situation,
predictions of -6% shear strains in the webs were
reduced to "2% with the use of more detailed
finite element models, but the possibility of
buckling persists. A further calculation,
attempting to provide a conservative estimate of
the effect of a buckling collapse by omitting
elements near the periphery of the roof has
suggested that global deflections will not be
greatly increased if buckling occurs. However,
although a trigger has been introduced in EURDYN
to invoke a modified stress-strain curve when
specified elastic or plastic buckling criteria
are exceeded, a full buckling model is not
available and further study is required before it
will be possible to make a satisfactory assessment
of the role and effect of buckling in tha radial
webs and bottom plate. This is a situation where
it may be beneficial to take account of fluid-
structure interaction effects; the anticipated
reduced loading wo«l/3 rd.r.imise the threat of
buckling collapse.

The predicted global deflections inply bending
conditions on the present design of transition
weJd, inducing a tensile stress on the inner
surface of the weld. This may generate or extend
local crackiivj, threatening the containment
boundary or even the ability of the skirt to
support the roof. ABAQUS calculations (Fig 10)
indicate significant strain levels ("10%) in the
weld surface but further study is needed to
substantiate this and a fracture analysis is
required to evaluate the implications.

ROSHOD analysis of the shear key system (Figs lla,
18) has illustrated the expected result that
clearances between the key components should be
minimised in order to reduce the loads generated
as a result of the fluid impact loading. Figure
lib shows the expected response characteristic
for the key between the inner and outer rotating
shields and the characteristic for the key between
the outer rotating shield and the roof is shown in

SUPPORT SKIRT/PRIMARY VESSEL

FIG.10 TRANSITION WELD JUNCTION BETWEEN
ROOF, VESSEL & SUPPORT SKIRT

FIG.11 SHEAR KEY DESIGN AND RESPONSE

Figure lie. In the latter case, the plug sits
initially on the roof in the key slot; the fluid
impact pushes the plug upwards through 10mm of
bottom edge clearance and lOnm of top edge
clearance to impact the key against the top of the
roof slot and produce an acceptable 8mm of plastic
deformation (± 3nm elastic). UNCLE analysis has
shown that the stresses generated are passed
inwards rather than downwards in the key so that
it would be possible to reduce the length of the
key without compromising its ability to withstand
the fluid impact loading; this is attractive from
a design point—of—view. At this level of
relative displacement, the back-up seal is just
about within specification.

Studies of the reactor support system using the
finite element codes EURDYN and ABAQUS and the
lumped parameter codes ROSHOD and C F R S I M have
shown that the axial strains in the conical
support are acceptable (peaks in the 0.1 - 0.2%
range) and the skirt remains largely elastic.
The connection of this support skirt to the vault
is achieved by extending the skirt and embe-Jding
it in the concrete (although alternative bolted
and grouted systems are studied). Preliminary
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linear analysis suggests that movements at the top
of the vault are acceptable but the high load
(-800 MN) transmitted through the skirt generates
stresses in the vault that require non-linear
effects to be incorporated in the analysis; this
is underway.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Experimental studies have contributed to the
understanding of roof loading and response
phenomena and have an essential role in validating
the calculational tools. Experimental work has
covered the hydrodynamic loading features (COVA
experiments), dynamic response of specific struc-
tures (STROVA experiments), fluid-structure
interaction (WINCON experiments) and static
loading tests. In all cases the experiments are
expensively instrumented.

The COVA programme (9) showed that it was possible
to obtain satisfactory predictions of roof
pressures and impulses ubing codes such as
SEORBNUK. Unrealistically spiky predictions of
fluid impact pressures are produced in some
circumstances but it is argued that the critical
parameters in determining roof response are the
total impulse and its time history, both of which
are adequately predicted. In producing input
load data for structural response calculations,
impulse predictions are processed to obtain
suitably smoothed pressures.

Early WINCON experiments (10) sTiowed that roof
movement during the loading transient can have a
significant effect on the form of the pressure
loading. There may be multiple fluid impacts on
the roof, instead of the single impact that
generally occurs with a rigid roof (Fig 12),
though it has been shown that SEURBNUK can
adequately reproduce this fluid structure inter-
action phenomenon (10).
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FIG.12b ROOF PnfcSSURES AND IMPULSES - SEURBNUK CALCULATION

Also there may be an increase in the total loading
on the roof if significant roof movement occurs,
with the result that it is not necessarily
conservative to assume a rigid roof in assessing
loads. However, ii reactor calculations per-

formed for CDFR the roof movement is comparatively
modest and it is not anticipated that impulses
will be increased by the fluid-structure inter-
action .

comparison of code predictions with STROVA
experimental data has increased confidence in the
ability of codes such as EUKDYN to provide
reliable estimates of roof displacement (Pig 13,
Ref 11) though it should be noted that results are
sensitive in some cases to material data and the
effect of strain-rate. The need for accurate
material data is also pertinent to the reactor
situation but 3train-rate sensitivity is less
important.

E ROOF MODEL

Recent static and dynamic loading experiments
have incorporated increasingly representative
roof models (Fig 14). Difficulties in welding
very thin ("1.6nm) plates prevent a complete and
accurate scaling of the roof structure though
overall dimensions are scaled and the experiments
are designed to produce a deflection/roof-depth
ratio comparable to that predicted for the reactor
situation. The experiments uim to represent the
important features of the roof structure in
experimental models that remain amenable to
analysis, introducing new features in a step-by-
step fashion, in a way that makes it possible to
build up an understanding of the dynamic response
phenomena. The models are manufactured from the
appropriate ferritic steel using plates and
cylinders of 1.6, 2.0 and 4.0mm thickness; there
are 16 radial webs in the models, reflecting an
earlier design configuration, rather than 12 sets
of webs in the current CDFR design.

In an initial static loading experiment (Fig 14,
top) the shielding concrete, intermediate plate
and penetrations were omitted. The model was
hydraulically pressurised until weld failure
occurred, providing data on the response of the
CDFR roof under longer-term sodium vapour
pressure and providing force-deflection data
against which codes such a3 EURDYN can be
validated. The force - deflection curve at the
point of maximum deflection (the plug-roof
connection) is shown in Figure 15. During the
linear part of the response the bottom plate
suffers some additional (-5ni»; local deflection.
However, the essentially static loading is
transmitted effectively to the rest of the
structure so chat the roof deforms as a whole.
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FIG. 14 STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING EXPERIMENTS

with the formation of a bending hinge at the outer
periphery of the roof. This phenomenon is
confirmed by photo-stress measurements on the top
plate. As a result of the global deflection the
radial webs deform in shear until buckling
collapse occurs (point 'A' in Figure 15). The 45°
shear buckling pattern (Fig 16) is observed
visually during the experiment and is confirmed by
dynamic strain gauge measurements.

• MEASURED

• EURDYN-03

DEFLECTION (MMI

FIG.15 STATIC RESPONSE OF A MODEL ROOF :
FORCE-DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTIC

The '.force-fieflection curve predicted by EURDYN is
also shown in Figure 15; such a curve is usually
represented in bilinear form in reactor assess-
ment calculations. Although the code clearly
identifies the importance of shear straining in
the radial webs, it fails to capture either the
extent of the bending hinge (because of the
relative coarseness of the element structure used
in the calculation) or the onset of buckling
(because of the absence of a buckling model in the
code). consequently the radial profile and
actual displacement of the roof are not well-
predicted by the code. This and other code
validation exercises have focussed attention on
the need to ensure that sufficiently fine element
structures are used in reactor assessments and
that due attention is paid to the possibility of
buckling collapse (implying in this case the need
for a trilinear force-deflection characteristic).
Both features need to be allowed for, if the code
is to be used with confidence to produce force-
deflection data for the CDFR roof.

FIG 16: ROOF RESPONSE IN STATIC
LOADING EXPERIMENTS

In the WINCON dynamic loading experiment (Fig 14,
bottom) the concrete infill is represented by
steel shot supported by an intermediate plate but,
in this first experiment of a series, there are no
penetrations. Loaded by the impact of a fluid
slug generated by the detonation of a low-density
explosive charge, the bottom plate suffers a
pronounced dimpling in the regions between the
radial webs (Fig 17).

Loads transmitted to the radial webs induce a
buckling collapse which has a strong axial
component (in contrast tp the static loading case
where there is a predominant shear mode of
buckling). Dimpling of the bottom plate and web
collapse are both initiated at the instant of
fluid impact and it appears that the collapse
moderates the global deflection of the roof. A
peak deflection of 8FJI measured at the inner edge
of the roof can be compared with the overall roof
depth of 100mm, giving a similar ratio of
deflection/depth to that predicted for the CDFR
roof.

EUEDYN-03 calculations for this experiment
indicate "4% hoop strains in the botcom plate
together with large shear strains ("10%) and 3%
axial strains in the webs. This pattern of
straining is consistent with the observed
buckling pattern and in the absence of a buckling
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model in the code it provides a clear indication
of regions where buckling is expected to occur.
The inability of EURDttJ-03 to represent the
buckling of the webs is consistent with the code's
overestimate of peak deflection and further
investigation of this aspect is proposed with a
simple representation of the effect of buckling
included in EURDYN.

FIG 17: ROOF RESPONSE IN DYNAMIC
LOADING EXPERIMENTS

Further experiments are planned but on present
evidence it appears that the codes in use,
particularly EURDYN, are capable of reproducing
the global phenomena observed in dynamic roof
response studies as long as buckling or other
collapse modes do not play a crucial role. A
WINCON experiment is to be performed shortly which
will have a reduced roof depth of SOmm; this
experiment is expected to produce larger global
deflections, providing additional data for code
validation purposes without tha complication of
buckling collapse. A later WINCON experiment
will have a lOOnta roof model incorporating the
stiffening rings of the major penetrations
(IHX's/pumps) and will demonstrate the importance
or otherwise of web buckling for a model closely
representative of the reactor situation. A final
experiment wi; l include the penetrations them-
selves, providing a definitive test of the
computer codes' ability to predict both roof loads
and the roof response in the presence of
penetrations.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Studies based on loop reactor designs have
suggested that predictions of HCDA roof loads may
be significantly reduced if tbermo-hydraulic
effects associated with the expanding core bubble
and flow through above-core structures are taken
into account (eg 12). The code SIMMER has been
used to investigate this aspect for CDFK but large
discrepancies in the energy balance in the
calculations make the SIMMER predictions un-
reliable for this phase of the accident sequence
in pool reactor designs <13). Furthermore the
likely structural behaviour of the CDP3 above-
core structure (Pig 18) it; far from clear.
Earlier studies had suggested that the energy
absorption and fluid deflection capabilities of
this structure could be ignored but recently it
has been suggested that the structure might

undergo a progressive collapse, and that the fli'id
inside the structure may have a marked effect on
the structural response. If so, the presence of
this structure so close to the top of the core may
modify significantly the forceB on the roof
arising directly or indirectly from fluid impact;
this will be examined.

INSULATION

FIG.18 CDFR ABOVE-CORE STRUCTURE

Results from the work completed so far show that
an assessment of the containment strength of tlva
roof structure and associated components can be
made, both in global and local terms. The
development of tools and methods has been such
that design changes can be accommodated and
examined and results provided for the use of the
designers. On present assessments the primary
containment boundary associated with the roof and
shield plug is likely to survive fluid impact
loads from a 1 GJ HCDA. Global deflections of the
roof are acceptable and local damage appears to
pose no major problems. The rotating shield
plugs will be retained and seals should remain
operable. The reactor support skirt remains
largely elastic and the connection to the vault is
expected to present no difficulties. However,
certain areas do require further study. These
include the behaviour of the transition weld, the
possibility and effects of buckling of the bottom
plate and radial webs, the performance of
penetration seals and hold-down, and the role of
the above-core structure.

Further work using this combination of calcu-
lational tools and experiments will aim to confirm
the present assessments and reduce conservatism,
to study design variations and longer term
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loadings, and to assess the response of other 11

parts of the primary containment boundary and
safety related structures.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the effects of complex
internals on the containment response of large
LMFBRs during energetic accidents. Results of a
series of analyses with the ALICE-II code demon-
strate quantitative structural and hydrodynamic
effects from parametric variation of reactor
internal designs. Effects of various upper
internal structure treatments, structural stiff-
ness of the upper internal structure and core-
support structure, and the location and dimen-
sions of internal components are examined.
Results indicate that reduction of primary
containment loads can be accomplished through re-
direction of sodium flows by means of the upper
internal structure and avoiding over-
strengthened, rigid internals. A study of the
beneficial and adverse parameters involved in
primary containment response should be helpful in
optimizing designs for safety purposes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of containment integrity during
severe accidents is a difficult problem since it
involves calculations of the rate of energy re-
lease, fluid transients, and structural response.
The problem becomes further complicated if one
includes all the complex internals within the
primary vessel. These structural components not
only redirect the coolant motion but also impose
constraints on pressure wave propagation and core
expansion. Therefore, the presence of these
internals could have a significant influence on
the response of reactor containment.

2. HCDA ANALYSIS

The ALICE-II code (1 -4 ) has been developed
at Argonne National Laboratory to s p e c i f i c a l l y
handle such primary containment phenomena as flow
through perforated s t r u c t u r e s , large material
distortions, mult i-dimensiofial sliding inter-
faces, flow around sharp corners, highly-
contorted fluid boundaries, coolant spillage,
fluid-structure interaction, and slug impact. A
code such as ALICE-II, in modeling a wide range
of phenomena, is useful in a design effort to
arrive at optimal designs which minimize the risk
to primary containment. We present here some
examples of design studies illustrating the use
of ALICE-II in quantifying the effect of internal
structures on primary containment response during
energetic accidents. Upper internal structure
(UIS) designs, structural stiffness of the UIS
and core-support structure (CSS), and the influ-
ence of core barrel and primary vessel diameter
are all examined.

3. INFLUENCE OF UIS FLOW PATHS

Pressure wave transients originating from
the core region are influenced by the flow paths
present in the UIS. In order to illustrate the
effects of the UIS flow paths on the overall
containment response, a model of a generic pool-
type reactor was created. A schematic of a pool
reactor primary system is presented in Fig. 1.
The primary system, fully contained within the
reactor vessel, includes primary pumps, interme-
diate heat exchangers ( I H X S ) , reactor core, coie-
support structure (CSS), and a cylindrical inter-
nal vessel - the redan - which separates the hot
pool of sodium emerging from the top of the core
from the cooler bulk sodium. Also shown are the
triple rotating plugs in the deck, the upper in-

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of Pool Reactor Primary Syste

ternal straccure (UIS) suspended from the plugs,
and other components which are supported by and
penetrate the deck structure.

It is evident that many flow paths exist
within the primary containment. Chiefly impor-
tant among these are the paths in the UIS, for
the UIS is the first structure encountered by the
coolant exiting the core, and its early influence
on directing pressure waves will determine con-
tainment response in other locations at later
times. Three separate configurations were
analyzed, shown in Figs. 2-4. The essential dif-
ference among them is the UIS design which was
varied to simulate a) annular flow, b) a horizon-
tal guide plate, and c) a cylindrical shroud with
guide plate.

3.1 Computational Models
Figure 2 shows the ALICE-II model of the

pool reactor primary containment with an annular
UIS. This model is the base or reference design.
The essential features modeled include the reac-
tor core, the sodium coolant, radial shielding,
redan, UIS, reactor vessel wall, core-support
structure, and reactor cover. The redan is
modeled as an internal, cylindrical, thin shell.
A sodium free surface is maintained to model slug
impact from vertically accelerated sodium imping-
ing on the reactor cover. The force on the cover
is determined as impact occurs. The reactor
cover is modeled as a rigid structure, capable of
vertical motion, and secured by holddown bolts.
The core-support structure is modeled as a rigid

structure at the bottom of the primary vessel.
It was made rigid to provide identical response
in each case and to help direct the energy upward
into the UIS region of interest.

The reactor core consists of a core-gas
bubble with a pressure—volume equation of state.
Initial core pressure is 23 MPa, and the total
expansion energy is calculated to be 1000 MJ.
Since there is finite room for expansion within
the primary containment, the total energy is not
released, and a residual pressure exists as the
system reaches dynamic equilibrium after the
excursion. The available volume for expansion
consists of the initial cover-gas volume plus the
added volume dcri to the radial deformation of the
primary vessel and the upward motion of the
reactor cover.

In the reference case (Fig. 2), the UIS is
modeled as a right cylindrical obstacle with a
single annular flow channel of cross-sectional
area equivalent to the actual perforated plate.
The vertical annular opening extends through the
entire length of the UIS. In the second case
(Fig. 3), the UIS structure is elevated from the
core and contains a horizontal guide plate with
no axial flow paths. This model permits unre-
stricted expansion of the core-gas bubble until
the guide plate is encountered, prohibiting all
axial flow. The last case (Fig. 4) models the
UIS with the horizontal guide plate and a cylin-
drical shroud. The complex flow paths in this
modified design require the fluid to flow in
through the bottom plate (50% perforation ratio)
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and out through the perforated cylindrical shroud
(perforation ratio 20%). Again, axial flow is
restricted by the guide plate which blocks the
direct vertical pathway to the reactor cover.

3.2 Results

The sudden expansion of the core-ga3 bubble
produces pressure waves within the sodium and
moves sodium out of the core region into the UIS
vicinity. By various means, due to the differ-
ences in flow paths, the sodium eventually im-
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ALICE-II Model of Pool Reactor with
Guide Plate and UIS Shroud

pacts the reactor cover, spills over the redan,
and impacts the primary vessel wall. Variations
in these loads on the primary containment bound-
ary among the three cases studied are signifi-
cant, and lead to some general conclusions.

Figure 5 gives a visualization of the core
disruption in the complex configuration contain-
ing the horizontal guide plate and cylindrical
shroud. At 112 ms after the initiation of the
accident, the sodium has impacted the underside
of the reactor cover. The core-gas bubble, by
this time, has expanded into the UIS as well as
around it. Radial flow through the cylindrical
shroud is evident, as is the presence of trapped
sodium just below the guide plate. The presence
of the UIS shroud acts as a partial blockage to
radial flow and radial pressure wave propagation,
and the guide plate acts as a complete blockage
to upward axial flow and pressure propagation.
At 112 ms, the redan has reached its maximum
radial deformation of 26 cm, corresponding to a
plastic strain of 7.7.1.

At 360 ms the core pree.3ure has been reduced
from its initial 23. MPa to 0.86 MPa. Since the
driving pressure in the core is now very low and
the available expansion volume within the primary
system has been used, the system w\ll reach
dynamic equilibrium and the pressure waves will
be damped out in the large sodium pool.

In the case of the UIS consisting of the
horizontal guide plate alone (see Fig. 3),
results were similar to the case just discussed.
Only a single flow path is available to Che
accelerated sodium - r.he annular space between
the UIS and redan. Sines the guide plate acts as
a blockage to axial flow, the initial axial
kinetic energy of the sodium must be transformed
into radial kinetic energy. It is obvious, froa
the calculation, that this increases the stress
on the redan. At 112 ms the redan has already
reached its maximum radial deformation of 39 cm,
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t = 350 mi

Fig. 5. Reactor Configurations at Three Different Times (Pool Reactor with Guide Plate and UI3 Shroud)

corresponding to a plastic strain of 10.7%. As
the redan is deformed near its midsection, the
top edge is pulled downward, allowing more flow
from the hot pool inside the redan to the cold
pool outside.

In the case of the annular UIS, the core-gas
bubble expands into the UIS region within the
first 100 ms. It is important to note that the
sodium is accelerated inside the annulus as well
as around the outside of the UIS. The presence
of the UIS in separating the sodium flow results
in sodium impact at the reactor cover with a
sodium slug which is no longer coherent. Peak
forces are thereby reduced. Even at 100 ms,
there is noticeable deformation of the redan
since lauch of the sodium has been diverted
radially between the UIS and redan. Most of the
energy released, however, is contained within the
hot pool, and strain energy is absorbed in the
structure present there. By 200 ms, the sodium
has begun to spill over the redan, but even at
360 ms, when the redan has reached its maximum
deformation, the sodium between the redan and
primary vessel remains virtually undisturbed.
The maximum radial displacement of the redan was
19 cm, corresponding to a plastic strain of
5.2%. The maximut" circumferential strain of the
primary vessel was only 0.08%.

3.3 Discussion
A summary of results for the three cases is

shown in Table ) . The core-gas bubble in the
annular case was confined least and, consequent-
ly, was able to expand more easily and release
more energy than the other cases. Also, since
there was freedom to expand axially, the redan
strain was the lowest of the three cases. Of the
two cases including the guide plate, the redan
strain was much lower in the model containing the
UIS shroud, since radial pressures were atten-
uated by rhis structure. Primary vessel strain
behavior is proportional to the redan strain for
the tiiree cases, but at a negligible value, well
within the elastic range. The redan, therefore,
is a useful structural member for pressure
attenuation as well as for separating the coolant
pools.

The differences in the energy released from
the core during the excursion can be explained by
the degree of confinement of the core-gas bubble.
Before 100 ms the three cases are quite similar.
This would be expected since the expanding bubble
has not yet encountered the low—hanging UIS in
the annular or shroud case. After this time,
however, there is a very marked influence on the
rate of energy release. The annular case allows
the bubble to expand directly to the reactor
cover and, therefore, expands at a higher rate.
The other two cases are more confined, with no
vertical pathway through the UIS. The extreme
case of the UIS shroud with the guide plate
permits the slowest expansion of all.

The factor contributing most to reducing the
rate of energy release from the core is the
presence of the horizontal guide plate which
prevents vertical flow of sodium to the cover
region. In both cases where the guide plate was
present the total energy released during the
critical time of the accident was reduced, as was
the rate of energy released. There is some
additional mitigation of energy release due to
the lower perforated plate and UIS shroud in the
third case, but this is a second order effect.
In the reference case, with the annular pathway
through the UIS, the sodium is continuously
accelerated upward, releasing 100 MJ (27%) more
energy from the core during this tine period.

4. INFLUENCE OF STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS

Pressure wave transients originating from
the core are also influenced by the degree of
structural stiffness designed into internals such
as the UIS and core support structure (CSS). A
schematic of a loop-type reactor primary system
is shown in Fig. 6. Surrounding the core are
various structures which may influence the course
of an energetic release by directing kinetic
energies and by energy absorption.

The initial axial kinetic energy from the
core, in general, imparts the major influence on
the primary containment boundary. Axially
accelerated sodium impacts the reactor cover and
the pressure waves generated during this action
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generally leads to some deformation of the upper
portion o£ the primary vessel. Two of the pri-
mary components affecting axial kinetic energy
are the UIS and CSS. In order to examine this
phenomenon, a series of cases were carried out on
a loop-type LMFBR with various combinations of
perfectly rigid and deformable conditions for the
UIS and CSS. Case 1 consisted of a rigid CSS
alone, without the UIS; Case 2 consisted of a
rigid UIS and rigid CSS; Case 3 consisted of a
deformable UIS and a deformable CSS; and Case 4
consisted of a rigid UIS and a deformable CSS.

4.1 Computational Models
The mathematical model used in the ALICE-II

analysis of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 7.
It consists of a reactor core, core barrel,
radial shield, shield barrel, CSS, UIS, deflector
plate, baffle plates, and reactor vessel. In the
analysis the core barrel, radial shield, shield
barrel, baffle pl'ases, and reactor vessel were
treated as deformable-.structures. The CSS is
supported by a deformable^skirt. The UIS is
connected to the reactor head" through connecting
columns. The UIS flow paths are modeled as
annular openings, and a deflector^ plate is
positioned between these flow paths and the
cover.

In Case 2, where the UIS is deformahle, the
supporting columns are modeled as 3-D pipe
elements. Initial lateral imperfections were
introduced to allow buckling under the applied
loads on the UIS. In Cases 3 and 4, where the
CSS is deformable, this structure was simulated
by 2-D axisymmetric shel". elements between a top
and bottom plate (see Fig. 7).

4.2 Results
Table 2 presents a summary of the data

obtained from these calculations. In all of the
cases the initial source term was 23 MPa and the
duration of the excursion was about 200 ms. Slug
impact in Cases 2, 3, and 4 occurred around 75
ms. In Case 1, with no UIS present, slug impact
occurred at 52 ms and produced much more severe
results.

Figure 8 shows the reactor configuration of
Case 3 (Deformable UIS and CSS) at several times
during the excursion. The results of this calcu-
lation are enveloped within those of Cases 2 and
4, and the general fluid-structure phenomena are
similar among these cases. Slug impact occurred
at 75 ms in Case 3 after the sodium had been
accelerated upward between the UIS and core
barrel. The peak pressure on the cover from slug
impact was 50 MPa, and the maximum circumferen-
tial strain on the primary vessel was 1.04%.

The results of Case 1 (no UiS) proved to be
very different from these other cases. Due to
the absence of the UIS and deflector plate the
slug impact occurred first in the central region
with a peak pressure 78% larger than that of Case
3. The transient's effect on primary vessel
strain was a factor of two larger than the effect
on slug impact pressure. Maximum primary vessel
strain was 164% larger in Case 1 than Case 3.

4.3 Discussion
In gsneral, the results show that there is a

benefit, in the form of decreased loading on pri-
mary containment and lower strains in the reactor
vessel, from avoiding over-strengthened, rigid
internal structures. Results of the model with
deformable UTS and CSS (Case 3) showed a 6%
decrease in maximum vessel strain compared to the
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Fig. 8. Reactor Configurations at Three Different Times (Loop Reactor with Deformable UIS and CSS)

Case 2 calculation with rigid UIS and CSS. Also,
the model with only the CSS deformable (Case 4 ) ,
showed a 21% reduction in vessel strain compared
to the rigid case (Case 2 ) . Reduction of primary
vessel strain was accompanied by increased defor-
mation of these internal structures. Case 4
showed such a marked decrease since much of the
kinetic energy was directed downward from the
core. The rigid UIS helped to keep the energies
contained in the core region and produced a
delayed expansion into the cover region.

The detailed results in Table 2 show that
the upper wall deformation is more sensitive to
the deformability of the UIS, whereas the time of
slug impact and tha peak pressure of slug impact
are more sensitive to the deformability of the
CSS, provided that the UIS is present in the
model. The importance of the CSS as an energy
absorbing structure is evident from Case 4 (Rigid
UIS; Deformable C S S ) . Case 4 exhibited the most
CSS deflection, the latest slug impact, the
smallest upper wall deformation, and a compara-
tively low slug impact pressure. Without an
absolutely rigid CSS below the core region, a
significant portion of the energy is transformed
into negative axial kinetic energy (i.e., reduc-
tion of the 'gun-barrel' effect). The perfectly
rigid case (Case 2 ) , on the other hand, exhibited
the earliest slug impact, the highest impact
pressure, and the largest vessel wall deformation
of the three cases with the UIS present.

In addition, the ALICE-II analysis showed
that the inclusion of the UIS in the design,
whether it is assumed to be rigid or deformable,
contributes substantially to the mitigation of
slug impact pressures and primary vessel deforma-
tion.

5. INFLUENCE OF RELATIVE DIMENSIONS

Containment loading is also a function of
the location of internals and the overall dimen-
sions involved. With a specified energy poten-
tial within the core, the geometry of the inter-

nals and the overall dimensions of the system
play a key role in the mechanical loading of the
primary containment boundary. An examination of
these effects have been performed on a model of
the large-scale loop reactor shown in Fig. 6.

5.1 Computational Models
Three different models were used to examine

the effects of design dimensions. Figure 9 shows
one of the ALICE-II mathematical models. In each
model the core barrel, radial shield, baffle
plates, skirt, and reactor vessel are treated as
deformable structures. The UIS and CSS are
treated as rigid. A total core potential energy
of 1000 MJ was input as the source term for the
analysis of each model. The UIS assembly is
supported by a rigid cylindrical shell attached
to the reactor cover.

Model A, for these calculations, was con-
sidered the base case. The primary vessel radius
was 6.36 m, the core barrel radius was 3.78 m,
and the base of the UIS and the top of the core
barrel were at the same elevation. Model B was
created with the same dimensions, but the UIS in
this case was elevated 0.91 m above the core
barrel elevation. Model C, shown in Fig. 9, not
only contained the elevated UIS, but the primary
vessel radius was increased to 7.32 m and the
core barrel radius was decreased to 3.15 m.

5.2 Results
As the 1000 MJ source term in the reactor

core releases its energy, large fluid motion and
structural deformation occurs within the primary
system. Reactor configurations of model C at
three different times are presented in Fig. 10.
The core-gas bubble becomes severely distorted as
it pushes the sodium through the UIS and around
the core barrel, into the upper portion of the
vessel. Deformations of the upper vessel and the
horizontal baffles are clear from the figure. In
this case, with the UIS elevated, there is more
room for core expansion and sodium flow. Slug
impact occurred at 75 ms and the maximum vessel
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s t r a i n of 1.08% occurred s h o r t l y a f te rward .
Resul t s of the t h r ee models are summarized in
Table 3 .

5.3 Discussion
A comparison of Models A and B points out

the effect of elevating the (JIS above the level
of the core barrel. It is evident, from Table 3,
that raising the UIS caused slug impact to occur

17 ms earlier than the 75 ms in Model A. Accom-
panying this accelerated expansion was a 100%
increase in peak cover pressure, a 17% increase
in peak cover force, and a 58% increase in maxi-
mum vessel strain. Elevating the UIS allowed
more room for core expansion early in the excur-
sion, when the potential energy was greatest.
The core-gas bubble rapidly expands upward,
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around the top of the core barrel, and into the REFERENCES
large uppei pool of sodium.

A comparison of Models B and C points out 1.
the effects of increasing the primary vessel
diameter. A 15% increase in the vessel diameter
caused a 49% reduction in peak cover pressure, a
17% reduction in peak cover force, and a 40%
reduction of primary vessel strain. Slug impact
time was also delayed from 58 ns in Model B to 75 2.
ms in Model C. Although the UTS elevation is
identical for these models, the inventory of
sodium within the primary vessel is larger in
Model C, and there is an additional cover gas
volume available for core expansion. Due to the
added sodium, the core energy release is slower,
and the eventual impact pressures are damped by
the larger pool. 3.

It is evident that elevating the UIS and
increasing the vessel diameter are competing
design parameters in terms of safety analysis.
As it happen? in these cases, the combination of
raising the UIS and simultaneously increasing the
vessel diameter (Model A vs. Model C) by the
dimensions specified in Table 3, causes an almost 4.
exact offset of these effects.

6. CONCLUSIONS

These examples illustrate the utility of the
ALICE-II code in quantifying the effects of in-
ternal structure designs on containment loading.
It has been shown that the UIS design, the struc-
tural properties of the UIS and CSS, and the
reactor dimensions play key roles in the hydro-
dynamic and structural response of the primary
system during energetic accident situations. The
relative position and configuration of the UIS,
the radius of the core barrel, and the diameter
of the primary vessel are all parameters which
control the release of energy from the core.

It can be generally concluded that confine-
ment of the initi&l stages of an energetic excur-
sion within the core region, by means of a low-
hanging, rigid UIS or by providing only certain
circuitous flow paths out of the core region
contributes greatly to mitigating the effects of
the energetics on the containment boundary. In
addition, the redirection of vertically accel-
erated sodium by means of a guide plate or per-
forated UIS structures can lead to increase loads
on the reactor cover. Also demonstrated in the
examples were the design parameters of structural
stiffness and relative dimensions. The energy
absorbing capacity of internals or the damping
effects of a large sodium inventory between the
UIS and primary vessel should be kept in mind.
Care must be taken during the design process in
fast reactors to optimize designs for safety as
well as for efficient operation.
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ABSTRACT

A series of scale-model tests has been
performed for the evaluation of the structural
integrity of the Monju reactor vessel under
an HCDA, including the development of slow
explosive, energy calibration and high-speed
tensile tests. A significant inherent safety
feature of the thermal shield layer under plug
head was verified by the experiments, that is,
the deformation of the vessel near plug head
was remarkably attenuated due to the large
absorption of the coolant slug Impact energy
by crushing this layer.

The experimental results were analyzed
by the PISCES-2DELK code, including the crush
effects of the thermal shield layer. It is
concluded that the PISCES-2DELK code is capable
of predicting well the experimental results and
also that the model developed to analyze the
crush effects of the thermal shield layer is
reasonable.

INTRODUCTION

Conformation of the Integrity of the reac-
tor vessel under an HCDA (Hypothetical Core Dis-
ruptive Accident) Is an important safety aspect
in the FBR development. For the evaluation of
the structural integrity of the reactor vessel
under HCDA leads, many complicated phenomena,
such as energy conversion process from thermal
to mechanical energy, pressure wave propagation,
coolant motion, fluid-structure-interaction and
damage behavior of the structures, must be
understood.

One of the approaches to resolve these prob-
lems is to perform experiments with small scale-
models of the reactor, simulating HCDA condi-
tions such as the postulated energy release, as
closely as possible. Examples are 1/20-scale
model teats of CDFR in UK(1), 1/6-scale model

tests of SNR-300 at JRC Ispra(2_) and 1/20-scale
model tests of CRBR in US(j). This approach has
a merit to cover the difficulty in analytical
modeling of hydrodynamic and structural behaviors
of the complicated reactor vessel and internals.
The number of the tests, however, will be limited
and the limitation of the scale-down will be
encountered, because It is expensive and time
consuming to precisely model the structures.

Therefore, it is important to develop the
numerical simulation models to assist in the
extrapolation of the results of the scale-model
tests to the real reactor situation.

Both of these approaches have been taken
in Japan for the evaluation of the structural
integrity of the FBR reactor vessel.

A slow-burning explosive called "SK explo-
sive" has been developed to simulate the HCDA
energy release in the scale-model tests. A
series of shock structural tests with 1/33-,
1/20- and 1/15-scale models of the Monju reactor
vessel and the validation study of numerical
simulation models were performed in 1982 to 1984.

This paper describes the results of these
experiments and their numerical simulations by
using the PISCES-2DELK code.

SLOW EXPLOSIVE

A slow-burning explosive called "SK explo-
sive" has been developed with considerable
efforts to simulate the HCDA conditions in the
scale-model tests. The composition of the SK
explosive was determined as ~70% KC104,'~30% Al
and a small amount of organic paste which gen-
erates the gas. A caluculation showed that the
amount of released gas was less than 1/4 of an
ordinary high-perforraance explosive. To make
energy release rate slower, the SK explosive
was fabricated In a form of grains of 2 mm in
diameter. They are then packed in a paper-made
spherical capsule according to the quantity of
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charge required, together with the ignitor.
The structure of the SK explosive is shown in
Fig. 1.

Based on the calorific calculations and
the tests of underwater explosions, the required
mass of the SK explosive was determined for each
scale-model test, considering the experimental
condition of the gas atmosphere in the core
barrel. Standard charges of 20 g, 100 g and 200
g were selected for the vessel models vith l/33th,
l/20th and l/15th scales, respectively.

ENERGY SOURCE CALIBRATION TESTS

The pressure and the volume increase of the
expanding gas bubble were measured to determine
the work energy released from the various amount
of charges for the respective scale models.

In the energy calibration tests for 1/15-
scale model, a pinhole was bored at the mid-shell
part of the vessel, through which the initial gas
bubble behavior was recorded by a high-speed
camera, using the luminescence of the blast of
the explosive itself. Further, the gas expansion
behavior at its final stage was measured by the
movement of the float on the water surface, which
was recorded by another high-speed camera. By
these data obtained by two high-speed cameras,
the pressure-volume increase relationships were
derived.

The expansion works of the combustion gas
to the cover gas volume are plotted versus the
mass of the explosive charge for the 1/15-scale
model in Fig. 2, which shows good linearity
between the expansion work and explosive mass.

In the case of 1/33-scale model, the rela-
tionships of the pressure-volume increase were
determined only by the data obtained with the
float.

Table 1 shows the summary of the energy
calibration tests.

TENSILE TESTS

Since the scale-model tests were carried

Table 1 Results of energy calibration tests
of SK explosives

Model scale

1/33

1/20

1/15

SK explosive
(8)

20

30

100

50

100

200

400

Gas expansion
energy to cover
gas volume

(KJ)

6.82

3.50

39.2

20.7

44.4

72.0

147

out at room temperature, Nickel 200 (Nl-200) was
used as a model material in addition to stainless
steel type 304 (SS-304) for the extrapolation of
the test results to higher temperature conditions.
This is because the stress-strain relationship of
Ni-200 at room temperature is very similar to
that of SS-304 in an operating temperature range.

Stainless Steel, which is the material of
the real reactor vessel, generally has slight
dependency of the tensile characteristics on the
strain rate in an operating temperature rango.
The hardening law with the strain rate, however,
is an important problem to be taken into account
very carefully in the analyses of the scale-model
tests with SS-304 at room temperature. Therefore,
high-speed tensile tests in the range of higher

Lead Line

Resin Shield

Structure of SK Explosive

Lead lini

Outer Layer (3*)
-Mixed Layer
-Kernel (2#)

Structure of
Capsule (Copper) Explosive Grain

Ignition Squib fejl Ignition Composition

Structure of Igniter

Fig. 1 Structure of SK explosive

200

>
S

S

100 200 300 400
Explosive Mass (g)

Fig. 2 Expansion work of Sk explosive to
cover gas volume (1/15-scale model)
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strain rates up to 630 1/sec ware performed at
JUC, Ispra under the .Toir.t PNC-JRC Fcogram.
Figure 3 shows the results of high-speed tensile
tests of SS- 304 at room temperature and at higher
temperature (550 °C). For the comparison, the
data of Ni-200 material are plotted with circles
in the same figure. From this figure it is con-
firmed that SS-304 has very slight strain-rate
dependency at higher temperature, and also that
the tensile characteristics of Ni-200 at room
temperature is very similar to that of SS-304 at
an operating temperature.

SHOCK STRUCTURAL SCALE-MODEL TESTS

There is no definite theory to determine
an appropriate scale for the scale-model tests.
In the present tests, therefore, three scales
(1/33, 1/20 and 1/15 scales of the Monju reactor
vessel) were chosen to examine the scale effects.
The smallest models(l/33) were designed, with
simple configuration ignoring the complicated
internal structures, to understand the basic
shock structural behaviors and also to provide
the basic data for the validation of numerical
simulation models. The larger models were de-
signed mainly to examine the effects of HCDA
enrgetics and internal structures.

The test matrix is shown in Table 2.

1/33-scale models
Six tests with 1/33-scale models were

performed to demonstrate the experimental
reproducibility with Ni-200 material and to
provide the data for the confirmation of scaling

(kg/mm2) Stress (MN/m1)

45

r 750

- 300

w
Strain Rate (s~'l

630
5
0.45X10-2

(kg/mm2) Stress (MN/m2)

500

40 60

Strain (%)

(a) Test Temperature : 20 °C

(o: Ni-200 (static) at room temperature)

20

10
'f

i 1

550
S
0.45X10-'

1

o

12 24 36

Strain (%)

(b) Test Temperature : 550 °C

Fig. 3 Stress-strain relationships of SS-304

Table 2 Summary of shock structural scale—model tests

Test
No.

10

11

12

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

Scale

1/15

1/15

1/15

1/15

1/15

1/20

1/15

1/33

1/33

1/33

]/33

1/33

1/33

Material

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

Ni-200

Ni-200

SS-304

SS-304

SS-304

Sk
Explosive

[g]

100

200

200

200

200

100

400

20

20

20

30

30

30

C/B
Thickness

[mm]

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.50

1.57

1.57

20

20

20

R/V
Thickness

[mm]

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

1.50

1.57

1.57

1.50

1.50

1.50

Cover Gas
Gap
[mm]

55

55

55

55

184

41

55

25

25

25

25

85

0

Notes

Energetics

|Reproducibility,
(Scaling, Energetics

With Upper Internal
Structure

With Thermal Shield Layer

Scaling

Energetics

Scaling

Reproducibility,

High Temp. Simulation

Cover Gas Gap Effect

(Rigid Core Barrel)
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[mm]
[mm]

(a) 1/33-scale model (b) 1/15-scale model without Internal
structures

mm) [.ntnl

(c) 1/15-scale model with UIS (d) 1/15-scale model with thermal
shield layer

Fig. 4 Scaled models of the Monju reactor
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law, for che extrapolation to higher temperature
conditions and for the evaluation of the effects
of the cover gas gap size.

The vessel models with 1/33-scale have a
thick core support plate and a simple one-plate
plug head. As shown In Fig. 4(a), the vessel
modeia of Test No.24 through Test No.26 were made
simplest with a rigid core barrel to obtain fun-
damental data on the shock structural response of
the reactor vessel to HCDA loads.

An SK explosive was fixed at the center of
the core barrel, the top of which was sealed with
a glass plate to have an air atmosphere condition
around the explosive.

Eight pressure transducers and twenty strain
gages were installed at key locatios on the
vessel wall. Marker lines with a 20 turn interval
were engraved on the outer surfaces of the reac-
tor vessel and Che core barrel to measure the
residual strain and to evaluate the strain energy.
The bottom of the core barrel was covered with 2
cm deep water to protect the surface of the
pressure sensor from the combustion gas.

1/20-scale model
die 1/20-scale model test were performed to

provide the data for the confirmation of the
scaling law.

The 1/20-scale model, the configuration of
which is exactly the same as that of 1/15-scale
model without internal structures shown in Fig.
4(b), except the scaling, has the lower reactor
vessel structure below the core support. The
core support, however, was modeled by a single
plate. The plug head is rigid and the top of
the core barrel was sealed with a glass plate,
similar to the cases of the 1/33-scale models.
In this test, a standard explosive charge of 100
g was used.

The measuring system is essentially the same
as with the 1/33-scale model tests. Ten pressure
sensors were used and forty strain gages were
attached along the marker lines (21 lines were
made on the reactor vessel, 7 lines on the core
barrel and 5 lines on the core support plate).

1/15-Bcale models
In addition to the demonstration of the

reproducibility with SS-304 material and the
confirmation of the scaling law, 1/15-scale
model tests have three purposes. The first one
is to evaluate the effects of HCDA energetics
on the shock structural responses of the reactor
vessel. The second is to evaluate the role of
the upper internal structure (UIS) in an HCDA.
The third is to verify the contribution to an
inherent safety feature of the thermal shield
layer, that Is, the thermal shield layer in-
stalled under the plug head is crushed by the
coolant slug impact to absorb the some amount
of the slug impact energy, and results in the
reduction of the reactor vessel deformation near
the plug head in an energetic HCDA.

As already described, the explos ive charge
of 200 g was selected as a standard .aass for the
the 1/15-scale models, whose wor'. energy roughly
corresponds to an energy rele?se of 500 HJ (ex-
pansion to one atmosphere). Therefore, to eval-
uate the effects of the HCDA enegetics, the ex-
plosive charges of 100 g and 400g were chosen
in addition to the standard charge of 200 g.

A total of six vessel models were prepared
all from the same lot and charge. The plug bolts
were replaced with new ones in each test to
measure their elongation. As shown in Fig. 4(c),
the lower structure of UIS is modeled by a set
of nineteen stainless steel solid rods to
simulate the guide tubes of the control rods.
The thermal shield layer under the plug head
is composed of 30 thin plates held by supporting
rods with spacer rings, one cover plate and one
dip plate. The vessel model with the thermal
shield layer is shown in Fig. 4(d) and the
detailed configuration is shown In Fig. 10.

Ten pressure transducers and 50 strain gages
were used in each test, and 26 marker lines were
engraved along the vessel and 10 marker lines
on the core barrel.
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Summary of experimental results

The experimental results are summarized
below.

Vessel deformation mode. As shown in Fig.
5, in the tests without the thermal shield layer,
the deformaton is always at its maximum around
the shoulder part of the vessel due to the cool-
ant slug impact with the plug head, irrespective
of the scale of the model and the structural
material. The detonation at the mid-shell part
of the vessel is almost completed before the
deformation starts at the shoulder part, because
the deformation at the mid-shell part is caused
mainly by the initial pressure wave of the explo-
sive. This means that the deformation at the
mid-shell part is much dependent on the initial
energy release behavior from the core, while the
deformation at the shoulder part is dependent on
the long term acceleration behavior of the cool-
ant slug, that is, much dependent on the long
term energy release behavior from the core and
the cover gas gap size.

Pressure behavior at slug impact. The peak
pressure at the coolant slug impact on the plug
head depends on the coolant slug acceleration
before the impact, which values varied from 200
to 500 bar in present tests. However, in the
tests without UIS and the thermal shield layer,
a second pressure peak was always observed at
0.5 to 1 msec after the slug impact, which is
quite high and steep but very low as an impulse,
at the center of the lower surface of the plug,
and never observed at the off-center. (See Fig.
16.) This may be caused by the superposition of
the compression wave traveling back towards the
center, after the shoulder part of the vessel
deformed.

Experimental reproduclbllity• The experi-
mental reproducibllity was demonstrated in Test
Nos. 21 and 22 with Ni-200 and in Test Nos. 11
and 22 with SS-304. The reproducibility in the
striin energy of the vessel with Ni-200 was
witiin about 5 % for the shoulder part and
within 20 % for the mid-shell part. Compared
with Ni-200 models, the reproducibility in SS-304
models was much better, which was within about
5 X for the shoulder and within about 10% for
the mid-shell. This difference can be explained
by that the higher strength mokes the SS-304
material insensitive to the small differnces
in the combustion characteristics of the
explosives.

Scaling law. The scaling law was fairly
acceptable within the plastic strain region
in the present three scale tests. With the
present slow explosive, however, the initial
pressure peak varied with the mass of the explo-
sive charge so that there was a limitation of
scaling law to yield the mid-shell part of the
vessel plastically.

Effect of HCDA energetics. An example of
the effects of HCDA energetics on the shock
structural behaiviors is shown in Fig. 6, where
the profiles of the final displacement of the
vessel are compared with simulated HCDA ener-

0 Ten 10 (SK 100g)
• Ten lUSkZOOs)
X T«t 12 (Sk 200s)
A Tax 19 (Sk 400a) (aJ1,
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Fig. 6 Effects of explosive mass on residual
hoop strain of the vessel
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Fig. 7 Total strain energy of the vessel versus
explosive mass (1/15-scale model)
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getics. Figure 7 shows that the total strain
energy of the vessel is in proportion to the
expansion energy of the explosive to the cover
gas volume. For the shoulder part which always
deformed plastically due to the slug impact,
the ratios of the strain energy of the vessel
to the expansion energy of the explosive to the
cover Has volume were in the range of 0.2 to
0.3.

Effect of cover gas gap size. The effects
of the cover gas gap size were fairly large espe-
cially on the shock structural behaviors near the
plug head. A larger cover gas gap tends to in-
crease i:he impact pressure of the coolant slug
with plug head and also to localize the strain
of the vassel near the plug head with higher
strain rate.

Effect of temperature difference. The
effects of the temperature difference betweeen
experimental and operating conditions were ex-
amined by comparing the results between Ni-200
and SS-304 models. From these results, about
30 % increase from the results of the tests with
SS-304 performed at room temperature may be
expected In the maximum plastic strain at the
shoulder part in the operating temperature
condition.

Effects of Internal structures. Figures 8
and 9 show the effects of the internal struc-
tures on the residual hoop strain of the vessel.
The response of the vessel was slightly dependent
on the upper internal structure. A reduction of
16 % in the strain energy was, however, observed
at the shoulder part. Even if the UIS is rigid,
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the flow restriction due to the UIS will atten-
uate the vessel strain.

As shown In Fig. 9, a large effect of the
themal shield layer under the plug head was
observed. The thermal shield layer, the detailed
configurations of which are compared in Fig. 10
before and after the test, was crushed by the
coolant slug impact to absorb a large amount of
the slug kinetic energy, and contributed remark-
ably to the attenuation of the reactor vessel de-
formation near the plug head. Almost 90 % at the
8train energy was reduced at the shoulder part,
and almost 60 Z was reduced even in the total
strain energy including that of the core barrel.
From these experimental results, it Is verified
that the thermal shield layer under the plug head
behaves significantly as an inherent safety fea-
ture in an energetic HCDA.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS BY PISCES-2DELK

The vclidation study of the PISCES-2DELK
code and a model developed to simulate the crush
effects of the thermal shield layer under the
plug head on the structural response of the
prototype reactor vessel was performed by using
the results of the shock structural scale-model
experiments.

Since the hardening effect of the structure
due to higher strain rate Is important in the
scale-ijodel experiments, two hardening correla-
tions based on the different test data were used
for the analytical study. One if based on the
data shown in Fig. 3, the other .Is based on
Albertlni & Montagnanl's data(4).

The dynamic stress Is assumed to be express-
ed by:

+a en
Q; <Sg: dynamic and static stresses

fc: strain rate,
where a and n were determined as;

EXYLD#1 (from Albertini & Montagnani's data)

(2)
fa-0.094EXP(-44.28
ln-0.24 + 3.88 £ p

EXYLD#2 (from data shown in Fig. 3)

fa-0.26 - 1.64 t~
(n-0.089

where £ p is plastic strain.

(3)

The PISCES model
The I/33-sca]a model test with rigid core

barrel (Test No. 24) was selected to compare the
basic shock structural behaviors between the
experimental and numerical simulations for the
code validation purpose. Another set of the
experimental results with the i/15-scale models
(Test Nos. 11, 12 and 16) were used to verify the
numerical model developed to simulate the effects
of the thermal shield layer.

In the analysis of the 1/33-scale test,
(1) the fluids such as combustion gas and water

were modeled by Eulerian processor,

— Plug Head (Rigid)"

Air (Euler)

Crushable Structure -

Water (Euler)

Vessel (Shell)

Barrel Flange (Rigid)
Core Barrel (Shell)—
Sk Explosive (Eulsr)
Water (Lagrange)—
Core Support Plate-
(Shell)

Water (Euler)

(a) without thermal shield layer (b) with thermal shield layer

Fig. 11 PISCES models for analyses of 1/15-scale tests
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(2) the vessel was modeled by Shell processor
with 29 elements,

(3) the shield plug, the core support plate,
the core barrel and the upper flange of
the vessel were modeled by Rigid processor,

(4) the expansion behavior of the combustion gas
was treated by GASBAG model<*>, and

(5) the cover gas(atr) was ignored, i.e., modeled
as vacuum to avoid the trouble in the numerical
calculation of the intermixing.(**)

The PISECS models for the analyses of the
l/15-8cale tests, which are shown in Fig. 11, are
basically identical to that of the 1/33-scale
model except that:
(1) the lower vessel, the core support plate,

and the core barrel were modeled by Shell
processor,

(2) A T-law equation of state was used for the
cover gas in the analysis of the tests
without the thermal shield layer. The cover
gas was, however, ignored in the model with
the thermal shield layer because of the same
reason described above.

(*) An equation of state is specified by user-
supplied P-AV function curve.

(**) In the analyses of the 1/15-scale model
without thermal shield layer, it was
confirmed that the final deformation of the
vessel is hardly affected by the cover gas.
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12 Comparison of final displacement
of the vessel between experimental
and numerical results (1/33-scale,
Test No. 24)

A simple successive plate collision model
was developed to simulate the energy absorption
of the thermal shield layer due to the crush by
the slug impact. The energy absorption mecha-
nisum Is modeled by the following method:
(1) resistance of shearing force by spacer ring,
(2) mass Increase of moving plates on the water

surface, and
(3) inelastic collision between plates.

The dip plate Is modeled by adding Its mass
to the lowest plate of the layer. The energy
absorption by buckling of the side cover plate
is not modeled.

Comparison between analytical and experimental
results

Figure 12 compares the calculated and
measured final profiles of the vessel hoop
strain in the 1/33-scale modjl with the rigid
core barrel. To see the hardening effect of
the structure due to the strain rate, two cases
of the numerical predictions are compared with
the experimental results by using correlations
of EXYLD#1 and EXiLD#2. The time history of the
vessel hoop strain near the plug head is also
compared with PISCES simulations In Fig. 13.

It is seen that the deformation at the
shoulder part of the vessel, which is caused by
the water hammer, is predicted fairly well by
the both hardening correlations, while it is
underpredlcted at the mid-shell part, where the
deformation is mainly caused by the initial
shock wave of the explosive.

Figures 14 and 15 compare the numerical
results with the experimental residual hoop
strains of the vessel without and with thermal
shield layer for the validation purpose of the
crush model. In Fig. 16, pressure behaviors at
key locations of the vessel are corrpared with the
experimental results. The correlation of EXYLD#1
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Fig. 13 Comparison of strain time histories
between Experimental and numerical
results (1/33-Bcale, Test No. 24)
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was used in these analyses for the hardening law.
From these figures, it is seen that fairly

good agreement/i are obtained between numerical
and experimental results In both of the strain
profiles and pressure behaviors.

The energy absorption due to the crush of
the thermal shield layer may be overpredicted
in the present model which ass'imea the inelastic
collision between plates. It may be, hewever,
canceled by ignoring the energy absorption due
to the buckling of the side cover plate.

It is concluded from these results that
the PISCES-2DELK code Is capable of predicting
well the experimental results and also that
the numerical model developed to simulate the
crush effects of the thermal shield layer is
reasonable.

CONCLUSIONS

A series of the tests with 1/33-, 1/20- and
1/15-scale models has been performed for the
evaluation of the structural integrity of the
Monju reactor vessel under an HCDA, including
the development of slow-burning explosives, the
energy calibration tests of the explosives and
high-speed tensile tests.

Based on these results, the experimental
reproducibillty, the propriety of the high
temperature simulation by Ni-200, and the effects
of ths scaling, HCDA energetics, the cover gas
gap distance, and the internal structures such as
the VIS and the thermal shield layer under the
plug head were discussed.

The most important result in these tests
is the following. The thermal shield layer under
the plug head behaves significantly as an inher-

ent safety feature In an energetic HCDA, that is,
the deformation of the vessel uear the plug head
is remarkably reduced due to the large absorption
of the coolant slug Impact energy by crushing
this layer.

The experimental results were analyzed by
the PISCES-2DELK code, Including the crush
effects of the thermal shield layer.

It is concluded that the PISCES-2DELK code
is capable of predicting well the experimental
results and also that the numerical model
developed to simulate the crush effects of the
thermal shield layer is reasonable.
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Table 1

At
Reactor Core
Model Pressure (MPa)

Annular UIS

UIS Guide Plate

Guide Plate and
UIS Shroud

UIS

CSS

Max. Pressure
Zone 9 (MPa)

Max. Cover
Pressure (MPa)

Max. Vessel
Strain (%)

Slug Impact
Time (s)

UIS
Displacement (cm)

CSS
Displacement (cm)

UIS
Elevation
Vbove Core

Model Barrel (m)

A 0

B 0.91

C 0.91

0.59

0.80

0.86

Case

-

Rigid

71.

89.

2.75

52.

-

_

Pr imary
Vessel
Radius

(m)

6.36

6.36

7.32

360 ras,
Core Energy Max. Redan Max. Vessel

Released (MJ) Strain (%) Strain (%)

469.

383.

364.

Table 2

1 Case 2

Rigid

Rigid

26.

59.

1.11

71.

-

_

Table 3

Slug
Impact
Time
(ms)

75

58

75

5

10,

7.

Case 3

Deformable

Deformable

22.

50.

1.04

75.

21.

64.

.2

.7

.7

Case 4

Rigid

0.08

0.15

0.13

Deformable

22.

41.

0.71

78.

-

68.

Max. Max.
Cover Total

Pressure Cover
(MPa) Force (MN)

5.8

11.8

6.0

1300

1518

1250

Max.
Vessel
Strain
(%)

1.13

1.79

1.08
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ABSTRACT

Integral analysis is an approach used at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory to cope with the
broad multiplicity of accident paths and complex
phenomena that characterize the transition phase
of core-disruptive accident progression In a
liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder reactor. The
approach is based on the combination of a ref-
erence calculation, Which is intended to repre-
sent a band of similar accident psfcii1?, and asso-
ciated system- and separate-effecr. studies, which
are designed to determine the effect of uncer-
tainties. Results are interpreted in the context
of a probabilistic framework. The approach was
applied successfully in two studies; illustra-
tions from the Clinch River Breeder Reactor li-
censing assessment are included.

INTRODUCTION

Integral analysis is an approach used at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory to cope with the
broad multiplicity of accident paths and complex
phenomena that characterize the transition phase
of core-disruptive accident (CDA) progression in
a liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR). The
approach implicitly takes into account that the
available analysis tools can only approximate the
actual physics of transition-phase accident phe-
nomena, that the available experimental ami theo-
retical information for model verification is
limited, and that extrapolations beyond our
first-hand experiences are required.

The techniques required to analyze the
transition phase contrast with those traditional
ly used for analyzing initiation-phase CDAs, pri-
marily because the transition—phase accident pro-
gression is much more complex. For example, in
unprotected loss of flow (ULOF) accidents, the
initiation phase consists of a predictable se-
quence: sodium voiding, clad melting and reloca-
tion, fuel pin failure, and finally fuel reloca-
tion. Models have been developed for these
phenomena and implemented in both expcriroent-
and reactor-analysis codes. A large number of
experiments, both in-pile and out-of-pile, have
been performed in the last 2 decades to calibrate
and verify these models. Although many important
questions are not fully resolved, the state of
the art is such that a reactor license applicant
has the technology base to make defendable pre-
dictions of the initiating phase of a CDA based

on his ability to perform so-called mechanistic
calculations, provided the accident paths fall
within the ranges covered.

In the case of heterogeneous core reactors
and other reactors with low sodium void reactiv-
ity, the analysis uncertainty for the initiating
phase is significantly increased because much of
the CDA technology base is not directly applica-
ble. The most important consequence of this de-
sign change is that core fuel removal during the
initiating phase is usually insufficient to guar-
antee permanent subcriticality, and the accident
path prediction must be continued into the tran-
sition phase. Both the reduced applicability of
the technology base and the extension of the ac-
cident path are a direct result of the expansion
of the initiating-phase time scale, which in turn
is a consequence of the reduction in early posi-
tive reactivity feedback and increased incoher-
ence.

A wide range of phenomena may occur in the
transition phase, depending on conditions at the
end of the initiating phase, and the transition-
phase accident path itself. A unique sequence of
events is not predictable because the boundary
conditions (for example, structural characteris-
tics and material energy content) may change
drastically during the transient.

In the transition phase, recriticalities
provide an important driving force for fuel re-
moval and will continue until sufficient fuel has
been removed to preclude further recriticalities.
During this time, structural damage becomes pro-
gressively more extensive as a result of both
thermal and mechanical mechanisms. Fluid motion
depends on the flow paths and the available driv-
ing pressure gradients. Both neutronic and fluid
properties depend on the amount of steel and fer-
tile fuel entrained. Phenomena as diverse as so-
dium boiling in intact subassemblies and boilup
of fuel and steel mixtures in pools formed from
regions of disrupted subassemblies may occur si-
multaneously as a result of incoherency. in gen-
eral terms, the transition phase has a progres-
sively chaotic character, and the accident path
may depend in a strongly interactive way on a
combination of complex phenomena.

Because of this situation, we realized that
a different approach was needed than has been
used traditionally for initiating-phase CDA anal-
ysis. The integral analysis approach itself has
not been described, but the results of its use
can be seen in the Los Alamos analysis(l) of the

521
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Conceptual Design Study (CDS) reactor and the
Clinch Giver Breeder Reactor (CRBR) licensing as-
sessment^) of CDA energetics. The approach it-
self is the subject of this paper and is illus-
trated by means of examples taken from the CRBR
study.

A SAFETY ASSESSMENT PERSPECTIVE

The integral analysis approach follows di-
rectly from the Los Alamos safety assessment per-
spective that is described by a combination of
important general features. First, the difficul-
ty of the transition-phase analysis (Which re-
sults from the need to model complex, interactive
phenomena in extrapolative regimes, to cope with
nonlinear, threshold-effect behavior and the need
to accommodate large uncertainties in initial con
ditions, data, and models) is accepted a priori.
It is not possible to achieve simplistic solu-
tions, but we assume that the state of the art
makes safety assessments of specific reactor
designs possible if probabilistically oriented
conclusions are acceptable. This is because, al-
though precise calculations are not possible, we
are not without knowledge of transition-phase ac-
cident paths. In our opinion, the assessment
problem can be solved by carefully defining an a-
nalysis framework and by using the integral anal-
ysis approach.

The second feature of the perspective is the
need to develop a conceptual picture of the acci-
dent path. The picture may be incomplete at
first, but the missing parts can be identified as
the analysis proceeds, and a coherent picture fi-
nally will emerge. After the major features of
the conceptual picture are in place, a framework
for organizing the analysis can be developed.
This framework, the use of which is our third
feature, is probabilistic in nature because of
the need to deal with uncertainties and provides
the guidance for pursuing the analysis and the
means to integrate and assess the results.

The safety assessment perspective is illus-
trated by briefly reviewing the CRBR assessment
of CDA energetics. In particular, the framework
for dealing with uncertainties is described be-
cause the uncertainties primarily lead to the
need for the integral analysis approach.

In the CRBR assessment, our goal was to de-
termine the potential for a specific LMFBR design
to suffer major containment damage as a result of
CDA energetics. This goal was translated into
three objectives. The first was the identifica-
tion of potential accidents. Several generic, or
umbrella, accidents were evaluated, and we decid-
ed to invest most of the analytic effort into an
analysis of the ULOF accident—mainly because we
recognized the potential for transition-phase
energetics. The unprotected transient overpower
(UTOP) accident also received substantial atten-
tion, and the possibility for LOF-driven TOPs was
a point of special concern. The loss-of-heat-
sink accident received the third priority. The
second objective was the determination of CDA
energetics consequences and their uncertainties,
and the third was the establishment of failure
thresholds along *?ith their uncertainties for the
primary cooling system of the reactor.

For these last two objectives, a conceptual
picture of the accident progression was needed.
This was provided for the transition phase by di-
viding the accident path into subphases, which
were developed from our previous analysis of the
CDS reactor. As will be discussed below, the
utility of subphases is that "dominant" phenomena
can be identified and analyzed, strongly focusing
the assessment process. A framework for proba-
bilistic uncertainty evaluation then was develop-
ed that was based on a qualitative expectation of
accident consequences provided by the conceptual
picture. Figure 1 shows the framework for the
ULOF accident. The probabilities shown in the
figure were not known initially. A definition of
uncertainty categories and probability ranges, as
shown in Table I was included with the framework.

The probabilistic framework is used to guide
the following analysis steps. First, recognizing
that model, data, and initial condition uncer-
tainties may have substantial effects and that a
spectrum of accident paths result if these ef-
fects are considered, a band of possible accident
paths is targeted for representation by a refer-
ence calculation. It cannot be guaranteed that
the reference calculation will represent the tar-
geted band accurately. For example, if the de-
sired band is the "high energetics" portion of
the consequence spectrum (as it was in the CRBR
study), there will be difficulties in anticipat-
ing the net result of nonlinearities and thres-
hold affects. These are the same type of diffi-
culties that plague identification of the unique
"upper energetics bound" accident path used in
other approaches. However, the probabilistic
framework should allow a margin of error in this
regard if properly constructed. One or more ref-
erence calculations are performed and the results
are analyzed in the second step. This is to
identify and characterize the dominant phenomena
and to characterize the regimes and boundary con-
ditions needed for separate studies to confirm
modeling choices. In the third step, the credi-
bility of the models used in the reference calcu-
lation and the uncertainties in the supporting
data base are evaluated for each of the dominant
phenomena. The effects of uncertainties leading
t£> phenomena not observed in the reference calcu-
lations but of significant potential consequence
may be discovered in these studies. If large po-
tential deviations from the original reference
calculations are evident or if the models need
adjustments to represent the desired band of ac-
cident paths properly, a new reference calcula-
tion would be performed.

At Los Alamos, we have used two types of
studies for evaluating the reference calculation.
System-effect studies are performed tn evaluate
the coupling and interaction of different models,
for example, neutronic "tuning" of fluid motions
(that is, neutronic-driven increases of fluid mo-
tion coherence). Separate-effect studies are
conducted to evaluate the performance of individ-
ual models, for example, the liquid-liquid heat
transfer model. Experiment comparisons are in-
corporated into both types of studies wherever
possible.

An important analysis goal is to bound the
potential effect of uncertainties for each of the
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Fig. 1. Probability assignments to the hranches of the generic ULOF sequence.

TABLE I

DEFINITION OF PROBABILITY SPLIT LEVELS
FOR THE CRBR ASSESSMENT OF CDA ENERGETICS

1/10 Behavior within known trends but obtain-
able only at the edge~of-spectrum para-
meter values.

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded
but outside the spectrum of reason.

1/1000 Physically unreasonable behavior vio-
lating well-taiown reality and its occur-
rence can be argued against positively.

previously characterized subphases of the acci-
dent paths. Approaches to this goal may be very
detailed and systematic or more simplified and
judgment-oriented. For example, exhaustive event
trees of the accident progress can be construct-
ed, allowing system- and separate-effect studies
to be defined in great detail. The results of
calculations with a systematic variation of un-
certain parameters and/or models then can be used
to obtain branch point probabilities. We have
used this last technique to quantify the effect
of uncertainties in the post-disassembly expan-
sion process.<3) However, a more judgment-
oriented process based on establishing an approx-
imate conservative bound on the consequences of
each accident subphase was used in the CRBS work.
Whatever the technique used, the purpose is to
insure that the reference calculation is indeed
representative of the targeted band and that the
associated uncertainties are bounded. Thus, the
term "conservative" in the CRBR case refers to
establishing a low probability of the bound being
exceeded significantly by unexplored accident
paths as well as 'o consequence predictions made

uncertain by physics that is not treated appro-
priately. Figure 2 shows an example of this kind
of uncertainty bounding for the post-disassembly
expansion following an energetic recriticality in
the CRBR. The uncertainty bands for energetics
as a function of reactivity insertion rate and
the vessel head tolerance for the consequences of
these energetics have been estimated by a number
of system- and separate-effect studies.

The final use of the probabilistic framework
is integrating the individual results. The pos-
sibilities for accident progression are deline-
ated by joining the subphases identified in the
reference calculation and the possibilities for
departing from the targeted band of accident
paths (in the CRBR case by termination of the ac-
cident progression as a result of fuel dispersal
or energetic disassembly). Probabilities were
assigned to each possible path using the results
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of system- and separate-effect studies. The pro-
bability values shown in Fig. 1 give these re-
sults for the CRBR ULOF analysis.

IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRAL ANALYSIS

Integral analysis is our term for the com-
bined analysis of reference calculations and as-
sociated system- and separate- effects studies.
As previously explained, the results of this com-
bined analysis are interpreted in the context of
a probabilistic framework that was developed as
part of a reactor safety assessment.

The Reference Calculation
The reference calculation is intended to

represent all accident paths within the targeted
band of accident paths. Some general criteria
are needed to accomplish this goal.

First, a complete calculated path from acci-
dent initiation to final termination is required.
The various phases of the accident will be. pre-
dicted consistently with each phase being based
on the consequences of the previous one. Fur-
ther, the number of assumptions needed for ini-
tial and boundary conditions is reduced.

Second, development of the conceptual pic-
ture of the accident progression should be coor-
dinated closely with the development of the ref-
erence calculation. Note that the conceptual
picture is not necessarily a preexisting picture
but may (or perhaps should) be developed by an
iterative process as results from attempts at
reference calculations and the associated system-
and separate-effects studies become available.
More than one reference calculation may be re-
quired, depending on the reactor design and the
assessment framework.

Finally, model development may be needed to
build a credible reference calculation. Phenom-
ena cannot be predicted if the necessary models
do not exist. Again, some iteration and inter-
action between the reference calculation and the
supporting studies may be needed to develop this
credibility.

System- and Separate-Effect Studies
System- and separate-effect studies can be

designed after the reference calculation has been
characterized and the dominant behavior has been
identified. Several goals should be addressed.
The primary goal is to ensure the representative-
ness of the reference calculation by assessing
the spectrum of effects produced by the full
range of uncertainties. Unexpected events may
result and be plausible but be inappropriate for
a reference, calculation if most of the accident
paths "oiiing represented would not experience then
and if they do not produce a major branch in the
accident path. If present, they can be analyzed
to determine their origin, and if it is artifi-
cal, the model can be adjusted.

Validation oJ models by comparing them with
available experimental results is a second goal.
The objectives are familiar to most analysts, ex-
cept that they are made more specific in the in-
tegral analysis approach. Most experiments are
performed under nonprototypic or at least some-
what idealized conditions, and it is necessary to
extrapolate conclusions about model performance

from the actual experiment conditions to expected
reactor conditions. The same code is used for
both the reference calculation and the experimen-
tal coicparisions, but the representation may be
different. Therefore, the raodols are identical,
although the regimes may change. The conditions
of the experiment and the reference calculation
are well defined, and the uncertainty introduced
by the differences in conditions can be judged.
In particular, the important correlations can be
examined individually to determine whether they
are in an "interpolation mode" or an "extrapola-
tion mode" in the reference calculation, that is,
whether the conditions of the reference calcula-
tion are outside the range of experimental data.

A further important purpose of system- and
separate-effect studies is to determine the lim-
its or trends of phenomenological behavior. By
performing parametric calculations within the
ranges of model validity, trends can be identi-
fied. If extremes or limits to consequences can
be established, they are often quite valuable in
assessing the safety implications of the results
of the reference calculation.

Advantages of Integral Analysis
The use of integral analysis has several

advantages. An important advantage is that the
computer code is used in the role for which it is
best suited, that is, to provide approximate pre-
dictions of an accident path. Although it is
difficult to achieve the degree of detail needed
to reproduce all features of the very complex,
highly nonlinear, transition-phase phenomena, the
code provides the ability to globally enforce
conservation laws and to provide consistent
boundary conditions as a basis for interaction
between different phenomenological models. These
features are missing from special-purpose codes
or mathematical models of individual phenomena,
and yet they are of primary importance in our un-
derstanding of the transition phase.

A second advantage of integral analysis is
to provide a better focus for engineering judg-
ment. Engineering judgment works best for deci-
sions involving only a few variables, for exam-
ple, choosing the best heat transfer correlation
for a given set of flow conditions. The area in
which engineering judgment performs worst is in
estimating effects that involve highly intercon-
nected phenomena, for example, in judging, whether
$100/s reactivity insertion rates will lead to
reactor vessel head failure. Integral, analysis
tends to shift the burden of judgment' from this
last category to the former.

Finally, an important part of model valida-
tion is comparing the results with experiments.
This task is complicated because experiment con-
ditions are usually quite different than the re-
actor conditions. Traditionally, model valida-
tion has been attempted in a generic way to
establish validity for a range of conditions.
The system- and separate-effects studies provide
the means to validate models only for the speci-
fic application of the reference calculation. It
is often possible to reach a stronger conclusion
about model validity in this way.
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APPLICATIONS OF INTEGRAL ANALYSIS

Two major efforts were undertaken at Los
Alamos in whK^ the integrated analysis approach
was applied in its entirety, that is, analysis of
CDA behavior(l^) in the CDS reactor and in the
CRBR assessment(2) of CDA energetics.

In the CDS analysis, the goal was to develc
a conceptual picture of the transition phase.
The CDS reactor is large and heterogeneous in de-
sign, and the reference calculation was for a
ULOF accident path. Hodel assumptions were cho-
sen that would lead to mild initiating phase
energetics, which are expected for the heterogen-
eous core design, thus leading to insufficient
fuel removal for permanent subcriticality in the
initiating phase. A complete accident path was
predicted mechanistically, with t'ne calculated
results of the initiating phase forming the ini-
tial conditions for the transition phase. The
initiating-phase calculations were performed with
SAS-3D,(4) and the transition phase calculations
were performed with SIHMER-II.(5)

It was readily observed from the initiating-
phase results that the degree of axial blanket
blockage formation in the transition phase would
have a controlling effect on the transient. How-
ever, the adequacy of the SIMMER-II plugging and
freezing treatment was a major uncertainty, and
the need for a separate-effect study was identi-
fied. The reference calculation also indicated a
substantial effect from steel boiling in liquid
fuel (fuel/steel "boilup"); thus, a second
separate-effect study was performed. Further, it
was clear from the reference calculation that in-
teractions between the neutron flux shape effects
and the fluid dynamic effects were producing pre-
viously unobserved behavior, and a system—effect
study was performed. (Later, we determined that
these flux-shape effects were a result of the
"loosely coupled" neutronic character of the het-
erogeneous core design.)

As a result of the CDS analysis, several
necessary model improvements were added to
SIHMER-II, including a structure ablation and
crust formation model and an improved treatment
of coupling between the neutronics.and the fluid
dynamics, further, the.general adequacy of
SIMMER-II's treatment of plugging arid freezing
(blockage formation) and fuel/steel boilup was
confirmed for the conditions of the reference
calculation. Einally, we.formed a preliminary
conceptual picture of the transition phase.

The second effort was the CRBR CDA energet-
ics assessment. Our goal was different in that
the integral analysis of the transition phase
formed only a portion of the very comprehensive
study performed (in accordance with the needs of
the NRC license application evaluation). In the
following, we will refer only to the efforts to
determine transition-phase consequences for the
ULOF accident. For this part, the calculative
steps were similar to those in the CDS analysis.

(1) Initial state neutronics and fluid dy-
namics definition

(2) Reference initiating-phase calculations
with SAS3D

(3) Reference transition-phase calculations
with SIMMER-II

(4) Separate- and system-effects calcula-
tions and experiment comparisions

There was considerable iteration and interaction
among these steps as models were added and re-
fined and as our conceptual picture became more
detailed; for example, seven variations of the
reference initiation-phase calculation were made.

A. Reference Calculation
In this section, the transition-phase ref-

erence calculation performed for the CRBR assess-
ment is described to illustrate the integral
analysis approach. Because of the complexity of
such calculations, a complete description is be-
yond the scope of this paper; however, we will
attempt to illustrate the analysis objectives and
the techniques used. In the following, some gen-
eral considerations that link the reference cal-
culation to the probabilistic framework on one
hand pnd to the system- and separate-effect stu-
dies on the other hand are described.

The results of the SIMMER-II calculations of
the CRBR reference transition-phase accident path
are shown in Fig. 3. The transient reactivity
(note the combined linear-logarithmic scale) is
shown along with the cumulative removal of total
driver fuel from the boundaries of the original
core region. The time scale is relative to the
beginning of the transition phase; the total
transient time is obtained by adding the 19.75 s
of the initiating-phase reference calculation.

As is obvious from Fig. 3, the transition
phase is highly dynamic and neutronically active
for the several seconds required to reach a per-
manently subcritical configuration. This highly
dynamic character, although quite chaotic at a
detailed level, is more orderly or understandable
at a global level when related to fundamental
mechanisms such as gravity or energy content.

It can be seen that the transient can be di-
vided into three parts for separate analysis.
The first part', 0 to 1,5 s, shows recriticalities
occurring on the time scale characteristic of
gravity-driven phenomena within a system of the
height of the CRBR core zone, thai is, approxi-
mately 1/2 s. According to our conceptual pic-
ture, this is the time interval in which primar-
ily subassembly-scale motion is occurring. A

6500

TIME (s)

Fig. 3. Total driver fuel mass in the active
core and net reactivity.
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check on the scale of the fluid dynamic coupling
confirms this. Recriticalities occur as a re-
sult of gravity-driven fuel compaction and result
in temporary axial dispersal and some core fuel
removal. Reactivity insertion rates are quite
limited by the lack of significant fluid dynamic
coupling and the small distances available for
gravitation acceleration of the compacting fuel.
As a consequence, the analysis effort can be fo-
cused on confirming the cumulative fuel removal
in relation to the progressive destruction of
subassembly walls. This is because no signifi-
cant energetics can occur as long as subassembly
scale phenomena are dominant.

In the second' part of the transient, 1.5 to
3.5 s, a high power state occurred because of ra-
dially inward flow of mobile fissile material in-
to internal blanket (sodium-voided) coolant flow
channels. The high temperature and highly dyna-
mic pool rapidly ablated the remaining driver
subassembly wall structure. Whenever the pool
became less dynamic, the resultant settling led
to additional recriticalities. He recognized the
potential for modeling uncertainties to lead to
significantly different accident paths during
this peri-jd. The increased fluid dynamic cou-
pling offered the possibility of sufficient fuel
motion coherence to produce energetic recritical-
ities. A number of separate-effect studies (col-
lectively termed "dispersal by extended fuel mo-
tion") were designed by considering the details
of the reference calculation and the CRBR geome-
try to evaluate the SIMMER-II treatment of fis-
sile fuel removal from the core region. (See
Ref. 2 for a discussion.) Further studies of
neutronic shutdown mechanisms and annular pool
fluid dynamics were conducted to confirm the
representativeness of the reference calculation
a \d are discussed briefly below.

The third part of the transient, from 3.5 s
onward, is characterized by the potential for
whole-core fluid motions. High energetics are
possible because of the global fluid-dynamic cou-
pling. We acknowledge that uncertainties in the
fuel dispersal rates present A the potential for
recriticalities in high-coherence configurations.
Thus, the analysis efforts were focused on iden-
tifying the conditions under which high energet-
ics would result. System-effect studies were
conducted to investigate significantly different
accident paths (the Whole-Core Transient-Pool
Flecriticality Study) and the mechanisms leading
to auto-catalysis (the Whole-Core Disassembly
Analysis Study). These studies and their con-
clusions are described briefly below.

This reference calculation is linked to the
probabilistic framework previously described by
the identification of subphases of relatively
constant dominant phenomena. When this was com-
bined with results from the closely related
system- and separate-effect calculations, it was
possible to make substantiated judgments about
the specific probabilities needed for an overall
assessment.

Systems- and Separate-Effect Studies

As previously stated, the reference calcula-
tion used in the integral analysis approach is
only approximate, and in addition, large varia-
tion? and uncertainties may exist because of

initial conditions, models, and data. Therefore,
the accident path characterization must be tested
to determine Whether the reference calculation
actually is representative of the entire accident
path band originally targeted. The next step is
to perform separate generalized investigations of
the phenomena controlling the accident path pro-
gression. These phenomena include the dominant
phenomena identified earlier and those not actu-
ally observed in the reference calculations but
known to be potentially significant.

To complete our illustration of the ap-
proach, some system- and separate-effect studies
from the CRBR study are described. Because of
the broad scope of this work, only those pertain-
ing to pool configurations are provided. (The
following is not intended to provide arguments
supporting the CRBR safety assessment but to il-
lustrate the integral analysis approach.)

Heutronic Shutdown Mechanisms. This was a
separate-effect study designed to determine the
sensitivity of disassembly-terminated reeritieal-
ity energetics to the initial void fraction in
the molten core pool. Thus, the effects of known
equation-of-state approximations in SIMMER-II
were evaluated, namely, the treatments of fuel
density and compressibility as a function of tem-
perature. The power level was held at a high
constant value to avoid complications from the
highly transient power bursts that normally would
rtsult. The analysis is focused on the fluid dy-
namics. Several representative power levels were
chosen to identify the role of the power level,
and SIMMER-II calculations were performed with a
one-dimensional fluid dynamic respresentation.
The results are shown in Table II. As the table
shows, the sensitivity is strong in the low void
regime, where single-phase liquid expansions are
relatively potent. These results show that void
fraction uncertainties are important in most
slumping and sloshing events and can have a large
effect on accident work potentials. As a conse-
quence of this study, we placed considerable en-
phasis on identifying the circumstances under
which high reactivity insertion rates occurred in
two-phase pools with void fractions in the criti-
cal range because these situations were the most
threatening.

Annular Pool Fluid Dynamics. This separate-
effect study, was designed to determine the ef-
fects of the uncertainties in the calculated fuel
reflux rates on the reactivity insertion rates.
Thus, the potential effects of uncertainties
resulting from the approximate modeling In
SIMMER-II of the flow regime and the mass, momen-
tum, and energy exchange functions were evaluat-
ed. Calculations were performed with a simpli-
fied SIMMER-II representation of annular pool
geometry. Reactivity insertion rates ware esti-
mated from fuel puddling rates and the knoen re-
activity dependence on puddle depth. Experiments
were conducted in the OMEGA facility at Purdue
University to verify the calculative treatment
for a wide range of major fluid-dynamic charac-
teristics. The calculative results are shown in
Table III for a variety of cases described in
Sef. 2. As can be seen, the ramp rate does not
depend strongly on modeling assumptions. Thus,
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TABLE II

ENERGY YIELDS FOR THE OHE-DIHE»S>IONAL DISASSLlfBLY
INVESTIGATION (FPS)

Void O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4

Power
10000
20000
30000

(units of nominal power;
2
4
5

.4

.0

.1

8.

no.
11.

7
4
5

12
14
16

.2

.6

.8

13
16
18

.0

.4

.6

13
16
19

.0

.5

.5

TABLE III

ANNUL4R-P00L ANALYSIS RESULTS

Case

C02
C04
C06
C08
CIO
C12
C14

Reflux Rate
CltR/s)

4460
3076
4470
4590
3570
3400
5545

Puddling Rate
(m/s)

0.35
0.24

0.35
0.36
0.28
0.27
0.42

Ramp Rate
<*/s)

35
24
35
36
28
27
42

we were able to place our concerns about the
SIMMER-II approximations to a much lower prior-
ity level.

Whole-Core Transient-Pool Recrltlc.ality.
This was a system-effect study designed to deter-
mine the dependence of the reactivity ramp rate
and energy yield upon the fluid sloshing charac-
teristics. The potential for different treat-
ments yielding different fluid motions and thus
leading to a qualitatively different accident
path was thereby evaluated. Two major subdivi-
sions of whole-core sloshing exist. First, there
are the recriticality-induced sloshes. Second,
there are the sodium (FCI)-induced sloshes. Cal-
culations were performed with a SIMMER-II repre-
sentation similar to that of the reference calcu-
lation. Experiments were performed in the OMEGA
facility at Purdue University to verify the cal-
culative treatment for a range of major fluid-
dynamic characteristics. Results showed that
sloshes producing high ramp rates also were char-
acterized by low void fractions at the pool mass
centroid—a situation that was shown to result in
significantly mitigated energy yields. There-
fore, we were able to conclude that different ac-
cident paths with different sloshing behaviors
would not produce qualitatively different conse-
quences .

Whole-Core Disassembly Analysis. This
system-effect study was designed to investigate
the circumstances under which auto-catalytic
thermal expansion of liquid fuel during a power
transient results in significant augmentation of
energy yields. Figure 4 illustrates this auto-
catalysis effect with results from an idealized
SIMMER-II calculation. The potential to realize
significantly different behavior (auto-catalysis)

1.4

1.2

0.6

0.4

02

Doppler effect •

Single-phase -
liquid fuel

thermal expansion

Doppler effect and
fuel dispersal

10 12 16

Fig . 4 .

TIMEfrns)

Typical results showing the auto-
cataylic effect (under certain neu-
tronic conditions) of single-phase
liquid-fuel thermal, expansion.

by different accident paths was evaluated. Four
different configurations ("snapshots" of trans-
ient behavior) and a range of disassembly reac-
tivity ramp rates imposed by adjustment of the
fuel reflux or slumping rate were used for this
study. Calculations were performed with a
SIHMER-II representation similar to that u:"ed for
the reference calculation. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. Essentially, it was determined that a
relatively narrow "window" existed for signifi-
cant augmentation of energetics as a result of
competing effects. (Reference 2 gives more de-
tails.) Because the window was so narrow, we
were able to conclude that it was not necessary
to include a major branch in the reference calcu-
lation. The energetics implications of this phe-
nomenon were addressed adequately within the pro-
babilistic framework for the overall accident
sequence.
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Fig. 5. Whole-core disassembly energy yields vs
ramp rate and configuration.

A REFINED CONCEPTUAL PICTURE OF THE TRANSITION
PHASE

A refined conceptual picture of the transi-
tion phase resulted from a synthesis of our ex-
perience with reference calculations and system-
and separate-effect studies for both the CDS
reactor and the CRBR. The conceptual picture
plays a fundamental role in portraying the safety
implications of these accidents to review bodies,
in the interpretation of calculative results,
and in delineation of the needs for further
safety
research and development.

Our early idea about the nature of the tran-
sition phase, which was formulated during the
analysis of the CDS reactor, was based on the ob-
servation that the accident path seemed to pass
through a certain progression of "subphases,"
where each subphase was characterized by well-
defined dominant phenomena. It was not clear
whether this observation would be generally true
or if it was related to some feature of the CDS
design. Further analysis led to the understand-
ing that the dominant behaviors were actually
quite resistant to change resulting from differ-
ing assumptions or models. This seems to be be-
cause they are related to fundamental factors
such as gravity, material energy content, or ma-
terial mobility. This understanding was confirm-
ed later by the CRBR analysis. Further, it ap-
pears reasonable to conclude that, in general
terms, the subphase characterization does not
depend on reactor size, but certainly the assump-
tions of a hetarogeneous core and a ULOF initia-
tor are important. The subphase characterization
as refined by the CRBR analysis can be summarized
as follows.

Subphase 1—Subassembly Scale Fluid Motion
This is essentially a continuation of initi-

ating phase behavior into the transition phase,
primarily as a result of the large initiating-
phase incoherence associated with the heterogen-
eous design. Recriticalities occur frequently
because of the growing mass of mobile fuel and

the small amount of fuel removal during the ini-
tiation phase. After disruption of the subassem-
bly fuel pin structure, gravity-driven downward
fuel compaction is followed by upward dispersal
after recriticalities. However, energetics are
limited because of the low degree of coherence,
primarily as a consequence of the lack of fluid
dynamic coupling between subassemblies. Core
fuel removal also is limited. Some "tuning" or
synchronizing of individual subassenbly motions
occurs as a result of the simultaneous energy de-
position over the entire core from recriticali-
ties. Thus, reactivity insertion rates tend to
increase late in this subphase. This subphase
will continue until sufficient energy has been
injected from recriticalities and sufficient time
has elapsad to permit a change in the character
of the fluid motions as a result of progressive
destruction of subassembly walls.

Subphase 2—Regional-Scale Fluid Motion
The increased fluid dynamic coupling and

elimination of subassembly walls end the rela-
tively independent and primarily axial cyclic be-
havior. Significant monotonic radial motion oc-
curs from liquid and particulate fuel and steel
flowing into the empty flow channels of the
failed internal blanket su'oassemblies. Both axi-
al and radial cyclical motion may occur as a re-
sult of energy deposition from recriticalities.
However, sloshing is severely inhibited because
of the baffle effect of the remaining subassembly
walls, including stubs in the colder regions near
axial blankets and substantially intact control
and internal blanket subassemblies. The occur-
rence of recriticalities depends on the cumula-
tive amount of core fuel removal and the degree
of enrichment dilution from internal and axial
blanket entrainment. Reactivity insertion rates
may be larger than the previous subphase because
of the increasing coherence of fuel motion. Ad-
ditional fissile fuel removal paths become avail-
able, including both inter-blanket subassembly
gaps and flow channels through the axial blan-
kets, but the amount of fuel removal depends en
temperatures and pressure gradients. This sub-
phase is terminated by the beginning of the next
subphase or by termination of the transition
phase, either by energetic cora dissassembly OJ
by fuel removal leading to permanent subcritical-
ity. The onset of the next subphase may occur as
a result of the progressive elimination of the
baffle effect because of continued subassembly
wall destruction.

Subphase 3—Whole-Core Fluid Motions
Centrally focused radial sloshing is now

possible and is inhibited only by the axial stubs
of internal blanket subassemblies. The possibil-
ity of recriticalities again is determined by the
cumulative effects of driver fuel removal from
th° core and the fertile fuel dilution of the
driver fuel. Small recriticalities may lead to
much larger secondary recriticalities, as a re-
sult of pool neutronic characteristics that re-
sult in centrally focused energy deposition. The
only influence acting against recritlcality-
induced whole-core sloshing is a possible annular
bias to the vapor production resulting from off-
center power peaking av.d incomplete mixing of the
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fertile fuel from the internal blankets; such a
situation may result from earlier incoherence ef-
fects. (This effect was pronounced in CRBR be-
cause of the late disruption of driver subassem-
blies adjacent to the radial blankets, leading to
much higher fissile density in this outer
region.)

Nonaxisymmetric focused sloshing also may
play an important role. Such sloshing can re-
sult from local FCIs that in turn result from the
meltthrough of the structure, exposing molten
fuel and steel to liquid sodium. (FCI-induced
sloshing can be especially compactive.) There-
fore, recritlcality energetics may be signifi-
cant, but energetics magnitude depends in a com-
plex way on pool shape ond pool void fraction
distribution.

SUMMARY

An approach has been developed and used to
cope with the inherent diversity of accident
paths and complex phenomena that characterize
accident analysis of the transition phase. This
approach, integral analysis, involves linking
comprehensive reference calculations and system-
and separate-effect studies into an assessment
package that is built around a probabilistic
framework. The reference calculation represents
a targeted band of accident paths that is consis-
tent with a conceptual picture of the accident
phenomena. The representativeness of the refer-
ence calculation is insured by the system- and
separate-effect studies, which focus on nonlinear
or threshold eftects that could produce major
branches in the reference calculation, on the va-
lidity of the models used, and on the character-
ization of the consequence spectrum associated
with the many initial condition, model, and data
uncertainties. Brief examples of the CRBR refer-
ence calculation for some of the system- and
separate-effect studies that supported the CRBR
reference calculation were presented.

A subphase characterization of the transi-
tion phase developed during the integral analy-
sis of the transition phase for the COS reactor
and CRBR was presented. This characterization
led to the generalization that, for the ULOF ac-
cident in a heterogeneous core reactor, the like-
lihood of a recriticality decreases as the trans-
ient progresses and fuel is removed, which is as
expected. However, the potential for energetics
from recriticalities increases as fluid dynamic
coupling, and thus coherency of fluid motion in-
creases as the transient progresses because of
destruction of core structural material.

CONCLUSION

The integral analysis approach was used suc-
cessfully in the CRBR licensing proceedings. Be-
cause of this and other successful applications,
we feel that, without the integral analysis ap-
proach to provide a focus and structure to severe
accident assessments, "what if" questions can be
raised essentially ad. inflnitum because subjec-
tive opinions become the only alternative founda-
tion for assessment credibility. Further, no al-
ternative approach is available that can cope

effectively with the complex phenomena and diver-
sity of ircident paths that characterize the
transition phase of a CDA. As with any approach,
there are shortcomings, but none so far that
would appear to prevent its successful applica-
tion in future licensing processes.
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